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Chapter One

Overview of the Study: Institution at the Crossroads

What is it like toteach and work in a community college?
How do community college faculty understand and make sense of
their work? These are questions simply enough phrased,, but the

. background to them, the study of them, and the resulting
reflections on them are" complex and deeply connected to our
dilemma in merging notions 'of excellence with notions of
equality,. These questions and that dilemma are at the center of

. this study.

A system that employs over two hundred thousand full- and
part-time teachers, that enrolls over four million students in
approximately nine hundred and fifty public community colleges
spread across our nation (Breneman and Nelson 1981, p.1) and that
spends approximately 6.3 oilliOn dollars annually represents a
significant educational institution from almost any point of

,view. - From the, perspective of researchers interested in the
relationship between education and equity in this country,
community colleges are institutions 'that simply cannot be
ignored.

To gain insight into the workings of. community colleges we-
decided to explore the work of community college faculty. While
boards of trustees, administrators, secretaries, custodians,
bookkeepers, telephone receptionists; cafeteria workers, security
officeri and others all interconnect with faculty in making
community colleges work, we limited this-Mbiry to the work of
faculty and professional staff- who have instructional
responSibilities. We believed that an exploration of their work
would lend insight into the nature of community college,
education in this country and especially into the relationship
between community colleges and equal educational opportunity.

Exploring the meaning faculty make of their work is
inherently complex. The process requires, as a reading of Alfred
Schutz (1967) would suggest, a reconstruction of -the
constitutive factors of-a person's life -leading up to becoming a
community college faculty member, the articulation of the
concrete details of work experience] and the time, space, and
willingnesS to 'reflect on the complicated interaction of past and
present experiences as mediated by each person's intentions.

To add to the complexitycommunity, college faculty'work in
institution that has been placed and has placed itself at the

crossroads of conflict in our society. That conflict,is between

11
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our liberal ideology which stresses equal opportunity,

individualism, and the possibility of upward mobility(Hartz
1955) and the realities of the way social class, race, and gender
interact with our economic system. Faculty who work in community

colleges are buffeted by the crosscurrents of this social

conflict and by coming to grips with the reality of their

own "American dream." That interaction between faculty's

individual work and its social context provides a major focus of

the study.

While strongly supported in many, areas of the country, While
bedecked with impressive new facilities in manly place/s, and while

bringing through their doors an increasing percentage of those

who pursue higher education (or postsecondary edtication, as it

has come to be called), community colleges are near the bottom of
the hierarchy in our system of higher education. In addition to
our interest in the social context of community.colleges, we were
also interested, in how this place of community colleges within

the structure of higher education affected the work of those

within community colleges.

In the public's eye, in students' eyes, and in the eyes of

faculty in higher education, community colleges have held an

ambiguous position between the high schools and the four-year

colleges and universities.. Their history, their financing, their

governance reflect that ambcguity. B_Rt if there has been an

ambiguity of structural and organizaliknal factors, there has

been no ambiguity that we could discern about their status in the
hierarchy of higher education. It would be euphemistiC to cloud,

that reality. Despite .a sometimes noble sense of mission,

despite many'instances of true local pride in a community's

two-year college, despite (in states like California) salaOes

that compete and in some cases outrun salaries in four-year

institutions, there A a nagging, pervasive sense that, for'both

faculty and students, being at a community college meaps being

near the bottom of the higher education totem pole. (Howard

London [1978, p.551 points out that for some, vocational teachers

whose reference group is the workers in the occupation 'for which
they are preparing students, that'is much less the. case.)

We have been interested! therefore, in exploring through

this study how the place of community college teachers in the

hierarchy of higher education interacts with the way they dO

their work and the meaning they make of it. One of the

participants whose profile we have presented in a later chapter

in this, report told us how he had been treated with deference as

a professor when he and his family lived in a working-class

neighborhood. He moved his family to a "better" neighborhAd
where his neighbors were corporate businessmen and professionals.
At social gatherings where he met his new neighbors, he was often

asked where he worked. When he told them he taught at the

community college he was greeted with a polite but uninterested,

"Oh," and the subject of his work would be lamely Iropped.
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Richard Sennettand Jonathan Cobb (1973) present a compelling
picture of the hidden injuries of class in the larger society.
We were interest d in our study in understandirigwhat the faculty
members' own participation in the "American dream" of moving up
meant to their work. The issue seems to us doubly important when
their place near the bottom of the higher education hierarchy is-
in an institution which,_ at least formerly if not at present,
viewed and advocated itself as an.,instrument of upward mobility
for its students.

In addl.tion to investigating the ideological, social, and
systemic context of faculty's work, we were also interested in
how the internal organization of the college and the system in
which the colleges operated affected their work and the meaning
they made of it. The community college borrows organizational
and governing principles from both secondary. schools and
four year colleges. What this has meant for community college
faculty is that notions of strong faculty governance, most
prevalent in what Cohen and March (1974) call the organizational
anarchy of fouryear colleges, conflict with notions of
administrative authority commohly found in secondary schools. We
were interested in exploring how this conflict affected faculty
work.

'Contemporary factors serve to exacerbate the conflict
between faculty and *administrative control. RecInt tightening of
economic conditions and increased competition among institutions
of higher education for a shrinking body of traditionalage
students have resulted in increased centralization of authority
and more and more efforts toward coordination of community
colleges at the state level (Breneman and Nelson 1981, p.38).
Moreover, what were once expanding community college faculties
have become fixed, if not reduced, ine4ize. The sense of
expanding horizons has diminished. T e effect of increased
centralization of authority and a limited sense of opportunity
and power for individual faculty provide the third level of
context within which we have explored the nature of faculty and
professional staff work in community colleges.

To explore what it is like to work in community colleges and
what meaning faculty make of their work, given the ideological,
social, and organizational context, we conducted a series of
three indepth interviews with seventysix faculty and staff
participants and twentyfour students from community colleges
Massachusetts, New York State, and California. The methodology_
is described in the next chapter and our reflections on what we
have learned about indepth phenomenological interviewing is
described in chapter fourteen. To present the results of our
inquiry we have developed profiles, in their own words, of
community college faculty, staff, and students whom we have
interviewed, and commentary on those profiles.

\ The heart of our inquiry is presented through the profiles.

14



A reader who immerses himself or herself in the stories of the

,people we present will share aspects of the faculty members'

lives before coming to the college, details of their. experience

in the college, .and their reflections on the meaning-. of that

experience that will allowthe reVer to start making meaningful

connections within each of the profiles. and among all of them.

While each participant's story is different,' major connecting

themes emerge from the profiles.

Themes emerge which reflect' the tensions inherent in the

conflict between egalitarian 49d 'elitist notions of education.

Often those tensions are embedbed in .the educational history of

faculty members that can be so different from that of their

students. Grading and testing become an arena where a sense of

standards in college teaching conflicts with a concern for both

the individual student and the retention of numbers'of students ---

in the college. ,e
4,

Themes emerge which highlight the inherent frustration of

teachers who take individ6a1 and personal responsibility for

structural, social, and economic forces far larger than their

individual efforts . English' teachers struggle to have students

learn to write under conditions that induce a sense of personal

inadequacy. Stories are told of faculty selfdoubt concerning

the large number lof students who drop out of. classes, pulled by

the need to work, conflicts in personal situations, or

confrontations with the demands- of the subject Matter.'

Perspectives that try to soften the enerVating effects of,

attrition and would have community'college critics realize that

"...students use community colleges for their own purposes and

frequently achieve those purposes short of program completion"

(Cohen and Brawer 1982, p.57), do not effect ely deal with a

faculty member's sense of loss when a student -no longer in his

or her seat in the classroom.

'Themes emerge also among the profiles-which reflect current

community college faculty contending with the results of the

community college movement's separation gf research from teaching

and eschewal"of research (Eerls 1931, p. 202-203). The

resulting antiintellectualism that stems from the disjunction of

teaching and research plagues those community college faculty

who, by their own experience, interests,tand predisposition,

cannot readily accept that disjunction.

The meaning of degrees for faculty in community colleges

reflects some of the major tensions which appear in the profiles!

The ambiguity of the Ph.D. in community,colleges--the degree

seeming to hold simultaneously the possibility of status and

scorn for community college faculty--is pictured in the profiles

of those who have, and those who chose not to have, a Ph.D.

Stories of pressure to seek terminal degrees for a sense of

security- in the college coincide with stories about- the

awkwardness with which those who hold the doctorate are treated

14
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by those who do not.

The stories of vocational teachers in the community college
connect'to those of academic teachers as they both contend with
the deep ,.schism between manual and intellectual labor that has
evolved in western industrialized civiliiation (SohnRethel
1978). Stories of .vocational teachers who know that the.chasm
between "skills" and understanding is an artificial one, who have
a sense of "skill" rooted ...in a time ',when craftspeople
conceptualized and carried out an entire process of producti29,,
connect with stories of lacademic teachers who decry the
possibitsity ofc' interesting .their students in ideas. Both
academic and career teachers 'we interviewed sought a more
complete sense of education, one which did not pay homage to the
division.between career and academic education.

Themes that portray teachers, counselors, and students
struggling with the coqusion that is embedded in our society
between notions of ability and notions of performance abound in
the interview data. Adjectives like "bright" and "dumb "' are used
almost casually by some o&our participants . Their use reflects
indoctrination by a society which has reified intelligence,
tested its existence, and given it a single number which is
supposed to capture its essence ( Gould 1981). At the same time
there are poignant moments in the interviews when faculty members

catch themselves using that vocabulary and then, when asked to
think about their own experience, disown and reject the terms.

Faculty in community colleges' express satisfaction in
working in an institution which increasingly seems to offer;
opportunities to older women who wish to return to school,
opportunities that earlier personal' decisions interacting with
sexist society did not afford them. Yet women faculty in the
cioblmunity college face their own battles with sexism within their
lives both in.and out of the institution. The profiles ofwomen
community college faculty and the chapter on returning women
students illuminate the complex interaction of these themes.

Profiles of minority faculty who work in community colleges
present a picture of all =the tensions that nonminority faculty

,must face. In addition, minority faculty face-interacting issues
of racism; social class, power, and opportunity as these factors
affect their everyday lives at.work and in the _community.

The chapter on faculty for whom teaching in& community
colleges is a second, career presents the difficulties of
adjusting to an-institution the reality of which they knew little'
about .before they started to work in it. The' experience of such
participants, the disjunction between their view of themselves
and What they have to learn to work with in their new positions,
helps to highlight the nature'of the community colleges.

The chapter on counselors presents some of the factors

15
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invitived in their difficult role poised between faculty and

administration . The profiles 'preSented indicate that they

sometimes become scapegoats for those who fault them for- not

dealing adequately ,with- all the symptoms- of, societal and

institutional complexity and contradiction which are guilt into

the life and function of the community college.
.

This capsule dtscriptiOn of gtme of the themes that appear

in 'the profile chapters cannot do justice to the stories the

faculty and students present in their own words. It is tempting

to present the profiles and let them stand on their own. After

hundreds. of hours of interviewing and more hundreds of hours of

reading the transcripts of the interviews, we came to know the

work of community college 'faculty in a way that' increased our

respect for the, complexity inherent in that work Yet our

experience in the interviewing leads us to make our own meaning

of what we have seen; heard, and read. We' present that meaning

in commentary within each chapter and in the. final two chapters

-As the report.

In our preparation for this project we discovered at least

two antithetical types of writing about the community colleges in

the United States . The first was that of the advocates of the

community college movement. From Walter Eells(1931) to Leland

Medsker (1960) and continuing with more current publications

sponsored by the. American Association of Community and Junior

Colleges (Gleaner 1980), there is a literature that outlines the

tremendous growth of community colleges. This literature

reflects a point of view that accepts the assumptions which

underlie the establishment and phenomenal growtW of community

colleges. From a point of _view ot advocacy and 'acceptance the

authors in this tradition study various aspects of the community

colleges, identify,problem areas, and tap out directions for the

future.

There is another strand of literature which is critical of
e,thbe assumptions which underlie the community college movement and

questions its claim to represent a genuine societal attempt to

increase equity of access to higher education and, to the

traditional and new occupations that require the training and

credentials that such education offers. Cohen and Brawer (1982),

two of the most prolific commentators on community colleges,

outline that strand of writing from Burton Clark (1960) through

James Karabel (1977) to Stephen Zwerling (1976). To that strand

we would-add H'ward London (1978) and Alexander Astin (1982). A

dialectic has been at work. First the advocates of community

colleges had the field; then the scholarly-critique began to be

heard.

When we began this study we were neither,radical critics,., if

by that a Marxist orientation is assumed, nor liberal advocates

of community colleges. While critical of the competitiveness and

lack of community inherent in the liberal ideology of

individualism and skeptical about the Horatio Alger myths which

16



sustain the liberal ideology in our country, we maintained a hope
that our economic system and spbial organizatibns could move.in
the direction of "more equity. We believed that educational
systems, while incapable of effecting social change on their own,
had a ,.respopsibility, at the minimum not to reinforce
educational and thereby social inequity and, at the maximum; to
provide7an energy toward educational.equity in. this country.

What we have learned does not iead us to a simple two- valued
ollientaqon of either critique or advocacy of community colleges.
Nor do we hew a middle -of- the -road. perspective which keeps us on
the fence about community colleges and the issue of equity in
.education . Our learning connects to both 54rands of literature.
on the community college. We believe at our approach to the
subject through the methodology of in epth phenomendlogical
interviewing makes a modest contribution oward understanding the
complexities and dilemmas that neither p rspective offers alone.
In pre3efiting our major findings in the medium through which we
gained access to them, the words of our participants, we hope
that the readers of this report will come a step closgr to
knowing what it is like to teach and work in a community college,
what it means for T3culty to work in community /colleges, and how
that understanding and meaning-making affe t the workings of
community colleges in this country.

17
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Chapter Two

Methodology of The Stlidy:

A Qualitative Approach) Through In-Depth Phenomenological

,Interviewing

Our goal in this study wa to explore the, nature and meaning

of the work of community ollege faculty and to relate our

understanding of that work to the achievement of key

institutional goals. To achieve our gft.1 we used the methodology

of in-depth phenomenological interviewing suggested to us bythe

work of Kenneth Dolbeare and _David Schuman (Schuman t982). In

this chapter we describe the rationale for tha methodology and
Jthe following specific aspects of the research rocess: contact

and access, selection of participants, the interview process,

and working with the data gathered from the interviews. -.

li.

Rationale

(
At the 1983 Annual Meeting of the American EdUcAional"

Research Association held in Montreal, more. than.one discussant

commented on the range of methodological approaches represented

in the papers. The fact that qualitative research based on

qualitative asduinptions was represented in the American

Educational Research Association pebgram is a significant

indication of the growing critique of. quantitative research in

education and the increasing tolerance, if not appreciation, for

methods of research based.on a different set of assumptions.
. .1

Those assumptiOns informed °the approach to the research

presented in this report. We began. from the position that to

understand the work of community. ocollege'faculty and the meaning

that 'they make of their work, experimentation was out of the

question. Surveys and questionnaires, while suitable for large

numbers, lacked depth, ancrpresupposedlist Of questions to

which we were seeking answers Qgjodtheses that we wanted to

test. We assumed that any process of knowing and understanding

demanded a relationship between those who wanted to know and what

they wanted to know about. We rejected,methods of inquiry that'

stressed the separation siof the researcher ..,from the ,subject

because we believe that such separation is neither possible nor,

desirable, when the subjects are human. WelOejected an approach

that depends on quantifiable. data because experience with

quantification has taught that, in order to meet the'criteria

for reliable statistical inference, large numbers of participants

are required. In addition, the separating out of factors of



experience.to a level suitable for quantification 'could tend to
trivialize the complexity we were tryineto understand. (For, a
succint critique of quantitative research as applied to human s

beings, see John M. Johnson 1975.)

We also consideied the advantages and disadvantages of a'
study based on participant observation such as conducted by
Howard London (1978). However, theoretical and practical issues
in participant observation convinced u4 that for our purposes
indepth interviewing provided the roost grounded approach to the

4,, type of understanding we sought (see Martin Trow in McCall 1969).

There is .a range of approaches to indepth interviewing.
Influenced by the work of Dolbeare and Schuman .(Schuman '1982) we
centered on an approach:Which would stress the meaning mmunity
college faculty made of their work. We believed that a meaning
they' made of their work- would greatly influen the carried
out that -Work and, by implication,'' community colleges
achieved their institutional goals. ThV series of interviews we
developed, 'therefore, .asked. our participants to 'reconstruct
constitutive 'factors of their experience before coming to the.
community college and of their work in the communit(y college.
The interview process encouraged the participants to relate those
individual expe'riences to larger organizational and social issues
that formed the context in which they worked. That the meaning
an individual makes of his or her experience is accessible when
the individual reflects on 'the constitutive factors of that
experience, is convincingly argued b; Alfred Schutz (1967). His
book, The Phenomenology of the Social World, provided- the
theoretical underpinning for our approach to indepth
interviewing.

Selection of Participants

In selecting participants for th study we made- an early
decision to study the work of community college faculty and
professional staff who had instructional responsibilities in a
wide range of settings. We were not interested in any single
community college site.' We selected participants who worked in
community college§ in large urban centers, in small towns, and
in suburban' settings:

The study was carriedvout in two ph 'Our original
study, sponsored by the Exxon Education Foe tion, concentrated
on participants who taught in c:7914bIty.c91 es in Massachusetts
in 1979'. Massachusetts ranked ortyeighth "in the nation in per
capita expenditures for public Oigher education (Chambers, 1979):

::!Mot of the funding for the s to wide community college system
' comes from state'. sources ( r 1977). ' As we expanded 'and
deepened our research'through our NIEsponsored study, one of our
goals was to understand whether the stories and experiences we
had collected in our Massachusetts interviews were` particular to
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Massadhusetts because of the low level of furiding and the

centralized state organization of comMunity, colleges., We

therefore decided to do.our additional interviews the NIE

cycle 12of the study in 'states that havA contrasting

characteristics.

We chose 'California because it has a longer' history with

community colleges than MaSsachusets, was third in the nation in

per capita expenditure for higher education -(Chambers 1979).and,

at least before Proposition 13, had a system'of governance and

funding more balanced among State and local sources than

Massachusetts (Garms 1977). 'New 'York State also provided a

useful contrast to Massachusetts ':and California. in addition to

being accessible to us on a regular basis during' the academids

year. New York. ranked twenty-fifth in, percapita:appropriations

for public higher education (Chambers 1979) and,provided an even'

more ba0anced forWula for funding among state, local, and tuition,

sources than either California or Massachusetts (Garms 1977'.

- In addition, both. California and New York provided us access to

community colleges that were much larger than those in

Massachusetts. The contrasting levels of appropriations for

public higher education, the different formulae for funding and

governance represented in each state, and the wider range of size

of institutions determined our choice of participants in

California and New York State. We also included additional

participants' from Massachusetts in thi'S second, NIE-sponsored,

phase of our study.*

-In addition to interviewing community college faculty and

professional staff who had instructional responsibilities, we

decided to interview a small sample of students in community

colleges. In their interviews faculty often made reference to

the nature of community .college students and to student

experience in the colleges. We decided that, although our focus

was on the work of community college faculty, interviewing

students would provide us a mirror with which to view the

experience of community college faculty. We therefore

interviewed a sample of twenty-four students distributed evenly

in Massachusetts, New York State, and California.

4
While not claiming statistical representativeness for our

sample (see the discussion of representativeness in chapter

fourteen) our goal in selecting individual participants was to

build a pool that was fkr to the larger community college

faculty population. Recent reports indicate that the percentage

of women faculty in community colleges is growing. As of 1980 it

stood at approximately forty ercent (Wolk 1980, p.192; Gilbert

1980,k p.3). In our final sample of seventy-six faculty,

thirttwo were women represen ng forty-two percent, a figure

consistent with the national p ulation.

The statistical picture of minority and nonminority faculty

in community colleges is infused with many problems as described
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by Michael Olivas (1979). Olivas reports that in the early
seventies nonminorities'adcounted for ninetyfive percent of the
faculty in community colleges and minorities for five percent.
Nothing in what Olivas or other sources have,presented would
ihdicate that that figure is rising at any significant rate and
there is even some suggestion of decline: If we had adhered to
the five percent figure in our study, we would have interviewed a
total 'of only four minority faculty. However., because we
believed that issues of equitable educational opportunity are
central to the notion 401 community colleges' and that the
experience of minority community college faculty would contribute'
to our understanding of the issues, we decided to include more
minority faculty in the study than would be called for using
numerical representation as the only criterion. Therefore, of
our seventysix faculty and staff participants, twenty one were
members of minority groups in the United States.

Another major consideration in our selection of participants
was the division in .commUnity colleges between faculty who would
be considered "liberal arts" and those who would be classified as
"career education" faculty. In The Culture of the Community
College, Howard London (1978) built a strong case -that faculty
teaching in liberal arts transfer programs have a different sense
of their work than do faculty who teach in vocational programs.
The literature- is replete with statements about the increasing,
importance of'vocational Programs in community colleges. Indeed
in California it is reported that more than three quarters, of the
students in community colleges are enrolled in courses to learn
specific vocational skills and have no intention of completing a
program or transferring to a fouryear college (Watkins 1983).
Yet there is very little statistical data on the relative number
of career and liberal arts faculty. , Partially that is a problem
of definition; our experience has shown an increasing number of
faculty who would normally be considered "academic" teaching in
"vocational" programs and thus blurring the distinctions, at
least on one level. (See Cohen and Brawer 1982, for a more
extensive discussion of the blurring of such distinctions.)
Grant and Eiden (1980, p. 104) gave us some guidance in the
matter by reporting on areas in whip community college faculty

/;....#,earned their highest degree as Cf 1972-73. At that time
approximately twenty'to thirtythree percent of community college
faculty held their highest degrees in vocational areas. Of our
seventysix faculty and staff' participants,- nineteen, or
twentyfive percent, were faculty in vocational areas, a figure
we believe is fair to the historical picture but perhaps a little
low given the recent movement toward vocational education in
community colleges.

In addition to considerations of gender, nonminority and
minority status,. and career education and liberal arts program
affiliation, in 'selecting participants we also took into
consideration issues of aie and experience, highest degree held,
and whether the faculty were tenured or nontenured. Wolk (1980,
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p.192) indicated that 15.3 percent of community college faculty

held the doctorate, including both the Ph.D..and the Ed.D. In

our sample of seventy7six faculty and sbeff participants,twelve

or 15.78' percent held the doctorate. Wolk {1980, p. 192) also

,reported that the average age of community college faculty

members was fortyfour and that the average community college

faculty member had ten years of-teaching experience: Among our

faculty and staff participants, the range.of age anb.experience

was consistent with these figures.

In selecting our .participants, other less concrete factors

also, affected our selection process. For example, during an

early round of contact visits we met with a group, of,faculty who

had just endured a divisive conflict betweenc faculty and

administration resulting in the forced resignatiOlk of the

president. It became clear to us as we talked with ti4, group of

faculty that their perceptions of their work experience would be

deeply affected by this recent clash. Although ve-considered for

a short time including some faculty from this school in our

sample because such political battles are not irrelevant to the

work of community college faculty, we decided that, as much as we

could discern ahead of time, we wanted to avoid participants who

had an axe to grind. Nor aid we want our research to become

associated with local political battles.

Similarly we avoided selecting participants who had been

recommended to us as "stars" of the faculty, although certainly

some who were chosen for other reasons turned out to be "stars"

on their faculty:' We were interested in the everyday experience

of faculty who carry out the work of community colleges and not

in celebrities on the faculty whose experience might be more

affected by their status than by the nature of their work in the

community college.

We also included in our group of participants seventeen

people who had professional staff positions in community

colleges, particularly staff positions which included

instructional responsibilities. Among those staff were

counselors and staff Of instructional resource centers. We

interviewed only two people who tiad administrative positions with

no instructional responsibility. (For distribution of faculty,

staff, and student participants,see Tables 1 and 2, Appendix I.)

Contact and Access

As we indicate in chapter fourteen of this report, we

learned early, in our research process that how access was

est blished with participants and how contact was made with them

_aff cted the actual interview process. In achieving access to

pote a . participants and making contact with them we

established a process that was directed toward achieving as much

equity in the interviewing relationship as possible. Therefbre

we pi de contact with participants through peers and avoided
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mqking contact through people in positions of authority over the
participants. We not only wanted to avoid the impression that
our research was supported and sanctioned by the administration
of a college, and that it was a study of any one particular site;
we also wanted to minimize differences in perceptions of power
and authority between us as researchers and the community college
faculty we'would interview.

We Made a contact visit with almost every participant before
the actual interview process began. Having acquired the names of
potential participants from a network' of various contacts , we

ca would make a contact visit to the college to meet with potential
participants. These contact meetings would either be held
individually or in small groups. In these meetings we'explained
who we were, what our study was about, how we intended to use the
data we collected, and the amountof time and the nature of the
commitment we were seekink from participants. in addition to
talking about ourselves and our work, we would ask the
participants to tell us about themselves so that we could collect
information about them relevant to the goals and criteria we had
established for selection of participants.

Purilig an individual contact visit, if a potential
participant met the criteria which we were using, we would ask
that person to become a participant in the study. If our
contact visit was with a small group of potential participants,
after the meeting we would review the information we had
collected, select the people we wanted to invite to join the
study, and call them to ask if they would be willing to become
participants. In the entire process our goal was to be explicit
about our work and to try to create a situation in which the
potential participant made an active choice about whether to
participate in the study. Once that choice was made, we proposed
a series of dates and times for the interview series; we tried to
turn the willingness of a faculty member to participate in what
was a rather abstract notion into a commitment to concrete dates,
times, and places of meetings.

After having made contact with a participant, secured the
participant's agreement to participate, and set up the time and
place for-the series of interviews, one final step remained as a
bridge between the contact process and the interview process. At
the appointment for the first interview, but before it,actually
started, we would ask- our participants to read carefully a
detailed "Written Consent Form" that we had prepared for the
project. While the original impetus for the form came -from
federal regulations concerning the rights of human subjects in
research, the form served more than just a legal function. By
making the form as explicit as possible about who we were, the
nature of the work, the commitment asked of the participants, the
uses to which the data would be put, and the- rights of the
participants, we clarified in our own minds the purpose and
nature of our work. In addition, by giving ample time for the
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,participants to read the form carefully and ask any questions

that they might have about the process, we not only established a

sense of informed consent but also a sense of commitment to the

work we were about to begin. The written consent form, in

outlining the nature of the project, established a framework in

which both participants and interviewers could pursue the

interview process guided by the sense of serious purpose and

commitment represented by the mutual signing of the consent form.

.
(See Appendix II fa-copy of the written consent form.)

The Interview Process

Our research design was structured around a sequence Of

three in-depth interviews with each participant in the study.

Each interview in the series lasted one and one-half hours, and

the interviews were normally spaced about three days to a week c,

apart. The first two interviews were usually held in th faculty

member's office or anothar room in his or her college where

uninterrupted privacy court be assure.' Whenever logistically

possible and whenever the participant was willing, we held the

third interview in the participant's home.. Each interview was

audiotaped. We used a high-quality audiocassette recorder and

two, icrophones or other smaller tape recorders. For reasons on

which we comment, in chapter fourteen we did not sacrifice sound

quality for the sake of unobtrusiveness in recording the

interviews.

Each of the three interviews had a distinctive purpose and.

focus. The first interview concentrated on the- life of the

parti-cigants before their work in community colleges. We asked

our participants to reconstruct experiences with parents,

siblings, neighborhood friends and acquaintances, schooling, and /

early work experiences. The second interview focused on what it

was like to work in the community college. In this interview we

asked participants to reconstruct in as concrete detail as

possible how they spent their tune and energy in the community

college. We concentrated on the details of their experience

rather than on their opinions and attitudes which would have been

abstractions of-that experience. The third interview focused on

the meaning that the participants made of their work in the

community colle . Given what they had reconstructed in the

first two in views, we asked them to reflect on how they

understood the place of their, work in their lives.

Each of the three interviews, in the sequence had a specific

purpose and focus but within each .interview our interviewing

technique was open-ended. We did not have a set of

pre-established questions to which we were seeking renswers or a

set of hypotheses which we, wanted to test. At times, we would

ask questions that had developed from previous interviews with

the same participant or with pther participants which seemed to

reflect common themes. Some examples of questions that we

would repeat in different interviews are: "What is it like to be
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a woman on this faculty?" "Wha' is it like for yqu to have a
Ph.D. in this, community collet ?" On the whole we severely
limited such 'thematic questi s lest our asking them create
themes in the minds of parti ipants' which would have not been
there had. we not asked the q estion. When we did ask thematic
questions, we did so after the participants had spent the time
they wanted to spend recreating the details of their experience
and when such questions seemed connected to the experience that
they had presented.

Our methodological goal in the _interviewing was to have our
participants reconstruct and-reflect on the concrete details ,

the constitutfve factors, of their experience. Our 'primary task
was to frame the interview and be,active listeners. We most
often asked questions %when we did not understandsomething that
had been said, when'we wanted to hear more detail .about what a
participant was discussing,'or when we, wantethto guide the
interview within the framework established'for that 'particular
interview.

In chapter fourteen we comment more extensively on specific
aspects of the methodology and interrelated epistemological,
methodological, and ethiatil issues involved in indepth
interviewing.

Working with Our Material

We began our interviewing Sunder the Exxon Education

Foundation grant in December' of 1979. We intiliVewed
participants in Massachusetts through August of 1980. ring
the bast stages of our work on the Exxon grant, we sought to
expand and deepen our research by applying for a grant from NIE
to allow us to interview community college faculty inCalifornia,
New York State, and additional participants in Massachusetts. We
recefved that grant and began our interviewing in California in
the summer of '1981. During the 1981-82 academic year we
conducted interviews with faculty and students in community
colleges in New Yoic State , students in California and
additional faculty, partidipahts in Massachusetts. .While we
conducted one interview in Noven&iof 1982 and two in January
of 1983, the great majority ofrour.interviewing was completed by
the summer of 1982.

We spent the summer and fall of 1982 reading the verbatim
transcripts which had been typed from the audiotapes of each
interview. Over three hundred interviews provided approximately
twelve thousand doublerspaced pages of transcripts to be read and
studied. We spent seven months reading the transcripts of the
interviews. At least:' three readerS- carefully studied each
transcript. each reader marked- passages in the margin that wde
of interest . We subsequently labeled those passages according
to specific social, historical, and organizational categories
which we developed as we read.
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In order to be as responsible as possible to our

participants and our data, we decided early in the project to

preSent the main body of our findings about the work of community

college faculty in their own words. Initially, we thought that

there would be two major ways of presenting the material in the

interviews. The first would be to develop "profiles" of selected .

participants. We conceived of a profile as a self-contained,

in-their-own-words/ narrative of how the participants came to

their work in their community colleges, what their work was like,

and what meaning they made of their work. A second way we had

thought we would present the material was to take excerpts from

participants for whom we did not develop profiles and group them

around certain major themes that arose from the material,

developing chapters around those excerpts. In writing a paper we

delivered at the 198 Meeting of the American Educational

Research Association (Seidman, Sullivan, and Schatzkamer 1983) we

realized that the excerpts would be better utilized as Commentary
on the profiles as opposed to providing material for separate

chapters. We therefore decided to present the findings of the_

research primarily through profiles of selected parti6ipants."--

During the seven months we spent studying, the interview

material, we discussed each participant's interview to assess

whether the material was suitable for a profile . We used the

following criteria to guide our discussions: (1)

comprehensiveness of material we had marked each of the three

interviews; (2) level of , concrete reconstruction of the

participant's experience; .(3) issues of potential vulnerability

to the participant; (4) the sense of fairness to the total

interview that such a profile would convey. Of our seventy-six

faculty and staff participants we selected thirty-four whose

interview data we would develop into profiles to be included in

this final report. While the criteria for selection of

participants for profiles from our total sample did not include

consistency with the national picture, we note that the final

selection approaches such consistency. Only the small number of

staff profiles represents a significant difference. Of the

twenty-four student participants, we originally selected eight.

For the purposes of this report we have chosen to develop

profiles of five returning women students from this group. (For

distribution of, faculty, staff, and students selected for

profiles, see Tables 3 and 4, AppendixIII.)

The Method of Composing the Profiles

Having marked each interview for material we thought of

interest, we developed the first edited version of a

participant's transcript. This "first edit" would usually result

in the material being reduced by a third to a half. Each member
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of the research team ilould then read the first edited version of
the transcript and underline passages in the material which each
felt could not be left out of a final version of the profile.
Those underlined, first edited versions were then collated and a
single, underlined, edited version was developed. The process of
underlining material that each member felt was indispensable to
the final profile resulted in' reducing the material to
approximately forty percent of the original interview.

We then gave the underlined version of the transcript to the
project secretary who entered that version into the university
word processing system. We then received what we came to call

' the "first generation" computer printout, which was then edited
by at least two members of the research team. The job of the
editing was to weave together narratives ofghow the participants
came to the community college, what their work was like, and what
that work meant to them. The followili'g criteria guided the
development of the profile: (1) comprehensiveness of the
story;'(2). clarity of the story;(3) fairness to the participant;
(4) relationship of the individual experience to major social and
organizational issues-involved in community college education;(5)
fairness to the total sequence of interviews and the interviewing
process.

In addition to editing the firstgeneration profile
according to these criteria, steps were taken to disguise the
identity of participants. Although we could not guarantee
anonymity to the participants because anyone knowing a

participant well and reading his or her indepth profile, would
most-likely be able to recognize the participant , we did agree
-to take steps that would disguise identity to the great majority
of potential readers. Therefore;' we changed or eliminated the
names of person, places, and institutions. We gave participants
pseudonyms and took additional steps to cloud the identity of the
participant when necessary.

The profiles themselves are composed almost totally of the
words of the participant. In a few cases, in order to make
transitions between passages or to make a meaning clearer, we
have interjected our words. Where we have done so we have placed
our, words in brackets. The profile represents between twenty and
thirty percent of the participant's .original interview material.
Iri most cases the order of the profile material is consistent
with the order presented in the original interviews. In some
cases material from a later interview has been placed in the
profile in,an earlier position., We made such transpositions only
when necessary for clarification 'and amplification of the subject
being discuSsed. Clearly much material is omitted; sentences
have been conjoined that were not contiguous in the original
transcripts. In reviewing the material and in deciding what
could be left out and what could be brought together, we followed
the following guidelines:(1) repetitious material could be
omitted; (2) ad hominem material could be omitted; (3) material
unconnected to either other passages in the interview itself or
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to larger themes of the social and organizational context would

be omitted; (4) material that would make the participant

vulnerable 'if identity were disclosed would be omitted;

(5)material which, if taken out of the total context of the

interview, was not fair to the participant would be omitted;.. (6)

material that, although compelling, was not related .to -the

subject of the study could be omitted.

Guidelines for bringing together material that was not

contiguous in the original interview were the following:(1) the

joined material made sense in a way that was identical with the

original meaning of the material in its original place in the

transcript; (2) the converse of course also guided us: that is,'

no material was joined that changed the meaning of any aspeck-of

the material either in its original location in the transcripts

or as, newly composed in the profiles.

In addition to a -profilecomposing process there was a

process of editing profiles. In most cases We deleted

repetitions common to oral speech but which appear awkward in

written form. We also edited out syntactical inconsistencies

that occur when people extemporize. We have also edited out our

questions. The' final test of profile composing was whether the

result is fair to the total interview process and to the

participants themselves.

What follows is a sequence of chapters on the work of

community college faculty and a chapter on returning women

students. The focus of each chapter is the profiled of

participants supplemented by our commentary on the meaning we

make of those profiles. In chapter fourteen we synthesize our

comments on what we have learned about the methodoliogof
indepth interviewing.--,That,chapter is meant as a complement to

this chapter on methodology, \and, taken together, they give a

full sense Of"both the methodology used in this study and our

understanding of the interrelated ethical, epistemological, and

social issues that flow from the (methodology of indepth

phenomenological interviewing.
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Section Two: The Work of Liberal Arts Faculty

Preface

In 1922 at its ''second annual meeting The American

Associa.tion of Junior Colleges defined the junior college as

"...an institution offering two years of instruction of sitgEtly

collegiate grade" (Eells 1931, p.3). Sixty years later i eir

comprehensive study, The American CommunitxCollege,'Arthur Cohen

Ind Florence Brawer open their discussion of community colleges

by describing' them as institutions that offer'associate degrees

and occupational certificates to their students and a variety of

other services to the communities in which they are located

(Cohen and Brawer 1982, p.xv). It is clear from the'change in

terms of description, and from reading the history of community

colleges, that their sense of boundaries has expanded. AlthoUgh

the notion of vocational terminal' education was present at the

inception of junior colleges, there has recently been a heavy

emphasis on career education with an implication of "terminal"

studies for the students in those programs. There has also been

a reaching out to the communities in which the'colleges are

located to somehow serve any and .all life-long learning and

cultural needs that can be identified.

In Section Two of this report we concentrate on the

original collegiate function of community colleges by presenting

profiles of faculty whose work it is to teach the liberal arts

subjects. Section Three concerns the faculty who teach in, career

programs . In Section Four we step out of the strict collegiate

and career dichotomy to look at issues of faculty work which cut

across those lines. We examine the work of counselors, the work

of minority faculty in predominantly white institutions, and the

work of participants for whom teaching in the community college .

represents a second career. ,Finally, as a mirror of,the faculty

profiles, we present profiles and commentary on returning women

students, a group constantly referi'ed to by'the faculty we

interviewed.

We begin Section Two with a chapter on'the work of teachers

of English in community colleges. We then move, in Chapter Four,

to teachers of.humanities, ln Chapter Five to teachers of' math

,and science, and in Chapter Six to teachers of the Social

sciences.
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Chapter Three

Language at the Core: The Work of Teachers of English

Introduction to the Profiles

We start our section on the liberal arts in community
colleges with,the presentation of the profiles of four teachers
of English. Each profile presents a different perspective on the
work of English teachers in community colleges. One of the
profiles is that of a teacher in Massachusetts. Two are of
English teachers in California community colleges. The fourth is
a profile of a participant in California who worked as a

parttime English teacher for five years and then left community
college teaching.

Of all teachers in community colleges, teachers of English'

held the central position. Their subject is the teaching of.

language: reading it, writing it, comprehending it, appreciating
it, speaking it, connecting to it through its use in literature,

newspapers, and magazines; transmitting the traditional and mass
culture. No aspect of our individual and social being is more at
the core of our experience than our experience with and

relationship to language. Our culture and all its psychological,
social, and organizational resources and tensions,
contradictions, and conflicts are infused in our experience with
language and can be examined through our relationship to it. The

profiles of the following teachers of English as teachers of

language in community colleges provide a window through which to

view the hope, complexity, and contradictions of social and

individual experience which are played out within the walls of
community colleges.
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Profile

NANCY WARREN'',

9

(Nancy Warren, in her early forties, teaches English in a

. northeastern community college. She was interviewed in her home

in the winter of 1980.)

How I got into it? I stumbled into it. I started on my

doctorate and did a year of that and decided I was absolutely fed
up with it and couldn't stand it any longer. I dropped out and.

got into a, program through the Ed School designed to prepare

older teachers for teaching in the high school and community

college system. Through that program I got a full-time teaching

job in a high school, taught for a year and went to classes on

Saturday. At that point I decided to get out and come East to

finish my doctorate

The local community, college was at that time wanting to

revive a remedial program and looking for someone who was

,interested in teaching it. Since.. jobs were easily come by at

that time.and I knew a couple. of people here, I drove down and

said, "I would like to do this," and they said, "All right, fine,
come on down and do it. And you can have a lit course if you

want." I meant to stay for max a year to sort of recoup my

finances and try out 'my Ideas and then come back and do a

literary dissertation at the .university', but I really liked it so

I stayed. And have been here ever since.

I missed a lot 'of school when I was a little kid. I guess

it was always easy and I did well so I didn't, I suppose, think

too much about it.,. I have scattered memories. I remember in

fifth grade not being able to do word problems in math and

finding that distressing temporarily. I remember a sixth grade

teacher who made us take dictation and do a workbook. We had to

listen to him give us the answers and write very fast.

remember getting a headache from that.

In junior high kids came in from different districtsand we
were mixing with more kinds of kids: It wasdifficult' for me and

sort of disoriented me. The new kids seethed sexually developed

and I was.very slow and so this was discOncerting to find .the

whole social scene dominated by an element of experiences that

didn't make any sense to me.

The town was a very furiny town because practically everybody

there worked for "the company." Everybody's daddy was a

business man in some way with the company. I had lived beyond
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the suburbs in the country but people in my school were from the
sullp.rbs-- comfortable, average, very middle-class -families-- and
suddenly,tihenI went from junior high to high school. I met kids
whose dads worked in the factory, at the company and also a group
of kids whose families were on the faculty at the local college.
That just seemediore interesting, more fun, more variety.

'Then it was suddenly all *snatched away by a move to Ohio. I
was very unhappy In high school there, going from a large city,
a very heterogeneous high school, to a very small upper-middle-
class school . where everybody was a blue-eyed blond German. and
very good academically. It was the first time I, encountered
racial prejudice, for example, and name calling in terms of
anybody who wasn't what everybody'else was: I remember taking a
day or, two off froth school at one point etin my senior year and
.readineWilson's The Outsider and that seetred to be at that point
terrifically significant.

When I went to college I was going to major in psych or
English and the psych department was so horrendously badthat I
went into English. At that time I had read veryiittle and I
"really hated poetry. I remember getting through high school by
memorizing the head notes to all the poetry selections and pot
ever reading the poems. I took a very traditional English
major. I wanted badly toet to a big mixed school where ',would
be anonymous and the university seemed ideal for that. I got to
know a whole different group of people who were very
exciting--mostly Jewish kids from New York--and then we had to
spend hours and hours discussing the difference of being a Jew
from New York and a Wasp from upstate or out of state.

My mother had been an English major ih college so there was
perhaps a little encouragement there. I suppose I've always beer
more interested in people and the diversity of people's
experiences than in anything else, and again through literature,
besides meeting people and talking to people. My reading was
completely haphazard and when I got to college I hadn't read any
of the things that anybody else had read-who had gone to a good
pushy New York high school; feeling not quite like other people
in some ways gr f eling that sense of being an outsider. I just
had a ver hing of liking to sit down and listen to people
talk, to find ou where they've been and the way they see things.
I used to say w I was a kid', if I could have one wish in the
whole world i ould be to be in somebody's head for a day or
five or six ple's heads for five or six different days,AustN.
see throug ir middsi but of course to be able to register it
with my o . I enjoy things that I discover other
people don't, ery hard to teach. Mrs. Dalloway is my
favorite navel and it as only when I found out how inaccessible
it is to th average commuhity college sophomore that I finally
realized that people aren't intrigued in that same way.
Everybody doesn't think th4 it is a fascinating thing to be
inside somebody else's head.
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College was good academically. I was intensely Happy. It

is a beautiful, place and I lived in a dormitory where we had a

maid who came in once a week and'cleaned up stuff and you ate in

a dining room or cafeteria where your food was served to you and

all I had to do was walk around this beautiful campus and attend

courses and listen to people who were exciting to listen to. The

faculty was tremendously interesting. Go back and sit at meals

and sit after meals and talk to people about lectures in the

courses and our own experience. It was kind of idyllic because

all I wanted to do was study and talk and that is all I did. I

felt as long as I did well enough to stay there that was as well

as I had to do--I had no compulsion to make Phi Beta Kappa . It

was in a sense pre-liberation. It was a real advantage because

it was just assumed at the end somehow you would get married and

have a family and that was that, so you didn't have to worry

about the future. You could just be completely absorbed in the

process. -

I had no thought of going on to graduate school. I had

never known anybody who had done that and any reason why anybody

would do it. At some point in my junior year, my father observed

that I'ought to be able to support myself when I got out and they

thought I should be taking courses in the Ed school to be able to

do that. I set up a great howl and said I didn't want to do that

because I knew what courses I wanted to take and they weren't Ed

courses.. I got my mother's backing on it and 'I managed 6o

continue with a bachelor's degree. What I had decided I guess

was that I would try to go somewhere and get an M.A.T., which was

a new degree at that time, and got my father to agree that he

would fund that if at the end of it I would have a job. Then the

opportunity for a Wilson Fellimship came along and everybody else

was applying for this and professors wanted me to apply so I

applied, and got it and that made it possible to go to grad school

Everybody else was eing to grad school then too. I graduated

in 19619 and finished my master's in 1963.

I inquired about what you had to do in order to teach high

school. I knew someone who Gras preparing to teach in a junior

college system but -my impression of that at the time was that it

is what English grad students did or if you got your master's

degree and didn't get permission to go on. Jou could sort of

fall out into the community college system andPsomehow it seemed

more dignified, more respectable, to teach high school than to

teach in the community college. I wanted to get into the program

at the Ed school. I was put ona waiting list and was kind of

admitted at the last minute to the program for' the following

fall. The program began in the summer I practice-taught. I

taught junior high seventh and eighth graders, Black kids and

Spanish kids. The teacher who was supposed to be in .charge

didn't give a damn about it and sat in the back of the room doing

her finger nails and neglected to provide any materials or texts

or anything. I spent the summer typing Hamlet--sounds absolutely

mad, but I decided to teach them all Hamlet so I spent every
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afternoon typing the script so the kids could have a script that
matched the records and trying to do it in bits in the class and
it was absolutely insane. But I had the idea if you exposed kids
to 'the story early enough--it was just an'exciting story, the
ghost and murders and all that stuff--they would somehow be
receptive to it later on. It was sort of screwy.

The high school thing started out well and then
deteriorated. I don't remember the discipline roblems being so
awful at the beginning but they seemed to grow I had two very
good classes that were a delight and maybe o of the most
enjoyable classes that I have ever taught and that.was the
bright senior class and a bright junior cla s and then I had twc
or three average or medium. I don't know if they were juniors or
seniors. That fell apart and the classes all got in different
places so I ended up With four or five preparations and it wads
really unmanageable. And there were some troubles in the school:..
I wps being friendlY.wiV,1 the wrong people who were at odds with
the administration and I befriended a boy whom I thought was very
very bright and he was much more psychologically disturbed thanI
realized. At one point I was very frustrated. .Aetirl was
reading a magazine in class and in a deire to be dramatic I went
sand took the magazine and tore it in half 'and that got duly
reported to one of the guidance women who hauled me in and
lectured me on the bad example of English teachers destroying
reading materials in front of the students. It turned out to be
a library magazinia and the girl's mother called"up and said that
her daughter was on the verge of a nervous breakdown.

The whole time I was overwhelmed with the amount. of work,
sort of strung out and exhausted. I did absolutely nothing
except try to keep up with the job. I stopped seeing all,of my
friends, could barely keep up with the reading, still had the
notion of grading papers in the way that one had done as a
teaching assistant, trying to do that on that level' which is
impossible with all of these kids. Then trying to spend every
Saturday at the damned Ed schoolo courses. I felt very' very
uncomfortable in that-program. I was sort of intimidated by some
of the other students who had had a lot of interesting outside
experience and seemed very impressive and I guess I kind of felt,
well,' if they can teach I surely can't. They've got so many more
people who could stand up and talk aboUt the terrific things they
had been doing all the time with the students and boy I was doing

mnothing but making a mess. I had a real sense of failure with
the high school teaching. I've never been in a situation
academically where I was at the top so I never expected to be and
never found it hard to not be, whereas the teaching thing was
very different; that seemed like a failure.'

This was just, before everything was going on. The free
speech movement began the year I was teaching high school. Of
course I had a lot of friends who- were involved or deciding
whether or not to, be involved. Igthink I was mostly worried

,
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about my language requirements and getting my laundrY done. It

was all too hard. It was taking too much out of me for what I

was going to get froM it. I mean, it was like everybody had

said, do it, you have our permission, our blessing if you want

to, but I felt I wasn't really up to it, partly because of the

language and partly because I just had to work awfully hard at'it

and I decided I wasn't really bright enough, really quick enough

to do it without exhausting myself completely. I am capable of

working very hard and in a very sustained way but I have always
known people who are a lot brighter and a lot quicker than I who

could get equal or better results in half the time. Another
ithing, something I dislik-ed about the university initially was it

- seemed impossible to know anybody who wasn't also an English'

major. I guess I got around that by moving into the

International House after awale.

I looked up somewhere what doctoral programs were in the

East, New England where I knew I would like to live, doctoral

programs and also teaching assistants because I had also to

support myself. I got a teaching assistantship at an eastern

university. This was '65 or '66, something like that. It was

very small and very quiet and very kind of rural and provincial

and I felt like a confident big fish at that point. I suddenly

felt that I was very much on top of it and I was well suited to

the demands of the program.' One quickly got to know everybody

and I was very pleased to hear that the teaching assistantship
meant full control over the classes, and I liked that, and felt I

knew exactly what' I was doing in the classes. We didn't choose

our books or make up our syllabus or anything but Pliked it and

there wat also a group of very congenial enjoyable people. I

think it was the first time I welcomed being in a small sort of

closely knit place after having wanted always to be a very small

fish in a very big puddle . After the blow of the high school

teaching I welcomed a shift dn that. I didn't feel a lot of

pressure or constantly bombarded with new experiences, people,

and things. It was restful by comparison. \
In the fall I directed a remedial program at the university.

That got me interested in the remedial work. I wasn't taking

courses, I was studying for my comps. During that year I started

at this community college in the suMmer. I had been a full-time
teacher for a year, and in any situation in which one didn't have
to worry about discipline problems I felt confident. I was

modest, in my ambitions at that point too: I suppose I got

through my comps and a lot of people didn't so if you 'have a

sense of all your friends who ,don't make it and they go teach in
community college, well, okay, I can do better. than that. The

community college was at that time, or'at least I perceived it

as, an extension of the high school system, because there was one

for every high school district. I perceived the community
college as the first two years, of a university or a state college

system. To get a job in the community college you simply had to

have a master's degree whereas there you had to have

certification of some kind and there were exams that you had to
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pass on the state constitution.

We have an arrangement here whereby one can choose what one
would like--an early morning, or a kind of mid-day or late-day
schedule--since each of us teaches every day and usually has more
than one class a day: I ordinarily have a mid-day or late-day
schedule. Which means I leave here at nine or ten, get to the
college for a 10:10 or a 11:15 class, usually. I have a class,
perhaps followed by an office hour, another class, another office
hour, or hustle around between classes, before classes, running
off dittos that I want to use or getting something brought up
from the audio-visual depicrtment. Last minute recording of
grades in between classes if I have a free hour, or that is to
say an office hour. Only ten minutes gobbling down some lunch as
I am always stuck for eating time duriyg this mid-day schedule.
The pace usually seems not exactly hectic. but .quick and
pressured, getting from class to class, and often several people
wanting to see you before or' after class. I do n9st of my work
at night at home, paper grading and preparing courses. Rush into
the mail room and go through the mailbox, chat with people who
are grabbing coffee quickly between classes. There is not very
much socializing because people al] seem to be terribly busy. It
is always pretty tense. If I have a lit class I usually will be
running over mentally the outline I have in my notes. Semetimes
I am preparing a dialogue I intend to have with a student.
Planning ahead.

I still occasionally get stage fright--once in a while, not
very often. Just very eager to get something across and sure
that I can and being excited about it and also anxious I suppose
or intimidated by a class that I don't know yet. Eager to live
up to the expectations of some very good students that I don't
want to disappoint or anxious about finding a way of getting to
some not so good students that I would like toy interest in the
material. Often there is a very big gal3'betweensthe excitement I
feel when I am home preparing and thinking and organizing and
what actually happens in class that sometimes is a real let-down
because I can't get through to the students. Sometimes it works
the other way--I am moderately excited or interested in something
and a class picks up on it and it.goes'much better than I expect.
The biggest problem isthe sense of not enough time and so there
are bad days toward the middle or the end of the semester when it
just seems like a matter of getting through. Can I keep on
schedule? Can I get through everything I've got to get done
today at the college?

The paper grading problem is my biggest probleM with the
job.. I mean a soul-deadening, truly soul-deadening load of
grading papers. I have not- yet found a way to cope with it to
make it go faster or experiment with lots of things too make it
less dreary. Ittis not that the papers are necessarily, bad, just
the quantity. It is not that I intrTIM'sically hate grading papers
but just so many of them, and they ark ,always there, and I am
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always putting them off. So I am always thinking of them and

worrying about it. No matter how good a day is or how bad, if '

/1/one has got to come home to that it is on your mind a day.

I've got'to go home and I've got to settle down and I' e got to

sit and grade papers for four hours. And'I always feel that when

I do that, that I somehow have to turn myself off and become a

kind of machine and just do it. Why do I hate doing it? Because

it takes so long and because I remember years ago, when I was a

TA at the university, some guy on the faculty very

self-righteously said, "If you don't love grading papers as part

of your job, you ought not to be an English teacher." One can be

very interested in the student; it is just after you do fifty or

a hundred of ,them, after I do ten, I am tired of doing it. No

matter how good the papers are, how inspired. if I spend a whole

evening I am mentally zapped.

I have never been able to get over a certain amount of

anxiety while doing it. I could easily sit down for two hours and

grade a multiple-choice test that required no thinking or no

attention. I don't know whether it is the feeling of having to

grade it in a way to;justify your grade, or whether it is having

0.0 be careful to say things that encourage rather than discourage

students, or uncertainty as to whether' with a particular student

you should not pay attention to spelling. It requires all your

attention but doesn"t give you any creative stimulation back

AEyond the pleasure,of seeing that a student has understood an

assignment, has learned from it and has written something good.

I spend a great deal of time dreading doing it, too, which of

course just make& it seem like a bigger job than it is.

I've done various things in terms of simply reading, or

putting on .1 grade, or omitting marginal comment's and only making

an end comment, or making marginal comments and no end comment,

or using journals and making only the briefest notes on the

contents. I've tried all di- fferent kinds of things but at least

in writing courses I think if a student is going to write he

deserves to be read. I think some response is necessary; it is

an essential part of the job .since three-fourths of the job is

composition teaching. Sometimes I resolve not to correct papers

in any detail and I still find myself--here this kid has done

something really good and I want to say that it is good, or there

is one flaw in ul. otherwise good paper and I want to point that

,out. I would find it hard to do, to make a sudden shift. There

. is also the problem of the students who from time to time,

certainly not very often,.but sometimes the student who comes in

to you and says, "Oh my God, I was writing papers in high school

and nobody ever told'me what was wrong, and I have now read this

and I see what I am doing and now.I.can correct it." And of

course when that happens you are so elated that you feelyou have

got' to give every kid a chance to have that experience. I

certainly really go into despair thinking I could have in fact at

this point exactly twenty-five years of grading papers. One

thinks of waitressing or--I don't know.
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The root' of our problem--at least as we perceive it at this
community college.-is the number of students in the .freshman
class. Now there are not'enough sophomore classes to go around
and that means every semester part of the department has four
freshmen classes in which the enrollment may go up as high as
thirty-three--it is supposed to be twenty-seven but it is always
above that--at least at the beginning of the semester: It drops
back quite.a bit and we argue it wouldn't drop back so much ifit
didn't start out so high. But if yoil start out with one hundred
and twenty students .there is no way that you can read the papers
even if you put nothing on them, even if you didn't put a grade
but simply read the one hundred and twenty paperS. We had a rule
of three . thousand words -a semester ,which would be six
five-hundred-word'papers or five essay exams.

In cqr department there 'are fift,-m,or sikieen fcr the most
part fanatically dedicated, very experienced; competent people
who are slowly being ground down by a system and arrangement that
they feel is impossible. Indeed if I'were really being dramatic
about it, I would point out that'our former chairman, who also
taught English, committed suicide and we lost one member to
alcoholism and other people have had problems. I guess I keep
telling myself that ny job has a certain amount of drudgery and
it's the only part o the job I dislike. I'm not enthralled with
committee meetings. The good part compensates and I remind
myself that I have a summer. vacation in which I do not grade
papers and get rested u and I always start out each semester
with enthusiasm and energy, and then there is this kind of running
down as always 'as all these papers accumulate and you have done
more and more of them. The twenty-five year prospect is very
disturbing.

I suppose I am maybe just a congenital optimist but I always
think some 'ne w system is going to work bettef. It is a totally
absur'd situation and not-only do many-of the students need extra
help but you also lave in every class a very Wbad spectrum of
abilities. You have some students who can be told to do
something and conceptually grasp' it and do it where others
telling them isn't going to be of any u'e whatsoever, they can't
grasp it and apply it.

We've done. everything we've been to think of and we've
had endless meetings and di:scossions about it.' I think that it
is 'perceived as the greatest problem in our situation by all of
us and we've sent memos ta isresident and we've had meetings
'with the president and talked to the dean and we've talked and
pushed and complained and had. the union representativelive them
position papers for pthe contract Aeptiations. So far .we've
simply never succeeded_in anything. We 'are always.told there is
not enough -money to hire more teachers and that is that. .

Furthetimore if there were more money there are teachers we need
more in other areas. So we don't know what to do': We have
certainly taken initiatives but we have been unsuccessful and to
try and. find any more imaginative' solutions or to try to,organize
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with people in other colleges in the system is what we have not

time or energy for. In any oppressive institutional system:if

you can keep the workers from having time or energy to protest

and also make them uneasy about their jobs, you've got them. And

add to that that they are replaceable easily, you have completely .

impotent employees. I don't mean to imply that there is some

kind of plot or conspiracy. I don't think there is anybody

sitting around somewhere deciding that a teacher shall be

oppressed. I think it is simply the way things have fallen out

in the course of budget cuts and lack of concern and interest

generally.

Again, I dislike the very broad generalization. I dislike

myself for talking about the system being oppressive. I don't

want to project all of that onto the institution and the system.

I know thht the sense of not having time has oppressed me since

perhaps somewhere along in 6L,Ln school. It is I think a personal
problem that I have got to 1,,or1, out through different ways. So I

don't want to portray myself as seeing myself the victim of an

oppressive system. I think it is much more complicated than

that. Partly a victim of certain hangups of my own and partly

stuck by one fact of the structure_that I feel impotent to do

anything about and it is indeed very oppressive. I don't see

myself as a faceless cog in a big machine or something. In fact

it seems to me that jobs like this are one of the few places

where one still has a certain amount of personal' freedom in terms
of deciding your schedule and you have summers to do as you wish.
I happen to use most of them in connection with work and teaching
but that is a choice and I am certainly not made to do it. I

decide what I want to teach. In the last couple of years since

we've had the union there is suddenly a lot more paper work and

filling out forms and reporting on how you are sAnding your

minutes. This I find indeed very oppressive and disturbing. It

is another angle though. I think there certainly is a sense of

regret and sorrow that other departments in which the members

used to always assign papers have stopped doing so--their coc.-se

load has 'gone up to five courses, in sociology, history, and

goVernment, and psychology. They have said, all right, tests can

now be graded on a machine. And they regret it, they feel it is

wrong. Yet they reef that there is no alternative and we would,

agree, knowing what is involved. It doesn't really help the

students.
0

The other departments have different kinds of problems. If

you have a general meeting people are bringing up their problems:

Theirs sound equally'real to them: problems with staffing, labs,

the economics department teaching seventeen courses and only one

fulltime economics teacher so they are all parttime people,

which is not good. There are problems all over--we feel our.

paper grading thing is the worst but that is because it is ours.

[As a teacher] I think it is simply the very basic human
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desire to share something that you enjoy, that you find exciting.
If you read a story and you think, this is really terrific, you
want somebody else to read it and say., "Wow, it really is." That
kind of community that comes from shared experience, in this case
imaginative experience. I have a real sense of keeping alive a
tradition of .Matthew Arnold's "the best that has been known and
thought." This seems corny but I think that I really do feel that
there are these very great things that have been written. I

don't really think that they can be made accessible to everybody
but I think that they should be made available. They can be made
accessible but not meaningful to everyone--that is the
distinction I am trying to make. They should be presented as
well as possible for the people who can enjoy and appreciate them
and respect them. This ties up with what I perceive at least in
teaching literature as a very 'very serious problem. One cannot
enjoy or appreciate something that is way beyond one's
vocabulary. And with students--these are not all of our students
but certainly some of them--who have never read a whole book of
any sort and whose vocabulary level is maybe junior high., I
think, unless you are a real showman as a presentor of material,
sometimes everything backfires and you simply are expecting a
student to get excited about or interested in something which
just makes no sense to him at all. This I find a very very big
problem in teaching. Insofar as literature has provided you with
a sense of connection, or escape from loneliness, you want to
make that available to people who might be in the same place
themselves, floating around in the same dark bay.

Teaching literature is a very small part of what I do so one
has to have other kinds of justifications and, motivations for
much of the freshman comp work. On the one hand there is the
need to keep the language usable and train people to use language
carefully, and thoughtfully and a kind of Orwellian attitude
toward the necessity of clear use of language for its connection
with a decent public order. On the other hand, ,I have the strong
feeling about the need for people to express their own feelings
and experiences and these two very basic concerns .often seem to
me to be in conflict, at least in terms of the kinds of
assignments one gives and the way one responds to them. On the
one hand you want people to learn to.manage a clear kind of
public discourse and learn to read very critically and
judgmentally and on the other hand you want to free people to get
in touch with their own inner experience. 'I always feel a real
conflict between wanting to encourage autobiographical writing
and wanting not to come down on it hard in terms of mechanics
because of the fear of inhibiting inexperienced writers, and the
opposite. wanting to insist on clarity and logic and wanting it
to be as objective and detached as possible. It ties up with the
papergrading business because the papers aimed at the public
realm tend to be far worse and far harder to grade and less
interesting than those in which kids talk about their own
experiences.
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Occasionally I lecture from fairly formal notes; more often

it is a kind of loose mixture of discussion, my saying things and

their saying things, responding or raising questions. In

freshman class I do some dividing up into groups, having people

work together on projects or papers or whatever. Sometime I have

a class with people paired off going over each others' papers,

and then I have them rewrite them.before I see them, trying to

develop two audiences, the student audience as well 'as the

teacher audience.

I guess the classes I like best are those where I feel. I've

organized material very well for's a lecture and presented

something substantive. That is the kind of education I had.

Certainly not until I was a senior in college did I ever have a

course in which.very much, was expected of students, and I was

always perfectly happy with three hundred other people to just

listen to a good lecture. I find our students are very

Adiffere t; perhaps because it is a commuting school and there is

Yvery Vittle chance outside of class for discussion or because

they/have very little experience of discussing anything academic

outside of class. They depend 'on the class itself for the

stimulation of the discussion and it seems that is very important

to the students that they., articipate, that they are

respected. I find the are more sensitive' than I

imagined.
/

I guess the best classes have probably been those in which a

lot of people got very excited and it gets beyond the point of

people raising their hands but not to the point of people all

shouting at once and everybody is engaged in batting around an

idea or subject. This can happen in freshman or lit classes . I

had,one course that seemed remarkable to me, the first semester

freshman English course that was taught.out of sequence in the

spring semester, and partly for that reason had a very odd mix of

students in terms of ages and backgrounds. Some people who:had

flunked the first time and a number of people who were just

beginning. Several much older students. It met twice a week for

seventyfive minutes and one of those meetings was Friday

afternoon until quarter of four, which is not your preferred time

slot usually. It was a class with a remarkable personality. It

was a class in which I never knew what time it was, nobody

watched the clock, nobody hai any sense of time. It was a lot of

fun and I felt finally that maybe a couple of the best students

in the class who had been 'very quiet had actually got as much,out

of it as the others. i

( ,

'511 ..

I do a lot of advising. I tried to cut down on it some

because I think I did much too much of it initially. I was not.

so much counseling but just simply being there and listening to

people who came in and I realized after a point that probably it

was simply using up my time and I wasn't helping people who would

come in and sit for an hour. Somestudents Ou realize have very
serious problems and need somebody who can give them help. I can

listen. and I can certainly make a practical suggestion; if

,
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somebody who comes in has a problem with a roommate ,Ipr rent or

something, you can talk about those things. But if somebody's,
really on the edge of collapse, then I try to suggest they get-
some professional help. I do a lot of just sitting and listening
and talking about things that are not related to school. A lot
of the students find it is necessary, In order to work well they .

need to make that personal connection with the teacher.

I feel I have ,very mixed success as a teacher. I have some

classes and courses that go awfully well, the kind-in which many
students thank you and tell you how much they have gotten out of
it. I have semesters of classes that go very very badly and in
which I don't hit it off with the students and they are
antagonistic, I feel antagonistic. I get off to a better start
with sort of aggressive lively students. I am not easily
offended. When I am with a class of very quiet people who are
just marking time,. LI am not awfully good at it. I have gotten
better in the last few yearsbetter at creating the mood of the
class myself rather than being dependent on the students to

create it. Certainly there are semesters or particularclasses
that are just really flat. Maybe you have one or two students
that you feel are getting something out of it but every day when
you go in there you'think, "Oh, God, here we go again." The last
couple of years since there had been all this stuff in the media
about the importance of students developing basic skills--thc
conviction that they hate it but we need it--that doesn't make
for joy in the classroom. Then when you turn around and say you
have got to write about this literature which you didn't like and
didn't understand in the first place and then you are going to
get graded on a paper. about it, well, you .have got a legitimate
gripe if you are a student, a legitimate antagonism. I am

convinced that .a lot of this has to do with the selection of the
material. Prattically everybody likes to read something, but

what is the real question.

As our faculty has gotten older, the kind of really young
superstar teacher that the students identify with very closely
has tended not to find a place, because you have got a larger
tenured older faculty who are too tired to begreat superstars.
There are a few faculty members who were kind of cult figures and
have left or were fired some years ago. Faculty, you know, who
spent a lot of time sitting around drinking beer wiph students or
bsing a pal . I was thinking of a picture, I guess, that went
thFbugh my head when I said that, of the school; and when we were
organizing a Vietnam War protest, I just saw this picture of Jim
up on top of the post and I'm laughing at that image--the long
straggly beard. They were people that I liked. I would be

happier if there were more.' I don't want to be that, I don't
want to be a cult figure myself, but. I like there to be such
people around. I would be happier if there were more volatile
personalities, more abrasive personalities, more characters,.

perforthers, stars on the faculty. That .would please me very
much. It has beCome quite conservative and safe and probably
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much more effective, but I miss a little of the color sand

vitality. I perverse miss the long full faculty meetings where

we use to harangue nd argue until seven o'clock at night. It

was exciting in a wa

I think that in .teaching in a community college a big

problem is understanding the differensps in, the situations of the

,students that I am teaching and my own situation as a student,

and simply figuring out how to reconcile the need for academic

standards with the very complicated commitments of the students

outside of the college. Students are working twenty or thirty

hours a week. Many of our students come here because it is small

and they feel they have'a chance to get to know the faculty. One

of the things I think I would_like to talk about is the education

I am trying to provide or contribute to at this college, what

makes it so very different from the education that t received.

Since the education I received was terribly important to me, I

have the natural desire to perpetuate it. I am always having to

come to terms with the difference between what my. students want

and where they are and where I was.

One of the problems for the students at the community

college is the lack of community there. Students drive in and

drive out and this contributes to the high attrition rate.
.

Unless' student have friends when they`' come or join an

organization thit'giveS them a kind of center on the campus, or

find that their classes are kind of cohesive in a social sense,

the college can seem very cold despite the relative smali.iess ,

despite the possibilityrof being friendly, with one's instructors.

I always urge 'my advisees to join a club if they have any

interest, but that is difficult for them too because of the

working. We have an arrangement whereby classes stop at two

everyiWednesday and that is to have our clubs meet but many of

the students work in the afternoons .

We have a very wide range of students, certainly students

who are better .than 'I ever was as a student, better minds, and I

guess I have lost the disdain for very average students that I

probably had as a grad student. It becomes intellectually

interesting to try to understand where the student who is not

very good or not very interested is, and to try to work out ways

of reaching that student. One thing I guess is 'a conviction

that I had about intelligence of very different sorts. It is

not somebody is ugly or somebody is a bore but people are really

bright or really stupid. I realized that I said that a lot and

everybody I knew. said it. I still know faculty around here

whose judgments of other people are always in those terms and I

realized that I hated that. I seemed to be-such a distortion of

the way people's heads really wor ed and I realized how again

different people approach differe t things.

ti
I have often thought that when I was much younger there were
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other things I thought of doing and I guess if I had been a man I
probably would have been in architecture, which was another
interest. But now if I were shifting fields what I would like to
do would be some kind of study of different learning styles,
different ways people learn. I just have this sense, that there
are a'lot of people who fall out of the school system entirely,
people with radically different ways of perceiving the world,
ways.that the traditiodal education* doesn't make any allowance
for, 'and there is no place for. These people very quickly
'perceive themselves as failures in school and the whole business
of education becomes a repugnant thing to them. I am very
interested in the difference between people who can think in a
very logical way and people who are much less verbal and
therefore do poorly in English courses usually, but who think in
terms of images or metaphors or things that don't lend themselves
to words.

As child my real idea of punishment was to be made to
stand up while my mother sat down and listen to tier discuss at
great length what I had done , why it wasn't a good thing to do,
and those sessions seemed to be interminable and I always wished '

I could just get spanked. I suppose it led to a tendency to
self-examination which then just extends to the same examination
of other people. Or perhaps it is very egotistic; one examines
other people when one had better examine oneself--I don't know.

There are students who can't do certain kinds of things that
I want them to do and that creates a lot of dilemmas. One of the
dilemmas is, should I be trying to get them to do these things?
A student who can't seem to organize a paper, say, or who has,a
lot of trouble with structure. Is it a matter of thinking and
experimenting and trying' to find different ways of teaching the
same things to everybody or is it a matter of trying to do
something quite different with a student? Should he be required
to learn thus and such? Half the time I say, damn it, look, here
it is, this is what the 'degree from the college means that you
have achieved, certain' specific things, and you achieve them or
you don't, and I give you a grade and that indicates it and that
is that. ' I set the level, you meet it or you don't meet it, or
you meet it to to certain degree. And the other half the time I
think, here is this person who can't do thisand it is absurd for
him to spend all of his time trying to learn to do it; He can do
a whole lot of other things. Help him to do those things, even
if he can do other things with language and literature, let us do,
those things with him. The hell with the standards and grades
and the significance of the degree . It is the individual
student whose personal growth or fulfillment or whatever is the
only thing that is important. So I am constantly torn between
the two positions. That conflict is one of the sources of stress
and strain in the job, one of the challenges. too I guess.

It becomes a very specific kind of problem in two areas. I

'think one is the problem of reading level of students.that I have
mentioned before, which is a very serious dilemma--especially
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when you are overtrained to teach literature and the students are

undertrained to read it. The other area where the dilemma is

acute is in trying to understand and. clarify in your own mind

what is important in English courses for students who are in the

vocational programs. This at our school has become a growing

problem that I think that we've not in the humanities dealt with

very well, thought enough about. The college he s, changed from

essentially a .twoyear transfer liberal arts college to

essentially a vocational training college. What exactly are we

trying to do in composition courses and in literature courses?

What are our goals? And again one has always got students in

those classes, the students who are going to graduate and manage

a MacDonald's, and also students who are going to graduate and go

to an Ivy League school in thesame class, so the problem is

really acute. I don't know,I don't know. You can't help but

have this feeling of, oh boy, here is this kid going to Smith or

Amherst and I can really teach him the stuff that I know, he is

right there ready to learn it and you feel qualified to do what

you are trying to do , you know how to do it. The student who

is going to manageMacDonald's or be a hospital technician, or

whatever, it is much harder for me to know what do I know or what
skills do I have that are important for this student. I do feel

that there are certain outlooks, attitudes, perspectives that are
important for anybody but how to get them across is a real

dilemma.

I do not think that anybody can get -out of King Lear what I

can get out of King Lear or that it is a fallacy to think S

student who has to struggle to read Hemingway is just absolutely

totally lost with Shakespeare. Maybe a real performing kind of

teacher, a real actor, can get across King Lear, and I don't mean

to deny that. I think there are always real super teachers who

can teach practically anything to anybody. But I am not one...of

them. It comes back to the problem of what do you teach and how.

I think between these dilemmas and the problem of time and

correcting I have always the sense of failing, never doing as

much or as well as I can imagine doing, coupled with the sense of

succeeding very well at times with particular students and

particular courses. When you are teaching you tend to think in

terms of the way you have been taught, unless you are really in

rebellion against it, and I was not. Then if you try to say, "To

'hell with the standards and the grades, what really counts is the

individual student learning what he can learn for his own use and

learning it in his own way, making some kind of growth, whether

it has anything to do with what he traditionally has achieved at

the end of a year in an English course," if you say that , then

you find yourself in the rathetpresumptuous position of assuming

you can make your course of thirty'people suitable to differing

needs of each one of them. Which is practically not,ipoSsible.

And presumptuously assuming that involves your bredthing down his

back ,all the time and getting all tangled up in his psyche

perhaps. Whereas these students are working out their lives'and
taking their courses, they have particular goals and many of them
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would be perfectly happy to go through your course and get _a D _or
get a C. They probably, didn't get very much out of your' course
but they are happy, they are quite satisfied with that and you
know they should, have that, that right, to take, it or leave it
and know that there are ideals or standards and it is up to them
hbw they want to cope with them. I remember working very hard in
a very rigorous zoology course, thiknking it was awfully good and.
I got a lot out of it, and got a 7 or 80 or something. I had
the satisfaction of having done as well as I could, and I
wouldn't have got anything out of the course having been watered
down or personalized in some way . It was out there. I was an
autonomous person, I could cope with it.

It seems it comes down in a very practical _teaching
situation to the problem of how long Ore you going to spend on a
run-on sentence and semi-colons and is this a'Waste of time or is
this not. If you decide one semester, well, by Jove, this
semester nobody is going to write a run-on sentence at the end of
my class, in the process, of seeing that they don't, then you have
lost a whole lot of other things that have just gone bycthe
wayside and everybody comes out thinking the whole of English is
subsumed in the semi-colon. Maybe I .just feel that if I at going
to keep a certain amount of energy and optimism and enthusiasm
about the whole business I have gotto assume that the source is
in myself; because I can work with myself and change myself and
try things at least and experiment.

One real advantage of feeling secure in a job and reasonably
.confident is not minding failing and so I do different things
from semester to semester or I try things and rImetimes they work
very. well and sometimes they are a real disast.r. But if I just
said, "Well, it is a structure that I can't dc anything with,"-
then my choices are either to go gut and work politically to
change the structure or give up, and I don't .-. to do either ./

I,Think that sense,of failure 4 to the structure. I

can live with the ways in which I pretty well know where my
strengths as. a teacher lie and I can maximize the'strengths and
avoid getting intothe weakneiaes. I am just human, I am not
upset by that particularly. The sense of failure comeselways .

from the feeling that you could do so much more if you had more
time and you would have time if you had fewer'students and less
paper grading and more time to work with students individually
and that certainly is directly connected with the structure. On
the other hand, the problem of very diverse abilities among
students in one class would remain even if one had only thirty
students;'and the conflict of how to set standards and'a uniform'
program'and to what extent to provide ifedividual programs would.'
still exist, and most of us have had that situation --through
some flake low student load. or a small class . And that'I think
is a problem that is independent of the structure unless you:want
to go back and talk about the whole structure of education in the
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grade schools and the high schools and'the whole thing.

Frankly. I am not aware of [the women's movement] having done

much of anything in terms of my teaching in a community college.

There are a fair number of women on the faculty and I never

thought about it in that context. There were practically no

women on the faculty at the universities when I was there, at

least in English. There was one marvelous woman who was there

but was unable to get a full-time job because her husband had the

full-time position. She was a superb teacher but again the

implication was that if you happen to marry another one, forget

it. One was encouraged to go on to graduate school 'and go to a

'good grad school and to have a Wilson scholarship that would

prepare one to be a college teacher and yet there was no evidence

that one would ever be aired at a place like the one you had gone

to.

I always think of my Ph.D. dissertation as related to my

teaching in the community college because I' had been working on a

textbook which became the dissertation. So I don't think of-it-

as if I had done it on Spencer or something. I sense now that I

am further and further away from the things that I studied in

college and graduate school. I think less and less about them

and teach them less and less.
that

many years I taught a British

Lit course and I haven't done that for several years now. First

I taught the whole course fdra few years and then I taught the

first half because we had to take turns and then I stopped

teaching it. entirely. Last year I taught the first half of an

American Lit course and used.a new book and it gave me a chance

to read a lot of stuff that I,hadn't read before, particularly
17th and 18th century things that were not imaginative lit rature

but more historical documents, and that was wonderful. really

4=- enjoyed that. And had a good class and felt,again th I was

doing what I had been trained for and this was very nice. I find

I have lost whatever interest that,I once had in scholarly

journals. Once in a while I will pull out an article relevant to
something, some particular book that I was teaching. I guess the

challenge of trying to figure out, in terms of literature at

least, what to teach and how remains, and I enjoy that. 'I am

always reading new things. Initially one reason that I worked on

the textbook was as a way of Making interesting the routine of

teaching a lot of freshman composition. That seemed to me a

creative response to a problem.

Now what I will do in the future I am not sure. I am not

really very interested in revising my book endlessly. Even in

between editions this past fall I did something totally different

that I had never done before in a freshman course, didn't use my

own book or anything. Itmakes me kind of sad sometimes not to

use a lot of the things that I know, it seems kind of

unfortunate. When I get really frustrated with paper's. I start

thinking of going into the computer programming curriculum at the

college and taking a twoyear degree in that and getting a job at
Digital and working an eighthOur day:
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In the best of all possible worlds if one could get some

stuff published and then occasionally have a semester off to work
on that, and to teach a creative wr'.ting course somewhere,that
would be fun. The only thing that really makes me want to get
out and change is the paper-grading problem.

I don't see these enormous changes that the media thrive on.
I tendto see much more continuity in students. When one reads
constantly that the students were this and students were that, it
seemed to me that students were pretty much what students had
always been. I think certain extremes are there, unusual kinds
of people, and students are, encouraged in different periods. But
there is a very steady' mainstream running through that doesn't
change very much. I guess this conviction is also greatly
strengthened by my weeks in the hospital [after, an abtiomobile
accident] and. watching people in there, where ptople are ealing
on a pretty basic level o relationship and cOncerns. )11

I don't think in to ms of family very much, not having
family, and I,realized how central family and family connections
are to. most people's lives--extended fathilies of brothers and
sisters and cousins and aunts and uncles. I thought many of the
people in the hospital, their families, were-very much like many,
()Cour students. Of my fifteen roommates practically all of them
either had a neighbor or'cousin or a kid who had gone to the
community college and one of the roommates was in fact a student
here now. One gets to feel very 'Aridly ,toward people when one is

lying in bed four feet away from them. And my sense of the
school's centrality in my life was very much strengthened tod
because an awful lot of faculty members came by to visit and a
lot of students did too and Iwas glad to see them. I could
count on people. I also kept working. Graded papers and made up
exams and graded exams, and that was the same sort of drag that
it usually is, but I never felt bored--I always had work to do.

I
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f.

Profile

ELIZABETH MCKAY

(Elizabeth McKay, in her, late thirties, teaches' reading and

English in a metropolitan Ca ifornia' community college. She was

interviewed in the summer of 1981, in her office at the college.)

\-

'Well, it all started with aNblue velvet collar. My uncle

was a biology teacher inia small college in Texas. I

can still remember the night that he dressed for one of the

commencement exercises in the summer \being very impressed by the
fact that this man that I ordinarily\saw in his work sleeves was

outfitted in this magnificent robe with this velvet collar.'

I said, "Someday I'm going to wear one of those collars." And

in fact, someday, maybe if I ever finish, I w/11..' -'So I think I

started early wanting to be a teacher. Maybe the .truth of the

matter is, the only thing that I learned to. do is to read. So

when the choice came for making a career I didn't have a lot of

options. I was rotten in math. I was not skilled with my hands.

I needed something to do that I could do and that happened to be
things that had to do with bookS because I was always a reader..

..t14

I.guess I knew by the time I was maybe sixteen that I had to.

work. There was no question of a sort of luxurious sampling

about. I needed to work. So I finished high school, college,

and the university as quickly 'as I could. I met a 'very

influential teacher at the university. He made me feel like I

could connect with literature. I went on then to graduate

school, got my master's under' him. I. admired very much hii

teaching style; he was very quiet, very understated. In my

first'semester of teaching as a TA, I had never spoken before to

a large group of people and it was the most horrendous experience

of my life. I mean I would throw up from :nervousness and go to

class and teach as best I could about grammar to a bunch of

football players. I remember longing for my teacher's wonderful
style and orderly presentation because I was just panicked. Then

I would leave class and throw up again and it. went on and on and

on for the whole semester. I have often': wondered what happened

it/

to those poor students who had me becaus it must ha4e been hell.
t aThe next semester thingsgo little- it better because I found

out that if you met-With them individually you Fuld act ally

begin to make relationships, create some connections, and get

',some learning/thine. And that was such an exciting experience. I

became fasciliated by the fact that that there would be adults in

the university who couldn't spell.

I. got my master's the next year and my husband and I for
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various family kinds, o? reasons came out to California on
vacation. We were just .going to be here for three days or
something and we crossed'the Golden Gate Bridge and I said, "This
is where I want to live." So we went home and in' two weeks sold
what property we'had and packed everything that we owned ;-in a*
little TR4 and drove out here. We didn't'have a place to live,
we didn't have work. Little did I kriow that we were just part of

'a really gigantic migration. I mean there were thousands of kids
just like us coming during 1964 or 1965. I was maybe twenty-four
or twenty-three coming out here. We . found a place to live and I-
applied to various ,junior.colleges because I had a master's and

.'"that was about all could do. -And at that time the college was
housed in an old bunch of Army portables, barracks. There was n9
brick and cement monster like there is now. It was an old trade
school. The academic part of it, English, had been added very
recently, like 1962 or something, and so all of the academic
faculty had been hired almost at once. I remember thinking I
don't know if I can tdke thi funky place. In fact I couldn't
get work anywhere else really, and this college offered me a
contract right away . I was hired to teach reading, ,the only 1
problem being-t4at I had never taught reading. Over the next tws
Years, I guess, I began to realize that what I had been teaching,
the typical remedial reading, was not meeting the needs of the
students . I was teaching them survey techniques and they were
asking me how to pronounce a four-letter word. There was a real
sense of a mismatch. -No wonder we had huge dropout rates. So I
beganto fiddle around again. When I don't khow what else to do
I start working one-to-one to try and figure out what's
happening.

3N
A particular student that I remember was named James

Wharton. James was a basketball player, and his coach had
recommended that he really ought to learn to read and he was a
real tough guy. But James couldn't read. And so I sat down with
him and figured out how to reconstruct his whole first three
years of education. How do you teach an adult the names of the
letters of the alphabet, the shapes, so that he could write? How
do you teach him to put the letters together? All I remember was
what seems now like hours and hours of sitting at the desk with .
him. But -in fact he did learn' to read and he went on and .

graduated, from college. He was a real street person. I mean he
had the gift of gab. He was much too smart not to learn to read.
And in a way that was a turning point for me because I realized
he was too smart and that there was something` crazy in the fact
that he hadn't learned to read. Then I began to see the Jameses
multiply: And we got a little grant, a "'right -to -read" grant
about 1970 to set up a small group in an individual instruction
program for students like James. People like James began to
literally appear out of the woodwork. I mean we would have
seventy-five and one hundred people sign up for a class and at
that point I began to realizethat there was a question under the
questions: why are all of these students, and why thee students'
and not other students, tailing to get. the. rudimentary skills'
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that twelve years of education should be giving them?

So at abbut that time I started my career over because at

that point I applied to graduate school. I was certain that the

answers had to be there. Then, I thought, from here on it's

clear sailing because it's going to be so I just go and
find the right books and I come back and then I understand it and
I go on to something else. Well, that was eight years ago and I
am still working. I. was pregnant. I got pregnant with the third
balpy, and I also fOund out at that time thati'it wasn't so simple.

I was born in the Southwest. My mother and father were

divorced when .1 was three. My mother remarried, we moved to

Arkansas, then to El Paso. Those were difficult years for me and

the escape that I found for bad times was books. I spent high

school very much in the fifties style, cheerleader, football, all
that kind of thing. Really school disappeared for me.' I mean it
wasn't important. Then at about sixteen it hit me that I was

about ready to.earn a living. And so I hit the books and figured
the only way I was going to do it was through school., So that's

when I finished high school and got out and went on to colleges
In my family I could see that my mother was going to be in

financial need one of these days. My stepfather was, I don't
know, things were just not working out very well, and I wanted to
be independent. I can remember my grandmother saying, "You want
to be sick? Get,your education so that you cantake care of

yourielf no matter what happens.41 And I began to see the shape

of things, that I was going to have to take care of myself no

matter what happened. And that meant getting my.act together and

so I did. I think there weren't a whole lot of womentype
opportunities., There just wasn't really an ppi;ion when I was

growing up to become a business person, or a' doctor. I just

didn't have that.kind of background.

I went to school to work, to get out, and my senior year I

finished the year's work by January and I started college. Since
I. had not made plans to go to college particularly and not really
thought about where I would go or taken SAT tests, it was largely.
a question of convenience, what was cheap, what was close, where

I could get in. In high school I didn't take secretarial skills,

I didn't take typing, so I must have taken the regular college

track. I recall it aS being very unstimulating. It must have

been collegebound, but it wasn't what we think of as being

really exciting stuff.

I. had a great time at college. I was for awhile a

photography major. It was a really good department. At the same
time I took a lot of journalism, writing, and English classes;
they pretty much let me do whatever I wanted to do. I struggled

at t:)at time with my difficulty with math and I can remember

spenc.in hours in conferences trying to figure out how to

understand minus one. But I finally got through algebra. Then I
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transferred to the state university. I went as a junior and then
31 met my husbandein the hall outside of Spanish class. He WaS an
anthropology major and I-was in folklore-andEnglish, and we'both.
finished the next year. He was a conscientious objector at a
time that it wasn't easy to get CO .status if you weren't a
fundamentalist. So we went through the .business of the -FBI
investigating his sincerfty and then at OneI5oint hii request was
denied and he had to decide whether to go to JAl or join the
Almy. He joined the Army for six months and then shortly after
that we came out here. 7 was a good student by then. By the
time I was a junior I was a master at writing a paper and
studying for an exam. I can remembeti'learning how to do that. ,

[When we came here] just the ocean, the waythe air was, the
green, you have to think of coming from desert--I lived all my
life in the desert where everything is brown; it's different
Shades of brown but it is all brown,. The thing about the,country
here is: that that you have so many colors. 14e needed to pull
roots up and we didn't have anywhere to put them and.thiswaSthe
place to put roots. We didn't have any reason not to move, .sowe
moved. We were part of that surge that was somehow connected to
anti-Vietnam,. the whole civil-rights thing and all the rest of
it. I mean we were part of that although you don't see yourself
as part of a movement till much later.

I started going around to all the colleges and putting in
applications. I knew that a master's degree was the asic
raluirement, and a California credential, which I was abl to
get. I knew that was what was required to get a job and I don't
think I ever even thought of anything else. The.thing about

.this community college I guess is. that we have moved from being
a very self-contained little group, very tight faculty, to being
much more bureaucratized, district-centered, and a much more
'fragmented faculty. One ofthe. facts of life here IS that'
nothing is ever ?planned, it's all crisis, catch up. There is a

.sense of hurry, of sort of' impending doom, because you're not
clear whether the budget is really in place or whether tutors
that you've hired are going to be paid. Once that's accepted as
part'of the way of operating then it becomesverrbenign neglect.
I mean nobody bothers me. In fact I get a lot' of support. The
programs actually that I ,have been .involved in have tended to be
supported fully, so it isn't exactly as, if it's a negative
situation. Everybody here has been here' practically since this
became an academic institution and we all pretty much know what
the other person can eitr. SO scheduling of classes and that kind
of-thing is mostly a problem of juggling times and rooms. People
are pretty. well established. I-do basic literacy type work.
Other people do what you think of as straight college level. A
few people swing between the two fields. We don't have a
separation into a learning skills and a real' English department.
They are seen as pretty fluid. And I could teach any kind of
class I wanted to; it Is just more a question of choice, of
demands of the program.

;
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My days start here about 8:30. I come in, open the rooms,

make sure that nothing has been stolen over the night, lay things

out for whatever class is coming in. I usually have three kinds

ongoing each day: one is meeting with students and small-group

kind of instruction. I'm talking.now about the reading classes.

usually teach the students that for one reason or another would

present problems to tutors either because they are rowdy or they

have serious learning problems or they're non-readers. So I sort

of take whatever group of students needs, special help and I have

certain teaching routines that have worked well. Sometimes I get

them started and then circulate. At that point I am no longer

working directly with students but I'm working with the tutor.

Maybe I'll be demonstrating a particular teaching technique or

helping the students, helping the tutor orgaiime the group.

The groups are very different. 'I.mean we've got everything

from a group that will be mostly Asian speakers to people who are

here trying to brush up for some kind of examination. . It's a

question of shifting gears pretty rapidly, but there's nothing

like ten years of practice to make that really not a problem. A

full teaching load is five classes, which we all have now,

including composition teachers. So .1 will probably have three

reading classes. One day is set aside for a special class which

is essentially in- Service, or pre-service, training for the

people who have been hired to work with our students. In the

tutoring class I am responsible for teaching things like how to

give the tests, so that there is a fair amount of reliability.

How to conduct the curriculum, how to work through the various

pieces that need to be instructed, and group management, that

kind of thing, how to get along with people, how to.make learning

happen. We did last year a long session on sign language and

how to work lath the translator. One year we specialized in ESL,

so those become sort of like seminars to . help to serve the

particular groups that we come in contact with.

This project we have been working on for a couple of years

called the Bridge Program was designed originally to integrate

reading, writing, and math for. students who had been through the

basic skills, but were not making any kind of progress. The

program was designed to try to help people make some choices and

literally teach how the system works so that they would know how

to go about selecting classes, how to read the catalogue. That

is just part of being sophisticated about going to school. So

will work in that program with a team of two other teachers and a

group of. tutors.

After teaching is done I usually then try to neaten up the

administrative part. That is my. responsibility in the

department, taking care of all the kind of paper work that has to

be done in order to keep the tutors hired, to make sure that

their paychecks come in on time, to make sure of our accounting.

We are required to have a certain amount of information on each

student for the state because our tutors are partly paid by

vocational-education-act money.
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The other part of my day is office hours, so to speak.
Usually If I don't have people needing to see me, I, will go to
what I think of as my own work. I will make appointments with
students that I need to interview, or ask them to take a test out
loud so that I can try to figure out something about how they are
processing what they read. Also during that time, what I think
of as my time, will be conferences or chats , those kinds of just
amiable sitting in the quad and visiting times. That person
could be a tutor, it could be a teacher, it could be a student.
That's pretty much what a day looks like. I don't have a lot of
paper correcting or that kind of planning to do so pretty much,
when I leave, Unless we are under some crisis, :,;,,leave it at
School. I don't carry much work home withpae...-''''

`t,There is no department chair that you spmehow have to clear
things with. It'is very horizontal. The sap* thing is true with
tutors, because after two months with them you are literally team
teaching. Some of them have been here for years, 'six, seven,
eight,years. Many of them are retired. There will be another
set of young people who are looking for teaching careers who
think they might like to do this kind of work and people who have
to go to school and support themselves on part-time jobs. Going
to school takes along time and it may take them six years to do
four years of work, so we have tutors who have been with us all
the time that they are maybe getting their master's. And then
there are student-tutors who in fact have just bearned4.
themselves to read and if they have a special way with people,
I'll invite them to train as tutors.

I just didn't have much interestin the regular "lA" kids.
My interest was mu,h more in the other kind of students. I have-
really been interested for a long time in this question: why in
the hell can't these guys who are so together in so many ways do
well in school? I mean, what is it that American education needs
to do to utilize some of that energy? Like James. James was just
a hot-shot guy who was standing around on the street corners and
it literally seems to be a turn of the wrist that moves the
direction in a different way and helps a person to grab hold. of a
different network, a different set of structures. So I am
interested in how people do that, how people make connections
that they hadn't been able to make before in school. -You don't
find that so much in 1A. My particular interest is the people
who really can't function at all in school.

After five or six years of teaching here I was at the top of
the salary scale. There is nowhere else for a teacher to-go
unless you want to be an administrator which I don't
particularly. You become good at what you do. There are a lot
of people that I can't teach but given a sort of a very
rudimentary motivation on their part it is not really very hard
to teach .people to read. It's a lot harder to teach them to
succeed in school, to'teach them how to integrate a whole lot of
required skills, like how to get along with teachers, how to
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manage financial aid without getting in fights. I had one

student that I am thinking of. Martin came to us a couple of

years ago, could not read beans, most unpleasant creature I ever

knew. I thought to myself, this gu" is a total creep. He sort

of struggled throuti the first semester. About the middle of the

second semester I had another student who was an expert card

player.' He could just do card tricks, you would not believe. -And

one day he was showing me uome tricks, and Martin happened to

walk in, lie came in and said, "That happened to me once, I got

on the bus...' For the first ..ime4WPrtin launched into a real

story. I said, "Martin, that's marvelous, write it down." From

then on, he was just going. He Still is around. He's in the

regular program now, he doesn't take remedial classes anymore,

although he still needs them, I think. He organized a citizen's
watch on buses and I see him on TV about once every two weeks.

0

I remember a day that I had to leave one of my children--who

was really sick and I was so angry--to come to work. As I walk.

onto the campus I drink my last swallow of coke. Somehow it's a

kind of signal that okay, now all that has to stay behind because
you are at work. And that's the way it is. There's no

turnover-xthat's one of the weird things about this particular.

iime in community colleges. I think that a lot of the stuff that

I do would be great training for a new teacher, but there's no
new teachers and so there is nobody to pass it on to.

I'm real interested in classroom talk. I feel that

something incredible happens and it can go bad or it can go very

right and I would like to be able to make it more clear for

myself. So what I have been doing for the last five years or so

is just recording a lot of talk. I have a lot of tapes of

students answering questions, you know, how come you picked that

answer? Then I have a lot of reading group stuff where different

students read,and then a tutor will ask questions and I am

interested in the kinds of responses, they make. The thing that I

am working on right now is writing conferen..es. And there seems

to be a pretty clear connection between writing fluency and a

sort of, not necessarily a smooth communication with the teacher,
but at least a negotiated agreement as to what is going on here,
what you are supposed to be writing about.

Each year that I had children they came with me to work for

the first few months. In a certain way it works very all;
personally for me, it's very hard. I mean my kids are really

delights and they are at a wonderful age: the fourteen year old

is sure he is going to he a rock guitarist and the

thirteenyearold is a naturulist and my daughter is full of

energy being eight. I mean there is this great sense of

exploding, coming, becoming. . So personally I feel the pull of

wishing there, were more hours in the day. Tn terms of my

relationship with students here, I think it is very handy because

I truly understand when a woman's child is in juvenile hall, I

mean there is an empathy that if I geren't a parent, I don't
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think I would have. I think it is also good for my kids to see
that their mother works. My daughter has come to ciess:with me
and I'm,glad that she knows that working is a real option. As a
wife I think probably my husband gets the shortest end of the
stick. The things that he thinks are important, like going
camping, are the things that I don't get around to doing.

I have not felt at a disadvantage for being white here at
this college although I think it gives lots of problems just in
terms of you have to get toknow how to read the answers that you
are getting sometimes. And I don't know 'whether Black teachers
have that problem or not. This is my fish bowl that I swim in
pretty easily, so I don't think it limits my work. particularly.
You do learn how to dress, you really are careful not to look too
sloppy because if you do then you bring down bad judgments on
you, not to be too sexy because if you do then you have to put up
with an awful lot of crap *, so you learn how to be neutral, like
driving a car, how to steer past all the possible places where
yGU can overturn.

There are a lot of women tere, wonderful women. They are
the pillars of the, community, they run the churches, they run the
bake sales, they collect the money, they are the nurses. Betty
came up here when she was about twentyfour. I was, real
interested in why she hadn't learned to read because she was such
a nice person and so bright. She had a lot of trouble getting
along with teachers in high school and so she came here, learning
to read, tutored with-Me for a long time, and then her husband
Was shot and she had two cildren to raise.' She had to get a
real job, so I haven't seen her, but she was the most cheerful
person. Carol, another one, did a paper on nonviolence, and she
was so excited by the notion that Gandhi and Xing had so much in
common. There is great depth in women.

I've been here a long time, and I know there is something
very satisfying to me about knowing how to make the system work.
There ds a sense of knowing how people work together, who does
what. It's one of the reasons that I wouldn't particularly-..e
think about changing jobs, because to go back and recreate those
networks of friendship would be just' too much to start '.at this
time in my life. I mean you have enough shared knowledge in
terms of what we think 16 important that you.'don't have to go
back and recreate a context every time you open your .mouth.
There is a sense of.people that you can take an idea to and
together collaborate and shape it into something that you
wouldn't have necessarily turned it into if you were 'working
competitively or if you were working alone. Another area is
working with the tutors, and there is a cense of real:help,
growing competence and interest. There is something about seeing
people grab hold, whether they are tutors or students, to ideas
that you think are imOortantiand see them shape them in their

. own way. That makes coming to work a generally satisfying kind
of. thing. I feel like the tutors are real cloSe to me. The
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students become real close and many of them I keep up with as

they so off to do other stuff.

There is something about working with students. I sm much

more interested in the possibility that change comes through

relationships than that it comes through a program of instruction
or computers or whatever. I mean Idon't think those things are

opposed to change or to improved learning, it's just that I

somehow see the ground as being much more in the exchanges than I

do with the material or the book or something out' there. I keep

exploring that possibility. It is almost like trying to figure
what makes home home. I thought about whether or not one of my
ideas was that I was somehow righting social wrongs and I think I
probably have enough of the avenging angel in me to make that a

bonstant danger. But I' think , my experience at least with

tutors here is, that do-gooders don't last. [Do-gooders] have

the sense that you are going to teach people to read so as to

show them the proper political persuasion or shape them in any

sense of how you want them to turn out. You simply can't do

that, and the people who come here with that in mind just don't

stay. To really make somebody hang around, it has to be a more

relaxed sort of flowing commitment and it's just nice, as opposed

to "my duty.

I think it is true that I -do feel a real abiding anger at

the fact that there could have been so many kids, perfectly.okayc

human beings, who were net mentally deficient or culturally

deprived or anything else, that are regular folks that just have
been terribly screwed up in. school. To me that is just really a
crime. But it's not something you can carry around with .a very

heavy hand. Also I just enjoy teaching. I worked hard to
figure out certain teaching routines' that I think work welt that
I enjoy doing, and it's like any nightclub act or stand-up comic.
You've learned to do it and you enjoy,-.doing it and other people

get involved in the act, so to speak. It's just a lqt of fun.

I like being well paid. I am doing what T enjoy doing and I

am being paid to do it, about $30,000 a yeat. (I have ninety

hours beyond a BA.) Then I do a considerable amount of

inservice, and any extra kinds'of duties that I do here I get a

little extra, so I feel like I am really well paid. It's a kind

of job too, that has a flexible scheduling which, with.three kids
and doctors' appointments and one has to'be at school at 8:30 and

one has to be there at 10 and one has to be picked up at 2 and

one has to be picked up at 3, you pretty much have to be able to

juggle a schedule around and this has always permitted me to do

that. When I had-my first baby I could put him in the little
faculty cottage and hired a student to. sit there and watch him

while I was teaching. And ,then I could go between elapses and
nurse him and then teach an hour and then take him home. [When]

we had a new department chair, he was doing his very best to do a

good job'. So he asked me to dothe inservice and- we had a day
from classes and we have a very isolated group of teachers in the
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sense that I mean each one closes their door and works separately
and each one is convinced that they are right. My point in the
inservice, as I remember, was that what we needed to do was to
begin to share what we need with each other and go into different
classes and see what was happening, I mean that was the message.
The particular techniques +hat I talked about, as I remember, the
one that I really remember was, did people know how hard the
books were, that they were giving,their students to read and did
they know the reading levels of the students? And I started
explaining a procedure for checking reading levels and who was
comprehending, the procedure leaving out every fifth word. And
the lady who taught ESL raised her hand and said,"That's just a
terrible thing to do to anybody to ever ask them to sit down and
do that kind of thing. And I wouldn't do itand.I don't want to
be here anymore while you are talking about it." And she got up
and walked out and she hasn't spoken to me since and that's been
five years. And that wasn' even personal work,' mean that was
real practical.

One of the reasons that this is so satisfying for me is that
it is relatively new. It's only been in the last 'five years I
suppose that I have experienced colleagueship because before I
had done what I had done pretty much alone. I did my book
without ever showing it to anybody except the editor. I've just
never made many contacts with people until the last few years.

Wheh I compare working in a community college to the
universi y, the teaching load here is much heavier. Also nobody
gives brqwnie points at a community college for think time. I
mean that just doesn't come with the territory. So there isn't
any built-in, whatever you want to call it, synthesizing time.
In fact, one of the perennial agonies that we had over the Bridge
Program was no time set aside. Whatever You do, you do on the
run; that is the way it is.

I need time to dO more work. You somehow don't get the time
to do the work until you have done-the work. It's strange. The
Ph.D., I have protected it, and covered it over and said, this is
mine and don't mess around with it. Its much better not to
talk about the things that you care about. I get up at 3:30 or
4; I read till it's time to go to school, get the kids up. I
study weekends, whenever the family goes off on a hiking trip or
scouts or whatever. Then I just siudy, solid. If you just
imagine streamlining everything else, than the hours that are
saved go into studying. If that makes sense., This is the first
time I have ever talked seriously about my work to'anybody except
for teachers that I work with. .As I get more clear about it, I
think the worlds might come together more. And I don't know
really any other way to get it done except to define hours so
peculiarly. I've done it for years. Every paper-that I finish
is with rock and roll downstairs and girlS putting make-up on in
the bathroom, and the house just seethes with activity.v You have
to choose.: Are you going to sit right in the middle of all of
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that and try to work sensibly, which actually f have learned to
do to some extent, or are you going to do it at weird times. And

then either way, how do you blend those things. I say to my

kids, the paper is finished. Mon, that's wonderful. But they

don't want to hear about it.

There are silences. I mean ther'e are these long periods

when nothing comes together. What I have learned to do with it

is use it as sort of unaware think time, and I would just Glean

the 'hell out of the Persian rugs and make the laundry room

absolutely spick and span and. during that time suddenly a new

piece will come into place. I'm not sure that there is any other

way to go about it. Except some day I am going to write for a

grant and ave a whole year off. This is my first summer off in

ten years an it has been fantastic. I've worked almost all day,

almost every day, it's been super..

We came out here and tried-to make the new society and

through that failure or whatever you want to call it, we really

found out the depths and breadths of.each other and I don't. think

that would have happened -cif we' hadn't done exactly what we did..

Put money into a ranch that we didn't own, lived part of the time

in the city, part of the, time out on the ranch. If we hadn't

done all those things, we would have always wondeld if it would

work and now we. know that it doesn't work and i 's okay. In

addition to that there is sort of a level where my husband-and I

found each other . When-my kids now ask questions about drugs we

are able to be real clear. I see so many adults with

fourteen-year-old children say, "Sure, have some grass." My

husband and I , neither of us mess around with anything because

we are really clear that it totally messes up your life,' totally

and completely and with no holds barred puts you at the bottom.

So there are no questions with.my kids.

There is no respect for ,what,I think of as my work, work

beyond the immediate getting the job done, grading the papers,

'that kind of thing. Into the junior college system is not built

the respect for that. The ivory tower is not well-thought-of in

the junior .college.. It's where all those people who don't know

anything stay, and in an accounting system where being cost

effective is the. by-word there is no respect, so you get it from

both ends, in a way.

These days there are enough versions of being a woman to

make it.less automatic for certain people. I think that probably

I picked the hardest version of being a woman who works, who's

intensely involved with her children. 0 I mean I have thrown more

papers in the paper routethan you can shake a stick at. And at

the same time I have this burning fire of concerned interest,

intellectual effort. I read Anthony Giddons for fun, I like

him, I enjoy reading him. There's not another person that I know

who shares quite.all ,those bags. It isn't being a woman per se
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that is the problem; it's the accoutrements that have to go

through the eye of the needle at the sam time. I,mean, three
kids, two dogs, twenty chickens, my mother, my husband's parents,
the bass guitar, camp--you know, to try and shove all of that
through and not lose any pieces. If I were a man it would be
more recognized. And you would probably even be .permitted to
walk around with a book in your hand and stumble into light posts
and not bring home a paycheck and probably people would
understand that is just the way you area Where with a woman
those same qualities are she is really a bad mother, she's a bad
wife. I have to be careful about making sure that ginner is
planned and that I can get it on the table by six o'clock, no
matter what else happens during the day, and that is not because
of any pressure that my husband puts on me, that's because of the
pressure I put on me. I mean, that's just part, that's paying my
dues to being a woman,being a'wife, being a mother. And it's
true I can buy off with the kids and change around and get other
people to do my jobs and they are really supportive of that, but
in the end Irknow that I've got to do laundry. And there is a
certain sense in which that is very grounding. I mean, the day
finished my book was New Year's Day; I had gotten up at six in
the morning, came down here to the community college and typed
-the last section of the manuscript and I got home about four in
the afternoon. My husband and new baby and older son were

sitting on the steps waiting for me and there was never a moment
ever like that moment. It's a sense of having more than one
place that I don't think if I weren't a woman I would have. I

mean, I have two , I, h-e two places at least; but I have two
real well-carved-out places and it's important. The only thing
is that you feel the lack of the mixture that was there, it being
hard to share that fire:
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PHILIP CAMPBELL

(Philip Campbell, in his forties, teaches English, at "a

suburban community, college in California. He was interviewed in

his office in the summer of 1980.)

I am a fifthgeneration Califorbian. . My

greatgreatgrandfather came to California in a covered wagon

before the Gold Rush and, branches of the family settled'

throughout California. I grew up in a small town about one

hundred miles south of here and went to public school there. I

grew up back in the fifties, went to high school in the fifties.

A small California town'where the biggest thing that happened was

when you graduated from high school. The beq11 and the endall

was the high school graduation. I was expected to do well.

. When I got into high school, back in those days, .there

wasn't the same kind of pressure, certainly not in the place

where I went to school, about, going to college. The choices were

fairly static. A lot of kids that I went through high school

with went immediately into the service, and I can remember

exploring the different branchesof the armed forces when I was a

sophomore or a junior, preVietnam, postKorea. I went to a

counselor one time and he suggested that probably college would

be all right. I had 'taken the college preparatory courses but

there was not a. big deal=certainly there wasn't any kind of

expectation about going on. So when I graduated from high school

and decided to go on to a community college, it represented for

me a very big step. It was a big deal to go forty miles from

home to the college.

Both my -parents_had been to college and there was a great

deal of interest in my progress in school. I was the oldest of

three boys, and one of the things that I. think I learned early

was to play the game, succeed in school; get good grades on my

report card. I can remember having a tremendous crush on my

thirdgrade teacher and being terribly devastated when she

married some returning G.I. I was a terrible speller. I

despaired of ever getting a perfect spelling paper. I would do

anything to get 100 on one of my little spellidg tests. Finally

got 100. Open house night came and my parents arrived. I took

them proudly up ro my 100% perfect spelling test. With sudden

horror I discovered that I had misspelled my name on this one

test.

I had nightmares about my first grade teacher until I was

twelve. My first grade teacher was a horrible old woman. She

A
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used Ito rap children soundly with rulers. There was one kid,
Doug. Doug had rheumatic fever and she explained to us that she
couldn't hit him because he hid been sick. So instead she
humiliated him by putting him. up in front of the class in a
special place. The dunce, "dummy Doug," on more than one
occasion she pronounced him.' And we would all laugh--at least we
were not as bad as Doug.

My father ran his business much of the time right out of the
house. He was a land surveyor and kept his maps and calculator
in the dining r000m and his equipment in the garage. The
neighborhood was filled with a lot of areas to play, vacant lots,
places where bullies lived who would chase,you home. As the
oldest I always felt that it was unfair because there was so much
expected of me. I had to drag little brothers around all the
time, watch out for them and make sure that they did not get run
over. I had a succession of close friends and used to go
everywhere on my bike. After my 6ther's death my mother went to
work for the school district as a secretary.

I was not good at sports. That was one of the things where
it was kind of a barrier. And when I began to make friends on my
own, my friends from about the age of twelve on tended to be
brighter -boys who were loners. Those kinds of friendships were
much more important to me when I got into high school, because
when I got to high school that real isolation set in. It was a
small town and there was a great deal of emphasis placed on the
popular, doing .a lot of dating and sports activities. None of
those things was I particularly proficient in. And so that
tended to increase the isolation even more. High school was a
very traumatic time for me. Since then I have learned a lot of
people have had a terribly traumatic experience going through
high school. If you are not immensely popular and not' very
successful. at something or another, that can be a really
harrowing experience. Even today I get invitations to go back
for reunions and I haven't gone back.

The group that I was associated with, my friends,
increasingly saw ourselves as intellectuals, somehow separate.
from the jocks, separate from the pom pom girls. Many of my
friends were very much into science,-and _rockets were_in.._. We .

used to design little handmade rockets, shoot them off, and
fancy ourselves Werner Von Braun on the same range. Sputnik was,
of course, around '57 very much in the air. And a lot of my
reading then was science fiction in high school.

College was one of the options that was there, but it
certainly was not one that was pushed. The fact that you had
that military obligation--that was something that was very
important. We thought of it in'those days as something we had to
get out of-the way. We always spoke of "getting your service.olt
of the way." I think there was always' the general assumption
that I would go to college at some point but what I would do was
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always fairly nebUlous. I had taken the college prep courses all

the way through. Here I was planning to go into engineering and

my math background was terribly weak, because no one had ever

said you have really got to take fdur years of math. I didn't

take chemistry when I was supposed to, I didn't take high-school .

physics. And when I went on to college I had courses to make up. .

I had a great sense that getting away was important. I went

through all the hoops--took the SAT test and applied for the

scholarship and it wasn't until I made the initial contact

with the community college that it really came through as an

option. I really had the feeling that I was leaving home, making

the break.

At that time the college was probably unique among community

colleges in terms of the diversity of students. The first cless

I walked into there were three Arabs anct a Nigerian. And older

students--I will never forget coming away from that first

class--there were guys in there in their late twenties. It was ,a

whole new kind of world. From the beginning I had the sense that

people cared and that it was a place where I could take some

risk.' My father was an engineer, a land surveyor, and my first

major was engineering." I decided that was what I wanted to do,

to be an engineer. I took two math classes, and those two math

classes convinced me that this was not what I was cut out for.

Most of the people that I went to high school"with didn't go on.

A lot of them stayed there in town and got jobs. It was rather

unusual for people to go to the community college. I remember

there were probably thirty or forty of us who rode over there on

the bus, so that was a kind of special brotherhood as well.

What else can I remember? It was just extraordinary for

me to discover people with totally different -values: There. were

some first rate instructors. One of the reasons why I endecrup

going into English was because the teacher was very supportive

when I took -my freshman composition class. Read some of my

essays and said, '"You have a real gift." The praise and the

attention was extremely important for me. It was an idea of my

succeeding in a new area, in a new kind of contest, different

from back in high school where you could get away with horsing

"around;- andif-you--werg-in-advanced senior English that meant

that, you were one of the bright kids, you really didn't have to

work, you could coast. The class, that made the greatest

impression on me was a course in geology. I have maintained this

iinterest in geology ever since. It was fulfilling a science

requirement.
-1

One of the things 1 ' did in my history class was to ride

the big yellow school bus one day up to the city oh our own.

This was the first time I had ever been to the city on my own.

We spent the ,day walking and looking at different communities,.

I have the college yearbook and there is a photograph of this in

'57 or '58, you know--those incredible square head haircuts, our

madras jackets. That is where I met my wife. We were in the lit
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class together the last semester that I was at the community ,

college.

By the time I got through I had a great deal more
confidence. I could not, as a freshman, 'ave conceived of going
to a university. It was just too much, o mammoth. By the time
I finished I had been to the university twic . I knew that I was
going to be an English-major. I had some general idea that I was
going to go into teaching. I really had grown so much in those
two years. I am sure that it was at that point that I decided
that I was going to go into community 'college teaching. That
brought me to the university in 1958.

4

I did all right because of a couple of things. First of
all, Louise and I had already decided that we would 'marry soon.
That was important, I had an anchor. Secondly, bepause, I knew
what I wanted to do. I knew that I was going td :be an English
major. And third, because of a professoriat the university. He
always kind of liked me. But the first semester I was at the
university, despite all of my positive things , about the community
college, I was thrust into this world, my parents were just
barely able to support me. It was that professor's first
semester too, and he was a marvelous man. In class, and more
than that, outside of class, he was very supportive of me and
read several of my attempts at poetry at that time, and was just
an all-round good decent man at a time when I really needed
someone, because I was not at all sure I had done the right
thing. All the rest, of my classes were large lecture type.
Despite the fact that I came up from community college with
seventy-two units of transferable work, I still had to take.
psychology. Nobody had ever said to me that I must take
psychology e I' took a Krueger Preference Test, where you stuck a
needle in a piece of paper to figure out what you really wanted
to be, and my test came back saying that I should either be a
ship captain or a gardener. The counselor, looked at my test for
a long time and said, "Have you ever thought about going into
business education?" And I said, "No, I haven't." Al he said,
"Well, business education is a real growing field."

So I had to do a lot of catching up but I knew exactly what
I wanted to do, and'I was on something of a time schedille, both
because of my own plans and I had that'sense of needing to get
through quickly because my parents were supporting me. I didn't
really have time at that point to kind of slob around.- So I .took
a fairly heavy load and got caught up. There were some real
doubts the first semester but once I got through that, then I
knew that I could make it.. The surprise was that the longer that
I went on at the university the more I enjoyed it and the better
I got at it.

I found it much easier to talk to teachers.at the community
college. I went to the university, and to give you an example, I
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took an excellent course--marvelous lectures, and I had to do a

series of papers for the class.. The first one I did was really

good work I thought. I got it back and it had C on the top. I

finally determined that somehow it was not fair and that I would

go see the TA about this and went down and waited. His office
hours were from 4:00 to 5:00 on Tuesdays. A whole line of people
waiting: Each of us filed in and I was trembling when I entered.
Somehow I got the sense that an injustice had been done because

there was nothing on the paper, just said C. I said, "I would
like to talk to you about this paper," and he said, "What do you

want, an A? I'll make it an A." I said, "I -just want to find

out what I did'wrong." He said, "You didn't do anything wrong.
I just got tired of reading them and I figured that if it was
worthwhile people would come and see me."

I recall a little English class that I took there. One of

the students explained that she was going to be off on a trip, a

singing trip, and the professor said, "Oh?" She said, "Yes, I

sing with the University chorus." And he said, "Really ?'' with

kind of disdain in his voice,"Graduate students in English at the
university don't have time for things like chorus. And in your
case you really don't have time for it." My thought at the time

was, God, this really made me Peel better somehow, because it was
really a tough place and the elite couldn't make it through. My

friend left graduate school and my response at the time was,

somehow this made the whole thing for me that much more valuable
because 'I was able to survive. It must be the same sense of
watching people wash out of flight school, and the recruits that
can't make it, and it makes you feel that much better and tougher
because you have. It was not just graduate students:. Women
graduate students, in particular, had better tend to business.

I had this thing in my mind that I wanted to go into

community college teaching and I knew that that required an M.A.

I always had this sense in the first year in particular; a kind

of rushing to keep up and not being somehow worthy of it, but at

the same time very much intrigued by the whole thing. Then when

Louise moved up at the end of my junior year you might say my

motivation became even stronger. We got married in September and
that changed me. I became instantly older, more responsible, and

a working man, and went through a series of jobs. The longer I
was at the university, the more I learned, without any sudden
great insight, that there was a lot of gameplaying InyOlved, the
more I-learned to relax with what I knew and to feel comfortable
with what I knew and use that as a foundation. '77But at first it
was fairly frightening' to me that this was what I had chosen to

go into--the study of literature--and I was not at all sure that

I would ever. understand. The whole thing seemed to me to be

very much a matter of watching, of finding hidden meaning, that

you had to be really sharp and bright. I finished; and got my

M.A. in a semester and a half; and the next semester got my

teaching credentials, came here, and student taught.

At the time it was very fashionable to make snide remark;
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about taking the education classes, and some of them were
horrible. But that was an important transition for me. It
really helped me to refocus myself. I knew somewhat what to
expect, but I learned an incredible amount in the student
teaching, about teaching and about rel.ationships, colleagues, and
about potentials. I always thought that I had probably a much
better sense of what to expect in the community college classroom
because I had been there. I had ridden the bus for two years
with people like Johnny and Eddie, and people that I had known
and had grown up with. I knew the kinds of problems and the
whdle range of attitudes and desires and plans, having lived
through that myself. I was intellectually prepared but
emotionally, spiritually, physically it came as.a great shock
when I was, thrust into it. I did a freshman compositidn course,
and we did things like Robert' Frost and Forster, Passage to
India, encouraged in all of this by my master teacher who later
confided to me, "Well, I figured you could learn as much from
failure as from success," and discovered something I should have
known before. I was thinking .about my experience in the college
as my alternative national service. Actually my career did start
there. It was an incredible era. The spring of 1962 when I was
completing my student., teaching there.was a sense of being under
siege. My career Is inseparable from, I think, all of those
political concerns.

One of the most gratifying things happened to me years later
after that,initial student teaching. We stopped at a supermarket
and this guy says, "Do you remember me?" and I said, "Yes," and I
didn't remember. He said, "I took a class with you and you did a
thing on the book A Passage to India, and I have always
remembered that book." We must have talked for five minutes.
Here was somebody that I had touched and had some impact on.

It was the spring of '62. had been interviewing for jobs'
all over California. Had one where the interviewer fell asleep
right when we were talking.' Things were looking- very bleak. I
got a call i,.om the, placement .center and they said that,they'had
no word on any job yet in the community college, "But we havean
opening at the high school, would you be interested' in going, to
the high school?" And I said, "Yeah, I might be ".and told Louise
when she got back from work. She said, "I have worked to get 10
through school and I do not intend_ to have done all--of-that so
that the only job you will be able to get is at the high school.
It just is not what it was all about." As ,it turned out;
everything worked out well. I got out at, the time of enormous
grdwth in community college education. The year I came to this \
community college there 'were seven, of us who were.hired in
English alone.

I remember when I first arrived at my first community
college job. It must have been about ten o'clock. It was
Clark. And all of a sudden I saw these headlights shining through
the door, the window of my office, and it was unusual since it
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was not around any parking lot. I looked out and there was a

jeep that had pulled up, and on the lawn and the headlights were

on high. I opened the door and this guy said, "Can I help you?"

And I said my name and that I was the new teacher here. And he

said, "I am the maintenance man in charge of security," and I

noticed that he had a large 45 strapped to his waist. 'I asked

him later why he had 'a 45. It was a little college--a small

town--and he said, "I alwa'ys am armed in case they show up."

I was totally flustered and illprepared, didn't know what

the hell I was doing. I had two English classes, two remedial

classes, and two classes of subbonehead English. Those were

probably the most challenging of all. I simply was at a loss as

to know what to do. I started at 8 o'clock and I went straight

through and I had one brief break for lunch. I must have

reconsidered a dozen times and wondered if I had made the right

decision to go into community college teaching. It was

frightening to stand up, in class after class, knowing that I had

total responsibility for what happened, what went on in the

class, the quality of their responses. I can remember worrying

about what the hell to do. I had been thinking in terms of this

kind of luxurious approach to writing by simply giving lots of

writing assignments and reading them cloiely and poring over

them. There was no way that I could do that with six composition

classes. This older woman , a.little chubby woman with a house

dress on, came up to me and said, "I just want to tell you that I

know that I am going to enjoy the class. The Lord came to me

himself in a vision last night and told.,-me to take this class

from you." She was in training to be a missionary.

My night class the second semester was a writing class and

one of the guys was a good old gentlemen in his seventies, almost

totally deaf. He sat in the front row the entire time. I gave

the first assignment the next class meeting, and the next week he

came back and said, "I didn't bring my writing, teacher. What

are.you going'to do?" What do you do to a seventyyearold man?
I really did feel that I was being thrown in cold. Even student

teaching, as good as that experience had been for me, didn't

prepare me for it. Everything came as such a shock. I have

often thought that it is no wonder that those first two years

are critical. That is when a lot of people leave the profession.
Sometimes they don't belong

said

sometimes I think it is a loss.

If somebody had simply said to them, "There is a tremendous

problem of management, of finding enough time, and there is

nothing esoteric about it. It is just going to be the kinds of

problems that are common to any job: how to get along on a

limited amount of money, what to do about faculty relations."

I have always been bothered by the problem with the

dropout--quote unquote--the ,kid who just simply disappears. It

is an institutional problem, particularly 'at the community

colleges. It is true that I have seen' a lot of those kids come

back in subseqdent years but I 'don't know how many countless
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faces are just lost in tY.e mist. One kid sits in the back of the
room for a month and then you don't see him anymore and you
wonder, what did I do for him or would it have been better if he
had had somebody else.

In another class there' was a Chicano who was about
seventyeight percent blind. He was a veteran and he had been
hurt in an explosion while in the service and he was back on the
VA. He had figured out with very little counseling that'what he
was going to do with the rest of his life, sine; he was in bad
shape, was to work around cattle and we had an agriculture
department. This guy had decided that he couldn't get a job
under the circumstances unless he had a degree from a community
college and they wouldn't let him in the classes until he had

/taken an English class and he showed up in my class. It was
extremely difficult for him. One of the other' teachers who was
also a counselor asked me hcw he was doing in class. 'I bought
this counselor out so that I could get help, you know, at least a
tutor fothe guy, and the counselor said, "Look, he is not going
to be around for long and it would be easier and kinder to him if
you did it now." They wanted to throw the guy out--they had no
intention of letting him into the Ag program, and they didn't
want him around.

That kind of stuff really offended me, it really got to me.
There was a lot of paternalism on the part of the administrators
and it really bothered me. In part my political activities grew
out of that anger. The outcome was they had my name printed in
the first page of the newspaper as one of the trouble makers at
the college who was trying to start a union. I discovered that
for me teaching literature was an excellent form of restoring
myself and that I could take an extraordihary heavy work load in
writing and just with a single lit class reenergize myself. The
second year that I was there I set up the Shakespeare class. My
first lit class had been a course in Masterpieces of Western
Literature.

[Then I moved to this college.] 1964--a lot of
excitement,things were just beginning to pop over. There was
always this sense of exciting things that were going on. A lot
of it had to do with the tremendous influx of new peop... c hired,
most of whom. stayed.

. _There was .a .lot of turmoil in the
department. Differing points of view were fuught out: English
department meetings used to be extremely exciting bec%use people
took it all very seriously. To go'from standard load of six
classes to four classes--tremendous change. We would stay until
late at night having planning sessions. People would voluntarily
put Vhe time in. The first semester that I was here there was an
organization 'to promote the 'open door policy throughout the
California community colleges. This was nothing more than just a
kind of idealistic lobbying group to ellighten the world_. We all
shared a common office together and that was an important way of
keeping those 'currents going. It was a very exciting time to tie
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here. It was so dfrferent i the diverse kinds of people ; there
were always a lot of diffecent focuses. Tt was a time when the
students were not f,.11y un to the level of our enthusiasm and

idealism ; that'was later, that was to come in the late:sixties..

In those dayS I was bothA d 1,y the smug provindialism. I used

to, in the early phase of civil rights, refer to my students as

"gentle bigots"; they were racist but they would never use bad

words. They were polite about it.

I think that-just the physical layout of offices on this

campus, like so many college campuses, is an indication of the
kind of isolation that most teachers fall into whether they want
td or not. When I came here I am sure there were teachers who
were isolated but I was really not aware of it. There was far

less opportunity for isolation from each other, administrators,
even from members of the, governing board. We lost some things
unfortunately when we lost our old gang group offices and were
moved into these. beautiful--I refer to them as dentist
offices- -all 'e need fs the music in the background, each of us

having our own little cell in which to do our thing.

As far as I am concerned, the most positive change in.the

community of college students has peen the proportion df older
students, 'particularly women, and now we are getting a lot of men

as well. In my classes it has really been gratifying. I have

always enjoyed teaching people who have a lot more in the way of

experience and also have common kinds of problems with

confidence: will they be able to do it? Will they be able to

keep up with it? .I seem to be able to do well with those kinds

of people. I am good at confiden-_.e building.

Some years ago there were radical changes in the California

teacher credential law. A bill had just come in that everybody
had to have a teaching credential. In. the 40's there were whole

areas where',it w:s impossible to get a teacher, and lot of

women, in particular women, who had had some college training,

had gone into teaching and they were close to retirement. They

were being faced with a deadline for the state that said that

either you get a teaching credential or as cr this date you will

no longer be employed. So they went to the state college where

they could get a degree in Education and a teaching credential.
Well, many state colleges would not let them in unless they had
passed an English proficiency test, and these women totally

freaked out. They couldn't pass the test so they couldn't get
into this education school and they Couldn't get t:sir

credentials. These people were desperate and they hired people
like me to teach a class. The problem was that they had this

test anxiety. And I taught that'six week course with people who

were probably more motivated thoo-any other group that I have

taught. .Part of it was building them up, . part of it figuring
out the devices and routines so that they are not bothered by the
ticking of a clock and wondering if they are ever ping to get
through. I think I got threefourths of them through the,test.

But the 'people who didn't, who failed, what that did to me! It
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was a horrible experience.

We had a tremendous sense of upheaval in education at thiS
school, particularly from the late sixties on. Really for us
those were the tumultuous times--the anti - Vietnam thing)prObably
more than anything else--although we had a tremendous upheaval as
a result of. conscientious deliberate recruiting a large group of
Black students and.we went through our own crisis here on campus.
We have a number of people who are involved in either 'publishing
or in research. The teaching comes first. These textbooks are
really textbooks that embody what we all worked on. When I

finished my poetry textbook and went back over it, I realized how
much of that was a setting forth of the things that we had done
in common in the department. .

I can remember sitting in a :class at the of my
nondirective period, sitting in a class and saying, "What shall
we do, what shall we'do today, what shall we do for the next
session, what shall we do :for the remainder of'the semester ?" And
waiting for the students to generate something themselves,
waiting for the spirit to catch.

But it was also a time for me when I was doing things like
organizing Martin Luther King day here, after the King
assassination. I had been involved with the summer readiness
program, primarily for Black kids. And that was just a disaster
because the summer readiness program, if anything, was against
getting kids ready for/the real rigors that they would face in
college. I put together a course on race relations. That was a
kind of thing that I could do for a couple of years and finally
say no, this is not what I'should be doing. It needs to be done
but I am not the one to be doing it. And then the anti-war
stuff, and the teach-ins and the draft resisters.

My teacning generally during that time I look back on now as
not very good but necessary for me to go through, for the
profess:'.on to go through. There is a lot I learned. I learned
that fundamental truth that people learn' in different ways at
different rates, there have to be different kinds of approaches.
There are a lot of things that I have retained: the use of
silence, the use of deliberate anxiety as a teaching device.
People learn most, best, what they discover for themselves.
have become a lot more directive and lot more insistent that
there are certain things to be learned and learne'd in a

particular way. But I still retain a lot of that flavor from the
old days. I think it is essential. For instance, now when I
teach a creative writing class a lot of. the students who sign up
for creative writing are flabbergasted when they discover that I
have a whole agenda in mind, and I ask them to do things like
write in a certain format rather than sitting around stroking
each other's ego and waiting for me to tell them . they are
publishable.
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have in the last three or four years, as outside demands .

have grown, turned to the TAs, and that is something that when I

came here sixteen years ago I would never have done. it was a
point of honor, you did all of your own reading. In 1972 things
began to change and faculty were not as close as the campus.got
much larger, and what went on outside your department was not as
important to you. We still maintain some of the old rituals but

they are kind of pale reflections of what went on when we first
came. Increasingly our social life has moved away from the

college. Now the connections that I hnvo with my colleagues

outside of my immediate area are tending to be political things,
involvement in union activity and economic issues, and they have

taken precedence over 'educational issues. When I came here we

used to have serious discussions about the philosophy of the

school. Now if somebody were to try and have a serious debate
about the philosophy of the school, they would be laughed at,

laughed at out loud, and people would just dismiss it out of
hand--it isthe,thing you put in the catalog and it is gone.

The average age now of this faculty is fifty, and I think

back to what it was,when I came here. Fifty years old-- that is

incredible. Fortunately for me there is still the sense of

excitement and discovery in trying new things. In a society
where the great majority of people have jobs that they do because
they have to, I have the great good fortune to be doing something
that I really and truly enjoy. I Can have a particularly good

class--and Shakespeare does it inevitably--and come out of it

feeling refreshed. Shakespeare is guaranteed to make me feel
much better, give me a kind 5f lift, and carry me through the

next bunch of madness.

I have always been deeply involved in"campus politics and in

the running of things, and increasingly over the years I have.

seen myself less and less as a potential administrator.. The

salary is enough, with the extra classes we have been allowed to

teach, so I make almost as much as a low level administrator
would make, and .most of the administrative jobs that I look at

are dead end. If I am fortunate ,and if I understand how to

manipulate the system, use the power and gain the necessary

support of, the political processes, that is again an experience .

that not many people in our society have. When Proposition 13
passed, the institutions were caught short; no amount of planning
could prepare for what happened. As teachers we were hard

hit. A lot more happened to the classified staff and the

administration than happened to the faculty. Nevertheless it was
unnerving and morale was badly affected.

The cost of living is' high here, a lot of salaries are high.

But more important there is the sense of independence here, a

sense of being where decisions are being made, rightfully 'or

wrongly. Increasingly, thOugh, we see our ,independence being
taken away because of the increased influence of the state.. They

who pay the money make the decisions. But nevertheless we will

hold onto it as long as we can. I keep coming Back to this
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thing. I thought of education as being a marvelously rewarding
experience for a small elite, the Happy Band, the- people who
didn't really like high school an who wanted to get out of small
towns and who were very very bright and very very clever. And
what I found is, there is so. much more. Different kinds :Of
people, so many kinds of rewarding experiences that I have had,
and moments of small triumphs. There was a braindamaged guy I
had',years ago in a class, we don't call it remedial, a'
developmental writing class. He had real problems and I worked
with him. One of the assignments was r gave them:a piece of
popcorn and said that you have to write about this piece of
popcorn for half an hour. There was an older woman and she said,
"You will-never know what that did for that guy. It blew his
mind and when he wrote it, when he completed it and you praised
him for it,it really made him feel good." Within my limitations,
and with, the limitations of the students that I have, I make no
.bones about it, I am a popularizer. 'I am someone who opens up,
'who shows the way, that is my SOb. I am a teacher.

Just a community college--just a community college--it is a
very different kind of a place from the university. We do things
here that the university would never do. We had a bunch of
really bright kids who got into computer programming and doing
their own programming and they were very good. There was a-'

computer programming association--they hold an annual
competition. And our team, our bunch of guys, defeated three
universities. On the other, hand my experiences over the years of
seeing students who came to this community college by third
choice who couldn't get into the state college and their grades
were not good enough for the university so they had to come to
the community college--a lot of those people go through the same
kind of syndr4e; they don't want to be here so consequently
everything that happens is negative, and they endup spending all
of their time in the cafeteria. And "after a while they are not
there anymore, we don't see them around anymore.

For myself, well, for myself the educational issues
particularly in the last three or- four years have been put on the
back. burner. I am very °much interested in the program for
returning women. For years we have had a reentry program here of
returning women. First of -all it is the tension that it
introduces_into.the classroom a different order of values. These
are people who are in college very much because they choose.to
be, not because of some 111defined sbcial pressure. Seeing them
deal with, say, an eighteenyearold kid who is only interested
in his lowered Chevy, out of that come some marvelous kinds of
crossfertilization. One of the women confronted the kids.in the
class, said, "I really don't likethe -way you in discussions
automatically want me id. the same category as the instructor,
just because I em older. I share concerns with you people." And
they said, "That is 'exactly why we do, because you have always
referred to us as 'you people : " have had classes where there
have been two or three older women,.and the class starts out with
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a lot of "Oh, do we have to do that kind of stuff?" and there is
an "I want to dd that," a "let's do that, let's do .more'of that,"
that has a very infectious quality to it. You find a lot of
students who. are just slogging their way through

the
get

very motivated because there are three peo5Th in the class who
are highly motivated; for whom every minute counts. They really
want things to take shape for.them.

I am getting damn tired of pronouncements coming out about
the decline of literacy and how badly today's students are
faring, measured in a very narrow way. Every time I see one 9f
those damn things.I think of that test that those poor women were
put through in the summer'of ,1963. As a whole the students that
I see are writing as well, as and generally better than the
students that I saw when I started teaching here. There are
ongoing mechanical problems that they have in their writing, but
what they say is much more interesting, much more fun to read,
than it was twelve to fifteen years ago. I find it very
difficult to bring together these public pronouncements about the
decline of, literacy with my own experience.

Increasingly there are students who'don't take the Associate
of''Arts Degree. They just take what they need and go on to a
Touryear institution. But wherever we can, we try to influence
the student to include courses like literature, humanities. That

I suppOse, being at the barricades, trying to hold on tOthat
tradition. One of'the things that I would like to do on a

sabbatical is to go back to the university to- just take
Elizabethan studies for a lemester, or for a year. I 'pride
myself in that I have had people who have gone on as English
majors; in fact, I have one student who is over at Sate now, who
is taking Shakespeare.

The worst thing about the job is papers -- readying papers when
I really failed to ignite,, and excite. The dreary drudgery of
going through a stack of papers in which there is no redeming'
quality whatsoever. I have never come up with, for me, a

comfortable totally satisfactory way to handle grades. I just
don't like it. I encourage my Students to take a course on a
credit, no credit, or pass/fail basis.

I swear to 'ou--this is my sixteenth year--I feel as much
excitement_ about this coming week, HE suppose in my own subdued
middleaged way - -I feel as much excitement as I did when I first
started here. is always somening'aew that is happening.or
something new that is involving m2or scrie new thing that I am
going to try, .that is going to be the answer everything. We
will finlly solve Freshman Composinon after There always
is some kind of new excitement, some new approacH that people are
talking about and people are using, tnat people are sharinglowith
each other.
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Profile

JANET INGERSOLL

(Janet Ingersoll, a doctoral candidate in her early
thirties, had taught part-time at a California suburban community
college. She was interviewed at her home in the summer of 1981.)

I am a real California kid. I was born in Berkeley and grew
up until I was ten in Los Angeles and then my parents moved to a
suburb . I went to public schools from kindergarten through high
school. I went to a high school that was pretty much in a

blue-collar neighborhood. I think one third of my graduating .

class went on, to college and, of those, fifty percent went to
community colleges. I had kind of bad feelings about community
colleges at that point, the stereotype 'being a high school with
ashtrays . At that point I didn't think that I wanted to go to
college. Neither. one of my parents were particularly committed
to making me go. My aunt decided that I really was going to
want to go to college and she applied to college for me. So she
got me

The spring of '68 I started college. I got very active

in student government. I was on the staff at the experimental
college which was a student-run organization that sponsored

classes on campus--you didn't get any credit for them-- things
like yoga and health-food cooking. Then the strike came and I.
live::: through that on the picket line. And then became
di:i111,ioned-with school and had managed to save some money and
w%i thinking of going to Europe . I wimt to schbOl in Wales for
a year, rather than dropping out of school, and then cam-E back

and finished my bachelor's degree, Then I worked at the
university as a receptionist in the financial aid office for a
year which was the only job I could find. I became disillusioned
with that too, and had a friend who' encouraged me to go back to
graduate school. My father thought that I was crazy, he thought
I had a perfectly good job that.paiddecent money and I should
stick that out. My father dropped out of high school because he
got bored with it and his mother let him do it. He was driving a
truck most of the time I was growing up- and ended up having a
couple of bad acciden'ts which debilitated him and so my mother
went back to work ct a bank where sne still works.

I went to one those old old elementary schools. It was
about four stories L'ah and for some reason they started the
first graders on the third floor. I remember going up flights of
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stairs to get there. I remember in maybe the third or fourth
grade I would be able to get out of the classroom a lot to go and
be the librarian and collect the fines. I remember in sixth

grade being in the high reading group . I remember about junior

high having a teacher who was so thrilled that somebody liked

Spanish. And having a female math teacher which seemed sort of

odd to me at ime. I was never pushed to get A's or

rewarded f gettin them. As long as I didn't have a

particul- y bad repor card I wasn't in trouble. A C was

perfectly all right.

High school was an expe ence. My parents moved out of the
city because theywere gettin imidated by the number of Black

people who were moving in. But so did a lot of Chicano people

and so my high school was probably half Chicano and half white.
There were real clear divisions in every way; white students were
the ones who did well in school. Or if they didn't they were

sort of embarrassed that they didn't, and the Chicanos were the
ones who didn't care and picked fights and caused problems. The

year I was a freshman in high school was the year John Kennedy

was assassinated.

My group of friends in high school were the sort of
avant-garde group who discovered the whole hippie movement before
anybody else did. Two friends from that group ended up getting
married in the park. We all carried daisies and the minister

showed up with shoulder-length hair and a beard. About my

junior year I decided I would compete with a friend of mine who
had a photographic memory and did very well in all of her classes
and so I ram =rsd my grades phenomenally by doing that. There were

certain things that I got very interested in. In. the social
studies classes if you did well, you got to be an honor student

which meant you got to go to the library instead of study hall_,

and 'put together term papers instead of taking tests and I had a

great time doing that. I really enjoyed it and I've still got

those term papers. That social science teacher was from

Kentucky and very very conservative. Very short crew cut, very

much a Republican, but a very kind man, nonetheless. He would

give me A's on these papers with 'a comment something like, "This

leaves a few viewpoints out," meaning his. I would listen to
Pacifica Radio and -my mother would make me turn it off, because
she thought it was crazy radical stuff I had no business

listening to.

I had an uncle who was some sort of vice president with a

bank and managed to get a job for me there: 1 think there were

fifteen of us who were file clerks, all op__ :u's women, and young.

My job was to take a grocery cart up and down an eleven-story

building delivering files. Our boss was inclined to come to the

file room to lecture all of those young women on morals. I.

finally decided to do a little sabotage. When my least favorite

corporation would have a piece of paper that I was supposed to

file, I would put. it through the shredder. Then my acceptance to
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college came through and 1-thought;-my-God an-escape;.

I went into college with the attitude most people had in the
sixties: there was an awful lot that I wanted to know about the
world and I wasn't particularly interested in a degree. I wanted
the freedom to be able to find out those thipgs and to be able to
do what I wanted to do with my life. At homO_Ihere was nobody to
talk to about what I was interested in, because nobody else was
interested, my sister was too young and my parents weren't
interested. They had problems of their own and mouths to feed
and arguments to have between themselves. They started to think
was peculiar then.

The state college was a very heterogeneous place. There
were lots of minority students,lotS of students who in fact were
the first generation in their family to go to college, and
students whose parents had gone to college as well. I was at the
state college for a year and a half before things became pretty
hairy and then that fall was when the strike began. Before that
there had been asitin but it was building up to the strike.
Those of us who were in student government were all very much in
sympathy with the Black Studies Program so that we had intended
to go on strike anyway. All of our offices and funding and
everything were immediately taken away,from us. All sorts of
wild things started happening. A friend of mine happened to be
walking out of the library when the police were charging'the
steps and he got hit in the back of the head with a baton and
ended up in the hospital with stitches. I was in a picket line
that was charged by a bunch of policemen on horses. I became
very angry and stayed that way throughout most of that
experience. People's spirits were very low and at 0,that point I
decided t really had it with school. All of us became
really dis lusioned and kind of depressed and I think that
happened to e faculty as well. They saw an awful lot of fellow
faculty members lose their jobs and the school was just not the
same anymore;

I decided to quit school for-awhile and go to Europe. I

applied to the International Programs at State and ended up at
the University College of North Wales. I was the first person
in my family to have gone to Europe. I was very homesick and
disoriented for the first couple of months. I remember paying
fifty dollars a month rent for a room and eating as inexpensively
as I could and not going out. I had spent thesummer before I
went being a longdistance telephone operator, socking away as
much money as I could. I had a wonderful year. I studied very
hard and sat fifteen hours of exams and even enjoyed that and did
pretty well. Then I came back and had one semester left and
finished my degree. A friend said, "You peed time to think; go
to graduate school," I thought, all right, why not, and applied
to go the following fall.
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I ended up being a counselor at State. I was the'only
student who was doing that.. Then I got involved in learning how
to teach composition. Those of us who went th.rough that program
and did fairly well could apply for a two-year part-time position
teaching junior level and freshman composition. I did that and

was hired and there was a corps of us doing that who were all
graduate students and liked each other enormously. I did write a

thesis, did a lot of work in nineteenth century British lit and

women's, studies. That was the point at which the women's

studies movement had taken off as well. , I taught some women's
literature courses. There was an awful lot going on again and I
seemed to be right in the middle of it.

/
Suddenly I really id have a career. I knew how to teach

writing, which was so ething that was in demand, and I had

teaching experience an I could go out and find myself a job. I

liked school. I liked being a student, I like that environment.
And probably a year into graduate school I knew that I was going
to try to do something that would keep me in a place like that.

It took me awhile to adjust to teaching. The first few

teaching experiences I had I was just terrified to be standing in
front of a classroom ,and totally unwilling to imagine. that

anything I had to say was worth thirty people listening to. It

was really rough going the first semester. The first semester I
taught at State which was the first time I really had a class of

my own and was being paid for it was a pretty awful experience.
I really thought.about it and decided that if I was falling off

the horse, I .had to get right back on again. And I decided that

I just simply had to have more confidence and then it went much

much better. And from that point on, I have continued to enjoy
teaching more and more each year. At State you end up with a lot
of, very belligerent angry students who think they write just fine
and nobody has ever told them otherwise. In addition there are

a number of students who are second-language students, lots of

Asian students. It wasn't a matter'of getting your feet wet, it
was a matter of getting in up to your neck immediately.

So I was doing, graduate work at State and had gotten

involved in a program that taught graduate students in English

how to teach writing. In the midst of that it was also

suggested to me that I enroll in a nine-unit program in teaching,
student teaching in the community college. So I went down to the
community college and was told that the man I ended up working

with was a very good teacher and might work with I got in
touch with him.' So my first exposure to the commuKty college
was to watch somebody teach there and then to teach a class

myself the following semester. And it was something that I liked
quite a bit. I enjoyed teaching much to my surprise. .1 was at

State as a part-time composition instructor and that same fall I

was offered a couple of classes at the community college on a

part-time basis.
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My supervising teacher decided that I was the best student

teacher he had and was reallS, interested in trying-to keep me
around. That's what led to my staying at the community college.

The first semester I taught for pay I taught two night classes

and drove down to the community college two nights a week. So I

was really in the peripheral faCulty, I was not there during the
day. The nighttime students were considerably different from

the daytime. Many of them, are reentry students or people who

i4ork in the business community, during the day and are trying to
finish a degree by going to school' at night, so it is a much

older population. And that makes for different teaching, too.
Then I was at the college on a fulltime basis for a year

teaching exclusively day classes. And that was when the teaching
started getting a' little rough. I ended up with whatever class

the regular faculty didn't want to teach. What was left were

remedial composition classes. Then I ,didn't have any remedial

classes, but I had four freshman comp, so I was repeating myself
four times a week saying the same thing. Then at the end of that
year I went back to teaching parttime for another two years. I

ended up teaching there for five years altogether .

Only one fulltime year, the rest of it was parttime
teaching, which amounted almost to a fulltime load. The

parttime teachers could teach nine units and a fulltime load
would be twelve. So it is just one class short of a fulltime
load for considerably less pay. As a parttimer you are paid on
an hourly basis and you are paid only for the time you are

standing in front of the classroom. The pay for fulltimers is
quite reasonable, in fact on the whole it's more than-most people
get paid who are teaching at the university. But the pay for

parttimers is much worse. The parttimers weren't even asked to
turn in requests of what they would like to teach. You were

simply given what was left, and-.you were told. And then there

was even somewhat of a -hierarchy there. Those of us who were

around the longest were asked first. You know, here are the

fifteen courses that are left, which ones do you want, and then

the people who were hired last were the ones who got what was

left and they took it if they wanted it and otherwise they-

didn't.

The first few years I was teaching bo'l at State and et the

community college, so I would drive back.ar.d forth between the

two and usually teach five writing classy,.. altogether. It was

seventeen. hours.in the car driving a w:ek. . And I had two.

briefcases--one for the community college and one for. the

university. I had to make sure that I grabbed the right one when
I ran out

0

the door in the morning.

There is this hierarchy in terms of the teaching load in

higher education. If you are in the community college, you're

tremendously burdened, you are burdened almost as much as a high

school teacher The college had it worked out so that if you

t:wght composition exclusively and no literature classes, you
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taught four classes a semester. If you included literature
your load you had to 'teach five, so you teach three writing
courses and two literature courses. To get students to write
well, you have to make a writing assignment at least every week
and a half and ideally every week. And that means you work all
weekend and you work in the evenings or, as many of my colleagues
have done--and I can't blame them for doing it at all-- you cut
corners.

The paper grading process: it's important at the beginning
of a writing course and.I think I do a pretty conscientious job
grading, students' papers. It's a little bit discouraging to
start out a semester anticipating that you are going to be doing'
that for four classes and that you are going to get a fat set of
a.hundred essays and often more than that, that you are going to
have to spend all of your weekend and most of the nights for the
next week and a half grading. It sets up the kind of situation
that you begin at least a little bit to resent the papers which
is not healthy, because then that resentment I think is
transferred a little bit to the students too. And at the
community college there is a very very high attrition rate, but
there is no way to guess who's going to be dropping out "of the
-classes. So for the first few writing assignments you're going
to end up with many more papers to grade then you will have
students at the end, and so you spenda lot of time and energy on
those papers and then the students just simply disappear.

It gave me a certain" amount of credibility at the community
college to be teaching at State; here was somebody who was
actually teaching at a four-year college. When I started

. facing the possibility that I could get on full time at the
community college, I began to think. well, I don't know, I like
to teach, I like to teach an awful let, but I'm not sure I want
to teach here. If in fact I liked to teach, but I didn't want 'to
e teaching necessarily with that tremendous teaching burden each

semester,maybe I should go on and get a Ph.D. and get a teaching
jot' at a four-year college as opposed to a two-year college.

This community college really serves an upper middle class
suburban community and many of my students' parents were not
college ucated but were determined that their children would go
to colleg6. And lots of the students didn't want to go,.and from
what,I _could .tell.frOm talking to them, had struck_ up ,bargains,
with Mom and Dad somewhere along the line: "So, Johnny, if you.,
will just go to the local community college, we will give you ,a
car and you can have an allowance and you can do what you want on
the weekends, just see if you like, it." And so many of them.
wisely chose to do that rather than getting a job with- McDonald's
or pumping gas, and came to the'college not very interested in
being there and certainly. not very determined to work. Many of
them ended up in remedial English classes which didn't please
them.very much, particularly since if you were place in the
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lowee. remedial course that meant you had four English classes
ahead-ofTyou-WhICh-they found very frustrating on the whole. And
those were the kinds of students I was teaching. Many, Of the
vocational programs require a certain number of units in English
in order to get the degree. Many Of them were 'going for the AA
degree, and so they are really there to become welders or,
aeronautic engineers or-beauticians or graphic-designers and they;
are'in English classes. They are not there necessarily to be in:
college, they are there to be In a training program.

I bepame determined to win them over. I spent a lot of
time figOring out for the remedial students what they were
interested in-and consequently what magazines might inte'rest
them, because it was a matter of getting them to4-ead as.well'as.
to write because often their writing problems grew out of the
fact that they weren't reading either; And hadn't been reading
for years. I tried to make the classroom situation as informal
as possible without making it totally unstructured. I got 'them
to work a lot with each other in groups... I had to figure out
how to keep their attention.- So we would get into small groups
and then I would teach for twenty minutes and then I get them
back into a large group'and they- all face me and I get them to
pay attention to something that r want to. tell. .them and I write
on the board in more cr'less lecture form for fifteen' minutes and
then we spend another ten minutes getting something else. SO I
did a lot of fast footwork around the classroom to keep them
interested in,what was going on. ,The students are quite capable
of making paper airplanes and throwing. them; around 'the room and
it is about' as close, from what I can tell, to high school
teaching as you can get on the college-leVel.

I tried to be as much of a fgiend as I wag a teachei-. Not
that I wanted to be Intimately involved in every facet of their
life, but I wanted to make it clear to them that I was certainly
available to talk to Outside of class. :I ended up being
chastised by, my first office-mate 'for. doing that. She was a
woman about to retire who had speht years teaching:out of the old
school which is that you're a professional, you go in And do your
job and leave the classroom , you' talk to studentsexclusively
about the material they are learning in your class and ycu don't
interact with them in any other way. One student was
particularly upset one day because shehad a horrible fight with
her parents and really needed just to talk. I wasertainly not
trying to guide her_personal life. - -My- that-I
just simply could not interact with my students that way, that I
was to be a professional and I was to-maintain a distance and I.
don't think -I ever did that. And I don't regret it, I don't
think it interfered with the learning process. The
eighteen-year-olds who were right out of high school, many of
them really didn't know what they were doing and were floundering
and really needed to talk about it. Usually there were students
in my office during my office hours, talking to me either about
the class work or what they were thinking about doing in the
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future and did I have any suggestions about what four -year

college might be a good one to go to? I also had the advantage

of being one of. the youngest 'faculty members. The majority of

the faculty is theage of the students' parents and maybe even a

little bit older, so there is that age gap and that was not true

for me. I think that set up a different dynamic. If you'go to a

community college you are going to end up in much smaller

classes. You get more personal attention, but faculty on the

whole don't spend an awful lot of time interacting with the

students outside Of the classroom. Part of that is the way the

students treat their own education, which is that many of them

work more than half time, come to school simply to go to class,

and then take off and go to work.

It is frustrating, it is very frustrating. Probably the

most frustrating attrition problem occurs in evening college.

And that's because you usually know why someone is dropping out

of class. They are usually pretty conscientious about coming and

telling you why they are dropping -out. Day school it is

frustrating only in that you spent an hour and a half of your

precious time grading somebody's first three essays and then'they

just disappear. It's probably because they decided to take on an
extra five hours of work in their part-time job, then have to let

go of a class and English is the least interesting to them and so

that's what goes. At night students often over-commit themselves
unintentionally and then get very strung out and have to quit and

feel frustrated about that. You feel frustrated about it and

there is nothing you can do. Somebody has a kid who gets sick

and has been sick for two weeks and that person has been trying

to go to work and take care of the kid and go to school and it's

somebody who's been a particularly promising student usually,

who's been doing very well and has been really improving and you

have. high hopes for that student being the best student at the

end of the semester. And then half way through this minor

tragedy occurs and the student has to drop out.

In your evening classes you start out with thirty_ and end

up with seventeen. And it is hard on the students as well

because our numbers shrink as the weeks go by and it is

demoralizing to them too. So you are constantly dealing with a
classroom whose dynamics are changing just among the students and

you're having to kind of be the buffer for that and fill in and

it is hard. It is very hard. Although at the end all of us

usually feel pretty good, ..those of us who have made it through,

becAuse they're finished and they are getting their credit and

they can go on the next _semester to another class. The'day-time
attrition rate makes me more angry, because it .often is students

who could in fact stick it out if they were dedicated and

interested.

The first remedial class that I taught was made up of

students who have never quite made it beyond freshman English in
nigh' school and many of them told me they took the same course
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over for four years in a row. I went into that first class with
high hopes and my class was going to be different from everybody
else's. It was going to he Mr. Chips and they were going to make
remarkable progress and be very enthusiastic about what they were
doing. I spent hours figuring out these innovative ways to teach
spelling and vocabulary and sentence structure and to get them to
read and be interested in what they were reading. On the whole

was a fairly successful blass. One particular day one student
his hand and said, in the middle of a lesson on something

irely different, "Do we really have to take English after
s class?" And I interrupted the lesson and explained, yes,

u lat was the case. Somebddy else said, "That's just not fair,
that we have to take another English class, it's just not fair."
And then a third person said, "Well, you want to know what
happened to me?" and then all of a sudden they were telling these
stories about what had happened to them and how they had been
trapped into this class and how they really didn't want to be
there. One guy who had just gotten out of the Marines and was a
very angry young man said, "English isn't everything, you know."
kid I suddenly felt like the school marm who thought there was
nothing more important than reading books and writing essays. I

finished teaching that class and went back to my office and
turned to my officemate to try to explain to her what had
happened and burst into tears. It was such a frustrating
experience and that was an extreme case of what often had a

tendency to go on in those remedial Classes.

On the other ..hand the first eight o'clock class I ever
taught was a class that turned out to be full of students who
were just lovely. They were very interested in learning how to
write better and even ones who were vocational students said that
they felt the class had helped an awful lot. At the end of the
semester they all got together and bought me a new shiny fancy
thermos and presented it to me with a big card-. That was a. nice
experience.

I was a little bit naive when I started teaching there. I

grew up in a bluecollar neighborhood where very few of the
people I went to high school with went on to college and nobody
in my family had ever been to college before. I came out of
that experience feeling that education was very very important
and that it was really a gift when it was given to you and it was
something that could change your life, maybe not necessarily
monetarily but it could in a lot of other ways, and that if you
were going to go to college it was worth your while to work hard
and learn something. And I went to the community college with
611 of those things in mind, even though it was a richer county
than the one that I grew up in. I went down there intending to
teach good classes and assuming that they would work reasonably
hard and that they would be fairly dedicated and that they would
appreciate the education they were getting. And discovered much
to my dismay that for many students that was not the case at all.
I made-an assignment'at State and gave a due date and all of the
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essays would be there. And I do that at the community college

and I would have a class of twenty-five and I would get fifteen

essays. I faced a lot of problems I don't think I ever resolved.

And be-ame very discouraged with the ones who weren't willing to

work and who weren't particularly appreciative of where they

were. In fact, I think they considered it as much of a sentence

as they considered high school.

Plus ycu are in a funny bind . You get a very distinct

double message from the administration. On the one hand you are

told that you are to keep up the academic reputation of the

community college and to really bear in mind that many of these

students are going to transfer to four-year colleges. The

classes they took at the community college should be comparable

to she classes they would have taken at the four-year college.

On the other hand you are told, "We stay in business having full

classes. So there shouldn't be a high attrition rate, keep

students in the classroom." Well, one of the most effective ways

to keep students in the classroom is not to work them too hard.

I never made that choice, but it was a clear choice.

I don't mean to sound totally negative. There were some

very good and positive things about being at the community

college, but I found it very frustrating as a teacher because of

what I felt my responsibility was and what I really wanted to be

doing in the classroom. I like to teach an awful lot, but I'm

not sure I want to teach here. I'm not sure I want to become

eccentric or frazzled, you know. Certain kinds of eccentricity

are nice, but the kinds I see look more like people in pain than

enjoying it. If that was the case, if in fact I lilced to teach,

but I didn't want to be teaching necessarily with that tremendous

eteaching burden each semester, maybe I. should go on and get a

Ph.D. and get a teaching job at a four-year college as opposed

to a two-year college. I applied to a number of Ph.D. programs

in English,and also to a program in the School of Education at

the university. And in fact began in the School of Education and

did that program Tor a quarter:, mostly to see what it was all

about, and then decided I didn't want to do it.

.1
Most of the people who Went through that program ended up

doing administrative work, curriculum planning. One of the

things that motivated me was that I had a lot of ideas of how to

design, the community college so that it was more effectively

serving students and how to make the teaching more palatable for

the people who were doing it. But the program I got into was

dominated by elementary school teachers and was supposed to be a

program in reading and language development but the focus was

really on elementary school. It was material that just seemed

not particularly relevant to me and so I ended up deciding not to

do it.

. I spent the last few semesters at the community college

working in the writing center. One of the writing center's main
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tasks was to outreach to the vocational programs on campus. I

worked with a lot of vocational students. They often knew that
in order,to really get anywhere in the profession they were
training themselves to be part of, they had to improve their
writing; but they were very scared of going up the hill where the
humanities classroom is and actually taking English classes'.
They march out of the vocational building and up the hill
assuming that they are going to fail yet once again." What we did
instead was to go down into their territory and to work with them
in their territory. And the welding .instructor was more than
willing to say to his students, "If you can write, if you can
write up a report, if you can write up a program or a design for
a particular welding project, you're going to end up being a .

superVisor, maybe running your own company;'if you can't do that
you are going to get stuck being a welder and it's going to make
a crucial difference." Some of them made really quite remarkable
improvement and they were pretty enthusiastic about what they
were doing. And that was very gratifying.

The administration has become very interested in machines.
And all that machines can do and how much cheaper they are in
fact than faculty members. They have spent a good deal of money
recently flying around the country studying schools that have
converted to machine teaching in hopes of being able to convince
themselves that it is in fact both cost effective and student
machine 'effective. Introductory courses can be put into a
machine and students can do a selfpaced learning and earn unit
credit for doing that. And I have very strong feelings about
that. I don't think it works. I don't think it works both
because I have watched my students try to use machines and
because'I have tried to use them as well and there is just not
the interaction there is in the classroom. And particularly for
students such as the ones who end up often at community colleges
who really need someone to sit down with them and say, "This is
what you 'haven't learned and we are going to try and figure out
why you haven't learned it and I'm'here to answer any questions
you have," as opposed to a machine that can only answer a few.
The trend seems to be absolute.ly away from that. They just spent
a great deal (3,,' loney installing new machines and carpeting in
their reading ce, ter, in hopes that they could probably get rid
of the paraprof,.ssional they have eventually and make that all
machine control d. I don't think that's the way to go. And I
don't think tha,'s the way to go with writing courses and there
seems to be some push for that to happen with writing. I have
seen tapes ofsertence structure lessons and things like that.
Which are cute and charming, most of them, and pretty ineffective
from what I can tf1.1. What it creates then is an administrative
stance thats,.oms to say, "We don't appreciate very much what you
can do in the classroom, you know, we understand you are doing

I

what a good machine can do. But beyond that, we are not so sure
that you are d:ing anything much better." It's often an attempt
on the administratiwi's part, I think, to be costefficient, at
least that's been n'y experience; they think that if they can plug
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a certain number of students into a computer and teach them

whatever course it may be, Psych 1 or Typing Skills or whatever,

then that's one less faculty member they have to pay salary to

and health benefits.

Other gestures are made which frustrate me an awful lot.

The parole boards have begun sending convicts, even ex-felons, to

the community colleges as their parole. So that they are to take

twelve units, complete them successfully each semester, and

that's the condition of their parole. And that places an added

frustration on an already complex situation and also the

implication is that any ex-convict with no matter what kind of

education he or she has had. can certainly make it at a community

college. Which means that they don't think that there is an

awful lot going on there intellectually, or at least that seems

to be the message. In addition to that a lot of the mental

health patients are now living in half-way houses in 'the

community. And they are sent to the community colleges as well.

And many of them are people who really do not belong in a

classrOom. They disrupt them, they don't know what they are

doing there. They are disoriented. And again the gesture seems

to be, well, the community college is a place that will babysit

people who can't get along anywhere else in the world. Those are

discouraging gestures. I am very much LI faIor of ex-convicts

being rehabilitated and I think the:: mental health patients neeJ

places to go and things to do and they need to goo out into the

community much more than they have in the past, but tossing them

all toward the community college I Jon't think is the solution to

the problem. And it creates mere of a problem.

Each semester it looked as if the next semester there was

going to be a full-time opLnin6. Ard I stayed down there in

hopes that that would happen. The first couple of years I taught

part-time it was fine, I didn't mind that and I didn't want a

full-time position; I was also teaching at State. BUt, then it

had gotten to the point where I wanted to be making more money, I

wanted a better teaching assignment, I didn't want to teach

part-time anymore. I hung around for three years hoping that

something would come up. And became increasingly ,more

discouraged. Last year I took the fall semester off down there

and only did my graduate studies. I finally decided what it was

exactly that I wanted to be studying and I was taking some very

very good classes. A full-time job came 'open at the college.

And'i was really being, encouraged to apply, I had been there for

foALyears and had done I guess good teaching for four years and

it w clear that I was going to be a very very strong candidate'

for that job . And I really agonized over it. I spent a month

trying to deCide really whether I wanted to do that or not. And

it was clear to me that if I went on and did the Ph.D. I would

have three or'four different possibilities for teaching and

research and thins' I was enjoying doing. And I decided I

wouldn't apply. And couldn't bear to, tell them that I decided I

wasn't going to apply.
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The community college is pretty good about having full-time
female faculty members. It's not fifty-fifty, but at least a
third of the full-time faculty are women, so that's not GO much
an issue as it is at the university where seven percent of the
full-time tenured faculty are women.

In the course of getting my master's degree I had written a
one-hundred-and-fifty-page thesis, I had gone through a number of
graduate courses and completed them successfully, and I was
getting a lot more confidence then I had had before. A% a result
of that more doors started opehing, and it became clear to me
that I could at least try to get a Ph.D. I started to teach at
the university while I was still teaching at the community
college --at the community college three days a week and at the
university two--and I was teaching--even tnough they have
tremendous writing problems--essentially the cream of the crop.
I was teaching the top fifteen percent of the high school
students who were coming out of high schools in California. I

liked teaching at the university because I could in fact teach
and students would in fact be willing to learn and it put the
community college in a much worse light than it had been in
before. In terms of academics at the university, discovering
linguistics and anthropology and liking them very much made me
want to stay there. And I was feeling as a young teacher
probably a certain amount of creative energy and enthusiasm that
I wanted- to throw at something and I had to decide which
direction I 'was going to throw it in. I had at- the time, and I
continue to have, lots of ideas as to what would make that
particular community college a better place and what would make
the teaching a lot better. And how the admi-'.;xation and

faculty ought to be dealing with each other as optlitd to the way
they are. And I think the choice came down to: gas I going to
use that.energy I hadNto fight a battle with the commuAity
college and hope to make some changes forthe better? Or was I
going to use it at the university being a graduate student and
pursuing a' Ph.D.'? My final, decision was whether I was going to
take the job that paid very good money and offered a certain
amount of security or whether .I was going -to risk being a

graduate student and living on peanuts for another four years.

For a long time I didn't have any intellectual life there
at all because I was coming in the evening and teaching and
leaving and that was about it. I had contact with my students,
which was fine usually and gr'atifying but not in the sams sort of
way as contact with colleagues . There really was a-rvery big
difference between what I was experiencing at the community
college and what I was experiencing at the univer ty. I was in
an office-.Vith five other people all of whom were age and all
of them were getting Ph.D.'s and all of them w e vitally
interested in w15et they were doing. And also very interested in
teaching because they were very new to it. I was finding faculty,
members I liked a lot who I found I could spend time with.
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I felt like the energy I was using , the reward I was-

getting for it, no matter what clever angle I figured out, the

success rate at the community college would be a little bit

greater but not all that much greater. The attrition rate would

be the same because it invariably is. I felt like I was heating

my head against the wall and running in circles and it didn't

feel that way with the linguistics and anthropology.

I wanted students to be more interested than they were and I

was experiencing something very different at the university with

the teaching and in addition to that I was learning something new

that I could learn as fast as I wanted to learn it and nobody was

stopping me and if I learned it fast and moved on then you know

the success, It did feel very good, it was exhilarating. I think

it's important that community colleges exist and the students' who
go there are getting a very very good deal on the whole and maybe

it just didn't worts out for me. I'm not sure. Because I think I

am painting a very bleak picture and I don't mean to be. I fear

sometimes that I complain too much about the whole thing, in the

sense that I say I found it frustrating. It was very frustrating

and the problem was that the studenti were this way'and the

admInistration was that way and my colleagues were't what they

could have been and it sounds as if I am writing the whole thing

off. I don't mean to. be doing that at all.

The practical part of me wasfighting with the other part of

me. Theccreative part of me was saying, "What you ,are really

,:terested in right nom is linguistics and anthropology, the

teaching you like best is at the university, money is not really

that important in the end.' But it felt like a risk, itfelt
like a real big risk, and that practical part of me kept saying,

"You are a fool.' You know you are a fool. You are in a

;)erfeetly good place, why don't, you stay there?",

The woman at the.0
up the tenure ladder fa

department. At the comm
nice, I liked them very

weren't people I necessari

of encouragement an

professor who was m

extent I think'that
encouraged me to go
to go. to Harvard

iversity who is my major professor shot

ter than anybody in the history of the

nity college, the older women were very
ch., we had good relations but they

y-101red to be. I had an awful lot

pport" from [the community. college
vising teacher], and in fact, to some

if he didn't mean to he was part of what
try the Ph.D. He was trying to get me

so thoroughly, intimidated me I never

eve
on a
ich

really seriously consi ered it. But he couldn't be a role model

in the may my major professor is now.

One of.my colleagues at the community college who is a very

eccentric bqp delightful man, I haven't talked to since I

decided not ro take the job. He was someone that I commuted with

for a while and so I was in regular contact with him. He had a

fit when he found out that I hadn't applied for the job. Amu

went aroundtelling people that I had delusions of grandeur, that
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I didn't know.what wasI wa doing, that I was far better off t the
community college than anywhee"else and what in the worl had
gotten into me.

I think maybe part-of the reason. that I was able to do that
was being around people for five years who were in fact willing
to admit that they weren't particularly satisfied with What they
were doing. They were frustrated'to a certain extent; they had
dreams that expanded beyond teaching in the community'college,
but they got marri.ad and started a family and it was a good solid
steady incomi.:, . Then each year your pay goes up in a kind of
.impressive way. 3ut the tradeoff just didn't seem worth it to
mn. And I do think that it is true that I would have always
wondered whether I would have been able to go on and finish a
Ph.D. and get' a differeht kind of teaching job and that ,is
something I would never have been able to answer if I had stayed.
In that sense it is very very positive, what I did. Sometimes
it giVes me.the jitters, in the sense that I really am facing an
unknown, but on the °the?. hand I think I made the right decisidn.

Unlike teaching at the state college and the community
college where the two teaching experiences kind of complement
each other and they were both equally rough in the sense that
students were in classes they didn't particularly want to be in
and I had to convince them that they really needed to be there,
it was ,going to be relatively painless and they might in fact
learn something. I was at a university where I was gettin& the
top fifteen percent of the graduating classes from California
high schools and students, whether they liked English or not,
were absolutely committed to taking the class and doing as well
as they possibly could and had good study habits and turned in
papers on time and the contrast was really unfortunate in the
sense that it was about three times harder to teach the community
college students and about half as-rewarding: At least in an
immediate kind of way. I was getting lots of- improvement from my
students at the university, a great deal of enthusiasm from them
and in that sense it was very gratifying.

The respect that is shown to teachers in a higher education
setting increases as you get to a school that offers more
degrees. : The community college instructors are afforded the
least amount of respect in the sense that they are only teaching
at a twoyear college; the state college teachers are afforded a
little bit more respect because they are at four year colleges.
And the university faculty is afforded, the most distinction
because they offer Ph.D. degrees, it's a rresearch institution
and the students who are there and the faculty who arethere are
very serious. I think for some community college teache s, when
you are thrown on the bottom of that pile and you see you self on
the bottom, and in addition to that you are teaching tudents
who, not because they ale mean or malicious but who re lly have
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mixed feelings about school in general, it's very frustrating.
The community college instructors have much heavier teaching
loads, are expected to be on campus much more often than the
other teachers are.. The state college instructors have to teach
more than the university people, and the only way, in which any of

that is different is that the community college instructors get

paid more and it's almOst as if they are getting combat pay or
something. But I'm not sure that ends up being enough to make
you feel totally satisfied.

It is a valuable place for People and it was a valuable

experience for me. Community colleges continue to make a great
deal of 'sense to me. They give students who didn't do

particularly well in high school a chance to turn their academic
records around and although I think a very small percentage ,pf

them in fact do that, it's nonetheless valuable for those few who
do.
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Commentary

1

Nancy Warren's profile presents a deep and comprehensive
portrayal of what it is like to teach English in a community
college. Like many others, she saw herself as coming to teach
in ,a community college almost by accident. She did not
articulate the connection between her own difficult experience in
a first-rank, elite, and male-dominated graduate department of
English in which she had few models,,, of women professors being
successful and her transition to seeing herself as a community
college teacher of English aftertyleNhad finished a Ph.D. in a
different graduate school.

Once in the community college she was buoyed by the
political and pedagogical excitement of the late sixties and
early seventies. She immersed herself in the teaching of
writing, and on the basi'8 of her former work' and her subsequent
experience teaching in the community college she published a

textbook on the teaching of writing in the community college.
But within this framework of productivity and involvement, the
realities of community college teaching began to take a toll on
her, most cleat represented in her struggle with the teaching
of writing.

The teaching of writing is perceived as a national problem.
The complexities it presents plagues teachers no matter what the
setting of the school or the age level of students. The complex
linguistic interaction with psychological, social,
organizational, and pedagogical factors has on the whole been
only partially perceived by even the best minds that have paid
attention to the issue.

In learning to write, psychological issuesof purpose and
motive interact with the psycholinguistic complexities inherent
in the relationship between language and thought. That internal
psycholinguistic relationship is affected by social issues of
power and control that are inherent in tensions in social class,
race, and gender in our classrooms and broader society. Where
purpose, motive and practice in writing are least in tension with
inequities that flow from social class, racial and gender
inequity, the teaching of 'writing goes more smoothly. But where
those forces are in conflict, as they often are in a community
college, the teaching of writing is plagued by a sense of
drudgery that is hardly understood. When approadhing such
complexity we often tend to analyze each component of'the issues
one by one, separating them out .,in order to allow for sufficient
focus and the possibility of command of each. But in the case of
teaching and learning to write, such an approach' is the
equivalent, to. use Vygotsky's analogy, of trying to understand,,
the nature of water by analyzing hydrogen and oxygen separately
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(Vygotsky 1962).

A major part of Warren's job.is to teach writing to students

who have had little success with writing in their past

.experience. Her departMent understqnds that sufficient practice

is 'a key to learning to write, and mandates that teachers of

writing will have their students write at least three thousand

words a semester. What Warren feels and struggles with is how

the stories of her students' lives are interconnected to the way

they write. But as an individual there is no really effective

way that she can deal with that interconnection. All she can

do is try to deal with their writing.

Three thousand words a semester means six five-hundred word

papers a semester for approximately one hundred students. That

means six hundred essays a semester to read and to which she 'mist

respond. In a fifteen-week semester, she must read and respond

to approximately forty themes a week. Even if she spent Only

thirty minutes on each theme she would have twenty solid hours a

week of marking papers. That kind of concentrated solitary work

cannot be done in an office at school which 'the ethos is to

encourage accessibility to students. Thgt.twenty hours a week

has to be done at home before or after school. If we allow one

night off for rest; Warren must spend more than three hours a

night six nights a week marking papers, to say nothing of the

time she must have to prepare her classes. And she must look

forward to doing that the rest of her teaching career in a

community college.

As she said, the reality and the prospects are truly

soul-deadening. In its mission of open access and providing a

second or third or fourth chance to all who would come, and in

its integrity about how writing must be taught, the college looks

away from the scope of the task it presents to teachers of

English. No matter what she and her colleagues do, the college

will not face the impossibility of the task that the structure of

the college and indeed the structure of society presents for the

community college teacher of English. Warren's college!basically

closes its eyes to the complexity presented by the fact that, on

the whole, the students who go to community coll ges have

suffered the discriminations of social claSs, race, and gender

that abound in our country. Those discriminations effect most

deeply the students' reldtionship to language and ther sense of

purpose in using language. For them to learn to writeadequately

would take almost a one-on-one reconstruction of their previous

experience with writing in order to understand where the lack off

success began, how it was reinforced, where the injuries of

class, race, or gender began to take effect on their writing; all

of which would require the teacher of writing in, community

colleges to have a significantly smaller load, and a commitment

and significant scholarly interest in the theoretical and

practical underpinnings of the issue, a scholarly interest

reinforced by the college.
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Instead, the college offers, in addition to a remedial
learning resource center for the most unsuccessful students, a
nod to the problem by reducing by one the number of classes
English teachers must teach if they teach composition. Because
the idea that good teaching is separate from research is endemic
to community colleges , they give little support for teachers to
study the roots of* the issues they face in the teaching of
writing. They tell them, in effect, if they don't like their
work there are plenty of other people who would want their jobs.
As Warren says, this type of oppression is not done as a result
of a conspiracy or of hardheartedness.' It is done out of a
collective lack of comprehension of the complexity of teaching
writing, interacting with financial realities. And it is
supported by the false assumption that the job of teaching
writing can somehow be done successfullytat the community college
level with students who have not succeeded before, with very
little change in the approach that has been used with the
students up to that time. 4

A

The result for Warren is that she feels a. constant and
pervasive sense of never doing her work as well as she thinks she
should. More destructive to her own sgpse of wellbeing, she
simultaneously understands the oppressiveness of the system and
yet still manages to take individual responsibility for it. She
lives in a contradiction within her own view of the world and
herself. She sees the system as oppressive and yet she

maintains individual responsibility for what happens in the
classroom. Finally she is left with not knowing what to do but
be thankful for the vacations that give her some respite from it
all.

She is in a situation that is a, mirror of that of her

students, only she is more conscious of it. Her students,
usually by accident of birth, are operating in a social system
stacked :against them and they, too, are encouraged to take
individual responsibility for their situation (Clark 1960).
While the system may work to "cool out" students operating within
this social dilemma and contradiCtion, how do teachers face the
dilemma with which they must contend? Is there a parallel
coolingout process for teachers?

There was a certain generosity of spirit that flowed from
Warren as she talked about how different her own college
experience was from that of her students today. There was an
acute sensitivity as she understood that because the community
college was more of a commuter college than a place providing a
sense of community, that the classroom was one place where that
sense of community could be approached. That made the classroom
a doubly sensitive place for her students because their
experience in the classroom dominates their college experience.

Warren finally began to reflect on how she and her
colleagues at the university were accustomed to classifying
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students in terms of being dumb or smart. But somehow the more

she worked with her students and came into contact with the

complexity of their education and their lives, the more
uncomfortable she became with the easy use of those terms. She

wants to share with tjaem her experience of literature but

struggles more and more with the consequences of the difference

in their background and hers. Finally, as she continues to

teach,-she reflects on the fact that she is moving farther and

farther away fr'm her own base in graduate study. She has lost

the intellectua base of support she once had in her literary

studies, and mu t face the complexities of her job' without
discovering new so es of intellectual energy

One response of community colleges to students with extreme

difficulty with reading and writing has been to establish
language resource centers. Elizabeth McKay directs one such

center in California. She was hired by her urban community
college with a large minority population to teach reading and

vocabulary. Her job is to work almost on the level of-basic

literacy training with adults who have gone through the.public

school system and have hardly learned how to read and write.

More lately her classes are filled with immigrants for whom

English is not the native language. Community colleges

throughout the country have set up the equivalent of programs

like the one in which Elizabeth McKay works . She struggles with

what she knows and understands so deeply. Unlike Nancy Warren

she does not take personal responsibility for the dilemmas she

faces daily. Rather,she tries through individual intellectual
effort to understand an approach to a way out of the dilemma.

Elizabeth McKay's central understanding, however, is akin to

that of Nancy Warren. As she worked with James, a stret-wise
Black who could hardly read or write, the fJ.ced the basic

realization that he was too smart not to be literate. All

conventional senses of smart and dumb, of what is intelligence,

and the relationship .between ability and performance were called
into question when she realized that-here was a very intelligent

adult Black man who could not read. She wants to understand what

it is about American schooling that results in the paradox of

functional illiteracy among intelligent people who have

participated in our system of compulsory education. She wants to

Know why they don't function in the schools and why the schools

don't function for them. She goes through \the painstaking

process with James of reconstructing his education with reading,

and writing from the very beginning. MCKay came to a fundamental

point in her experience when she realized. that James was too
smart, tnat he had the "gift of gab" and that there was something
very wrong in the fact that he had not learned to read. She

wanted to understand that failure.

The work she developed in the college through Project Bridge
is deeply connected to her personal intellectual interest. Only

for most of the faculty in her department, her intellectual work,
her graduate study, her research is unknown: She tried once to
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bridge the gap between her intellectual interests and her work in
her department with her colleagues. As she conducted an
inservice workshop she was confronted in as bald a way as
possible by the consequences of the historical separation of
'research and teaching in the community college; she experienced
directly the resulting anti=intellectualism and resentment of
universities that ?rows from working in an, nstitution that is
perceived as lower and lesser. The shock of that confrontation
was enough to confirm to Elizabeth McKay that she should keep her
intellectual world to herself. While in the last few years she
had developed a deeply satisfying collegial relationship, it is
not clear from the interview data whether even that relationship
is safe ground for sharing her sense of intellectual seriousness
about what is disturbing about American society and schooling.

Her Project Bridge is an applied projection. of her
intellectual work. She recognized what',she balled the remedial
backwash of community colleges where student after student takes,
remedial course after remedial course, but, because they fail.to
understand or are too angry about the rules of thessame and the
boundaries of school structures, make no progress' whatsoever.
She and her colleagues deyelopeda project that integrates work
with language with learning the rules of the college,game.

Through her interview we received one of 'the,mostdramatic
insights'into the developing 'and increasing role of mediated and
programmed instruction in. community colleges. Developing.
mediated and programmed'instruction is one of the most prominent
fads in community college education. Me4ek is'straightforward
about what it really means to her. Sheuscs it when she cannot
deal with the student, when she has no-hdpe- .of developing a
relationship, when she knows the'accumulated anger and craziness
is too difficult for her or her tutors to try to develop a
relationship. She turns then to-plugging a student into mediated
programmed instruction. It is clear to us as we have interviewed
faculty across the country, that resorting to 'programmed and
mediated instruction is a mechanization of .learning that comes
from in the best of cases, a sense of djspair that has been
confronted, and in the worst cases a mindless substitution of
machinery for relationships as-en-easy response to the complexity
with which community college students confront their colleges.

Elizabeth McKay knows that she is teaching students who are
actors in Pend acted upon by deep social and individual tensions
and contrao4otions. Her imperative is to go to graduate school,
do a doctorate' that will somehow contribute to an understanding
and amelioration of the problems But as a woman, as a wife, as
,a mother, and as a community college faculty member, she must
pursue'her intellectuai imperative by getting:up at three-thirty
in the morning to read and study, and .must organize her'wOrk
around her household obligations. She must be all things to all
people and still protect deep within herself the intellectual'
aspirati,n7. she has. and t'tir)imperativeshe feels.
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As a woman and as a teacherfp a community college she must

keep her intellectual world separate from her world of family and

her world of work. Given the nature of the college and the

nature of our sexist society, that deep intellectual flame that

she carries around, inside of het. seems eb have to stay separate

from the other worlds she has, carved out for herself.' In

interviewing. her we felt the lois: that each of the worlds

could not know the other. completely. .

,Philip Campbell works in a setting different from both Nancy

Warren andElizabeth McKay. '! His community college 4 in a

California suburban area. His college had a reputation for

sending a high number of its students on to the university,

especially when he first started teaching' there. His profile

reflects the histordcl changes that have occurred in the

. community colleges in the sixties and seventiet. He graphically

recreates the world of the sixties Arstudent-centered education

and his,cutreht back-toftbasics response. He senAs all the

complexities that Warren aid McKay doo but outwardly at leaSt he

seems more protected from the toll those complexities take . One

'of his responses has been to carve Out a course in the teaching

of Shakespeare that is his and for which he is well knoWn. As

long as he can connect to his students through his course in

Shakespeare, he remains vitally involad in his work. ,

He has also taken a political path. An early advocate of

unionization, he took on a leadership role in the Pace of

Proposition 13. He fought for his and his colleagues' security

in the face of shrinking local resources and the increased

emphasis on career educatioh which reduced the number of students

taking humanities courses. - He decided not to take on mid-revel

administrative roles that were offered to him because he sensed

that they were dead-ended and he could make as much money
teaching in the evening division and during the summer doihg work

he enjoyed. His response is a political and\personal cane., He is

doing what he set out to do and he makes sure that he can enjoy

what hedoes by protecting his interests and working conditions

through leadership m,the union. He ponders on the dilemma of.

the dropout, and he recognizes the effect of. the Increased size

of the institution and the new facility which separates and

isolates the faculty. Yet . at the same time he has built up

enough leverage 'for himself that he can do pretty much what he

wanteto do. He too must face the dilemma of teaching writing

his response to the labor of grading papers is to useoteachin.i-

assistants who are available to him inthe cosmopolitan 'area in

which he works . He knows the problems of the community

colleges, but he affirms their distinctive contributiohtand feels

in many ways that they do things that the university cannot 0.

He has a sense of power and opportunity that allow's him to

continue to affirm his work in. the face of the problems he,

senses. He operates in such a way as to protect his sense of

what the college must still be for the faculty who teach in it.
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Janet Ingersoll's profile presents a far -different story.
She had five years of experience in the community college, four
as a part timer and one as ..a fulltime teacher. She followed
the route now often urged upon those who seek jobs in teaching :

somehoW get into the systeM, wait in lihe, be persistent, and
finally get the 'position you want. When that strategy finally
paid off for Janet Ingersoll, she decided that she did not want
the job. Her former colleagues, were hurt; she felt she was
taking a risk in rejecting the job.-6 Ih following the path that

.led to her decision considerable understanding of the work of
community college teachers-can be gained.

Ingersoll started as 'a student teacher at a community
cRllev; simultaneously she was a teaching assistant at the state
college where she was a master's degree student, and later at the
university where she became a doctoral candidate. She had
therefore, the unusual experience of teaching, either
simultanewsly, or within a short time of each other, at the
community allege, state college, and university levels. She
experienced in her--/teaching as directly as possible the
hierarchy of higher education.

4r.

As a.partimer in a community college she got what was left
over by the regular faculty. Classes in English were tracked and
she got the lower tracks. She dealt with student who she felt
did not want to be there; but she committed herself to an

expenditure of energy, thoughtcglness, and imagination that would
'somehow win them./aver. While having the satisfaction of some
individual successes, other facturs determined her experience:
the anger inherent in the, classroom context in which she was
teaching; the resentment .towards the system reflected in the
actions cf the students; 'the ,..1npredictability of dropouts; the
commitment of theadministratidn to maintaining numbers while at
the wile time urging standards that had some integrity; -the easy
slid4Jtoward mechanized instruction to which she saw her college
moving ; .'the division between' the vocational and the academic;
the lack.of women models who could serve as her mentors, the
frustration'of the endless grading of papers of students for whom
writing seemed meania.glesS at best and was resented, at worst; her
inability to connect, as Elizabeth McKay had to an intellehtually
sound graduate proiram which could resonate to the intellectual
and applied concerns she had; the fact that she saw the community
colleges becoming 'a dumping ground for convicts and mentallyill,
,people who she knew could not be taken seriously by any community
college and whom -the SU:ite was not taking seriously by sending to
the college. All this added up to a sense that, even when her
teaching was going well, there was something wrong with teaching
in the community college.

What was wrong, a she figured it .out, was its place in the
hierarchy , '.its attempts to cater' to everybody, its lack of an
intellectual energy that,could sustain and undergird the faculty
as they faced the complexity they had to face.- She feared that
if she accepted the security of the community college position
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she would get caught by the material advantages of a secure

salary at the cost of her'intellectual interest and ner quiet

aspirations to go onfwith her graduate studies. Agonizing over

the decision neflected her sense.of possibility of what she as a

woman might b44,alike to do, and her selfdoubts about the risk

she was taking in turning down the opportunity of fulltime

teaching in the community college.

Her resolution of the complexities facing teachers of

English in community colleges was to get-out, not to accept the

uneasy feeling that comes with teaching in an,institution that is

near the bottom of the totem pole in higher education. fi,er

choice was not one, of disloyalty. As she worked. out her

interview with us, she took paint to say that the community

college system played''a very valuable role; she knew that the

.logic of what she was saying in the interview was'a severe

, :criticism of the community college And she felt uncomfortable

offering that judgment to two who were outside the system; But

/ the decisive critique had been finally in her own personal

action. She made a choice not to'be a community college teacher.

The profiles of English teachers we have pretehted are net

idiosyncratie, : They were chosen because they illustrated with

scope and depth' the complexity of being an English- teacher in a

community college,. Each teacher has a different response tothe

situation. Warren has.1-1ope in 'vacations and the renewal it

brings, and in the fact that teaching is still one of the jobs

that a person can do with relative autonomy once inside 'the

clastroom. 'McKay keeps hidded an intellectual energy and

preoccupation that offers web to her college but that she

pursues almost in-private.. It is a very strtnge phenomenon that

such a public experience as"being ,

doctoral candidate has to be

treated- as such a private experience as a .result of the

anti - intellectual and sexist disjunction& which she must face.

'Campbell dealt with the situation by seeking power through

unionization, to protect faculty interests.; Ingersoll nhooses,to

opt out of a context which mill finally not allow her to go as

far as she wants to go intellectually.

English teachers, because. .heir task,
s

is toi work directly

with the teaching/dnd learning of language, are ubSect tO the

most intenseLepodtradictions of pommunity colleges', but their

experience;. while perhaps more comprehensively in touch with

those contradictions, is not unique to them. Many'of the same

forces affect the experience of ,teachers of the humanities which

we explore in the next chapter4.
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Chapter Four

Against the Tide: The Work of Humanities Faculty

Introduction tp the Profiles

In 1980 the American Association ,of Community\ and Junior.
Colleges published Strengthening Humanities in Community Colleges
(Yarrington 1980). The book explorei the state of humanities
instruction in community colleges and describes a critical state. .

of affairs. The 1970's saw a narrowing of the ,collegiate
curriculum offered in community colleges. According to Cohen and
Brawer "Except' for political science, history, and 1 erature,
many two-year 'associate degree granting. institutions ab doped
the humanities entirely" (Cohen and Brauer 1982, p:,287).

The loss of ommitment,to the humanities durnig\the 70's was
not a phenomeno inohigher education unique to th community .

college, Throughout four-year colleges,and universities there,
was a flight'of students and money.away from-the humanities as
the economic situation 'tightened andpoldege graduates began'to!
have difficulty acquiring jobi which 14:I...normally been associated
with holding a degree in. the humanities. But the community
college by design and with.the reinforcement .ofIederal'policy
took the lead in substituting a notion of 'career education for a
liberal education, with the humanities providing,thesolid core.
As Cohen and Brawer put it, "The more successful 'the'colleges
became in their mission of providing trained wirkers for the
community;- the more precarious ,became the idea of liberal
'education within them" (Cohen gnd Brewer 1982, 94 296).

e*
;Through the following'profiles an4 commentary this chap,er

examines what it is like
.

t

. ,

e for Commun ty college hutenkties faculty
to teach in a context which seems to be increasingly giying up
the tension inherent in 'a collegiate education hetw4en an
education 'meant for. explorAng, understanding, and appreciating
the human condition and a5 'education meant, for preparing for .%
jobs. :

''''
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MARTIN BRENNER
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(Martin Brenner, a man in his forties, 4eacties music at a
surburban California community, college. He ti-,,kT interviewed once
in his office-end' twice at his home in the'sd,... of 1981.)

We come froM Nebr'aska and we lived in a town where there was
a small Lutheran college where ell of the kids went. Originally
the iwtent was pretty much that 'all'of us would become full-tiMe
workers in the Lutheran Church. The fact-that I dame- to,
community college Was never orginallii planned... 7' suppose thalris
the case with many people who teach here. As a matter of fact I
think I always wanted to teach 'at a. four -year college. .,As .a
child I wanted to be/a teacher, but ?robably more than anything I
wanted to be a Musician and probably a church-musician. 'I Spent
seven years in choral music and.orgad% and when I graduated I
went to work in the Lutheran Church. in Chicago.

-The thing that really made me to make up my mind to gb into
college tea4hing was the birthof our daughter. I haven't though'.

- about this for.a long, time, but when she was born and I used t
hold her and I'd say, "Why do I want to support this family doing
something that I don't want to do? Now that's really silly. Do

4
what you want to do." I decided to take that year off an.work on
my master's, full -time and my, wife. taught and we had a babysitter
and it was one of those incredible years.

The work on my master's really opened up.to v all the

things that I didn't know. I remember going for a piano audition
and how terribly I did at that.. I'realized then that there were
'a lot of areas that I was really weak in,/ so much that I didn't
know, and.so many areas that I had huge gaps of knowledge,
general knowledge about music history and music, keyboard and
vocal skills. Itaas pretty devastating at the time. I realized
how much I had to do. I had been.toldso often; having gone to
a small college, that.those big schools don't really care about
individuals. I discovered there that they.did, and they. really
were concerned about your program and 'what 'you were doing. I

became-a TA shortly after I got there. I taught:music literature
and music appreciation classes. It was a goodexperience because°
it opened up a whole-*orld of music that I wasn't e*enoaware

"A whole area of the secular was new to Me because I had been
pretty cloistered in the'Lutheran Church.

My whole life was -involved, in the chdrch, my *ork, was
involved-with 'the 'church, My'social life was. partly too. My
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wife's influence on me -in that regard is very strong because her
tradition wasn't that,.she hadn't gone to any of the Lutheran
schools. Just .by marrying her', I was already kind or reaching
out a little bit away from th'e tight,close world I had lived in.
It is kind of hard to break away. YOu don't know how many people
you are going to hurt in the process. -4It- took me a little whip
to make that break, but once I did there was no turning back.

I told the Minister thatI wanted. to resign because Iwanted
to teach in a college: I wanted -(:) look For a job in a'public
college. He. accepted it okay; he was in shock really.
Interesting, you probably. imagine that relatianStiip's change after
that. With him it never did. t.lie was always super to .me., But
there were others I felt that-it was hard for them to accept.
For them the whole world was the church, that was alethere was.
I had come to the point wherp I realized that that wasn't all
there is. I decided at that time that I didn't want to pursue
teaching in'the parochial school anymore; I wanted to teach,'
college. -And so 1,decided to resign and look,for a job . --

)' '-The first ;kind of a fortuitous opportunity came to teach
down'at a state teachers.',college in' the Midwest. I thought it
was going to be a long-treem-situation,-but it turn& out-that the
fellow'I had replaced decided to keep the door open tó returniso
he took a leave o? absence with an option to return. 'Ile'decided,
to return.- And so 1,,was only able to stay one year. The
following year agot job at an, all women's junior college.
That wasn't thelbeSt situation. It didn't Work-Out too well. We
just stayed tee one year.;

-I,alWays wanted toswork On mydOctorate. And one of'the
best places to do that in choral music is the University of
Southern California. So. we decided to come to California. We
packed everything up and moved to California. . 7 was gointo
work -on my doctorate and my wife was going to get a teaching job

'. Our daughter was just' three or four I gtiess at. the time. So
we came .out here very poor;'- we put everything in ourU-HaUl.
When you, are' twenty-nine'you pan do. stuff like that. We'didn't
have a place to stay or a.jobv ;Inevpr did get my doctorate. I
never weht to S.C.- I,started-thdre. I'was thinking of goinebut
we both got teaching jobs

,

that summer. I "was' teaching in a
junior ,high school and my wiee taught :sixth grade in another
school.' I didn't teach music, thank God. I taught some science
and. some 'math and in the process 1,, was working on my- credential.
I had-to take a couple-of courses to get that. One course called
"The Junior College" I think it was celed, another was.a coarse
in higher education., I already hadmy master's degree- and all
you really needed was that course plus. your master's'te get your
ocedential. The junior college course, was taught by a woman whb
hId been a counselor at my present community college. I didn't
know it at that time, but, she taught there and,had taught for
some years and she knew various administrators there quite well.
Each.week as we moved along towards the, semesters' end she woUld
announce various hiring teams that would be coming over to .
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interview. In those days they'just needed teacheirs like mad.

She mentioned th7c they were looking for a. music teacher.

I made the appliebtion. I had the interview and it seemed

like months later the president called me and invited me to join

the,staff4 I said, "Well, I'm not too sure I want to teach in

junior college." Because having gode to the university and do

forth I _just had a -kind of an idea about what junior colleges

Were like. And I had also taught at a two-year School. I always

felt there was a lot of limitations to it. 'You don'treallyset

the upper division students,that kind of thing, the ones who

perhaps are,more. proficient because they patte a little more

expertise . 'So I always had a little bit of reservation about

it. I suppose a 10t of us had when we started. I always thought

that'I would go work on my doctorate after that .at some. point.,

-Realizing it was just a community college in terms of the age of :

the students, it gave me pause because I knew I couldn't have the.

best chqral group as lob could from one of those other colleges.

If you have students throygh 'four: years,. oftentimes:you really,,

develop a tradition. The community college --it is a- whole.

different kind of world Tn°terMs of the 1%pgth of" the time you

have your students in.order to get them trained.

Heipe at the community .college now my typical, schedule

involws choral music, and vocal music, music pprkdiation, 'a

music litieratdre class. And also I direct evening group as/

well', a choral group. We are' on a fiftee hour schedule, and

this as -..r6) area which is hotly debated i terms
y
of what 'is

considered an adequate teaching load across the campus.

I teach voice classes. The voice class is pretty classic,

in that it is taught around the country in various colleges. You

have a group of students any*here,from twenty to twentyrrive to

thiety, somettmess the class is even 'larger.A Since the days of

full-time equivalency we sort of get entrapped 'in letting more

students into the classes than g4,.probably ought to at,times,

too small . tort'a Choir; it's no music appreciation, it's
simply because we are afraid of'endingp with Classes that are

not a class in sight singing. It's work with individual voices.

I compare it a Iotlito a speech class which has lots. of lecture

situations," 'demonstration situations by the instructor. But.

then, you :know; everybodygives their speech. Everybody sings-

their' songs. We:-spend a good deal of time the beginning of

the semester going through ba§ic,Vobal techniques, concepts that

are applicable to everybody,' no matter what level they are.

Learning how to breath, learning all the concepts of projection,

talking about diction. Then yOu. begin to work, with the song

material. Teachidg a voice class is very frustrating in a

community college in 'many ways lieceas4 on tfa6 one hand you have

got some \students rho are capable of learning their own music.

They can go out and take a piece of diuSic and sit down 'at the"

piano and work it
c
out, because they are musicians. But you have
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a rot of students who don't have Ipat at all. They don't know a
whole note from a rest, so they don't really have any way of
learning the music. their own. We used to use a regular
textbook with music in it.. But they just couldn't learn it.

I went on.sabbaticarabout five or six years ago. 'I went
around the state, and observed varioys voice classes and got
different ideas about what different people did. I had been
teaching my voice classes like a product of the sixties,,

. everyone can do their own thing kind of approach.' And that works
for some Peopie"fine, but for a.lot-of people it's not very good,
espeorially in discipline like music where you just have to
develop certain skills. So I finally decided, rather than just
let them learn any material that they wanted-: to get them into
good vocal technique. I say,'"I have this song material-that you
are going to be using during the semester: You will pick fromor
these. There are about ixteen or twenty different pieces of.
%Ale all the. way from folk music to classical songs toItalian
songs to some German and Atherican folk songs." This has worked
out very well. It becomes like asethinar class in which everyone
performs for each other. I am the accompanist and they Work on
their materials lou just never get through it all in a given

',class period. -They make a list on the board; you get ten or
twelve students who want to sing in a day andlthere is no way
that you can get through them all especially if, you're going to
vtAlk;about each situation.

I instruct the students 'how 'to__handle, the matter of
.suggestions and criticism. If you.lay it out well enough so that
you 'don't frighten anyone off or stifle them from 'making
comments, you can-end up with! some very good discussions. After
they perform L usually ask them first of all.to make comments of
their Own. 'Whatdid you think about it, how did you feel? There
is alot of insight gained oftentimes when they begin to realize
what.they have been doing. Usually they are extremely critical
of themselves. I don't know if you have been in those kind of
'situations where you work with students Who just performed in
front of a class, which 'for many of them is the first time; it is
just an'unbelievable,experience. They do everything from wanting
to leave to getting literally nauseous. Some of them will cry.
I mean the emotions are.just overwhelming. Many of themliust get
nervous and when they are finished they are gust shaky until they
get used to it. The students will be often very self-critical
and often even miss the best part of their own ,performance. I
try to get'them to `learn to take praise too.: because you don't
get that very often from anybody-and when people say, "Hey that
was really good," usually they'll say, "Oh, lit wasn't, it was.
lousy." They really put themselves down. Any'ay, they go
through a self- evaluation whereithey say, "This 'part went well,
and,this didn't." And then I'll'kind of sum it all up by various
means:

The typical lower-division voice class nituation, a lot.of
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students that are taking it because it is an .area of interest to

them, something that they always wanted to do. A lot of them

come to voice class out of rock music or folk music or they want

to sing better in their church Choir. I have a lot of adults in

this class too. Some of them just make remarkable progress.

They come to class having always wanted to be able to sing but

they have never been able to do it. A lot of them postponed the

inevitable for many weeks before they finally got up. After they

finally have done it, almost everyone is just exhilarated. I

mean when they are through there will be cheers.

1"talk to them a lot about accepting praise. Any musician

knows that there were many mistakes. You just know that. So

someone comes up to you and says, "Boy, that was .a wonderful

concert, I was really impressed." I think you should accept

praise; even if you don't agree,. you say, "Thank you." I tell

the class':Let's face it, 'you came to this class a little bit

.because of ego and you want to get better at something that you

do so the people will praise you. To deny that is maybe to slow

down thevrocess of learning.."

I tell them that:in order to get an,A in the class they will

have to have performed in another language. They can't get an A

just t, doing the folk songs because those are a lot qAsier to

learn. If you want to get an A you have had to work .at a couple

of more difficult songs. Grading is very difficult for that

class. The administation wants us to write up a sheet and say

this is how the grading will be done and by the time I finish

explaining all this I have got pages . It is difficult to put

that down on ;a piece of paper.
.

Music Literature is t'he basic .course in listening,
z4

developing skills in listening -to music. We have another course

which is music appreciation, 'more. of a history of music designed

for the nontechnical apprOach, for tha.nonmusician. The whole .

approach is for developing the ear from the beginning. In the

old days tkachers of music appreciation put a piece of. music on

al :hey'd tell a story about it. I try to immerse them in the

whole idea of listening. And that is difficult, because most

collegeLage students come to music with rock and roll in their

background. It makes every other kind of music sort of pale next

to it. To sit and listen to Mozart after that is difficult. I

learned 'so much since I started teaching at the Community

college. I'm .not very authoritai-ian in my approach. I'tend to

bend over backwards for people who have problems relative to

tests and grade situations.

.The A Cappella choir is-the typical college choir. The last

few years the choirs all over.the state have gone down in size in

all of the community colleges. Students aren't taking them. The

average student, load in community college is under six .hours a

week. Most of them are working so there are a lot of things that
. ,
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they are not taking. I suppose in some ways that's my favorite
place to work. I enjoy my other teaching too, but I think that's
the course I wanted to do the most when I got out of college. I

just love to'conduct. That rapport that you get with students in
a performance situation and in a learning process is really dear-
and special. It goes back to all my feelihgs about musid- d

why I wanted to do it. I like being in front of the students and
working with music and getting them tb perforr, getting them
better at it, gaining insights into the music. The nuts and
bolts things, all the details. They work hard because what they
want is a good product. And to get that you have to work hard.
You have to really practice.,

I 'think we [the Music Department] are viewed with some
degree of respect. There was an English teacher who -said, "I
hate glee clubs." One instructor made some very definite
comments about all the religious music that we do in the choral
program. Be thought that was inappropriate' fbr a secular
institution. It just turns out that most of the great choral.
literature has sacred text. I even talked to the students about
this; 'this is not a 'church choir situation where you have people.
really thinking about worship. You look forward to getting some
of the Mormon kids or Baptist kids or Lutheran kids-who,had some
good singing experience because you know they are the/ ones who
can help the others learn the Latin.

I haven't been on any committees for the last few years. I

did committee work for years and years. I really got tired of.
it .You get involved in 'Committee work, it just takes too much
time, too much energy away from what you should be doing at the
college. I am pretty active in the department . We are a pretty
closeknit group. I.have a lot of voice students come to me and
they waht to work through their music before they sing it in
class. Extra rehearsals, the :choir and the chamber singers,

' auditions take place,music teachers spend a lot of time with
students outside of the class. You are just around a lot to work
with them.

The community college situation changed in the last few
years. We used to be wealthy with sttadents and wealthy with
money and those days are gone. Most of our students are not
music majors. We have a lot of community people; older students,
who come in. A lot:of our.students 'are very gifted musically but
they are not applying to be music majors. We do'have that
certain group that are music majors taking music theory and
taking the regular sequence of courses. They'll transfer on
after one or two years to another college.

We have a very broad.base. Our constituency is not a
conservatory group. That's why I said when I first came to the
community college I recognized that would be the case. And I
really wondered about- whether I should pursue my career in that
direction or whether I should really opt for a state college. I
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feel pretty secure in the decision to stay here because I have

had a great opportunity fo myself personally to grow. Some of'

my colleagues, friends that teach at the state colleges, are not

nearly as free to do some things as I am . We are a Tittle freer

to do and experiment with ,things than in the typical state

college situation .

. Presently all the energy seems to be going into areas of

sciences and computers and math. And I don't think that is

enough to make a wellrounded person. In some ways it is kind of

unfortunate that education has now got to mean totally that when

you graduate from collegevoU'shbuid at that point have a job in

a computer field or whatever it is. ,You are going to go right to

work because you have been prepared for that job. I'm not sure

that is...what education is for. We at the community college have

some of our greatest wealth and success dealing ,with students who

are now coming back to us who ha4e missed out on all these things

because they have been so busy making a.iiving and learhing how

to do a job.

I think it is unfortUnBte right now that for students at our

community colleges their average load is less than sixhourp. It

used to be about twelve', so \consequently areas like the arts are

suffering in terms of enrollment. Now when our teachers retire

from the music department; or . die, they don't replace them.

Sometimes you wonder when you see areas that are much more

fertile in terms of students, like the areas of science and math,

computer technology and those kinds of things where everybody

seems to be gravitating and you sort of hold on for dear life in

the area of the arts.

Sometimes you ask* yourself the question, am I really doing.

anything worthwhile? So you try harder or you. feel more

frustrated by the fact you dqn't always seem to get all the best

students or as.many as you want. And then you sort of yearn for

greener pastures. I suppose everybody does that a little bit.

You think about- how much better it would be at the university. I

wonder what would have happened had I taken a couple other turns,

.and got my doctor:ate, maybe even gone to teach at a 'university.

I think that I am capable of doing that,Amit it's just not the

way.the directions went. Then I think,back on the days when I

used to not really want to get up on Monday mornings and go teach

grade school. I realize that when I got into teaching in college

that I could hardly wait to get to work and that still continues

in many ways. I don't hove vite the glow I did in those days.

We went through a few years w'rtere our morale was a little low and

the dean was always looking over your shoulder wondering if the

enrollment was up.

411 the fulltime teachers:in music are men, It'is one of

those things that happen. I recall various-women who applied for

jobs along the way , but they got beat out for various reasons. r.

We tried a couple of times, but the men were just a better
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choice. Sometimes when; a woman did apply, their areas of

expertise were so specific. I, remember one who was very good and
her area of interest:was in eighteenth century harpsichord music.
Well, you know, the community college needs people who can-teach
beginning piano and basic music classes. ,

I always felt a little bit disappointed about not having
upper division students. As the years have progressed we have
developed and have-many more adult students, many of them who
have very strong career ideas, very committed to study, in^many
ways more than a lot of the eighteen to. nineteen year olds are.
And that's kind of,a compensation factor there. I think we have
more and more of those allethe time. I have a night class, the
Masterworks"Chorale, which is an area I can.just do what I want
to. I have better and more committed kind of.people involved and
more talented singers. That's kind of the way things have gone
in the state all over in community totlleges.. When yoware being
told that-you may have to teach a night cfass as part' of. your day
load, there have been a number of mepbers of the college who have
been really upset by that. It's a discussion that goes around
all'the time at the college. I think everyboO-just sort of
accepts the fadt that it may be inevitable. You say,- "Well, I'm

just glad that I have a job."

The community college is a little bit different *animal I

think than'the state college, because we have a lot of programs

that a typical four-year school doesn't deal with. Those

two-year programs, various things from welding to body shop, some..
of those computer programs, two-year programs for dental hygiene.
A lot of them don't probably have a lot of interest in the-arts,

don't know how the people in sheet metal feel. They might feel
llke stepchildren sometimes to .the typical collegiate aspects of
the college. I never,really talked to anybody about that. We

accept the fact that a lot of; our students in the mdsic,

department are students who are there for two-year programs for
jobs in, for examkIle, dental programs. I think music is more

important than, sheetmetal, and yet I know the instructor who
teaches welding, he is a master welder and having come up from a
working family I can respect that kind of a thing very much. But

I think of college as being more .3the kind of thing that I-went
. through. A lot of these programs are very successful and we know
that's part of the community college that we all accepted when we
came here.

I think of the music department as being one of the

departments of ,the school. I don't think of it as being more or
less important. I think of it as being pbrt of the campus in

which students can transfer to a four-year college. We're
contemplating creating a number of career programs that can be

completed right there, one in the area of recording. The

community college 4s a perfect place. We've had to rethink in
our own minds what music should be at the community colAge. All
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of us who teach there have come out of pretty traditional music

backgrounds. Some of those areas and aspects of commercial music

require skills and preparation which many of us don't have.

After all I came out of a church music background and I am more

interested in choral directing. I was never an active

practitioner of popularmusic. A lot of us have had to do a lot

of retraining of ourselves. For instance, a few years ago I

started a jazz choir at the school. I didn't have the experience
in the area of jazz choir and I was learning with the students at
the'time. There are many schools in which they have almost given

up on all the traditional programs (-and have gone almost
exclusively to the popular idiom, rock anid roll/and jazz. We are

trying to keep a balance. It turns out that, some of the most

exciting aspects of commercial music are taking place in the

community colleges, in the teaching of jazz and in the area of

jazz choirs.

I like to write wheni I get going, but I just never took the

time to do it. I'm always busy looking at music or directing a

choir. I'm always going to some rehearsal. My wife encouraged

me to write. I don't think the community college encourages it

enough. Various people do it just because they are committed to

it themselves. One thing tome that has always been lacking in

lower division college work is a successful text for voice

classes, one that has flexibility , has certain materials that

students can use. I have always wanted to do that.

It's almost kind of a byword in community colleges that we

.haven't been trapped into thp publish-or-perish kind of .approach

to education. There was a period of time when there was a kind

of anti-intellectual attitude, and that may have been also'in the

four-year schools. As if itwas better to use all your experiences

in your classroom rather than what you bre' studied. I have

always had a feeling that to survive in the music business, even

as a teacher of music, you have to prepare yourself, you have to
work at your technique and you have to spend a lot.of time to get
to that point where you can play well orsing always got

that feeling evan at this community college that' those things

weren't that important. /They aren't nearlyras important as how

you feel. But I think itiis different now. I think everyone has

a more traditional approTch. There is much more concern about

grades again.

I think it's easy to get trapped, I suppose, ina series of

situations out of which you can't .get yourself . YoU have a

certain standard of livirng, and you don4t want to change that.

One of my colleagues has a yearning to find a small four-year

college somewhei-e where he can just kind of finish out his years.
He wouldn't even mind taking a pay cut to do that. But I don't

,think I want to. I'm not sure that I want to leave this area. I

wouldn't want to go out to some place in Idaho or a small town

in Oregon, it just doesn't appeal to me. I don't really have any
illusions about who I am. I'm not the greatest choral director,
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I'm not the best teacher, I'm sure. Add yet if an offer came I
would sure think abbut it. Would we want to just unsettle
everything? I mean my wife has her career and she loves it and
she wouldn't want -to give that up. So we are kind of trapped
sometimes.

- Our department head kept coming to me this last year saying,
"What if you have to give up'your music lit class? And maybe
teach some beginning piano?" I don't want to teach beginning
piano. "Or you may have to teach five sections of voice." That.

may be a way to go crazy. I'm really not too to try
something different, if I really set my mind to it.

I've always been a church musician also and I look forward
to the time when I don't have to -do it anymore, except I'm not,
sure I'll ever arrive at that point.

In the church where I am now I am director of music. -I was
the organist, but I'mnot playing the organ now, just directing.I
would like to have weekends off. The problem is that the
something that I have to give up is something that has i come
attached to it. That's ,sometimes hard to make that dec sion.
But you have to be willing to go out and try things, otherwise
you won't do anything. I remember once going to 'a seminar where
there was a bunch of the professional choral directors. And one
of them said, "I took all the risks And did it. You can do the
same thing." I know I don't have the best job in the world. But

I have a fairly good thing where I can kind of branch out and be
creative and feel that I have accomplished something. I can't
imagine that I would pack everything into a U-Haul and drive out
to Southern California without any prospects of a job. I can't
imagine doing that. Maybe a person ought to always be able to do
that.
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CYNTHIA WISON

(Cynthia Jamison, in her late thirties, teaches history and

psychology in a New York State community college. She was

interviewed in her'2office,in the fall of 1981.)

I toyed off and on with the idea of becoming a teacher

because I liked school, sort of, probably considered it most

closely in tenth grade. Tenh grade was the only grade-that I

actually wanted to .go, I mean get up eagerly to go to school.

But generally speaking, my experiences were fairly good. I was

brought up in a kind of atmosphere where no one ever suggested'

that I have a career, and yet I'm sure my parents realized that I

would have to'work. I went to a preparatory school and I guess

in the back of everybody's mind they thought I might marry money

or something as people usually do in those circles. I didn't

really make any preparations for much of anything.

My mother never did anything in terms of working outside of

the house; she was strictly a housewife.. A very bright woman but

at the same time I think a little:bit 'stifled in the sense that

she didn't really have occasion to use her mind and I think she

suffered from that., Of course, if she ever fo'tnd out that r ever

told anybody she would have heart failure; and not.. only that, she

probably wouldn't agree- with it. My parents weren't wealthy

either because they used to moan and- groan about money a lot,

because I unfortunately lived in the ro9r6 over the kitchen and

could hear everything 'through the air,ventS and I used to think

we were right on the way to the poor house, because they would be

- trying' to figure out how to squeeze a dollar in some" way to get

the most out of it. That always worried me. My mother never had

a sense of career and so obviously this wasn't passed on to the

two girls.

My parents said, "Well, you are going to go to a private

school.". I said, "I don't want to go, you got to wear those dumb

looking uniforms." Then I loved it because you could get up and

you didn't have to think about what am I going to wear today, and

there were no boys to -impress which just suited me fine, The

teachers. there I'm sure were vilely paid. But a lot of them did

it I think because they liked it. I'remember having a history

teacher whose brother or cousin for awhile was an ambassador. A

lot of tfie girls were scared to death of her and didn't like her

at all. And I thOught she was great. I had her for English,

History, and 'two-years Of History of Art. She'd have us write

extensively on different paintings. I and a few other

enthusiastic types in the class were sort of the hard-core

studiers and got all interested in things like various arts and
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history. I started ther,e in the seventh gefte and popped out at
the twelfth. They incarcerated a in theplace\ from somewhere
around eight to fourthirty in the afternobn. It was great for
parents if you could afford to send, your kid there you could get
rid of him for five days out of the week. It was fabuloms on
Fridays. You got home at one thirty, that.was bliss. My sister
went there.my brother went to ,a private academy. I am the
oldest by four years.

There was another woman teacher whose name has no!..uslipped
me, who taught English and it was thp first time I really caught
on to what was going 0 in English. We were reading some poem
by somebody like Keats . She said, "Now what does this mean?"
And all of a sudden I had this idea and I thought well, why not,
see what happens. I raised my hand and I said, "It seems to me
that the poet 'is talking about beauty can be so ,intense sometimes
as to be painful," and I suddenly realized that I was able to say
that sometimes joy oan be, there is an intermingling of emotions
and she said "Yeah, that is what I think too." I said, "Wow;"
and then I was off and running. I began to discover that the
people who got consistent A's were people who ask the dumbest
questions in class. That's when I began to form those
friendships, it was around tenth grade. I met this Canadian

. girl who was so. fascinating. Her background was interesting.
She would invite me up to herafamily summer place, on the
Canadian side and then I saw another culture. You could see the
French Canadian culture, and that was my first real encounter
with Roman Catholicism. There was a huge monastery nearby and we
used to go over-there occasionally.

I am fascinated by the .paradox that things are al4ys two
sided, which of course makes life much tougher to live. Much

U easier if you could hate thoroughly or love thoroughly and
cleanly -in either direction. But if. you are honest you can't,
and I began to recognize that duality. For some reason it was
just given me to see that aspect of'life more than-maybe some of
my companions. So in that sense I tended to pursue my insights ,/
in a way that I never would have before. And I think that's one '`
of the big hazards of teaching. To get somebody to say what they
mean, you know, orgadize it and spell it right, and punctuate the
thing, but say what you really feel and don't just dish back a
load of sort of, I mean everything is a platitude in the final
analysis because we can never express verbally what really is,
the language is at best a somewhat poor approxima.ion of reality.
But at least you can make a flying attempt and that's hard to get
students to do, .cause they are used to people saying well now,
that's not right.

The whole private school syndrome, dancing assemblies, I
went to those. This is where you met appropriate boys. Now
picture me in a strapless evening dress, I mean it was
ridiculous; boy, I hated them.' They were run by little old
ladies with feather boas, and they had a little band and we would
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9 alldance. 'My mother went to this same private school so that

was part of the thing. I think they felt that- you gat a better
education than you-would have in the local schools at that time.

I.can remember when I got out of private school or near the

end, people were beginning to sign up and,go to interview for

college and I thought, do I really-want four more years of this.

And I didn't really hate school either, and finally my mother

said, "Well, areyou going to college or aren't you?" And I

thought, which is worse, school or a job? So I left for school.

And so that is how I got to college.

College was amazing because it was 'diametrically opposed to

high school.' Absolutely unstructured, they kept their eye balls

on the students. which I found out ,after the four years of
existence there, they ,knew what you .were up to. But they never

harassed you until you were obviously going to screw yourself

royally. I remember my parents came and I think they weren't too

wild about the place because of 'course they had a very high

population of sort of beat looking people from New York and these

long-haired Hippie types walking around in sandals and I can

remember when they left me there and I had that moment of terror

as they drove off, my mother saw a couple of these characters

float around campus and said, "Dear," and I said "Yes?" "I hope

you don't end up looking like that." Gees, naturally, immediately

I started to grow my hair and wear sandals. But I loved the

place, absolutely loved it. I remember one time, I took a car

pool to New York City and they were all Jewish and they were

chattering on about various holidays and what they were going to

do and I felt , boy, am:Tout Of this one.

In many ways college began to open up other areas.History

was a big thing. There was a very good guy there who has since

lbw died, who had a medieval history course and I had already been

kind of sucked into the historical scene but then I began to

figure, well, this is what I ought to major in. I saved some of

the things that I wrote. We had to write a thesis. So I took a

historical problem, vilely researched I'm sure. What I wanted to

do was analyze I originally thought of analyzing the position

of four of the families in England during the later part of the

Middle Ages . I ended up having to confine it to one of the

great families. In a term I managed to live with a friend of

mine in New York City and I spent the entire time in the New York

Public Library trying to divine the message in Latin texts . I

wrote it; at least it certainly taught me a lot about research.

So intellectually I really began to explore history much more

than I had. And you see they didn't force you to take

courses. I have a scientific bent too, but virtually no cience,

and math I am vile at, and that was partly because I feared it.

Last math class I saw was in tenth grade and I said good-bye. I

was ecstatic and that's not good; I should have had more.
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I met my husband -in college. He was preeminently a

geologist at that point, and'I alwaYs lovedgcollecting stones and
things,and he had a car, I mean, this was bliss. I am the onry
person that I knew whose first reaL date with a guy is to -go tp a
quarry. The best part was the summer about three months-after I
met him. He wanted to go to see the total eclipse of the sun and
he had to travel to a° spot when it 'went across Maine. He ,

'IBring.a sleeping .bag,"and I can remember agonizing, how
the hell am I going to get out of the house with a sleeping bag.
I remember saying to my mother, "I've got to take a sleeping bag"
and she said, "Why?" And-I said, "Because we don't know where we
are going to be and we want to see the eclipse, it only lasts for
forty-five seconds, you know:s" And sV. said "Well, don't, let
your passions run away," and I said'", "Don't worry about it
mother, I'm into -the eclipse." After I got my bachelors, .I
worked at a large university library, which was a lot of fun but
certainly no Way to make a lrving.. Then I got married amd came
here. The college was expanding rather rapidly at that time and
they needed people ,fir teaching and I came over and, lo and
behold, they hired me, They were fascinated: I was the only
person wbo had ,gone to a. real preparatory school and to a fairly
'high-powered byt rather bizarre college. I sortof fell into
this job, rather than really came to it because of design.

I did teach English composition until abbut three years :go,
the situation changed quite dramatically. I was given the
introductory psychology course, two halves of a larger full-year

' course. So I had to retool to some extent for this other course.
Because we still are under,a system where we have to have what I
call communal finals I hew very cloely to the book ;and I tend
to elaborate quite extensively on the text. I follow it, page by
page and I make that clear to them. The other preparation for it
is that I do have to write multiple choice tests. The multiple
choice test is the method of testing and we can add a short
report or a paper or some such thing, but the actual testing is
multiple choice. Those are not easl>to write, I have discovered
over a period of time.' They. are difficult. I try to think it
through, attempt to think of what would a student do with this
question . If I were a student, what would I look at that would
make me confuse the issue rather than go directly to the
question. And that's not easy to figure out because sometimes
they are so desperate- for the answer they over-think the
question.

The"eight week grade to some extent is a scare tactic. And
to some extent I think this eight-week grade gives them just
something to tebt on the students with, if they are getting
slack, but it does not go on the transcript. There is some worry
abiout the number of warm bodies hanging out in a room. We do
take attendance. This place is fairly rigid that way. For the
attendance we keep booklets. 4Ie are Supposed to do that daily.
At the end of the term they are handed in. Another reason of
course for attendance taking is some people are getting veterans
benefits and things like that and they want to keep tabs on them.
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I hadn't done anything with psychology for a long time.

Somebody went on a leave of absence and they were short. What

they try to do here is round up!. somebody who is presumably

competent to teach something before they try to hire somebody

new.. They looked around and of all the people available I was

the only one who had)enough training'in psychology to take this

course. I said what a wonderful idea because I was definitely

ready for a change. Althpugh it might in:many ways be the most

useful course you can have, English composition is certainly not

widely appreciated by anybody, students, administration, anybody. k

It is very hard to do because of course you are dealing with \

people who are just plain not interested. Especially when you

start trying to talk about grammar and construction and order of

thinking on paper when people know they are not going to be

writing' that much; the society is not geared towards it.

don't think we really collectively as a nation, give a damn about

the excellence of,writing.

I have had another course, a history "course, a year-long

survey of history from the very beginnings up to the present

time. I've taught that when there has beell an overflow because

what I really wanted to do was history. And I finally inherited

the mantle of ihe medieval history course which is a tinrly tiny

thing because it is an'elective, I teach that irkthe STring.

We have never been able to run it'for various reasons both

terms. It may ,be just plain scheduling, because a Icit of these

kids take technologieS--people in . dental hygiene, x-ray

technology, criminal justice, and a lot of those have labs,

extensive ones. These people have these huge blocks schedules

and anything.' else is considered a service department. So A.le

have to },be,. so the ..theory goes, stuck into the interstices of

these people's schedules. The liberal arts department becomes

the repository for people who have no idea of what they want to

do, which of course doesn't make for very. lively classes

sometimes. But it SOes give them some scope and a lot of people

will transfer. Many of them came here and thought they would

only stay for two .years and will go on to four-year schools, so

in that sense it is a service.. It is a way station in many ways,

out of which you can get some very.valuable instruction and be

trained to do something that is very useful to society. But that

tends to be more in the technological area rather than in the

humanities.

I think if you're going to run an English :composition

course you must demand papers every .week. AO when Ou'have

thirty-five students in a clasSroom, forget it. That's a lot to

correct. It was hard' to engender a gr:6at deal of interest in

trying to fix up their grammar. I tr ip! to bring in examples of

why this is important.' Articles for example, how industries are

becoming more intersted in somebody who is literate and able to

read intelligently and write so that you can understand what the
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person is saying. But that's very hard toltell, them when they
know-thexare going:to be working on a .car. I point out you have
to read a manual and you have got to talk to the people whorown
the cars. It became both easier and harder when we did get'into
the second half. of the term and read some short stories and
occasionally plays and some poetry.' Because they khew that was
even further from say, dental technology. But they also enjoyed,
it more because reading a'story and discussing it' can get to be
kind of fun if you really get a discussion going.

I found it was very difficult to grade them all with a sense
of absoluteness. And it was very hard.when you are dealing with
a bunch of people who have that kind of- sliding scale of interest

. and organization. I found grading them very hard as a result.
Very difficult to.do and especially when they get into comparing
papers with each other, to be able to say this is worth a B and
this is only a C. 'There are several bard places. One of them
s do you grade -them so Aarshly,that they give up, which you

't want to do.. But you don't eant to be too lenient because/
then they won't try, so you have.tb hit that middle ground. Then(
'of course you have to be more or less in tune with what everybody
else is doing because students are not stupid, they are going to
figure that out too. So they are going to start saying, "Well,

so-and-so-does much easier tests or grades easier." So you don't
need that hassle and you could Possibly get it from the
administration, who might say, "Well, you're out of step with the

-rest of the departments" Because again they want to be able to
pass this number of bodies thrOugh.the institution.

I do point out to my students that a grade iS ciude,.I say
it is only an approximation. I also point out a job is always
measured on what you see, rather than what's inside. But you
never see the full aspect of a person's inner existence from what
comes out. I mean in the best sense of the word, everyone has a
sort of secret 'life behind their foreheads, to this is kto some
extent only an approximation. But neither am I the most lenient
grader either. But I am recepblve to complaints, for example,
about questions on this multiple choice test; I say 'whatI've
got to do is review the whOle question:, If it seems ambiguous to
them, I will say .to them, "Well, let the, check .out all the tests
and if it does seem strange, then maybe it is a bad question,"
which does happen occassionally and then I give it the heave.

I have had a bunch of interesting students. I remember one
kid in the medieval history course. tie had a shirt that said
"Monty Python Freak" on it. I looked at that and I said well
that bodes well. I mean anybody who likes Monty Python can't be
all bad. Anybody who understands that somewhat bizarre humor has
to have a brain. At least it is in gear. They all have brains
but some of theth have never been put into first, you know. Now
some of them take the medieval'course because they wand' to, and
then others take it because it is the only.elective-:'that fits
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into their schedule and they ,can't 'stand history. ,i.don't think

relevance is necessarily a big deal. I mean, really,. half the

fun of doing anything in this life is becaUse it tis interesting,

? hp% because it is necessarily going to getyoup *job, bring your

money. This Monty Python kid was a good 'gby,he was a lot of

fun, because he' came up with all sorts of comments and he loved

history, he just got a big kick out of it. The medieval history

class in itself allows the people- who really have strange

interests or. who are a.little bit off-beat to shine or to open up

bebause there is tremendous latitude for discussiOn.of 'ideas

whereas this is. obviously/Much less so when you are doing English

.composition or even-to some'extent psychology.

I like psychology. I felt that there was more scope and

also frankly I felt it would be easier in thersense that students

might like it better, because when yoU talk about psychology yoU

aretbasically talking about yourself and everybody is 'fascinated

in one way °or another with their own workings, their inner

selves. 'Even if they have low self-esteem, they °are D stll

intrigued by it. I thought the interest quotient would rise and

I felt also the subject was more zneasu6ble in terms of tests".

It was very hard to motivate a student to disetiss and take

seriously a short story that' talked about some little old lady..

watching people in parks like "Miss Brill" by , Katherine

Mansfield. Whereas you could ,talk about the loneliness of old

people -in psychology directly; -

Sometimes they are very quiet. There are some classes that

are absolutely mute.. I will occasionally ask them questions.

. It's basically lecture, which is most what people tend to do,

they tend to elaborate on the text. I like to'light a bomb under

them , I hope to interest them so that they will be fascinated by

subjects. and have a more wide-ranging pehtal.attitude. Life is

hard enough, God, if you lose that,. what the hell.-is there?

There is all this, crud falling in on you from taxes and people

whose personal relationships are going to hell in' a hand basket

and your car's falling apart and your plumbing doesn't work and

your clothes don't fit and you feel like you are getting sick, I

mean you better be interested in reading,or going 'and looking at
...

a sunset. Just recently in one class .-- we happened to be in a

rood that sitshigh up so you can see out over the other

buinings--I happened to look out' the window' and saw just

astonishingly beautiful formations "and I said, "Look at.those

things, look at the beauty of those clouds," an there was a

little bit of snickering . Gees, you lead one he 1 of a dull

life if you .can't notice the clouds, I thought to rrXself, but I

let it pass over cause I didn't want to, be derailed at that point

into a discussion of whetheror not:you look at your environment

and appreciate it occasionally just for, if nothing else,

'personal amusement and stimulation'.

Sometimes I moan and carry on and mumble and look at the

tests and watch people not come to class and I think , what am
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I doing? I feel discouraged and I tell them this. I will co'e
in and I Will say., "I feel like I am talking to a wall." After
I've said something five times, because there are fiveclassese I
begin to think that I am talking to myself. But there is always
enough interest that it seems rewarding.' If we were a lab course
you would get much closer to the students because you get to know
them as individuals. I do say one of the problemt in this
society is we have minimized the idea of education and curiosity
just to the point where it only becomes a tool to wealth or
power. So I said you've got to develop some kind of internal
interest; and I say that's not easy. Then, I point.out, one of
the problems with aging is that you get tired because after you
have lived for forty years or even thirty, things seem to fall'
short sometimes of expectation even in terms of that kind of
excitement of just waking up:

)4Elat do I get in return?. I don't ,see it in terms pf
advancement or anything for me. But rather that it is a way that
I can talk to people. I* not that ambitious, my interests
basically lie elsewhere. ,t mean I'm-not going to become 'a gung
ho researcher, I'd much rather, spend my weekends and my
afternoons outside, you know, so.why incarcerate myself in'some
place where I have to be inside without a window . I'm not going
to go on to become some real hyper instructor somewhere and
frankly I. think when you do advance through teaching, teaching
becomes A way station for a lot of people to get'into research
and there is nothing wrong with research, we need it, but that
tends to take them away from the importance Of the classroom.

I repeat myself a lot. I purposely do that because I test
strictly from the book. If I did it from examples that f gave
or notes that I gave, I know I would leave things out. So I; make
a conscious attempt to duplicate. How can you stand it?
Sometimes it gets a little wearing and I say, "Didn't I already
say this to these people? No, that was the class before." So
it's sometimes a little hard; I find near the end of the day the
inspiration kind of departs.

There are some people whcithink medieval history and psych
are monumentally irrelevent to life. I said you can't avoid
history,it affects you. I said just the fact that they b'ew
Sadat away recently has probably bent already your existence into
an area that you don't know about. This place, although it's
technically technological, there is a sense of bfoadening in the
curriculum, and there should be. Like the fact that everyone was
cutting out language. I think now they are beginning to realize
they better stick it back in.

When I first started teaching, I gave a test and the gradet
were kind of bad and you know sometimes you. get some fairly'rough,
joking out of students about it, but usually not too bad. One
kid said, "I'm going to burn your house down if I don't get a
good grade." And I said, "Now come on." And he said it again
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later on. So I told him he better can that kind of talk. It was

hard to tell whether he is joking or semiserious. You know, one

hopes ft was a joke, but none the less that kind Of thng is

unpleasant although very rare.: And they .occasionally make some

sassy comments which I don't mind, I mean some of them are kind'

of cute, and you can just say, "Same to you, buster,'! or

something like that. SoMetimes they kind of mean the comments,

because I'm sure school urks them a little bit. ,They have been

in it since first grade at least axid they are kind ..pT tired of

it. But a real, threat like 'that is not nice. And it has

happened only once since in my' entire career here. It was the

same threat. This kid said, "You know, I want a good mark, or

I'm gonna burn your house down." And I said, "Listen Buster," I.

said, I was p.o.'ed, I was sd irritated. Never' said it agaill,

which astonished me frankly. BUt I had a headache, I felt like .

hell and I said, this is it, I'm not going to.put-Up with this,

garbage anymore ,and just put a cork in his mouth and he never

said it again. .He was a sort of a big -brash guy and just

buttoned him right up, which I thought was splendid..

-

I really enjoy a lot of these students, I think they have 'a

tremendous. amount to offer. A lot -of them are extremely fine

people. They tend to be quiet so you don'tsense that at, first,

but when they begin to talk to you you can sense a tremendous

amount of quality . They want to do things 'well, and'they wish

to be functional and contributing. I suspect people do stay in

jobs to some extent becaUse of inertia but at the same time as I

find as I have been going on through this I find it more and more

pleasurable. They keep quiet and absorb and just think about

things,so more of that kind of questioning goes on than one might

suspect. So that is certainly 'one of the greatest things that

keeps me going; it certainly isn't grading tests, that's for

sure. The administration has a pretty firm stranglehold on'what

goes on in this place and .legislatures groove on tests and paper

work and stuff like that. In some respects actually there is a

good thing to it in that it keeps the students on the straight

and narrow. I think unless you are really inclined to study on

your own or because you like it, you.kind of have to light fires

under'people. The trouble with you two guys is that you take it

as arreitheror proposition, but everybody is made up of a

mixture of things and although I was very much selfdirected in

certain,ways,in other ways I needed the discipline of having a

school behind me. I think a person who is truly curious can

exist both with a test that might look a little mechanical as

well as the material that lies behind a-test. I don't even think

the multiple choice test is actually that bad. As a matter of

fact they prefer this type, they don't like to write, generally

speaking, because this is not what is pressed on them in school

very much.

I had started doing some graduate work in history and then

dropped out of that. I knew I didn't want to teach English comp
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-over a long period of time. When I got the psychology I've been
exploring various fields in that. I want to go for the full
hilt think, because it's enjoyable and it's valuable;
you get stale if you don't study. I suppose h Ph.D. has some
prestige, certainly maybe a little bit more money, not much. It

would be more a personal thing, although it would be appreciated,
I'm sure. Increasingly more are found in community colleges
because people aren't moving around much, mobility has dropped.
People are getting a degree for insurance purposes, to make sure
they have greater mobility and more job taking ability. I think,

they ire also doing it because they'enjoy it and they might feel
stagnant otherwise. I have noticed, with the exception of some
new faces, basically the people around here are the people who
tiale been here for a long time. When I first came here this was
not the case. There was a tremendous turnover. People floated-
in and floated out. One of the things that Iimould like to do is
move into some more complex areas of psychology( and certainly do
some more in history. I might do--if they will allow it-- a
split major as it were, both history and psychology.

I like to do a lot of camping, and let me tell you the
conversations that go on in the woods, are definitely not

intellectual and that's very enjoyable too because you can't be

that intense all the time, you burn out. I have always felt a

little bit apart and yet very much in tune with the rest of
humanity. I suspect that's a part of existence, that if anybody
truly examines their lives, they are going to'find that this is

the case tosome extent, there is always a setting apart.

When you have a college where people come out to stay in the
place for any length of time, I mean so many of these students
hold'jobs, they haven't time foranything other than going to
class and doing a little bit of hOmework. As soon as people are
through in their classes they split, boom, they are gone. The

apartness that I sense occasionally is that, well: frankly; I
think this country is rather anti-intellectual. In the sense
that I think most people, and I can even sense it in myself,

value knowledge as an end either to power or money or both.

Rather than something by which they actively engage their minds
and keep from croaking off between now and their actual death,

you know, keep their minds going. I'm not a high-powered
scholar. I like to enjoy things, I like to read, I like to

speculate, I don't want to write a paper. You know, I'll do it,
and as a matter of fact when I do do it, I do it well.

I don't want to lose that medieval history course and I will

be quite happy to stay in say a certain level of psychology in
order to keep my mints on that course. It is all mine and I make
up the final and I can do anything that I damn well please in it.
I don't want people meddling and telling me what I have to do,

so I'm going to fulfill certain requirements that are going to

make it look good.
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I think this college has done immeasurable good around here.'

Remember you are dealing with students, some of them, who have

not spent time away from home who, generally speaking, are not

cosmopolitan. I have had students who were absolutely terrified

of this place and it's like a big high school. Now what could

be terrifying about a high school? And yet they say, it's so

big, it's so impersonal, and they ,are really upset. And so oddly

enough I feel tests in a weird way reassure them. The framewo?k

I think is very similar to a high school. There are even bells

in this building, not all of them, but in some of them. But even

within that context you can give people tremendous variety of

thought.

There is no reason that would force me out of the are:

There's not an economip rationale, my husband isn't moving or I'm

not moving, I've not really thought about it. I can explore

certain, subjects on my own. I can read history; I do other

thine_which I like. I feel that I do contribute; and if they

demanded more in ter* of certain time considerations, I could

give it without feeling I was compromising the rest of my
existence. I mean, face it, any work gets in the way of your

life in some respect. So there are things that 'remain unfixed
around the house, and things that I don't have enough time for at

this point. There is enough pressure just by teaching that you

feel you have to iMprbve intellectually, but nobody is directing

it in a certain explicit way which is just as well. I tend to

react badly ,to that. I don't like to be pushed and shoved even

though I may recognize that there is a value in what lies behind

that.
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Profile

TIMOTHY BAILEY

(Timothy Bailey, in his forl.ies, teaches a variety of
humanities courses at a suburban community college - in
,1assachus5.tts. He was interviewed twice in his office and once.
at his home in-the spring of 1980.)

o

I was born in. 1933..'I had a happy childhood. I went to a
private Catholic high school which emphasized classics and a
traditiodal type of education. FroM there to a Jesuit college.
My majors were philosophy and Latin and Greek.

After leaving collegeI went into the service. -a was a
member pf the, ROTC Program at college. I went to officer's
maintenance school' and became a maintenance officer, which was
probably the most absurd' thing that they could ever have made me,
because of my.mechanical aptitude; but that's the' service. I had
a relatively secure tenure in the service. I came out.,, in '57 and
I guess I was about twenty-four, and'I decided I'd make a go of
it in the business world. I worked as a manager trainee: I

worked for an envelope company selling. I was a stock broker for
six months; I guess my last job before I got into teaching was as
a sYstems analyst.

About the year 1963 I decided to go into teaching. 'I-took a
cut of about fifty percent to go into this job. I was
dissatisfied with the business world. Its not that I wasn't
making enough money, the money was pretty good, but I was just
generally dissatisfied: I always had a love of acadethics. I had
graduated cum laude'from college and I retity liked studying. It
didn't come easy to me and I had: to work at it. I Wasn't one of
those guys who just did nothing; I. had to work very hard for it.

I decided that 'I would go into'the teaching profession, so
I sent, out about a hundred resumes to high 'schools and private
schools saying that I oould teach Latin, Greek or English, And
hoping that somebody would use me. As a matter of fact, a.young
brother at a local Catholic high school died , 'and. I took over
his job teaching Latin and English. I went up for the interview
and the secretary by mistake put me in the wrong room. I don't
knoW if you've ever'been in a room where you felt a little bit

. cold atmosphere; I looked over in the corner and the e was a
casket in the corner and I couldn't believe that there ctually
was a' corpse in the thing. I said, "What kind of a job.i this,
.what do they, want me toldo?" And the brother just walke in at
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that time and said, "Oh, she put you in the wrong room, that's

Brother Arnold, you're taking his place." I didn't know whether

that was an omen of things to come but that's how I got my job

and I stayed there one year teaching Latin and English. I stayed

a year And then I accepted another job because the pay was a

little better. I ended up teaching at this prep school six

periods a day, five days a week. I taught Latin, Greek, German,

and English. And I thought that was just wonderful, teaching

thirty hours a week.

I guessit was in 1967, a friend of mine who teaches here at

the community college was made the director of the evening

division. I got a job teaching philosophy in the evening and

then the next year they needed someone in philosophy and I was

the only one teaching philosophy in the evening. I came up and

took the job teaching philosophy.

I'm going to have to backtrack now. When I accepted the job

here, I already had a master's degree in philosophy. In 1966 I

got accepted to the ddctorate program; I deciaed I'd make the

jump to the Ph.D. in philosophy. I-eventually got through with a

Ph.D. in 1973. I would have gotten the Ph.D. before that but I

had a couple of personal situations that prevented me. I got

married in 1964. My sister had died and my mother had died two

days after I graduated, from college, so we had sort of tough luck

as far as deaths in the family, at least,in the beginning, and as

it turned out later on too. The children were, born in 1965,

1967;' 1969 and 1971. They were all boys; and two of them died of

congenital heart problems. So that's one of the reasons the

Ph.D. took so long.

I was able to receive the Ph.D. moneywise because when I

was in the service I had gained two and a half years payment I

could get for the service. In fact I still had some time left'

after the Ph.D., so I decided I would apply for another master's

degree. I applied for it in the classids, and finished in 1979,

a master's in Latin and'Greek. ,
So that finished all my degrees;

and I made up my mind I would never again attend a classroom or

write a paper for anybody after two masters and a Ph.D.

Childhood was a very happy time up till about when I was

fifteen. It was carefree, I guess. Unphilosophical, visceral,

not reflective at all. Just loving to live and loving to play, I

used to play a lot of sports and I used to love to do that and

just not having concerns for any money worries or girlfriend

worries'or "making it" worries, success worries or any of that

type of thing that "I think can be debilitating. About sophomore

year at college I just felt there was more pressure on me. I had'

pressure from my mother especially, because I was the first one

in the family to go to college and I felt pressure to succeed. I

didn't feel it as much in high' school. I never really was a

student in high school.
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In high school most of my life was sports, really. I played
every sport I could. It wasn't that I was ,a big high school
athlete, I wasn't; I was mostly with the neighborhood kids.
Reading sports books took up a-lot of my interest. I don't think
I ever read any poetry before I got into college. I really
wasn't a wellread high school kid. But I tried to make up for
it later cause I felt a lack within myself and wanted to make up
for it. I wanted to read these things. My parents had just
saved for years and years and years to get me into a good
Catholic college, boanding school. It was their decision more
than anything, especially my mother . It probably came from the
lack she had, growing up with seven brothers andsters and poor
and I think I was pa projection of her in a'lot of ways.
Especially at that time, IrishCatholic mothers wanted their sons
to succeed. Priest, doctor, that type of thing. And in the
fifties parents would be much more insistent on their children
going to school because they saw the"value of it sociologically,
because of their poor social strata.

In college there were a lot of kids I met that were rich and
had money and I felt that I wasn't in their league. Sophomore
year at'college, I remember I felt so unhappy. 1 I was miserable.
I didn't take any of my final exams and left school. The whole
summer between my sophomore and junior year I couldn't even work,
I didn't even want to work. I used to work for construction
companies and things like that in the summer but I didn't. But
things seemed to get better, and junior and senior years were
much happier for me.

In graduate school it was very strenuous because the

philosophy Ph.D. program was very tough, the readings were tough
and it was very long and arduous. There was a lot of pressure,
the exams, especially the comprehensive exams, all the reading
lists, it was a tremendous amount of work. I was thirtythree
when I started; I was one of the older ones because I had a'
fulltime job and was married. I wanted to get the terminal
degree. I had applied to four year schools and got accepted for
oneyear contracts,but I got the position here and I liked the
situation here. There wasn't any pressure to publish even though
I did publish something. I liked the students, I liked the
atmosphere, and I really think I teach well and I like the idea
tht I could do this without any undue pressures. I think I give
a lot to it. I have taught here fulltime close to thirteen or
fourteen years.

I can remember the first time I walked into my first high
school class there were fortyfive kids in a Latin II class and I
was so" scared it was unbelievable. In that school I had about
250 students a day and I was teaching thirty hours a week. When
I came here, there's this twelve hours and I said, "What's
that?--that's just the afternoon, where's the morning? What'll I
do in the morning?" I couldn't believe it. If I hadn't been at
that high school and this guy hadn't been here and knew me, I
probably never would have ended up at a community college.
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I think teaching is an art, not a skill. And I think that.

the true teacher, the really great teacher, is someone like a

poet 'who has subjective experiences, he really is alone in a,

sense. I had at college a teacher of literature. I never

appreciated poetry till I had this fellow as a teacher. Probably

the best teacher I had, a little man who taught_a course lc.

Victorian Literature. I took it at 4 o'clock in the afttrnood.-

It was a course a lot of football players took and fell asleep in

the back row. But this guy was a great teacher. He just had a

B.A. He lived with his mother and of course the kids used to

mock him. I think he had more to say than anyone I heard. When

he talked about Arnold and Tennyson and Browning, he made them

come alive. He could explain in full clarity their art. He was

a very private man. But he made public their greapless, so

that's all I cared about.

Here pi.dthe community college I teach every subject in the

universe. I teach philosophy, logic, German and math. But I

came here to teach philosophy. I ended up teaching German and

math also. This semester I'm teaching two math courses and I'm

teaching Introduction to Philosophy and logic. In the evening I

teach Latin. It's a very hybrid department. In fact I've really

been the only one who's ever taught philosophy and logic.

I was a department chairman for maybe five years and then I

just had had it, I didn't want to do it anymore, it wasn't worth

it for the one course. Frankly, a lot of people went into

department chairmanships because it was a vehicle to get

promoted. There was no money for a department chairman. What

you did was you served in this capacity and it put you in good

stead when you came up for evaluation. And so. I did get

promoted!". I stayed for a number of years. I wanted to be in

charge (of my own fate, but after a while I wanted to get back to

fulltime teaching. t,

I think my forte was in teaching. I think it always has

been. I guess I've always had more appeal to the very bright

st'udents. I've 'been known as a rigid teacher. I felt that

writing and reading and thinking skills had become diluted and I

could really help people in this area. I feel I could" be of

service to the student who-is bright, but even the student who's

. willing to work hard, who has some latent ability, and will

really give me a lot of work. I like analysis, I like patterns

of thinking, I like the idea of running an'argument from one

thing to another. I hope to share. that with the students so that

they can !lel an intellectual achievement when they get out of

66
here. Too omanylof our graduates don't have reading an writing

skills that are anywhere near what they. should be to g piece

of paper out of hdre . I think I'm thinking of the students too.

Unfortunately, like with everyone else in the sixties and

the early seventies, I think I diluted my grading process and

everything else. I've changed, I've gone back again. I think a
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final exam is important, where they have to be able to take a
compendium of material and put, it 'nto an intelligent form and
they have to be responsible for a semester's work. In a way
every student should feel a little bit over their head. I think
it's ridiculous to be in a'course in which you know everything,
in which you can pick it up on your own. There should be some
sort of difficulty, otherwise I wonder why the. person is in the
course. I think the purpose of education is what Cardinal
Newman said it was --the cultivation of the intellect. I believe
in a broad, liberal education. I believe that to be educated one
should have mathematics, philosophy, history, at least one of the
sciences, maybe two. I think that 'specialization should come
later. I'm.at a community college, in which many kids come in
here just for typing or secretarial work or allied health or
something-- I'm not talking about those students. I'm talking
about the students in the liberal arts area . I feel that I can
help community college students because I don't think people that
have this philosophy of education are that predominant in

community colleges.

Over the years I took more cognizance of the fact that I
was dealing with individuals who had problems, personal problems.
A lot of community college kids have personal problems, like a
lot of other people.. I think I really did scare the kids too
much when I originally started out,. I think I was too rigid and

hI didn't try to reach them in as humane a way as I. could. I

think I've mellowed. And I think I should have. And I guess
that the main thing that made me change was going to graduate
school. I mainly felt, "Gee, am I really like one oftolbose
bastards, the way they act towards .me?I I sat in classes and I
knew the guys didn't give a damn whether I was there or not. And
that made me think, maybe that's the same attitude that I have
toward students too. Maybe I don't give a damn for them. I

think that helped me change. Some of them had the ability I had
but didn't have the benefits.

A lot of people have said that they were initially afraid to
ask me any questions because I seared them. But I didn't become.
overpowering to them in the long run. I had a lot of students
spy having me "Is a teacher has changed their lives. I don't
think they had had anybody who had really challenged them
intellectually. One woman took this' course, Methods of
Reasoning, and it really was a course that turned her around.
She ended up taking her college boards and got 710 on the English
and just graduated from Vassar. So. that was'a success story.
I've had some people get a master's in philosophy.

I got a full professorship here before ,I got the Ph.D. The
Ph.D. has not helped me as far as money's concerned. It's done
nothing as far as that's concerned. It's hard to make a living
on-the salary I make, with kids, a house. 0

My wife was a public health visiting nurse.
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working when we got married. And now she's for the first time

working. I had a very traditional ideal when you get married, me

Tarzan--you Jane type of thing. You see a lot of John-Wayne

movies and you think that this is the way life should be. I've

changed a lot in that regard too.

When I got my 9h.D., I wanted to make it as big of a thing

as I could; in my own mind it was'a big event. I worked eight

years for it, I was proud of it. I didn't sense any great change

in the faculty, though. I think that people, maybe I'm wrong

about that, a lot of people wished they'd had it and wished

they'd worked for it. How much is the Ph.D. needed or is it

valuable? That's really the question. And the answer is, I

don't think it's valuable at all. And I've just seen too many

Ph.D.'s who are absolutely horrible. I think, though, you have-

to have requirements, don't get me wrong. I think you ought to

have a master's in the subject area in which you teach. The

Ph.D.-- I wanted to feel that I could go as far as I could in

that field. I would always otherwise have .felt a little bit of a.

lack. Whoever knows what the cause of that was, but that's how I

felt. And two, I did want a ticket out of here . That'hasn't

evolved but as a matter of fact it has helped in situations

outside of this College. The Ph.D. has helped, in another

position, teaching an evening course where they hired a Ph.D. and

they wouldn't take anyone else.

I have standards, there's a lot of reading, a lot of work to

be done. Some are` willing to work. If I have kids who really

work, I think very few wouldn't succeed in some sense. In logic

I've had some who didn't succeed and they took the course over

again. I've got one woman who had seven children here. I

thought I scared the hell out of her. She told me later, "You

were jus't nothing but a pussycat." I do get angry at students.

You see, I don't require attendance in class, I don't feel like I

should. But I get angry at students when they show up once a

week or twice a week. They're getting practically a flee

education here, I tell them, I say, "I put a lot of time into my

work and I'm wasting my time with,you people. You show up once a,

week, take every Friday off, what a waste.". That angers me. I

feel badly; I regret that they're doing that.

c I have a lot of university friends in the philosophy

department; I wouldn't want to be in their position for anything.

I feel in some ways I've got the best of,all possible worlds. I

do hay,p the terminal degree, I' feel like I've achieved. that, but

yet I don't have to go through this publish or perish bit in

which every sixmonths I have to put out something that's in a

journal of philosophy. I published something, but: I don't have

to publish and get rejections and go through all that . These

people spend their whole life trying to publish something.

Division and department chairman, I had never tried it and

it was a challenge. But it was terrible, terrible. 'Sitting in a
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room of these meetings for `hours and saying _nothing, couldn't
stand it. I mean, we just had these meetings over and over again
that meant nothing. Nothing was ever done, it was just a lot of
educational jargon, things called behavioral objectives and
biting the bullet. And those phrases repeated every Friday again
and again and I had no idea what context they were used in. In

fact, there was one meeting in which Irat there for an hour and
a half and I knew I hadn't understood one sentence that was said
the whole hour and a half. I really started to think that I was
losing my mind. And I walked out and this guy, he grabbed me by
the shoulder and this saved my sanity forever, he looked at me
and said, "Did you underitand one damn thing that was said in
there?" I said, "Whew, what a relief. I thought it was me.'"

And a lot of the paperwork. I didn't get pleasure out of it. I

just knew I couldrt!t stand doing those things.

I really do think teaching is a noble profession, though. I

mean what could be more noble than trying to reach another mind?
, And try to'have students appreciate the arts? Especially when

they've never encountered it. That's why it's noble, it's spirit
from one to another speaking. You're imbuing,them with a spirit
of something they never had before and a love of something they'd
never had before. And that to me is noble.

I don't think you can really separate the subject from the

subject taught. I guess what I'm trying to say is, when I'm
reading Sartre, for instance, I can almost feel like. the
character. You know, he's 'there, alone at the station at the
end, he and his mistress are out and he has this sense of
contingency about everything. I can get inside him. I think
that good literature can evoke responses in all people who are
sensitive. Because maybe they've all felt that a little bit in
their own lives. And I'm just'trying to bring that alive. I

think the intellectual level of our culture means something. And
I'm not talking about intellectual superiority either. But I
think it's important for people to have gone through college, to
have a good education, to have this liberal arts. background. I

think it's important to them a persons. It's going to have
practical consequences too. I think it's good for them. Makes a
better overall person both intel ctually and emotionally.

I think there are reasons why people are the way they are,
through their environment. I know that. If the only thing a kid
has ever heard is "Pass the beer, you bum" in his household, he
could do it, but it's going to be harder for him to progress.
But then you do get to a "point where you give them every break
you can and it's up to them, It's a twoway street. You have to
appreciate their backgrounds, there's no question about that. I

think it's very hard to know_where anybody's coming from. You do
the best you can, I don't know exactly all the hangups people
have, the problems they have or the stresses they have, all the
things which are impediments of their progressing, I don't know
all those things. I can impart. something to theM that they can
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appreciate and I give them every break and`then it's up to them

to reciprocate. 'You. work the best you can under those

condition. I visited a friend who works at the university He

describes his students: about a,thirp of them are really good

and then there's another third that's grayish, and then there's

another third who don't belong there. I think it's sort of the

wayway for me. I think there's a difference in degree, maybe,

but not of kind. Their social habits are different but not their

intellectual ways. I don't think there's that much difference as

far as their abilities are concerned.

I guess Ilm lonely a lot of times, yeah: But I think that's

part of the human condition in a lot of ways. I think if you're

profound at all you realize how lonely life is, I think it's part

of the problems everyone has. People get divorced, people lose

friendships. It's very difficult.

I'd like to spend some time sitting down with a book because

I think I could write something. My dissertation was written for

my mentors, okay. I'd like to work on something to make

philosophy easier for students, or get into an analysis that

would be useful for community college students. The emphasis

here is is on teaching, I like that part of it. I like the idea

I'm at a teaching institution, not a research institution.

I'll have to admit that I wish sometimes I could teach some of

the more advanced courses, sometimes I wish I could teach some

graduate students; but again, you can't have an ideal situation.

You've got to be practical about it. I can supplement that

myself by doing some teaching elsewhere if I want to. I've got

the degrees, I know enough people, I can do that. It's a good

faculty, the people are nice, a good group of people.

I don't think I'll ever move again. Something might come

up, but I don't think so. I don't think I'll ever buy a home

again, I don't think my wife and I want to go through that hassle

of moving. I used to think when I finally got the Ph.D.all these,

doors were going to open. What happened when I finally got the

Ph.D.'is that doors were being closed on Ph.D.'s. You know, the

supply and demand of education is so bad today, you just can't

get jobs. So anybody who can get tenure should try to keep their

job. When I got out of college, they. had people from IBM and

the telephone company coming to the college looking for you.

Nobody looks for you any more. You take each day, and you say

I'm given this situation which is in a sense accidental, and each

day ydb make the most out of what you can: yourself, your

students, the ability to get some satisfaction out of your work,

you just do the best you can realizing again that nothing is

perfect. You work, you choose within,-the determined situation.

So I guess I'm a stoic'.

I think committees are just a waste. I spend most of my

time in my teaching, and with ny students. I told my wife this a

couple of years ago. I made a decision not to spend a long time.
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on these extra meetings. At this stage I want to gec involved,

if I'llave.any free time, in writing. You know, just keep a low
profile. Play it cool, don't get too emotionally involved,

there's just less hassle. I'go in, I teachmy courses,- I get out
and then I Adtmy own thing on the side. That's what it's come
down to. It's always been rush, rush, rush and the logistics of
the place have always been terrible. When"I'm in the classroom I
forget about the,low profile. When I am in that classroom I get
caught up in'the subject area and I am myself. WhentI am out of
the classroom , then I play a low profile. But it doesn't affect
me at all in the classroom.

I guess I'm fortunate. 'I'm there quite a 'long time during
the day with students, with my preparing or doing other things.
I take the job seriously. And I like to do a good job. I think

I 4.1) a good job. We've bought a loAly home here, my kids have
a nice place, my wife loves the home, we are in a community we
find we like, I've-got a job that's not a pressure job.

I feel that if you take the right-courses at a community

college, you can get as good an education in the first two years
. of college as you can get at a four year college, you really can.
You can't get the atmosphere, but you've got some good teachers
over there who try hard, who know their subject matter well, who
can really help. But if you really asked me, if I was out in a

crowd, .hOw ydu really feel when someone says to you-- on a

Saturday evening and I'm out with my wife--"Where do you work,

what do you teach?" "I teach at the community college," I guess
there's almost a gut level thing where I'm really not proud to

say it. I guess I am not proud to say it because I know how most
people think about community colleges, this is a second rate

institution. And here I am, you worked hard for a Ph.D. and you
got there but you're only at a community college. If I was more
authentic, I would say it doesn't matter what they think. But it
does matter to me, what people think. It would be better, where
do you teach, I teach at the university. I mean, certainly the
people -would say, "Oh God, that's where they have technical

courses, or other humpty-dumpty things." That's the attitude
people have toward it. 'I know I am as good as anybody. And it's

only human to want,to think other people respect you. But that'S

a small g t lose. That's not a big thing, it's,a little
factor. Once ai while I, think about it; but again, I've got

people who tau: t me in my doctoral program who've been in a
hassle about e'ure, who have got uptight about the situation
over there publishing,.who makeSix thousand dollars less
than I d% an. are yin a terrible situation.

In we can play the game here, but I think our

situati -less political than most places I know. I

don't hea . isparaging the work. What I'm disparaging is

the sense t ou get rewarded for good work and the guys who
don't do good w k don's get rewarded, but I don't think there's

any connectio th e. I think sometimes it works out that way,
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but a lot of times it's just luck. The two highest paid people

we have are women, because they are women. Not because they are

good. One of them is good and one of them is bad. I think a lot

of it is just the way the world is.

Bertrand Russell probably says it best of all: he says

we're all on a ship. Once you admit that you don't have the last

word, you grow up. Death has the last word. And there are a lot

of other things before death that have the last word too. What

else have we got but the fact that'we are all in the same boat?

You try to get some love in your life, with the people you are

close to, and you try to give. And those passers by in life that

you see, you try to give them some sympathy and help. In this

short life, what elte is there?

There's probably a hell of a lot more. Absolutely. Like a

lot of conversations,'we probably hide things we don't even know

we're hiding . Probably repressing things right now, we all play

those games with urselves, okay. Because I've got to be a little

bit political when I do this, you know, we all tend to want to

keep things to ourselves for whatever reason.

It's almost like working for myself. Nobody bothers me at

the college. I don't really report to, anybody. I go in and do

my own thins in the classroom. I think I am pretty damn lucky to

work over there. I really do. 'I've had a lot of jobs in my ife,

I mean I've sold, I've been a stock broker, I've been a salesman,

systems analyst, I've worked in business before in a lot of

different areas. Nothing's going to give me the beautific

vision. So I mean I have to be human about it and say , what's

gonna satisfy the most, given all the contingent conditions of

life? How is it going to be bearable to live every day? This is,

the most bearablx for me at this juncture. And I think I can

help, I think this is where I'm best for other people too.

1
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Commentary

As a teacher of music, Brenner bridges the division between

a teacher of a performi4 art and a teacher of the humanities.

Music, by the defi that was deVeloped within the

legislation establishing the National Endowmint for the

Humanities, is considered one of the humanities (Yhrington 1980,

p. 10). The performing arts aspects of the music Brenner

teaches serves to highlight rather than detract frOm the issues
inherent in the work of humanities teachers.-

)

Brenner teaches voice, music literature, and choral sieging.

The basic structural fact with which he had to learn to contend

as a community college teacher was that as a teacher in a

two-year school,he did not have students long enough to develop

their talent. The gap between his own. musicil experience,

talent, and knowledge, and that of his students is enormous, and

is broadened by the differenbe in goals his students have in

music and his.own commitment to music. Brenner grew up in and

was trained in a musical tradition in which J6hann Sebastian Bach
is the fountainhead; his work in the community college is a

process of pompromise with that tradition.

But Brenner makes that compromise ,without a sense of

self-diminution or disrespect for his students. Similar to

teachers of English who complain that their students cannot write
or read ,Brenner acknowledges that many of his 'students do not
know a wholelnote from a rest. Yet he faced the realities of the

structure in which he worked, and developed course content and

methodology that accommodated his students 'and' what they wanted
in music as well as what he knew was important in , music.

He approaches his work with a sense of excellence and

commitment, yet be is working in a structure which is operating

against him. Enrollment in his courses and in other courses in

his department is dropping. The number of section's is being

'reduced. There is a threat that teaching in the evening division
which, up until this point, has always been done for extra

compensation, will have to become a part of his regular work

load. As he sees his colleagues either retiring or dying and not
being replaced, he begins to wonder if the college would replace
him were'he to leave. That thoughts for anyone who takes his work
as seriously as Brenner does is enervating.

The fact is that not only are humanities teachers not being
replaced but they are ificreasingly being asked to serve as a sort

of utility infielder. In tne,face of threats of "reduction in

force," it has become.a standard and seemingly sympathetic option
to ask faculty to "retool" themselves and teach in areas'for

'which they were not originally prepared. On the surface the
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choice between holding a job no ma ter what the subject area and

holding on to your field'seems clea cut. JHowever, the injury to

dignity that occurs when faculty. memberS are told that the field
that they have spent years of preparation in and which reflects a
major part of how they identify themselves can no longer warrant

being taught is not readkly measurable, but it does represent a

loss of something vital to the person. Brenner does not face

being told to prepare to teach something outside'of the field of

music, but he imagines what it would be 'like to have to teach

five sections of introductory voice or piano, and we can feel in

his words a sense of real quandary: what has it all been about

if that is where his career will lead?

On a day-to-day bpsis Brenner goes about his work with a

sense of excellence and dedication. It is only on the reflection

asked for in the interview processthat a certain yearning comes
to the surface in what he says and thinks. He wonders aloud what

it means to teach in a college where a sheet metal course has a

place equivalent to, if not above, that of music. Faced- with the

pressure of declining enrollments, he and his colleagues who have

always developed a program for people who will transfer to

four-year colleges must now consider developing commercial and

career programs in music. For the sake of survival they think

about programs that might prepare people to run music shops, or

work i., sound studios in recording laboratories. They .may have

to rethink their concept of what music is and what it is supposed

to-do in the scheme of things. After all, he says, "We are not a

conservatory." 0

Such reflections move him to think back to his dreams of a

doctorate in vocal music and what teaching in a four-year college

might be like. As is the_ case with other community college

teachers in other fields, there are aspects of teaching in the

community college that seem less pressured, less competitive, and
less hierarchial than seems to them to be the case in four-year

colleges. But the four-year college still seems to be a dream,

perhaps something to do at the close of a career before one

retires. Brenner tells the story of having gone to a workshop of

professional choral directors and being impressed with the

possibilities if only people were willing to take the risk. The

result is that Brenner feels that his yearnings, his sense of

something that is not quite right in the quality of his work, is

his own responsibility; that if he had the,individual courage he

could do something about it. Indeed, in assessing the problems

facing. the humanities 'in community colleges, the official AACJC

publication Strengthening the Humanities in Community. Colleges

looks to the faculty to maintain and resurrect the humanities."

But it is clear from Brenner's profile that the forces

operating on his teaching are forces built into the structure of

his institution. These social and economic forces proVide the

context for his teaching and far outweigh his and his colleagues'
individual efforts. They can fight to hold on to the humanities

in community colleges and to a traditiona notion of the meaning
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of music. But the structure works against them, and the press to
consider making the teaching*of music fit a commercial model is
very strong. It is difficult to find evidence in the interviews
that the community college offers support for a resistance to
that press. Instead the rewards seem to lie in the area of being
innovative about new career programs in music that will tap into
the marketplace of the surrounding area, prepare students for
jobs, and force faculty to rethink what music should be in the
community college. It is true that, as Brenner says, the
community college is not a conservatory; it also appears that the
community college will not be a conservative institution in the
sense of offering somte resistance to the helter-skelter slide
toward making every program a "career" program without thinking
about what might belost in the bargain.

Cynthia Jamison is teaching across the country in New York
State at a community college that has a history as a technical
school and a current emphasiJ on trades and technology. In her
institution courses in psychology and history are service courses
to the basic technological programs in the school. She has a
love for medieval history, arid a sense for the relevance of
irrelevance. She is not interested in preparing, people for
careeri, only in having them learn to think, so that once they
make a living they will be able to get some enjoyment from life.

The medieval history course, is her passion and she does what
is necessary in the institution to hang on to it. She teaches
psychology because when the position came open she was the person
on the faculty whose background seemed most appropriate to the
need. She teaches the course by the book, and puts an enormous
amount of energy into making the multiple-choice exams (which her
department seems to favor) fair to the students. But she would
never offer a multiple-choice exam in the medieval history course
she loves. She 'seems to know without saying it that no matter
how careful she is in the construction of multiple choice tests,
they cannot get at t 6 essence of a student's *understanding or
help carry that under tandihg any further.

Sometimes she feels as though she is talking to a wall when
she tries to get her students to be thoughtful about the.
psychological ideas she is teaching. She will not play the role
of humanistic messiah/for technological students. But twice in
her career she has faced threats of hostility in the form of
complaints by male st6dents who say that if they.don't get a good,
grade from her they will burn her house down.' Is it possible
that teachers who are commited to asking their students to think,

I

to not just grub for the grade that will get them the certificate
that supposedly will get them the job, run the risk of verbal and
even physical abuse from a student who shares none *the notions
of the importance o thoughtfulness and intellect) curiosity
which are usually assumed when teacher and students work
together ?. But like; Nancy Warren, JaTison also sees beneath the
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exteriors that her students present and recognizes the enormous

reservoir of decAncy, good will, and willingness to learn that

characterizes her students despite the fact that they do not

quite know what they are doing in her classes. .

Cynthia Jamison was ,hired by the college because they were

intrigued by her elite private school, liberal-arts background:

The fact is that though they had the good sense to hire her,

because she clearly thinks deeply and clearly about anything she

lets her mind touch, the institution,it seems to us although

perhaps not to Jamison, doeS not use her to its best advantage!
%.

She has to struggle to keep the medieval history course on the

books and offered once a year. She is used like a utility V
infielder to teach psych logy, and before that English, when her
intelligence, her background, and her ability to work best with a

subject is'in the field of history. They tie her down to

departmental exams, departmental texts, and multiple-choice

exams . All the while the college is getting only a small
proportion.of her best self. Their concern for numbers and for

the block curriculum that the technological programs seep to°

require have ,'isolated and put in a small corner a person who

thinks deeply about what medieval history means and could mean

for her students.

Timothy Bailey is the utility infielder par excellence in

the humanities. He was hired to teach philosophy and he also

teaches Latin;, German, and finally, mathematics. After trying a

series of jobs in busines's, he turned to teaching because he

realized that, more than anything else, he liked to study and

learn. His high school teaching led him to a part-time teaching

position in the community college and then to a full-time

position. He presents the alMost stereotypical view of a high
school teacher initially amazed by the reduction in teaching load
when he came to teach in the community college full-time.

At the heart of his profile are two themes: his deep

respect for ideas and learning and the pervasive feeling of

disappointment that getting his Ph.D. did not lead to more than

teaching in a community college. The two themes interact. His

deep respect for learning, his sense of teaching as an art, his

sensitivity. --reflected, for example, in his respect for .a

college teacher who had very little in the way of formal degrees
but who of all his teachers cut to the core of what literature.

was about-- all combine to make him a somewhat isolated teacher

in the community college. He is Moth in and apart from the

college. He 'respects what it can do for students, but he is

separated from the majority of the students whom the college

serves. He, like Cynthia Jamison , has developed a sense of

humor that allows him to feel the absurdity of administrative

jargon and management techniques developed for industry' and

applied to a college in the name of efficiency.

# He pursued a Ph.D. part-time while working full-time.
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weathered severe family crises so that he could move'out of
community college teaching into a four-year school., But by the
time he got his degree:, the academic market place .in philosophy
had all but disappeared. He was faced with the option of taking
one-year appointments with little prospect of security and giving
up his tenured and senior position in the community college.- He
chose to stay where he was.

The choice left him with a feeling of having worked
7a
s hard

as he could .work-- and still he was teaching in "just a

community college." He protests to much) about how he has the
best of both- worlds: a.. college position.and no pressure to

publish. Ironically he has published ,his disSertation and could
publish more,'but there is no incentive fOr him to do-so in the
community college. He emanates a sense of'pessimism and yet his
Bertrand Russell vision of us all being on the boat together has
such a deep sense of humility, lierspect've, and understanding,

that his pessimism seems fre-xl by. love.

What does it all add up tb? The diminishing position of the
humanities in community colleges and the ambiguity with which the
Ph.D. is treated and Timothy Bailey'S personal history all result
in the college getting about fifty percent of Timothy Bailey. He

keeps a low profile, leaves the college,afer* his teaching, and
looks for-additional way to use the reservoir of intelligence,
education, and talent the is his.

The community college in its press Sor'career education, in
molding its curriculum toward training for jobs, is not all that
different from fouryear schools and universities. One of our
participants pointed Out that the University of Chicago has,been
doing career education from the beginning -- only the Careers have
been in the .law, medicine, social work, and other areas more

closely associated_. with professionalism, higher education,. and

the middle class (Bledstern 1978). But in the four-year
colleges and universities the balance between education for jobs

and'education for living has been maintainedrto a greater degree
than it has in'the community College. By their sense of mission,
history, and design, four -year colleges and.universities maintain
a sense of "higher education" which includes more than education
for jobs. Community college, however; in their competition to
survive, have evidenced a wi)Lingness to play almost completely
to the marketplace, and an unspoken bias about what is
suitable education for pep..., of the working and lower middle .

class who tend to c,,me to community college.s.

Community colltvs have become so deeply., embedded in their

struggle to flourish that they have forgotten that.one of the
Purposes of education is to allow students to be critical and to
assess 'values in their society.. Students may come to the

community college because of the promise of career. training.
The' colleges seem to forget that it is a legitimate and

necessary aim of any institution which calls itself a "college"
to ask the question, "Jobs for what, to what end, why?"
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The teachers of the humanities who attempt to perform that

function in the community colleges have,a difficult role. They

are swimming against the current; there is little extrinsic

reward for doing so if the institution es not share an

appreciation of the. questions they are askine. Their students

find themselves in a fragmented world in which the questions

their humanities teachers are trying to get them to think about

seem irrelevant to why they came to the community college in the

first place. Sometimes the.reaction of students caught in this

bifurcated world is anger, often it is apathy. Sometimes the

spark catches and there is a sense of deep appreciation for an

idea and a 'sense in their eyes of "this is what college is

supposed to be like."

In addition to contending with the apathy of many of their

students, humanities faculty increasingly live with a sense that

they are dispensible in the college. Under the guise of

protecting their jobs they are asieed to become pedagogical

utility infielder:_ teach whatever needs to be taught that is
somehow relater fc their background. On the surface' this seems

like a wise and lu7,4ne approach on the part of administrations to

the problems of numbers and finances. But it is an essentially
demeaning and destructive policy. 'It may say that -- unlike

other areas of the technologies and career education- -

background, experience, deep knowing, and familiarity are not

important to the teaching of the humanities. Anyone can do it

who has the inclination to protect his or her job. It is a

continuation of an essentially antiintellectual strain in the

community college that was present from its inception when early

advocates stressed the notion of separating research from

teaching and separating the lower divisi:Jn (with its large number

of students) from the upper division where students began to

specialize (Eells 1931). By participating in the seemingly

humane "retooling" policy rather than fighting it--which is

understandable given what is at stake-- faculty contribute to the
diminution of the importance of the humanities and out themselves
off from what has been important to them in their lives. Like

Cynthia Jamison, they teach four sections of a subject they may

have little preparation for in order to teach the one subject ,

they love .

By refusing to play the role of utility infielder, faculty

might confront the notion that lies behind it. The problem with

that recommendation is that it once again makes the individual
faculty member responsible for confronting a systemic, social and
organizational force. That confrontation cannot be successful,

and although it may salvage the .sense of identity of an

individual humanities teacher, it will do little for the

humanities in community colleges.

The response to the issue must be on a systemic level. The

federal government must change their policy of primarily funding

vocational programs in community colleges. Vocational programs
must be conceptualized, as one of our participants said, with a
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more complete sense of what education must be: it can not only
be training for a job, it must also be education for a sense of
that job in the larger social context. Community colleges must
confront their pursuit of students through the promise of job
training.. They will temporarily get the numbers depending on the
economic situation in the country. But when the economic
situation turns, job training that does not include a sense of a
larger context will be dead-end training for their students.
Over and over again we heard from vocational faculty that the
student who can read and express his thoughts in writing is the
student that will not only get the job but will have some sense
of opportunity and power in the job. The irony of the work of
humanities teachers in .community colleges is that they seem to
hold the key to a real sense of power and opportunity for the
students who come to community colleges seeking job preparation.
But very few colleges seem to recognize that. The notion appears
repeatedly in our interviews, paradoxically most often among our
vocational teachers whom we shall discuss in a later chapter.
The role of humanities teachers is steadily decreased in the
community college, and the type of thinking that the humanities
ask students to do is relegated to the background. The cost is

---filgh for students, humanities faculty, and for the community
college movement itself which seems willing to buy into a notion
of "postsecondary education." This indicator in our language
tells us that community colleges are themselves in danger of
losing a notion of what higher education is and what it is
supposed to be. Humanities faculty are asked to maintain a

tradition that would allow a reasonable synthesis of the
humanities and career education to occur in community colleges.
It can be seen from the profiles presented in this chapter that
individual efforts are not enobgh.

C--
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Chapter Five

Living with Compromise: The Work of Math and. Science Teachers

Introduction to the Profiles

Understanding the nature of the work of community college

math and science faculty is central to understanding the

potential that community colleges have for offering equitable

educational opportunity to their students. The sciences and

mathematics are tied, as perhaps no other collegiate subjects,. to

power and opportunity in our'society, to moving up in the social

hierarchy. Taking courses in science and mathematics connects

the everyday life of community college', students to the ideology

of progress stemming from the Enlightenment. Community colleges

themselves, although the motives of their early advocates may

(have been quite different; took on the mantle of progressivism in

the 1950s and 1960s. They were seen as institutions which

would play a significant role in the democratization of education

.2M51;MIP.n the United States (Medsker 1960, p.20). They would provide

educational opportunity to those to whom it had been denied

heretofore, and they would remedy past inequities in educational

opportunity and outcome. They would work for the betterment of

society through their educational efforts. Faculty who taught

the sciences and mathematics would 'deally be at the center of

this type-of progressive energy.

In the following faculty profiles, we first present two

chemistry teachers-- one teaching in a small community college in

a rural setting in New York State, and the other in a larger

community college in a suburban industrialized area of

California. Then we present two profiles and one vignette of

mathematics teachers. The first teaches in a suburban town in

Massachusetts, the second in a community college in an urban area

in Massachusetts, and the third in a large community copege in a

well-to-do suburban area in California. These five .faculty

teaching in widely diverse settings in three different states

share an identity with academic fields intimately associated with

notions of progress and positivism. They were all prepared in an

intellectual tradition which posits a notion of universal truth

`which can be approached through a rational methodology. There is

a Shared conviction in that tradition that if the rational

methodology isyursued steadfastly, progress can be made in the

entire sphere of human knowledge. Furthermore, that knowledge is

logically arranged and cumulative and each generation builds its

knowledge on the platforr provided'by the previous generation.

Finall T..that knowlegge will lead to progress in human welfare.
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In the pursuit of that knowledge, the surest access is provided
through the language of mathematics and the physical sciences
(Berlin 1982, pp. 80-83).

The profiles that follow reflect the complexity of carrying
out those positivist ideals within the community college context.
They reveal the intertwinings of structural factors unique to
community colleges, social forces of race, class, and gender, and
individual histories which affect the progressive assumptions
underlying the work of mathematics and science faculty.
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Profile

JESUS LOPEZ

(Jesus Lopez, in his thirties, teaches -chemistry in a

California community college. He was interviewed at his college

in the summer of 1981.)

I was born in Juarez,-Mexico. Our family was originally in

the United States during the depression era. The death of my

grandfather kind of moved our family back to. Mexico where they

had the family support. About the time that I was .born the

family was in the process of migrating back Up north and coming

back into the United States. We moved initially to Los Angeles

and then a year or so later moved to Long Beach . I guess my

mother and father were typical of their generation in terms of

Mexican Americans, their minimal educat.atrlon. They have sixth and
eighth grasie educations and for me t o m e out into the academics

was a majof "accomplishment. I went to public schools. I didn't
know English when I first came here so I ended up sort of piecing

it together and trying to make it through school while learning.

English.

My father worked in a laundry'as a laundry worker. He ran

the large washing machines. He now works in a foodpacking
company. My mother worked as a domestic, parttime. Once'we

were all old enough to be in school she would work during the

school hours aid when we were home she'd be through work.

The .`:'first
i

few years were sort of bewildering in that the

area we moved to did not have very many other Mexican families.
I ended up being'in situations where I was maybe the only Mexican

in the classroom or one of two or three. I remember that

sometimes was a problem trying to figure out where in the world.

all of the people with my background, my culture, had gone to.

Suddenly you're among all these Japanese because the area we

moved into was a predominantly Japanese community. As a result I

ended up throughout my school life having most of my friends , at

least ninety.percent of them, being Japanese. That was the group

that I felt more akin to, so much so that after a while people

q

just assumed that I was Japanese . I had situations when I went

to their homes, their par ts would speak to me in Japanese and

would wonder about halfway t rough the conversation why I hadn't

responded. The Japanese were an adopted peer group for me,

because.of the situation that I didn't have other Mexicans in the
community that I could associate with.
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My mother spoke English, not super-fluently. She had spent

the first twelve years of her life in Kansas. My grandparents
worked for the railroads. She pretty much served as my
interpreter. Theyay it worked was I would go and play with

,someone.-- They would tell me something. I would remember it, run
back to her, repeat it. She would tell me what it meant in

.Spanish, give me a proper reply in English , which I would then

run back with. It probably was about two or three months this
went on. It was constant, this scurrying,back and forth. She

said it got to the point where eventually after about a. several

month period the frequency of carrying these messages back and
forth'started to decrease until finally I stopped coming to her
at all, at which point she figured I must be communicating.

In my childhood we spoke Spanish. As I grew older I

gravitated towards, English, ,began to speak half and half,

eventually speaking predominantly English in, the home but the

parents responding in Spanish. We've gotten to the point now
where we just feel more comfortable with English, but it changes
when we travel to Mexico to visit relatives. It doesn't take

very long to switch back so that Spanish.is natural and'''. the

English gets pushed to the background.

For me school was a genuine pleasure. I found that I did

enjoy the academics whatever it might be-- the reading, the

writing, the arithmetic. I. found that that did give me a certain
amount of inner satisfaction and pleasure, to be abl to do them.

I came to the realization that school meant something more than
just a place where you had to go to,.but rather a place where I
could extend myself beyond the surroundings that I had grown up
with, beyond the sUrroundings that I saw. Some of our family

were being forced to go to work because they just didn't want to
go to school. School was a game I was good at, that I enjoyed

playing. It really didn't become a serious enterprise till I got
to high school. Junior year in high school it began. I hegan to

realize all of the ramifications of being successful

educationally . Up to that time I did it because I enjoyed it.
I have no one in my immediate family that I can turn to for

guidance and counseling in these areas. It's highly unlikely
that I'mt going to meet someone who maybe shares my background
that can counsel me. I guess up to that point I wasn't' convinced

that I had the ability to do well. I didn't 'have any problems
carrying a fairly rigorous academic program in my senior.year,

taking physics and chemistry and advanced math- and honors

humanities course and college prep English and playing football.
I felt I had the ability . All I needed.to do was to apply

myself toward that goal.

I had one negative experience that I can remember in terms

of someone challenging my ability. The counselors would come

fr=om the high schools to counsel ninth graders and try to help

you plan your program. By this time I had already decided that I
was going to be a chemist. I was going to get a Ph.D.' in
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chemistry. I had signed up for as rigorous a program as I could

in terms of math and science ,for. the following fall.. We planned

our programs, submitted them, the counselors came down and we had
a counseling session. The particular counselor I had looked at

my program and just said, "I don't think you can handle this .

program. It's too rigorous. You're not going to be successful.
Why don't you drop one of the sciences, the'lliology course, and I
think you'll have your hands full with just the math. ' Take

something else in its place." His recommendations were either

wood shop, auto mechanics, or one of the vocational classes. As

a result we had a' confrontation about what I wanted to do and

what I felt my abilities were and my past success in at least the
junior high level programs. I'd always taken science and math

courses and I hadn't ever gotten anything less than an A in a

math or science course. The B's I got in school were usually in

English or social science. So I' said, "I don't see why I

wouldn't be able to perform well. I haven't had any trouble

yet." And so we had a discussion about that and I ended up

spending the. year in study hall because I'wouldn't take the shop

class. I told him I didn't want any shop classes. I wasn't

interested in shop classes. He said I had to have so many units

or I had to have so many classes. He said, "If you're not going

to take a shop class, I'm not going to let you take biology; the
only alternative you have is to spend your time in a study hall."
I'd gotten to the point I just became frustrated with him. I

said, "Fine. Just put me in a study hall:" So I. did spend a

year in a study hall.

I decided that that one counselor was not going to be'.

helpful at all. He'd already decided what I was going ,to do.

As far as he was concerned Mexicans could do a lot of shop work

and that was it. They certainly were not college material . I

knew that I was always going to fight the same battles v./41.th him,

that is, he was going to try to give me wood shop or auto

mechanics and I was always going to try to take the sciences. At

that point I didn't really know the other side in terms of

parental pressures or pressures that you could bring from the

outside into a school system. I didn't know that I didn't have

to take the courses he gave me because I could tell my parents.

My parents could .bring pressures to bear that would essentially

give me what I wanted regardless of what he said. I wasn't aware

of that. As far as I was concerned he was in the position of

authority. As far as I could perceive there wasn't anyone else

that could challenge him. So the alternative was to find another

counselor within the system.

Fortunately the next year I ment to another counselor^who at
least looked at my academic record and said, "I don't see why you

can't do this. Certainly grades don't seem to be a problem." ,He .

said, "Go ahead, if you-want to try it, go ahead and try it." I

remained with that counselor foi. the rest of the high school

experience. But that'_s the only negative experience that I had

at the school at all. Everything else was for me very positive.
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My high school courses were labeled. general high school
English, and then there was college prep EngliSh. It didn't take
me too long to know that of the two categories the college prep
was the preferred one-if you wanted to go on to college. Even
getting% people to seriously consider you college material was
greatly diminished if. you didn't get into those courses, so after
my one experience I soon learn not only did I have to make sure
that.I took the proper math and science courses for my-goals but
also that they were college prep courses. Not just math but it
would have to be college prep math. Not just social studies but
it iwould have to be college prep social studies. I quickly
became aware of the fact that that prefix in front of maw
courses had a lot to do with what ultimately happened to you. I

began to notice that the bulk gr the people 'that- I met in the
geometry class, theEnglish,-and*the social science classes were
all taking pretty much the same courses. The bulk of the people
that I met in study hall were dot in those classes and as I
.talked to them I asked them what they were taking. They would
always say, "Well,.I'm taking general social studies, I'm taking
general English, I'm taking general math." I looked at that and
I said, 0.K, I definitely want to go to college so/ I'd better

make sure that I get all the ones that are'preparing me for
college rather than this other category that they seem to lump as
"general." So for the eleventh grade when I signed up as I looked
at the courses I made sure they were college prep courses. The
social studies courses and the English courses I had to make sure
that I got put in-the ones labeler' college prep if they were to
serve my goals. By thatTlme I had come to the realization that
there definitely were two populati)ns at our high school: the
general population, which for the mlzt part everyone talked about
in terms of, well,'they'll never go to college regardless of what
their abilities happened to be; and the college prep course which
everyone conceived that they wet going to college; again,
'regardless of their abilities% Lt was important that I be

identified with the college prep grot.p rather than the other/.

Our school, had a population: of three thousand. My

gfaduating class was a ..itne under a thousand. They were split,
ioh, maybe forty percent colleF:- r, sixty percent general. The
school's population drew-, fmm the minority ethnic groups, the
Black community, the Mexican community and they, for the most
part, ended up in general classes. There was a whole group of
people that I would see.especially playing sports. There were a
lot of Black kids that I was really good friends with 'on the
playing field but I never saw in class. The same thing was true
with the few Mexican friends I had. I didn't see them in any of
my cla6ses. For the most part the friends that °I did have in my
neighborhood that I did see were my Japanese friends, who were
also in the college prep system courses.

My new counselor wanted me to apply to schools across the

nAtion. I was reluctant to leave the security of the area. I

felt the state universities were well1=known schools; respected
,schools, but they were still close enough and I felt comfortable
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being. in the area. I didn't feel that I wanted to venture

halfway across the country, no matter how prestigious the school

might be. One of my instructors had gone to Ohio State, so he

recommended Ohio State. Purdue, some of the Ivy Leagues,

Harvard, were recommended. I pretty much got the gamut of

recommendations usually based on my instructors' experience with

a particular school. They felt that I would have no problems

being accepted. But once.I went through everything and began to

assess' the cost of living and finances entailed with going away

to school, this was something that I really hadn't thought of,

quite frankly. I hadn't yet grasped the idea that it was going

to cost me a certain amount of money to attend one of these

schools. That realization soon hit and I knew that my family ,Fas
in no position to help me financially . I went to the local

state college because I happened to get a scholarship there. I

didn't apply for any scholarships to any of the schools that I

had applied to. I just simply applied for admission to the

schools. I had not perceived the financial end of'it till I

began to talk to the'counselor and he said, "Well, this is nice

but if you get accepted to the school you realize it's goihg to

cost you X number of ,dollars per year to go there." At which

point I realized that if it cost that much money to go there for

me it's an impossibility. For all the planning and everything I

went to the state college An my home town. I guess it worked out

for the best because I was very happy that I went there. Once I

started comparing notes'with friends of mine that had gone to the

university I found out that in many cases my courses were as

rigorous or at times more rigorous than theirs, with the added

benefit that I was in a much smaller,class whereas they in many

cases were in classes of a'thousandor so.

In college one of the faculty pelsons.is an advisor. As you

came in as a freshman the advising sessions went something like

this: I walked in and he said,'"You're a chemistry major ?" and

I said, "Yes." and he said, "O.K." and he gave me a sheet of

gaper and he said, "On here is a list of courses that you have to

omplete successfully to get into chemistry. It's outlined on

the basis-of foUr.years. If you do this within:foUr years you'll
get a degree within four years, in five years you'll get a degree

in five years. You decide how long it's going to take you, but

if you want to be a chemist or get a degree from this school in
elem.istry that's what you're going to have to do. First semester

is mapped out for you, go enroll.". That was the adVising

session--which was O.K. with me. He gave me pretty much an

outline of what I wanted to do and I just proceeded about the

task of doing it. At that point .I had decided that I was

definitely going to get out in four years and pursue the twoyear
master's program and 'then pursue the Ph.D. program all in that

neat little package.

My parenti have always been very supportive of whatever I've

wanted to do. Once they saw that I indeed was very successful in
school, their role was to do anything within their means to make
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it more possible or easy for me to stay withim-the academic

environment. They didn't feel knowledgeable enough about school
and how it worked to really advise me.

When I graduated in 1968 I applied to various grad schools
and finally went to one of the state college campuses to pursue
their master's degree program. While I was there I got my first
formalized exposure to teaching in the form of a teaching
assistantship. The teaching assistants literally do participate
in the teaching process, are involved in it rather than just
taking care of labs. We were given responsibility in to ms of
presentations for the labs and were respodsible to hold ularly
scheduled hours where we could act as tutors for anyon at was
taking a chemistry course.

The whole scheme of things was sortdbf upset at this point
because I was drafted, and so I ended up with-two years in the
Army and that sort of upset things. I wasn't the only one
that had received induction notices. There were at least four
other graduate students . I filed for a deferment of my
induction )hich subsequently was granted. So I finished up the
academic year and did ,not hear from the draft board one way or
another until August, just about the time I was thinking , "Maybe

Sthey've forgotten about me." In August of 1969 I received .a

letter. Later that month I was inducted into the Army. Because

\of my schooling I became lingled out by the recruiters as the
erfect candidate for the dilticers'school. But I took my chances

on assignments as an enlisted person and ended up being assisned
to advanded training as a 'medic. I went to Texas for-their
training period and subsequent to that received orders to ;go over
to Vietnam.- I spent a little less'than a year over there. It

was 'toward the end of 1971-- they were beginning to withdraw
troops.

The first two, three months in the army I spent in total

active,misery because I resented the fact that I was there and I
resented pretty much 'everything about the army--its mentality. I

was accustomed to making decisions for myself, carrying out what
I considered to be rational decisions. I found out that the army
decisions are made by whoever was the rank and it doesn't matter
whether they're rational or irrational. If the decision is made
you carry it out. After I got over that I decided that the next
best thing, given the army, is to be anonymous if possible.

After I came back from the army and actually did start doing
some research I suddenly realized that I didn't enjoy the

research as much as I enjoyed the interaction with students; and
the Ph.D. all' of a sudden didn't, in terms of what I began to
perceive as my goals, it didn't seem to be as necessary as I had

/6P4P

-once thought it would b : I found that to do research and to
really enjoy it you h e to be free of pressures other than the
pressure of learning r gaining some knowledge. As I talked with
people I found that that wasn't the case, whether you were an '
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academic at a school doing research or you were in industry doing

research. In academic, settings there was pressure of publishing

or obtaining grants, and in, industry there' was the pressure of
producing within a time schedule that was set, by management
personnel who had no inkling of what was going on in the lab. I

didn't want those constraints, those pressures, if I was going to
do research. I sort of wanted to do it on its own timeline or

the timeline that the system itself set up rather than the

academic setting or the corporate system establishment..

I think a lot of the early drive for the Ph.D. was that it

seemed to be the pinnacle of academia, regardless of what field

you were in. I wanted, if I was going- to be in chemistry, I
wanted to get as high a degree as possible in chemistry coupled
with what' I perceived to be an interest.in research. As my
thoughts changed about research, the Ph.D:. became less of a

prerequisite.. I think that as I matured I was able to get away
from thinking that to do anything in chemistry one had to have a
Ph.D. degree. I guess a little of the ego slipped'away.. I could
detach myself, a little bit about it and say,, "Well if I get a

Ph.D. in chemistry, in terms of my objectives at this point, it's
nothing more than ego satisfaction, because I really don't need

that Ph:b. to accomplish what I want to do. 'I need a master's

degree to teach at a community college level--but I certainly

don't need a Ph.D:'

I could always of course get a secondary teaching

credential. I didn't think that I really wanted eb do that

because at a high school in the sciences you oftentimes don't end
up teaching your subject matter the way you would like to but

rather compromising that to some extent, and spending the

majority of your time perhaps dealing with behavioral problems

more than anythihg else. At the community college I felt that if

nothing else I was going to be dealing with people who at least

chronologically would be considered adults and people who are no
longer being forced literally by state law to be there.

My schedule at the college varies. Before class I review my

notes and put together what I feel are the salient points for

that particular lecture. I like to have questioning from the

students. I normally prefer to lecture, not straight lecture but
rather questions and answers. As much as possible after class,

depending on whether or riot I have a break, I'll usually just
come up to my office to do to work. The physical setup of the
school with the study areas in the center and offices around the
periphery and the glass doors preclude anyone hiding. Normally

what happens is, I'll go to my office and do some work but

students will see that I'm in my office and will come in and I

will spend usually typically a great portion of the 4me talking
with students, handling questions whether they be in my course or
someone else's course. We sort of have a teacher's fair game

policy around here. So evell if they're not in my class, they'll

wander in and ask me a question concerning another one of their
chemistry courses. So I spend a great deal of time doing that
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and I squeeze in basic work that I can in terms of grading and
papers and- so forth, reporting scores and that sort of task in
between students. To keep my sanity I occasionally flee to the
cafeteria for a cup of coffee and stay there till a student finds
me and we come backto my office. ,They're pretty persistent once
they realize that you're willing to spend time with them. I try
to make that a commitment.

. I tell them as far as I'm concerned
when I'm at school my job is to interact with them, to convey'any
explanations or knowledge that they may want to pursue. They
take me at my word.' Peppered in between there may be various
committee meetings. Lately the meetings have been more frequent
than I would like' them to be. I have a bad habit of not saying
"No," so as a result I end up being on many committees.

Our students, most of them, are engineering students, people
who are interested/in engineering degrees, taking chemistry to
fulfill the engineering degree. Another portion -of them are
biology majors. Another small fracticn are pre-med students. We
have only had one chemistry major since I've been'here. For
whatever reason chemistry majors are few and far between. The
bulk of our students will come from blue-collar families. Their
parents are employed at the steel, mill. There's reasonable
representation of minority' students in terms of the different
ethnic groups. In chemistry or in the sciences we tend to nc4
see many minority students. That's something that I've tried to
work with in terms of Mexican students because I'm associated
with the club here on campus.

I have served as an advisor. I've finally told them-that I
thought that one of the other faculty members might Wilt to enjoy
that position. I'd served for about three years as their
advisor. They have dances, fund-raising events, bake sales and
things of that nature. We as faculty will participate in terms
of, helping\with the planning and logistics and helping .them
understand the mechanisms of the institution and how to get their
events planned , so that they know that if they want, to put on a
dance they've got to plug into the maintenance system, get the
event approved by the board, and so forth. We alsd help with the
events themselves. I guess we try to serve as role models and
encouragement for Mexican. students. We also advise in terms of
political issues. We- encourage them to become aware of these
things and pursue them and not wait until they come to a crisis
situation. We'll work in terms of making them aware, making sure
they're aware of the various programs that schools offer, be it a
scholarship, financial assistance,. whatever. Job opportunities.
I don't know, I guess maybe it's a big brother, big sister role
that we play-. It can be very time-consuming and can be a major
factor in your life if you allow it to be. I find that what
usually happens is, that we'll burn out after two or three years
of being very, very actively involved with the students. And
then take a sort of back seat for a while, still active but not
as active.. Someone else would then take on that primary role.
I'm sort of in that position now.
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I don't have as much interaction with other instructors as I

would like to. If one could sit down, and talk, ,what's happening

in our di-ea, what's happening in their area, curriculum matters,
maybe two to three times a week,' it would really be great if you

could do that. I find that more often than not I'm lucky if I

really sit down and have a talk, with so eone once a week, but the

interactions I have are very positive.

When the. college was started there was a very conscious

effort to hire faculty drawing heavify from ethnic groups and

women. We've been involved as a faculty group in trying to .

provide programs specifically geared towards 'Mexican students.

The Black faculty is also trying to find a curriculum model that

ey can. use to help Black students. They don't perceive us as a

t reat. There's been enough communication about what we're

t 'ing to do and what we hope to do, that we're using our

background and our culture as a basis for a model that hopefully

can be' applied to any group. I think there are tensions in terms

of enrollment figures. There are discussions and dialogues about

what can we do to bolster or increase enrollments in sciences.

The problem is that we aren't getting the Mexicans to enroll in

the sciences. We seem to have a hard time getting' anyone to

enroll in the sciences. We're trying to figure out exactly what

it is, why a larger percentage of the students--just the students

in general - -don't enroll in science courses, or if they do, why

they drop. That's been a constant source of discussion.

When I first started teaching and people dropped, I think

one of the things that as a new instructor perhaps makes you tend

to internalizeit more is the fact that they disappear, literally

disappear from your class and don't take the time or effort to

tell you why they're leaving. During that first year I tended to

personalize the students that dropped in terms of well, maybe-I'm

not really doing as good d job as I think I'm doing. As I got

over that first year and began to have more interaction with not

just students in my class but students in other courses, and

hearing why they had dropped a course because of other

circumstances, it turns out that the picture that begins to

emerge is that students drop their courses not because of the

teaching, in many cases, but because of circumstances outside of

the classroom. Their life schedules would change or their work

schedules would change. Pressures from the outside kind of bear

on them.which they didn't visualize when they first started.

Other students simply drop because they all of a sudden realize

that they've too many courses and they have to make .p choice and

your course is the one:that they've deemed to be expendable. I

think after that first year I stopped taking theie dropping as a

.criticism of my course. Now I deal with it in terms of what can

I do to help the situation. Some kids are literally forced to

drop my course. Can I make some adjustments that would be

accommodating enough so that it will fit your needs but not to

the point where it compromises the course.
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The teaching pace here is very hectic, it's very demanding.

I know from talking with other people. at other schools that

they're sometimes amazed at all the things that I'm expected to,
do during the course of a day. They're sometimes amazed at the
teaching load --it's very high-paced, very frantic I don't as
a rule notice it much,. because I do.have a keen interest in
teaching and that seems to 'absorb a lot,of the wear and tear that
I might perhaps accumulate. If people aren't careful they can
burn out here very quickly--literally .burn out as a teacher.
I've come to the realization after six ygars that the sort.of
pace that I started with after two years I knew I couldn't
sustain. That's why I said that I was trying to withdraw a

little bit. I've done that because Ifeel that there's enough
work to do just to' be an instructor here, because of the high

interaction that is expected of you, in terms of student

interaction. If you're also doing the semi - administrative

peripheral tasks, that' can lead to wearing you out in a bg
hurry.

A

When I came here I saw the willingness to try things, the

encouragement to try new things, . I felt it-suited,my persdhality
in terms of how I approadh 'a course. That's part* of my
personality, that I just keep trying to'see if I can makeTparts
of what I don't think are working well work- better if possible;
here I've never felt that that was frowned upon. As a matter of
fact it's quite the opposite, it's encouraged.

What teaching has come to mean- to me, and the more I feel
intent on pursuing dt,it provides. me with one of those rare

opportunities in life to do something that one thoroughly does

enjoy and look forward to. The interactions that go on in'

teaching,, the passing on of knowledge, is something that I keenly
look forward to, keenly enjoy.. I find it very difficult to

picture myself at this point in time of my life doing anything

else. I hpve many options, but I don't think that IT could do
something else and enjoy,it as much as what I am currently doing.
I still find that I get up without any effort, look'forward.to
coming in and starting another day and picking up where I left

off. If it had been a frustrating day the previous day, then I
look at those frustrations anew and see how best to handle them.

I think one of the key frustrations that I have is when you

have students in your course you know have potentidl but they

don't have the motivation. I see, for whatever reasons, a lack

of motivation, a lack of concern or 'interest in what they're

doing. Thity're completely happy to do as little work as

possible--just barely get through. I guess it really bothers me
to see people not utilizing their potential. They sometimes will

come in and have a discussion in terms of "You know there's a

lot of work to your course and I'm not doing very well. I don't

think that there ought. to be this much work for your course. I

think that you oughta ease up on it , too much work involved in

it, too many assignments, things to do." I explain'to them that
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they have to realiie that the course they're taking, especially
if it's a college chemistry course, this is a course that's going

to transfer to a fouryear institution. It ought to be at that
level and my course is no more rigorous than I feel it would be
at a fouryear school. I think that's my responsibility to you.
They don't always agree with that rationale. They feel it's a

community college; one ought to perhaps compromise the rigor of
your course because it's a community college. So. I guess I get
frustrated and sometimes offended by that because I'm expected
not to have so rigorous a course or not be as demanding. Some

students have come in and said, "You know, if I wanted to do this
much work, I would have gone to the university" or "I would have
gone to some fouryear school--I wouldn't have come here." And I

say, "Well, I don't know what your conceptions were of what a
community college was but it's essentially a college. That's the
first two years of your undergraduate work. Academically there
should not be any difference. we are .expected to be, at least in
terms of conceptual and academic rigor, on a par with the

university, especially in transfer courses." That sort of
frustrates me at times because I guess they expect 'the

compromise., That bothers my inner sense of the way things ought 1.
to be, what people ought to expect from a community 6ollege.
Most other things I can usually just pass off right after they

occur. It's not a lasting thing. That one particular thing'

does, I think, provide a source of frustration.

Usually students will either walk away thinking the course

is not worth their time and effort, and will at a later point

come back to me and tell me they're not willing to work, and

drop. Which I guess is always theiroption. Other times they're
able to see that I am not purposefully trying to wcrk them to

death and that if they're successful in my course then they

certainly ought to be successful in any other courses at any

other place. And I think that for some students it sort of
satisfies their initial questions, their initial objections to
the work. We normally have one of two outcomes: the student
will 'walk away pretty much satisfied that he's not being overly.
worked; or he'll walk away with the idea that, well, if this is
the work that I have to do to take a chemistry course, then I guess
I'm not going to take any chemistry Aurses here or ary other

place. They'll come back and tell me they're not going to-take
"your course'. "I thought I wantec: to go into the field but if I
have to go through these courses to get to it, it's not worth my
time and effort at this point in my life. I'm going to try
something else. "

I try -to talk with the student and have them realize that

the decision ought not to be made as a result of some

frustration. I try to point out to them that you might have to
suffer through my course, if that's the way they want to look "at
it, but the payoff is that you'll be able to go out into a field,
that you're interested in, you enjoy working in, hopefully, and

that you're going to be doing that for thirty to thirtyfive
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years. I try to get them to look at things in bigger scope
--there's a lot of work right now for them. I don't get involved ,

in it personally one way or another because I feel that that's
lv

their
e

-Oecision to make. All I can do istry to point out
different factors.

I think with a more advanced student one might begin to,

perhaps, build up some soft of collegial relationship. I had a
student ...things seemed like they were going really well. -She
and her husband were thinking of switching jobs. She was feeling
very good. She got through part of the second semester and
things in her life just kind of fell apart. She and her husband
separated. She ended up not being- able to complete that last
semester. It bothered me because here was a student who had the
interest and circumstances were just going to prevent her from
completing this course, letting her move on in her life. I tried
very hard to do whatever was at my disposal SQ that she could
complete the course. It finally reached a point where no matter
how much time I was going to devote to her, she wasn't going to
catch up. That affected me in a personal way. When a student
makes some progress you tend to personalize their triumphs and
defeats. As I said, I try. I still have energy and the

understanding of my wife so that I can devote extraitime to

students if the need arises.

I do make every effort to be accommodating as long Is it

doesn't involve compromising the course. Usually the rule of
thumb that I use is that I don't do anything for-any one student
that I wouldn't be perfectly willing to do for the whole class,
and I use that as my guideline. As I talk with students the

picture 'i% get of high school education is one in which they

never had been asked to really extend themselves. They're not
used to being challenged and asked to do things. They're used to

sliding by, with a minimum of work and still being granted a

grade. They feel that if they show up to class every day that
that guarantees them, if nothing else, a C. If they turn in a
home work assignment too that should be a B. If they do anywhere
close to respectably on any one exam, that's an A. And they're
very surprised when I tell them that's not the way it works, not
the way it ought to work; I say, if you get an A in my course I
feel the responsibility that if you go to another school someone
can talk to you and get the impression that yes, indeed, you are
an A student; you do have good enough mastery of the subject
matter tat they're not surprised when you tell them you got an A
in my course. If you go to someplace else and someone talks to
you and they begin to wonder if you ever had a chemistry course,
and then you tell them you got an A in my course, I don't think I
could tolerate that. Because that tells me I'm not giving you
enough chemistry in the course. I'm giving you something else

under the guise of chemistry. That's a disservice to you. I

guess it's a disservice to people who are going to be involved
with you in another institution where you transfer.

You get people that are high school graduates that you just
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limply have to tell them, you know, your problem isn't that you

can't understand chemistry; your problem is that you can't do

math, your problem is tha;.; you can't read. For all I.know you're
potentially the next great chemist, but your problems are not an.
inability to understand chemistry. Your problems are much more
basic than that. Yorr problem is that you just cannot_read. If

you can't read 3 chemistry text, you're not going to learn the
subject matter. I tell them because I don't want them to feel

that it's chemistry per se that is their problem. I would like

them to be aware of the fact that they have a much more
fundamental problem '-hat's going to affect every class they take,

not just chemistry. The lack of success in school isn't tied to

any particular cuoject matter but rather their inability to do
one of the very basic tasks in education and that's reading,
comprehending what or, reads.

O

The fact that we're in the sciences-- the area itself does a
lot of self screening. People are very reluctant, if they feel
shaky at ,al1, to enroll in a science course. I don't see as high
a percentage or as many students that can't read or do math as,
say, as someone in the liberal arts area. You know, when I talk

to other instructors, they say gee, you can't believe it, I've

got half my class sitting there and they just literally cannot
read.

As I said, I think for me school has always been a setting

where I have enjoyed success. I have derivecra great deal of

pleasure from just being involved-in the process. I guess I just
see this as an extension of that history. I can observe students

going through that process . I think when I, about the second
year of college, became very interested in how people internalize
knowledge--how do you finally come to the point where it stops'

being something that's just written or something that's just

verbalized but something that's literally a part of you, that you
can then use to branch off and build on. That process became
very in';eresting to me. It gives me satisfaction and enjoyment,

seeing students reach that point. I think it's just some very
basic emotion within me that is fulfilled by seeing that process,
be it in myself or someone else, that one moment that comes to

you whenyou find that you do gain insight. I look at students

as I'm explaining things to them. I think that the payoff for me
is I keep working at it and I devote as much time to it because I
think that one instant of time when you cLAn see their expression
change and their eyes change from bewildered look to a very sort
of enlivened look and all of a sudden they look at.you and that's
so easy! Why didn't I understand that before? WI-y did it take me

so long? That one moment in time that I now share with students
is immensely satisfying to me and keeps me coming back.,

It was in my second year, when I took organic chemistry, the
professor I had presented the material from a standpoint which

looked at reactions not as something remembered by rote but

reactions as a consequence of some very basic principles. That
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was the first time someone had pointed that out to me, that there
are a lot of thihgs that you can learn but there 'are some very
basic things that can become very powerful tools. You don't have
to know a lot of things; but if you know these few basic facts.
and you know them very well, they're a part of you. Then you're
going to surprise yourself and other people .

I never really consciously thought about how much money am I
going to make in chemistry. I think,for me it was sufficient to
know that as a chemist I could make a living, by most standards
probably an adequate living, more than adequate, by My family's
standards. I think the closer I came to have to make a decision
about are you going to stick with chemistry, and what are you
going to do in chemistry, what tasks are you ultimately going to
perform and receive payment to sustain you, what area are you
going to choose, what are you going to do--I think the closer I
got to that and thought about it, and examined the options that I.
felt I had, teaching seemed to be ideal in the sense that I could
basically enjoy doing what I wanted to do. I guess the monetary
part of it hasn't really been a primary concern- for me and
sometimes I know could have perhaps done better in industry
monetarily, but that's never bothered me. I think .it's all the
other 'things associated with what I'm doing, and what they
provide for me in terms of the emotional contentment which more
than offsets any monetary considerations. My basic concern now
is that the compensation for doing this is adequate to meet my
family's needs. I think that what would probably force me out,
if anything would fore f me out, would be the fact that this job
could just not provide or my family. I think I continue to grow
in the field, continue to grow in perception and insights.

a
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Profile

JAMES MOWRY

(James Mowry, in, his late'thirties, teaches chemistry at a

rural New York community college. He was interviewed twice in

his office and once at his home in the winter of 1982.)

I was born in 1942. My father was a farmer, sold lime and

fertilizer and seed. He had bought an old farm that was run

down--everybody'said he was crazy. From the time that I can

remember Thad to work. I can remember having a little wagon and
pulling it full of wood, and things `like feeding cows or sweeping
floors in barns. They were just chores that had to get done.

In our family we had several tragedies. My arents lost a

brother and they lost a little girl prematurely. A brother of

mine was born and he was just a few days old. He couldn't keep

the food down. I never really knew him. My parents raised a

girl-who was a niece of myparents. Then they took in a boy that

no one else could handle and he was treated like dne of the

family. Then I also had a retarded brother, four years older

than I am. I would describe my mother as an extremely patient

person, an extremely loving person,tvery quiet, and she could

outwork ninety percent of the men. My dad is a very hard worker

even to this day., He doesn't collect social security and he's

seventy-two years old.

The farm started out as a every poor farm and we turned it

into a topnotch farm. By the time I had finished high school'we

had eighty-four head of dairy cattle on one hundred acres, and

except for, hay we were self-sufficient. From the time I was

about fourteen years old through senior year in high school I did

most of the milking, most of the'chores, and my mother would

pitch in and do what she could. My retarded brother would do

some things, like sweep the floors; There were a lot of thing

that I learned from that whole thing. About a year after he was

born he wasn't doing any walking, he wasn'tmoving around, so my

parents said there's something wrong with this child. They took

him to the doctors. After ,several months they said he was

retarded, and they said also that he'd never walk or he'd never

talk. They heard about this guy who was a remarkable doctor. He

put casts on his legs and by six months later they had him

walking. If you saw him today, he could run as fast as we can.

Everybody said, "Put him away, put him away. ,You know yolt've got

other children to worry about, put him away." My p'arents couldn't

take that. They kept him all their lives, until recently .

I can remember some things happening in my life which were
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spin-offs from that experience. When I was about eighteen years
old some girls I think were a little reluctant to date me,

because they were afraid. Nothing ever really said, but I felt
it. Others were very sympathetic, who would talk about it, and I
was willing to talk because it was life, it was not something

that we should hide. We had chores to do every day. He would
sweep. up the floor, the barn, if I were cleaning out a box stall.
He could go up and throw down bales of hay. He could save you a

lot of steps. He'd feed calves and he'd get down on his knees in
the manure and hug the calf. I remember him as loving to swing

on a swing, loving attention. We had a guy one time who came for
fertilizer and saw him and said, "I can't buy fertilizer from
you." I said, "Why?" And he looked and said, "That guy over

there, he's an idiot." And I got angry. I said.; "You're the
only God damn idiot I've ever seen." I just let it hang out. I

said, "As far as. I'm concerned, you're good riddance." I told my

dad about it and he said, "The guy.is slow paying, we don't care
anyhow, let himrgo somewhere else." He was hurt at first. My

mother used to can a lot of jelly and she'd have things like

grape jelly, elderberry jelly. They're all about the 'same color,

kind of purplish or blueish. One day a doctor told her what his
IQ was, and she said, "I don't believe that." And he says,

"Why?" "Because my of r son who's four years old can't pick out

the difference betweenthose jellies and he can." I was the

four-year-old dummy who couldn't do it. I would play baseball

with him, pitch to him and he would hit the ball. We used to

play catch together. Some of the things that have happened have
contributed to my attitude about systems and about people.

I was a good student in high school, top of the class.

Going to school was pretty much a loner.- I wanted to play

basketball my senior year because I was a pretty good basketball

player. Somebody had to milk those cows. My senior year those

cows got milked so quickly you wouldn't believe it. My father
said, "All right, if you're going to play basketball you've still
got to milk those cows, night and morning." It was a small high

school, thirty-five in the graduating class. I said that I

wanted to play basketball and. the agreement with the teachers and

.

the principal was that if I got below a B average or if my grades
\ started falling off I wouldhave to quit.

That I would go to college' there was never any doubt. My

mother graduated from high school! I My dad, being a farmer and

being a very hard worker and very successful at what he did,

always said, "You get your education--'someday it will pay off."

Every kid that ever graduated from that little high school was

successful. I don't think you'll find a single one on

unemployment because most of them, if they're out of a job4

they'll go and find something else. I think that.'s the advantage

of a farm community.

; I was strong in math and physics and chemi'stry and I found

out in high school that's what I liked. My dad always said,
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"You've got to find out what you like--I Can't tell you what to

do." He always wanted me to 'come back to the farm. I'd never

had a chemistry course in high school until my senior year. I

found out I was good at it--it just came naturally. But when f

got down to the state college I found out that I did not have

quite the math background that some of the other people had,

coming from the bigger high schools. They were getting into

calCulus in high school. I had to work harder. I was somewhat

of an overachiever in high school'. I had terrible study habits.
I had to work harder at some of the engineering subjects.. When I
got in the engineering program, I really had to work at it. I

had an eye problem, depth perception, that I never knew about

till my junior year in college, and that's when I transferred to

the state university. Evidently that depth perception wasn't
there and yet I played basketball, so figure that out. The

seco ear I fell off the barn roof and I couldnit play any

longer That was it. That took care of any thoughts of

basketball. We were onthe roof, painting the aluminum. Two of

us on a ladder and I only have another three or four hours of

114work. Sure enough, that afternoon I came off that barn

roof--never had a chance. It just shot out just like a rocket

and I was in the air before I knew what happened. I broke a. bone

in my foot and I hurt my back. Was in the hospital for ten days.

Two weeks later I was out again working with the casts all over

me.

I'd come to the point that I really liked chemistry better

than I did engineering courses. I just switched to chemistry so

I ended up as a chemistry major. I frankly had finished all the

. chemistry courses they offered by my junior year so I said I'm

going to transfer. I just felt that it was time to move on

somewhere else. I' was transferred as a senior in 1963 and I

enjoyed the state university a great deal. I went out with'my

future wife there and that was probably one reason. It was a

little scary at first because it was big. I was in a fraternity

and involved in all kinds of activities, May Day parades and

everything else. I sang in a fraternity choir. We had some

shows on the road. That was a good experience. I remember my

high school music teacher saying "I didn't know that you could.

sing."

I forgot to mention that the church did play a major role in

my lifeit always has. It was a small Presbyterian church.

Often on Sunday morning when I was growing up it was a difficult

time to go because you still had to do the chores before you

went. And if something broke we had to fix it before we could go

to church. We had a mower that was a pulltype mower for horses,
and one day that mower broke when I was about fourteen, fifteen,

I don't know how old T was. Mr'dad was mOling and he said, "Can

you?" We bought a little welder when I was`probably ten, eleven
years old and I started playing with it, and I'd weld something,

and I'd hit it with a sledge hammer and break and weld it again.

One day I had to weld the mowing machine out there. It broke in

the frame. He says, "Do you think you can fix it?" I said,
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"Yeah, I can fix it." I was welding it in place and,I started

hitting it with a sledge hammer and he came and,he saw me hitting
the heck out of it and he said, "What are you doing that for?"
And I said, "Well, if it's'going to break I want it to break
here, not in the fields." The weld didn't look that great but
I'll guarantee you When he sold the farM we sold that mower and
it had never broken.

After the university I worked in industry for a year. I was
still in chemistry. I wasn't sure if I was going back to the
farm . My wife had one more year to go in school so I worked
that year for a-- chemical company tin Ohio while my wife was
finishing up. We lived in a trailer. She was studying foreign
languages. She finished and then I decided to apply to grad
school.

My work in industry at th labs--the guy over me had his

Ph.D. in chemistry, everybody ver me had their PhD. in

chemistry. I had a bacpelor's an after a few months I had

pretty much proven myself. N I had got en two promotions. I,found
very quickly , hey, I'm doing the work, doing the writing and
this guy is taking the credit. .1 said, "If he can do it, I can
do it. If that guy can get a doctorate, I can get a doctorate."
With thoughts of going to industry. No thoughts of ever going to
teaching. As far as. I was concerned, high. school kids were
basically wasting my time. And college kid8 weren't the- much

different. So that was the furthest from my mind. I never could

have imagined myself being a teacher, a professor. .I actually

applied for a master's program. I was not aware of the fact that
you can get your doctorate ,without getting your master's. And

after I got up there my advisor ..taid to me, "Why don't you apply
for the doctoral program instead of just for the master's?" I

found that working with my hands in the lab, I was just natu.ally
gifted. It's a feeling, and I'm not sure I can explain it, it's
just a feeling that you have that it'll work. So in the lab
preparation I was probably stronger\than most of the grad

students. That's when I learned how tie study--throughdthe first
year of graduate school. ,,

My second year in graduate school my advisor was teaching a
course, "Chemistry for Engineers and Science Majors." He went On

a conference to Czechoslovakia and he asked me if I'd take over

his lab. At this point I was doing course work 'and doing some
research. I didn't want to be there for ten years getting my
doctorate. If I was going to be there for ten years I'd be back
milking cows and if I was going to be there for six years I'd go
back and milk cows. I was there to get my doctorate and get out.
I was not going to play around with it . I had all intentions of
going to'industry so he asked me to cover his section in his lab.
I said, "I don't know if I can." He says, "Well, try it and see
how you like it." The first day in class I shook like a leaf,
and I found out during the first two weeks I kind of liked it.
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My father kept the farm till I finished my doctorate and

took my present job. He made this remark several times: "Well,

when you get done with all that education, all that training,
you'll be back." He kept it, I think, in hopes that I would ,be

back. Finally he said, "I've got to sell this farm. I can't
handle it anymore. I want an answer yes or no, are you coming
back?" And I said, "No," and he said, "Okay." I had to give it
some thought but I knew that I could not get up and down with

those cows anymore. After falling off the barn roof I didn't
have the strength in my wrists that I had before. 'Frankly I
loved it. I loved the dairying, I loved the farm work, but what
got me was the lime and fertilizer business. It was nothing for
a semi to pullin at midnight and be unloaded with twenty tons of
fertilizer and that drove me right up a tree. I may have still
gone back, even though I had a doctoratd,'but the thing that did
me in was a fluke accident. We had a twelve-year-old cow and her
name was Sarah. It was a registered Holstein. This
twelve-year-old cow I had raised as a' calf. I knew her like the
back of my hand. I had not been around her for almost a year.
She kicked me in the chest and knocked me over, twisted ligaments
in my right knee. That one little accident did me in because I
could no longer get up and down consistently. I realized then
that it was over. There was no way that I could ever go back to
farming unless it was as a gentleman farmer. Frankly, I still
have it in my heart.

There was a student at the, university who grew up in this

community and he said , "Hey, you know there's a new community

college opening up in our area. You should look. into it. They
want somebody who can teach physics, math, and chemistry."
Because of my initial engineering background I had that in my
background. And so I came down and interviewed. I laid down a
course outline and what I wanted, what instrumentation I wanted,
for the lab. The ddan said, "Do you need all that equipment?"
And I said, "Yes, the equipment is hands-on equipment, not

. expensive theoretical equipMent. It is equipment every student
could use. You could take students and train them either for
jobs immediately or for transfer." The dean interviewed me and
he called me.back and made me an offer within a.week. There were
a couple of reasons why I finally took-this position. One was
the fact that my wife and I had decided that I was going to teach
for five or six years and I could always move on. We did not
have any intentions of staying. Second reason: we spent our

honeymoon in this area and we loved it.

I do a number of things here; sometimes I wonder which hat I
wear. I developed a series of courses not only for chemistry
which was my field, but outside my field. One of the exciting
things about this institution is that you can develop programs,
course content, that other people don't have the time to think
about. Another factor: when I finished graduate school I said I
don't want to get into,'publish or perish." I loved research. I

love doing the lab work, it just comes naturally, but I didn't
want to get into the publish-or-perish rat race, articles in.
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certain journals. I didn't want that, that wasn't my forte.
`'Research was, but the publishing wasn't. Well, the following
February I took my orals for the doctorate and I received my
official Ph.D. the fbllowing May. I always had the feeling that
in universities to get anywhere you had to publish a great deal:
The problem that I saw was I was more into teaching. I enjoyed
the teaching but I did not enjoy sitting down and writing and
publishing. I did not enjoy that at all. What's ironical about
it is how many articles I've published . I'm still writing.
Somewhere around twenty-five publications. Some of thqiir are in
education. What I've done is to take the system, the profs that
I've had,.and I've tried to pull out the best, the little tidbits
each one ha's produced, and tried to package each one of them into
something that works. I'm talking here about a procedure of
learning.

I. have felt for a long time science people have been just so
traditional in their approaches and they've limited the learning
by that. For example one of the things we do, we have an auction
in organic chemistry. You set up a problem. One of the problems
is you have a site whe're they store radioactive waste. We state
the problem and then what we do is basically set our class,
and they study the situation, and they have to c me up with a,
method of solving the problem, getting rid of the aste. They
have to use all their math, all their chemistry, all their
physics. They bid on these KOblems during an auction. If I
hadn't seen the solutions myself I never would have believed that
sophomore students could come up with solutions. I have a
philosophy that you have to learn how to think and I'll use this
material to teach you how to think.

Basically I lecture a lot but at the same time there's some
exchange. It depends on the course. That doesn't mean that you
can't have a lot of interchange and interplay. I also question.
When a student thinks he has the right answer, I question him and
make him prove it. I try to bring in some things with humor into
the classroom. I tend towards the lecture, board work, but I
guess I'm relaxed and not so formal that a student doesn't feel
free to ask questions. I try to get as much energy into it as
possible. You have to cover the material . I have what I call a
crash review session before the exam for one hour. I think the
students, if they described me, would say that I take my coat
off, and I go crazy, and try to make the students believe that
they can learn it, and learn it easily. That's really my goal.

A lot of people have said that the community college student
tends to be a weaker student than in a four-year school. I've
been here twelve years and I've talked to science majors up at
the university in chemistry and I 'honestly cannot say that. Now
I will admit that there have been some, students that have come in
and 've had to be a little more patient and spend more time with
them and prOvide help sessions--but I can say that I've had some
students who are as good as any students I've seen anywhere.
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Some of the, students were better than I was at that age. So I

cannot say that the students are any better or any worse. Of

course you have to remember that I'm in chemistry and physics and

I don't think that most people take chemistryrand physics unless

they're really interested in it. Most of my people transfer,

probably ninety percent. A lot of them are in engineering, a'lot

of them are in forestry. Once in a while we'll get a humanities

or.science major, but not very often.

I think there's a difference in some of the community

college students. Some lack confidence, some come from very,

very, poor backgrounds. Let's put it this way, these kids would

never have gone to college otherwise, that's the bottom line.

Another' thing, this institution got into the education business

late. We hired a lot of new Ph.D.'s and master's people. If you

look through our library--we don't have a lot of the old, books.

We have the new books, all within the last ten, twelve, fifteen

years. I don't believe that we really represent the traditional
community college atmosphere, basically training for jobs and not

going on to a fouryear degree. It wasn't until two years ago

that the number started lowering because we implemented some

programs, like business and nursing, that were more technically

orientated. We were basically a transfer institution.

We get some students because they really can't afford to go

anywhere else. We get a number of students who are unsure of

the selves. They really should be in a topnotch program, a

topn c university. I'm talking, about the top one percent.

It's amazing how. many of those students we do get. We offer a

full scholarship to all students who graduate in the top ten

percent of their class. So we have one group of students who are

very poorly prepared. We have another .group who are the top of

the class. We have those who drive in with a Cadillac and we

have those who drive in with their 1952 Chevy's: Our average age

at this college right now is twentyseven years old. We have

students coming inhere taking calculus, engineering, physics,

chemistry , . English, that will stand up in any university. We

have a number of students who really could go to any number of

schools. We have two students this year who are going to MIT

next year.

One particular student 1 can say we are pretty proud of.

First time I met her was throygh a local minister whose wife

taught here on campus. The high school teachers were trying to

get this student to go on to college. She was a strong student

in math, she was a strong student in science, she was just

generally a strong student in anything. She could major in

psychology or English or anything. When I walked in the house

--it was on a back street--they had a kerosene stove in, the

living room and dogs and chickens and cats in the house. The

father did not work. He had a back problem. The mother worked

at a local industry at a minimum wage. They had a whole houseful

of kids. This girl was a very bright girl but her self image was

horrible. To get her father to agree to allow her to come to
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college was a. major traumatic experience.

I talked to the parents and to the. daughter. I just said,
"We are interested in your daughter, we'd like to see her go to
school. She could go to college and ghe could still stay at
home." I tried to ease their fears of her going away, their
fears of, you know, where are we going to get the money, and
tried to just convince them it was the right thing for her to do.
The first question I remember him asking was, "What is she going
to learn?" I said, "Well, if she's good in science and good in
math, there are lots of jobs out there. I'm sure she'll go a
long way." : This girl was kind of achunky girl. She'd walk
around with her head down. Her father did let her come to
college. He said he would let her try it. She's now an
executive in an industry. She's got her bachelor's, master's,
and she's , as the boss describes her, his right-hand man.
Before herjather died I saw him on the street one day, and he
was so pro6 of her.

Each individual is different. There are some that you don't
.dare make any harsh statements to because they'll fall apart
quick. There are others you really have to rough up' a little
bit. One particular student, the only word I could use is lazy,
he had all kinds of ability. He started giving me all these
stories about he wasn't going to do this. I said, "If you're in
my curriculum you're going,to do it and I'm not going to pass you
till you do." He refused to turn in his labs. He says that'll
only drop it down to a B or a C. I said, "Not,in my case, you
flunk," He said, "But you can't do that." "The hell I can't,
watch me." And I said, "You can challenge it to the pope, it
won't make any differene to me. You can go to the presideht of
the college, it won't make any difference. You have tomorrow
night to get those labs in. and get your project done and if you
don't'have it done, it's an F." He had them on my doorstep by
five-thirty that night and he said, "You realize what you did to
me--I had to miss a day's work." That guy is now a very good
lawyer. He's also a kid who wanted-to quit school. I got wind
of it after he left here and I went to pay him a visit. He said,
"I was thinking about dropping out. I thought I'd maybe go live-
in the woods somewhere.'!. I said, "You're wasting your life.
You've got all the talent in the world and you're just screwing
around and copping out." Those are the words I used. I just
walked out and slammed the door. The following semester he
re-registered and two years ago he finished. Sometimes you have
to get a little mean. I think sometimes you have to lay it on
the line. I find it very true of students. You get into more of
a personal . relationship with them. You get to know them. I

would say that I treat my students a little bit like the research
advisors treat their graduate students but I do it on the
freshman, sophomore level, especially at the sophomore level.

I refuse to teach during the summer because I need that
time. I also do quite a bit of consulting. Different projects:
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waste water, water treatment industry, municipal sewers. Right

now I'm working on a, project on combustion of organic chemicals,

a very positive thing for-this country. I've got a national

award and a state award, excellence in teaching, and chemical

manufacturers' association award. The manufacturers' award was

from professionals in the field of chemistry, which is kind of

ironic when you think about it; this is the last place you'd

think of about getting an award like that.

If you can have five excellent teachers side by side the one

to be promoted first is the one that' is really the more
professional in terms of professional organizations publications,
organizations in the community, contributions to the campus.

I've been active. If I'm going to a meeting I'm going to present
a paper in many cases. And that's the difference. I'm a

division chairman. All the sciences and engineering and forestry
and nursing are included. An awful lot of responsibility. Right

now it's burdensome but there are times when it's light.

There's a statement in this community: if you're here seven

years you'll never get out. And I'm starting to believe it. The

place grows on you. There can be pressure, lots of pressure at

this institution; the pressure is only if you accept it, if you
want to get involved in it. I moved up rather quickly becau-se of-

my, salary that I negotiated in the beginning. I am not the .

highest paid. I guess you might say I'm a big fish in a little

pond. I have tried to maintain my own professional stature by
being professional and being completely aboveboard and honest and

I've tried to maintain my professional stature in the community

outside I've made a conscientious effort not to hurt people.

I try to remain flexible in any tough situations and that's even

in the community. We've become a viable part of the community.

We really play a role in 'the community.

We hhve a big supply of organic chemical waste that we're

trying to get rid of. This is something that impacts the whole

country,not just this area. Much of my consulting work goes far
beyond this institution, far beyond the community. We fought off
a particular power plant. I was the guy in the trenches digging
out the scientific material, digging out the data and I tried to
present as honest a picture as I could.

When I first started here I was a little reluctant to teach

at a two-year college. There was an attitude about two-year

colleges that exists across the country in many of the four-year

schools. I could have just as easily taught in a four-year

college but I like the_small community. I've thought about what

would I have done at a four-year institution. I would probably

have done the same thing.

I think my work means something different today than it did

five years ago. I think I have reached' what I consider my most

effective performance stage. I'm not absolutely 'convinced that I
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teach with as much heart as I did. Part of that is because I'm
sotnewhat strapped with administrative work and also because my
interests have changed to some degree. Consulting helps my
performance in the classroom. I sometimes question my attitude
towards students. I used to be veryccatient with them. I don't
have as much time for them now as I d d before. Maybe I expect
more. I think I'm maybe a little tougher than what I was.' I
don't spend as much time explaining materials as I used to.
Teaching allows me to do what I really want to do. That is,
develop new programs plus learning new things plus increasing my
consulting proficiency. If I got out of teaching I would miss
it, I know I would miss it. I sometimes wonder about going into
industry where there's so much more money. The temptation is
there, Or going into consulting fulltime. Vve had to turn
away consulting jobs. Atone time I thought maybe I might like
administration but I'm not convinced that I would totally enjoy
administration.

One advantage I have at this community college is that'I can
implement programs. I can get changes. I think quality of
education means a great deal to me. I am willing to dig a little
more even in my own courses here. I feel the students should be
exposed to more' quality material and I frankly believe in a
quality product, that's the bottom line. For example, if a

particular student has a choice of a series of courses--say the
student has to choose a social science elective for their
transfer institution-- I believe the student should choose the
one that will meet his future needs the most. If a student is
going to a certain university and they strongly feel that they
want" the student to have, as a social science elective,
Introduction to Sociology, or Economics, that's the one that they
should choose. They should not be locked out of a particular
course because of maintaining load at a certain level. Each
instructor has to have so many students, let's say, fifteen
students to run a class. Let's say there's only ten students in
that class, that class'May get cancelled. I don't agree with the .

philosophy that you should cancel the class with ten students.
Those ten students are just as important as one with one hundred
in it. The student may be locked out because of budget. Lput.
the student demand over budget.

Consulting is a real challenge. In my case it's mostly
Applications of chemistry and physics and everything that I've
ever learned applied to a variety of .Systems. I've been called
in some situations like a resort where' they'll have a large flow
of sewerage or waste water into a septic system. It clogs up for
a reason, because the chemistry of the septic system has changed.
So we have to come up with a different method to unclog it and a
different method to prevent clogging. That kind of 'project .

Some of them are engineering projects.

Ever since about 1970 to 1971 I started to become active in
things like the environmental commission. I've taught a lot of
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the creditfree courses and the evening courses. -Through-that

process people start bringing in samples and asking. questions.

/You build a reputation just by people asking you questions and

then you make suggestions. It's hard to say how many hours of

work I actually put in. Probably ten hours a week. I'm putting

more and more of my energy into that [the consulting work]. I

don't know what the results will be the long run or what the

future will be in that area. I know it's going to be a hot area.

There are some possibilities down the line that could boggle the
mind in terms of job potential. But I'm not counting on those.
I'm just sitting backfand waiting and doing my job now.

My feeling is that because of all' this work that I don't

have time'to be in my office to spend with the students. Before

I would go to class, come back to my office, spend my time, play
basketball with the students, a whole bunch of things. I would

be around the school and the students could catch me anywhere'.

Now they ,have a tough time finding me.. It's almost like they

have to stand in line. I'm much harder to catch these days. I

come in the house and I have phone messages. I don't have time

to spend, to stand around-and chat. Before I would chat and

talk. I used to know a lot about every student. I'd find out

about them and about their family and a lot of students used to

come to me to confide in me whereas I don't have time for that

anymore. In terms 'of students, personal relationships, I was

probably more valuable to them then. In terms of the institution
I don't think there's any doubt that I'm more valuable now, from
the standpoint that I bring, more recognition to the institution.
Somebody said, "Why aren't you at a fouryear school?" They

asked me that once. "Because I enjoy it here and I can have more

impact here." You have to create your own opportunity. You can

pretty much do what you want in our particular situation and I

think I've done that. A lot of those things have come about by
accident, I think, or I just happened to be at the right place at
the right time.

A lot of things that I do are not intrinsic to my job at the

community college. The college could survive without it. I

think it helps the, students in the sense of realizing that there
are 'ways to solVe problems and I think it helps my attitude in my
teaching, so it does impact students. But in terms of recruiting
students I'm not sure how much it really impacts. It takes a lot
away from your own personal life, it interrupts your life a great
deal, the phone calls that I get. I've-gotten them from

students, I'ye gotten them from everybody. I think my advisor
felt I should have probably taken the fouryear position. He

said something about that, but you've got to remember it was
1969. ) I think community colleges are much more respected today
than they were in 1969. I get the sense that community college
people are different people from what they were. I took the

community college position for a specific reason and that was

that I, could be my own boss and De independent. I think most of

the peoples who are teaching here are pretty darn independent.
They like to, set their own schedule and many of them don't like
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change whereas I don't mind .change at all. When I was at the

university and I taught the laboratory section, I found that the
students that I got there were not that much different than what
I've got now. But. remember I'm talking about students in

chemistry, I'm not talking about students in other areas. I

think the key is the fie'ld.
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Profile

EUGENE BOWEN

. (Eugene Bowen, in his early forties, teaches mathematics at

a. Massachusetts suburnal community college. We interviewed him

in his office during the spring of 1980.)

Both my parents were teachers. My mother was an elementary
school teacher, and my dad was a high school teacher. I'was the

only childin the family, so I would often be at school with my

parents after school before we all drove home together. Both my

parents really liked teaching. They weren't paid a huge amount

back then, but they really did like it. I just developed a

n'tural interest then.

When I was in high school I had some terrible math teacher3.

I was alWays good at math. I startea developing a resolution

that I would really lice to teach math because I know that I

could do better. I was doing pretty well in most of my high

school subjects so it was hard for me to decide which subject I

really belonged in . My math teachers, at least the good ones,

were always encouraging me to pursae math.

Mom and Dad were about thirty-eight or forty when they had

me. They weren't the kind of parents that would come out on the

beach and play ball, but they were the kind of parents that would

sit down and talk a lo.. We would sit and talk at breakfast,

listen to the news, read the paper, and discuss current events.

We would go to church together and talk about what the sermon

meant.. Every summer we went to Nova S.....!otia `'or two to four weeks

and lived on my uncle's very primitive farm. It had no running

water, no lights. He had the old kerosene lamps, the old wood

stove, the old traditional five-hundred-foot walk to the

outhouse. I saw the quality cf life there: be careful with

what you have and lust be happy with yourself. I saw That in my

uncle, I saw that in the farming community up-there.

My Dad had been very athletic in high school and college and

I was just terrible in sports. There was a worl,' of sports that

I really couldn't enter. But I discovered by looking at. he

people on the tennis team that you just had to work at certain

things. So I tried out for the tennis team and.got all this

coaching and lessons and managed to 'make it onto the tennis team.

The whole world of the high school environment had thousands of

activities. I remember telling my parents, "I will realll, be

glad to get to college where life is simpler." They said, "We

will write that down and remind you of that when you get to
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college." Finally I graduated from high school. I was the
second in my class.

My mother came from rural Canada. If you wanted toraise
yourself', in social stature and you didn't want to be a secretary
or a typist, the socially acceptable way to rise up .that most
people chose was either to be a teacher or to be a nurse. She
went to what was then a normal school for two years after
finishing high school. She started teaching in 'Canada and then
decided that the United States looked more exciting . Mom
'continued to teach for several years till she had me and then she
dropped out of teaching for a while, and missed it. When I was
in fourth grade she went back to a fulltime teaching job and
continued to teach until she was retirement age. So hers was
kind of a purposeful choice for. teaching. My dad was.totally
different. He taught high school for twentyseven years. He
just kind of fell into it. He had always thought he would do
something different. In fact, he never finished his college
degree. He got two and a half years and that was enough to start
teaching in those days.' He was good in sports so he started
teaching the high school athletic teams and he was very gifted in
working with his hands and made a good shop teacher.

In high school I developed a way of dividing people into
two maybe three groups: the kind who were good in academics,
were serious students, I felt a natural affinity for. . Lots of
things to talk aboUt, organizations that I was in, the choral
group, the concert band, the student council, the math team. WE
respected each other, but toward the majority of the students in
the school I felt a distance. I couldn't understand why they
were going out/drinking and carousing. I couldn't understand why
they were so thrilled with sports. They couldn't understand why
I was always a goody goody. I didn't want to do the things they
wanted to do. Someone invited me to one of their swinging
parties. I just kind of stood there in a state of shock. The
girl that /threw the party was extremely rich. She had her own
private telephone and anything she wanted. She was angry with
her parents all the time, was frustrated and couldn't communicate
with adults, and I just couldn't understand that world., I

couldn'tunderstand the extravagance. My folks were very frugal.
My parents were very close. 'They grew up giving me sort of a
misconception that adults never fight or argue and never have a
disagreement and I carried that misconception for quite a few
years.

When I got to college, I again. found that math seemed to be

one of my stronger areas. There were some students that were
having a lot of trouble, and I 'ended up tutoring them and I
enjoyed that. Then I did some student teaching in my senior year

. of_college and I was excited about that. My parents were very
influential at that pqint. They had seen many struggling high
school teachers try to raise a family and 6 on for their
master's degree.' So they said, "Why don't you go on and get your
master's degree?" So I went to Harvard and'got my degree.
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My college was a Christian college. Several people from my

church had gone there. It was a very good choice for me. I

got away from home. ;I didn't realize how deep I was tied into

home. I had never dated. There was a whole class'of kids I had

never learned to be friends with, and at a fairly small Christian

college it was easy to make friends with everyone, even the jocks

and the kids that cared about nothing but academics. I enjoyed

college quite a .bit. I was interested in everything. I wanted

English, literature, and liberal arts. I wanted a lot. I just

dian't want math.. I had played clarinet in high school. My.

roommate was in the concert band in,. college and he 'said,

"Wouldn't you like to join The concert .band ? " .It was a very .

friendly and enjoyable groUp c.ici I stayed with the concert band

all four years in college. It was not only the excitement of

playing; also every year the band goes on tour during spring

vacation. We went to California, we went to the Northwest, we

went to the South, parts of the country that I had never seen. I

caught flak from the math professors. One teacher said, "If you

Are a serious mathematician you should not let anything come

between you and math."

I did feel the excitement of the idea of a Christian liberal

arts college where people came with that kind of commonality, of

that same kind of commitment but a freedom to study things from a

variety of perspectives. When I was at college they really

encouraged you to find some place in the secular world where most

of the people think that what you think is a bunch of hooey. The

place that I picked was skid row in Chicago. Took a bus every

Sunday morning. There was a lot of times you would sit down and

talk to a guy and he would look at you and say, "Kid, you had

breakfast this' morning? I am starved and what are you going to do

about it?" A lot of people really asked questions and asked how

they could find God. I remember talking to "one guy. He asked

all these questions and I read him some passages from the Bible

and shared my experience. He said he had been on skid row for

twelve to fourteen years. The next week I got off the bus and

coming down the street was this guy and instead of him in the

derelict clothes , he was in a suit. He was shaved and neat.

He came and he said, "You know Gene, God is really real. My life

is so changed, you wouldn't believe it." So I was beginning to

put my faith on the line with anybody that I came, in contact

with.

I decided to go to Harvard primarily because I wanted to go

'to a good school and combine teaching and mat,: and at that time

Harvard had a very powerful Master of'Arts in Teaching program.

One of the guys that I got to be really' good friends with at

Harvard misread the final exam schedule. rwent to the math' exam

and he wasn't there. So right after the exam was over I went

over to his room and I said "Gee Sam, are you sick?" He said,

"No." I said, "You didn't coma to' the exam this morning."

4ell, we went to see the professor and the professor exploded.

"You misread the exam schedule. You can't do that." He said,
-
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"Harvard does not allow make up exams." I said, "Well, ah, the 1

exam is still there. He-hasn' done, anything. Can't he just sit
down and take it?" "No, t at is not 'allowed." Then he said,
"Well, this is an emergency, You should go see the Dean of
Students right away." And the final resolution was, "This is
tough luck. You misread the exam schedule, so you will getan F
for the course." And my friend wasn't even there, his mind was
somewhere else. I said, "Why are you so upsEt?" He said, "My
parents can't accept this." He had a mental breakdown. I

didn't realize how a family would put on that pressure . In my
system if you failed or something there was always a way out.
For this poor fellow, the way he'built.it up in his mind, there
was no way out,.

We had smart kids at college who had 800 in their college
boards. At Harvard I sat next to one kid who walked in and
plopped down in the chair and no notebook, no pencil, no notes of
any kind. He sat there, a sophomore, taking my graduate course.
The professor went over a half-hour lecture that had most of us
in the class saying, "What.is he talking about?" After thirty
minutes this fellow said, "Professor, f perceive in the third
.axiom that you have derived an alternate approach." The guy was
for real. He thought as rapidly as the professor over, a field

that he had never had before. I had never worked" with students

like that before. I had never been in a class where somebody was
so far above me. Here were people that ate, slept, lived and
breathed learning and studies. They were way, way up there and
did in fifteen minutes'what took me two hours.

Then I went into the Army for two years. I had gone through
ROTC. The Vietnamar was taking everybody's attention back
then, so you knew that you were going to be in the service one
way or another. I figured that it was'better to bean officer.
I was ready to get out of the Army after two years. I had

accepted a position for teaching math at a local high school, and
just at that time I got a phone call from the Pentagon asking me
if I wanted to extend my two years in the service to four and
teach math at West Point. I went there and I had two very good
years of teaching there. I really enjoyed it and I was glad that
I went there. It is very exciting to walk into a clatsroom with
a lot of brilliant people. It was exciting to see their minds
delve into these very-difficult- math -problems and proofs- But'

you sort of felt like any idiot could walk in there with any math
skill and-- answer their questions. There were something like
thirty-nine of 118 all teaching freshman calculus course.
Everything was standardized, and you just felt like a lot of
creativity was never getting used. Her you were teaching all
these students and you never made up a test, or if you did, you
made it up with a committee.

When I finished my two years of teaching at West Point, I

was really excited about teaching math and I had decided, to

Switch from high school and gd.into college. I knew that.I could
teach well at college. I didn't feel like going for a doctorate
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degree then.. So I would have to: find.a four-year. school that

wanted. a parson with a master's degree or a two-year college. I

just sent applications everywhere all over the country.

Fortunately that' was back in 1970. There were still some

teaching-jobs around so I had some choice. remember going to

certain"foqr-Year State colleges ap_dtheir whole interest was,

"What is your research,what would you get your. doctorate in?"

They never once asked me did I like to teach, was good at

teaching. So I 'shifted gears and really started pursuing more

seriously the community college situation.

The community'50,1ege is like working in three worlds

simultaneously, the world of 'the student, the world of faculty

and colleagues, and the worlh of the administration; and the

three are so different. You have people in your classes who are

older than yo4r father, people in your classes who are seventeen

and very immature emotionally and everything in between. You

4 'have people who carry such emotional baggage with them that it is

very hard forthem to do a simple thing like ask a question. The

nub of the student world is really trying to find where the

students are in their mathematical ability, and to find effective

ways to teach that and get sufficient feedback so that you are in

a true kind of emotional dialog for the semester. Once.I walked

into a class and put my books down and was all set to sl;r1.rt

class. Two students raised their hands and said they didn't
what in the world we were doing. 1 ripped up the lesson plan ..

said, "We will start where you are." That kind of

was a little hard for ime to learn because I had just .',:dshed

teaching two years at West Point.

A lot of students have picked. up a mental block tha; says,

last week I didn't understand so I will never catch up , So I

try to encourage them that they can,catch lap, and let t:Itm try

one or two problems while I am in the office and see if ti"eire

any success and if they don't, continue some form of dialor :.oi,i1

they do have come success. If a person asks for special:favcrs I

try and give the kid the benefit of the doubt. Sometimes I have

gotten stung. Kids will say, "I will be out of school for the

next two weeks and I want all the lessons in advance. Can I make

up the test?" I do it and then I discover the whole thing was a

fabricated-story- Some_4t.P0ent Says, "I can't possibly meet you
until 7 o'clock," and I make a, pOint76f-saying, ''Yes,- but-if-for. _

some r.:,':ason you can't make it, please call the office and let me

know." And I check and there has been no call and I drive all the

way back , sit down with my books and get my notes out and thAnk

of wbRt- the stuent's qi.estions might be and wait there fora

half hour and the kid rq>ver shows up. The next day he says

something like "I forult," or '"Oee, I was busy and couldn't get

around to it." Most cr the time tie kids will come, but thi ty

percent of the time they don't and you get hurt.

A lot of times kids have been taught in high school, by'

unfortunately -whoever taught them, that it was disrespectful to
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ever ask a teacher to explain a problem on the board that you

can't understand. Sbme of them have been told the first day of
class, "If you kids sit there and shut up, and don't bug anybody,
you will get a C." I have got kids from some of the local hip
schools and I look on their transcripts and it says they tour

Algebr II and got B's and they know absolutely nothing..

I am a very'very energetic teacher. I come into class end

ask if they have any questions' about the homework and usue1ly

about a third of the period ends up being utilized in that way.
I will work through some of the problems on the board . I neller

sit in class. I am almost always putting problems on the boarl.
I am usually covered with chalk dust at the end of the period. I

go through a couple of pieces of chalk every period. My elae5es
are between thirty and thirty-five. Some of us get stuck with a
little fuller sections. I don't like them bigger l'.han

thirty-five, but it doesn't make an awful lot of differezee.

About one-third of the students never had any alge1,rn ie

high school. The whole idea of using a letter to represent

anything is a total mystery. About the other-two-thirds have had
high school algebra and have failed it or it has been a long time

and they have forgotten it. They look at the board, their' face

wide open, and say, "What in the world are you doing?" I know

how they feel and I stop the class and say, "Listen, some of ye:!

people are going to feel lost for the next two periods beeausc

you never had this before. The course is still designed .for you.

I will answer all your questions and we will not go toc fast for

you and you will not get lost, and I know how yoe reel." It

usually helps.

A -lot of the times I have encountered a problem here as

either a coordinator of a program or in the last three years as

the math department chairman where there is sozething that is

flat wrong. I chafe at that, I don't like tbet, it bugs me.

This last semester we had to hire three part-time faculty. I did

my homework and I wrote out letters and I collected all the

folders for the people who were interested. And in a period of

time of five weeks I wanted to get clearance from my division
chairman and my dean to say, "This is it, give me the go ahead so

I can call them up and say you are teaching the Basic Math I,

section which meets at ten ol.clock,_hereeis aecourse list." They

kept saying we can't decAe because we don't know about the

budget . I have trouble living with that because I know I should
be able to tell a person that you are teaching the course and can
plan on it. I find it frustrating and it churns up my emotional
energy. There are very few teaching tasks that do .frustrate me.

I like teaching, that is my happy world. I feel comfortable

enough in it that I can pick up a textbook and shoot from the

hip. I get frustrated enough in the administrative world

sometimes when my best -laid plans get shot down. And this

internal frustration honestly makes me wonder.how much longer I

will went to be a department chairman if rcan't resolve it at a
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better level than I have done the first three'years. I really

don't think that I will stay at that level. I will just return

to being a regular teaching member, because it burns too much of

my energy.

I guess I 'felt a personal responsibility to step in and be

the department chairman. Beyond that, there is certainly

something to do with my career plans: I am just completing a

doctorate. If I should go on to some other level at a four-year

college or administration or something else, I felt I needed the

administrative kind of experience. Part of it is practical; I

find it extremely difficult to live on the salary that they pay

me. I feel that one of the options open to me is to move up in

administration. I keep thinking through in my mind what I really
enjoy doing. I enjoy teaching very much, I don't enjoy

administrating too much. People tell me I am successful and I

receive that feedback verbally from them. Internally I don't

think that is a complete message. Maybe I.am doing a surface job
of being successful but I am not too happy with myself.

Maybe that is just because I can't live with the high

amounts of frustration that administration involves and the

problems can't be resolved. There is no other way to solve this

situation. I guess maybe the problem is this: in my world of

teaching there are very very few unresolved problems. No matter

how screwed up they are -- the learrdng problems--no matter how,

many students get jammed in your class, no matter how terrible
the textbook is, I am able to turn that situation around and make

a success and know that I have communicated with the students,
look at their final exams, and get letters back the next semester'

you are a fantastic teacher. And there are very few

things that I now experience in teaching where I ever feel a, real
failure, or an internal problem that I can't resolve. If the kid

is absent for two months or in the hospital I know how to set up

make-up tests for him. I know how to tutor him, I know how to

get him back to where he needs to be mathematically. So I live

with a lot of successes in teaching and that is encouraging .

A' lot of tim,:..s in the administration there is a no-win

situation. You are forced to do something that is wrong or not

fair or inequitable or not in the best interest of the student,

but it. has to. he._ done.because. .some_ administrator or some

legislator has said that it has to be done that way. I find it

hard to,live with. If I am ever going to be an administrator as
a permanent career I am going to have to learn to divorce part of

(7
my caring.' It is a tough world and "me/of these things can't be

clearly resolved as hard as you ry/to be clear and satisfy

everybody. In administration sometimes you can't and you have to

find the best approximation in the situation and don't live with
such idealistic views. I intend to finish my doctorate, to keep

my eyes and ears open for other opportunities. I perceive that

for me the next step .of moving upward to administration would be,
if I ever did, an assistant dean of faculty at some other
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community college somewhere. My dream would be to be in an area
of curriculum development and faculty professional development
and that kind of thing. I do enjoy taking a challenge and
bringing order out of chaos. I do enjoy accomplishing a mission.
I do enjoy helping somebody and knowing that the program worked
out well. So that kind of a motive is there too.

I think that the most important social world is connected to
my church, a large group of people that I can share things with
on a deeper level and also have some commonality of spiritual
values. Two forces are very real in my life that make me strive
to have a meaning at my job. One is the force that I guess you
call a social prestige type of force that says: "Oh, you only
teach at a community college. You are about to get a doctorate,
what are you doing here? Is that all the level of math course.
you get? You only have kids up to calculus two for a semester?
You ought to be teaching at a four-year college." And that is
perhaps a more significant force of my life because of the track
of my education through Harvard graduate school and teaching at
West Point and having a lot of colleagues that teach university
and in four-year schools and have a doctorate. They have an
attitude of discussing the community college as "down there,"
that it is trying to help the underprivileged students and'has
watered down academic standards. That force was very clearly
explicated one time when I had a friend from a local four-year
school see me for the day. He is also in math and we returned to
campus and at the end of the day he said, "Boy, you have really
got to be committed to teaching to teach in a place like this."
He was serious and that washis gut reaction. I catch that a lot
from people. So those forces really impact on me, and they
really cause me to dig deeply as to why I am here. Is it really
worth it, is this really the beat place that you should be?
The us system that says you are this quality person and if
you a e)in this kind of job and if you are a university professor
you a e in a different elite status plane and just to realize
that his is not a social ladder--I don't become a better person
if all of a sudden I resign here and become head of the math
department at a university. I know that deep down, at least I
know it intellectually. To .honestly live that is sometimes a
little tough. You have to think that through. The way I have
helped to resolve that-is to see that the people that I know who
really and truly rid themselves of that kind of stigma and social
status structure seem to be the most free and whole living people
that I know.

K...We moved from one neighborhood to another in the same town
three,y ars ;Igo. Picked up a whole new set of friends. We moved
to kio a nicer neighborhood. A lot of them are rather
off ina cially. Where we were before, when we got our first

we were poor, poorer than we are now, and we could only
aff d a modest home in a less desirable part of the city where
the lot sizes were small, where there were a lot of blue-collar
people. There were very few professional people on the street.
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The high school dropout who works as a full-time painter for a

living will think that the community college teacher is pretty

great. So I didn't get so much negative input from the neighbors

then about my job in that environment. Where I am now most of

the people are either college professors or they are the director

of data processing or editor of this, or the machine supervisor

at some big company. Some of the comments that they make give me

the impression that they think that the community college

teachers are beneath them. They don't treat me as being beneath

them. I don't feel personally treated that way, but sort of the

way they discuss my job gives me the impression that they have

that perception of my job. In retrospect I didn't really

realize that there was an absence of negative input about my job

where I was before. I think a lot people that community

college is wonderful and it is a olbnderful job that you are

doing, on the surface, but then they say little things with

subtle hints and things come out that give you a deep-seated

impression that they think your job is not really that great .

My belief is that if I could physically take them through one day
of my teaching experience, let them see everything that I do ,

that it would totally erase, I think, their perception. The

v
watered down standard of the community college is not one based I

on reality and one that I. don't think'that my discussions would

ever quite erase. If they ever send their kids here or if they

ever walk through the halls, I think I can show them what an'

exciting world that it can be.

With a school of one hundred and eight faculty I see One

source of stress on faculty is that the layers of communication

and responsibility are thicker than we would like and probably

thicker than the leaders of the institution would like,as far as .

direct outside forces from outside the college influencing the

college. So that causes stress. In the community college there

is less and less faculty involvement in the total daily operation

of the college every year. When I first came here, there were

about the same number of full-time teaching faculty 'as we have

now, maybe five more. We had two counselors for the whole school,

two librarians for the whole school, maybe four deans, one

president, eight secretaries, and that was it. The faculty did

everything. We counseled the students, we did this and did that,

we were just involved in the whole mesh of things. It is easier

to have that holistic view of-the coilege-ir-you are dealing-with

financial aid problems of students, if you are counseling

students. Now there is a structure. We have nine full-time

counselors, we have librarians and I don't know how many there

are in total--probably seven or eight; every dean has an

assistant dean. Some of the deans have two assistant deans and

an associate dean. All the directors have an assistant director
--director of financial aid, associate director of financial aid,

director of student affairs. Everybody has just compiled other

job descriptions. There is far more structure now so what

started to be a college of one hundred and five teachers and

eighteen staff and a president and four deans is now a president
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and fifteen deans over one hundred staff members of the college.

So that the staff has actually reached the point where, exclusive
of. the secretaries, the staff for the college is as large as the
teaching faculty, and it has compartmentalized and pigeonholed

job descriptions a lot more, and has made it harder to function
as a team. What sustains me is I have to feel and know to a
pretty thorough degree that what I am doing is worthwhile,that it
has meaning,and that I am doing a good quality job. The letters,

the comments, the fact'that a lot of kids pass the course, don't
sustain me; they.are just one of many indicators that I peed.

There are some liMitations with this building. I will feel

better about my teaching and I will be more looked up to if we

get a nice campus. For several years I ran.with the idea that

hey, you make any community college, it is no matter what

environment you are in. It really isn't important. You can make
any grubby place into a learning experience. Now I honestly feel
that a whole lot of learning that we want to bappen here doesn't
happen because we don't have a new campus. There, is nothing
magical about a new campus, but I think that a new campus would

be an exciting tool that says to the student that learning is
important, look at the environment we have created to ,facilitate

it. And I know that some of the kids from the city want nothing
more than to break away from their world because they live in the
city , they work in town and they walk up the street to this
building and it, doesn't seem very different, it is not too much

of a place to study, and they go home as soon as they are

finished.. I have really come full circle to thinking that the
most important thing that we can do in the future is build a new

campus. It is really no longer for me, I think the kids need it.
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Profile

SHELLEY WEISS

(Shelley Weiss, in her thirties, teaches mathematics at a
suburban community college in California. She was interviewed at
her home in the summer of 1981.)

I managed to graduate high school by the time I was,sixteen.
I was always a Very good student in school, always motivated to
be a college student. I was one of the students who did not
excel in one field over another, but did well in all of them.

I have a twin brother. No other sister or brother. It is

interesting that I turned to mathematics in college, because that
was never an interest of mine in high school. There was a lot of
competition between us. All the teachers knew us. I kind of
skipped over all the hassles. It was very highpressured in my
school,... a very small private school more like being in a

summer camp because of the small size. It was very difficult,
very cliquey,very academic, very political. The first
demonstration was a mock sort of rites of spring. I really
needed more structure. I would say the total population ,

seventyfive to eightyfive percent, were college bound.
Competition was very grew',; there were scholarships, letters of
recommendation, all of that, so there was a lot of pressure to go
on [to college].

I didn't get a lot of guidance and I will say high school
counselors are not very helpful. They took more or.less the top
three, four, or five people and worked with them. I mean the
others, it was just, if you can make it into college, fine. .1

wasn't the top student and so I didn't get a lot of support
there. And then you know I was sixteen, I was really young. I

was confused. My parents were older and they just didn't really
want children, I don't think. They had them but they didn't know
what to do with them. So I think it was there I was on my own at
a very young age without having a lot to fall back on.

I remember I was home from college on vacation talking to my
friend Judy and she said, "Oh, I'm going to go into math and
maybe computers," and I said, "How come?" And she says, "Well, I
mean, you can just do anything." You know we were fantasizing
about gosh when I get out of college I'm just going to travel all
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over, and goall over the world. I said, "I don't know, math is
so boring at times." and' she said, "Well,' but think about it.
Everyone goes into teaching," she says, "My mother is a teacher,
everyone is a teacher. I mean that's all women do. 'What are you
going to do, go into English? What can you do with English?!' I
thought about it and I thodght, well, she is right. Everyone
does teach and everyone does go into English and'Humanities and
has this liberal 'arts "education" and what are they trained to do
when'they leave? Nothing. It appealed to me more than science
because I didn't, like 'the laboratory aspect of science. Math
isn't technical.

I started taking all ,these math classes. As soon, as
everyone-else got to college, they just stopped. ,They found out
that they',didnq need it, and they said, "I'm'never taking
another math class as long as I live." I didn't feel that way
about it. So- I took three.setesters and)I was a math major
because no one else was taking it. So 1011 know, 'I just kind o'f,
it evolved. I just fell into-it. I became competent at'
something that eras easy enough, but it wasn't a real love of
mine. There weren't.many women in math. And there weren't"very
many people, i my math class ever. You know, English lecture
halls would have three hundred people.

,

It was a real social time. We all felt different from the .

rest of the world. This was during thetime of all that change
because of the war. I was always treated special. I was
frequently the only woman in mathematics. I got a lot of
attention. I kind of was still living in this other world, a
very Social world and yet doing mathematics and I got .along. Not
only was I younger, I mean they were aware-Of how. young I was,
but I was the only woman in most of my olaseS. Math was really
easy. And it served a really important purpose beCause of all
the chaos, at the university -- demonstrations, people getting
angrythat all spread across the country. When that would just
bbild up too much I would just go to sleep for three straight
days,. just -escaping from everything. _So I really could have
worked,, much 'harder. I choSe not to.do that. I did ,a minimal
amount to. get by, but it took less from me.

'By the time I graduated I was just turned nineteen.
Graduation was in January and I remember I took the graduate
record exam. I was accepted to graduate school.I felt I had' a
whole lifetime to work so graduate school seemed like the.
appropriate thing to do. Also I had gotten a lot of pressure.
'My father wanted me to get a doctorate in whatever I wanted and
he was willing to pay. It turned out that'I got this teaching
assistantship, so I didn't need him to pay for that. But he was
very generous always with my brother and me. That is his way of
dealing with having,twins, he always treated us the same. If my
brother had td do well, so did I, if my brother was going to
graduate school, so did I. So I thought it would be an
appropriate thing for me to do,and also my main reason was I jUst
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loved the people I was with and wanted to stay there and they

were all still going to School.

What happened at the university is really the most

wonderful, the most significant time in my life. It was the

happiest place, it was a very exciting time. There was a lot of

political activity. It was very strong in that sohool. You

became more politically conscious, fighting the war. I lived in

a dormitory for one semester just because I didn't know when I

got there ;that the situation was and I immediately left and lived

in a "kitchen privilege." A lot of my friends were in

history and political science and they were very aotive. Some of

them were members of SDS or started the first driftresistance

union. I wasn't in those organizations.. I was in mathematics;

that really typified my involvement. Although I did get involved

when we had TA strikes in protest of the war. We closed down our

classes. I mean, nominal things like that.

. Being a graduate student in math, it was fun, you didn't

have to write a lot of papers. You only had these exams

periodically. I was a teaching assistant, so I taught classes.

I was responsible for teaching a precalculus class on my own.

That was my first teaching experience. It was wonderful. It was
A precalculus to .prepare people for calculus and we did a little

bit with limits and series and I supposedly had no supervisor,

but basically I did all the lecturing. The whole class met three

times a week and I came in and did a presentation and made up

exams. I was younger than most of the students. It was

predominantly engineering students and the class was almost

entirely male.students. I just didn't relate to them very well.

I just did the work. I'went in and taught the class. I felt L

did a better job than most of the TA's, partially because as a,

woman I was more sensitive to how things should be explained, I

don't know if it is being, a woman, but I felt I was more

sensitive. It was a job, and it was a separate part of my life

and it was fun to have that responsibility.

.My advisor was a really kindly man, very easy going,

supportive sort of person, much more- interested in his research

than in motivating me. And I think had he related differently to

Me I might have gone on more seriously. I did independent work

with him and he was almost too unstructured--it was like you do

what you want. I needed more structure and he didn't do that.

So Some weeks, I'd say, "Well, I haven't worked as hard as I

should this week,",and ne goes, "Oh, that's okay, just come in

another time." So I felt that he didn't.take seriously what I

was doing. And that suited me at the time. In looking back I

have a little bit of anger toward the faculty. They had their-

favorites and they were almost all men. There- were only two

women graduate students who went through and were getting their
Ph.D.'s when I was there, sb there was definitely a paternalistic
feeling toward me, because I was young and also I played into

that too, myself. It's oh Shelley's good, you know, competent,

but no interest in motivating me But they did that not just
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with women, they did that with my only close friend in

mathematics, they did that with him. They picked out of each
class t.fe star students and those were the students they
encouraged.

I got tired of mathematics. It just didn't seem
interesting. There' was so much else happening and that seemed
isolated from it all. I thought, what are these numbers, what is
this system, I am sitting up here doing all this, what does it
mean, you know. There is a whole ,world out there, things are
happening, and at a certain point it stopped being relevant. I

felt it was just games, it was people sitting around having
these mental games who were not involved in the real world. The
only thing that kept me there even one semester beyond my
master's was the teaching. I really loved teaching.

I think I lost confidence in my ability to do the Ph.D. I

could operate on a fairly easy level and get through that, but I
really felt I didn't have that genius or that extra creativity tc
get my Ph.D. Part of the reason for that was that I was working
with in my office one man who was just brilliant and when I first
started graduate school, he was working toward finishing his
doctorate. He devoted his entire life, it seemed, to doing that
work. He was there morning, noon and night. He literally slept
there . Sometimes I'd get in there early in the morning and he
had stayed up all night and just slept more or less in there.
Slept on his desk. His devotion was incredible to me. When the
pressure got -great he would disappear for four days and go on
these drunken things. I realized the devotion it took to do
something really original and great. And I didn't know if I had
that. I didn't know if I wanted to put that kind of energy in.
And the only female models that I had, there were two women:
one woman was socially totally inept, tactless, workaholic, and
the other woman was somehow never around. She always seemed
to be on sabbatical or leave. The people who I was close to were
these very brilliant graduate students.

I had never thought twice about whether I knew material. I

realized that my way of going through it had not been fastidious
as it should have been, that really I was not focused on it
completely. That I had managed to get by and got A's and B's but
lacked the concentration . I was very good at playing the game.,
knew what I had to do but my heart hadn't been.in it. When
made the decision to leave, nobody said anything and one of the
last days I was there, they had gotten a whole bouquet of roses
as a good-by present. I think about it these past years and I
think, well, what might have been better would be for someone to
sit down and say, what were you doing? But I think they picked
up that my heart wasn't in it and nobody said anything about it.
I liked the interactive part of it, but I didn't like the
solitary part. I saw all these men who were there for day after
day just alone. Maybe if someone had been more encouraging and
said, well, you have so much talent, why don't you do this, or
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put more pressure on me, but at that point you're a graduate

student, you're not expected to be babied or encouraged.

In the summer of 1967, my roommate and I came out to

California. I couldn't believe how beautiful it was and at that

point I thought I didn't want to go back to graduate school.

When my father found out that I was going to quit , he refused to

send me the money and said the Only thing he would give me was a

plane ticket to go back . Because he wasn't educated, he had a

strong value on that. I was very ambivalent about it and

thought, well, another year won't make much difference and so I.

went back, but I knew that I wanted to come out here as soon as I

left. So I had the beginnings of this split from this whole

close-knit family group. I went back and it was a painful

seven months of separating and I was going to be the first one of

all my friends to leave and it was very difficult'. But I knew,

somehow I guess I felt, it was time to get out of this whole

school -room situation and so in January of 1969 I came out here.

That was a month before I turned twenty-one.

I worked as a programmer for nine months. That

unfortunately was the wrong choice. It was a choice out of

safety because I felt I was on my own and I didn't wart to ask my

parents for any money if I didn't have to. And the .shock of

going from a place where my friends were all radical into

this space-science type place was incredible. The first six

months I just felt like crying every day. I thought, what am I

doing? This is horrible and I thought, well, if you leave school

and have to work, this is a grind. So I put up with it not

realizing that it was just the wrong choice. I finally decided I

have to get another kind of jot. I got a job working for a

businegs organization. I was hired to sell a program that

schools could use for tutorial work.They stuck me with these

horrible jobs in the beginning, writing tech manuals and trying

to decipher the gibberish that some of the programs people write,

totally incomprehensible. In the course of working there and

going out to these schools I got in touch with a really bright

teacher in one of the schools who told me about this program that

taught to elementary school children abstract alegebraic concepts

in this very exciting way. He arranged for me to see a class and

I went and watched this woman teaching this class of third

graders higher mathematics in this fun kind of discovery

technique where kids were just jumping out of their seats wildly,

they were so happy about the program. I started teaching in

this program and I finally decided that I absolutely hated

business and would like to teach. And simultaneously I found out

about a community college opening. And they hired me part-time

at night, teaching at this college.

This math enrichment program for children which we called

project SEED was geared toward minority children, so it was only

put in schools which were economically disadvantaged. It had a
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white missionary, helping, and political aspect to it which
appealed to me. I thought it's a way of getting children who
hated math interested in the subject that everyone thinks is

boring and they were mainly minority children who usually don't
go on because they don't do well in those subjects. I started
out teaching classes and from there I went to be a supervisor
trainer and I had two or three elementary school Classes that I
went to every day in different schools. I presented material to
them which was somewhat algebraic in content. We also taught
them about fractions, but it was done in this fun technique and
basically what it conssted of was going in and putting patterns
on the board and making it a game.

My first experience in industry had been very rigid and
seemed too routine. I was working with mainly engineering types.
There were very few women working in a professional capacity.
There was one woman who was very hard to talk to, but all the
other women were secretaries. We were dealing with people who
wanted computer programs for their inventory. And I thought, who
cares whether Sears gets their bills out five days faster than'
they do. It seemed like it wasn't doing anything for humanity,
for the world. They weren't helping anyone. And I was still,
for a person who wasn't very political, I was coming from this
history and these viewpoints that were: what are you doing, what
about all these poor. people who are out there, who don't have
jobs. You know, the white man's guilt , I've been fortunate and
I'm not from a poor background. If I were, then I would have
anger, you know, that whole racial issue. And I guess I did have
a social sense from a very young age in some way. I don't know
whether it is being Jewish, growing up in a community where
people knew what it was like to be persecuted especially since it
was an older Jewish community that remembered Hitler. If they
had not experienced it they knew what had happened. I saw
business as being unimportant.

At that time most women,, if you had a degree in something,
people said, "Well , go teach, be a teacher." And I thought, I
don't want to do that. I mean that is what everyone tells you to
do. I thought, what can I do with it, so I thought, well,
computers. I mean what else can I do with mathematics? I can do'
research, but the only places where you do research are in

Washi,,ton or universities. You get your doctorate and you sit
in yo! - office and I had moved away from that, so here I had this
degre, which would give me a job anywhere in the world. But the
pric( I had to pay for it was to do something that was
math-:c!lated. So I thought, I'll try computers. Well, who needs
computers? Industry and business, and so I got involved with
that, making $75,000 a year. I found it boring after doing
mathematics --- mathematics seemed so much more alive compared to

compute.s which I know a computer person would look at me and
sa:, "You are/ But I thought, "There is a whole history
behind this,!there's a theory, there's an elegance." I left
graduate school to sit here and do loop K equals N to Nplus one.
That. just seemed ridiculous to me.
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In the company they just left me alone. Nobody would tell

me anything. I asked someone a question . They said, "Oh,

that's okay, do it. I can zip it off real fast." There was

no one who had that sense of "Wait a minute, here's a pcTsbn."

No one who cared about sharing or encouraging. The worst part

was more than rigid, how secretive they were. They didn't want

to tell you what their codes meant because they figUre if other

people don't know, they are indispensable. I .would say, "Let's

see now, would you explain this," and they would zip off these

numbers, "Well, can't you see it's a K13 and it's this and it

does this," and it's like the old-style math teacher who'd write

up furiously formulas and then students would say, "I don't see

the steps." Well, he left out forty steps, but he won't tell you

what the steps were. And at that time I wasn't ready tc,"be

assertive; I just 'saw it as discouraging.

At the community college I have taught all levels of

mathematics from arithmetic through differential equations. Each

class varies tremendously. I have a lot of reliance on the

discovery technique in my classes, putting up patterns and Having

the people kind of recognize those patterns, a lot, of classroom

participation which has to be 'adjusted depending on each

situation. I mean in calculus you have to put .p a lot more work

quicker and you have to get different respnses. You can't wait

for as much participation at times, verL4S I teach a women's

re-entry class and it is all aiscovery;. compfrtely.. A typical

class begins with my coming in and just putting up some puzzle

and having them look at it ant we start talking about it and

people start discovering what is havening, seeing the patterns,

and that I really enjoy. Those are my favorite claSses when t`

can do that: Thi- is goL.g on my twelfth year at teaching

mathematics at the comrGunity college level. (First four years

were part time.) So I really have gotten.stuck somewhat and

have been thinking of career Changing. I'm not as excited about

teaching the mathematics. I'm not as excited about doing the

research into different .ideas for classes and different

techniques.

I guess I have been putting a lot more effort into classroom

dynamics and personalities of students and dealing With group

personalities and thinking more about what kinds of

responsibilities I want students to take. In the .beginning t

took complete responsibility for their. learning. I felt like if

they didn't learn, it was my fault, I was doin0Omething wrong.

And now I've' moved, in the last eight years especially, into

ANkfeeling that they have more of a responsibility for what they

learn. I have to treat them more as adults in almost a business

world where they have commitments and they are making contracts

to fulfill certain, work. A lot of what you are hearing is just,

I'm tired, you know. I pm burnt out. I 'haven't had a summer and

I'm about ready to go, on sabbatical next year. I am really

thinking of career changes, so it's not as interesting as it was.

Now this community college is fantastic. The people here are
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incredible. People are always thinking of.ways of connecting

different subjects. Even recently someone said, maybe when I

come back from sabbatical they were interested in our doing

something with sociology and math. There is a lot of energy

despite how many years people have been here. Their main concern

is teaching, and thinking of new ways of making it interesting
for ,themselves as well as students. I mean the college is like a

home. It is a very strong support system.

What's it like to teach math in the women's reentry group?
It is the ',nest, it is always the most positive class, most

positive experience in teaching. I enjoy seeing pec. who

always hated mathematics get very excited and involved n it.

And it is much easier than most instructors and profes:,o:s of

mathematics make it. There is a whole mystique around it,
is a certain kind of language that's very, you know, it's

real hard to get through. It makes people stand away from it

feel, oh, this isn't related to life, it has no substance.

the women's reentry we work with those concepts that are fa:Irli

sophisticated but we doo'it in this very stepwise sequerrtiil

manner and I do it a lot through discovery teaching, where I put

by patterns and they start getting excited at seeing things and
then later on I introduce the vocabulary. After about the first-

month they start coming up to me and saying, "I am really

excited." They start looking at magazines for mathtype puzzles,
they start watching television about science programs on

educational television, they come over to me constantly.and tell

me, "You. know, this is really fun, I spent ten hours on this

project, but I loved it." They start introducing their children

to it, they start talking'to their husbands about it, it really

has dramatic changes in their life. And part of the reason is

that they are very ready to deal with that anxiety. Also 1

really --you know, this is going to sound not humble, but I know

it is true =I'm really supportive. I 21: °s my way with them is

very good and it just cuts down the m:.;ttque of it very quickly.

I love the age level; for the most part get women who-are in

their forties and fifties, some are their thirties and some

are in their twenties, but most of the women are older. T walk

in and I'm very understanding from the first day. I tell them I

realize that they have an anxiety about this and I express thc

kinds of things I heard women say about \mathematics and the

blocks that they have and then I say, "You'll see this class is

very different. We will be real supportive of one .-another.and

we'll do really fun topics.. You'll get a sense that math isn't

just sitting around with a pencil in your hand and a piece of

paper, but cutting mkt-things, looking in nature and finding

patterns, so we do a lot of more manipulative typefl of things."I

like it because I have all this flexibility of what 1 can

introduce. I can skip around topics; I can, in fact in that

class41 do, create my own topics. I make p all these ways of

dealing with what would be boring types of m hematics and we

make it ifto puzzles type of mathematics. Add they remember that
and it lives with them, versus, "OkaY, this is how you do it, you

divide by two." It's not fun when there is nothing playful about
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In other classes I still teach very differently than most of

the other faculty because I can't stand standing up and just

talking. I will show them how to do something, 1).4,-, it is always

interspersed with their working a problem or trying a few steps

with a lot of' questions. Who can tell me what goes next? What

if I change this? What if I do this? A lot of interaction that

way, but we are limited by time. Some times' it may take a whole

week to get at a basic concept in calculus when in that one week

we were supposed to get at eight concepts. In the women's class

I can go off on tangents. SoMebody asks a question and I say,

"Oh, that's really interesting, that reminds me of this, " so it

is very creative. Unfortunately in other classes I really feel

the pressure that these students need a certain amount, of

material, and if they don't-get, it, then I'm putting then at a

dis .vantage in the next course. And also there is a lot of

mo itoring and I have a very rigid department. Any new ideas

th)t get, brought up immediately hit these shut-off valves in

ttleir heads. A lot of them were high school teachers before.

There is only one way of doing something, they have done it that

way for thirty years, it works, so they are going to continue.

The difference between these people and the people ti.:at I

really- like at the college is they came through as high ;..hool

teachers who didn't like the discipline' problems in high school

so they go to a community college. Which is different than all

these other people "at the college who came from dropping out of

doctoral programs, who really had visions of doing some other

thing. I don't know one, woman who has come from a high school

background, aside from this older woman in my department wn i I

like, and that's because what else could a woman do years ago ?

( In .the last two years we have hired four new people. Prior

to th.at there were fourteen members Of the department ThrPe

women, including myself. One woman retired who was ver

creative. In fact, she was the one who started the women's,

re-entry program and thee there is another one who is an ex-army

officer, whose .typical comment is, "You know, I don't understand

why women think that men are discriminating against them. ,I get

along with the guys all right, they always 'treat me fine." I

mean this is you know, the other women in the department.

I am definitely feminist, although I don't speak very

strongly in that direction. All of my friends are. The womed's

programs at this community college have had a tremendous battle

because of some very chauvinistic men who felt that there

shouldn2t be a special program for women, it should be for both

men andawomen. Without realizing that the women faculty here are

the egergy, of the college, and men are not trying to create

re-entry programs. I had a sixty-five -year-old man who stayed

in three of my classes because he got a kind df support from me

because I know how to deal with re-entry stuoents. There are so
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many men like him here that if there were a men's re ntry that
would be really importantlbut there is a core group f men who
would rather destroy the women's programs than create a men's
re-entry progr:ml.

The main tning-that I see that I have done i.;\by being a
woman in mathematics it destroys a lot of stereotyping of both
the young men arld the young women who are in most of my classes.
Certainly it is appreciated by the women in the worm's re-entry
, but the main thing I think is that my'apprOach to the
mathematics , my openness, my lack of rigidity about using "the
rigorous terms" has really changed a lot of students that I see.
Because they come and tell me things like that. Like one of my
classes was a niriety-person lecture class and when I walked in
the first. day somebody said, "That's our math teacher?" People
are always saying to me, "You make.-it seem so easy." The other
side of it is when I teach a class like differential equations, I
have a lot of difficulty with those students because they are all
engineering students who are at the very end of the community
college experience.- They have been taking physics, chemistry,
and all these other math classes, and they are keyed in to a
certain rigid way of dealing. And I have a lot of problems with
those classes, with those students. They are predominantly men
who don't think they are anxious, feel they are good in

mathematics, which is often incorrect. They are upset at times
because I am-not rigid. I am very stepwise but they almost get
annoyed if I do too much work to help them.

For the first five years I must admit I was really quiet.
I was a polite little girl. They treated me in fact that way,
when I first came here,because I was younger. The average age of
the faculty is fifty to fifty-five. When I was hired I was the
youngest faculty member on the campus. I still am the third
youngest faculty member. I wish I had more peers my age who went
through the whole sixties, Vietnam, college experiences, to
relate to. Those of us whb are in thdt age are very. close. But
there are so few of us hired in the last ten years. On the one
hand I'm the one who organizes cards when people retire, I'm the
one who organizes the gifts, so I have that part of me and yet
here!s this other aspect of me, that they just can't,really deal
with.. I'm not a traditional person. I don't follow their rules,
you know,and it's difficult.

The first four or five years here I thought I was in heaven.
I thought it was the best teaching job you could ever have
anywhere. My first few years here people would always come by
and say, "How do you like it? Is everything going well?" And
then they would tell me, "You know, I had a student in my office
and they told me that they are taking your class_and they just
love you." My best friends are other faculty memb rs here. I

mean it is wonderful, everything that you could ant, like a
family situation. Students are wonderful, they tha k you at the
end of the class. They give you presents. They com by and talk
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to you. It is a wonderful place.,

About two years ago my father became ill, and last year
died. And that started the beginning of reevaluation of m,
entire life and my relationship with people. Up until that point
I had been really trying to be a "good little girl". Going out
of my way writing workbooks for free. Other people,'released
time or sabbatical--I volunteered to do it for free. I started
colloquiums. So about two years ago when my father was dying I
realized that I had put up with a lot of his rigidity, as a
child; I realized that I was putting up with a lot of rigidity in
my department. I just started reevaluating my life and I

started looking at the situation and realizing that I was a full
member of that department and that this was my life, that I

really enjoyed teaching here and that these people were stopping
the school and the department from doing really interesting
things and that they were denying students a lot of more exciting
experiences. And I started bucking them consciously. I just
started getting really angry and stopped being the sort of person
who went along and tried to be nice to everyone . And just
started asking more directly for things that I wanted. But it
came out with a lot of anger and an incredible confrontation last
year in which there was an election for department chairman.
There had never been a woman department head. It turned out that
I am very happy I didn't get it because of some other personal
things going on in my life. But it was very symbolic and it has
shaken the department and the department is not going to be the

same.

It's frustrating to realize that I havebeem.here eight
fulltime years and there is all this stuff that I would_lfke to
do. When you bring up an idea, I like people to say, "Oh, that's
good, why don't you just try it. YQu know we are behind you." I

need a lot of that kind of support. I mean you try things and
you get resistance rather than support. I don't know if I !!ant
to stay in that kind of environment. If I want to try my own
textbook, I can't. There is one textbook that you must use for
any. course and the department votes. SO I have people'voting on
textbooks for courses they have never taught.

The women on campus are fantastic, they are very, energetic.
And the more I got involved, I realized how ridiculous they were,
all these men who were fighting a women's program just because it
had the word "women" in front of it. I also noticed the
paternalistic way I was treated and I also, because I don't like

to make waves, allowed myself to be treated that. way. I wanted
to do well. I was very polite but t',,v always made me feel
uncomfortable. They were so reserved. A i then meetings. Right
from the beginning I could see you don't say certain things
around them. So I set it up to be treated that way too. By not
asserting myself from the beginning. I had two years before I
had tenure. I didn't want to spoil that because from the
beginning there were good comments frcm students. And then my
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techniques were different and I took on all the cpurses that the
rigids don't like. The courses that are more unsItructuredwhere
you have to deal with the anxiety. I kept myoffice hours at
times when students could get there so there were a lot of people
coming Jo to see me. Because I made an effort to tell them,
"Look, if you need help, come by. I'm here."

I remember one year some one said, "We have to reorganize
our arithmetic class." I said, "I will do it if someone else
will work with me." That was a concept that they didn't
understand. And that was a problem in graduate school also.
People working on their own so much. I don't like that. One man
who was retired volunteered. His idea of working together is, he
said, "You do the first eight and I'l do the next eight." They
had been teaching so long that they had all gone their own ways
and a lot of the people in the department get) there at eight and
refused to stay a minute past noon. I didn't care how long I
stayed . I always took rotten schedules. II was my background
of just compromisihg, you know. I had a very difficult father
and you just had to do that to get along with him. So I was used
to doing that with difficult people. I would just Isind of lay

low because I liked certain parts of the situation. I love this
college and I 'love the students. It was 'like, if I have a

horrible Meeting I would go into a class and just *get all this
warmth and all this love from doing a good job. It's a.family
place. I know, it is. There are quite a few people that I know
who sense this college that way. It's really a community.

People are very involved with one another's lives and it's more
than just a job that you go to and you leave. Part of work is
definitely a sense of community. A lot of us are involved in one
another's lives. The woman's re-entry program was started by a
core group of women from all different departments. The woman in.
my department who has retired now was involved in getting a math

,,-

iclass in that program.

Most of my energy this year has bSen in thinking about

career changes. I had an opportunity to maybe be a stockbroker.
I took an investment class and this one man was really impressed
wit me. And he encouraged me so I spent same time going to some
wor shops. I had an option this summer of working there doing
so e odd stuff,,ansWering phones or whatever. But I decided that
I wasn't ready to do that right now.

I'm thirty-four. I've been teaching for twelve years now.

It serves certain purposes in my life. As I said, you know, it
is like a family type of community. I don't know if I need that

anymore. I always wanted to help people in someway, so teaching
a subject that people dislike and getting. them over those
barriers was something th4t appealed to me. But I realize that I
don't have people in my field who are really interesting to deal

with at this college. I'm tired of mathematics. Believe it or
not, mathematics was never my love.. I just kind of stumbled'into
it. I have spent a lot of years doing this subject that is not
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necessarily my first interest. So you know there has been a lot

of reevaluation of what was my motivation on a deep

psychological level for going in that field. I tried to figure

some of that out. Part of it was being competitive with my

brother, my twin brother, who did very well in math and science.

Part of it was that it was easy, it was an easy way out into a
career that I knew would always provide money and my own support

because what was really important to me when I was a child was

that when I left home I would never have to get support from my

parents beyond a certain time. And I didn't from graduate school

on, never.

I am a survivor. I have a strong survival mechanism and

from a very young age I knew I did not want to stay at home. So

as soon as I could I severed those cords and it happened in

graduate school as soon as I had my assistantship. I wanted that

independence, just had a very strong urge for that.

I won't get married for economic security, absolutely. If

there are things that I want, I'll go and, change my job. If I

want something, I'll go for it myself. Children? That's a

difficult decision. I hadn't wanted children up until recently.

My mother has this little scenario about how I should get

married. She herself was fortythree when she had us as

children. A very mixed message. My father's dying brought us

closer. Mothers and daughters have funny relationships

oftentimes. There's a little edge of hostility and jealousy and

I think that's where hers was coming from.

Part of what I was hoping to do on sabbatical was try out a

new career. I set up my sabbatical-to do something 'that would be

very helpful to the school which I can do easily. Writing
textbook material will be easy enough for me because I do like to

write. What I was hoping was that I would try out a new career.

See if I really am interested, you know. I thought for a while

it was going to be investment, the stockbroker thing.' It may be

something in psychology because that is a real interest of mine,

too. Maybe going back to school and taking classes toward a

master's in psych or something. You know there are a few options

that I have. At this point I feel like I'm at a crossroads where

there is a moving into a different career whic might be more

exciting and then there is this whole family iss e, and it's not

that the two are mutually exclusive. But where II put my energy

this year will have to be one or the other.
i

I have sensed in the years that I hav4 been here that

people are really looking toward retirement, even the dynamic

people are burning out. They, are getting older, you know, they

have other concerns in their life. They are not pushing as hard
for certain issues, they are more willing to compromise.- I don't
know how much it's worth it for me to fight for very small h

victories. The other thing that's been really hard on me is that/''

every year that we come back, more and more faculty members are
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getting ill or dying. As the years have gone by I have seen

people just get tired and say they're going to let the women's
Program go because it's too much 'of a struggle and those who are
left struggling are all fiftyfive or late forties. Well, I feel
that I have gotten older in that way, too. That I'm not
willing--well, this is my twelfth year teaching and I'm not tired
of dealing with the kids and the people, they are really fun. I

am tired of .teaching mathematics. I had a lot of energy there
for five years and then it just slowly .got drummed out. It's

like you never bring up anything new or experimental because it's
a fight for tiny little things. So 'that you don't even want to
attempt really big changes. If they're going to fight as to

whether or not you want to use a-different' book in a class,
what's the fight going to be like if you want a whole real, huge,
math anxiety workshop. I mean it,is .such a fight that I have
started to give up and look into other 'directions.

If I were at a untliersity in mathematics, al I would be
doing is mathematics. Nc.w there are some people at fouryear
colleges who are doing some experimental-things. ell, maybe it
might be different at a place like State. I have wo friends who
had worked on this project SEED for children. Both have Ph.D's:
One woman is a gogetter; she just' went out and got all these
grants and she is doing this "math without fear." She had done
animation films on math, I mean she is really experimental. Now

I just recently thought more about that when I found out what

this woman had done, but there's no setup in our system for
people working under grants. I don't know anyone who's gotten a
grant to do something in the classroom. It isn't in the system.

Now-there is such 4 thing as reduCed load if you put in for
released time. This other man and I, when there was a need for
an arithmetic workbook, he got released time and I did it for

free. I'mean certain things I don't even think about asking for
and that's, well, .I don't mind doing it, that's part of my job
and that's interesting. There could be released time but not for
a math anxiety workshop. The department would come in and say,

"No, that's something we don't peed._ We need Shelley to teach

Math classes."

So I feel like up in the air; there is a sense of flux. I

don't know in what direction. I've got thirtyone more years
. until retirement. The thing that I liked about the mathematics
was I liked demystifying it, I liked helping people. But I've
been doing this for twelve years of teaching and that's eighteen
years in an area that I'm not that crazy about. I mean it's
interesting and I can do it, but it's like I have to think about
my life and I'm thinking where will I find the growth that I

want. You know, do I want to, say, even write a book. It's a

tremendous outlay of energy. Is that something that I want to

do? Or maybe what I want to do is think about moving into a

different arena completely. I mean it might-be more interesting
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for me to be in.a business environment where I am dealing on a

whole other level of people. I .mean my teaching is down, I know

how to deal with groups of people, I know how to set up the

class, I am very organized. Am I going to spend thirtyone years

walking in and out of classrooms every day? If I am going to
stay in teaching it's going to have to change very drastically.

I am not intellectually stimulated by going in and teaching

my classes at the community college. That's basically it. I

think most of this started coming up when my father was dying,

and when my father died it brought up a lot of things. for me. It

made me start thinking about my own life, about what things I -

wanted, the things I did because I thought I had to, the things I
did to compensate for others. And the teaching no longer
seemed valid to me, or wasn't what I felt I needed, wasn't a

direction that I want to move in. In thinking about it, my

choices have been not well thoughtout by any means. They have

been really reactions to situations that I didn't like, rather

than motivated from things that I really did like. That's my

tendency to do that. I ran away to school because I didn't

like My situation at home. I went into mathematics because it

seemed everybody was discouraging about journalism. I got all

these awards in school and none of them were in math and science.

I mean it was English. music,. Spanish. And my brother has all

these math science ones. How did,I get involved in that? I

mean, that wasn't even an interest of mine back then. I don't

know. Part of it was a competitive reaction, with *my brother.

And the other part was this friend who said, "Look, if you want

freedom and you want to have a job anywhere in the world, then

you should do this, that's what I'm going to do." And it made

sense.
6

I am going to be thirtyfive and this is transition state,

I think. It''s a strong one for all the women I know my age. You

have an internaltime clock about children and if you have put

off making that decision or you decided not to, tentatively, I

think that becomes a much more crucial issue and then the

question comes, well, let me put it this way. Al; this point
don't want children, but if someone said, "All right, go and have

your tubes tied" I wouldn't do that, at this age. -I guess I

feel like there is'this L'ence, or a door, eight doors and two

main doors. In which direction? It's like, well, how definite

are you about your child issue and then about career? . my own

internal psychological limitations have pushed me in a certain

route in my life and now I don't feel them as much. .I .feel more

unlimited. .I think if the woman's movement was around when I was
growing up, at sixteen I would never have chosen to be a math

teacher even at a college. In terms of a woman's job that has a

lot of prestige. I might have, been a doctor. There wasn't that

image, there wasn't that role model. I mew-I:you know,, we

talked about my mother; the greatest thing was ,then I became a

teacher. That is what she always wanted me to do, because chat
was a picture that she had of when you were doing good with/our
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life. You weren't a secretary, you weren't a nurse. I guess
what I am dealing with right now i5 that a lot of choices
that I pade in my life were out of insecurity and I want to make
sure that I'm recognizing that so that I don't make the same
choices out of insecurityjwow.

p
Sometimes I do things because of not feeling good enough

about myself. Taking an easier way out, or not pushing hard
enough in a direction I really wanted. I think the journalism is
a good statement that way, that was my love. I wrote for years,
that's all I did was enter contests and write. I wrote from
sixth grade. on. But somehow I allowed mYSelf to get discouraged.
I had an aunt that said, "Oh," she said, "it's too impossible.
If you don't know anyone, you'll never get a job,on a newspaper."
All I heard for months and months from my mother, from my aunt,
but especially from my aunt was about you don't know anyone,
you'll never get a job. She would say,, "I'm telling you this, for
your own good. don't,want you to be hurt."I don't have enough,
I'm not bright enough to get my doctorate. Yet. it all came so
easily. But I never felt that I was really'gifted, and there
wasn't any one there supporting that. I want to do a lot of
things. I think that is my problem and I don't focus in on one.

I see teaching as being a compromise On.my talents and what
I 'can really do for myself., Not that'teaching%always is, but in
my situation teaching is somewhat of a security. But there i,s no
intellectual stimulation here. That's part of.what I am looking
around for. And a real easy way of dofng.that is to'immediately
change careers and get into,-something else--that's a real fast
way of being stimulated intellectually.

. Learning you know, just
going through the wonder, of learning a whole new field. It's the
challenge of it. I mean there are different ways of growing and
one way is to stay in a situation that'takes on all the different
nuances and you live thrOugh all levels of it. Another is to
change and try different things and I don't know which one fits
for me. My tendency has alwaysliven to try new things, that's

'much more exciting. it is difficult saying with something and
making it work. And sometimes you canlook at it and say, well,
it's out of cowardliness thatyou-Stay with it , I clean this is a
hard job to give up. The teaching is easy enough that you can
run your own business on the Side or you,. can write books on your
subject or you can do research. But it's sow .secure sometimes
it's scary. It is a nice salary, it's pleasant enough, but. I

don't know if I'm growing,- being here.
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Profile

4

MURRAY GREE

(Murray Green, in hi¢ thirties, teaches mathematics at a

metropolitan community college in Massachusetts. He was
interviewed in his office in the spring of 1980.)

*
I finished` with 'graduate school December , 1972. i.mov

'here for no particular reason. I4knew some people here --it
supposed to be a nice city and I didn't want to stay around th
New York area. I wasn't going to get.any kind of teaching job
starting in January so I devoted 'the entire spring to working in

a factory and applying for jobs everywhere in the,country. I

just got a huge list of every school in the world and wIote them

all letters and sent them' all my resume and got very few

responses. There were,very few jobs available in 1972 and 1973.

As it turned out I got a job here because it. Was a brand new

school. It had the most openings of any math'department of the
entire country probably because it had no math'department. This
was the first place at 'that time to offer me a job and since it
was the only job offer I had, not being a complete fool, I took

the job.

I started college as a, math major. & first two years I got
nothing but A's in math courses. The math department'was going

nuts: Look at this guy, he in getting all A's. At some point in
my junior yeer I decided I didn't like math anymore and so I just
started. just getting.by in math courses and getting C's and that

kind of thing. I got interested in art and art history--took a

whole lot of courses, getting Als.in those and C's in math.

Comes my senior year you know, fish or cut bait. What are you_

going to do, ki'd? At that point my parents say, "If you want to
go to graduate school in art, we have had it: What the hel. l do

you want to be an art historian for? There is no money in that."
So I said, hOkay,math is all right, I don't mind, it all that

much. It is not all that hard."
(

Sc I went to graduate school and worked pretty had and got

pretty interested in it. My first two 'years I passed the
master's exam which was the written 'exam. .I passed the

qualifying Ph.D. exam which was an oral exam. And then for the
next three years I did absolutely nothing. I am just stalling
and switching advisors and changing topics and having personal
problems and really not getting all that done. So at that point
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they said, "You have been here for five years. We will give you
one more year to get out of here.". So that sixth year I wrote my
thesis and got out,of there.

I wanted th,?degreee-I wanted the , damn Ph.D., I mean I was
very impressed with people. who had their Ph.D. At that point, I '.
decided_that I wanted to teach and I am not .going to get-a job
teaching unless I have a Ph.D. Somebody who had a Ph.D.ifor some
reason I respected them, for all the work they did, for probably
how intelligent they were, at least for what their perseverance
had been: I mean whenj finished you know, one of my relatives
::.1,d, "You got a doctorate--that is our family's first." I have
cousin who is a doctor, my father is 'a lawyer, but the family
never had a Ph.D. I have, wanted to achieve this goal for a Very
long time.

My work is vastly different-, tqday ,than it was three
years ago, which was vastly different thaTi'qt was six years ego.
I come he;.-e most ..itcently with probably less-idealism and less
patience than threi,. years ago and certainly less than six years
ago. Part of it has to do with the fact that I have been doing
the sale things for seven,years. I like the students, I thing,
more than I ,did before. I get' along.with themereally well, most,
of them anyway. The students are a lot better than when f first
started here, so it ig a more interesting:job teaching. A lot of
what I feel about working here is just plain frustration. It is
sort of a personalfrustration and it is sort of an institutional
frustration. 'The personal f?ustration, I think is just because I
have been doing the same damn thing for so 'long- and the
institutional frustration arises from the fact that mine of us
here had any idea that any of this was going to be going on. The
school. has been in a sense riving on borrowed time every since it
opened. All ',kinds of major( decisions regarding the school have
been postponed; I can look back at the last six or seven years
aa say, "We, have done, a good job,"At the same time really
having,grave feelings about, the future.

At the beginning it was-a case of idealism: Let us get this
place off the ground, let us work like ,hell. Let -us do
everything that we can to keep it going. A lot of that'

enthusiasn has faded, At least in my case.' I mean, I do my job
here mainly ina teaching capacity. 'Quite frankly the only jOy I
derive froM this job, at this point, is walking into a classroom
and talking to students or seeing students in my office and
explaining the, subject material. What is still really good for
me. is teaching, talking to students. . tr4*---Qi in some sense it is
a power.role for sure. In other senses it is a teaching role, a
showing robe and explaining role, which I enjoy. My classes are
pretty loose. I let the students call me 'whatever they want to "

call me.

Everytime I go into the course I know exactly what I am

going to say. I know the examples I am going to use and probably
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over the years my teaching-has gotten better and better. I think

that if I started' to actually dislike the clasSroom process I

would leave, almost immediately. Everybody is allowed to miss

one test or to drop the lowest one. Homework is generally sort

of an optidivil situation. I just explain in the beginning that

probably 14.fltof the exam i6 going to be taken from homework and

if they want to do well on the exam they had ,getter do the

homework.

Most of the kinds of things 'I teach except for the

statistics course are really sort of mechanical manipulative type

of skills. I suspect that the majority of what we do is teach

people technical .5killfi at this point, how to manipulate an

equation, how to'solve an equation: that is already there, how to

draw . graph, how to remove a parenthesis, how to "take a

derivative. Something like that in preparation,. not to be a

mathematician, but in preparation to look at a formula in an

economics bcok and be able-to look at a graph and be able to read

it. Quite frankly, when ,you have college quote freshmen unquote

who come in absolutely unable to do the basic' arithmetic';:'

computation, let alone algebraic computation, and who want in the

space of two or maybe three years to get out of here with an

'Associate Degree, able --to transfer to a fouryear school, we do'

71.

not have the luxury to sit around 'and

'4

alk abut examples.: We

have only,time to give an incredible c sh course in twelye years

of public education. So what"we have to do is take things that

I

normally people have an 'incredible amount of time to do and just

°',. cut them down'to the absolute bare bones. \.

I encourage a lot of glass discussion. 'I give them a

problem to do and I say, "Talk to your neighbOr about how to .do.

the problem. If you don't know how to do it, ask questions..

Let's just not get all heavy about whet we are doing here."

Let's face it,how many times,hve these students been told hoW to

multiply fractions? Apd they still-don't know. How many times

have, they been taught how to deal with a percent? And they still

don't know: Obviously thete has to be some sort of different

approach to this kind of education, this time around.. Because if

this,is 'the tenth time you are going to learn it, this is the

place for the last resort. If you don't learn it here there is

no other place that is going to deal with'you. .Letls.face it,

you have already, beeh through high school. You have already been

thtough all pods of 'community tutorLng programs. You have

already tri it at the state college and it didne.t 'work out.

Well lets do something"different: Let us help-each other. I am

not just your teacher.-. I am somebody who is really trying to

help you learn this. And if there are thirty people in this

class and I give thirty A's I am'absolutely delighted. 'I am not

somebody who is out to screw-students. I am somebody out to show

them how-to do something. It is only part of my job that I have

to give you exams 'and I have to' give you. grades.

So I think I try to make it very clear from the beginning

that we are all going to work together, that wg are not going to
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have this gigantic division --teacher versus\student. It is,
goinglto be teacher and Students. I have developed an intuition
about students. I have develoPed,an intuition about what that
look on somebody's face' in the middle of a sentence looks like
and can stop and start'lhe sentence again, in a different way. I

have developed:an intuition where problems are going to arise and
therefore spend .two Weeks on twat instead of two days. I, am just

a lot more sensitive to intellectual problems, academic problems,_
personal problems, ego problems, health problems,'but can also
put them into better perspective. You know, is this something
that I' should be sympathetic toward? Whenever, you are dealing
with a student in trouble: what you are going to do is alWays
sort of a judgment .call. I think that what has evolved is.tha
`be jOgment-has gotten better, the sensitivity has gotten more
preCise, and the intuition has ust sort of started and been.
developed.

The time I taught a course--I mean I. never had'an .

education course in my life. I didn't know .what to do. I showed
.up September first. They said, "Hi, and Septemlier., 2 you are

going to walk in and you are going' to run a recitation for

Calculus I, and you are going to fun sir hours of this a week:
This is the and these are, the problems that you are supposed
to db. See yo When it comes time to hand id-111/2 final grades."

When I first came here I was sort ofaware that I was this
color and they were thp color.) 'Coming out of all of ,the#

upheavals and guilt of ttie sixties, you know,'I have all of the
standard white liberal bull. I an doing the.gobd work and these
are people, you knowreally sort of a racist :attitude. Over the
years, I mean it sounds like a cliche, but I 'really didn't notice
which ones are white and which ones are Black and which ones are
Spanish. Certainly I have been up against all kinds of cultur431
disparities, in terms of it took me a while tp realize'that half'
of the women here have kids,- and what that meant in' terms of
performing well academicaltlyI, It took me while to be able to
sort of understand that 401.t of the men re working at one or

sometimes at one and ahalf or two jobs, and what that vant in'
terms of classroom attention, in showing 44, in' terms of being
able to do any studying.

At the .university ere I was a T.A. what interfered with
academic processes wer : I couldn't come to class because Inqs
up taking drugs all last night and just couldn't get up for it;

I couldn't come because we drove to New York and stayed out.
This kind of thing was interfering with academic processes. Here,
you know, -coUldn't come to school, my. husband died. Couldn't

come to school, my baby is in the hospital. Couldn't come to

school, they wouldn'toprlet me off. work. I couldn't come to

school, I was in-the hospital with a heart infection. ide are

talking about just horrible things. It was a horrible shock for
me as inulh as we all 'ranted and raved, you know, in 1963, 1967,
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1969 and so on, about we,have got a whole
country who are in an awful lot Of t'r;ouble.

efferent when you are going to college
sending you there." That is a whole' lot
couldn't come to school yesterday , mybaby die,
Wouldn't come, my house burned down, the firemen
So that was a shock. Sometping of that magnitude it, constant

but the kinds of things that happen in this community ire just`
incredible and the kind of suffering really that.a lot of people
have bo put up .with. is just overwhelming. I am ?lot quite as
shocked about it anymore' and when soffiebody say:' so and so

happened, I pay, "Okay, are ,you okay. now? And c.--1 I catch you
up? Do you want me to send you to the tutoring t,.,..ter?"! .you
don't have to go beyond the fact that soffiethinghorrible happened
and,deai with it on an academic level: "Do you want to drop the
course? Do you'want to take a week off? What can I do?"

.iple in this
a'whole lot
.,arents are

than
ambulance
't come."

One.talks about going to class and you are going to do this,

sand. that," and people finally learn something, but the..4.a. always

sort of nagging in the back' of your mind,thatthis person is going
to get out of here. and what in the hell arethey'goidg to do. You

know, some 'of our studepts do very well, some of my 'former
students are making more moneA than_ I am,-'and they are.doing
all right. For a lot of them, though, you know they are going to
struggle through here, 5nd they' are going to spend three years and
they are not going anywhere, they are just not going anywhere.

I find it interesting because I find the people' Death
interesling, If we are talking abodt an intellectual chalVenge,

forget 'it. ;. It is not here. We are talking abetat a

teaching-method challenge, "an'approach challenge, personality'
challenge, a 'patience irlhallenge, an ingenuity challenge. In

terms of being intellectually stimulated, in.terha-of in seven

years everybody asks the question ,T didn't know the answer to-;

no. In terms of learning anything. new about my field, no. In

terms of ever having a challenging conversation about any of the
things that have gone on, no. I mean let's fate it,4I did an
awful lot of mathematics at some point and I knew an awful 11A of,
mathematics. I probably have:forgotten ninety percent of it. I

wasrmoving a_year ago and came across my thesis and I couldn't .

read it. You know, I dqp't get' out of sophomore mathematics,
here.

-421

The fact is that this job is in a certain sense limiting.

At this point I am looking at something. else. ,If I had been.in.a
four -year school it is. a' possibility that I could have continued
in my research an'd I could have been teaching more'challenging
courses. The challenge here is of a different nature. I could

now be .a very happy associate professor with tenure at Amherst,

Dartmouth, thosetschools. It is really hard tOtell.,. I sort of
came out of graduate school knowing.thatI wanted to teach. 'It

just turns out when I got the job here it was the job that sort
of turned me intb, you know, one hundred .percent teacher., You

can do reagarch if you want to but we don't give a damn. If I
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had goat someplace else it would have been a different thrust. I

also might not have. liked it.. I might have said, "I don't want
to do this research thing. I just want to-teach." Or I could
have gotten to it and done a whole lot of research and for all-I.
know Icoule have been sick of that and be at. exactly the same
place.

You know I am. lot preparing anybody to go.to :graduate,
schbol. I am not for 'the most part dealing with.people who'are
going to be scientists or mathematicians, engineers. Who am I
dealing with? fI am dealing with a..whole lot -of people who have
got to take six credits a sem&ster or they are not going to get
out of here. I am-dealing with a.whole lot of people .who want to
be:history majors, sociology majors, psychology Ajors, and the
program says they have got to take some statistics. ;am dealing
with a ,whole lot of people who want to go into business; who want
to go into economics, who want to go into acbountingmanagement,
and the business department says, "Look , you have got to get all i-
of.this'afgebra and you have got, to take calculus." Whet I talk
about is not 'an end in itself. They sort of have to pass by my

. classroom to get someplace else.

?.
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Commentary

Jesus Lopez's life history is in marry ways a story of

liberal progressivism at work. At an early age he recognized the

possibilities that education held\for him as he saw the fate of

his cousins whe had dropped out of school. His geographiRal

proximity to and then, friendship with JapaneseAmericans gave him

a sense of the possibility that education held. Despite

obstacles in his 'path, he preserved his ledse of what he'wanted

and where he was going. With his, own independent Sense of

matters and 't'ie encourageAklt of teachers, he committed himself'

to the field of chemistry and the pursuit of a Ph.D.
,

. . .-

.
The carefully'planned course to that- goal was shaken a

little when his thoughts of attending universities in the East

, and Midwest :were stymied by the fact that even if he,.got .

t holarship aid,, he ndid not, afford V. travel and live so far .

f 9m home.' Despite all the encouragement to think of places like

Haryard and 'Purdue, he went to the state college in his home

tow", becaute that was what he could afford. But'eVen that' was '

rea ly not too bad, since herealized that he had smaller classeS

than pis friends Who were going to Cplifor universities, and

that, combined with.his teaching assistantjBhip, meant to him that

he
,
waetting a solicLeducation. * '

But then the path to his Ph.D.-'was interrupted by the

Vietnam war and his being drafted. Although the account he gave.
,

us in the interview was not full or.explicit, it was clear that.'

the armyHwas a confrontation With absurdity. He did say in hii

interview that, he "...s it the first three months inAhe army in

Total active n[isery because I resented th0 fact'that I was there,

and I-J'esented prettY ouch everythi5:t.."abOut 'the army - -its

mentality."'' He resented ,no.t, being--abl& to think .and make

decisions for. himself. Luckily for him he learned how to survive

and fight the army without going under. But the army.. and the

Vietnam experience cost him more than two years.

--:114n he came out of -the army and went. back to graduate

schoch., he found that he did not enjoy the research as much as he

enjoyed teaching. He became enmeshed in 'a type of analysis about

teaching and research that -Undermined his commitment to the

Ph.D., that led him to separate teaching from research, and led

him to .miscalculate,A3erhaps,'the work of chenuistry Ph.W.'s in

four-year colleges and universities. He wanted to do research

because he' was .interested in the field and he wanted his work to

flow out ofthoseAnterests. Apparently none of the people'With

wtiom he spOke (or if they did he chose not to hear) told him that

in a university or college. setting one can have reasonable

freedom and still get paid 'to pursue research. Nor did he

understand, because of the, stage at which-he was in.his career,
. .
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the potential intimate relationship between .teaching and

research. To d graduate assistant teaching sections of

introductory courses and doing research for a degree, eaChing
and research may well 'have seemed separable, and the teaching

more' enjoyable. It i. only later-in an academic career that
security of position, interests, and.experience, start to ...become

integrated, so that research and teaching are complementary .

aspects of intellectual interests and activity.

a
As, his thoughts changed about research, he let`, the goal of a

Ph.D. slipaway, and he decided to teach in- a community college
because he dkjoyed ,teaching and because in a community college,
unlike in a high school, he would be working with students who
would want to be there.

Perhaps it is too much to speculate that the absurdities of
). the army and the war' affected Lopez's commitment .ta the notions
of 'progress implicit in research'in science, and that his
commitment to teaching in a community college was at least.partly
a result Of- that confrontation with.absurdity and a concomitant
undeEmining of. his desire to go to the pinnacle in M.s field.

But his interview-reveals that after he came' out of the army, he

persuaded himself that he-Was not interested in research if

had to be done under the constraints he perceived to prevail in
industry and uhiversities; that he could separate teaching from
research; that he Could afford to "let a little of his ego" slip
away f>airrilim and teach in a community .college. He told no story

of any mentor in his graduate program trying to persuade him to

do otherwise.

Once in the community college, Lopez began to experience the

. consequences of adopting for himself the community college model
,'of eseparating research from teaching and the lower 'division'

.

courses in college from the upper division. Because. the

community colleges hae stressed that they are teaching

institutions primarily, their faculty are hot encouraged ito do
_research which' would distract them from their' -teaching
'responsibilities. The pressure, of' the institution is fon

faculty to make theMselves available to students, to see that

their primary work 'outside of the classroom is to work with

students individually in a way that blurs'the line 'between

academic and personal matters. The ma:el gets some o. its energy:

froM a certain pride in asserting that dommunity college faculty
get closer to their students, know them better, are more

accessible than; their -counterparts in

an
colleges and

universities. The model feeds off an extreme image . of, a

professor in a universityengrossed totally in his. or her

research and totally uninterested and inaccessible to'his,or,her

students.

There is a pressure that builds in community colleges within

this model. Success is measured in how available you' make

yourselfe in how .accessible yqu are at any, time of the day, and
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in how Many students come to see you. One faculty. ember, fon
exaMple,'makes'a4point of commenting on howbusy she was seeing
students in her.office. With the'rise of unionization, office
hours have been written into the contract and accessibility has
become more routinized, but as another faculty 'member. says in a -

profile presented later in this report, the ethos. of the
institution works to make a faculty member feel.guilty if he or
she 'floe's off to a corner of the library to read.

The model is further reinforced by.a notion held by'some
community college faculty that their Students are different from
students in fouF=year institutions, that their past histoiies and
present lives are more complex' and that they need the close
personal relationships that are offered to them by community
college faculty. There is something patronizin& and controlling
embedded in this notion. Implicit within it is the idea that
because people are poorer, or of a different race, or have had
less previous academic success, or are rebounding off a.divorce,
that their individual psychologies are more complex and more
needy than students 'W!ho are 'richer, have *experiencedr some
pre4ous academic success, are partners whose marriages.have not
broken apart. While lack of money,. marital status, race
certainly are .crucial-factors Oh people's experience, they are
basically social forces interacting with psychological ones which
are well outside the control of individual community college
faculty, In the end, it is difficult to assert that the

. psychological state. of a student in a fouryear college is any
less complex than that of a student in the community college.
Some faculty in the study recognize the complexity involved in
this issue and have taken steps to limit their responsiveness to
.a neediness on the part of students to which they have little
'chance of.responding effectively, and to a neediness on their own.'
part to "helerather than teach theirs students.

*A view of the relationship that has' been promOted in

community Colleges between ficulqi and stud is is that of the
faculty member doing good', helping the stud ts.through'various
persorl crises as they contend with scho 1. Lopez's story .

reflects consequences of working within this. model. The new
and model..., community college building in which he works' is
designed to reinforce this model. His faculty office wall to the
hallway is m.de of glass. The faculty member in his nr'her
office is always visible. There is no way ofshutting the door
and having some privacy to do work without a student being able
to walk up,' see that you are in, sand interrupt.'' The result is
,the near consumption of the faculty. member. When he is in the
building, he is either teaching, at committee meetings, .or

,--taking with students. They attach themselves to him in his
office40in the hall,'and when he is having a cup of coffee in the
cafeteria. Lopez and outer community college fagulty with whom
we have talked paint picture of a day,that'lls frenetically
paced, almost totally Public, and consuming.

At the same time. that he participates in the\

/

communicommunity

2no"
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college ethos; his .sense of identity with and responsibility to
his field and its standards' provide an imperative for him to
teach his introductory chemistry course in the Way that it would
be taught if he were teaching in a four-year school. The result
is that students complain about the amount of work that
requires and they undermine his sense of himself as a chemistry

. professor by saying that if they had.wanted to do that much work
they would have gone to a four-year college in the firSt place.
This'offends Lopez;s sense of who he is and what he is about. He.
had to struggle to not let these confrontations with students
about the nature of work in the field and the potential benefits
if they stick to it threaten his sense of self=worth. He talks
to students about'the worth of "suffering" through his courses in
order to obtain some worthwhile long=range goal. It took him a
while, he said, to learn not td.take the incidence of dropouts
from his claSses personally. But it is difficult not to take a
student's dropping your class personally when the ethos of the
community college is for faculty to take their students very
personally.'

r

In dealing with this contradiction; Lopez has to face the
fact that he is working with some students whoSe-, pwoblem is not
that they cannot understand chemistry; it is that they cannot
read well'enough to be able to study the text the way a text must
be studied. They are high school graduates but somehoW the
schoo,ls.have not prepared them to read well enough to'be able to
study his subject.

In addition to all the pressures he faces asa .science
teacher, he also -has extra demands placed upon him' as a Mexican
American. He feels an obligation to the Mexican American students
at this college and works as the advisor of their club, until he
realizes that he has become burned out in that capacity and
someone else needs to take on that* responsibility. He is

,concerned that not very many", minority students come into the
sciences and he searches for ways to contend with that fact.

:-In the face of thosethose powerful forces over which he really
has little possibility of control,' Lopez moves forward. Despite '
the frenetic pace, he still enjoys coming to work eieryday. At a
certain point in his own-educatiOn he connected to the difference
amonoe6rote internalizing principles, and thinking
5.24Septually: He. turns his intellectual interest, as'did Nancy
Warren, to how that process takes place in people and how he can
make it happen with his students.

Lopez accepted the rationale for the existence of the

community college. He separated the notion of teaching' from that
of research and believed that it was"possible to teach welLin a
structure that separated the.? first two years of college from the
last two. His interview reflects an enormous amount of energy
being poured into his work as Ale lives out the consequences of
that model. And in the end, despite the fact that he says 'he is
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growing in his field and loves' his work, there is a sense that

the work is so consuming that he is beginning to wonder whether

he is being compensated enough for the work hedoes. It is not a

matter of absolute salary. Rather,can society compensate a

community college teacher sufficiently for working- and teaching

in an institution that 'faces him with so-.many contradictions,

contradictions which, must be especially difficult for a

scientist? One of the things that seems to be happening to Lopez
is that while he says he is growing in his field, his field,is

changing,from .chemistry to education in a way that risks both.
If he loses chemistry and becomes deeply engrossed in problems of,

learning, he will haveto come to grips with the social forces
affecting his students with which no learnin& theory haS Yet been
developed to contend.

Unlike Lopez, James Mowry went on for his Ph.D. James Mowry

had a year in industry after his bachelor's degree in. chemistry

and he knew what it was like'to be, near the bottom of the

hierarchy in the laboratory in which he worked. He went to

graduate school first intending to get a master's degree and then
changed his goals to a Ph.D. When he received his degree he

thought. he would eventually go 'into industry,' but he was'

interested in trying teaching first. When he came to make that

basic decision about whether to teac:i in a four-year:college or
community college he chose the community college for two reasons:
he did not want to get into A publish-or-perish situation that he
thought existed in four-year colleges and universities andhe
wanted to be 'his own boss. He did not want people telling him

what to doFt. His experience as a graduate student in chefilistry in

a good-sized public university in the East game him his picture

of academic life. That picture was remarkably monochromatic. He

thought all four-year institutions operated on a strict publish-

or-perish model: junior professors newly degreed did what they

were told to do. He chose to be a "big fish in a little pond"

instead.

The irony of Mowry's experience is that he writes

prolifically. ' .Through' his outside consulting work with .

disposable waste problems he has maintained a deep commitment, and
developing sense' of expertise and, leadership in his field. He

receives awards from professional associations in chemistry that

normally go to professors in four7year institutions. He has

achieved a -sense of autonomy and respect in, the community

college. Within the structure of his college he is a division

chairperson, the 'third highest:paid person in the college,and
recognized and respected in his community.

His profile reflects a .deep-consideration 'and involvement

with students in the community' college. He is willing to reach

out on a personal level to encourage and do everything .in'his'

power to make the college a, college of opportunity for students'
from working-class backgrounds Who have,untapped talent. He is a

representative of an institution that offers opportunity for

progress- on 'a personal level and he reaches out to potential
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students with an almost missionary sense of commitment.

The issue that emerges from Mowry's profile is that the more
deeply he gets into research and consulting in hi,s field, the
more closely connected he becomes with chemistry; the less
connected he is to what he thinks his students need. If he were
in a college or university doing the type.of work he is doing on
the edge of a crucial field, his research, consulting; and work
with his students through teachilig and advising would come
together. But in the community college settipg his students are
limited basically to introductory work in the field. *And he
works in a structure that separates teaching from research.
While his work seems. to add.to the image of his community
college, it detracts from his availability to students. He is
less patient with themnd demands more.of them while not having
the time to spend with individual help.'that he was willing td
-give in earlier years. While he is able to bring what he learns
from his instruction ihto:his teaching', there seems little way,
given the structure'of the comMPnly college, to draw his students
into his consulting work more directly. There doet not seem to
be -a satisfactory way.-in his situation to integrate his growing
leadership in an applied aspectof the field OTchemistry andhis
work in the,community college. While he thrives-on the sense of
autonomy and power he has developed in the community college, he
is starting to lead two separate lives: one as a community
college. teacher and ohe as a 'consultant in his field, 'and they
are starting to-pull at. each other more and more:

Both Lopez's and Mowry's experience reflect the Complexity
of consequences that stems from ,the community college separating
research from teaching and the firtt two years of college° frob
the second two. Those'disjynctions, as we have seen, affected to
a degree the work of huManities teachers in the. community
college; but in. the sciences those disjunctions seem to
Contradict the basic assumptions of the field. Sciepce without
research is not scienci. Science that does not Deflect the
cumulative and,progressive.integration of knowledge in the field
seems to violate the nature of the field. While there may be
introductions to a field, there can not be a thinner version of
science for community college students. Either one is involved in
what scientists do, or students are learning about science but
not learning to do science. The first two years of study in a
field remain unconnected to the rest of the field: unless there
is an assumption that the student will' go on in the field.
While chemical engineering is the business and applied aspect of
the field of chemistry; there is no course that we know of that
is labelled business chemistry. The community college structure
is in tension with the basic progressive energy of the physical
sciences. If faculty accept the structure of the community
college. as Lopez did, and adapt their work to it, they
progressively lose their footing in. the field; if-they- adopt a
position of aonomy.within the community college and construct
the work as a commitment to the field, they begin to lose their
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footing in the community college. Because of its structure the

integration of deepening work in the field of knowledge and

deepening work in the community college seems difficult.

Eugene Bowen seems to contend successfully with that issue.
Eugene Bowen's "happy life" is his life as a,teacher. He enjoys

success as a teacher of mathematics.He knows how to do his job

well. He can take a community' college student who -has missed

several weeks, of classes and knows how to bring that student up

to date. He knows how to sense where his students are and is

confident enough in himself to adjust whatever he is planning to

teach to what his students are and are not, grasping. Some of the

English teachers whom we interviewed feel/ overwhelmed by the

impossibility of teaching writing to studehts who have had little

previous success in that area . Unlike them, Bowen. feels

confident in his ability to take a class, some of whom have

failed algebra in high school, some of whom have never had

algebra, and some of whom are quite comfortable with the subject,
and work with them through the material of the course. He has no

doubts about the importance of his subject matter and his ability

to teach it.

As a veteran at the college he has seen it change, from a

smaller, more simply organized school where the faculty -did

everythipt7 to a larger, more bureaucratized school where

administrators have taken over.jobs that the faculty used to do;

the fa4lty's sense of involvement with the entire educational

process seems dimipished. Despite the increase in levels of

administration, he is one of the faculty in the school who, when

necessary, can walk into the president's of e, cut through the

red tape, and get something done. He has a sense of his power in

the institution that comes from his years of exper epee and his

sense of rightness about the subject matter he to es. He is

doing good work by teaching mathematics in a comm ity college.

His experience teaching at West Point convinced him tflat anybody

could teach math to the "bright" students there. He believes in

the "challenge" of teaching students who need him more than

the cadets at tag military academy.

When he first lOoked for posj.tions after West Point, he

;

considered fouryear lolleges buteWas put off by their focus on

research interests ather than on his interest in teaching.

He,like Lopez, was -more than ready to separate the notion of

teaching from research.In carrying out the challenge of teaching

mathematics in a community college, he is sometimes hurt by his

attempts to reach out and make himsplf available to students who

take their appointments with him less seriously than he does.

But while that does provide some complexity to his view of

teaching, on the whole he is happiest in the classroom. The real
complexity with which Bowen has to contend is twopronged. First

he has to decide whether he will seek more money for his family

by pursuing a position in administration. He has been a

department chairman, gained administrative experience, and does
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not like it. But he is frustr,ated because it appears that

administration is the one path available to rise in the community
college structure and make more money for his, family. There does
not appear to be significant opportunity within the structure` of
being a community college professor of math to look forward to
significant amounts of money or power. He must look to
administration which would take him away from what he does best,

if he wants to think of rising in the system.

Related to the dilemma of how to protect his enjoyment of
teaching and yet make more money is the gnawing feeling that
seems to be almost always there at some latent level that
teaching in a community college is really not respected by his
neighbors, friends, and former colleagues.' He has to live with
the fact that he is perceived by others as teaching in, an

institution which is near the bottom of the hierarchy in higher
education. He tells of moving from a workingclass neighborhood
where he had the respect of the painters and other work people
who were his neighbors to a middleclass neighborhood where his
professional'neighbors' casual conversation gave "subtle hints"
that they were inclined to disparage the community college as an
educational institution.

.The field of mathematics is conventionally perceived as one

of the highstatus academic fields, one of the most
intellectually demanding, and high in the hierarchy of academic

subjects. To feel that a position as a math teacher is less than
a first rate position, not socially important and intellectually
respected, is inconsistent with the tradition of the field of
mathematics and a source of disquiet to Bowen. The low status of
community colleges in the hierarchy of higher education provides
a field force that is sufficiently strong to make a community
college teacher in one of the most respected and solid academic
areas wonder about his worth. The psychological question of
worth interacts with othe financial reality to provide a lerious
tension for Bowen in his' world of community college teaching.
Faced with that tension he contends with basic questions of what
is of worth: would he be a better person if he taught in a

fouryear college or had a high administrative position that
carried with it more money?

The problem is that those may be the wrong questions.

Eugene Bowen's profile throws into relief aspects of the

structure within which he works. He does not face the difficult
issue of how an educational institution that wants to see itself
as part of higher: education can disavow the pursuit of new
knowledge as an integral part of its mission and still maintain a
status comparable to institutions that do not disavow that

mission. Educational institutions cannot base their claim to

being of worth on materialistic criteria of productivity.
Moreover, since they are schools and not social welfare agencies,
the claim to worth based on social welfare notions of doing good
will always be ambiguous at best and suspect at worst. Colleges
must base their claim to worth on intellectual criteria. And yet,
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in their separation of teaching and research, community colleges

have taken and have been encouraged to take an essentially

antiintellectual stand.

Instead of looking at the relationship of these complex

structural questions, Bowen looks to, his own individual moral
worth as what is at 'stake rather than the structure of the system

in which he works. That substituting of Ndividual
responsibility for social and structural forces is a repeated

theme in the experience of those who'study and work in community'

colleges. It is an 'essentially conservative response to a,_
situation, allowing the status quo of the structure to remain th4

Same while seeking individual resolutions of the tensions that

result. For a person involved in the field of mathematics, an
essentially radical ,field" of inquiry, there must be- a tension

between maintaining identity with 'the field and teaching

mathematics in the community college.

_Shelley Weiss',s profile reflects that tension and more. Her

profile raises the, larger question of women in mathematics. An

extremely bright, ,t'alented .young woman, she made the

unconventional choice of pursuing a career in mathematics rather

than in journalism and literature. She made a practical.decision
to pursue - mathematics because she realized that it would make her
employable anywhere in the world. She went to graduate school in
mathematics and faced the fact that male processors pick. proteges

for whom to be mentors, and those proteges, are not Ukely.to be
female graduate students if males are available. 7urthermore,

there were very 'few female tenured professors to prolide a model

for women graduate students. In the process of deciding to leave'

graduate school 'after obtaining her master's in mathematics, no

d
single professor or fellow gradua) student urged her to

reconsider and:stick to her goal of g tying a Ph:D.
0,

After a number of years of experience inC the computer

industry, an industry to which so many are encouraged to point as

a guarantee of their earning a livelihood, she tired of both the-

boorishness of man of the peopee with whom she worked and lie
inelegance of compu er programming when compared to the eleeafnce

of conceptualizati n in mathematics. She. decided tos_r.o.turn to

teaching, first though a program of teaching math to elementary

AFschool children with computer assisted instruction, and then in

the community college.

In the community college she was faced with the pot that,

as one of the youngest on the campus, she was treated

patronizingly by colleagues. In her concern to establish

herself in the college she acted out her part quite consistent

with their view. The first four or five yers she was at the

school she thought were wonderful. The college was like a,family

to her. But her father's death was the occasion of some serious
'rethinking and she decided to stop playing the "good little girl"

role. Her decision brought her into conflict with other members
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of her department, and when she ran. Pet', chairperson of her

.departMent, she split the depi.tment down the middle in a

.4ivisive political squabble.

She had found satisfaction working in the college's women's.

re-entry program. Before-the term "math anxiety "' had become
fashionable she was working with women returning to school on -

overcoming their fears and inhibitions about math. But despite
the real satisfaction she got in teaching in this progrqp, she
tired of having to 'ight men on the faculty who re sted the
notion vof a special center for ,women who were .re-entering
college.

She found herself caught between valuing the security that ,

her job as a community college teacher of mathematics offered
her, and a shaky commitment to the field,, complicated by .a
structure in the

the
college that did not support further

development in the field for her. She began to resist playing
the role in her department of one willing to give extra time to
program and materials develdpment without compensation, and yet
she realized that the community college is not structured to I

encourage obtaining grants and releaikd time-for such wo"... She
'finds herself up in the air at this point. She is not willing to
play the nice little cooperative girl in the department. She

works in a structure which, in tressing so much a notion of work
that is defined as totally in the classroom or in the office with
students, gives little support to activities that would enhance'
the core aspect of her work., She appreciates the intellectual
elegance of mathematics,but through a combination of, social and

personal circumstances has cut herself off from a sense of being
intellectually requited in her field. She approaches her

upcoming sabbatical with a heal sense of confusion and not

knowing what to do. Her work in the community college is

contributing to pulling her apart rather than integrating her
interests and efforts. She is considering new career
possibilities but is not yet ready to give up the security of
salary which teaching in the community college offers her.

Instead of her ident ,.ty with mathematics empowering her, as she
hoped her unconventional decision to enter the field would do,

the sexism she has faced in the fielkand in her work has served
to block a sense of power.

Unlike Eugene Bowen and Shelley Weiss, ,hr-r----ray Green earned.

his Ph.D. in mathematics. He saw the Ph.D4. as being at the

pinnacle of his field and he wanted it and go it. When he
received it" he came out into an academic markettplace that was

beginning to "tighten up in the early seventies. He was not a
star student of a star professor in an elite private university,
so he had difficulty getting a job in a four-year college. His
first offer was in .a community college established to serve
minority students in a large city,

He spent seven years contributing to that college's getting
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off the ground. He fought program battles, committee battles,

and political battles'trying to develop a stable math department

and a stable college. But the college always seemed to be under

threat from some external agent, and no matter how hard the

faculty worked, no sense of security about /the future_ of-the

college developed. That insecurity was,. for Green, complicated .

'by the additional cppplexity of being a white faculty member in a

hrcollege that see&an essentially minority student'body. While

he grew increasingly more comfortab'e with' his students over the

years, and while he was to become somewhat inured to the

incredible conditions of poverty and racism with which his

students had 11/,o contend while at the same time being students,

there still remained a basic separations, between his world and

that of his students.

He provides a graphic account of trying to cram twelve years

of basic mathematical skills into a few years of community.,

college mathematics. Hellas become excellent at working' with his \

students to overcome all'that they have not had in the past. But

he finally feels two senses of loss in all his efforts. He knows

that while a few of his students.have made it and are making more

money than*he, a lot of his students are fighting incredible odds

and "are not going anywhere." Try as he and the rest of the

community college faculty might, his students are not going to

overcome the handicaps imposed upon them by racism and poverty

through their efforts in the community college. It is too little

too late for most of them.

the second sense of loss is that of his own sense of

intellectual accomplishment and interest. He is tired of the

institutional baEtleswhich have occupied most of his energies in

his experience at the college, and he realizes that he has

forgotten most of the math he knew when he got his doctorate. He

recently looked at 'his own dissertation and could not understand

much of it. While the pedagogical problems he faces command a

great deal of energy, they can not take the place of the

intellectual satisfaction of working deeply in his field. He A

cannot teach anything beyond sophomore mathematics. He is not

encouraged to do research. He is fed upith the political

battles for existence that the institution as a college serving a

predominantly minority student body faces. He is limited in how

much recognition he can expect from the administration of the

college,given the complexity of racial politics involved in,white

professors teaching in predominantly minority institutions with e

strong press for minority leadership. As he says in the vignette

we have presented, he is starting -to. look to something else- -

which in fact turned out to be medical school.

It has been argued by Alfred SohnRethel that the most

crucial dividing line between intellectual and manual labor is

controlled by the field of mathematics (SohnRethel 1978,

pp.101-103). He asserts that even if a society were to eliminate

private property, as long* as the separation of manual and

intellectual labor existed there would be an inequitable social
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class. system.

-Mathematics is the key, to the natural sciences. ' The

dividing line between being a technician,,an engineer,. and a

scientist is often the amount of mathematics that a person has
. had and comprehends. It is clear that there is 'a connection

between science and mathematics and power and opportunity in this
country.. That women and minorities are known to be less
represented in these fields than their numbers in. the general

,population would justify is one more concrete reflecbion of the
operation of racism and sexism in our society. The fact- that

community colleges are increasingly turning their attention to
what they call career education pr rams, and away from programs
leading to transfer to foury6r institutions, means that
Students in the community colleges will take less mathematics and
thereby be limited to low level positions in )technologically
oriented fields. Without sufficient mathematics they cannot go
into depth in science and ehgineering and thus remain consigned
to the bottom of the hierarchy.iin technological careers.

:For faculty,who teach in the areas of math and science, if
they maintain a sense of identity with their fields, this must be

a constant source of tension, since the tradition of thought in
math and science is essentially progressive. Despite the

rhetoric of opportunity in community colleges, the actuality Of,
the structure of math and science teaching is limiting for both
the students and the faculty . If they become more interested in
the pedagogical issues, as Bowen and Lopez did, they must
contend individually with issues that are much more powerful and

pervasive than any inclividual Fan contend with as a teacher.
While teachers of mat-Eand science exude a confidence about their
teaching consistent with the logically organized cumulative
nature of their fields, they face forces in the community college
structure that undermine their individual efforts and skill,

complicate their identity with their field, and.provide tensions
that threaten their work as teachers.
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Chapter Six'

The Idea of Progress dnd The Community College:

The Work of Social Science Faculty

Introduction to the PrOiles

In ,concluding this section of the report we present the

Profiles of fdur faculty who teach social sciences in community.

colleges. The experience presented and the issues raised rh-

these four profiles are an, appropriate capstone, to the

presentations of%he work of community college faculty who teach

in the traditional liberal arts areas. The social sciences

originated as an attempt to merge the bjects of attention of the

humanities with the methodologrof th sciences. In teaching in

an area which attempts such a merge , social science' faculty

-present a telling picture of what it is like to teach in a

community college.

The. picture is sharply delineated because of the nature of

the interaction of social sciences as a field f inquiry and the

nature. of Community "colleges as institutions. The development of

sociology, the central discipline in the social sciences, was

closely tied to the notion of social progress: The chief

interestot" early sociological writers lay in the' discovery of

theoature of progress and the means of its realization (Becker

and Barnes 1961, p.501).

While social scientists have certainly come to recognize

that the notiA of Social progress. is problematic, and have

substituted' the notion of social change for that of social

progress.(Becker and Barnes 1961, p. 5014), the nob'on that the

pursuit of inquiry and understanding in the social sciences can

lead to a better world is still strong. The profiles of faculty

in the social sciences illuminate the tensions that exist between

the interests and - commitments underlying their fields of inquiry

and the reality of their work .
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Profile' .

SAMUEL BERGER

1

(Samuel Berger is in his sixties and taught in metropolitan
community colleges in Illinois. He was interviewed in his home
during the winter of )980.)

On December 15, 1920,my mothqr and father and my-two older
brothers, then six and one, wert on a ship and I wasinside my
mother and it was just. approaching New York City and my mother's
time had come to- give birth to me. So a little boat came along
and brought them to share and brought my mother to the hospital 1
and that night I.was born. So I was the first Yankee in the,
family.' My father had never gone to school in the old country.
He had learned some ritual prayers and the Hebrew script. My
moth6r didn't evendo that, as was the practice, but she too had
learned the ritual somehow.

We settled in New York City on the lower: east side,
naturally. My father was a carpenter. He had finished his
apprenticeship when he was twelve. He got a job very quickly.
Most of the relatives were in Chicago. So after about a year and
half we moved to Chicago and I lived there from 1922 to 1978. I

.got all my schooling there. We lived in a Jewish neighborhood
where there were Poles; I think the Poles probably called it a
Polish neighborhood. It was a Jewish-Polish . neighborhOOd and
neither group had anything to duo with the other. We all .went to
the same public schools. I do t remember ever haVing a Polish
friend. Family by family, c an by\ clan, we ° used to. see each
other every weekend. There -s an organization of all the people
from a certain town back n Europe. Almost every week we would
be.visiting each of , very close knit. We were probably the
poorest of the relatives. Spme of them were tailors, so called,
some became furriers, and a couple of them owned their own shops.

I was six and a half when I got sick. It was'1927. I

remember that just a few months before I was running around
hollering, "Lindy, Lindy, had gone over the ocean." I was in two
hospitals for at least a year. August was the time of terror. A
lot of kids died. Across the street a little irl died. So the
fact that Istill lived, you know, etas a great king. We all got
special physical treatment. Even en.I w s home from the

anospital a visiting nurse used /o coma in an rub my legs with



some kind of soap. You recall Roosevelt at Warm Springs,

Georgia, and so on. It was the same thing. It took a great deal

for me to finally allciw myself to go in'the water. Nobody. in my ".

family swam and I" didn't know anybody who swam*.

When,1 I returned, I -returned to a school for crippled

Children run by the school system. It. ,was one, of th' best

schools I. have ever gone to. Not only was it physically set up

well but laychologically it was well thought out. Everybody

-there was in different stages of self-care. Both my -arms and

legs had been paralyzed2--T had en excellent' recovery except for a ,

limp in one leg,, Everybody who wa's able to was given somebody

else to help. -Iescorted p blind girl from class to class which

made me feel like an utter bigshot. It was also .the first

school where.' met a Black kid.. He also 4ad polio. It was. sort

of disturbing to see some- of the kids that were badly off. I

don't mean polio, polio was one of the most ordinary.things.

never have forgotten it; even later on when I got much older and

I got active in teacher politics, Iialways searched*out,teacbers

who were.teching at that school and asked them, "How are things?

Are they as good as they used to, be?? When I was sent home rhad,

brad-es on both legs.

I had scrutches by around eleven or so. At that' time we

moved to another neighborhood. I was a husky 'kid and I would

want} to play ball. So they would allow someone to run for me and

I would bat and then usually get a hit and somebody else would

run. In football I would be ,a tackle so I wquldn't have to run. .-

But I was always aware of it, no question about it. Whgn I was a

kid it was always on my mind. And later you worried about girls

and all that stuff in high school, bu'that turned out to not be

a problem in itself.

My father was a very simple man and never had any education.

His view toward my further education was that I should do

something where I could sit down. There were sort of two

divisions of mankind--those who worked sitting down and those who

worked walking and climbing as he did. That is the only k.'u of

discussion we ever had on what I ought to do. One of my

relatives used to go to the opera and I used to talk to .that

. Arson sometimes. He himself wasnt educated but had educated

himself. Of course nobody ever mentioned teaching to me. Nobody

in my neighborhood, nobody in my clan, had ever gone to college.

The only time I sever heard of college was when y brother and I.

used to go every Saturday to the movies and we would see the

college games. . The guys would wear coon r coats, and that was

college. But it had no reality about ourselves, that we should

ever go to a college. And nobody raised the question.

-What happened, my family borrowed a little dough and they

bought a little candy store sort of, in another neighborhood with

some Jews but that was basically Irish and Italian. My father

called the Irish "bums." He thought every Irishman was a bum. I
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remember a kid, Herman, a German kid in '33 or '34, we were
sitting-on the corner and I was sitting on top of the mailbox.,
Herman said that, his'parents had received .a letter from the old

acountry meaning Germany. He turned to;me and he said, "You know,
people like you are getting killed there." I said, "Go on." And
I said, "Why are they killing them?" -"Because they are Jews." I

said, "No one would do that, how could they do that?" He said,
well he really didn't know,he just read the letter and that is
that.

My father never read a book to me. He spoke.in Yiddish and
so I learned Yiddish that way. He would tell me stories about
whatever I asked. I would ofted ask about how his master cheated
him when he finished his apprenticeship.- I never saw any books
at home Now from the library, well, my brother and. I used to
read maltazines, go to the drugstore and buy Doc Savage and some
of the Spicy Horror and God knows whatever we could dare afford.
And the Tom Swift books,that sort of thing.

When I' was a student at the high school, now this is from
1934 to 1938, it was one of the alivest places on earth. Wehad
every conceivable political trend of thought. And I was very
very pushed by them. There was an intellectual atmosphere. I

got a pol tical education there which was incomparable no matter
what curric lum I was in. I remember the valedictorian--he was a
Trotskyite. He gavea speech on "Stop the Impehialist 'War" in
1938 before the war began. He knew it was coming. It was a
normal thing; nobody thought they would stop such a speech.

The second year of high school I took a course in ancient
history. The teacher talked to me after awhile and asked me had
I thought much about going to college. I said I had never
thought of it, and he said you really ought to go to college and
that was the end of that. That was the second year but I

continued in my,business curriculum. I was a very good student.
I probably said to myself, "I will be a really good businessman."
Then at the end of the third year I met a guy in the Glee Club
who was just the opposite of me, a Jewish boy, more of an upper
class background, who of course was going to college. His
parents would kill him if hedidn't go to college because all his
older brothers went to college and even one of his parents went
to college, which was an unheard of thing to me--that there' were
Jewish parents who had gone to college. He got me to talk to a
favorite teacher of his. They agreed that I would come in and
she would give me a pep talk on colleges, and she really did.
She gave me hell. "You' have got to go--that is ridiculous--what
if no one in the family has gone?" and all of that.

That was in the spring and so I finished my third year.
Almost didn't go back because of the financial situation. It

was 1937, my father hadn't worked as a carpenter for years. But
I went back and I registered in a college preparatory course my
fourth year. I took Algebra 101 and German 101, whatever-else I
should have taken, and I did well and I graduated. We were
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broke, and luckily the'junior college was nearby. It was one of

three municipal community colleges. I could walk to it. Well

that was. really an awakening to me. A dear friend of mine, we

ere still old buddies, we used to go ."booking." We use to go

downtown with no money to the used book stores and explore them

and sometime's read a certain book. We couldn't buy. We would go

back for weeks, go bckand read the damn thing. So we called it

"booking." We thOught it was a very excitimg thing to do. When

I came to the junior 'CO.1.1sge, I':Idas thunderstruck by the library.

It struck me as like the'largest library in the world. if had

. never seen such a' library. It was a good, library and I just

gobbled it up. We did have a very good neighborhood library, but
it was nothing like the college library.

el

I took history and I'took- French, t took German, and we

formed a Philosophy Club. And this was at the junior college.

It was the best-of the three. It was free of charge. As time

went on I.starstat-ted to-Worry`terribly what was I going to do after

because we had no dough. One day I saw on the bulletin board, if

you are handicapped you are eligible for state scholarship. So i

applied to the university right -I away and I was admitted and I

spent the next three year's there--for 'the bachelor's.

-.

I did virtually nothing but read. ,I lost some forty pounds,

the first year I was at the unAversity At what point did'I

start thinking about..teaching? I remem er a guy asking me--he

was a gadfly in 'the neighborhood, a sort of independent
intellectual, a card shark and bodk crook. You had to watch your

books when he visited your house. He said, "What are you going

to do?" and I felt put out and I said "Maybe I will. teach." Not

that I had done. much thinking about it. I liked learning and I

liked the idea of being with kids who haven't 'had the chance to

learn. At the university, I was told at one point that if I

wanted to think about aking a living I maybe should get some

education credits. So I went over to the School of Education. I

happened to meet a guy who was one of the very few great teachers

that I ever met. He was not a great scholar but he was a very

thoughtful guy,and a splendid teacher. Got you to think about

teaching problems and -who you were 'teaching and who 'you. were

going,to teach. And it became clear to me that I would work with

kids who resembled my own, situation and that never had much

thought about going into college work. .Those are the kids that

, really needed special help, the most help. I was always in the

position with my relatives, and my parerits especially, of trying

to interpret what I was doing to them. I wasn't repelled by the

idea that I was dealing with people who had no college

background, whose families had not gone. To me that was a very

familiar situation.

At the university I studied history. I took German all

....,_/throughout junior college and I knew it fairly well. I messed

the German exams on the first try . I was not involved in racial

issues yet. As a matter of fact while I was at thd university in
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1942 I remember some guys forming an organization which became
CORE. I met a' couple of good teachers but mostly students,

. extraordiqarily good students. The university was one of the few
places.in the Middle West that did not have'a Jewish quota. The
university had a rarge number of Jewish students, but the faculty
was almost all non-Jewish. I had few contacts with Blacks as
indiViduals in those years except through the radical politics on
campus and even then there were so few to begin with.

My wife and I 'got marriedaV this time. I was twenty-two in
September, 1943. This was right during the middle of the war.
Both of my brothers were in the Army . So I asked the history
department, "Let me take my master's exams." I'hadn't worked on
my thesis yet, but let me take my master's exam because I want to
get the hell out of there. I wanted to do something for the
country. So I took\my master's exam and p.ssed it. -In February
of 1944 I got a job and worked, made B-29 engines. That was very
educational too because I became very active in organizing the
union. I was a line steward, and I was editor of the paper.

After the V-J Day in August of 1945, under thq union

contract I had top seniority. I could have stayed for another
three years,but, I didn't want to. I thought I had better go
finish-my work. I got a call from a junior college. "We called

up the university history department and they say you are ethe

only guy around, the others are still in the Army. We !teed

someonein a hurry, just one semester." Well my wife had gone to
the junior college before she had gone to the university. So I
went there for a semester and I stayed until 1960., When I went
there I had to finish my master's thesis, and I did. that during
the first-year. And then I got involved in the educational
experience that I would not have given up for anything. I found
so much stimulating. I found that I didn't.know a damn thing
about teaching. I taught in two different branches of the same
city college. I started teaching in September 1945, that was a
month after V-J Day--very few people were back from the Army. 'It
was during that semester that they really started to come back in
numbers. -I remember for example that most of the classes were
eighty percent women students. But within one year the veterans
started to come back. The institution was growing very rapidly.
The minimum work load was fifteen hours a week in class, that is

.five three-hour courses, and that was normal. When the veterans
came back in 1946, 1947 in very large numbers under the G.I. Bill
and we didn't have enough faculty, we were offered .the
opportunity to teach overtime. Since it was a community
college, most of the courses were freshman and sophomore level.
There were very few specialized courses. They were all

introductory.

4

I not only was learning how to teach in a community. college,

I was learning how to teach period. My principle academic
preparation was history, in fact, technically, European History,
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which I've never taught in my life. There was a great variety of

courses and it was very stimulating to me. I was learning a
great deal since it was stuff.that I hadn't taken, a course for

instance in geography. So that was very stimulating, the first

five or six or seven years. Many of my colleagues were in the'

same position. We started to hold meetings outside the

department, this was the Social Science Department, there were no

separate. history or political science departments, 'about

twentyfive members of the department. And we 'had very

excellent discussions with the people from economics, my

colleages from history, geography. Everyone was learning. There

was so much energy, intellectual energy in that setting. That

sort of typified the kind of atmosphere in our department. Our

department was unusual in the school as a whole.

Ver'y early in my career it hurt me to give a low grade to a

student, but I got out of that very soon. I had to ge. out of

it. ,I became known as a tough teacher. I found that the kids

respected themselves and respected me if I demanded that they

learn something. 411k also went through a whole development on what
kind of grading system I ought to have, since the kids I had were

on an enormously broad range.. I had kids who could barely read

and in the same class kids who were headed for a top university.
Some teachers said they can't deal with that, they want it split.
I felt .like that at the very beginning, when I first started

teaching. As I taught, I came to value the variety.

I always had essay exams. I came to the conclusion in my
own teaching and in my own work that the multiplechoice exam was
a terrible obstacle to the improvement of a course. In fact you

couldn't change a course-because you had to think of the common

core. I got to react quite a bit against the multiplechoice

exam.. I have never used.it in my own courses . The stuff 1that I

want to get at, I don't think I can get at that way. I give/them

five questions to write on. They have to write on two Of the

five. I classify-them by the best answers. Then I have each

kid, maybe two or three kids who wrote the best answer read them

in class. I amproud that they did a .good job and it is so clear

to the other students who 'wrote less satisfactory answers to

listen to a really good answer. Very often a Black and white kid

would write the best or a Black kid would write the best answer.

I thought that was very important that the white kids in class

should hear that and be able to judge it themselves. Here is a

really top question written with balance and detail with some

idea of a thesis. You can't do anything like that with a

multiple choice exam.

When I began I thought a kid, regardless of his background,

ought to be told what the requirements were and just measure up

to that and if' yorp can't do it, too bad. But that bothered me

after a couple of semesters. I saw that as a way of getting rid

of the problem instead of solving it, you know, just looking the

other way. So I came to think we have to give every person a

chance with some help. And it was on that point and the
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questions of how much help and .how do you organize help for such
large numbers of kidswho have such poor bbckgrounds that there
were just so many battles. Most of them I lost. I an very
unhappy even when I think of it.

You know if I had a class at nine I used, to come at seven
thirty .or quarter of eight and I would sit. I would be available
for any student who would want to come in for special help, and
the special help turned out to be the most elementary help in
reading an assignment. First I would ask the kid; many times not
a kid, these were older people, in their thirties, "What does
this paragraph say ?" "I don't. know." "What does the sentence.
say?"/ "I don't knoi4." "What does this word mean?" "I don't
know." You don't know how to read. "Do xou have a dictionary at
home?" "Yes.". "Do you ever use it?" "No." When you work with.
people on that basis, say several times a week, if they come back
--it is strictly up to them--many of them make headway. And I
learned that. people who ask questions that seem so elementary it
wasn't that they were stupid. No one had bothered to teach them
along the road before they came be/the community college. But as
soon as they undetstood what. that long word meant, they could use
it and did, and so it is worth spending the time.... The 'sadness
of people being wasted -ri feel sad about anyone who is wasted, who
is not accorded the dignity that he Or she deserves, isn't given
an opportunity to show ...and to learn and to2grow. That makes me
very sad.

At graduation, I wou4J just sit in the audience and then I

would go out and talk to the students and their parents and these.
are parents, many of them of just, ordinary students. And they
were just as proud of their kids as the parents of those who were
on the hoaor roll. I used to enjoy greatly many of those
parents. Reminded me of my own parents. Then after five or six
years the college started, to require attendance and we sat on the
stage. We had nothing to do with patents an pore. It was 411.
bureauctatized and we had a schedule, your turn this year, Joe
Blow's turn next year and all that went by the hoards. Maybe it
was inevitable because of the number-of students had gone up so°
fast with the veterans.

The veterans were extraordinary. Most of them wanted
desperately to finish school and a number of them had not gone
through high school, had been drifted.- They took the GED and,if
they passed it a lot of them' would come into the college. I

began teaching when I was twentyfour, and some of the veterans
were older than I was. We started to expand so fast in the late
forties and early fifties. Everybody had to be a counselor. I

wasn't against' it. I had no teal formal preparation, but nobody
else did either. We had very few fulltime professional
counselors at the beginning in those early years. Later when I
left there were more or less all of thedi counseling people, psych
people mostly.
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The idea of a doctorate never occurred to me during the

first seven or eight years. Then I remember once in 1950 or 1952

or so, I should say by the way I had always thought of writing

some, but I was busy with other things. I always thought that

teaching and writing went together. Around 1952 or 1953 I got an

idea for a book. I enjoyed that to no end. The essence of the

book was this: I had been reading a lot of difficult stuff,

difficult for my students, and I always would say to myself, what

a shame my students can't read this. It would be so importantoto

them. Then I started asking myself, why don't you write it so

they can understand it. So that is what I did. In fact Alvin

Gouldner wrote a fine little study on a wildcat strike in a coal

mine. He said, "You said it better then I did in my whole book."

I only used fifteen pages or so. I was very pleased to be told

that. The Ph.D., what did it mean? I was teaching, which I

loved to do, I was writing, which I loved to do. However around

1954 or so the thought occurred to me,what if I ever want to
leave this place,maybe I should get a doctorate. So I went back

to the university and,talked to the chairman. I was teaching

fulltime and extra courses besides. I said I want to write the

history of American capitalism. So I wrote a proposal and he
brought it to his colleagues and they said no, he has got to come
here for a year and take courses. No, I said, to hell with that.
That was the first and last thing° that I ever had anything to do

with a doctorate.

There was. redbaiting going one I remember when I _was on

what they used to call a trial period. It is a twoyear period
of trial, probation, and after you would pass it you were on

tenure. In 1947 tip Cold War was starting to go up then. I had

political differences with some people on the campus and there

was redbaiting. Any liberal statement was regarded as a red

statement. I had that sort of thing. But my colleagues were

fine. My boss was fine and very fair minded, and when he probed
for any kind of evidence there was no evidence, just baiting. We

taught the general course in social science. We dealt with some

hot problems you know, politically hot, I think that during the

McCarthy period we pulled our necks in somewhat. You had to take

an oath; you couldn't be fired, but you couldn't get paid if you

didn't take the oath. I took the oath, but we had a group of

three teachers, remember we were part of the school system, there
were three teachers who sei4,."Nii," they are not going to sign it

and said they would be test cases. We all contributed money to
support them and they didn't get any pay for two years. And they

won their case.

In terms of the union, forming a teachers union at a

college, I was very active in that in these years. Well I have

been a union person; my father was a union man. When I worked in
a plant I was very active in the UAW Local and when I came to the

community college I guess the first day I wondered, where's the
steward, why hasn't a steward come up to me to ask me to join.

Then I found out that teachers had no protection at that time. I

am speaking of the whole school system including the college
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teachers. It was extraordinary. The president of the union at
one point used the terms "crumbs" positively. He said, " I went
into the superintendent 'last week and I think there is going to
be a few crumbs for us." That is the way it was. We had no
protection at all.

Remember I grew up during the thirties when the CIO was
forming and that was a very great event in my life. I mean the
rise of the CIO was a. very consequential movement for all of
American life, not only for strictly forming unions. I was not
so interested in the thirties in race, but as I look back at the
rise of the CIO that was very consequential for racial
solidarity. It as the first national union that really ever did
that on a large scale. When I was at the plant where I worked
during '44 and '45 I was a chief steward. Also, I was a

co-editor of the newspaper, a weeXly newspaper. The UAW was the
only union that had ,a civil rights department with a Black man as
the head of it which was never heard of. He is now a judge in
Detroit. When I got into the community college it was the same
thing, just an extension.

In 1961 I formed an organization called Teachers for

Integrated Schools that was preceded by several years of
agitation on my part within \..he union fighting segregation. By
1959-1960 the situation in the schools started to heat up. I got
nowhere in the union on this issue. They didn't want to hear
about segregation. By 1961 I decided that I couldn't depend on
the union. I never took a sabbatical in the thirty-three years
that I was there. It is not that I didn't want it. I applied
for it several times but the Chicago school system was highly
political and they didn't want to give me the time off because
they knew what I was doing. The union was part of my world and
the racial situation in the schools in the city were part of my
world. All my activity in the union on a city-wide basis taught
me a great deal about how the school system operated. Being
committed and being involved in that world gave me such
knowledge, there is no other way to get that knowledge, just no
other way.

Then I moved over to the integrated college. It is a much
livelier faculty, more open-minded, much more cosmopolitan,
whereas at my old college, by the mid-sixties anyway, every one
was twenty years older and some of them acted like thirty and
forty years older and they were already settled down, everybody
had his niche. I remember one guy in the English department
--both of us got our tenure arthe same time--and I remember his
telling me, "Oh wait until I get tenure and then I will speak
out." He never spoke out in his life on anything except you know
to ask for his check. But by 1965 and 1966 there were an awful
lot of such guys. Those were very lively days for me in the
civil rights movement and I started to write and you know and I
felt the contradiction more and more. At my new community
college I was truly an elder statesman. I knew everybody who was
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anybody in the system. And I was very active in writing and

researching. In fact some of my older students knew me from the

movement. One of the first students I had, an older woman, came

into class the first semester I was at the college in the center

of the city, it was maybe eightyfive percent Black, and it was

virtually all women. I said, "Where are the Black men?" and this

woman said, "You know where they are," .half resigned, and half

arguing, and I looked at her and she looked somewhat familiar but.

I couldn't place her and then she told me later that we had been

in this or that in civil rights together. She was right, I did

know. Most of them were in the high schools and the others

didn't see any point to going to a community college. Well, more

and more were going in and are going into the community, college.

When I first came up to the central administration I tried

to explain to my boss that he could form'an alliance with the

Blacks,'the minorities in town because this was for most of them

their great chance at a college and that this would create very

steady political support for him over the years. He just never

did it. It was much easier to go to the Mayor and cultivate his

friendship and he did. But now the Mayor is dead,:and the'Black

politicians are far more important now than.they-here seven or

six years ago. You read the city's Black newspaper,, a daily

newspaper. There is much more news about the city college than

all the other newspapers put together because that is the college

for Black kids. There are some elsewhere but that is the place

that they go to.

I worked at central administration in 1967, 1968. It was

called the Innovation Center. The idea was that we should give

people. time off with full pay to think about and produce some

idea that would be helpful in the classroom and improve

education. So I did that for two years. The,,next few years.1

was coordinator of Master Planning. The central office resisted

any idea -on desegregation. You see the junior college campus

sites were chosen by the school board when we were part of it.

,They chose them the same way they chose all other sites: which

ones will keep the racial situation the way that it is. So the

result was when I left, we had I think seven campuses. There

were three virtually all white, three virtually all Black and the

other one was the Loop which was at least somewhat desegregated.

But I saw by then that there were no changes going to come. I

went back to the classroom. That was the end of my

administratorship.

I remembet meeting people I worked with up in the central

-office and someof them said to me, "You seem to have fallen in.

so easily into the teaching thing." They would say later, "Oh I

envy you, you have no problems, you just teach your course andgo

home.-" Then I would say to them, "You can do the same thing ,

you got tenure, get the hell back if it is so uncomfortable being

an administrator. Go back in the classroom." That they won't
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do, but they envy you.

I got out of it in community college] what I

wanted to do, got more out of it than I expected to actually. I

wanted to teach poor kids and I sure as hell did. I had the
feeling most all the time, that I was appreciated by my students.
I don't mean all the time. I rarely felt, that I was dealing with
students who were there bdcanse their fathers demanded that they
be there, curiously enough, even though I had what conventionally
were called poor students, financially poor, and they are not the
type that go on into the university. Nevertheless, many of them
were there because they wanted-to be. .A number of them were
older people, especially mothers whose kids were grown. They
were highly motivated people. The veterans were the most highly
motivated of all. In the city college very poorBlack students
were highly motivated, because many of them had left school years
ago and now really felt the lack of an education. They were
coming back very'intent on making it. Some did ande-some didn't,
a lot didn't. If I could have everything that I have here if I
could have it back there, I'd rather be there right now, because
I still feel that the individual students need me more than these
individual students need me. But I need certain other things
that I can't have in a community college and that is why I left
it.

If-. you read the history of some of the early junior
colleges--the first one is in Joliet, Illinois, then in Chicago,
Crane College --both of them were begun as adjunct of the public
school system, located in one of the high school buildings in a
corner. The connection between high ,school, between public
schools and the community college continued and therefoi-e laid a
very heavy handicap on the kind of administrative thinking that
developed. I remember in California, I met a president of a
junior college and superintendent of junior college districts;
they were high school people, and all their thinking -was along
that line. The same thing in my city, except we were older as
junior colleges, so there was more autonomy but never' eless we
actually were pprt of the school system. I always re ented that
because I felt it was holding back the institution.

We coul4 have helped kids much more than we did and more

thaniwe do. I regarded the junior college, community college as
the only chance or the last chance for many many kids, the only -AD

chance for Black kidsg. especikly. Except for very few the
community college is the only chance that they will have to go to
a college. Some few of them will go on but very very few Black
kids in that' city will go directly'to a university out of the
high school. For those kids the community college was the only
chance they would have, and it i-s very important'for a community
to have such an institution. I was always proud to be part of
it. The counselors in the surrounding universities used to
say, you flunked out here, you should go to another community
college and if you compile a good record erere we will#take you
back.
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I remember we had a sensational success story. One guy

flunked out of the university came to our community college and

he was sort of an immature kid but we noticed that, whatever the

tests were, he was way up. My colleague and I took on this guy.

He used to hang around our office all the time, and he was an

excdllenV, student. He started getting A's, graduated,tand went

to the university, on the honor roll and got his POD there
finally . He has written two books already and in the first one

he thanks my colleague and me. He dift't say exactly for what.

The reader wouldn't know the exact circumstances but we know. So

that is a sensational exception.

So being associated with a community college that meant so

much to so many kids was worthwhile as far as I was concerned. I

don't want to give you the impression that I thought it was a

haven of scholars because it wasn't. In terms of the students it

was very rare that we got a real scholarly kid. Nor am .I saying

the teachers especially were scholarly because they weren't.
Very 'few of them ever wrote anything. and so I was sort of an odd;

ball in doing what I did. Most of them were damn good teachers.

Many times out kids would come back and say, "You know, we never

had it so good as we had it here."

If you ask me to look over my career, I think of it as a

very positive thing, but it could have been more positive. So

much of it was a struggle against inadequate,thinking , you know,

at the top. The administt'ation seemed .to be exceedingly

interested in 'making the colleges primarily vocational schools.

There were special payments that you get from the state for

vocational education. I said to,my administrator friend, "What

if you didn' get special payments?" He said, "Then I wouldn't

be interested." Cut and dried. It was a very very uneducational

reason and something done in contempt. I remember a Black campus

primarily on the South Side. They introduced an auto mechanics

course. No Black students took it. 'Nobody wanted to study it

but they had figured out that they are so financially pobr that

they would be interested primarily in getting out there and

getting a job as soon as possible. That isn't what they,are

there for, but that was the whole tenor. Make it vocational.

And the vocations were not so great. Auto mechanic! You can

just learn more hanging around the station you know. There was

such inadequate thinking of that sort.

There was so much politics having nothing to do with

education. By community they meant, who owns the machine shop in
the neighborhood, what stores there are and the kids that work in

the store, but not what are some problems,urgent social problems,

facing them in the community. That smallmindddness was a

constant pain on the Black campuses, At was pretty obvious. That

changed a little bit in the late sixties for a' while when the

Black students just took over a school and said this is what we

want and this is what we want stopped. It changed a little bit

after that.
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To teach there youellave to teach at least four courses in
each semester. That is one of the primary' reasons that I left.
In the junior college there is not publish or perish. You are
not expected to write, to research. By doing research and
Writing you are even allowing suspicion, that is to say, "What,
is this guy up to.? He is writing, you know, what for? Doesn't
have to. Something strange (Nabout it:" So it is

anti-intellectual. The whole approach is that we are here in
order to teach and teaching is unrelated to the life of the mind
apparently. There is a cloud that descends and it says you don't
have to do. research.

4

I remember we wanted to re-think the whole social science
program. I worked out a course in great detail. I worked out an
outline and subject matter. So I was explaining it to my
colleagues and I noticed two of them were asleep. That was a
fateful day for me because I put away that outline an we never
did anything with it and I have it here. I thought, at the
hell am I doing,I am putting these guys to sleep? Some others
felt that we've got our John Stuart Mill "On Liberty" and I am
used to teaching it. The university still teaches John Stuart
Mill, so it must be good. I think it was around that time that I
first said to myself that something is profoundly wrong here..
There was a hesitation to take a situation and think your way
through to it. It was a disposition to take the easiest way out,
the customary way, and that was diffused throughout the entire
school. It was not only some colleagues and a few

administrators, all institutional research people, the whole
system. There was no interest to sit down and grapple with the
problem except let'ssay when Black students occupied you had an
emergency and they wanted to Olow what could be done to get out
of it.

It is not true thatkids who were very poor, white or Black,

that they are not somehow not intellectUal, not interested in

things intellectual. They are usually not given anything to

think of intellectually. hey...are interested in fundamental
questions as much as anybo ''.7else. There is "nointellectual
reason to cheapen or lower ur level of interest. The problem
is how dc?., you meet them at a certain point where they are. That

has been a lifelong interest of mine. I' remember a Black about
twenty-six or twenty-seven. I had him in Social Science 101, so
I hadn't seen him for a couple of years. "What are you doing?"
He said, "Well, I graduated and I am going to a technician
school." I said, "Well, why don't you go into an engineering
school? What grades do you have in math?" And he said, "Pi-etty
fair." "Well then,why don't. you ju'st ably for engineering?"
"Well, I don't know." He. didn't know why he didn't apply but it
was something that was distant from him. He had gotten the idea
that he was not good enough to apply to engineering schools.

That is what you have to work with: "I am'not.good enough to
think about big problems, I am'not good enough to go into
medicine. I have got to go into a medical assistant program." °
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I have faith that if we ever build a school system and a

community college system and a university system that can deal

with poor people., children of poor people, we will be amazed at

how they take up the intellectual life. I want them to change

the world. Our world stinkser; Vhat's it. Our world is not

anywhere near the world "that human beings can make for

themselves, for other human beings, and. I want them to change the

world, I want to change the world.

The intellectual life ist related to changing the world,

making a more just, a freer, society. That is, I am looking at a.

society that we live in which is an unjust racist society, that

is both unjust to a lot of people.that are not.minorities and it

is a racist society. It must be changed, I want to do what I can'

tqward it. Part of°what I can do about it happens to be an

intellectual job. So since I know there are so few others doing

that part of it, I've dedicated my writing and so on dealing with

that; So it is not that I have ,a contempt for ideas, I mean how

could I do the work. When I wrote my book loran across a number

of intellectual problems that were, not 'solved in the literature,

so I had to have a try at it., The government actually pays, money

for someone to make the kind of studies that I used to do at

night. They actually are paying people to write, whereas the

'first time I wrote such a book, 4 wrote it on my own time.

I am not cynical at all but I have doubts fron time to time.,

For example, it is not at all preordained that we won't end up

like South Africa someday. We may have in thiscountry and maybe

soon, who knows, we may have a situation where racism will be

practiced to a greater degree. It is quite possible that we will

neven/have an integrated society, in fact it is even likely in

our lifetimes.' I am a 'historian and I know that we've had

periods of time for X hundred years when nothing happens so to

speak. Do you remember Edgar Snow ?Edgar SnOw went to China and

he interviewed Mao TseTung. I remember the last one. Snow was

at the doorstep. He is saying goodby and he is never to see'him

again. He said to Mao, "Give me a last word, " and Mao said, "In

a thousand years from now they will laugh at all of us, they will

laugh at.ud,' you, me, and at Marx and at Engels and so on because

they will have learned so much more than we know." I think that

is a pretty good view. I don't take the view that a thousand

years from now people will be the same. I can't imagine that

they will be the same.

ply father, he read the Jewish paper and he knew the prayers

by heart. He .never complained about life. ,I remember we were

driving when I was a little kid 133(a certain big apartment house

and he said about ten years or so ago that building was built and

he applied for a job, and the foreman said, "We don''t,hire Jews"

straight out; goodby. I always used to 'go by that house and

that was the first 'tiMe I. ever learned anti - Semitism. My

experience is by 66.means unusual._ In the sixties the kids who

were active in the civil rights movement, it was a heavy Jewish
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contingent. I believe it has to do with the emphasis on justice.
It is especially appealing to Jews, because of their life
circumstances and how they lived always as minorities in other
countries. Justice is the one thing that they have rarely got.

A nior college in Chicago occup s just about the lowest
rank in prestige in the:academic worl . But I really don't know
a difference ;between a community co lege teacher versus a good

university teacher. I remember was told that there is a

distinctive aspect to community ollege teaching, that you are
interested in the individualstu t andyou sort of nurse that
student, sort of like little children. I had a colleague, for

instance, when he wouldteach in Soc 102, he would give them a
virtual outline of the book. I never did that. He believed
that that was a distinctive kind of thing in a junior college

`that somehow you have to baby the kids along. I don't believe
that. I find it hard to distinguish or single out any specific
respect in which a community college teacher should be a

different kind of a teacher or a different kind of human 'being
tan a university teacher. I just can't conceive of one. I have
been told that there are such differences, but I just don't know
them.

I believe the more we try to separate the junior college or

the community college from the whole domain of higher education

the worse- off it is. Now we have this awful phrase

"post-secondary education." It isn't even a commitment to a

college. It only says there will be something after high school,
not beyond but after high school. At least a community college
has the word "college" \in it. The more we draw distinctions
within the realm of higher education or certain parts of it and

say we have a community college and now we have post-secondary
education, I think we make it meaningless. I think it is

pernicious, although it is quite popular.

.I don't object to'- connecting up vocation with higher

education. In fact at the university every other guy is in a

vocational program.- He can't wait to go into teaching or

medicine or law or some damn thing there --vocation,I don't

object to,vocation.If somebody wants to go into nursing, a part

of their program must be a consideration of the role of medicine
in modern, life and an analysis of the industry, problems in

medical dare, the distribution of medical care, the economics, ,,1

the history of medicine. In other words I want to humanize that
occupational' interest. But they don't want to do that. When you
ask me what I think about occupationalism, I don't say, down with
it. If you come from a wealthy, middle-class family you don't
have to worry about occupations. But if you come from a

working-class family you damn well ha e to. The struggle there
is what occupations. So it is not o ationalism as such but

whatiand occupations and what con t you put them in as far
as curri ulum and hi'torical co. .ecause that is the way in

reality they are. But the ti- ellectualism of the community
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college people works against that. I want a more complete

conception of education rather than taking one aspect and saying

that is legitimate and the other one is not legitimate.

(S
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Profile

LAWRENCE BAUER

*
(Lawrence Bauer, a man in his fifties, teliChes sociology at

a community college in a small city in New York State. He was
interviewed twice in his office and once in his home during the.
spring of 1982.)

I was rased in a family of small businessmen. My father
and brothers a operated men's clothing stores "in the Midwest.
I was a depression baby. I was born in 1931 andhad the
experience of seeing my father go bankrupt -6.in his business,
having to sell his business, move out on a farm and make it
through the thirties. My father was an old German type and
married late in life,then had five children, four sons and'a
daughter. His hope was that all of us Auld go into business.
He actually bought the stores for each of us to get into business..
and had us set up to go into business; it was quite a

disappointment to him that we didn't. I have some memory of his
coming home and telling my mother he had lost his business.
was about five years old. He came up the stairway and he got
down on his knees and took me in his arms. He was crying and he
said to my mother, "I've lost my .business." And he held me very
tightly and then said, "We are going to have to sell the car and
the house and move out to the country and take a farm and try to
make it."

I remember the next four or five years on the,farm his going
to various companies trying to reestablish his credit . He went
to Manhattan Shirt CompanA he went to the Malary Hat Company, he
traveled all over, he went to Numbush Shoes, he went to Arrow
Shirt, he went every-place; and tried to get credit but no one
would give it to him. He managed to pay back all his debts and
he was very proud of that. He paid back every debi., that he owed
as a result of bankruptcy and reestablished his credit, got back
in business and really made a killing in the forties. I worked
all through those years. I started working in the store in the
sixth- grade. I remember goirik in and riding my bicycle and
dusting shoe boxes and waiting on customers in the sixth and
seventh grade. My father made. me do it, I had no cbolok...___He
couldnrt get help and so my brother and I were `told to be there
the ,minute school was out and -worked every day until six
o'clock and went home and had dinner and I stayed up and studied
untj.1 midnight every night. I was d straightA student all
through school . And my fat4'er was very proud ofthat.

I would go after school and then Friday night the stbre was
open until nine o'clock and I would work until nine o'clock and
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we worked a twelve-hour day on Saturday. Then on holidays and

seasonal days of big business we worked'a twelve-hour day. Every

day from the first of December until Christmas day we worked a

twelve-hour day all day. There were even days when he would take

us out of school because business was so heavy he needed us.

There was quite an age gap between my mother and my father.

She was fifteen years younger than he and she was a school

teacher. When she married she made the decision that she didn't

want to stay in teaching, she wanted to be a housewife. I think

stie saw her role as being the mother and housekeeper and that }

sort of thing, and didn't feel bad about it. She did a lot of

the bookkeeping for my father. I remember he would bring home

these big ledger b4oks and she would keep the charge account

records.

Up until eighth grade I was a trouble maker. Teachers were

calling me in all the time admonishing me to either straighten up

or ship out. I was disruptive in classes and they were always

telling me that I was never working to my potential. Something

happened in the eighth grade, I don't know, but about half way

through the eighth 'grade I just suddenly took school work

seriously. I became aggressive about getting A's and being.the

top student in the class. Latin was a course that really got me

going in terms of getting started academically, and I took two

,years of Latin and then went on to take three years of French and

I only had one C, in physical education, and it really upset me.

I had straight A's from ninth grade on. I was mostly influenced

by one of my older brothers who went into the ministry. He

encouraged me to Igo into a liberal arts background. I went to a

liberal arts college in Ohio and majored in English with a minor *

in philosophy and history and religion. My last year of

undergraduateschool my older brother a ain encouraged me to apply

to various theological schoo s. as accepted at several and I

went to Yale Divinity School .

During my senitr year at college I began discussing with my

father about the possibility of applying to graduate school. And.

I think that's when he realized that I was not going into

business. He was very disappointed. But at the same time he was

very encouraging. He said he was willing to support me

financ-ally. I got an excellent scholarship offer and he paid

the difFerence. My experience at college: although I had a good

academic average, my memory of college was mostly the fraternity

an social life and extra-curricular life that I had there.

There were certain faculty who really did challenge me. I was

especially intrigued by a man in philosophy whom I remember, in

logic and in ethics. There was another man in the religion

department who got a response from me but other than that I found

most of the course work the kind of thing that was'drudgery. The

Korean War was on at the time and I didn't want to go into the

Korean Warand by being what they called pre-enrolled in seminary

you were exempted from the draft . If I graduated from college

without it, I would have been drafted right into the army.' I
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didn't want to be forced into the military or into the business,
but at the same time .1 wasn't precisely sure where I was headed.
My father definitely conveyed to me the idea that I could really
do better in buiness and that teaching and ministry and the
human service kind of life was not going to get me anywhere
financially. But I think he was speaking from his depression
experience too. From what he had suffered in the thirties .

Divinity school blew my mind. I just didn't know anything
about Eastern life,r about New England, about the culture. I

didn't know the difference between liberal and conservative. I

was put right into classes with some of the greatest theologians
in the world. I'felt as if all of a sudden I was, now in a world
of people who .cane out of a much broader experience and
background, not only instructors and professors and teachers but
classmates who were so far ahead of me. I got ahold of
everything I could read, I got a hold of very journal in the
field, I began getting into conversations with people just as
long and lengthy as I could to probe their thinking and find out
what was going on'

The tension just got unbearable between me and my father.
It got so bad that I wouldn't go home for vacations because I
couldn't talk to him. We would get in discussions over issues
and I would express my views and he would just tell me flatly to
shut up. He wouldn "t hear it. One Thanksgiving I went home'and
we got into a discussion on'the issue of race and ethnicity and
religioh . I finally remember saying, "Dad, is there anybody
that you like, you don't like Jews, you don't like Black people,
you don't like Catholics, you don't like Italians, who's left?"
I had taken on such liberal views in their eyes that I just was
not acceptable. I remilmber when John Kennedy ran for president,
my mother said, "Pleas don't tell Dad that you voted for him."

My divinity school internship was in Miami Beach . Miami
Beach is where I met mfirst wife'. She was a member of the
church there, and I married there at the end of the internship
and then went back to divinity school. I was given a total
opportunity to'get an experience of every part of the parish
ministry . I went back and finished up and graduated in 1957
and began right at the beginning of the year interviewing with
congregations and making a choice as to where I wanted to go .

It was very much year of turmoil for me. I chose a rural farm
parish in eastern New York where I went in 1957. And stayed for
five years. I probably would have been happy, the rest of my life
if.I had stayed there. But I was beginning to feel that I wanted
to get into something that would give me" an opportunity to
express my kind of social concern which I began to feel in the
late fifties and early sixties. There was an opening in Florida
and they called me down and interviewed. me. Thty.askedme to go
down and start a new church project . I went there at the end of
1961. And stayed there three and a half years. And that was

.where I got in trouble.
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I got the .building project started, the congregation

organized, I went out into the neighborhood knocking on doors to

find people. I got a congregation of about two hundred and fifty

people organized and got a new building put up and totally paid

for the day it was dedicated. ,At the same time I was getting

involved in human rights work. They did not have a human

relations commission for the State of Florida at that time and

Governor Collins' somehow got hold of my name and asked if I

would be willing to be on the first Human Rights Commission and-I.

agreed to be on it. As the consequence of that, I began getting

involved in civil rights' activities in the South and I began

attending meetings and demonstrations and marches and things like

that and writing letters and it began being reflected more in rg

pregching and the kinds of things I was writing in my weekly'

church newsletter to the people, and it all culminated in 1964-65

with an attack on my church by the Ku Klux Klan and a threat from

the Klan that I should get outiof the state. They didn't totally

destroy it, they -did a trikendous amount of damage to tM,
building.and' this upset my people terribly.

I contacted the FBI and the FBI came to me' and said, "We

will put a guard on yOu twentyfour hours a day," because at that

time I was getting anonymous' threat letters and phone calls in

the middle of the night. The FBI put a tap on my phone and I had

to turn over to them, all of the anonymous letters that were

coming to me as well as carry .a gun which I would not do. And

they said, "Well, you are not going to carry a gun, we are not

going to Atect you." And I said, "No way am I going to carry a

gun." I had been warned by southern Christian leaders that if

you carry a gun any policeman or FBI agent can shoot you and

claim selfdefense if you have a gun on your body. Then they

said, "Well, okay, we will give you three, months-to get out .

will guarantee your protection for three months," and the church

by tha time was very upset over me. When a congregation wants

to get rid of you, they have a nice polite way of doing it, they

just don't give you a raise in salary and they cut your benefits,,

make it so uncomfortable for you that you just can't stay there.

The FBI came .to me on four or five different occasions. One of

the times they turned me over to the local sheriff to be

fingerprinted and'all of this they said was for my protection in

case anything happened to me. This was a time when people were

disappearing or being shot at all the time In the South, and the

FBI agent said to the sheriff--I'll never forget it, because it

put a shudder down my back--he said, "You take. care of the

Reverend," and the sheriff looked at him and winked 'sand said,'

"You can 1;e sure we'll take care pf him." And that was when I

knew I had to get out because I didn't have the protection of the

police, the local police. Nor was I sure that I had the

protection of the FBI at that point.

I remember the time I went to Washington when we were going

into Arlington Cemetery. There were about 6,000 of us on a

march, priests and rabbis, the Berrvigan brothers and everybody

t involved in the antiwar movement was there, and the Pentagon had

A
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said that we could go into Arlington Cemetery and march if we did
not have any speeches. I was about ten feet behind Martin Luther
King when we walked from the White House to the cemetery and we
got inside Arlington Cemetery and we were all carrying American
flags, and we were trying to make the point that the right wing
doesn't have a monopoly on patriotism in the country and that we
were doing this out of our concern for the couritry.as much as any
one else. And Martin Luther ,King did one of the most:beautiful
things I ever saw. We got in there, all 6,000 standing there,'
and he said," "Let's bow our heads.and gray," and he gave a

thirtyminute prayer that said everything that had to be said
while these" army men were standing there with loaded guns and
bayonets'all around us. No speeches were made, put you couldn't
stop him from that prayer.

I was probably pretty naive at.the.` time. I was in my young
thirties. I was not fully aware of -he real threat level of.,..what:

was involved. By 1966 I definitely knew that I was going to
leave the parish ministry. I began going beck to graduate

school., I matriculated at New York Uniyersity in 1967 because I

wanted to go into college teaching. I really had the feeling
that the church was not the place where I could express the kind
of social concern I really felt. .I:started parttime teaching
here as an adjunct at the time. But then, when my marriage
broke up, I had.to stop the program for two years because I was
left alone with three children. I had to keep a fulltime job,
and carry all the overtime' teaching locould to support myself,
trying to keep the pieces of life together as well as I could .

I don't know how made it, frankly, through that first year, I
really don't, andrmy colleagues here to this day, .don't either,
but 'I held on somehow.-, I started,here in Januaryof 1972

The social-problems course that I teach is the largest ,

required course in the college. It's required of every student
who comes to the college for every program.. We all try to follow
the same sOlabus, so that' the students get as much the same

course as they can from whoever. takes the course.* I am really
excited by 'the course because it gets into the kinds 9f issues.

that I've been accustomed to being involved in over my whole
life. I can bring sp much of my. own ,:.,..rsonal,experience to these

`issues that I really never get tire" of the course.

I also teach at both a maximum security prison and at a.

no
minimum security prison. '1.h:.. one is a fortresslike 's ucture
fifty feet high of solid concrete, ten feet thick, n one has
ever escaped from it. It has eleven rows of iron bars you have
to gd through to get inside to the school. You go into a prison

/
to teach a marriage course or a social problem course to the very
people who are supposedly the social problem and their feeling
towards you is -- don't come it here to try to change my

.".behavior. They resent anything of that sort, they don't want
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anything. in terms of indoctrination. The guards.go through

everything - -your briefcase, your lecture notes. Every time I go

in--I've gone in there for ten years and they know me by face --

every time I go in there, they go through the seine thing. The

college, you see, cannot require you to teach in the prison, you

have to volunteer' to do it. The college as a matter of fact pays

what it calls hazard pay for going into the prisons because of

the risk factor of going in there. It's about a $700 to $800

year difference.

I was teaching a class there one day when Attica occurred.

I remember I had taken in a cassette recorder and I was playing a

lecture and right in the middle of the class storm troopers came

into the room with helmets and masks over their faces, and

shields that looked like what gladiators carried in ancient

times, and machine guns, and one man put a machine gun in my back

and said, "Put your hands up." The other guards grabbed my

notes, my recorder, my equipment, everything, just dumped them on

a tray and said, "Don't 7.ay a word, we are going to get you out

of here" and if you ,.r.or you are dead." The word had gotten

through the grapevine ':, +.'...e prison system just unbelievably fast

that there was going to be a riot. Iehe.ld my hands up and went

straight out of the prison. I felt safer with the inmates than I

did with the guards and I still do. The.inmates would have

protected me, the guards would have not hesitated to kill me. I

still don't feel safe with the guards. They resent my coming in.

Anything that goes in there that smacks of rehabilitation or an

effort to try and do something to raise their level of academic

or intellectual performance they resent, because most of them

have never finished anything but high school and most of them are

only a step above the guys in there.
:4)

IForty percent of the inmates are men wh$ would be classified

as sociopathic, they have no reason not to do anything to you

because they are- im there on--in some cases--triple and quadruple

life sentences which means that they will never get out. I go

in, the men are usually coming from the cafeteria either from

breakfast or lunch because our classes start at eight o'clock and

at twelvefifteen and I have a nice, good feeling about she men.

They are ninety percent Black or Hispanic, most of them are right

out of Harlem and the Bronx. Most of them are what ITAall kids,

c\)

between eighteen and twentyfive and there are a few lder men

but most of them are young, Black and Hispanic kids. T ey size

you up very quickly. They know and they trust me.

It is culture shock when I come back here from the prison.

There are many times I will teach a class at the prison the same

day on the same subject and I can't get a word in edgewise with

the students at the prison, and I will come back to the college

with the same presentation and they will sit there and look at me

and I can't get a discussion' started for anything. They can't

relate to it or get involved in it or,identify with it in anyway.

It is just two different worlds all together. In some sense the
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prison work represents the real world more than what I see here.
These guys are more informed on current events and current social
issues, they are more interested in them, than the community
college student here who is taking a course because it's a
requirement. They are a captive audience and you have to, you
know,really provoke them to get them into a discussion which I
sometimes deliberately do. But I don't have to do that in the
prison. On the, other hand I am exhausted when I finish class
because they are just loaded with questions and they want to know
everything: "Go on" and "Explain what you mean" and "Say more."
It reduces their time in prison by going to the college. They go
five days a week, they study all night, and all weekend. And so
there.is high motivation among them.

I think the community college, in the time that I have
observed it, has become a college for a lot of people who see it
as a training institution rather than an academic
institution--being tooled up to do something--and that
disappoints me. So they come into the liberal arts courses with
a builtin resentment. I see that in my classes. Except for
the marriage and family course, most people don't see the
connection between why they have to take this course and why they
Are at the community college. That deeply disturbs me. That's
not preparing anybody to live in the real world. That's
preparing you to go out and do something but not be aware of a
person's social responsibility. It disturbs me to see the
apatheticlkinds of responses that students make to these crucial
controversial issues that we are dealing with in this world.
There are some who genuinely do catch ahold and they get excited
about it they get turned on by the course and that I like. But
by and large you can talk about an issue for fifty minutes and
have a whole class sit there and stare at you with a blank
expression and not say a word. And you can say things that you
know deep down ,inside they utterly reject from their value
system. I come out of the prison exhilarated from it, and I-come
out,of the classroom here with a feeling that I have not been
successful in accomplishing what I went in to do. It's
dep'essing to me, the feeling that these students are going to go
out into the world and virtually separate their intellect from
their work.

I have, over the years, come to the point where I've had to
accept the fact that I can't make that connection with them and
that I have to be satisfied with the fact that I may have not
done anything more than provoke them. I think that the
community college faculty is seen as somewhere between a high
school teacher and a college professor and I'm not sure where
that is. So you get these comments, I get these comments, from ,

people in education. I can see the faces of the people and I
know that, they see the community college that way.

I am sort of jokingly referred to in the department as the
guy that reads all the time. I try to spend at least two hours
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every day in reading preparation time . I feel that it is

imperative to the nature of the courses that I.do to be updated,

and I have at least three or four books going all the time.

will come in and shut the door. My students know that they are

welcome to come anytime,.I don't restrict it to the hours that we

have to keep. The community college concept of a teacher is the

classroom teacher, I think it is becoming more and more that.'

Not that there isn't studying and research; but I can't separate

the two, I find that the preparation is very much a part of the

teaching. Only twenty percent of our student body now is in,the

liberal arts and languages. Maybe it is a confronting them with

something they can't deal with or don't want to deal with.

N

I'm in a funny kind of position -having come out of the

ministry and being an ordained minister for seventeen years

'---
before I went in.reching. It's been interesting to observe

how people resp d to me in terms of the status of the

/ occupation. Being a clergyman was an occupation that conferred a .

tremendous amount of status. And then coming into teaching there

was a little bit of a shift in gears; I had the feeling that the

occupation had a lot of-the same kind of status that the clergy

had but people reacted to me on a much more honest basis. At the

college the receptionist at the desk who answers the phone will

call for Reverend B. on the phone, even though I'm not a Reverend

(I keep my ministerial standing), but the status of the ReVerend

idea is still more in her mind than the status of the college

teacher.

When" I got my doctorate, I was quite interested to see how

that kind of change would affect my title, what people would call

me. I thought that the- Ph.D. would be a title that would

immediately subsume the place of Reverend but it didn't. The

idea of being called professor, I've never once been called a

professor at the community college by a student. I get called

professor when I go out to the prison by the students there

because they look upon the status of the community college

-teacher as a professor, but the students in the community college

don't.

It was really difficult to try and get a doctorate. I was

forty years old when I started the program and by then most

people are through and not even interested in further graduate

study. It meant commuting to New York City twice a week, getting

a morning schedule to get,away, going to summer school every day

for three to four weeks out of the summer. But I got- up to the

point of the dissertation and then I requested a sabbatical to

write it and I got approval for it. The college gives real

importance to people taking sabbaticals to pursue graduate work.

They really regard that as the number one basis for granting

sabbaticals. The university where I got my doctorate has a

special room where they conduct their oral' exams. There its a

woman Who records the whole thing and they have a bottle of

sherry on the table for the party afterwards. I sat at one end

of the table and the committee,sat around like this, and my
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chairman was opposite me and they all hpd copies of my
dissertate- -which- they had -- read before. They asked me to leave
the room and they passed around the ballot and they could either,
vote to pass or tp dtfer or to fail. I had five pass votes and I
saved them; they are in my dissertation.

My feeling prior to getting the degree was that this is
probably the most important goal of my life. ,I felt that it
carried a degree of respect that.I didn't have before by my peers
and by my students and by the administration of the college. I

remember taking a copy of the dissertation to the president of
the college. He made a point 'of congratulating me and having
it filed and put in the library of the college . And I went to
my departtgent head and said, "I have my doctorate now and I'd
like to have a name plate that says Dr. B. on it," and he
wouldn't approve it. He was very definitely threatened by all
this, he didn't like the idea of someone under him having a

doctorate. I have a very strong sense of personal satisfaction
from getting it as a symbol of my own ability to make that
accomplishment at that age of life. I would imagine probably
forty to fifty percent of the faculty at college have 211 of the
course work but have not finished the research- and the
dissertation. Have not made the effort to go that final step
that you have to take to get the doctorate. It really represents
something in terms of how you are perceived by your colleagues in
terms of making that final extra push, that effort to do that
research and buckle down to the nitty gritty of the hard part of
the doctorate.

I think the administration,and.the trustees of the communik'y

college see the role of the faculty principally as one. of bei2g

in the classroom. They are continually trying to increase our
contact=hour load. When I first started 'at the -college I was
carrying twelve contact hours a semester and working three extra
for overtime pay. I'm now up to eighteen. and all of that has
happened in the ten years that I've been here. They're also
increasing class size and they jokingly talk about the fact that
we only work fifteeh hours a week. That actually was said by a
county legislator at the budget hearings of the college, that
they are only working twelve hours a' week in the English
department. So they are continually pressuring us to get. up to

eighteen, and I perceive the days that are,coming when they are
going to get us up to twenty-one a week. I see my role as one
who should devote as much time in claSsroom preparation and in
study as I do in the classroom, if not more time. I think it is
just crucial that I have myself as thoroughly updated and
informed as I can be to go into the classroom. So the time that
I spend here in my study at home or in my study at the college,
on my own, doing my own reading and writing is very important to
me. And I consider that of utmost value as far as what I am in
the classroom.
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I don't 'feel that going. to the community college from the

ministry----w -a horizontal step. I lost status as far as my

social role, and I did not become a professor. That's about as

well as I n state it . I became a teacher. As an occupation,

professor s seen as one of lots of intellectual, work and

stimulation as opposed to a teaPher who is seen as an eight to

three job kind of thing. Topexample, I am told that I have to

be on"campus six hours a day. The dean ha3 sent the message down

that faculty should spend six hours a day on the 'campus. I see

no reason for that. I don't see the occupation as one that is

confined to a number of hours of work on'the campus. When I

started, I used to require a term paper for every course and read

it and spend great time responding. to the paper for the student.

Today I can't do that and, in a way, the student is suffering. I

see my colleagues now resorting to testing systems that really

disturb me. They are. giving all multiple-choice tests and they

are taking. them out of test manuals that are provided -by the

publisher of the textbook. They run it through a computer and

grade it; the students never see where they missed a questiog,

or whether they got.a right answer. They don't know anything

except a score. I will not give an objective test. I give essay

questions, and, I write answers to them and I tell the students

where they didn't give a complete answer, or where they didn't

develop it as it was in the class and in the book. Writing for

me is nother very concrete thing 114can point to. I don't think

that ti

1

ecollege would be supportive of me in any way to write a
,

book.

I!,11 be very blunt with you, I'm trapped. There is no place

I can go except down. At fifty making $30,000 a ye%r with the

tremendous overhead that I have economically and with the college

pushing ;early retirement incentive at fifty-five, knowing that I

can be replaced in five years with a Ph.D. for $14,000 doesn't

give me much place to go. And there is no mobility.in my

profession\, absolutely none. "Trapped" is the only word I can

use to despribe It. At fifty-five I could2eave this college and

go into retirement for ninety percent income for the first year

and whateMer.the percentage is for next five years until I'm

eligible for social security beneftts, and take a part-time job

selling shirts again like I did for my father. What I hope to do

is to go right on until I'm sixty-five but I know the pressures

are going to be strong to get me out. Every fifty-five year old

man and woman up there is leaving or has left.
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Profile

JUDITH WESLEY

(Judith Wesley is in her late forties and teaches P hology
and Anthropology at a rural community college, in New York tate.
She was interviewed twice in her office and once at her ho e in
the winter of 1982.)

I guess I think of it as an accident that I am here. I

think it's probably the best kind of job that anybody could think
of having. I don't necessarily mean working in this particular
college, but teaching at a college level or university level is
probably the best kind of job to have. In the sense that it
usually doesn't hurt anyone, occasionally it helps someone, and
it's nonpolluting. Teaching, along with piano tuning and
bicycle repairs, seems to me to be the only honest kl i of
labor.

11

I was born in Philadelphia and lived in Philadelphia in the
suburbs until.I 'went away to school. I was the eldest in our
family. I haVe two younger brothers. My family was very

middleclass. My father was a college graduate. My mother--I
don't think she finished high school. They both thought that
education was extremely important and like most families at their
level thought that the best thing they could do for their
children was to provide good education for them. So there was

never any 'question about whether I would go to college . It was .

just something that was preprogrammed as much as anything that I
'genetically acquired from them, that I would go to college.

My father was stern and remote and unplayful; he was a very
serious person and took the world and himself and.life very

seriously. My mother was very much like her mother and she was
much easier and much softer. My mother softened a lot of what my
father took so terribly 'seriously, but as a child I was quite
afraid of him, not of him physically, but terribly afraid of
disaiipointing. him. I grew up 'ipto consciousness during the
Second World War, which was a vet:), distressing time, and remember
my father being 'overseas and all the problems that that brought
to the family. But I was an early teenager by that time, eleven,
twelve, thirteen years old. I always felt sort of lost in a

crowd in school. I was never the best at anything, I was always
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kind of one of the crowd. Never did very well in mathematies,'to

my father's disgust. Then we moved from the city to the suburbs

when I was just starting fourth grade and from fourth grade on I

rode a school bus. And went to suburban schools and then spent

my junior and senior high school years in the boarding school.

My parents thought I was not doing very well in the local

high school. So they sent me to a girls' boarding ,school in

central Pennsylvania. I did not want to go. But I had a

wonderful ,time, I just loved it. During my senior year, the

decision about. where are, you going to go to college has to be

made, but I didn't know anything at all about colleges. I had an

English teacher at that school that I sort of liked and I was

interested in that course. She had graduated from the state

college so I thought, that's where I will go.

I started out my freshman year at the state college majoring

in zoology an entomology. I don't know where that came from,'

some idea that I had, which left me with freshman year science

courses that ju swamped me. I mean I couldn't even breathe

under those, you know, freshman, heavy, heavy schedule of science
courses for which I was not prepared. So after my first semester

I was put on some kind of probationary status. Then I changed my

major tq animal husbandry. I-got into cows for a while; it's an

agricultural school. Then I became an English major. I majored

in English Lit and discovered learning in books, and took- nothing

but English courses and stopped going out for dates Gave up-s

beer parties, football games and loCked myself in the library,and,

spent my whole junior year very much like that. In my senior

year at boarding schoql I had discovered that people spend their

whole lives reading poetry and literature, and I was endlessly

fascinated by how you could talk about books and about all the

books that were written. I did a lot of reading, not much

understanding.. I wanted to be part of that, it came to have a

lot of value for me. I valued those teachers in ways that I

didn't value other teachers. It seemed to me a whole library was

filled with this kind of stuff, and that I was just dabbling on

the outside of it and really wanted to be part of that--that kind

of academic or intellectual achievement.

I remember the offer of any kind of helpful planning was

really missing. That was a long time ago, that was in 1949. I

was taking a couple of four-credit chemistry courses--terrible--I

simply did not have the math background to do that. I remember,

in one course particularly, in order to do the work you had to

use a slide rule and I had never learned to use a slide rule and

I was dead from the second week. I just could not do it. And it

never occurred to me to go ask for help. It was a huge school

and I didn't see how I could possibly have access to the teacher;

huge lecture halls and I was .used to classes of, you know, maybe

ten. !J
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I was having trouble with this French course and_thought,
well, the only way ,I'm going to get through this is to learn to
speak French and the place to do that is in France; the problem
is, how am I going to get to France ? And I saw on a bulletin
board am advertisement, for a college that offered, a junior year
in France. That's, just for me. So I wrote, got an application
form, Pilled it out, and wA turned down. Well, I said, okay,
I'll do it myself. First thing that I have to do.j.s to quit
school and work and save my money and then go, and that's what I
did. And I wrote a letter to the Sorbonne and said I wanted to
be a student and they sent me an application so then I was
studying at the Sorbonne for a year. It was horrible. I 41110n I
was all by myself. I- didn't know a single soul in Paris, I.

couldn't speak French, I had liike one or.two semesters of college
French and it was just a totally differentexperience. Going to
school in a huge lecture amphitheater' and you know one person way
down in the middle and I didn't know how to behave there. I

never really quite figured it out. All of the examinations
oral, conducted 'in French and I mean I couldn't understand t
lectures, let alone read any of the text material. But
throughout that year, because there was no alterinative, I did
learn to speak French. I certainly did. I learned to survive,
lived in a sleazy little hotel with a little garret room at the
top on the Left Bank, and spent time in cafes. It was not a
happy year. It was lots of hard work. I worked as maid and I
gave English lessons and I survived and ate boil:ed potatoes,
onions, and stuff like that.' Made my mone, Last a long time.

I went to Greece. I traveled widely that summer and met
this guy and we took an apartment together Still felt very odd
to me that I was doing something very exotic, living with a man-,

my goodness. My father came to visit me that year, and I had to
move him out of the apartments couldn't -share that with my
father. a

I ran out of money. And also I was ready to come home, I
wanted to come 'home. I had unfinished busi.. at home. I had a

'' degree-to finish 'and I think I wa.5. aware or 'that. And I had sort
k of secretly, to myself, set a time , two years. So that

twoyear time .limit wasup and I tian',;ed to see everybody. I had
unfinished bUsiness and it clearly was in the United States, not
Europe. - 4

I no longer lived in a dormitory. T rentQd a room in town
and was very much on the edge of the little university town. I

mkt John who had also dropped out for a couple of years and come
tack: So we spent a lot of time together and' 'than got married
when I graduated. I thought that's what everybody did, that thiS
is what it feels like when you ars ready to get married. I guess
this is how it happens sand that ,this is the time. And so okay,
let's do it, and so we did. I didn't even go to graduation

Iceremonies. I was 'just finishing credits. I was really on the
edge of that whole system.

a
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John was transferring to NYU but I had other priorities at

that time, which were to somehow live in New York City and get a

job and work while John finished his last year at NYU. And I

don't think I had any thoughts beyond that: I certainly didn't

have any thoughts about a career. Nor did I feel any distress

that I didn't have thoughts into the future. The future seemed

to be falling in place and it would somehow work itself out and

it would largely be dependent on what happened to John or what he

deCided to do. Never occurred to me that I would work at

something that would also be commensurate with who I thought I

was or what my interests were. I thought people just, you know,

worked at jobs to earn money. So I worked for an electric

company for a year or so. And had a baby.

Then John got a Woodrow Wilson fellowship to Harvard. We

thought that was fantastic. I mean,'imagine, Harvard. And there

we were with a tiny little baby and Woodrow Wilson, which .was

part support for the first year, and here we were in Cambridge,

us from Pennsylavania and .imagine that. It was the most

incredible adventure .you could possibly imagAne. And I wanted to

be part of that, I didn't want to just stay at home. I said,

okay, what do you want to be, and I said, I want to be an

archeologist (my interest having been sparked by a course) and I

said okay, well where.do you start? So I found a book in the

library about the Irish Stone Age, the very beginnings of

evidence of man in /reland, and I took it tome and I read the

book. I looked at who wrote the book one of the advantages

of being at Harvard is that the people who write the books are

also on the faculty there --and, sure enough, he was on the

faculty at Harvard. Next step: I'll go talk to him since I

don't have money and I'm not 'a student. I'll ask him if I can

audit his classes.

So I made my way into Peabody Museum up to the very top

floor, down a long, dusty corridor back to this huge room with

work t.ables. where he had his office, and I was terrified. I

felt so insignificant in this museum and meeting this great man.

He Said, "Well, we can't just let in everyone off the street,

audit classes, well, I don't know about that." And.I said,

"Well I really want' to be an archeologist.m It was so

embarrasing when I think about it, and he said, "Well, all

right." So I bought myself a new notebook and a new'penci4 and

arranged for babysitting, and went to class on the first day. I

felt like the most privileged person in the world to be

participating in the life of Harvard University and to be in this

wonderful classroom. I tried to understand what he was saying

and took all kinds of notes in class, and at the end of class he

looked way back up in the back row where I was, and he said, "Oh,

Mrs.W. could I just see you for a few minutes?" My heart just

dropped. I waited until everybody had left and then I went up

and he said, "How would you like to be my research assistant? Of

course youiknow that will mean going to France on an expedition

this coming summer." I ran home and I said, "John, quick, sell
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the baby, I'm off to a new career." So I did become his research
assistant. He just happened to be looking for a research
assistant and somehow my coming in at just that right time struck
him in just the right way. I worked as his laboratory assistant
that whole year. I continued t audit courses. And there was no
gyestion about my not going to. France. I called my mother and
she agreed to take the baby for the summer. So he stayed with my
parents for three months and John 'worked as a bartender in a
resort for the summer and. I was off on an expedition in south
central France .

I worked very closely with my archeology profe o and then
did my master's degree in the anthropology depar t with
specialization in paleolithic archeology. My marriage ell apart
at that point, and I just couldn't see..how I was going to stay in
school and support a child and myself; any kind of dissertation
that I would write would involve field -work in Africa or
Southeast Asia probab . At that point there was just no way
that I could have stayed So I finished the master's degree and
I just had to go to wor .

It was like everybody.else knew more than I knew and I had
to do a lot of catching up; that's a long standing stance for me.
That is still true today and probably always will be: that
everybody knows more than'I do and I just sort of have to blunder
my way through or do a ;9,p_of really hard work. Being a graduate
student at Harvard was very very hard work with no money and a
small infant at home. I can remember that year. I would.go to
bed at seven o'clock in the evening when the baby went to bed and
get up at midnight and study till dawn, til he woke up. It was
the only" way that T had time. The=only way that I could get to
class was to get a baby 'sitter for him, but since we had no money
I had to trade babysitting, so for every hour that he was with
somebody else, I had to take their kids. So it was a very hard
year.

S

, There are no jobs in archeology: Archeologists don't work,
they teach at universities and go on expeditions . I mean I had
to earn a living; I wasn't into a career at that point. I had to
work. I worked ford at least a year in Boston in social work
and then movedto New York and I worked for maybe three years in
social work in New York City . [After that, I came north and got
the. job at this community college.]

What do I do? I teach fifteen hours a week in the
classroom. That's our standard load. Many people teach much
more than that. I can't handle much more than that. I don't
know how those folks do it. I do that and I prepare for those
classes and follow up from the products of those classes, correct
exams and papers and things like that. This year I do very
little other than that. I was on sabbatical last year and I am
having a very interesting experience this year, because I am
disconnected from a lot of the governance and committee work that
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I was heavily involved in before. It is one of the spinoffs of

sabbaticals. So I feel very peripheral to all of the events. I

am interested in a-program that one of the other faculty members

has developed this year for nontraditional studies, which would

involve working with returning adult students . I have enjoyed

working with adults and I think I probably am better at it than I

am working with younger. people. Adults are more interesting.

And I find their reasons for coming back to school more

compelling and appealing.

I do a lot of preparation for class. My courses are

lecture courses rather than skill training of any sort.- So it

means that I have to stand up and talk. Despite the fact that I

have taught some of these courses many many times, I'm always

amazed that I never get bored with the material. I think that I

am really very fortunate because I have heard other teachers say,

"Oh, God, to teach this course again, so' boring." I am.never

bored with the material and always have considerable levels of

anxiety about am I going to say the truth, am I going to

misrepresent the data.

I teach or have taught all of the psychology courses and all

of the anthropology courses. I am the only person who teaches

anthropology. We only offer two courses in anthropology. We

offer several psychology courses. My preference, although I-have

taught all of them, my preference is to teach the big 101

courses, the big introductory psych that everybody takes.

People take psych in-droves because they think they are crazy and.

they want to find oyt what to do about it, or, tecondly, they

want power and control over themselves and other people, to make

friends and influence people. That's not what they get from the

course, obviously, so I want to try to deal with that in the

presentation of all of that material. My, contract with them is

that they have some information; it's not a course for any kind

of personal problem solving, I don't hold that out.

My course outlines are really contracts with students. The

course outline says: this is where your sources of information

will come from, your textbook or things in the library, and you

are responsible for this; and this is what I will do, and this is

my responsibility, and here's a schedule of when these events

will take place. This is how I am going to compute your grade

and this is what it will be based on. And I stick to that. And

hold them to it. For many students on a 100 level, and even over

that, it's a very new experience. Because they are used to being

_graded, on whether they are gbod guys, whether they are nice

people, whether they try hard. I'm interested in their energy

and putting their" energy into it. But I don't grade people for

trying hard or teing nice people. Or their attitude in class.

It's the clearest and cleanest way that I den think of to do it

and I am most comfortable with that and I will really work hard

to help them do well in the only method of evaluation that seems

to me to be honest in any way.
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In the beginning it was very different. I didn't do things
like take attendance in the beginning. I thought, you know, here
we are dealing with grownup people and ,either they show for
classes or.they don't. I kept getting myself backed into corners
where I was making decisions about one stud t and not behaving
in the same way with another, student, or int preting attitudes
and allowing those perceived attitudes to infl nce my evaluation
of their work. I just was increasingly unc fortable with that
and really needed to be'clear that everybody was getting the same
kind of treatment regardless of how I felt about them. In facto
students need some help in honestly, doing their work.
Particularly young students are massively encouraged to copy the
situation in high school by appearing to work really ,Ilard and
then not knowing the difference between knowing tile material and
working hard.

In the fall semester it is so different from the spring
semester, and it's with great trepidation that I walk into that
big lecture' hall which is just jammed with students, a 14 of
them just starting, just coming out of high school, although in a
community college we have large mixtures of an adult population.
The background lecture hall, which is a banked lecture hall, has
these longlegged kids slouched down and they are like, "Ha ha,
just try and get me interested in psych." Things change very
dramatically after the first test, when many of the ,young
students really do very very poorly, relying on those old magic
techniques: if you simply open a textbook in front of you for a
sufficient period of time the night before the test something
will happen. When I talk to them about their experiences of
studying in high school, in fact something like magic did happen:
they passed. But theydidn't learn anything. Sa when their not
learning anything shows up on their first test with me, then I
get all kinds of personal, "But you know, my car broke down,"
"I've been having a lot of problems," "Things are going badly at
home folk me," "I just lost my job," and "I was up all night long
studying and I just don't understand why I didn't do well." And
I Used to feel a lot of pressure on me to soften that 62 that
they just got. I am now just So comfortable not doing that, I
just don't even pay any attention. I was uncomfortable when I
would be pulled by that and I would say, "You know, that's really
terrible, I'll see if I can arrange for you to take the test
again," or whatever. And then there would be another student who
wouldn't get that same kind of treatment, so I needed for me to
be comfortable as a way of being with students that I'm sure
everybody was getting the same kinds of breaks and the same kind
of treatment.

A student came in to see me yesterday. She is an older
rjstudent who is in my night class. She's thirtynine years old,

got six kids at home, an alcoholic husband, and she got a

fiftyeight on the tesbium.She.also works. She gets up at five
o'clock in the morning to do the laundry for those kids, keep
everybody in clean clothes, and pack lunches, and get them off to
school, and she studied all week long for the test and got a
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fifty-eight. My only understanding of that is that she didn't

know the material and she knows that. We .spent a long-time

talkihg about the way her life is right now and what other kinds

of tasks she has and can we find a way to make her studying, the

time that she does have to put in on it, more effective.

ObviOusly it's not paying off for he And I said, "I think it's

not paying off because you don't knobi it. You think you know it,

but you don't know it. If you did know it you would do better."

The tests for those large classes are short answer, multiple

, choice, so it's either right, or Ang. I'm not judging essay

type of exams in that particular course, it would be impossible

to do that. She felt that she had some new insights. All right,

I am speaking for her and I don't know. I pay a lot of attention

to her, I 'listen to her. We developed some concrete strategies

for how she might improve her study behavior. I thought I could

give her some support for her current life situation which I can

clearly respond to, it's, you know, it's horrendous, it's,

terrible to try to go to school under such conditions. Also

could reinforce her for the amount of time that she had spent on

that test and say that's terrific let's find a way. to make it pay

off better next time. She's not going to be able to take the

test over again, she didn't even ask me that, and I don't have

trouble with students asking for that and denying that. We also

talked about ways she might improve her study behavior . I spent

a lot of time, with her, so I think she felt my interest in her.

She said, "I paid one hundred and fifteen dollar's to take this

course, Idon't have that kind of money, I can't afford to flunk

out." She said, "I am determined to get a degree, I want

something different out of life. I never was a good student. I

quit high school,, I got pregnant before I left high school. In

those days they kicked you out. -I spent twenty years raising

kids. I want something different out, of fife, and I am gOing to

do it."

We got out her textbook and her class notes and we looked

at what she was doing; and all kinds of mechanical work,

memorizing definitions, was ,what she had been doing, in

preparation for the test. She said, "My daughter said that

wasn't going to pay off, I can see it didn't. My daughter said,

'That's not the right way,' but I didn't know what 'else to do,

that's how they taught us in Catholic school, memorize

definitions."And my: suggeAtion was study with your textbook_

closed, read a section at a time and formulate a question about

that, close. your textbook on your thumb and then, say, okay, what

did I just read? She listened very intently_ and she said,

"Never would have thought of trying that." I saib, "When I ask a

question in class,. answer it, put your hand up: you never do

that." And she said, "Well, I am embarrassed." i said, "You paid

your money , get your money's worth. That's what I'm there for."

And she laughed. She said she would try it. I don't know how

well she will do with that, but we will see on the second test

and I'll talk to her before that second test and see how she is

icing. My sense is that the key is that they have to be able to
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say it outloud. I said, "You know, explain it to your daughter
whatclassical_ conditioning is, Tell 'her, and if you. can teach
her then you,know. it. I learn more than .anybody else be'cause.I
have to stand up in front of all those people and explain it, so
I read the chapters in a very different kind of way. If you
imagine yourself in that kind of situation, if. you. had. to do
that, oh, yeah, "it would be very different," SO that's kind, of
the way I talk to them.

I have tried doing small groups stuff with them and -I.can
get them to do it, with certain kinds of formats. ,I think
students are prepared for a Very passive activity in this. kind of
traditional educational setting; they want me to do something to
them. And it's very hard to get them to take active' 2.k

responsibility for interacting with the material. And I guess I
gave up on those big sections. I do that to.a much greater
degree in smaller classes that I teach. But even there it's very
.hard, and I get very badly ,discouraged because of the wide range
of levels of enthusiasm in the classroom.A Some students . want
very much to do that and who see.class time. as preparation time,
for learning the material, who are attentive and enthusiastic
about their learning if not the material itself, maybe they are
that too. And other students are kind of laid back and are
dozing and their lives are concerned with other issues'at this
point.

I have a small developmental psych course. This semester,
on the first day of class, I talked about a new way of looking at
the educational process instead of being a passive recipient of
something that I am going to do to you. Isn't it a funny sort of
economic exchange where they pay for something and I decide what
they are going to get? .I said, "What if we turn that around.
It's like I decide what textbook you are going to read, I decide
how much Work you are going to do, I decide how it's going to be
evaluated, I do it to you, when you are paying for it. How
different that is from other kinds of economic transactions in
which you engage, where you pay your.money and you decide which
one you are going to take and how 'you are going to *take it." I

said, "Also what happens is if I try to cheat you, you think
that's terrific; if I cancel a class you'say hurray, I have a 'day
off. It's like buying a hot dog' and trying not to eat it." And
you know--"Wow, I never thought.of it that way.'

. So what we did that first day of class was, I split them up
into groups of two or three and everybody took a chapter and I
said, "Go through 'hat chapter in your small group and decide
what you think is important, what you want to learn given your
professional goals, your educational goals, what pieces of
information, and write it down on newsprint and we will put it up
on the wall and then I'll tell you if I think that there is
something significant missing from that." And so they are.
sticking very very close to those kinds of learning objectives.
They bought into them, they own piem. So we contract for each
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class period. I don't know how to continually set up new and

varied kinds of situations in which they will talk about and

discuss the material. I feel them very heavy and dependent, on me

and I respond to that. They get discouraged and I feel like

nothing has happened. We are going to do another set of learning

objectives for the next unit and I'm already feeling that it's my

energy and that I'm going to have tO do it to them.

I'm a cheerleader. That's what I do here. Come on, gang,

you can do it, I !mow you can, hurray, isn't that exciting, isnl,

this Wonderful. Sometimes I don't have that kind of energy to

pour into it. And when I do it works really well, I can get

people on board, but I can't do that every class period. I try

not to have my interest and enthusiasm drained by their

passiveness. And sometimes'it. works and sometimes it doesn't.

Most of the time I can capture enough bright eyes in a small

class or a large class to nourish my own energies. I mean that,

it's amazing to me, this material is just incredible. It really

is and I get very excited about it, and if I don't it's

impossible for me to be there, I just can't. Part of my

preparation is to be in touch with my ,own enthusiasm and

excitement about the material. And if I can find in the

classroom a couple of people who are also interested or

enthusiastic, then I can work on the people who are trying not to

be excited or enthusiastic about it, or who are passively sitting

and waiting for me to do something. I feel very connected to

students even in large classes. By the ecd of the semester, I

know everybody's name. I work very hard at that so it's hard

for them to disappear in class. I pay a lot of attention to

them.

We used to teach just one anthropology course and I split

it. Now I teach cultural and physical anthropology and

archeology. But I pay for it with those large sections, so let's

say I do my time. In that class of eight people there are four

people that sit in the front and four people that sit in the

back. The guys in the back, they are all young men, are there by

mistake, they don't know anything about it, don't want to be

there, just want three credits in anything; and the four people

in the front row have had courses with me before and tley are

interested in it. So it's the opposite ends of the continums.

In that course we nave talked about time. That course begins 5.5

million years ago. And that is a very long period of time. And

I ask them to do a time line to scale. When it's time for them

to bring their time lines in, we have to go out in the hallway

and unroll them . I. saw this guy sitting in the student lounge

yesterday and he and his wife are both taking the course, and he

said, "I am so excited about this, I can't believe this

.information. We did 10,000 years to the inch and we can't unroll

it in the house." You can see light bulbs sort of opening up for

him on that. He had never thought about that, always thought

that human beings as we exist today are the finished product and

that everything was leading up to where we are;.the idea that we

might be just a branch on a larger bush never occurred,to him.
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So that kind or enthusiasm and excitement is very nourishing for
me and I don't need much of it.

'tcv

think it's really tragic [about those longlegged kids in
the back row] because what they are bringing is their attitudes
about education and learning ,Prom twelve years of. experience with
it. I mean that's what our system produces, that background of
kids who say, "Go ahead, I dare you, to teach me something." And
that body posture says, "I'm going to try to get as far away from
what's going on in the classroom as I possibly can." And what's
different about college is that that's okay, if you want to do
that, that's all right Because I'm not going>.,to chase you with
letters to your.,mother, or you can drop out, you know, I don't
have any obligation to hold you in school. And I feel very badly
about that. I think that's reallv'too bad.

A couple of years ago we had one with red.hair, and he would
absolutely never make eye contact with me, and you could just see
him straightarming me. I could feel that from him. We had 'the
first exam, and he came into class with a baseball cap with 'a

large brim on it and arranged himself very carefully. It was the
first time that he was ever on time for class and it was clean
that he had himself all set up to copy off somebody else's paper..
He looked so silly. So I sat and I watched him copy off the
smart young woman who sat sort of at a right angle from tim. I

told him how silly he looked and what a bad choice it really was
to try not to study the material; first of all to pay for it, and
to spend all the time there trying not to listen and trying not
to learn . Why didn't he drop out? Was that really a possibility
for him, not to come to school? And we had a really good talk.
It was-the first time that he ever looked at me, or said anything
to me. It was clear that he put me in some kind of category
which said "teacher" on it, somebody that you need to stay away
from. He was here because he didn't really know what he was
going to do. He couldn't find a job. He had a parttime job and
had been laid off. He had no particular interest or passion for
being here. And I said, "Well, what would happen if you dropped
out?" Well, he didn't think anything bad would happen, he was
kind of interested in a science course that he was taking. And I
said, "If you are going to have to cheat to get through, I'm
going to make you sit in the front row or I'll have to interrupt
your cheating some way," and he did in fact flunk that test, and
he dropped out. But every time I would pass him in the hallway
he made eye contact with me and smiled. It was like we had
shared something really important. I think he stayed in school
for that one science course and I haven't seen him since that
time, but-it was like some kind of an honest transaction that I
had with him.

I have to have everybody with me and I work very hard to

keep them awake, to keep them paying attention. If I can't
browbeat them, and intimidate them into paying attention to the
material, I have to keep searching other kinds of ways to get
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them or board. And you can see one by one people either drop out

or they'll come on board, in at least a minimal way. But

somebody who continually averts their eyes, this is draining,

It's like a battery that's being drained, I find it just

exhausting -and usua7ly .confront it in one way or another by
helping the persco to leave.

I guess when I use ',hat word "help" I use it in a personal.

interactive way as different from techniques or skills that I

might use thut I will call teaching. Sometimes the assignment

and.the kinds of contracts i use are also helpful. I encouraged

this boy to leave school, I gave him a lot of support for

leaving, I helped him, I asked him to explore what would happen,
the consequences of staying or going, opened up a possibility for
him that he hadn't considered. I call it "help" when I really am
arranging a situation so that 1 will feel a lot more comfortable
with it. It is useful for me to get that boy out of the class.

His behavior, something had to change. I also feel good about

what I did with him. It dealt with the problem for me, it dealt
with the problem as r experienced it, and I think he also began
to deal with some of the issues that were current in his life in

a different way.

I don't think'the work that I do is very important. I mean,

I think if learning is going to ake place there is really very

little that I can do-about it. I try very hard to do within that

arena what I can do, but it depends on who's out there in the

audience, in the classroom. It is interesting, when I think
about my own educational experiences here, it really ddesn't fit.

I don't need that kind of frantic activity and enthusiasm and

energy. When I come back from class I am exhausted, just

exhausted. And I never even knew that until the secretary said

to me once, not just about myself but about other teachers, she

said,, "I watch you go to class and I see you have your books

under your arms and everybody is looking bright and then I see

you come back and everybody is really dragging." I dog't think I

influence or shape lives or am very significant in them. The

most significant person in the educational process is the

learner. And there is probably a bag of tricks that I can do

that might help in some ways. What I do is, you know, in the

scheme of things not terribly important.

In a number of classes this week, I've talked to the

students about these interviews, and I am particularly distdrbed

at the contradiction that I myself stated between 'My teaching

style and what I think learning is all, about. I talked about

that with the students in several classes, this week and said,

this is what I believe, and everybody is nodding because they

recognize that I said the best way to learn is to say it out

loud, and yet I come in here and lecture all the time, I'm the

only one who talks. And I said, "I am stunned by that

contradiction and what I believe avid how I behave. And what.do
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you think? What kinds of educational experiences, have youplad, I
mean how do you learn, when you think of Vt.". And those who
talked said, "Well we like it when you talk, you enn say things
in a different way than what the textbook said and that's helpful
to us. We understand it better." I said, "What do you think
about you talking more?" "Well, we don't know what to say."
What I realized was that students and teachers, myself and my
students, are really so preprogrammed for that kind of set up
that it's very difficult , given the expectations they have of
what is going to happen in class, for them to move out of that,
and it's equally hard for me to get out of those role
expectations and.to behave differently. I feel myself so caught
in the expectation of that role and of how it should be, by my
own experience, by the experience of the students, that when I
feel their resistance to breaking out of those Sets of
expectations, that maybe reinforces' my behaving in very
traditional ways.

I have come increasingly to value my work as I've come to
understand the difference and the uniqueness of community
colleges and what they do offer for communities like this one or
any community in which they are found, the kinds of flexibility
that a community college has that a larger four-year university
and .college don't have. And the commitment to education that I
feel community colleges have. I've come to like that. I think
they are very radical kinds of ideas-- the very fact that it's an
open admissions school. I love to see fifty-year old men
walking around the hallways and eighteen-year-old boys and girls
and retarded adults ,and just all manner of sizes and shapes and
ages of people walking around the hallways . There is reading
and writing skills for adults who never got them in the first
twelve years of school or who dropped out and now want to come
back, at minimal cost and supported by the tax dqllars of people .

in the community. And I have been excited and pleased with the
way in which this college has moved more and more into the
community and has been responsive to the community needs. Often
those moves come about because there is money in it and since the
college has had to survive financially and develop a larger base,
it's reached for new and nontraditional students. That kind of
social progress and change often comes about because the dollars
get short, .but for_whatever.reason like_that idea, I like being
in that environment, and I like the mixture of people that I have
in my classes. A wide range of people with a wide range of
experience from very young students-out of high school, some of
them there because they can't get jobs and don't know what else
to-do, some very bright ones who are there because we have a.
scholarship program. Housewives who think their brains are dead,
who are coming back after fifteen years of raising kids. I'm
impatient with younger students and less interested in them. I'm
interested in the life experiences of the older people who are
coming back, what it is they think about themselves,, and how they
see the world and their future that makes them want to come back
to school. It's the life change that I'm interested in, it's
moving in a new direction or going around another corner or
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daring to take that risk. And finding education as a means of

doing that as a beginning.

There are many more women then men, at least in the courses

that I teach. I think women respond to me differently then men

do. A couple of years ago three guys in one of my evening

classes were correctional officers coming back to take

courses. Right from the_very beginning they sat in the back row

and I guessed they had to take this particular course. It was

Marriage and Family. And for the first half-hour what I felt

was--you know in comic books how they draw daggers coming out of

characters' eyes - -I could see these daggers coming from the back

row and I didn't know what it was I said orsdid. It just

continued throughout the whole semester and I could never get

through that with them. I think what happens is that they were

afraid that I was going to have some new radical psychological

ideas about child-rearing or marriage and family. There are many

instances where I've worked very successfully with older men

who've come back. There are a couple that I have now, and there

have been, over the years, older men who will come ly and say,

"Let's go have a cup of coffee and visit and I'll tell you what

I'm doing now, I just finished my four -year degree," and, you

know, keep touching base as do several of the women.

Older students are obviously at a change point:going off in

a new direction and I find that those times in .peoples' lives

require .great amounts of courage. ,I'm always impressed that

people who had led traditional liv(, sort of followed the same

path, are, at some point in their life, able to pull themselves

together and get the courage to move off,into a new direction .

I'm interested,in that and impressed with them when they begin to

make those first steps and also it's very gratifying to work with

the excitement that they have as they are successful or as they

are struggling in school. And finding themselves capable of

doing things or reacting to school in a very new and different

way. I mean, you can see light bulbs going on all over the room

and it's just very gratifying for me. They are just much easier

to teach. I get feedback from them much more clearly than from

the younger students.

At the break in my psych class at night 'a woman stopped at

the'door who had been a student'of mine five or six.years ago. I

said, "Do you remember when you first came to school, where you

were?" She said, "I think about that so much, where I was and

what I thought of myself, ajid I look at where I am now."' She is

working for the newspaper in town. She said, "I have changed so

much and my whole sense of myself has changed so much. My

husband is thinking of transferring to another city' and he can

get a better job there. I said to him, 'I'm not sure whether or

not I want to do that because I have a job here.' I never wouYd

have said that before," and it's like she was at a point in her

life when she dared to come back to school that made her open to

all kinds of new ideas and new impressions. I think it's also
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clear that I serve as a model in some ways for students and I
think it's probably I'm a clearer model for women then I am for
men who are returning. And I am aware of the responsibility of
that. I think that's also true for younger.students, whether we
like it or not. I think teachers in some ways are models. In a
sense I am really exposing myself with students as I openly-share
my enthusiasm and excitement and ideas. The reward for me is to
have someone share my excitement and enthusiasm, and older
students are more likely to do that in my experience than younger
students.

In the years when I started teaching at the college I

thought, "Well, that's a good kind of parttime job, you get
summers off and long vacations and that's fop me." I gradually
got pulled into it and became more involved with the school and
year after year became more central in governance and in activity
structure. (.1 began to take it much more seriously, in fact my
commitment just rew by leaps and bounds the, longer that I taught
here. So I was ery involved. And at the same time recognized
the foolishness of it all. People are intd dividing the world
into good guy and bad guys and it's just not that simple . I

always felt that I had a capacity to put lots of energy into
that, and good will and commitment, and at the same time back
away from it. Perhaps the way,in which we lived enabled me to do
that. I spept a lot of time in Manhattan and we did a lot of
traveling in the summer. Then we went on sabbatical and I

'developed some new interests and spent some time thinking about
how it could be integrated back into my work here.

I have become interested in international development in

third world issues, and I thought a useful way to spend my
sabbatical would be to do some more) learning about that. I

worked for Oxfam for four months for ti'first semester. Then I
was in Alaska for eight months, from January through the end of
August, living in a tiny little Indian village iq the eastern
interior of Alaska. Had a community development. project in the
village. I was a Vista volunteer and so I worked on that
community development project. A whole new shift in perspective;
it is really quite dramatic for me. I see issues and I have new
opinions and approaches that I didn't have before. I wanted some
field experience in a situation in which there is an interfage
between a -tradttional native culture and the dominant western
culture. It was just 'exactly wh#t I wanted, and I was interested
in bringing that back to the college. I am thinking about new
ways to introduce that material into: the college and I got back
with all of my energy and enthusiasm. Now I didn't expect them
to have a reception for me , but just half the people didn't eion
say hello, and I don't think they even realized that I had been
gone. At some level that's okay, but what was not okay was.my
perception that, as a whole, the faculty had moved backwards as
rapidly as they possible could in that time.
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And so I'm feeling very isolated. this year. One of the

things that happens on sabbatical is you get unhooked from the

committee structure so I don't serve on any committees this year.

I'm not really part of the mainstream of what's going on and

really glad. I couldn't engage in that, I couldn't invest in it,

it's not interesting to me. Nobody wants to change their own

little method of doing anything, so that any proposal to change

is killed. I think one of the major problems that we face, and

one of the reasons we can't move ahead into new ideas like

general education, is that there is an attempt on the part of

faculty, and not a very conscious one, to reproduce a four-year

college or university which had been their experience, that

somehow they believe that their assigned work is to recreate

their own experience. One of the ideas that I had come to see in

the last several years at the community college is the way in

which we want to duplicate that four-year experience or the

four -year college or university and how inappropriate it is from

where we are. People don't want to think about education or the

process of learning or the process. of teaching. Because they

carry a label they assume that they know how to do it, and that

is that, there is no dialogue. It's a myth; a four-year

university. Terrible things go on in four-year universities,

awful teaching. I mean dishonesty goes on in the classroOm a

how people deal with students, students get terribly 'ripped-off,

I was ripped off as .a student. I got bad teaching, people

cancelled classes and didn't make them up. But people want to.

recreate that, hang on to that, insist on that model, abd there

is sanctity in that and it's very difficult to move beyond that

into any kind of new ideas.

I think we will always be offering a series of standard

freshman and sophomore level courses, introductory level courses,

the first two years of a four-year program. But the world is

changing and the wayin which t material gets organized has

got to be thought through diff ently. We will still be offering

these introductory level course but the issues, the educational

issues must be addressed , are being addressed in universities

and must also be addressedhere. I would enjoy the challenge of

turning my materiaicupside down and doing some new things. And I

don't think that is possible here. I'm probably going to leave.

I'm a tenured full professor and it's a wonderful job, but I

don't think it's for me anxmore. It's not feeling good to me

there.' And I don't want to-be in a place where I beat on the

system because it's not good enough for me or it doesn't suit me.

The fact is that the word of my second husband's death just

didn't spread, didn't move down the grapevine. If I tried to get

a proposal through the curriculum committee,that would move down

the grapevine, you know, but the news of his death didn't and so

the people that Ilave worked with-fiii-celeven years just never

said anything and it wasn't till months later that I realized

they didn't know. Nobody said anything. I think it is

symptomatic of the isolation and lack of involvement that the

faculty have with each other. That there aye certain kinds of

routine.ways of interacting that don't involve any piece of a
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person's soul and I also think it says something about their
perception of me.

Not just leaving the college, it's leaving teaching, and I
know that there are no other teaching jobs. And once you give it
up that's it.' So that's kind of Scary., But my reason for
leaving is in part because I'm. not really happy here, but my not
being happy is probably a function of other kinds of imperatives
in my life. And that began back with my sabbatical. The
question, how are you going to live your life,, and how does one
lead the moral life. The world is in terrible shape. We are
going to blow ourselves to smithereens and we are going to
exterminate humani and six hundred million people are *starving.
It's terrible wh s going on and I should worry about whether we
can have genera education at this college? I am feelitg some
deep urgent comm tment and interest in working in international
development. Dealing directly with some of those issues rather
than the Kind of indirect experience that I have with those
issues in the classroom. My world view has changed, I think that
somebody ought to do something about it and I'm in a good
position to do that. I don't have small children, I am a healthy
person and I can do a number of things. What I think I am
talking about is my career and I'm, probably going to have a

career change. And I've had a number of very sharp career turns
and somehow been at the right places at the right time to be able
to do those and was able to put that together. I never felt that
being a 'mother interfered with my career. It complicated it.at a
number of points but I never resented it nor did it ever feel
that I had to say, well, when he is grown then I'll do this, I
never felt that I was waiting for him to get' on with his life or
that ViTid to go out of my.way in any way. There might have been

ore stable or traditional wty of organizing my life with him
tha whathat I did.

Nothing I think has been more infldential in my,life than my
mother and her mother, my maternal grandmother, possibly my great
grandmother in that line of women My grandmother was an
immigrant. She came when she was fifteen years old, and part .of
-what she did was volunteer --work in her community and-my--own
mother for fortyone years has been a volunteer for the Red
Cross, so the idea of volunteerism was that people in relatively
privileged positions have an obligation, a duty, Or a

responsibility to share with others who are less fortunate. It's
a very Puritan and a very straight boldface imperative that
comes from a long way back in my family. I see that tradition,
that interests me very much. And I think that is a very strong
issue for me. I would guess that I would probably not have
stayed in arc eology even if I had not left at that point where I
had to lea e. I would haVe a difficult time justifying
archeology a a way of life. I think I want to and need to be
doing some useful things. I'm now where I was when I started to
teach, I wasn't into doing anything useful. But I certainly got
into it, certainly did.
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Profile

RICHARD YOUNG

(Richard Young, in his early forties, teaches Economics and

Government at a New York State community college. He was

interviewed in his office in the spring of 1982.)

I was born in New York City and I spent all my early years

there till I went away to the army after school. My parents were

both born in Jamaica. They both came to this country at.an early

age. My father worked for New York, City's subway system as a

machinist, my mother was a housewife all her life. Never worked

outside the home. I grew up during. the depression so things were

a little tight, particularly in my neighborhood. .I wasn't aware

of being needy because my father did work throughout the time,

but many others didn't. I was certainly aware of the fact that

money was scarce A large family, five children. I'm the

middle one.

I grew up in Harlem and East Harlem and I moved at some

point but it was only about two blocks away . When I was very

young Harlem' was my whole world so it just seemed a very normal

place to grow up in. And life changed significantly during my

youth. In the early years of my life it was clearly depression

bound, and the later years it was basically war experience.

Things changed a lot during the war. 'I can remember a great deal

of unemployment when I was a kid. We were one of the few

families who were not on welfare. People sitting around stoops

with nothing to do. Pictures in the newspaper of people lining

up for food. I remember food distribution centers in the

neighborhood, hand-me-down clothing, cardboard in the soles of

the shoes. Seldom any money to go to the movies or the pool and

things like that. Go swimming in the river sometimes, the pools

had free sessions in the morning--those were the times that I

went. But there was never a time where you didn't have enough to

eat or wear .

Jamaicans speak funny as far as young people are concerned

and Jamaicans feel a sense of distinction I think. It was a

cultural difference. Of course I'm not a Jamaican, I'm American,

but I was aware of Jamaican friends. There is a different sort

of identification that others don't always understand, sometimes

interpret that as aloofness. Jamaicans were often accused of

that, or the West Indians in Harlem. Jamaicans often have a'
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leadership role in their community. There is an incredible
disproportion in terms of leadership and that sometimes is
resented. Having been .400rn in this country, I didn't have any
Jamaican accent.

I was fairly interested in school at an early age, but I
really wasn't one of the best students. I didn't like school
very mush and somewhere in elementary school we took some
standardized tests and apparently I did well and then people
started to tell me that I was lazy and that I wasn't living up to
my potential.

Later on I became more serious about school work 'and I
read a lot. I can remember a real turning point, however. In
junior high school there was one teacher who was very interested
in progressive education and she made a real attempt to give us a
different view of education. At some point she arranged for me
to go to_a private summer school, Horace Mann School, which I
understand is pretty famous, and I went there and participated in
all the'activities that they had._ And I had a mathoteacher who
conducted a voluntary afterschool math class; it was intended
for people who wanted to get into schools that ,:gad entry exams.
He said that our school simply didn't give y'Ou the math you
needed. So I took that class and I did get into one of those
schools. .I was very embarrassed later on. I was going to summer
school and the teachers were on strike and he was on the picket
line. I felt very bad about crossing the picket line, but he
encouraged me to cross anyway.

A lot of gang fighting took place and that could be pretty
hairy in school. My best friend got shot in a gang fight and
killed, just a few minutes after I talked to him . There was a
lot of ethnic rivalry in the neighborhoods and there were fights
between kids as well as adults, but mostly kid gangs. Italians,
Irish, Puerto Rican, Black. It was more apparent than real. We
had jackets and shirts and things like that but we weren't a
serious gang. We were on the edge of a very large gang and that
just about defused us because no way we could ever rival them,
and yet-we were close enough to be friends with them so we got a
bit of protection . There were certain neighborhoods that you
knew better than to go into. It was a little more likely that
people would get beaten, or occasionally stabbed, but shooting
was very rare.

I was a big reader, I would read a book every day or two.
The public library books, take them home, stay in the library.
Tfiat was nice. The library was open whenever you -wanted. The
hodrs were long, I liked the hours; now they have cut back so
much I remember moving from the children's department to the

o,

adult \ depart-ment and that opened up a lot of doors. That was a
very good place to go and a congenial friendly place for me. I

don't remember any librarians particularly, they were all good,
all very helpful. They would all encourage any kid who was a
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regular customer. I might have been interested in the Nazis or

frontier or. American history or I would simply go in, look around

at the various books, and perhaps sit down and read one. What I

used to do was pick up a book or two that I thought I would like

to skim and I would db that in the library, and then as soon as I

saw a book that I thought that I wanted to take out, I would put

that aside to take home with me. I'd go home and read it and I

had a little bit of trouble with my parents at times reading by

flashlight under the covers at night when I was supposed to be

sle4ping .

Somewhere I got a list of the world's' best one hundred

novels and I set out to read them all. I was about fourteen and

I started to read newspapers at that point a great deal. I would

read three or four newspapers a day. I'm still kind of a

newshound. I think I get that -from my father. That's basically

how he spent his evening, listening to newscasts on the radio..

And I read a great deal. I became interested in economics and

politics and things like that. And just reeding newspapers, the

Times, the Herald Tribune, Post, I got interested in Hitler and

the Nazis, I was also interested in American history and I was

interested in. politics. Howard Fast was one 'of. my favorite

authors

In New York City there are four,or five schools you have to

take an exam to get into. Bronx Science is probably the most

mous of them. They all have a rich curriculum. It's supposed

tore college prep, or I guess they call it advanced placement in

these days. Anyway I got into one and that's where I went to

high school.

I started to work as soon as I went to high school-- well, I

had worked before that a lot but I was working at a regular

business and I had a lot of-time to read on the job. That's

when. I read the newspapers. We would sell magazine

subscriptions. Liberty magazine had a bunch of kids signed up.

Another big thing was selling shopping bags, you could buy them

at wholesale.. We used to-deliver-groceries and get a wagon and

hang out in front of the supermarket and take the groceries home

for the clients. My first regular job was in a hardware store .

It was very close to my house and basically had delivery jobs .

I of a job, in a drug store ,again as a. delivery boy. And that

wak in a wealthy neighborhood, East midtown Manhattan . I hadn't

seen that kind of living before. At some point I worked at the

automat. But when I started to go to high school I went to work

in an office. I stayed there for a long time, even after I went

to the college. When I was fairly young most people didn't walk

to high school. There was only one high school in the

neighborhood. That w-s considered an awful 'high school, and

nobody wanted to go there. I don't know what would have happened

if f hadn't passed the test. I remember that no one passed any

test who was not in that special math class. As I recall that

teacher did it on his own without compensation, so you know we
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. .

really owe him a debt of gratitude. When I got out of high
school I didn't register for college at all. And my father had
assumed that I would be going. The way that he put it was he
would not- have any barns 'in the family and he defined a bum as
somebody who didn't go to college. So I went. I was an
engineering major for three years; City College, CCNY.

One thingsI was interested in was swimming. I used to
practice on my own and that was the only activity I took part in..
I was good at it. As a matter of fact I was sort of vaguely
waiting for some sort of scholarship offer to college which never
came. But they weren't_ giving scholarships in swimming in those
days.

A lot of my getting out of the neighborhood had to do with
church and going to camp and both of these became, very important.
Now I don't want to give the impression. -was overly religiOus
because I'm not, but I, ,was active' my teen years and, early
adulthood in church groups and I was very active in camp. Camp
was a major passion in my life'. And the church I would choose to
go to sent their kids to camp and I would try to go to more than
one camp. There were, at the time quite a few' agencies who
sent children to camp. One of my major goals in life was to try
to rig it so I could go to camp all summer. I remember my father
picking me up and jumping in a cab and driving me quickly to a
bus and I left for another camp and I didn't go home; he had a
bag of clean laundry for me . And it had a lot to do with
swimming bdcause that was the only place that we could swim
regularly. Camp was a marvelous experience. They weren't all
good but you couldn't find out until you went there. I went to a
Boys Club'Camp, to PEO Camps, Settlement House Camps,' Church
camps,'and soon as I discovered camp (I was about nine or ten) I
started bugging my parents to Sign me up . And generally
speaking camps were free. Almost anybody who really wanted to go
could go . Now my brother went and my sisters went but they
weren't as interested. They would go for two weeks and that was
enough. I tried to go all summer. I had a great time too.
Swimming mostly. I liked singing, camp fires and bowling, nature
study, almost anything, but mostly swimming. I went to this camp
in upstate New York (that's how I got associated with the college
initially) and that camp was run by the group who ran my, church.
I liked that one the best. Then I became a counselor and I
worked in camps as a director until just eight or ten years ago.
As with many integrated things it slowly became all Black and
it's all Black now.

As-a matter of fact a large part of the reason I became a
teacher was so I could continue on to camp. I worked in camps
twentythree years, so I was well beyond the age most people give
it up. A lot of fun, getting out of the neighbortpod. I can
recall being depressed when I came back. Frequently we came back
by the New York Central Railroad and I could see my house and my
neighborhood as we went by into Grand Central Station. I would
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just be maybe twenty-five yards from the tracks. And I would

compare that with what it was like at the camp. It was dirty,

ugly, and crowded; people hanging around with nothing to do, and

camp was just so different. Clean swimming. Some of these camps

were just not that well financed, they didn't have the staff to

handle it. The good camps had all permanent staff. Camp was a

very very important part of my life and a lot of the people that

I met there were very influential. They were encouraging me to

go to college and later still encouraged me to switch from

engineering to education.

My family was fairly well known in our neighborhood simply

for the fact that everyone was going to college. Now I really

can't recall at that time more than one or two other people in

our entire neighborhood going to college. I was at City College

for three years. It was an exciting place to be with a lot of

political activity and ferment going on and I was on the student

government and I was on the swimming team. At that point I

became quite political and I used to spend time going down to

Union Square arguing with people and making up statistics the way

they all do. I went to a large pretty-well-organized church and

that was the time when things like tolerance and brotherhood were

big things and we would have reciprocal visits with some of the

main linecwhite. churches . And I was in the middle of it.

was part of the non-Communist left which meant that you wouA

fight the right and the communists as well. There was sdme

restaurant we were fighting. We went down there picketing and I

was in the May Day parades at times, things like that. There

were a lot of girls who were politically active. And a lot of

people there whose life style was different--we call them hippies

nowadays--but I didn't know anybody like that until I went to

City College. If only I had been in the night curriculum, I

would have really benefited from it.

Engineering was like a family tradition. What my father did

was entitled "engineer" but it wasn't an engineering job. But he

was always interested in that and my brother was an engineering

major. And then at high school with its technical emphasis, it

seemed as- though everybody was going to be a doctor, or

scientist, or engineer, or mathematician. You didn't hear of

anyone talking about teaching history, interested in poetry- -

everybody was an engineer. There is a kind of prestige attached

to engineering, they are pretty snobbish. They would talk about

the non-engineering physics asbeing a snap and non-engineering

math as what' the others take and they kind of want to run with

the fast crowd.

'I was one of-the first ones drafted in the Korean War--one

week after the first ones went. I was the right age, no family,

that sort of thins. -During the war I spent all my time in

Georgia. Now there you are well aware of segregation. I was in

a segregated outfit that was used as the spearhead for

integration, quite a .lot. We moved around a lot as a group, to
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integrate other units. They has uS in a train, in a segregated
unit, and we got to Atlanta. It was the first time I ate in the
Black dining room and it was clearly inferior and the food--they
gave me' grits the first time in Ty life and a lot of us said,
"What's that?" I saw incidents. \Once when I was waiting for a
bus with a lot of other Black solalers. A car pulled up with
several'white guys in it and one of them asked for directions.
It seemed to nethat he was intentially garbling his words; it was
a little game that we used to play and I was aware of that. So I
backed down and some other guy went over and bent over to hear
better and he hit him on the head with an empty bottle, cut his
head badly, and sped off. Soon after that a police car pulled up
while they were still in sight. We tried to tell them what
happened, and they simply questioned us while the people were
'getting further and further away. Once I was taking a train home
and I got on the wrong train--I used to frequently go and try to
sleep in the lounge, rather than try to sleep' sitting up in the-
chair ...and I had left my seat including my luggage and I went
to another car and I slept there. Only to be awakened in the

. middle of the night and told that my car had been cut off from
the train and the rest of the train was headed for New York and I
was in North Carolina. So they told me I had better go over to
the station agent and see what could be done. I walked in full
of innocence and leaned over his desk and told him what had
happened. He .looked me up and down and said, "Listen, boy, get
your hand off my desk and say 'sir' when you speak to a white
man." What did I do? I got -off of his desks and I stood up and I
said "sir" and that pleased him and he arranged my transportation
home. I would associate with a lot of whites that were on the
base and they would not pull anything like that on the base. You
hear a lot of stories5about trumped up charges and all that sort
of thing. I had an incident in upstate New York. I walked in
to get a haircut and they looked at me in a suspicious,
incredulous manner and I went into two shops and one said that
you needed an appointment first. I went into the next one and he
said he was just about to close.

I didn't like the army. I found the army more onerous than
the South. I found the army absolutely and totally objectionable
and when I got out I tried to form an antiarmy veterans group.
I spent several hundred dollars of my own money, I gat nowhere.
Stupidity from top to bottom, callousness, inefficiency,
inhumanity;, I was deeply offended by the whole thing. They make
you howl blood and guts and when you are tired you are supposed
to say, "I'm not tired," and when you want to stop you are
supposed to say no, you don't want to stop. I vas known as "the
big, wise college kid from New York." When I got out I just
didn't go back and I didn't do anything for two years or so.

I was working in an office and I had been given some very,
low level supervisory work, very low. Then.I took advantage of
my GI bill; they had a vocational counseling service ,as one of
your veterans' benefits: I went to an agency, I remember it was
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the Jewish Welfare Agency, and they put me through a really good

battery of tests and interviews. And then they told me it

indicated that I should be an engineer! I said, "Well, what

second?" And they said, "Teaching," and I said, "Fine." I got

hold of an almanat and looked up the teachers' colleges in the

state. I got hold of an atlas and I found out where they were

located and I wrote to the one closest to New York, never having

heard of the school and knowing absolutely nothing about it.

Just applied and I started going there and I wasn't there very

long before I took my first economics course and there I found

that while I wasn't that good in math and engineering, I had more

than enough math,for economics and not only that, it was easy.

It was. simple and I could not understand why people couldn't

understand what they were talking about. And I thought that

would'be an excellent field to go into . I finished with a

degree in elementary ed but I immediately went on and got my

master's.

After the army I decided to get serious about going to

school. I took the 'aptitude tests and vocational counseling and

I picked education. And I went to a small upstate university.

It was different, it was easier. It was a lot of fun. I enjoyed

the campus life. .I was a big man.on campus, it wasn't that big a

campus. I was the editor of the paper. I joined a fraternity.

I got good grades. I was officially an education major but I

knew at that point I would go on in economics. I had two

different experiences in student teaching . One time I prepared

a lesson plan and I included three films and my cooperating

teacher said, "Oh, no, you don't want these three fiats." I

said, "Oh, why not?" "No, " he said, "What you need is one film,

one film strip, and one slide presentation, then you will have

'a variety of educational media.'" Sure enough, when the teacher

came from the school he complimented me for using a variety of

educational media. This teacher just seemed to understand the

way things were. He had a lot of faith in me, put me in charge

of the class almost immediately. I was teaching junior high

school, social science. At that point I knew that I would be

going to graduate school for economics. My,economics teacher at

college was a labor economist. He had gone to Cornell and he was

very influential. I applied to a lot of schools for graduate

'work because I needed some scholarship help. All the better

ones accepted me. I won a Danforth scholarship and that would

pay for all graduate work so I could have gone anywhere . I went

to Cornell. It was a little bit of a shock, a heavy reading

load. I soon found out that I couldn't attend every lecture ,

It was a nice life. I think that's when I decided that I

wouldn't go back to New York City.

It's very difficult to get a job in labor. Most of us

applied for jobs as we left and only one that I know of got it.

Just as I was leaving the placement office at college, they had

word of a need for somebody to work in a research project at a

stateouniveristy, so I applied for the job and I got it, largely
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on the strength of writing ability. It was a large project and
half way through they found that they had a lot of people who
were good researchers but not too many people could write. So I
was brought in basically as a writer which is what I did for the
half.year. There was some possibility of my staying there
working on it afterwards but I decided against it. Ther I

entered graduate school. I was certain that I would go right on
and get a doct-wate. After I was there a while I saw some of the
doctoral candidates under a lot of pressure and it was
chancy--some would never get it and I didn't know whether I had
the will and the ability . When I came here to the community
college, almost everybody was ostensibly at leaSt working on
their doctorate. I began to note that very few of them actually
got it. And so I never did seriously pursue it. I was a
little disillusioned when I was at the state university at the
faculty's attitude towards teaching. It was clear that they
considered the teaching secondary and the only people who taught
were those who couldn't get grants. And X remember I pulled a
real faux pas once at a faculty meeting, I just blarted out
suddenly, "Doesn't anybody here like to teach?" And they all
looked at me embarrassed and 1'17-realized that's the sort of thing
that you don't say . I didn't .know anything about community
colleges at that point, but I beganto hear about that's where
teaching takes place . I .began to hear 'hat you didn't
necessarily have to have a doctorate . Up to that point I ha':
assumed that I could get a job somewhere and work on my
doctorate.

Then the community college came along as an institution
that would satisfy my interests and not require this heavy
investment of time and effort. I was still going to camp in
those days and that took up my summers . I actually heard about
this community college,from a wife of a music teacher and the
music teacher was teaching here at the time and she tried to
interest me when I was graduating. I submitted an applicatiRn
but then the, state university job came along . So the
application was still pending and active for the following fall
and I came down and interviewed for it. There were two openings
and there were two other candidates both of whom.eventually were
hired before me. Both of whom had credentials far superior to
mine. They didn't have doctorates, but one had a degree from
Oxford and the other had a master's degree but he had five years
of teaching experience. I had intervievld for soh,a other jobs
and I ran into some very obvious discrimination. In one college
they had insisted that I show up at a time when I really couldn't
he spared from my research project, and they pus.led so hard that
they let me go for one day. When I got there the attitude
changed, totally and completely. I could see the president
peeking out of the door and I could, see the impact . Some
secretary went running in as if she had seen a ghost . They kept
me waiting a long time and then most of the interview consisted
of their asking me how I thought I would like the community, a
small upstate town, and explainin; to me why I wouldn't. I knew
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that I wouldn't get the job and tne. other one that I went to they

were even more obvious. They basically told me that I wouldn't -

fit in. They said, "Who would talk. to?" I said, "Well, I

talk to ,whites,c an they seemed surprised at that. That college

pr'esident tur:-.ed out to be a classmate of my economics teacher

and I told him about and he called him up and., raised hell.

The community college where L was hired was geographically

perfect.

I teach principles of economics. It's the basic economics

course. Until last year, actually, T spent a lot of time

teaching a combination of economies and government. The other

course L teach is consumer economics, and I. started that course

in the early 19604s when there were very few of them in the

-Iountry. It's required tor commercial art students and that

gives me a lot of enrollment . Most commercial art students 0

into advertising and I think the art department chairman At the

time thought they ought to hear the other side of the story

before they go out in the world and I think it is a very wise

choice. When I started the course, it was seen by the dean who

gave permission to start it as a course for the terminal

students. It was not supposed to be too rigorous. Now I wasn't

too happy with that description, so we negotiated and it was

agreed that it might be a combination of the relevant parts of

economic principles and some concrete how to shop, how to buy,

information. And that's what it is nJw, a hybrid course,

basically: the market system, sociologicrl, psyenological

influences on buying; ceremonial consumption; credit ; funerals,

weddings, giftgiving and that sort of thing;credit; advertising;

Pricing system: budgeting.

[As a teacher]I think I explain things well. I think I am

fairly logical -- that's wi-,at they all, make fun of me here in this

department. They say I have on obsession with logic. And I

think I explain things clearly without a lot of jargon . I do

lecture a lot. Students say much too much, much too fast, and

many of them bring tape recorders and they write a lot, they take

a lot of notes. I think I would like more discussion but it's

not always worth the time it takes, a lot of 'nonsense ge:;s. said

and you have to constantly pull them baol: on track. I think the

longer that you teach the more you add and you are reluctant to

take anything out. As a result you end up having more and more

to say all the time. I do encourage discussion. I give extra

credit for it. Each class seems to have a personality.

Sometimes the personality is just to sit there and take notes and

other times they have the right combination of people .who speak

up. Usually if there is a lot of talking it's often because

there are some older woman students ii the class and they tend

not to be afraid to talk up and they express themselves. I

always like to have them in class. By older I don't necessarily

mean elderly but maybe beyond the normal student age; that could

be as young as late twenties br early thirties. But they-are not

shy and reserved. They speak up and they are a real asset to the
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class usually. I don't give that many A's. I don't really think.

I'm .a hard marker. I give all essay tests and that's pretty rare
these days. And students are not used to it and they don't like
it. And some of them for very good reason, because-they can't
write, The reason that I stick to it is because f think you can
test concepts a lot better with essay's than you can with multiple
choice exams. Essay tests take a lot of time to grade and

sometimes I take a long time to hand the papers back, which I'm
not awfully proud of.

There is a very wide range of students here including some
people who clearly don't have the language skills to work
effectively and probably a lot of them don't have a lot of
motivation. Some of them have serious educational liabilities,
primarily language, they just don't write well or read well.

They don't understandwhat you are saying. On the other hand

some of them are great students, particularly 'in the Principles
of Economics class. r remember a few years ago I was reading 'an

announcement. 'about the dean's list and then r said, "I better
not bother reading the list because nobody here is dean's list,"
and they said, "What do you mean ?" So I asked them seriously,
"Who's on the dean's list?" There was about twothirds of the

class. It stunned me. I mean I knew they were pretty good but I
didn't know they were that good. I'd give a test and I'd say,
"This curve was too high;" they'd say, "No, we are all smart."
So the economics/classes have been superior Students by and

large. I had, a girl last year, amazingly good; she was

valedictorian in her high school. I used to use her papers to
grade the test; She wrote a better answer than I could. One of

my exstudents who worked with me at camp went on to a big

university to get ,hiS doctorate and the last I, h and he was the

'assistant to the president at that university. ut the other

impression I have about our students is basically they are very

decent human beings. They are just well behaved, considerate,

nice to iw-)rk with. The campus is exceptionally clean because
they take pride in the campus. When we go on a field trip

don't have to \rn them to behave or anything. I just turn them
loose and invariably someone will come to me and say this is the
nicest group that we have'had.

Every teacher here has a list of advisees and we see them ,

regularly. I talk to them about what they are planning to do. I

talk to them about their work time, whether the jcb is

interfering. IAry-to get them interested in campus activities.
That doesn't Work too well though.. I spend a lot of time talking
about their classwork with them, how well they are doing, how to
study, things like that. I guess the biggest thing though is

program making. I just make the best possible program for them,

so they take the courses in the right sequence and have a decent
schedule during the day. I had an advisee come tome, an older
woman who had a child, and she was trying to -make up a schedule
and she couldn't get it to fit in because she had to be home at
eight o'clock an she had to be back home by three, but she could
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come at all the hours between nine and three. I found, .to my

amazement, that there wereona about three sequences that fit

entirely within that time frame. Knowing our previous dean, it's

not so. strange when you think about it. He had a notion that

anyone who didn't commit himself totally and fully to going to

school was not going to succeed anyway and therefore he had

intentionally breated the old schedule so that it forbed you to

be here at wideranging times. And it was totally unnecessary.

I sat down with a board and made up some movable pieces to see

whether any other schedule could be arranged. It turned out.that

almost any other schedule would be better, even one chosen at

random. I knew that if I. simply proposed it all the interests

would shoot it down. Things like, "Wu have schedules printed

already in the old fOrm." So instead I started to pass rumors

and as soon as the students heard that .a better schedule was

possible the student senate jumped on it, the parttime student

association which was made up of these older women grabbed it,

and I knew that they would not let it go. And then, finally, the

faculty group appointed a committee to study it and .the committee

adopted this new schedule. That may be my best contribution ever

to this school. Now I'm trying to do the same thing with regard

to our final exam schedule .

Most of us recognize older, woman students as serious, good

students. And most of us try to get them if we can. We have a

program called New Horizons. That is designed specifically to

bring women back to campus and there is some counseling, there

are some courses in which they are concentrated so they will feel

more at home. We put a big'emphasis on that. I guess all

colleges now are receiving what they call the nontraditional

student. And these women make up a good part of that. They are

serious. They are good additions to ever=y class. I had an older

woman auditing my Consumer Economics class this year. She was

wonderful We have a policy where senior citizens can audit for

free and several of them take advantage of that. It's just

refreshing to have someone who has had some experiences and who

isn't afraid to speak up about it and they are good students.

They prepare, they study, they usually write well, express

themselves well.

Now what else do I do here?' I'm on committees. This' is the

least enjoyable part of the job. I'm on the Academic Standing

Committee. Ws the committee that determines who 'gets put on

probation, who gets dismissed, and it reviews all of the

graduation credentials. Now that takes two days twice a year and

nobody wants to do that. I like it because it kee-Js you off of

some of the other committees that I like even less. I'm not one

of. those who alyays says, "Let's give him another chance." We

never dismiss someone entirely, they are always free to cote back

in the evening session orparttime, ana if they get two C's they

are back in. So it's not .a permanent thing but sometimes thaes

the jolt that is needed.le are dealing with how many credits

you can take in a summer. And again, I'm a hard liner. I want

to limit the number of credits you can take. I go to sleep
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during department meetings. I seldom say anything. r do thrat
intentionally. I just desire to drop out of the whole area of
faculty governance. We never discuss anything that is
significant. 7- I' known for a lot of statements in our
department one Os which is "Why are we discussing how to before
we have discussed whether to ?"

It's the liberal arts students that take more advanced
social science courses. And our liberal arts enrollment dropped
from oVer fifty percent to somewhere around twenty-five percent.
It's a question of numbers, I. don't take it personally. We just
have eight people interested in comparative polizics, eight
people that are interested in European history, eight people

/ interested in labor relations, and that's not enough to teach any
one of those. We have to accept the fact that we don't have that
many students. And it'll come back, it's ng back nQw. I

guess maybe the reason I take such a tolerant attitude is because
it really hasn't affected me tht much. Economics is required.
The enrollment of economics slidn't go for a few years and all of
a sudden, unexpectedly, there was enough this semester; and we
are going to try labor relations again.

.I can't dictate what I would like to do here. I have to do
what needs to be done. I'm teaching a lot of the things that I
like. Now some of the people in my department were justifiably
annoyed and frustrated. Our work load has just been increased in
the last contract: Now we teach five courses every semester and
I think there must be more of a chance that I will be teaching
three preparations. I have never taught four and some people
have.

In the summer we run a large swimming program in the county
and I'm in charge of that. There are a lot of camps and pools
around and I have that whole responsibility . They needed
someone who would have some availability. in the summer, the
fellow who had done it for thirty-five years was retiring. I was
just about ready to stop working at camp at the time. We were
always encouraged to take part in community activity . They
suddenly presented this water-safety chairmanship to me and I
thought, that's a wonderful way . I took it and I enjoy it. I

run the program pretty much as I please and I do a lot but I
don't spend any time talking and fusgfng and arguing and that
sort of thing. I like to work with the kids. I meet a lot of
nice people and it's basiCally older high-school people and
college-age people involved in it and a sprinkling of people
beyond that. That's where I was last right, running an
instructor course

What's it **like to be a Black faculty member? I don't see
much reaction. I've heard, at times, that some students don't
identify me as Black. At other times, obviously, students are
aware. They do ask questions. I don't meet any apparent.'
hostility. I have had some conflict with administration. They
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were putting a whole lot of pressure on me.to go to school and to

continue,graduate work. I was not very interested in doing it,

mostly because I was at camp all summer. Finally I started to

take:a course every' summer while at camp and they, continued to

put pressure on. me to take more . . They would put it in my

evalOatons.' They would call me in and tell me I'm not taking

enough work. At the appropriate time it looked as though I

would be promoted, but the president called me, instead, and said

he Would not promote me because of the paucity of graduate work,

and he said that that was the only issue. And I chose not to

take them. I'm ::stubborn. I don't need the money.

What's it like to be a single male in a married society?

You are somewhat of an exception but that doesn't make much

difference on campus. I have my own circle of friends, a

couple in the English department, some in the phys ed department.

I see a lot of the Black students and there are several Jamaican-

students here, so I tend to gather some of them. We have some

African students'and they come to see me a lot, too.

Marking papers is my biggest problem. That's a real task

and it bothers-me, I hate to do it, but T have to do it all the

time. I go to great lengths to get out of meetings. But I don't

skip them. I'm too noticeable, there is always someone who

notices if I'm not there. But there are quite a few peopleyho

just don't 6other going. I don't dare do that. I don't sense a

great deal of power,. I do sense a fair amount of freedom and

flexibility. I thinik it's a good. place to work. -I'm very hapt.,

that I came 'here. My department, I think, is the best in

school, the best one to work in certainly'. I have a choice of

schedules to a large extent. . I really would dislike eight

o'clocks and I don't get any. In,return, of course, I get a to

of four o'clocks. We get choice o& textbooks, method of

instruction, method of testing. So I am reasonably happy with

that. . I've gone to other places and I hear about having to

submit exats to, the department chairmd'n and not having a choice

of textbooks and
and

told how much to lecture and how much to

have. discussion and that sort of thing, and we have nothing like

that. I think it's a good'institution,and every time I go to a

conference and talk to other faculty It reinforces it., Now as I

think about it I sound like a Pollyanna, like I'm just tickled

pink with e',,rything here, and that's not how I fee:. all the

time.

tel say mother I'm a teactier and she doesn't seem

interested in any details. I think "professor" is pretentious.

I avoid using it. There are people who :arefully use it. I'm

just the opposite. I think maybe I picked up t4at attitude at

the state college. Don't use there pretentious titles, it's bad

form. What is impressive? . Well, people that are humane.,

empathetic, concerned, warm; peopl.k, who are intelligent and clear

thinking., I can remember one-time at camp we were talking
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about singleword definitions and the word that I came up with
that was important was "kindness." I used to have a lot of

k
respect for people who were very very intelligent, but the older

.

111- I got the less important I think that is. There;are some
intelligent people that don't have any sense. I just like to do
a good job at what I'm doing. I'm having some trouble with the
Red'Cross now; they have some management seminars and management
by objectives and tliay are trying to put me into that mold now.,
I may have to put up with that sort of thing here, but not when
I'm a volunteer. It's the kind of thing that I like to do and
it keeps me from a lot of other pressures. People are always
saying would you like to be on this board or that toard or some
other group and I can always say, "No, I'm much too busylaith

the Red Cross."

I like to control things. I like to control what I do and 7:
certainly don't want anybody controlling me. There was that
phrase that Lorraine Hansberry used in Raisin in the Sun --an
"exhausted insurgent." That's me. I'm an exhausted insurgent
and I've had it. Bow did I get that way? Age. As you get
older you donjt have as much energy after awhile. And you don't

think that it's worth fighting for. I look for things that are
relatively peaceful. I think of myself as having been a student
activist and one of those on campus who is pushing for an

organization and after m while I just stopped. I think it's

something that I chose rather than the clock just stopped. A lot

of the things that we fought for were accomplished. When the
institution was young and new, a lot of things we figures we

would get done, and some of them.worked out and some didn't. TlIn

institution is a lot bigger now, it's much harder to get thtngs
done. How could you sustain that level of intensity if, in fart,
you.find that it is not being productive, or that it seems so

difficult to do and doesn't seem likely to be successful? That's

why mostly the insurgents are younger people end I don't know
whether it is because they have more energy or they haven';. been
disillusioned or what. I had a feeling that we needee far!ulty

governance here, that the decisions were all made tv the

administration; and at one time I thought we ought to have a
:K1ess college, no faculty rank at all. Control by the people

who are doing the work on the fir:Aig line." Presumably they ?vive

a better idea of what's going :,1n. I guess it wasn't that

important.

I think the power structure in community colieges'is not

exactly the same as in the fouryear college and yet comparisons
are always being made. Everyone doesn't necessarily see us as

'.....N bona fide faculty. Well, he is just a community college teacher
and he is different and he is rot really among the educational

elite. He's not researchoriented, probably, and the students

Jere not as good, and they see us as a kind of a halfway step
between high" school and '-meal colleges. And sometimes we hear

that phrase, it's not a r.al college. It's just a community

college. I think a lotyof our work situation represents that
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position, in terms of work load, in terms of pay perhaps,

although I don't think our pay is really inferior, but in terms
of support services; for instance, we really don't have as much

secretarial help as we might have. Our department is virtually

unique as I understand it in giving us any secretarial help at

all. We still get sent to conferences with the bill paid by the

school. I went to an economics convention in San Francisco and I
met a teacher from a nearby prestigious fouryear school and he
was really surprised to see me there. He asked me how much of it
did they pay, and I said, "They paid it all, of course," and he
said his college doesn't pay it all.

There are significant differences. It would be foolish to
try and pretend that they don't exist. You don't get a chance to

teach on a very advanced level, many of the students are not as

good as you would hope, and that affects the nature of your

teaching. The work load is heavier, you'have le s time to spend
on other things, research, reading. Certainly th public doesn't
perceive you in quite the same way. For instance some of the

politicians have been talking about the budget; they'll indicate
that this is, not a college like a nearby prestigious fouryear
school , you don't have doctoriates here, so why do you deserve as
much pay as you get? Why do you need the kind of support

services you get? Sometimes we hear ourselves referred to as a

thirteenth grade.

I was talking to a girl last night in swimming class about

where she is going when she gets out of high school and she
didn't know that I taught here. I asked her if she had given any
thought to the community college. She said, "Oh no, that's just
like high school." Then she was embarrassed when she found out

that I !id teach here, she said "Oops." I don't think we're at
the aca_mic level of Vassar. I think we are at the academic

level of the local Catholic college. Not an elite institution
but we never set out to be. But we are doing the job we were set
up to do.

It's a little bit of a blow to your ego. It's as if I

worked in a restaurant that wasn't a fivestar restaurant and
someone said this is not a firstclass restaurant. That doesn't
mean that it's a bad restaurant. It's just not structured at

that level: I can remember when I came here I taught my first
course in principles of economics. I taught it basically the way

I taught it at graduate school. This is something that" we talk

about among ourselves quite a lot. Whether we "water things

down," that's the way it is usually put, and then the whole

problem. of grading inflation. c../ ,don't think anyone could

consistently teach without regard( for 'the level of the students.
There is just no way you can continue to talk as if all of the

nuances and subtleties were being picked up by students. I don't
like to use the term "watered down," but I do certainly think
that the subject matter has been adjusted, a crazy euphemism, but
it has been adjusted . One of the things that I tell my advisees
is never to take a teacher who is teaching here for the first
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time. For a very good reason. They tend to be very very severe,
very strict, they perhaps have not adjusted to what a community
college is all about. It may be the same way in a fouryear
university at this level. Many teachers come directly out of
gr duate school where they have been eating, sleeping, breathing
th t one subject for two years or more and they just have
fo gotten what students are like who don't necessarily care that
muc about that subject. I recognize, when I mark an exam paper,
mos of them are not going to be written very well. Some of them
are not as good as you would hope. They don't necessarily catch
the concepts They are long on examples and short on
pri ciples. Some of the better students are just as good as any
stu ent would be anywhere and when they leave here t y do well.

i,:l

We call ourselves a comprehensive community college which
means that it is supposed to serve a variety of purposes. And

b l
it supposed to be able to serve people who have a limited
a ity,and still be meaningful and appropriate for those who
have more ability. Now that fellow that I told you about that
b came the assistant to the president in Wisconsin, his record
w s incredible . He was thrown out of high school. When he
c me here he was on academic probation and then he did a little
otter and by the time he graduated he was president' of the

1

tudent body and he had a 3.5 average. And then he went to
ucknell, I think, and there he was magna cum laude and he went
n to get his doctorate in a short time . I had another student

who was my advisee who flunked out of here, went into the Air
Force, came back four years later and got virtually straight A's.
So I realize that the level of performance at any one point does
not necessarily fix it for all time.

Hopefully I will be a catalyst for some more serious
application, some change in their life . One of the rewards here
i4s .hat we see people who show a little promise initially and by
the time they leave they are quite different. Some of the girls
that come in want to be a secretary . And before long they
switch to the business curriculum and now they are thinking in
terms of becoming a part of management. When you have a really
lively class, a lot of discussion, a lot (...f interest, high level
of energy, now that's a kind of reward too. Or if you give an
exam and the exam seems to show that they really caught the
notion that you were trying to teach. That's rewarding. Some
students I keep in touch with long after they leave here. They
come around to talk. I taught one course at a nearby liberal
arts college, I student taught in high school, I was a teaching

--qassistant at Cornell, and they weren't as nice. On this campus
h= e is a kind of a mutual respect and I get a lot of this when

udents come back after they have gone somewhere else. And
say, "I really didn't appreciate what we had here." There

a different feeling, there is a kind of a community feeling
here. I do like our students. They would be absolutely perfect
if they were a little better prepared, but that's not as
important as being nice people.
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At the liberal arts college the person that normally taught

that labor relations course was on sabbatical so I did it for

that one semester. It was challenging. They were sharp and

bright and it was a good experience. They were clearly better

students, very obvious difference. We have students here that
are every bit as good as they are but we don't have a whole class

of them. Now that's one of the challenges in the community

college, the range of ability . It's very great and there are

timeswhen you are making a, point and you can see someone saying,
well of course that's obvious; and someone else is looking blank.

You have to choose your vocabulary. I think that our students

have the most trouble with abstraction. Sometimes they seem very

motivated, other times they say"I don't care about that." The,

word "challenge" comes to mind, but it's also just plain

difficult. That's the only thiAg that makes teaching ncre less

than fully satisfying.

My brother teaches six hours a week and he clearly has more

time to do other things. At Howard, economics. We were teaching

twelve and fifteen, now we are teaching fifteen. That goes with

the territory. I know exactly what is expected of us here aid

what the work load is likely to be and it's just a fact of

I never seriously thought of reducing the work load; I know that

that's totally impossible. I would like to have smaller clashes

but at the community college level twelve would be exceptional.

It's like going to work and getting upset because you have to

work forty hours in a factory--well, that's the hours in-the

factory and if you work in a factory you know that.

I certainly enjoy teaching. It's a question of what subject

and what level. I was offered a job at the fouryear level but
it was clear that the doctorate came along with it and there is

simply no point going there and then having to leave. We have a

lot of faculty here who are refugees from fouryear schools for

just that reason. 1
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Commentary

If we were to choose one profile to present an overview of
the complexities of teaching in community colleges, it might well
be that of Samuel Berger. His family background, his own
experience in community colleges as a student, his predisposition
to working with the type of students who attend co.nmunitY
colleges, his long and 'successful career in community colleges
primarily as a teacher, at times as an administrator, and always
as an intellectual, lead us to give special weight to his
experience and his understanding of that experience in the
community colleges .

In his thirtytwo years of working in the community.college
system in the city, in which he grew up, .Berger faced almost all
the issues reflected in earlier chapters of this report. He nct
only faced them, in many ways he understood the sources of the
conflicts, committed his energy to solving them, and understood
the degree to which he could resolve and not resolve the issues.
For example, in the area of pedagogy, Berger, like other
participants, was faced with the complexity of testing, grading,
and standards in the community college. He started out his
career with the notion that students either did the work up to a
certain standard or they didn't. If they did not, that was their
responsibility (much as Nancy Warren stated). He soon learned
that a rigid adherence to standards, without a concomitant
commitment to working with students to construct or reconstruct
their skills so that they have a chance to meet those standards,
was a way of getting rid of the problem but not solving it.
Nowhere in his profile does he talk about adjusting standards.
He maintains an expectation of excellence and he works with his
students to obtain it. He eschews objective tests because he
knows that they offer no real learning experience and do not help
a person learn to think.

Berger faced the fact that many of his students were
deficient in basic language skills. But his instincts' and
experience were sound enough to know that the issue was not his
students' competence, but rather what they had been or had not
been taught up to that point. He was to sit down with
students and figure out what they crra'.4 and could not do, and
tutor accordingly. He knew from. his .perience that poor people
were as seriously interested in ideas i,nd learning as anyone
else. He had a deep respect for his students and for the
potential of a community college to serve them. He was not
concerned by the low status of the community college and the fact
that it was at the bottom of the totem pole in higher education.
He knew that at the core there should be no difference between
the type of teacher in the community college and in the
university. He faced and rejected the notion that a community
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college-teacher should baby and spoon=feed students. He knew the

difference between working with students to develop their

independent skills and understanding, and helping them fn a way

that would make them dependent. He felt a deepf,sadness wrer the

waste of minds, and he knew that many of the students with whom

he worked might not make it out of the circumstances of poverty

into which they were born. tut he did not alliow that knowledge

to undermine his confidence in himself and in what he was doing.

Well before the eighties he recognized the significance of

community colleges to Blacks. He urged the, chancellor of his

community college system to forge an alliance with the Black

community that would ultimately be mutually 'advantageous to the

Blacks and the community college system. When he found from his

experience in the central administration that leadership of the

community colleges was dominated by short-run political concerns

and dollars, he gave up trying to change the system from a

position of administrative power and happily returned to

teaching.

His -teaching and administrative experience led him to see

the narrowness of vision prevalent in career edudation. He

confronted the callousness ,that was reflected in the

establishment of vocational programs which were unresponsive to

the basic social and intellectual needs of the Black community

but were still promulgated because there were dollars to supkort

the programs.

He did not take a holier-than-thou attitude about

vocational programs. He well understood that four-year colleges
r.7.and universities have long been involved in vocat' nal education.

His complaint was at the injustice of the typ s and level of

vocational education allocated to the community college sector.

He saw the impotence of vocational programs that trained people

in a narrow set of skills rathtr than educating them about the

history and social context of the job they were being prepared to

carry out. He argued for 'a more complete conception of

vocational education that linked the humanities and vocational

training in a way that anticipated the most current thinking on

-the subject (Cohen and Brewer 1982, p. 89).

He was not overwhelmed by the heavy teaching load of fifteen

to twenty hours that he had in the early years, nor was he

particularly dismayed by the fact that the courses he would teach

would all be introductory. He learned how to teach through such

intensive experience, and learned a great deal about related

social science disciplines because he had to develop tourses.in

them. He was at the center of a department that displayed at one

point an unusual amount of intellectual vigor. He worked through

his efforts in the teachers' union to upgrade the pay and working

conditions of community college teachers. He did not reflect a

sense of being undermined by those conditions
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Throughout his thirty -two years in the community college he
maintained an active commitment to his'work. Finally there was
one tension that he could not resolve which, in combination with
whatever other personal reasons he had, made him finally leave
community, college teaching and make the move to a university - -a
move which, according to his interview, he originally thought
about doing in 1954,

What 'he could not finally resolve or adjust to was, his
realization that there was something profoundly wrong with the
community college. The realization came to a head whed working
with his colleaguesin a i-econceptualization of the entirsoaial
science curriculum. Talking through basic ideas.that could be

aincorporated, he noticed two of his younger colleagues asleep. He
said, "That was a fateful day for me" because I.put. away that
outline and we never did anything with it ." He realized, in
that moment,that he was,working with colleagues who were not as
interested in ideas as he was. That realization reinforCed his
sense of isolation as a researcher in the community college.
Although he is quick to point out that he hasseen plenty of
examples of anti- intellectualism in uni- versities, he, unlike
many of the other participants we interviewed, applauds the
pressure universities put on faculty to do research ,and write
because he believes that they'are activities of the mind that
reinforce each other.

That this tension caused .by his recognition of and
confrontation with the anti-intellectualism of the community
college had, such serious repercussions for Berger is because his
notion of the intellectual'world is not.6eparat.., ! from the world
of action. For him the' intellectual life is related to changing
the world, to making a more just and.-free society. His work is
basically intellectual work; hiS-Contribution to the movement
toward that more just society is his research, his writing, and
his attitude about basic human problems. When he finally faced
the fact that the whole system was infused with an
anti-intellectual ethO which led° to a disposition to avoid
thinking situations through and to encourage taking the easy way_
out, he decided that he would leave the community college and
seek a setting in which he ,could do his intellectual work with
integrity. He could always deal with-the reality of- imperfection
in the community College. At times that imperfection pained him
deeply, especially when he. saw, for example, capable people
channeled into careers and jobs unsuited to their capabilities.

Neitherstaius, nor wprk load, nor introductory courses, nor
students deficient in basic skills were enough. in themselves to
make Berger leave the community college system. What finally led
to his leaving was his confrontation with an institutionalized
anti-intellectu'alism. He recognized that the students who go to.
community Colleges need a very good school. He saw that they were
not getting it. In his fairness, he added,."They are not getting
enough of it anyway." The key to the .bommdnity college's
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becoming a good-enough school is a structure that encourages an

attitude Of mind and a predisposition to thoughtfulness and

learning,a commitment td seeking new knowledge which is connected

to moving toward a more just society, and a commitment to

intellectual activity as Berger defines it. The painful fact is

that the history and structure of community colleges reflect a

fundamental ambivalence toward that ideal of intellectual work.

In separating research from teaching the founders of community

colleges set in motion a string of consequences that keep the

intellectual and the anti-intellectual in constant tension in the

community college. For a faculty member committed to the

traditional ethos implicit in the social sciences, that tension

takes an enormous toll.

Lawrence.Bauer experiences that same tension even though he

started his teaching in a community college twenty-six years

after Berger. _Bauer came to community college teaching as a

.second career following service in the ministry. C'Bauer's

community college is in a setting quite different from Berger's

large urban environment. Berger's student body was Rredominantly

minority, at least in the later years. Bauer's student body is

predominantly white. Despite the differences in time, geography,

and institutional characteristics, Bauer's experience as a social

science teacher echoes Berger's.

In addition to teaching in the regular program at the

community college, Baver teaches in an outreach program in a

nearby state prison. His teaching in the prison provides a sharp

contrast to his teaching experience at the college. For Bauer,

his students in the prison, students who would be called the

social problems with which Bauer's course deals, are excited,

motivated, eager to learn, interested in ideas, respectful of his

efforts. They thirst for contact with the outside world and With'

what they can learn from Bauer.

The contrast between the attitude of his students in the

prison and at the college provides a sort of culture shock for

Bauer. He comes from a course in the prison where he can hardly

get a word in edgewise to .a classroom of students at the college

whom he perceives E.,s apathetic and resentful of his efforts to

have them think about notions basic to the developtent of social

consciousness. Bauer's understanding of this apathy and

resentment is somewhat ambivalent when compared to Berger's

understanding. There is an element in Bauer of blaming the

students and at the same time recognizing the larger issues

involved. Be sees the college promotini a vision of training for

jobs that results in students 'being Linable to see the connection

between understanding issues in their social context and

preparing for the work they intend.to do. Like Berger, Bauer

decries the split between career education and the liberal arts.

He is deeply concerned that in emphasizing training over

education, students separate their mind from their work. He adds

a level of complexity- to his understanding when he speculates

that ;,perhaps the social issues, course presents his students with



1:;:aies with which -they cannot contend.

Students who pursue training programs in community colleges
are increasingly less wealthy, have had less educational success,
than students who go to four -year colleges. Students in a
community college reflect the social problems of the country.
They are playing the game of trying to succeed by the rules. The
rules say that to get anywhere they have to learn -skills that
will get them a job. Increasingly those skills are becoming more
and more associated with technological training. Their interest
is in getting the training that will get them the job they will
need to make a living. It is complicated for them to go to a
two-year institution that promotes this short-term approach to
education and, at the same time, be confronted by a professor who
asks them to step back and deal with long-run social issues.

The college's social science course, which is required of
all students in all programs, results in the largest course of
its kind in the nation. On the surface it seems like a

reasonable attempt on the college's part to make sure that their
students in training programs have some perspective on the social
context of their experience. But to cram a way of thinking and
the diverse range of subjects covered in the social sciences into
one course may contribute to isolating the social science
perspective, minimizing it, and making it. into something that has
to be endured rather than a significant part of the fabric of the
student's education. In criticizing the students for not seeing
the relationship between liberal arts courses and the jobs they
are preparing for in the computer industry, Bauer is criticizing
the "victim" of an educational structure rather than the
structure itself.

Like Berger, Bauer has a commitment to reading, research,
and writing. He started his Ph.D. program at the age of forty.
Since his days in divinity school he held enormous respect for
those who went on for their doctorates, and he sought a doctorate
out of a drive to learn, a respect for the degree, and a hope
that it would lead to a position in a four-year college. When
the last did not materialize Bauer had to confront the ambiguity
of holding a doctorate in the community college. While the
administration seemed to place great stock in its faculty doing
graduate work and facilitated Bauer's pursuit of his degree, the
college does not see its faculty as "professors." Professors do
their job with students best by preparing for their teaching,
doing research, writing , going as 'deeply into their field as it
is possible to do and sharing that depth with their students.
The working conditions of a professor in four-year -colleges and
universities are structured to a greater or lesser degree around
that vision. The community colleges, on the other hand, do not
envis.on their faculty in those terms. They see the work of
faculty as teaching, working with students individually, and
serving on committees. They write conditions of these aspects of
the job into contracts. Th4y do not build into their notion of
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work hauer's notion that in order to teach well he must read, do

research, and write in his field. Bauer's colleagues look at him

as somewhat odd because he spends so much time reading .

When Bauer left the ministry, he hoped to become a

professor. Instead, as a member of the raculty of a community

college, he finds himself in a world somewhere between that of a

high school teacher and a college professor. While issues of

status are not unimportant to him, he seems more genuiely

concerned with the implications of that ambiguous status for his

students' learning. He knows, as Berger did, that at the core of

a teacher's work, no matter what level or what kinds of students

he or she may be teaching, is intellectual work. The ambiguous

stance community colleges take towards intellectual work, and the

pressure he feels to retire early so that the college would be

able to hire someone younger than he at a considerable savings in

salary, lead to Bauer's feeling trapped in his work. At the

Same time he is determined to struggle to hang on to it. The

implications for Bauer, as a person and teacher, and the

implications for his college and his students of working while

feeling trapped, are difficult to predict or to measure; but it

would be more difficult to say that they do not exist.

Apparently, Judith Wesley does not feel trapped in her job

-1.n the community college. She began her interview with us

talking about "her great good luck"at being a teacher in the

community college at which she worked. Near the end of the third

and final interview with her, she shared with us her intent to

give up her position at the community college. There is a great

deal at work in her personal life that informs and probably

accounts for her thinking about le.aving At the same time her

experience as a community college teacher is not totally

irrelevant to that deci.sion.

Judith Wesley presents perhaps the most concrete detail of

the complexities of teaching inia community college. She told of

how, at the beginning of her teaching experience, she felt

considerable pressure to take into consideration students'

personal problems when she was evaluating them. While not

unsympathetic , she realized the inequities involved in trying to

meet those individual student needs. She developed a contract

system with her students that would clearly set out the

expectations they had to fulfill in order to pass her course and

also outlined her role and what her students could expect of her.

She was trying to confront an attitude she perceived that her

students picked up in high school: that they would be passed if

they were nice people and tried to do the work.

Like many community college faculty she has an interest in

and attachment to older returning students. Her story of how she

worked with a mother of six whose husband was an alcoholic.is

concrete evidence' of the way community college teachers must cut

through whatever their sympathies might be for the personal
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contexts or their students' lives and find a way to work with
them that will result in their learning, She knew that the key
to her older woman student's learning was that she study in such
a way that she be able to explain the material. And she knew
that, as a teacher, she learned more than anybody else because
she had to stand up in front of her classes and explain the
material to her students. She knew that it was important for her
students to take an active, responsible position in her classes,
and she was deeply bothered by the inconsistency between what she
knew about teaching and learning and her own reflection on how
she taught, a concern which developed during the course of the
interview. Even during the course of the three weeks over which
we interviewed her, she spoke to her classes about the issue and
tried to get them to take a more active'stance in her classes.
But with the exception of a few 'in each of her classes with whom
she connects in,her enthusiasm for the material, she is faced
with a considerable passivity on the 'part of her students.

Sometimes that passivity is tinged with resentment. Her
discuSsion of the boys who sit at the back of her classroom with
their legs stretched out and a scowl on their faces which almost
dares the teacher to teach them, is not unlike Cynthia Jamison's
description of the hostility faced in her classroom. In one of
the most interesting discussions of a key word that appeared in
many participants' interviews, Wesley analysed her use of the
word "help" afterr she used it in the context of "helping" one of
those teach-me-if-you-dare students to leave her class. She

realized that she used the word "help" when describing 'efforts on
her part in working with students to make things more comfortable
for herself. The incisiveness and honesty of her analysis of her
use of the word "help" and the pedagogy of "helping" which can be
inferred from her analysis stand out for us as one of the most
interesting sequences of the entire interviewing process.

Like,Cynthia Jamison, she has to teach large sections of
introduct"ory psych logy in Order to be able to justify teaching
the smaller sections of anthropology and archeology . She talks
about being a "cheerleader" in those classes and how draining
that mode of teaching is to her. She comes back from her classes
exhausted and knows on the basis of her own experience that
significant 'arning can not depend on that sort of frenetic
activity on her part.

She lov the diversity of students to whom. her community
college cater: She sees herself as a potential model for older
students, especially older women trying to develop an active and
independent life. She also has a healthy skepticism of the four-
year colleges and universities as a model for what her college
should be. Sh'? knows that the structure of four-year schools
'does not g.irantee integrity in the way teaching and learning is
carried on.; She looks to the community college to develop its
own model 4 a significant education process.
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She recently took a sabbatical and worked part of the time

with Oxfam and part of the time she did field work in a remote

. Alaskan village. On her return to the college she hoped that slit

would be able to incorporate what she. had learned on her

sabbatical, but she was struck by how "unhooked" she was to the

college and how isolated she was from her colleagues. Not active

in the committee system politics, she felt cut off from her

colleagueS and somewhat critical of their unwillingness to

entertain changes. When her husband died, her life and her

colleagues' lives were so separate that they said nothing about

her loss fOr four months after his death .

She had come to the realization that although. she would love

to reconceptualize her material and turn her approach Upside

down, w rking With her colleagues to address some basic issues,

that that would not happen. Change was.too difficult. She is

thinking of giving up her fullprofessor, tenured position

because she does not want to stay in a setting that she is

starting to find too much fault with.

She ends her interview responding to the questions of what

her work means to her saying that she is dissatisfied with her

work and she, is going to give it up and try something radically
different, a step she has taken hefore. (in her life. .She `.'eels a

deep commitment to making a direct contribution to ameliorating

what she perceives. as the world's most pressing social problem.

She now. sees her deep intellecttual'.interest it arcAeology as

frivolous: "Fascinating but not terribly useful." Like her

grandmother and her mother before .her, she contealplates a return

to the tradition of direct human service Her tninking of

leaving the community college is a'very complicated affair,'one

not easily attributable to any one set .f factors. Her family

background, her college and university'experience, her gender and

respoiaibilities as a mother, her marriages, divorce, her

widowhood, her relationships with her father and her mother all

played a role in her coming to the community college and in' her

forming her intent to -leave. Certainly her experience as a

teacher in the college also played a significant tole in that

decision. After leaving graduate school in archeology she became

a social.worker. Immediately prior to her joining the community

college faculty- she worked in a detention 'facility for young

women. Now after some years. in the community college she is

questioning the worth and satisfaction cf her. work in the

community college. Her sabbatical has opened up to her new

possibilities .

Richard Young is aware Of every issue raised in the profiles

of Berger, Bauer, and Wesley, but unlike the other three he has

resolved the issues in his mind and accepts his job for what it

is. He recognizes the' significant differs between teaching

in a community college and teaching in a fouryear school: no

advanced courses, students whose 'performance makes, them appear,

less capable, '-ravier work load, less support from politicians
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who see community college teachers as teaching thirteenth and
fourteenth grade rather than teaching college. He accepts that
the perceptions students have of the school in ,which he teaches
is not high and he admits to his ego being hurt a little by that.
He acknowledges the reality of what he calls the "adjustment" of
subject matter to the level of his students. He sees that. an
similar to adjustment that all schools do, whether they are four
year or two year schools. However, at this point in his career
he is not bothered by those realities. He knows what the
territory is and he accepts it. He does not expect a lighter
work load; he *understands the assumptions that led to the 'irk
load he has and he takes it as a fact of life. What sustains
equanimity?

He likes and respects his students. He sees them as deceriz
human beings. No matter what level performance they bring to
his classroom, he seems to have a g nuine respect for them and
enjoys their respect for him . He knows that although he calls
some' of his students "bright" that they are all capable of
achieving that lgvel of performance given the right
circumstances. He .takes pleasure in good discussions, in the
satisfaction of participating in some spectacular success
stories, and in some less spectacular changes in aspirations
among the students with whom he*has worked. He stays in touch
with his students. He might fish they were "brighter" but he
would rather work with them than some of the competitive and
aggressive students he hat; occasionally taught in an elite
'private fouryear school. He has discussed these issues with his
colleagues and they agree that their college is a great place to
teach if only the students were a little better.

Young makes the contribution that he can make and does cot
agitate himself any more about the failings of the institution.
He concentrates on what is positive, minds own business,
cultivates his friendships and, does his wo.'K. He once spent a
great deal of energy trying to Change things in the college. He
no longer tries. He has offered a great deal to society through
his volunteer work with the Red Cross summer swimming programs.
He does not 'feel that he owes more than he offers. He once triea .

to change things. tie, like Jesus Lopez, deeply resented the
absurdities of the army and he even tcied to form a group of
veterans against the army. Early in his career in the community
college he was very active in trying to encourage faculty
governance on the. model he saw when he was a research assistant
at a state college. Those efforts came to very little . He calls
himself an"exhausted,iniurgent."

In not trying anymore to change things on'la broad scale., who
is to say that he is not doing good work for the individual
students he teaches? He has resolved the tensions that he had
With his work and enjoys the autonomy that he now has. Having
made *decision not to seek he doctorate in his field, he is
making the best of who he is abor'hi4ot his community college tries
to do. Perhaps any work setting demands such an adjustment .
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But for an institution committed to combating social injustice

that are reflected in our educational system, such an adjustmen

as Young had to make is disquieting.
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Section Three:

The Work of Career Education Faculty
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Section Three: The Work of Career Education Faculty

Preface

The faculty in community colleges , like faculty in other

colleges and in universities, are divided among those who teach

liberal arts courses 'and those who teach courses designed

primarily to prepare students for jobs. From the inception of

the community college, liberal arts programs were considered

collegiate and leading'to transfer to four-year colleges; career

education programs were considered "terminal" and leading

directly to jobs.

Both functions were envisioned by the earliest advocates and

administrators of community colleges. Despite the persistent

urgings of many community college leaders and the American

Association of Junior Colleges, the majority of students who

enrolled in junior colleges from the early 1900s to the mid 1960s

entertained hopes of a collegiate education. with a four-year

degree and they, enrolled in programs leading to those goals.

Students entering community colleges today may nurse dedp within

their hearts a wish for a four-year degree, but despite what may

not be a change in their aspirations, the majority are now

enrolling in career programs. A similar shift from liberal arts

to career programs has also occurred in universities. Hurn

(1982) and Cohen and Brawer (1982, pp.191-222) have provided

excellent summaries- of the history of career education in

community colleges, outlining the difficulties the movement

experienced in the colleges in the first half of this cen.,ury and

the reasons for the decided shift to career education in

community colleges from the mid-sixties to the present.

As dramatic as the shift has been, as decisive as the

difference between terminal programs and liberal arts programs

may appear, and as deep as the division may be among the faculty
themselves, the stories.of community college faculty who teach in

career programs touch on many of the same themes as the stories

of those in the liberal arts which we presented in Section Two of

this report. The stories in this section also highlight

characteristics of the work of career faculty which are unique to

them and which stem from the nature of the occ.J.ation for which

they prepare students. Finally, there are sorry, ironies in the

way career education faculty carry out their work which challenge
the dichotomies that have been allowed to develop between liberal

arts and career education tracks and between notions of training

and notions of education. That the challenge can be found in

the way some career education .faculty carry out and understand

their work is a sign that those dichotomies are unnecessarily
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rigid and divisive .

In chapter seven we present the profiles of three faculty
who teach in secretarial and business programs in three different
community colleges, one in New York State and two in
Massachusetts. Chapter eight presents two profiles of faculty
who teach in nursing programs, one in Massachusetts and one in
California, and a vignette of a faculty member who teaches in a
dental hygiene program in Massachusetts. Despite the range in
geography, the stories of these three healthfield faculty
overlap in many areas and illustrate the power of the
occupational field and the effect of the status of the field on
the work of faculty in the community colleges. Chapter nine, the
final chapter in this section, presents the profiles of three men
who teach in technological programs at different levels of the
occupational hierarchy in three different community colleges in
New York State and California. Illustrated in these profiles are
the complexities of the interaction of technological programs
with the sciences and math and with conventional notions of the
relationship of intelligence to jobs that involve manual labor.
Community college dichotomies are thus seen as reflections of
longstanding divisions in the larger society.
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Chapter VII

Nine to Five in the Community College:

The Work of Secretarial and Business Faculty

Introduction to the Profiles

The faculty in community colleges, like the faculty in

universities, may be divided among these who teach liberal arts

courses and those who teach courses designed to prepare students

for jobs. From the inception of the community college, liberal

arts programs were considered as leading to transfer to four-

year colleges, and career education programs were considered

"terminal" and leading directly to jobs.

Both functions were envisioned by the earliest advocates and

administrators of community colleges. Despite the persistent

urgings of many community college leaders and the American

Association of Junior Colleges, the majority of students who

enrolled from the early 1900s to the mid 1960s entertained hopes

of a collegiate education leading to a four- year degree and

enrolled in programs leading to those goals. The majority of

those entering community colleges today may nurse in their hearts

a wish for a four- year degree, but despite what may not be any

change in their aspirations, the majority; of students in

community colleges are now enrolling in career programs. A

similar shift from liberal arts to career Programs has also

occurred in four- year universities (Hurn 1982). Cohen and

Brawer (1982, pp. 191-222) have provided an excellent summary of

the history of career education in communiity colleges, the

difficulties the movement experienced in the colleges in the

first half of this century, and the reasons fol the decided shift

toward career education which the community 'colleges underwent

from the mid-sixties to the present.
i

t
As dramatic as the shift has been, a d as clear as the

difference between terminal programs and li eral arts programs

may appear, the stories of community college faculty who teach

in career programs touch on many of the same themes as stories of

those in the liberal arts, which we presented in earlier

chapters. Their stories also highlight some characteristics of

the work of career faculty which are unique to them and whiph
preparefrom the/nature of the occupation for which. they prepe

students. Finally, dichotomies have developed between notions of

the liberal arts and notions of career education. The way some
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career education faculty carry out and understand their work is a
sign that those dichotomies are unnecessarily rigid and divisive
of students and faculty .

. In this chapter we present the profiles of three faculty who
teach in secretarial and business programs in three different
community colleges, one in New York State and two in
Massachusetts. Their stories illustrate the interaction of power
and opportunity with gender, race, class, and status in the
occupational hierarchy.
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Profile

LINDA DONOVAN

1

(Linda Donovan, a woman in her thirties, teaches business

and secretarial subjects at a community college in New York_

State. She was interviewed twice in her office and once at her

home in the fall of 1981.)

I grew up in a rather unusual situation. My brother and

sister were ten and twelve years older than I was to, I had all

the advantages of an only child, but none of the disadvantages.

If my parents were not available to do anything: my brother and

sister always were.

My father came here from Italy when he was thirteen and did

not speak any English at all and didn't do very well in American

school systems . He just couldn't read the questions, couldn't

deal with society as it was, and so we :.pent most of our life

growing up in !-'hat .would be considered a lower economic area. My

parents had a great deal of drive--tremendously

ambitious--eYerything was done, you know, to perfection. I feel

that I probably did a lot better in schbol because I was among

older children a lot.

My father still works. He's a barber. I think that my

,father did extremely well based on the road'ilocks that he had to

overcome --always on the bottom, kind of struggling to reach the

top. He was also involved in a lot of politics over the years

and again kept at a low level because of ois lack of education'.

He really couldn't hold too many responsible political positions

because he. couldn't speak very well. A shrewd, man, extremely

ambitious, and definitely a man who you would want .working for

you if you had to be organizing any political campaign. Terrific

supporting individual, totally royal, and very very hard working. ,

His father had come to the city IthinK five years before he was

able to send for the rest of the family. They were a'family of,

six who all arrived together in the early 1900's--about 1915. It .

staggers me when I think of a mother of five kids left in Italy

to raise the children on her own, and then sailing across'the

Atlantic with these children, among whom was my dad;

At the time I was growing up there was ,a Soc31 stigma

attached to the old-world influence. Unfortunately Inever

learned Italian in my home, ' because my parents tried to downplay

any of the old world influences. My brother and siser both

speak Italian fluently'but I can't speak at all. We didn't live
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in an Italian ghetto. We lived more in what would have been
characterized as'an Irish ghetto. My father's father gave him a
house next door to him. Generally, Italian families tend'to
cluster together near the patriarch. My background was a little
bit different because the Irish -people didn't move there because
their parens were there; they moved there because they wanted
to. I never considered living in the same community when I

married, but my sister did.q She felt that she really wanted to
stay by my parents.

My first recollection of going into the barber shop was as a
teenager. After school we used to have a hangout down in 'the
city where all the kids would go and have cokes:and you know,
just pile ten into a booth that sat four, and talk after school,
fool around. It was down the street from.where my dad's shop was
so I made it a regular practice to stop in there because,' knew
if I stopped in my dad would immediately head for his pocket and
give me some money-to spend. He was always very generous with my
friends too. 'Money was not a problem. 1.But my parents just
didn't have the 'same kinds of materialistic drives- that I havz.
It-seems that once you acquire one thing you're. struggling for
another. It didn't matter,to then whether they had the very
latest car as long as their,car ran. '..Their house was always-the
cleanest and shiniest in the neighbothood, and all of our
furniture was in good 'shape, but.it 'didn't have to be-new or the
best antiques--the.kihdi of standards that-Isee my friends have.,
I really have to laugh when I see the limited income that my dad
makes and he can see his way clear to givirig each of .the nine
grandchildren fiVe dollars every week.

I went to parochial school; The public school in the area.
was considered for the "have nots."1 We were considered to be the
lucky crew to to -parochial school. I'm really not so
°convinted that happened to be the case. I think my .parents
probably got ripped off through most of my academic, career
because they always paid a pteMi.um for me to be sent to parochial
schools when inifact we had sixtiin a, class and we never had
physical _.education , never had ar't, never had music, never had
any of the frills that a lot of my peers greld up with. And at
this stage in my life I realized that I did have some talent. .My

parents were not interested in the -artS4at all. Nobody in our
community was particularly interested in att or in'crafts. As a
Matter of fact it was prbbably downplayed because crafts meant
you had to make your-own clothes because you couldn't afford to
buy whatever was on the market.- I didn't realize that I had any
taler,. in terms of athletic ability because I spent most of my
life playing with dolls and getting boys to set the table for me
and play house with me. I just didn't play too much .of their
sports. But when I did, become involved in physical. education at
college, I went bananas. i discovered athletics 'and just loved
'it, absolutely loved° it. I began to play tennis. You have: to
remember that I went from zero to being able to play, you know,-a
pretty good competitive' game with people who had played tennis.
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I played a lot.of tennis and got involved in archery. I started

skiing, did some sailing, bicycling, hiking, and-backpacking.

I was always kind cf singled out to work with the teachers,

to do the special little activities. "Would you like to stay

after school to work on this project?" Making things for the

elderly people in the homes and bringing them to them. Dolls,

loved to play dolls. I liked math. I remember being very very

strong in spelling. We had our little spelling bees. The math

would p/obably have been my strongest. I liked to be dramatic.

I kind of liked to organize people's lives and I think that I

could do that through these dolls. We had a very lovely summer,

house, my grandparents' summer place. We used to go into the'

woods and pick all our flowers and come back onto the porch and

set up a littlehouse. I would make the kids eat these godawful

concoctions, things that we had picked in the.woods, the apples,

the ber4ies .

I took Latin for four years in hfgh school. We had to have

what was called a major, some area of concentratioh. I selected

Latin because I did so well in Latin. I didn't really enjoy it

but I didn't dislike it either. Some teacher somewhere said you

ought to just continue in Latin rather than getting involved in

these pansy languages like French or German, and I was very

easily influenced. I did not have any one at home whose advice I

could seek on these issues.

I was,in an academic curriculum. I was encouraged to enroll

in the college program,when I was. on the elementary school level.

I had won a scholarship,to our local high school. When I Was in

the eighth grader my teacher said that she really felt that I,

should go into the. college programs and then if chose to, later

on, I could take business courses' as extras.. 'There were two

options, college or business. I didn't have arty strong feelings

for either one at that point. Probably if she had r'said,';"Why

don't you go into the business opiion,'you would probably be very

good at Lt.," I would have elected the business option. Because

I didn't really have any guidance at home; my parents didn't seeM, .

to really care or want to direCt me in anyway. I don't think

they thought of me asbeing -college bound.' They were grateful

for any success. They've never had any longterm goals for me.

We never discussed wha',t you were going to be wt!en you grew up.

The way I saw it, as a child, I had four options as a female '

attending parochial 'school; I could be a nun, which I

0
immediately di.cdunted, wasn't interested in that a. all. I

could be a nurse--wasn't interested in being a nurse because I

really never reacted well in emergency situations, didn't like

the sight of blood. Secretary may have been the other choice,

and I idn't have any negative feelings towards being a

secretary. Any secretaries I knew were probably okay people,

Living in t is circle that I was in, that may have been a role

that some of the mothers had taken on. But basically most .of the
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mothers did not:wOrk. They were All housewives., including my
own, including my grandparents. Then the last choice was a

teacher. I felt that all women who did well in school could
probably have that option. and course there.were some things
that made it attract-eive, like time off.

I never really thought. of myself in terms of a career\. I'

probably went to college because I didn't want tbwork. A lot of
my friends were going to college so I kind of got caught up 'in
their enthusiasm. I think my teachers encouraged me to
investigate some college, but it was kind of halfhearted. I

didn't really knowe. whatI wanted. I chose business education
because being a teacher seemed like one of the more attractive
roles and I did well in business, so it seemed like a natural
eimbination. Part of the Problem was being one of sixty kids in
a class. Guidance was nonexistent, you know. You only thaw a

guidance :counselor if you weren't doing well, if you had some
problem. I didn't have any problems'so I didn't know that maybe
I ought t.c; see a guidance counselor because I needed some
direction of where my life was going., I listened well, I was
able to memor.ze easily, I had a lot of skills that,are necessary
for academic success. I hated Shakespeare, wasn't interested at
all, but I got my A's in English Lit because"I followed the
prescribed pattern. It viasn't because I had any particular
strengths in that area.

It was the only Catholic high school in the city so it was
drawing from a tremendous Imixture. I did see' it as a

, shortcoming; as an elementary school child, do be Italian in an
Irish community,. I had to do better- than everyone else in order
to.prove myself because I was constantly being put down by the

, Irish children. in the community. I felt that I really had'to"
apologize for being Italian phd show that I was very worthwhile

.sin spite of it',

I wanted to go away tO college but my parents discouraged it
because I was very young. I was probably a, year and a half
younger than most of my peers were. My birthday is at the end of
January and my parents and the" chool system pushed me ahead into
first ,grade I "Was four. By the time I was at a level where
I was interested in going to college my parents still considered
me a baby--not only because of my age but having a brother and
sister so much older'. They bribed me. They said that if I went
to a school in my home town they would buy' me a"niee new car and
naturally I elected to. stay at home. It was really a lot of fun
but I think that I missed out on 'college life, college
friendships as well, because of living' at home. I felt very
segmented from the college community and didn't participate in a'
lot of thingsj.

e

After my freshmen year in college. I went to work that
summer in a bank. I worked with a lot of people who had been
close to me in school and had worked in the bank for a couple of
years, and I kind of looked at their roles in life" in terms of
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:what they would be ten years from now. And I,saw some very

disturbing things. I felt that they really didn't have any

' opportunities to grow at all professionally in that setting; that

probably ten years from now they Would be like the 'other 'women

who were alrea working in this. bank for the past ten years, and

wouldn't really ave anything exciting, any challenge,'in

career. And I fel that really wasn't what I wanted .1 wanted

to be able to experience some, growth and I'd rather enjoy being

it the upper part of any hierarchy -rather,than, you know, at the

lowe, let's say, secretarial or clerical level. Anyway, after

my first year of working, I went back to ,.school 'ith a very

different attitude toward school, what I wanted to do, where I

wanted to go, and started doing extremely well and really enjoyed

my entire college experience from that point, -at least 'on an

academic level:

I had a very narrcm look on what the rest ,of the world was

, like in terms of their beliefs. I really thought that

Protestants all were very bad people, that I should be leery of

them;'they were dishonest, unkfnd, ruthless, and Jewish people

were the same. . I was a little intimidated by a total Jewish

environment that I found myself immersed in at college, where

there was a high proportion of Jeishgirls from New York City

who went to . the school and I was afraid or developing

relationships with them. I had. never met a Protestant person in

my life until I' waS seventeen years old. I. was a .little

Iintimidated and ,I also wondered if I was going to-be able to .

measure up to their standards. I': for the first\time 4n my life,

discovered that my family was'not wealthy. A terrific vacation

'by our standards migpt . have been a trip to Opean City, -New

Jersey. All" of a sudden I was immersed in an environment where

these kids were talking about this trip to Paris and Europe and

the Bahamas and the Caribbean--places that I had never even

considered going, let alone/had 'th.P opportunity to .go.. So I was

a little bit cverwhelmed and.I elt these kids grew up in-country

liscclubs. ''
We felt we had adva r ages because we hadra summer h9use

-and we could get out of the city during the summer.

L

Graduation was important to me because it represented a

unique situation. .I wasn't like everyone q3!se. I had gotten

married in my junior year; pad a baby in'my:senior year, and did

my student teaching.in the local high school, overcoming a lot of

difficulty. It wasn't easy to be up all night with a crying

andinfavt and then go into school and teach.for four Or five hours

`straight.. .I was tired and Ifoundsit was a lbt of work and not

so much fun, as it may have been fol' a lot of my peers who were

doing their student teaching. They: could go home after the day

was over and discuss with their group of ,girlslou know, a

dorMitory settingany problems theyhad had. Or just spend five

uninterrupted-hours working on their leSson plans for the next

.day. I didn't have that luxury. I went home to,a Child whO was

rather demanding, .and you know, I would be sitting at the

T.
typewriter with this little baby bouncing on my knee atidI had a
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very strong sense of responsibility and a very strong sense of
not failkng and proving to the world, especially t..40 my parents,
who had a fit when I told them that I was going to be married,
that in spite of any drawbacks I could overcome it. So
graduation for me was. definitely 'a milestone, and I did graduate
with honors in business. It wasn't just getting by. I had done

'a good job and I felt very good about the fact that I had done a
good job.

°

1-.

I did a very good job in my student teaching as ell. As a
matter of fact that's how I came to get the job at th -community
college,. I did my student teaching in the High school. I became
very friendly "withthe,chairman of ,theC15spartment and I guess he

- kind of liked my 'style. He came in, he"aw a number of classes
and must,have gotten some good reports,frbm the students as well
as from my supervisors, so after graduating --i was invited to
teach a course at the college. He knew that I had a young'child.
and was only interested in working on.a part -time basis.

So. they had a job in their business division, teaching
typewriting to the retailing majors. This was ten hodurs a week.

11,He asked me if 'I was interested in the position. was,every
flattered by his invitation. He indicated that if thi gs went
well I might be able to. increase myikeaching load if there was
more demand. I discussed the situation with my husband Wand my -*

parents, who were very averse to my working at al;,-.--kI mean, after
all I was a mother. °I had'negleeted my son long enolagh to finish
my education. r certainly should not consider neglecting him'
even further by'ieaching an entire ten hours.a week. My husband'
wasn't enthusiastic about my being career person at all,,but

! ,e
the fact .of the matter was we needed the money.

I wound up being invited to be a member of 'the faculty here
at the community coll&ge. For a while I was teaching ,on a

part -time basis at my college and here in the evening division as
well. Teaching at the community college in the evenings,.in the
year that my children were babies, was a positive experiepce not.,
only'for myself but for my family as well. Because I found that
my husband and children devetoped %a very strong bond with each
other. I worked part-time." Whatever 'courses happened to be
available they asked'me to teach. The first year,...that my se'ond
son went to school all day, full-time days, change started
occurring.' In the faculty here they needed a full-time business
teacher,and they had been leased with what .I was doing in. the-
evening division. So I was invited .to become a part of the
faculty.

It was really dramatic to go from part-time to full-time.
Most of the faculty with whom I had direct contact were not very
conscientious. They generally had an attitude that it wasn't al
that important to teach these courses. When I came to teach i
the day school I found tat in the secretarial department the

.1. teachers. were extremely conscientious and rarely'were 'out, and
had a very' positive relationship with the students:) and .I fOund
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that I started to really think about pursui -lreer. Wt:en I ,

first took the job in the day school T '. 'nought it was

something I .

would do for a while becaOse, 'se, the extra

money would be very nice to adt to the fey'' Secondly; I

kind ci, liked the feeling,\of doing somev. .--tiye, -and I

just figured that I would work for a couple :rs. Then I

became very much immersed in the excitement ut 1. really

loved the students. And I liked the challenge c 4:-ays teaching

and learning different materials: I would have (1..., rent courses

'to teach each semester. 'The first fiye years that I was here I-

taught a total of fifteen.different courses.

I found that there was al -ways something else that I was. just

totally throwing myselif into. My sister had in the nursery

education program here. So I worked with herfai, taught'nursery-

school two-mornings a week while I was teaching full time here.

We organized the business. We had three- and four-year-olds.

Altar. working "with-my sister 4-or a couple .,,of years I began to

realize that it was lacking one thing that was .very important. to

me tn terms ofta career, and that was the social input. I needed

some more stroking than I was getting'from..the little '<lids. I

liked the inner feelidgs. of i..eward,but 1 -didn't like laving

little kids at home and going to little kids. I felt that I

10eded the challenge of talkingand,meeting with other adults. I

liked the interaction with other faculty' here on campus. I' liked

the male-feffialel mixtures, too, . that..i6U would get in an

institution like this, rather than an elementary school. I had

also, taken a couple of courses on the graduate' level in the,

evening division, thinking.that I would get my graduate degree in

something rzelated'to elementary education, cot in business at

all, and debided that, it reaIlywasn't fot-Oe..

0:-

So I left all of that behind me and. started over in graduate

ttchool a few years ago. This is my ..third 'thatYear that 01,1-lave been

working on a master's-in educational psych and 'Statistics. My

first choice was psychology, but- since I had no forMk psychology

background the admissions director of the' psychology departMent

said that he felt my chances of being accepted were pretty small.

I was beginning to see that I was being held.back-profedsionally

because I did not have a master's degree. I 'began'to see notes

in the promotion 'literature that would' come out each year

outlining the criteria that were..,to be considered for promotion..

Among those criteria were altqays advanced.degrees. It seemed that

although it hagr't been that important before (people' had been

promoted to assistant professor without a master's degree--as a

matter Of fact we have people on campus Kho I think are probably'

either associate or full' professors who do not have master's

degrees) that wasn't going to' be something that would happen

easily in the future. I had approached my division dean and

requested that I be considered for promotion to the-next rank at

the beginning of mytthird year. They did not feel that it waild

be a good idea for me to apply because didn't have my' master's.

I thought that I'd really better .-get going on this whole issue

and I investigated the programs that-were available and felt that
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ed psyeh was probably about as close to what I really wanted as I
could get, at that point.

As f began to progress th rough the program I became more and .

more disenchanted with the whole routine. I considened very.

seriouslSr,, last year,. changing to something that'I feat would\fie

more interesting to me as well as make me more marketabl6
Because, you see, at this point in ,my life., Irealized that work.
is not something that I am doing because I want to pass the time:.
work is very important to. me. If were amale I would probably
love staying Ph the office from nine 'in the morning till Seven

o'clock at'night, and call home and just ay, 'Please throw

something into -the oven fast, film on my way," but I don't feel

that I have ever had that luxury. I feel a real sense of

responsibility to 'my children first. I don't want Them coming
home to an empty house. I don't want' them looking for something

to eat or their own. I don't want theth to ever, feel that they

have suffered because their mother chose'to work.

\I investigated other areas. the area that I felt would make

me more marketable, 'and,' would be interested. in,would be an MBA

'program. When I went to -discuss the pOssibilitYibfgetting into
an MBA program, I,became a little bit,discouraged'bedause I found

that the first program represented sixty hours of graduate ork,

whicheto me-is, you know, a little bit staggering. Becauseit's*
difficult for' me to teach all day Long, run home, prepare dinner,

clean it up, and then race,off fresh.and aWake-' and alert to sit 'd

in a threehour class.' I am still in theed psych and statistics

program.- Realistically; J. thought, my goal in getting my

master'''s is twofold: making me more marketable but also to get

me off the instructor .level here.' It really annoys me to be an

instructor. It annoys me to see people who are not as effective

in the classroom, and not as conscientious. nd who don't really

'give'. a da..n about. their students, or do 'anything special for

their students, be promoted because they have an advanced degree.

4

V.
I'm teaching *business 'communications, word processing,..

busidss Math, and medical office procedures. Bus4ness

communications is concerned primarily with the art and psychology

of writing an effective business letter. We also deal with 'how

to communicate' effectively. I get into some time management,

-teach'them how to use their time in the most efficient ways.

then we spend a lot of time working on the resumes, strategies,
what kinds'of things. they should accptuate in the resume.

I consider the business math almost a preparatory course.:

Prepares them fdr some concepts in accounting,' some conceptsin

statistics, insurance. We do trade discounts, how to figure out.

sales tax, property tax, basically dealing with any kind. of

percentage problems: Before we can get into any specific topiCp

I have to spend about six weeks refreshing their memory on how to *
deal with fractions, how to deal with' percentages. It's
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incredible what they have either forgotten or nevk knew, and we

have such a . broad m-lx in the classes that ..it's almost

overwhelming. The students who have had . two or more ,years of

algebra-based math -..re channeled into what's called, math' and

finance, the same kinds of concepts that I deal with but on a

more sophisticated level and assuming a pretty good-base in

algebra. Students that I deal with may have had one year of

algebra and a number of years in accounting and'business math in

the high'schooll setting. Some of ahem, of course; did very

poorly'in' the high school setting in these courses. Sope did

very well, so for some my course is just a review.. It seems easy

to them, tney learn . it quite well, they're' conscientious

'students, they do.their homework, they come to1class, and I feel

that I'm pretty clear. But fOr those who have never had these

skills it is overwhelming to them. They dbn't understand some of

the Nery basic things,
1

I try to identify these stiderits within the first week. 'I

do that by administering 'a pretest on the very first day. Those

students' who receive a five or below I will identify as potential

candidates needing special,indi'vidual attention and I'll keep my

eye` on them. Right afteQ..; give the pretest in the first day I

go into reviewing concepts in the pretest, and then I will give

anottiep quiz at, the end of that, week, trying to determine how

much progress has been made among, the students. Those students

who; Pfter a formal presentatdon. with lots of opportunities to

try different aspects'of the same'problem, still can't score more

than fivek I-feel have a real problem. Then I identify them and

send them t.6 the math lab, where they sign up on an individual

basis for on4on-one tutoring services. It helps those students

who do in faCE attend. 7,

I had a student who was not able after sitting in class for

a fobr-week period to ever score above a two on anything. An

older woman, who had been away from math for a Very, very long

time and was feeling lots of internal intimidation by suddenly.

being immersed in the academic world after, so long and feeling

like a fish out of water, was going to the math lab and she was

also coming to see me oh an individual basis. She's receiving

nines and tens regularly now. She still needs reinforcement. It

isn't as clear and as quick to her as it is to many of the kids

in the class. I'feel that the math lab works for those students

who are interested and motivated. But it takes a fair amount of

effort on their part. They have to commit themselves to two

additional hours each week. It's in a different, part of the

campus-- it takes them ten minutes to walk up there.

The ones who are involved in accounting are primarily math

orientated. They're not really interested in psychology so I

find that I have to generate an awful lot of motivation in them.

It is not intrinsically there as I feel it is intrinsically there

for medical office procedures. The girls in medical office

procedures are seniors. A lot of the weeding process has already
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beensdone. Those that weren-'t seriously interested in school

dropped out. These girls are investigating' their specialty.

They want to go into and be a part of medicine and they kind of
like office routine. In the medical office course we talk about
what kinds of things are important'in terms of patient contact.
The telephone is exttemely important. It represents the first
contact that a patient may have with your office.

I have some students who are from very wealthy TaMilies
whose families probably do not approve of their choice of college
at all. I think they came to the community college because
they thought that it was going to be" easier thad going to the
fouryear college. Then I have a lot of just kind of average
students from average, middleclass families whose educational
goals again are,kind of average. I have a lot of students from
economically deprived areas, particularly among the Blacks.

They see themselves as different from the other students. They
don't have the same camaraderie. They're isolated, they have
individual problems. One of the guys in my business math class
at ten o'clock most mornings invariably will come in drunk. He

often doesn't appear for class. When I first ibegan teaching,
when I would ask what their career aspirations were, the thing
that would always be highlighted was, "Because I want to do

something for mankind, like medicine, because I can help people."
"I want to be in marketing or. advertising because I feel that
it's a service to the community." And now the thing that

surfaces is money. "I want Co become a doctbr because there's

more money involved. There's more money in becoming an insurance

'broker. There's lots of possibilities in small businesses," and,'
the money thing surfaces constantly.

Last year there were ,three people--males--who were promoted
who did not have their master's degrees. Not to the low level of
assistant professor, but to associate professor. One in fact had

been here fewer years than I and that made me angry. You see if
I were treated identically as everyone across the campus, then I
could live with it or not be quite so angry, and say, okay,
that's just a bureaucratic fact of life. I felt that, in many
instances, some,of the faculty might ''perceive their 'job as more
important than mine because they were teaching courses that they.
considered more important. I had to demonstrate that my skills

were just as good as anyone else's in order to have the same
recognition.

not 'a member of the secretarial faculty anymore. I' m

in the business administration fRculty and over the years I think
others' perception of my role-began to change.' I felt that I was

abeginning to emerge as an equal in other people's eyes. When I

first joined the faculty. my first choice would'not have been to
be a-part of the secretarial faculty. However, I could pee'that
if I wanted to teach, if I wanted to be a fulltime member of the
faculty in business, probably I should take advantage of the

opportunity that was available in the secretarial department.
Because in looking at the business division's population what did
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I find, in all other areas, of this institution except

secretarial, but males.. Among a faculty of twentyeight, one was

a female, and she is' a tough female, extremely assertive, a

career person; you know, got into it right after college. Very

'technically orientated and really Willing to fight right down the

line for anything that she wanted. I was not like 4.hat.- I

didn't want to feel as if I had to scratch and claw for

everything I wanted. I felt that the administration's view was

rather sexist.

The business division meant males; they.were the successful

business people ih America. And, of course, in the secretarial

department we could have some females who would be very good but

who would always be considered just slightly different from the

rest of the'faculty. We get more exams to proctor because, of

course, we don't work 'as hard and we would have typically more

preparations because our courses aren't as difficult to teach.

You know, that kind of attitude. Well, with' affirmative action

becoming such a fact of life, about three years ago I started

seeing-some women being hired in other departments and decided

that this was ,my opportunity 'to start mentioning that if an

opportunity was available I think that I would like to change,

because, of course, I had .already been teaching out of my

department at'least six hours every year. When the poSition

became available I was hired.

I would not have applied for promotion last year because I

didn't want to .put myself into a position of being rejected

again, but cny department chair very strongly encouraged me to do

so. So Ivent through all of the propedings again and was

really ver' shocked when the person who was in charge of either

turning it on or dumping it in the garbage indicated, through his

secretary, that I was not going to be promoted. Then when I saw

the published list of who, in fact, did receive promotions and

found out that the criteria that had been applied to me were not

applied campus wide,I became more angry. Then I saw the person

who I felt would be in charge of giving me some advice of how

this issue should be handled. Was I being treated fairly, was

thi, sexist decision? I do feel there are different standards

that adply to the females in the business division and the males

in the business division; two standards in'terms of salary and

promotability. He said, "Calm down,, you don4t have' to worry

about 'a thing because with the new contract that we'are now

negotiating you will receive a promotion automatically'. Anyone

who has received tenure will be automatically promoted to

assistant professor." On one hand I thought, okay, good, I don't

have to confront the other individual with the anger that I'm'

feeling because I don't feel ,that I've been treated fairly; on

the other hand I was even-angrier because I thought, 'damn it,

they've taken away our personal motivation again. I don't want

to receive something merely because I have been here five years'.

I want to receive it because I deserve it, I feel that I worked

for it. I really would like to be rewarded for something that ,
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I'm doing. Just because you have a degree doesn't mean that

you're doing the job that you're hired to do. I guess I feel a

lot of personal fruttration because of that.

Related to 'the issue that I did not expect my job to be a

career, it didn't really matter what I made. I trusted the

person with whom I was dealing on salary issues. There were no

printed statistics. So, he had said to me that I would' be

earning $1,400 a year more if I accepted the salary figure than

if I were being paid on a parttime basis. And I said, "Well, it

sounds to me like_ you, feel that they're offering me a' good

settlement,",and he said, "Yeah, I think that it's pretty good."

I guess what he ,neglected to add was "for 4someone in your

positionwho really is using this as a, second income." And I, of
course, being as naive, as I was, felt once I . get there and they
discover how 'wonderful I am, there will be some way of upgrading

and equalizing. I'm finding that , in fact, it gets worse every

year. I was much closer to the mean salary 'with the last

contract than I am now. I will be even further away with the new

salary because the contracts keep giving an eight percent or a

ten percent increment'to everyone. .

The women who were hired in the secretarial
asseventeen years' ago were not promoted as regularly as men, and

their salaries are consistently five to six thOusand in back of

the males. They an have their master's degrees: They were all .

comparably qualified. In the business division when the

proctoring assignments are given out the women always get four

and the men get three. havehave never had fewer than the maximum
and in most instances the men do not have more than the minimum.

I feel that I'm contributing something to society, both, in

terms of being a role model for many of my female students who

may perceive success in ,the business world as rather

intimidating, and also because I'm giving the students a sense of

direction, particularly for the girls, to be able to consider

combining having a family .and being a responsible member of the

community ..as well as having a ,pretty substantial professional

commitment. I felt very guilty about working in my initial times

because my parents: considered it inappropriate and my husband

felt the same way.

I'm slowly but surely indoctrinating people to believe that

it is possible to balance the many roleS that we have. I*ind of
identify with women who have chosen not to work. and I see their

lives as not having quite, as much meaning as mine, not as much

variety. You know, they go from one tennis match to another, to

luncheon dates and bridge dates and golfing and they have a lot

of fun. But every year is just like the last year and I don't

feel that my life is like that. I feel that I'm a very different
person today than I wls five years ago. I would like to feel as

if I'm continually 'learning and growing and developing. I don't

feel that that's something that was limited to my high school or
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college experience. I have always-felt that I wanted to be the

best person that I could possibly be. My parents were not

particularly welleducated and my dad's grammar even today is

absolutely atrocious. I made a concentrated effort at changing

the flaws in my own speech patterns so I have always felt kind of

scratching and clawing--I'm always aspiring to another level. I

do recall one comment that a dentist made to me, probably when I

was in about seventh grade. He thought I was a very

lovelylooking girl and he felt that it was unfortunate that I

was born to the circumstances that I was because my speech

pattern gave my background away. I just had this feeling that he

meant that I did not,speale" as well as his kids. And -you know

from that point I-just began 'to change.

My sister and I have chosen to take different routes. My

mother put up the same roadblocks for her. She chose not to work

and I was getting very definite messages from her that she felt

her life was not as complete because, at fortyfive.; she didn't

have as much meaning, as much challenge, in her life is she

wanted. And now she was' facing her children being college age

and leaving, and here she Spent so much of her life devoted to

them and being available always for 'them, that now she's

beginning to see herself putting out some of the same signals

that' my mother did. Saying ,"Well, certainly you don't want to

go away to college, you know, here I am 'alone."

I want a lot of things for myself and my family that I,feel

are only available through not only having enough financial

resources but also in terms of prestige. I see a lot of doors

open to, people's children because their parents have 'a certain

level of prestige and affluence and I guess 'I would kind of like

'that for my own. I don't like the idea.of being isolated in my

job at the coll4ge--eat lunch at my desk; run home, do my chores

within my house, and then to, my 'course. I try tos'makean effort'

to have lunch in the faculty lounge,a couple of times a week to

see what other' people on campy are doing. We'e Made 'contacts

in tennis with people who own clubs, who have offered us certain

advantages. see an -opportunity I like to explore the'

opportunity to see if it's right for me.

I think that it takes a lot of people quite a while to

discover that there's more to me than is their. first impression.

I think a lot of people don't take me seriously because I tend to

be very light. They think that I'm very flighty and I am not at

all.. I'm probably a lot -more serious and , a lot more

conscientious than many women who are dressed in the tweedk

little wools and glasses_and 'flat shoes and, you know, very

conservative image, but it just- takes a while for people to

discover it. I just don't feel that I have to be a stereotype.

I feel that I'm a lot mope assertive than the average

individual and sometimes I think that, particularly with males in

our society, they're not really ready 'for that kind of'.
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assertiveness in females. For instance, many times after work
if, for instance, my children are not coming home and my'husband
is not going to be home until fivethirty or six, I would not
feel comfortable walking into one of our local restaurants that
has a cocktail lounge and just sitting down with many of:the male
faculty who I know gathers there all the time. I know that they

would welcome me but there would always be in the back of their
mind, why is she here, is she trying to pick somebody up. Can't

I just go in for the very same reasons that you may go in, just
for the companionship and the camaraderie and to relax and have
one drink before I go home? I don't want to have to justify why
I am here. Can you understand that?

When I first started-working at the college I had lunch all
the time in restaurants in the area.with many of the male faculty
members and it was fun. I really enjoyed doing that. I enjoyed
them as individuals and I enjoyed them as professional people.
But I was constantly getting comments from some of the other
female faculty and some of the other male faculty as well, "Well,
how come you're having lunch with Mr. X? What's going on?" And

there really wasn't anything going on. But if I was getting

these comments they were getting them as well, and not only were
they getting them from the other faculty but they'would get them
prom their wives, and if 'I would meet their wives, at a cocktail
party they would say, "Oh you're the one that they mentioned." If
I would mention to my husband that I. went to lunch with so and so
he wasn't all that enthusiastic about it either. So I felt that

I was continually having to justify sharing time with '=people I
enjoyed being with merely because they were of the opposite sex.
I don't go to lunch with them very often anymore.

I was aware in my childhood that 'I was more assertive than

the average female and I always tried to tone down those

characteristics to make .me more acceptable to my female

counterparts and to not intimidate the males as well. And at

some point in my life I degided the hell with them. This is what
I am and if they don't like me then i am never going to be able

to be myself with people.

The committees are male dominated. A lot of the women who

are a part of the faculty are almost, considered parttime in that
they do their thing and then they leave because they'ha/e family
commitments. They don't become involved in a lot of the

committee work. The men seem 'to have more of an interest in
what's going' on on the campus and seem to be more verbal.

I've been on a number of committees where problems have been
thrown out--how shall we deal with this issue? And a lot of the
men have offered some solutions to the problem. "I think that one
of my skills happens to be the .ability to see a problem and then
put it in its proper perspective, and then offer a solution.

I've offered these solutions ana I donJt get credit for the fact
that that was Ty suggestion. Somehow it gets buried and
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sometimes it was a little bit frustrating to me where they

wouldn't say to me, "Oh, yeah, that was a good idea." They would

brush over it and just kind of incorporate it and the suggestion

that ultithately was used was mine. But nobody said, "Hey, that

was really a good idea." Men in many instances do not like to

admit to the fact that women may have ideas that, are as good as

if'not better than their own. You know they sometimes feel that

in order to maintain their own selfimage they have to keep women

at a slightly reduced level. This is a very real thing.

Initially this made me feel very frustrated and very angry. I

don't like it at all. I don't like to have to subconsciously

apologize for the fact that I'm a woman. I like being a woman.

I had a problem in my department that was% crucial, that my

colleague and I solved in terms of getting the/right room for our

word processing center. The administration wanted.to put us in a

very, very small room that would have been totally inadequate.

In order for me ever to use the chalkboard I would' have had to

stand on a desk. I could. not !lave had any, overhead projector or

'any extra teaching materials in\ the room. Students would have

been uncomfortable., In order for me to get what I wanted, in

order for me to not alienate the people--the men with whom I had

to deal to get the decision that I wanted - -I had to be so devious

that I had to make them feel that nye outcome was their idea.

Once they decide'd that itA4as-their idea they would love it and

present ta_idea to me for adoption. Ultimately it came out just

the way we wanted it. They really did feel that it was their

idea and they were just patting themselves on the back.

I am under a great deal of pressure, both professionally and

personally, but I create that pressure myself. I -mean L have a

certain standard that I expect of myself. I don't want to fail

with my children because I feel that my parents would blame me,

but I don't want to fail because of me either. Because I feel

that being a parent is an extremely important role. I feel that

it is a responsibility that I chose to undertake and there aren't

that many really important roles that people.have in society.

One of them is beinlg a good parent, and it's a lifetime thing, so

I don't want to fail, for me. Because I feel I have to live with

my failure. If I felt there was something that I could have

done for them that I didn't do, that would nag at me, that would

really bother me, that would probably even destroy me.

I feel a certain mount of ,prestige coming behind the

attitudes of most people toward me when they discover that I

teach at a community college. I don't think that I would have

the same feeling of prestige if I said that I were a secretary.

Some of my friends are secretaries and they are earning $25,000 a

year. I find that in a social context they are not perceived as

having the same intellectual caliber -as I do, you know, good at

the keyboard but perhaps a little bit limited intellectually. I

don't think I would have flourished at the fouryear college_at

all. The faculty there were very stuffy. If you didn't have

your doctorate they really didn't take you seriously. The
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attitudes that they had toward other faculty tended to be

disparaging if they didnt publish that much or do much research
or have their doctorate.

I think that I was a very insecure individuk until I was

about twenty five. I don't think that I knew who I was or where
I was going. I think that a lot of my choices and a lot of my
.selfconcept developed from the environment that .I was in. I was

beginning to realize the strengths that I had from my students,

the reactions that my students had to me, the reaction that my
neighbors would have to jne, the reaction that other parents would
have to me, the reaction of the teachers in the school system. I

was asked a lot to participate in programs that the teachers
would have and at first- I thought it was just because I was
available. But then I began to realize that they were asking me
to do this because they felt that I could do it well, that they
could rely on me.

I think that it would have been a terrible, terrible mistake
for me to, had we been able to, move to an afIluent area. I

would not have been perceived in the same light. I would have
constantly gotten the message, well, who is your father, what did
your father do. There's an awful lot of thisoldline attitude
in this area. My name is Donovan. The local doctor ts named

Donovan, and people in this affluent group said, "Oh, are you

such and such Donovan's daughter?" And I'd feel this frigid

response when I would say, "Oh, no, we're not related at all."

"Well, who is your -father? Aren't you local?" And I would say

that he was the local barber. It just was a different feeling
that I didn't really like. It took me a long time to stop being
embarrassed by who my parents were. Alen I was at college I

didn't like to say that my father wars a barber and it really

embarrassed me at a social function to hear the language

inadequacy that my dad had in comparison to these very

wellspoken senators and doctors and professional people. It

wasn't so important at the community college. My father was very
active in the local politics. They were able to accept him as a

person. I didn't feel that I had to apologize for who my father
was.

If I had not gotten married as early in my life as I did, I

probably would have.made all different choices. I probably would
have gone into private industry, management. I expect that I

probably would have, gone back to school, or continued in my

education, and been one of the pioneer women receiving their

MBA's. I may have been a career person, I might not . I think I

would have Married. I kind of always liked the idea of being

married. I think that initially in our marriage my husband was
much better with the idea of having a child than I was. I worked

at becoming Linda Donovan, the mother. It wasn't a natural thing

for me, like cleaning my house, not a natural thing. I'm at

another turning point in my life. I think that I'm thrOugh

another passage, where a career began to become important to me.
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Well, now a career is notonly importantto me, but a fullblown,

exciting, lucrative career is important to me. And I have to

investigate where I can best fulfill those goals'.

1
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Profile

/JOSEPHINE SANDERS

(Josevhine Sanders,. in her thirties, teaches busibess and
secretarial courses at a'comMunity college in Massachusetts. She
was interviewed twice in her office and once in her home in the
spring of 1982.)

I was born in South Carolina in 1949 and Ilam the oldest of
three children. I have twQ brothers, both younger than I. 'We
lived in a small wooden house near a creek in a very rural area
of South Carolina. My parents were poor. Their parents were
sharecroppers so thee' farming was very much a part of their lives
and it was very much a part of my life.10When I was about five my
parents were separated. Part of that time I stayed with my

father's parents and during the summer I would stay with my
mother's parents. Then my parents reconciled, tried to make

another go of it. I went to a small elementary school, an all
Black,school--Black faculty, Black students. While I stayed with

my grandparents I worked in the fields, chopping and picking
cotton and growing vegetables and since it was sharecropping,
h4lf of what we did went to pay the rent. The other half we
would use to eat.

5

My grandfather on my fathers side was the person who kind

of talked with me and told me that everything was all right when
my parents were going through that really rough time. I am the
oldest grandchild on both sides, so my grandfather always felt
that I was special. He always 'had a habit of .giving me
something; whether it was a piece of gum, it was kind of
something between the two of us and only the two of us knew about
it. One day we were sitting next to the heater and he reached in
his pocket and gave.rrte a quarter, andat that time, thinking that
I'm not"going to take V.s money because I know that it is limited
and I am working now I"can afford q4arters, I said, "Oh, no, I

don't need the quarter." I saw the hurt in his eyes and it just
about killed me, so even today. he will react into his poclOt and
give me a-quarter br a dime or a dollar and I ,take it dffd never

make any bones about that. That's his way of sharing with me
something that is just private between the two of us.

When I was in the seventh grade both my brothers and I began
living with my mother's parents. They had a large truck farm
where they grew vegetables, and we would pick the vegetables and
then go and sell them into the neighborhoods where people could
afford to buy them.' We lived on a kind of a sandy hill, and
after school, before we had to do farming kinds of things and on
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the weekends, we played a lot..4nd there were a lot of trees and

woods and blackberry patches.'

I remember getting up in the morning about five-thirty or

six o'clock and having to be in the field by,seven, because if we

were being picked up by the man 'who owned th.e cotton fields we

would have to be ready like six-thirty so that we can be picking

cotton by seven. The sun was not up high by that time, dew would

still be on the ground so. your feet would get wet and ib would be

cold until the sun' Oried the dew off of the grass.. Getting up in

the mornings sometimes and having my grandfather say, "You know

you're not goingb to school today." I'd be dressed to go. to

school and I'd say,. "Why?" "Because the cotton has to be

picked.", Our -livelihood took preferenceove4r my going to school,

took preference over any of us going'to *School.

Carrying sacks Of cotton is not easy, and if you have, when

you are picking in the morning, still dew on ttie cotton, that's

heavy. Carrying watermelons-- that's heavy, or fertilizing corn,

rows of corn. That had to be done with cow manure, which. wasn't

too pleasant. I rememeer plowing and being much shorter than

this and havkngto plow and i think about it now and I don't even

know bow I'did

My mother talked about not being able to go to school

because farming came first and her father talked about it, so it

was something that had been going on for a long while. It

happened more when I was_between the fourth and the sixth grades

than it 'did when I was older. When cotton. picking season came

that's what we had to do, and when the vegetables were ripe we

had to go into the -fields and .,pick them.

I enjoyed school. I was the person in the class who got

along with everybody... I hadfun. I had very good teachers who

would send the homework home to me when I stayed home from

school. My fourth grade teacher also taught my father and the

cafeteria supervisor--her
daughter and I were very close friends.

My first grade teacher was a friend of my mother's. You have a

. half an hour for recess and on cold days we would have hot

chocolate. It was a small school and people knew one another and

they knew the families of the children )hat went to school. It

was froM the first-to-the seventh gradk,and I'd say between one

hundred and fifty to two hundred people. There was just one bus

that would come to the school in tlie morning; the rest of the

students who lived nearby could walk.

My second grade teacher was a robust woman and when she

..,. would hold you, you just kind /of got smothered; She had -never

married and so I think she just kind of took all of us.'under her

wing. She considered all of us her children. Easter time she'd

//bring in goodies. And when we needed whipping we got beatings in

the classroom and she'd ',eell.us that if you got a beating in

school you deserved it. 'and if you complained when you gotme
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you got another one.

. My great-aunt, my maternal grandmother!s sister, taught me

to read. She taught me the alphabet 6efore.I started schgol. I

rememberher taking me through the alphabet and whenever I missed
I would have to stand in the corner on one reg until-I got it
right. And then I remember reading in the newspaper about a car

-accidene; and I was reading it to., my father and he says, inah,

stop playing around, you_canq 'really.read that," and myamother
pi4ed up the newspaper and said, "Yes, she is reading it." That .

was the first time that I remember reading something.

I was conscious of Black and white before I went to the

fields, from my parents and from my grandparents, simply by jus
listening to the things that they said. My grandfather woul 4

come in-the afternoon} and say that he,hril picked one hundred and
fifty pounds 'of cotton and I 'think at tat time they were paying
one dollar, 'and fifty cents a hundred so that would be a whole
day's work. He would make two dollars-and twenty-five cents, and
that was hard work. I remember my grandfather being angry,and
calling..some choice names. I was aware that there was somethidg
going on that_was wrong and it had something to dowith Black and
it had something to do with whiten When the insurance man would
come to the house, my grandmotter would have to call him Mr.
So-and-So and he would call her Carrie. We were made to respect
our elders and we had to call the next door neighbor Mrs. Brot1J.
So I couldn't understand how this person could get away with it.
My grandmother dt that time was probablyin her fifties and this
guy was just in his twenties, probably right out of school.

The civil rights activities
.

were going on in the South and I
took part the summer of '63 or summkr of '64. We had organized,

in conjunction with the church, to boycott the stores downtown.
We had it set up so that we had rallies at the churches in the
evening and then would meet in the mornings at the churches where
groups would go out, and we would be assigned different stores
and instructed specifically, on what we were to do and what we

were not to do. One person in the front of the line was
instructed to talkfwith any police if theyshould come up and ask
us questions. We were trained to take notes of names and badge ,
numbers. I got to lead a couple of those greoups. Our contention
at that time was that it was not necessary for Blacks to grow up
in South Carolina, and go to school in South Carolina, and

graduate from high school, and have to leave in order to come to
New York to work in a dime store. So we boycotted the stores and
it was very effective: Some of us got thrown in jail. People

were shot at; you are riding along on a bus and you hear a bullet'
fly by-, that kind of thing. We got through that but it impressed
upon me that there was'a struggle for Black folks in this country
and that summer made me realize that--to know that the officials
in the towns were members of the KKK and to ride by a field and
see a cross burning and see the KKK having their meeting!
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My mother was in New York and, at that point, she had gotten

an apartment and wanted to have us with her, sr Yee summer after

I completed my eighth grade I left and"came to ew lork.

continued from the ninth grade to the twelth grade in a high

school in the. Bronx. It seemed like a huge school at the time;

'there were all kinds zof different people, Whites, Blacks, and

Hispanics, and West Indian, and it was an adjustment for me at

first. Walking,to classrooms and seeing white faces. I had

never up. to that point had any dealings with Hispanics at'all so

that the language was new to me. And to hear the West' Indians

talk,Apat was all new .to me. But I got- to know my teachers

really well and 'made friends very easily. I think when I first

went to high school a lot of the students and the faculty thought k

that I was West Indian and that may have helped. me initially. 1\ -

The attitude of whites towards foreigners was a lot more lenient \
than it was.)toward American Blacks. I got on work study, worked

for a 'while in the counselors' office and then worked in the

library.

There were, lots of things going on when I was in high

school. We had to critique a play by' Shakespeare and I took

great pains doing it.' At the top of the paper my English teacher

wrote "much ado about nothing." Oh; that was painful. I took the

paper and redid it and'got an A on it. She worked with me to do

that. She was that kind of a person. My shorthand teacher was

the one person who really taught me to'proofread. She put agcan

on her desk and said, -"Every typing error that I find.you have to

put. nickel in the can and you don't'get it back. ". I lost a lot

of money that semester but as a result I learned how,to pro fread

and now do it'very, well%

'Fie only thing that I had to adjust to wad that here was a

wAte person standing in front of the class an;t4the experiences

the& I hadhad with whites prior to that were uhpleasant. So I

was very quiet at first, listening and watching, watching what

the teacher did and how she handled the people in the classroom;

really getting a feel if that person cared about, or treated all

the students in heP class the same may. .

I couldn't get used to the idea that people were living on

top of one another in these big buildings and there was not a

-backyard. There was no pl'ce that you could take your shoes off

and run in the sand and in the grass. But there were so: many

places to go and that's when 'I got involved with going to movies

and plays. My two brothers were there. It was an area of the

Brbnx that a lot of ,gangs were in. They didn't present a

problem to the people who lived in the neighborhood, so it was'an

everyday thing for me, it wasn't a problem. We had a thtee=wom

apartment, one bedroom, and my mother and I slept in the living

room and my brothers had the bedroom. When we moved there were

stall some whites in the building and Hispanics, West Indians,

all kinds of people in 'Oe neighborhood. I lived quite a ways

Jfrom high school so I took the bus.
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°I. graduated from high school in 1968. , I remember after

Martin Luther King was killed I was on my way home from working
part-time in a department store and gad not, heard about it until
I got home that evening. The next day at school the social

,studieTinstructor walked in and said that Martin Luther King
should' not have been standing on the balcony where he was

standing°and he deserved to have gotten what he.got. And I mean

the kids in'the class went bananas.

The women who were really important in my life were my

teachers. I saw the kind of respect that teachers got at that
P time and the kind of work they put in and that was something that

I wanted to do. I wanted to teach since I was in the fifth
grade. And I knew that I wanted to couple that with secretarial

\work somehow. Somewhere in the elementary schbol I saw someone
typing and that whole thing fascinated me. I just wanted to learn
how to type and I had reed about the .secretarial field and knew
that there could be opportunities in that field for me and then
I knew that I wanted to teach so that .; somehow knew that the two
would get meshed some day. The typewriter that .was in that

elementary school --they allowed me to put a piece of paper in
and play around with it. I learned how to type my name and

little short sentences.

My first formal typing class was when I went to the high

school. In the ninth grade, a counselor asked me what did I want
to take and I said the business courses. So I got the

accounting, well of course, history, English, math classes and
then 'I had the typing. I had biology too. Thee were three
avenues that you could have taken while you were in high school.
There were men who were in business. They had the bookkeeping

and the accounting. And then there were women who did the

liberal arts stuff, the straight academic. Then most of the

people who chose to do the secretarial or home ec route were all
women.

After high school I went for a yea'r to a community college

which was in the Bronx. I was taking liberal arts courses. After
that I went to another community'college and took business, not,
straight secretarial, and \was in a cooperative program where my.'

sophomore pear I got tb work in a business doing secretariaJi
work. Did pretty much everything in the office. I got credit
for doing that, as well as being paid for it, 'so that was my
cooperative experience. My instructors at the community college
were Black and white. My bosses at' the company were all white.
Learned a lot about company politics. If your boss is not

promoted you didn't, go anywhere so your promotion or your getting
anywhere in that company was latched on to what your boss did.

If he was ineffective and stayed, you also stayed, if he was a
go-getter and moved up, you also Moved mp. After I finished at
the community college and transferred on, I left that job because
that was a cooperative experience and someone else took over when
I left.
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Of all the years that I have attended college, those two

years probably were the happiest for me. It was business and I

liked what I was doing. There were courses that I had that were

difficult and I had to work hard at them. I remember a business

law class being very difficult for me. I also remember q music

class that was, very difficult. I don't sing and the music and

the notes aqd all that stuff meant nothing to me. I love music

but that was a 4rd class for me to get through. Every A that I

made I worked for it. 'I was not the person who could not go to

class or not study and walk in and A the exam. I was probably a

solid B, B+%student.

When I finished the community college I chose a private

fo r-year school on the recommendation of a counselor. I saw the

catalek and they had a business education program there and a

teaching program. The first semester I worked. I had a

pq.t-time job at a church in Harlem, secretary to ' ;he minister.

Lots of times I worked until eight and nine o'clock at night to

try to make the money to buy books. Second year it was a lot

more difficult and I borrowed money from the bank, the student

loan. I think it was like $85 or $87 a credit. To me at that . ,

time it was a lot of money and I had to buy clothes',and books and

I was also helping out at home. My brothers, were still in

school. My mother was helping them out and I helped out with the

rent. So I needed the job as well as the money that I borrowed

from the banjo. I went to summer school. 'Got all of the courses

that I needed to be certified to teach and did my practice

teaching at my old high school.
1

My secretarial work was a lot of work and it was hard work.

When I was at the insurance company I did the secretarial kinds

of things and there were other people to do some of it, but when

I was at the church, I did everything. I did light bookkeeping,

I typed all of his sermons, and I did letters for him. I typed

up his speeches. I was a one-girl office and I did all of it. I

was beginning to feel t

It was not just s
all day and not
looking gorgeous.

at secretarial work was very important.

to the typewriter, looking glamorous

a nail, and zipping through the day

and Work and that's how I perceived it

and that's how I knew it was.

The college wasn't as closely knit as the community college.

The instructors there were doing other things. Because it was a_

four-year school they were involved in research and some of them .

had part-time jobs at other places so that I felt they: could not

devote as much time. I had a money and banking course that was a

e killer. The secretarial teachers were very friendly people.

My shorthand instructor there was, I thought, terrific because

she could stand at the board and write both systems at once, one

with the left hand and one with the right hand. Two different

systems, Gregg and Pittman, and I just thought she was something

from outer space.
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The hotid of the secretarial department talked me into going
to graduate school. Said to me, "You should go on to graduate
school to get a degree because it will make, it that much better
for you for. teaching. The more degrees you get and the more
courses you add, the more money that you make and the better it
is for you When they are getting rid of people. The degreps
count as well as longevity." Nesuggested that I go to NYU and I

lie first year I attended NYU I was still, working at

the church. The second year I got a teaching job in Brooklyn, a
full -time teaching job in an alternative school, and worked full
time for a year.

Then the budget crunch happened and, of course, I was the

last one in so I was the first one out. I had been used to
working since I had been fifteen or sixteen. I didn't know 'what
to do with myself. Sitting at home during the day was driving me
crazy. I got a call from this community college because I had
attended a conference with the i4oman who was formerly head of
this department. She called, and said there was a vacancy. I had

a week to get a resume and letters of recommendation ready and

then came here.

When I first came here to the community college, being the
new girl-on the block, I had a heavy load. The first three or

four semesters I was here I carried five classes. Now I have

four classes. In addition to doing that I have taught Continuing
Ed classes every 'year since I have been here except last

semester. Since I've been here I have taught pretty much all of
the courses in the secretarial curriculum. My work here is busy,
very busy, because of. the nature of courses' that we teach.

Secretarial work is continual correcting. Students need to get
feedback immediately because of the way that we teach

typewriting. I'm using an individualized approach so that

students get )heir primary instruction from, a slide-tape

presentation. I am in class and we call those, group meetings.
If there is anything on the slides that they didn't understand,

that is gone over in class. By the nature of what I- teach, I

have to do continual correcting and so it is very busy, almost
every night.

I came here in '76 and was the first full-time Black
instructor that they had had here. There was a lot of adjusting
to me when I first came and to a certain extent that still

going on. .My first couple of years here were difficult. I guess
that's the only word that I can describe it with. The first year
that I was here I had to let students and faculty know that I had
proper credentials, and that there was nowhere 9n my diploma that
said that I was only supposed to teach Black folk. I was the

first Black person that they had had any real contact with so

they didn't really know how to deal with that. There- were
instances of my having to justify everything that I did. One

instructor could walk into a classroom and say, this is it, it

would be accepted. ..I had to walk into the classroom and say,
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this is it, and I would have to justify why I said it. I think

it was just they were not used to dealing with a Black person.

For them it was anew experience.

Some of the students have gotten to know me really well

The students who want to'work take my courses because I do have

high criteria for my students. They know now that I can teach

and I know the subject matter. But-every now --and then, for new

students who come in, it sometimes gets to be a Problem. "Why'

don't you correct the way .Miss SoandSo does it" or. "Why don't

you.give your test the way Miss SoandSo does ?!'

The second year that I came here, there iwaS lots of talk

about cutbacks and some teachers having to lepve. One instructor

came to my office and said, "You don't h'ave to worry about

'leaving because you are,ne,4er ever going to get fired," and4

said "Why?" And he said, "Well, you are 'the only Black person

here." And I said, "What goes thab4have .to .do with it," and he

said, "Well, you know, that swhy you are,here." In essence what

he was telling me was that I was the school's token at that time.

Recently I was called down to the division chair's office

and the suggestion was made to me that I change my tesPng, that

I include essay queStions on the'tes, so that the stud'nts could

"make better grades." Initially whe'n I prepared the coursdolj

had planned to have essay questions, but the first week of school

t had to change that be.9ause the regular enrollment was thirty

maximum and I had fortyVhree'people the class. But I talked

to the class, we decided, as a clasS, what was going to be the

testing format. Essays would be a lot easier-for me to make up,

but would. not be easy for me to correct. It would take more

time. Last,, week was very difficult for me.. Probably the first-

time that I seriously thought about leaving. I enjoy teaching

and that is something that I want to continue to do for awhile

'out I don't know if it is worth continually having to fight for

the job. I really don't just know if it isworth it..

I would have expected that things'would have been a lot better as

'I grew into-the job. The first year I ignored a lot of stuff

because. that was, I thought, just part of getting used to the job

and the people. You are tested and students test you and

colleagues'iest: but six and a half years later, it's no longer a

test, or it is a test of a different sort.

There are just certain things that people ark not willing to

accept about me, being Black and the way that I am. One of the

comments that was made to me was, "You never come to see ny of

us in our offices," and I say, "Why must I come to you?" ain,

that's a concept, some whites have. This whole busg thing you

know,, about Black students must be bused over there, but you know

whites can't be bused, it's a oneway kind of thing. So I ome

in and I do my work and I leave. With a minimum amoun of

interaction.
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It's frustrating for me because the interaction with

colleagues I think' is important.. But you see the kind of

interaction that I am most comfortable with .is not telling people
my personal fife,'-and sometimes that's what people want. to know.

My colleagUes perCeLve me as someone who is anti social. That
bothers me, it's frustrating. Probably what hurts me most is that

I'm goirig to request a promotion next year and I suspect that

that decision is going to- be hampered by this whole situation.

While'I'm here I'm very busy, I'm with students or with papers cr

whatever. I don't have time to just physically get up and go

'visit somebody because if I'm not in classes then I'm in office

At lunchtime I go
Usually alone, because
an oncampus hour, has

leave our offices dur

and find a table and sit,down and eat.

the person that I talk with, when I have

n office hour and we are not allowed to
office hours., we should be there for the

studentS. So I usually go and grab something to eat and that

takes about one half hour. I don't mind eating alone, that's the

way that it is.It would be very hard for me as a single person to

just go out and sit down and have a drink or have lunch. When I

lived in New York and I worked at the high school it was not

uncommon for one of the guys to come and say, "Why don't we go

out to lunch together?" and if he were married we would go out

and talk abut his family or whatever. It was very difficult for

me to understand that herb you are not allowed to establish a

real healthy relationship with someone of the 'opposite sex who is

married, that's taboo. I remember asking once, "Can we go down

and have a drink or something?" Oh no, that was the wrong thing

to do.

Opportunities for promotion right now are almost nil. Our

promotions are schcolwide, rather than departmentwide. There

have been some opportunities to do; some of the things that I

wanted to do. I wrote up a proposal for and coordinated a

clerical skills program for women who had been out of the work

force for awhileland who had been out of school. That was funded

for three semesters and got really good support. My

responsibilities piere to recruit the.students for the program,

hire the teachers for it, and just do the overall coordination.

I got.an opportunity to do that, but I can't see any other

opportunities. Promotion would be the only way to get to do

other things here.

I am in a doctoral program for my own personal satisfaction

really, because getting that degree doesn't automatically mean

that I am promoted, or does not automatically mean that I get

more money. So it is for me, and if I should ever decide to

leave, it would just be another degree that I think would help me

better compete for a position. If I were to apply for a

promotion, I'm hoping they would look upon the fact that I have
completed that degree as being a plus.
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E don't perceive myselras being powerful in this diviion.

No, I don't. When I 2ame here,. I was told that they would be

glad to have my input as far as the skills center was concerned

because they knew that l'had experience with one from the ground

up. So I offered my input at meetings and the suggestions were

politely put aside-and then two months later someone came up with

the same suggestion and it would pass. That happened a couple of

times, and that was again, I thodght, because I was new. But it .

continued to happen. I got to the point where I started to

document stuff just for my own sanity. I don't peceive myself

as having power to make suggestions and have them seriously

considered. There. have been opportunities where I planted seeds

and'no problems, they passed. guess from inside knowing that

,that was mine gave me some satisfaction, but np one else knew it.

I am a lot quieter at meetings now than I used to be. Now the

way that I feel about them is that I go to the meetings if there

is any voting to be done. I vote and I listen to what is said

and that's prbtty much it. As far as coming in with suggestions

or ideas I don't do that anymore.

It hasn't been al negative. I've met and worked with some

really super students. and I think that the thing that has

probably kept me here was that I still get excited about what

goes on in the classroom. There are students who learn and you

know you can almost see when the light comes on, so that still

excites me. I guesswhen that stops I will quit because all the

other hassles really are not worth it.

I enjoy lecturing and I enjoy talking in class. I think the

fact that I have worked in the field also adds to my ability to

make that stuff come alive in the classroom.- I can tell them

that what's in the book may not work and I can help them with the

theory and the practical part of it. I get excited when students

just take off and go with-the typing for example, because it is

individualized, no one person has to be held back. I have one

woman who finished the course last week, almost a month before

the course ended. It was obvious that she just caught on and she

did the work and she was excited about doing it. When they ask

questions which tell me that they have been reading and they have

been thinking about,what they have read, that excites me. To

have a .student start out with a D or F and then end up with a C

or with a B, I can'tihelp but think that the two of us did that;.
along with my help the student was able to move from one point to

another.. And that keeps me here.

In the clerical skills progi-am I told you about, two of

those women came into the program without high school diplomas.

They worked with us for fifteen weeks. They are both now

teaching assistants in the word processing lab, and they got the

jobs because they were good. One student is going to be

graduating in June. This is a woman who came back after she had

raised three children and was divorced. Her husband left and she

said that she needed some more things in her life and along with

those courses came the counseling and the confidence building and
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she's come back to school and is now much more vocal than she

ever was and I have no doubt that she is going, to go, out and get.

a super job. And there have been other students who have gone on
to get very good jobs, a -couple of cases where students were
making more money than I am making now. Students who have gone,'
to Washington to work for the government. Some students who'got
entry level positions and then moved on and some of them come
back and let you know how they are-doing now.

I would like to be able to do more of the things that I did'
in the clerical skills prograilt, do more grant writing, and then:
still stay in teaching.' The clerical skills' program was an

opportunity to help another group of people. I've got people in
my family who didn't have a chance to do that,,who had to gait
school and didn't have a chance to get the high school diploma ,
so I gUess I have a soft spot in my heart so that it was easy for
me to work with them. And that's why dt.grew, that program in
particular. I know that once people leave high school fbr

whatever reason--if they left because they had to go out and work'
or the women because they were pregnant, they don't ubually come
back. The women who came into.the program said that they didn't
really want to go back to their neighborhood high school because
they were older and they would be stuck in a classroom with
younger people. They.didh't have the credentials to go on to a
fouryear school so the community college, being where it is, is
a unique place to address those people. And we were right in the
community and we had the equipment. They could- come to us

without having a high school diploma, if we could set the progtam
up and set the times that were comfortable for them, because many
of them had families, small children, so they couldn't make it
.,all day for example. So this program ran from nine to twelve, so
that by one o'clock they were out of there and they could,pick
their kids up in the afternoon and be home when they got home,

from school.

Given the number of years I've been here I probably should
have, I don't know how to put it, I should have' more say, for

example, in scheduling. I'm not talking about times. I'm
talking about.my not being givenall the correcting courses for
example. The shorthand and typing are just correcting courses,
and maybe that's_just the way that.I felt, that ifyou spend time
there for a while you should get less of them and have some
diversity. It's difficult for me right now because I don't feel'

that I'm using the education that I do have and I know I'm not
using all the skills that I know I've got. And in a sense I
guess I'm feeling stuck right now. I'm not utilizing, I'm not
doing the best that I can do. I work with people and I'm good'
with my students and I know that. The students who are willing
to come in there and work, we move, and that's perceived as 'being
hard. The students always say it is hard and then they get
through it and then they appreciate it afterwards and then they
come back and they tell you . I think maybe I am underutilized.
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Ithink that they may not be perceiving it as a racial

thing, but they often don't look beyond my color and that, in

effect, impairs, their vision. I see color when people make me

see color. In a good number of instances my colleagues have made

me see color. In effect, I think they don't see beyond the fact

that I am a Black person. One person on the faculty is European

and had not really had a lot of contact with Blacks, so he came

to my office just to find out and ask questions and I can

appreciate that. I would prefer people asking questions because

it is a sign that maybe they really don't know and would like to

know, rather than making assumptions that could be wrong.

How does it feel to be stuck? I'm looking at this as just a

temporary "stuck." I don't always intend to stay in this

position. It feels right now that they are making two steps up

and three back. It is frustrating, I guess that's the best word

I can use.

I'm angry because I have to fight and I thought that kind of

fighting was behind me and it's not. This is 1982 and I did a

lot of that kind of fighting in '64, so how many years is that?

You know, when I look atit not much has changed. There has been

the illusion that there's been change. I'm angry that I have to

still fight the same kind of fight. Fighting for job, fighting

against what is obviously ignorance and prejudice--that was the

same kind of fight I was fighting in '64.

There are two of us who get the beginning level courses.

It's difficult to have three typing courses in one semester, and

a shorethand. That is all correcting so you go nuts; you correct
all the time and I think that could just be spread around evenly.
There are people who have been here a couple of years longer than

I who will say, "I don't want typing," and there are people who

have not had typing for a couple of years. There are people who

prefer not to teach certain courses and don't have to teach them.

The division chair with the registrar will make up a master

schedule for the division. She will give me a schedule and this

time she said, "These schedules are already concrete so no

changes." So I couldn't change it if I wanted to. I. still do

feel that if you are hired you-should be able to teach whatever

course they give you. Last year I had all eight o'clock classes

and that was rough getting through that. I would have an eight

'o'clock, a nine o'clock, and then have three hours break and then

another class in the afternoon. And on Friday, I came in for one

class. That's the way the schedule happened to work gut that

particular semester.It bothered me a lot-t.t first because I saw

the inequities in that system that they had, and people would say

things like, " I got to get my kids out to go to school, so I,

can't have an eight o'clock class," and I didn't have any kids so

I really didn't have an excuse for.tan eight o'clock class. It

would have been nice if I had maybe just two or three eight

o'clock classes. I just didn't get a lot of sleep. I always
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wanted to get the papers back the next day because they couldn't
go on until I gave them the feedback: Then I'd have to get up in
the morning at sixthirty so that I could g!t out of here to get
to an eight o'clock class. Sometimes I got there five after

eight, so that they would be standirig outside waiting for me. It

was hard. But I got through that semester.

Right now I'm just tired. It is very difficult to go, to
leave someplace unless you have got a job in hand. I guess there
is a fear on my part about not having a job. It means that I'm
not going to be able to help my mother and it means that I'm not
going to be able toohelp myt brother if he needs. it. Right now
that's practical stuff and 'so I'm staying here for that. And
staying because of the kids, becauSe, by and large, they are good
and I enjoy that. This job right now is important to me because
I want to finish school. It's important to me right now because
there are people who 'depend on me. I '''almost have never been
without a job except for the three months between the time that I
did not have a job in New York and the time I got this job. I

a
guess that's just part of my upbringing. As my grandmother says,
you have a job and you are independent and you don't have to
depend on anybody for anything.

When I first came h.re, I think that, in some ways, I was a
lot stronger than I am now. It is just the consEant battle has
made me weak, and that's why it becomes easy for me sometimes to
say I'm not.going to fight it. Not that I was very vocal but I

would sit in a meeting and if I heard things 'going on in the
meeting that were wrong I would say I think we are doing the

students a disservice. For example, at one point we were talking
about raising the standards for typewriting. The standards that
we had when I first came were really very low and they were not a
challenge to the students at all. I went to a meeting and some
of the teachers said that this is the way it has always been and
I had no qualms about speaking up and saying, "I think we are

wrong. I think we are just not challenging the students enough."
It took a good while for that to get changed; but it did get

changed. Now I hear things and I don't hear. So that it is a
kind of a complacency, yes, and I guess I don't like that,

because that's not me, that's not how I was. It should be the
other way around, the older you get the stronger you should

become. I suspect that coupled with the fear and the insecurity
there is some conflict.

What am I going to do? Right now the thing that's foremost

in my mind is getting through the semester. And I will just have
to take it day by day. -I don't know what I'm going to do. I

would like to get married. That's what I meant before when .I

said I can't get on with the rest of my life, some of the social
things I'd like to do. I think about marriage and having

children and it is not in my immediate future, that's for sure.
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When I first moved here*I kind of, in the back of my head,,

wanted to start my own school. I wanted to go home and do that,

back to South Carolina. It would be a business type, secretarial

school, and you can train students on word processing. Twenty

years from now, I'd like to be married, maybe, and have a family,

-and, if not working, being selfemployed working. I'd like the

community college level. I think that the high school level is-

very challenging, so even if I.were in the high school in a place

where I could do some teaching and'have some say in maybe the

policy or helping the students in counseling it would be fine.

I'd like to, at that point, have enough money to be able to

travel.

The only thing really about being single,' the coming home is

hard. There is nobody to come home and talk to about what's A

going on. So I pick up the phbne and call my aunt or call my

mother, just to talk. Being 'female, that's no problem. The

women I think in our division outnumber the men; so that's not a

real problem. But the not being able to, talk with anybody, it's

hard. I just come in here and yell and scream and throw things.

I am paying. at least three salaries to New England,Telephone.

It pleases my mother that I'm doing something'that she does

not perceive a,; hard labor. She calls sometimes and says, "What

are_you doing there, never mind, I know what you are doing, you

are correcting papers." But she is glad that I don't have to 0

what she has been doing. And My grandfather - -I'm his olde(st

grandbaby who is teaching, that's how he describes me to people.

He is happy for me. Because it is very important for him to know

that people are independent and he has been that way for all of

his life and he started his children that way. It's not ,just my

teaching. Eft just says, "As long as you've got a good job and

you are happy." That's how he thinks of it.

a
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Profile

PETER LAMBERT

(Peter Lambert, in his forties, teaches business and

secretarial subjects in a Massachusetts metropolitan community
college,. We interviewed him in his office in the spring of

1980.)

In high school I was a B+ student, top quarter -of my class.

Went to a suburban, school. I played basketball, not-varsity,

played hockey, not varsity, did a lot of student activities. I

liked high school and did well academically.

I decided to go to college before I finished elementary

school. I knew I was going to college. My father went to

college. My,,,mother has a two-year secretarial degree from a

two-year colleg . It was understood in our family that the boys

go to college, and the girls go to nursing school or become

teachers. I g duated from hi.gh school in, 1959. I worked for

the Kennedy elec n campaign.

It was a different time. It was a time when I guess we felt

that we had an impact on society. That was, I thought, Kennedy's

legacy: there is no problem, that is not created by humans and

therefore cannot be solved-by humans, and if we can only apply

our energies to the problems we have we can resolve' them. That

was the feeling at the time, that we could resolve the civil

rights issue, we could ease the tensions of the cold war by

limiting nuclear weapons, that it was possible to put more

Americans to work and spread the distribution of wealth around.

Martin 'Luther King was saying that he could have an impact,

nonviGlence could have an impact 09- civil rights.

.

I went to a private Catholic college. My math was very-good

but not strong enough for engineering, so one of the

recommendation's 'was that I go into the field of accounting. I

enrolled in the business department. I did, well in accounting,

but I didn't enjoy it. I just couldn't picture myself as being

an accounting type. I worked part time and summer vacations as a
-__ t

)
ruck'driver at a lumber yard. There were accountants in the

umber yard and I would see their work and I would see mine and I

ound neither to be very appealing as far as something ghat I
anted to do the rest of my life.
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Remember back in that time Kennedy instilled a lot -of

idealism in the American youth, and .there was much talk of the

Peace Corps. It was in its initial stages then. I decided to

join the Christian Brothers. I joined in 1960 and I was

following their program to become a teacher. The teaching

appealed to me. I stayed with the Christian Brothers for six

years. I finished my bachelor's degree at a Catholic university.

They had many liberal professors who were much more aware of the

liberal trends in America than the Catholic church was at the

time. It was the time of Vatican Two.

then I went to work in New York City in a jutiior high

school. The school was in South' Bronx, a,very poor school. The

first year there we didn't have any books. We had one book for

geography--I don't know where they picked it up and everything

else we had to do with the mimeograph machine. or' the ditto

Machine: We would teach eight o'clock in the morning to three in

the afternoon and then we had the track team from three' to five.

At night I was also going to, Hunter College. I got a master's

degree in economics. So it was a full day. I was busy, I was

working with people. That was a time when people thought that

community action groups could get something done and we. were

cl,eaning up the neighborhood, getting rid of,old mattresses on

the street. rt was a very, active time. There was very little

time for reflection about what' you were going to do with your

life. Maybe that is true of many people of ,my age, that we

didn't seriously begin considering career planning, oh, until the

job market kind of dried up in the early seventirs. I was

teaching, in the junior high school, disadvantaged students,

working very hard and had no time to think about planning for

what I wanted to do for my life. It was also part of the life of

a Christian Brother--that the institution decided where you were

going to go next.

1

That gets me up to 1968. I 1968 I left the Christian

Brothers. I had completed all the course work, for my master's

degree, and I was thinking aboutmriting a thesis. I wanted to

( do something on community work; co unity_ cooperative efforts.

I wanted to travel. In Mexico the " jido" is a cooperative farm

unit. I wanted to go down and see what this was about. When I

left, the Christian Brothers gave 'me a check for $500...With the

$500 I" boUght a roundtrip ticket- from New Yoh< to Corpus

-Chri'sti, Texas. My idea was to get off the p1.9111e there and

hitchhike or take a bus down to "Mexico.. In CuernaVacl,I went-to

Ivan Illich's school and I gave him $100 to pay for a month's

tuition. ...And when you don't have any money that means that

you don't travel too much, so I spent eight to ten hours a day

studying Spanish. /I was completely outside of the New York City

element, city life and the tensions and problems-it has, and

outside of the Christian Brothers repressive atmosphere. I spent

the month studying, ran out of money, went to an

English as as second language school and I said that I could teach

English, as a' second langbage. I taught well, I attracted a lot



students to the school. I was 'saving money, learning Spanish.
I met a young woman down there whom I liked very much. Began
researching "Ejido". You forget about time in Mexico. You don't
realize the passing of the "esaons. In December I had to leave
ana get my visa renewed. B that time I was wondering'hetheAOI
would ever go back to the States. I guess I started to realize
that I had bet er start working on the thesis. I cut down on my
teaching an started to do more investigation on the
master's essay.

So, armed with that study, I went back to Hunter College,
talked to my advisor and she said, "Fine, write it up, it sounds
fine, a great topic." So I' did that and after many' revisions it
was approved, and I took my comprehensives and got my M.S.
Decided at that point it was time to go back to Mexico and marry
the woman whom I had been, dating since September. I had known
her for about a year and half before I married her.

When I had come .back to New York this time. I had no money,
my teeth were bad, I needed dental attention. My parents gave me
enough money to buy two suits. I still remember I got the at
Robert Hall's, a brown suit for thirty dollars and a blue for
forty dollars. With my new suit on I went to an employmerft
agency in midManhattan. I said,' "I am bilingual and I have a
degree in economics, I know a Attie accounting, so what can I
do?" They said they had a job,credit analyst at a trust company.
I .had no idea what a credit analyst was. It sounded good. It

was a job. So I went to the/trust.sompany and I cut my moustache
a little and I put on my best cloEhes. I passed their aptitude
test and they had a little math test and I passed that and

Spanish. And they said, "We need someone in our credit
department for international affairs,someone who speaks Spanish.
The only thing is you have got to cut your moustache." I said,

"What do you mean ? ",' He said, "Well, it is a conservative
institution." This is 1969, right?I had a woman for a' boss. I

hit it off all right with her and she didn't mention anything
about the moustache, so I just trimmed* it up a bit. Two weeks
after I had set/l'oot in Manhattan I had a job. I was getting
paid one hundred and fifty dollars a*vweek which I thought was
great.

/

//
So I would go to work at ni e in the morning and if you have

ever worked at a bank, they w nt your body in there but they
don't care too much about what you produce. You keep your desk
kind of busy looking but notbluttered. I said, "Could you give
me something more challenging to do? Writing these letters and
these balances is high school work." And she said, "It is." She

said, "Ten years ago high school students were doing all the work
in here." I said, "What has happened?" She said, "We have a lot
more people with college degrees and they wiFi take a job for the
same salary." I knew that I was not going to stay there too long
and I decided that it was time to make a move. I decided to quit
the bank, and this time I had a fair amount of money saved. The
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bank thought I had done a great job. They gave me a beautiful

letter of introduction for the same kind of job in Mexico.

I went down to Mexico to the Banco Commercial. By that time

I was married. The bank said, "You can't work if youriaave a

tourist visa." So I went to the government and they said, "Oh,

you want to work here." And I said, "Yes, I want to have

9 immigrant status." So they said, "You can't get immigrant status

if you don't have a job." I said,,".They just told me I can't get

a job until I have immigrant status." The problem, they

explained, was I had to get a letter from an employer saying that

I was the only person in the world that could fill that

particular spot. The bank said, no, they couldn't gimme me this

letter because they can only hire a certain number of foreign

people under this arrangement. So I went back to teaching

English as a second language. My wife and I decided that we

would open up our own school. There were no decent schools for

secretarial students. My wife was the owner and was going to

give me a job. That would satisfy the requirements of the

immigration office. It was a going business, we lived off of it

for six years. We paid billsi we made two trips to the United

States with the family, and by that time we had four of us. I

lived there a total of seven years.

We Made another trip to New York in 1976. I figured that if

I could find a job we would stay.- If I found a job my wife could

sell the school . It was a disaster in 1976; there was just no

work for teachers. I started to doubt the American stereotype

that anything is possible if you set your mind to'it, I began to

doubt that. I went to the unemployment office. I filled out all

kinds of forms. I began getting desperate: "What are you going -

to do, how are you going to feed your children?" The department

of unemployment security said, "You will have to go to the

welfare office." They. said, "You qualify, here is your first

check for food stamps." They paid about $250 a month for the

apartment. 'America is great. If it is not the land of,

opportunity, at least it is the land of trying to make everyone

have" an opportunity. I was happy to be able to support the

family under thou circumstances.

I kept looking for work. I took the F.B.J. exam,-I tookethe

civil service exam. Fortunately then the CETA program came

through. I got a job with a Youth Board. I ,took that job, and

there was no work to be done. I learned how to use a ten-key

calculator; I just sat down and practiced. Someone would argue,

create your own job. I tried that and the boss said, "Hey, don't

do too much bgcause you make us look bad."

I kept applying for jobs. In fact I was a full-time

job-hunter. And finally I got a job in New Jersey. And I

received my second career shock; my first was coming to America

and going on welfare. The second was the job I had in New

Jersey. I was offered a job in a small- town, fairly good salary,
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teaching science and math at an open junior high. I was very
naive; I read all the books on open education. I was just

fascinated by it. The kids weren't really that interested.
There were a lot of learning disabilities. The school had

combined learning disabilities With special education kids. I

didn't know anything about this. So I would be teaching there
and a kid would pick up a chair and smash it down on top of his

desk, or try to smash it on top of the kid next to him and then
he would burst into tears. And I am going to grove right now I
can do a good job in this school because I wanted to be rehired.
You really want to do a good job after you have been on welfare
for six months. But you do tend to lose your cool whe" kids
come in and slam their books down and fight and throw thi gs at
you.' 6D one kid I raised my hand. One day I had a slid show
on. One kid named Johnson was supposed to operate the machine.
He was running it backwards and forward. I asked another kid to
take over. But Johnson wouldn't give up his job. So then I Wind

him, "Damn it, get in your chair," and I raised my hand in.a
threatening fashion. ,Well, that was the end of the day, this was
my last class. Another 'failure. P

I joined this school in April; by the middle of May I got a

note that said, "Doctor Smith wants to see you.'.! So I went down

to see .Dr. Smith. I said, "What is the trouble?" He said,

"Would you sit down? Well, we have a little story about Johnson.',

I said, "Yeah, that is true." So he said, "Okay, we wanted to

confirm it." I said, "Fine." The next thing I know I got a

letter from the superintendent saying, "You have just lost your

employment, maybe you should look for work outside of the

teaching profession." That is a big shock . That one letter .

They gave me the rest of the year's salary which was about a

'month.

I got another job in Camden, New Jersey. Anyone who has

ever been to Camden knows\ the uninhabited buildings,
fire-destroyed, abandoned cars, poverty, unemployment. I worked

in 1,he worst section of Camden. This was September. I worked

three weeks there and I tried all kinds of things, but I think I

am too old, I know' I would never have survived that job. The

students were just too far away from opportunity, too hard for

them, too hard for me. You couldn't get the kids to stop running
and fighting in the halls;

I knew that I was not going to survive there, but I didn't

know what was going to happen either. It, was a time of great

unemployment in %he United States. During my job search I

happened to meet a fellow in relation to a job in a northeast

city. It was a very ldw- paying job. I was interested in it

because it would get me out of Camden. But I derided that it was
just too little money. I could not afford to move to that city.
I turned his job down; he had my resume. Well, he heard about a

job at this community college. They could not find anyone

bilingual to teach. secretarial and business subjects. This is
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probably the third week in September. The fellow on the phone

said he had a job here, would I like to take it. "Yes, "-I said,'

"Yes." I gave Camden twoiweeks notice. I flew up here, found a

house, and I started working.

One of the subjects that I am teaching now is accounting.

I took accounting at college. I am assuming that the students

that I am teaching are at the same level that I was back in 1959,

and they are not. Our students I would doubt are reading above

the fifth grade. So what we do is we fail a large percentage of

our students or we water down the course so much that they can't

go on. After two years here they are supposed to graduate and

they want to be accountants, and they won't be able to handle the

courses that are at the state college, they won't be ready for

them.

I also teach secretarial subjects. In the secretarial field

there is a job for everyone; there are jobs now for secretaries.

that type thirty words a minute. You could do, that after taking

a two-week typing course. We are supposed to train them to be

executive secretaries. An executive secretarial job is not

something you can train someone for in two years. An executive

.secretary has to crApose, has to be able to answer

correspondence. Many students don't write well in English.

Their main language or fetidly language may be French or Spanish.

It is going to be very difficult for that student to become an

executive secretary in two .years. You can't get experience here.

They also need organizational ability It is not the same to

teach someone how to repair a computer that is broken as it is to

teach them to be relaxed during the meeting so that you can take

minutes of the meeting and type them up for everybody and have

everybody have a copy by four o'clock. An executive,. secretary

career is not made in the two-year community college.

I couldn't do the job myself, work as a secretary. I talked

with a secretary a few days ago and I said, "How do you like your

job now?" She kind of looked like one of these liberated women.

"You must have a lot of opportunities to take initiative and use

your managerial talent in the office." And she said, "No, that

is not the case at all....We are servants, and the amount of

paper work that we have to process is staggering. My boss wants

me to do what I am asked to, and he is not interested in anything

else. And, therefore, the people that are the happiest at

secretarial work are the people that like to be told what to do

and when to do it." And that is discouraging for a teacher of

secretaries because no matter how much women's liberation

liberates their psyches, they will remain tied to the typewriter.

The word.processing industry is trying to change that image

without changing thd fact. They talk about liberating the

secretary and allowing her to`be more creative. But in fatt what

the high speed word processor does is just let her process eight

hours of work in two hours and take on another eight hours' load

for the rest of the day.
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I think that it is good that the female students have male

teachers if they are going to be working in a world where their
bosses will be men for the most part. I try to point out some of
the problems that they have, and some of their problems are

because they are women. They will be stereotyped as not

ambitious, not taking initiative, and not eager to assume new
responsibilities., I told them that if they want to break that

stereotype they have to announce to the boss, "Look, I wasn't

asked to do this and ,I am doing it," so the person knows that

they are taking on new responsibilities. I try to make them

aware of that. )(

The problem of a secretarial career is that it does not pay.
The salaries that our students can make when they graduate they
cannot live on , they cannot support their families on them.
Many of our students are single heads of family with maybe two
children. The starting salary has to be more than they are
making on welfare or they won't be able to buy clothes they need
to work. So I encourage them to do much more .than the job

description and to work much harder. But I also tell them that
the only way td guarantee that all of them will get a raise is to
go out on the street and demonstrate,' you know, organize. Women

will have to achieve or earn their raises by organization, in

union activity. If I were given an opportunity to work at a

reasonable salary with a labor organization in clerical workers,
I would take it over teaching or over writing a grant or working
on a proposal.

I come to work at eightthirty and the students are there in

the class. I have to teach a lesson in a way that my students

who speak French will understand it. So I have to limit my,.

vocabulary and I have to keep the audiovisuals at a maximum, use
a lot of blackboard and try to involve the student in

conversation. My Spanishspeaking students will try to ask me

questions in Spanish, and then I will say, "Let's keep it in

English so that everybody in the class knows what is going on."

It becomes very difficult to teach in a traditional sense of

"today we are going to do this, tomorrow your objective is this."
What frequently, happens is that you devise a program so that the
students can progress individually on programmed learning. With

some subjects that is not so hard; you can do it with typing.

They are not supposed to call it typing today, we are all

"keyboarders." You have a very Broad range of abilities in the

classroom. ,That is a real problem in every subject that I teach.

Another problem is the different responsibilities that the

students have. A lot of our students cannot some to class every
day. They have children, they are the only person that can take
care of them: And when t children get sick,they have to stay
home. , A lot of them work some of the students after they leave.
here go to work at a hosp tal, three to eleven at night. They
come in the morning at ninethirty and they are tired.
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With typing, what I do is individualize it using

audiovisual instructions. , That reduces.my role to that of a

technician. I am there to make sure the machines are operating.

There is very little teaching involvedi1except for that once a

week pep rally where I get them all in the room and hope that not

too many are absent that day and try to get them enthusiastic

.--about the subject matter. They work very well with it. I have

seen students go, trim zero to sixty words a minute in one

semester, and they are usually older students. They are usually

the quieter students teachers traditionally like tcOhave in their

class because they work independently. My bilingual students do

well in the shorthand, and I like the course. I think I teach it

with more enthusiasm that I do the typing, The tying course.is

a mechanical skill, and I don't think I bring the same amount of

enthusiasm to it as I do to the shorthand class.

Some of my students would be better advised to go to a skill

training
ng in ski/

where t 'would receive a salary and more

intensive trai i ether it be electronics or typing

and shorthand, and receiv- hair terminal degrees there in a

shorter period of time and get Out and begin their careers as

secretaries. Some bf my other students would do better to go to

a fouryear college and work there. If I find the student is at

a very low reading lelel in English, then I will try to take

steps that will minimize that student's disability and also help

the student to correct it.

My day is to n up in other activities than teaching.' The

accreditation-cowl tee takes up a lot of time, the meetings take

up time, and review ng documents that a department submits takes

up a lot a' time; editing documents takes a lot of time. Another

area.is prepping courses. So a lot of my work is not teaching,

it is other. things: buying new equipment, visiting work sites,

where the students are, that is also a major part of my job. My

days are sometimes very full; today, for example, I.,don't think

I had five minutes to,take a drink of water. I worked fourteen

hours a day in Mexico. It was much more work and much leas

remuneration. But here the fork is different and I am not

completely independebt as I was there. If I worked hard and was

a success there it was my responsibility. Wherjeas here if I work

hard, it may fail, and it is not my responsibility, it may be

someone else's. But I feel as young, as enthusiastic as when I

graduated from college. I don't feel that I ahl at the end of a

rope or burned out.

I have the feeling that in other professions there is a

definite career path . As a teacher here we don't have that and

it is hard to put out maximum effort if it is not clear what are

the rewards that you will be receiving, aside from the monetary

reward of getting a weekly salary. If, someone on-the street or

a friend whom I have not seen in a long time will ask- me, "How is

it going, what are you doing?What kind of job do you have? How

-1
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are you doing in the job, are you getting promoted and going

ahead?" Well, I have a lot of trouble responding to these

questions. I stutter and stammer. It takes me a while to come

out with, "I teach typing and shorthand." The truth is, my job

is broader than that. But I don't find it worthy of devoting

someone's life to . I have trouble when someone says, "What do

you do?" I say I am at a community college and I teach

secretarial skills and I always invariably add, accounting too,

because I think accounting is a college-level course. A typing

course is not college level. I am teaching skills but the skills

are tools, they are not ends in themselves. I think I do a good

job but I want to see somethi yo d that.

I have to look at myself and
much from this college, and I n

for myself or look for a

energies. I can work here

work. I think I would fee
school than at a community
we assume traditionally t

difficult to me to value m
what I am giving and take

very few of them will get a posi

s mu'

muc'

colleg .
be high schoo

own job i
i .nywhe

maybe I am looking for too
o develop either another job

at will absorb more of my

as I want, but it is volunteer
better about teaching at a, high

se typing and shorthand
subjects. It is very

the students can't take
e; The students we have,

n above the entry level, and

it will take much longer and much greater effort on their part

to become a word processing specialist or manager of an office or

a supervisor. So if I were working at a tech college , for

example, teaching in the court recording program, and were to see

two of my students become court reporters and earn $20,000 to

$25,000 after four years out,, I could say, "Hey, I really did

something for these people." Part of the problem may be

indigenous to this community. It is an economically

disadvantaged community and this maybe makes it hard for the

students to achieve the kinds of goals that would maybe make the

faculty and me in particular more satisfied with our positions;

One of the problems in working here is that there is very

little peer support. The racial mixture of the faculty is a

problem . There has been tension and there is very little peer

support. One of the problems in teaching is there are a lot of

petty things that go on. I don't think that this is all racial.

I feel that if I were Black I would be a division chairperson. I

haven't applied for division chairperson. They have to be

advertised otherwise the people can't be hired but my application

will be considered. I may even get the job, but what I have to

offer will be screened through racial glasses.

I do feel that I am a minority as far as.the opportunities

that are available. I don't know how many times I have said to

the dean of faculty, "I can do. this job, but I don't want to

volunteer for it. If I were appointed, I could handle it." I

want to be asked to take the job. I was never encouraged; in

fact they told me to stay away from it. So I never submitted an

application to coordinate that committee. The NAACP and CORE and
- /
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these other older institutions had too many white administrators

or thinkers or social workers and leaders in their institutions

and they want to stay away from that here, they don't want this

school to be called the Black school run with white ideas.

What is the next step? What is this particular job, what is

it going to help accomplish for me? Here I do whatever I can to

help my students achieve their career ambitions. But when I am

out running, I am saying, well, that is my job at the college, to

help the students achieve their career ambitions. What is the

college experience doing for me? That is a big question, the

next step, the next step is not so apparent because of a couple

of factors. One is that in education today there are not as many

opportunities as there used to be. Another factor is that if I

were to get out a'education, it would require a major change in

my lifestyle.

If I were offered the same position with the same 'salary at

another school I would probably take it. I want to feel accepted

and just like everyone else, liked and wanted. I feel that in

this college they promote and want minority people to fill the

positions for teaching, as well as the staff and administration.

So that is a factor. I think that if you look around at the

college you see that more of the administrative people who have

been promoted within the college are minority. I am always given

a very high evaluation by my students. But I do feel that the

administration here wants people that are minority because they

relate better to those people. I think I have a lot to offer to

the college, and I think I am contributing ...maybe not as much

as I can. The department head is the person who has been here

the longest and I relate very well to her and the two women who

were recently hired. I relate well to them, they ask me for help

and I help them out as much as I can and I ask them i for

aFlistance when I need it. I feel very comfortable with the

staff.

There is also the thing of the missionary complex. I guess

at one point I was accused of that. You know the white people

help and tell the Blacks what is good for them. suppose there

is a lot of that, "the white liberal." I am white and I am

liberal, and I am here. So I guess that it 'is something that

people exReet to a certain extent, a dogooder kind of thing.

You are damned ifyou do and damned if you don't. If you are

strong and take leadership, then people accuse you 45f being a

missionary. And if you don't do anything they accuse,you of not

helping because you want to .see them fall on their face. I

remember the 'first time that I spoke about this with the

president. He said, "Yes, every time I go into the bank and a

person. in front of me doesn't hold the door as- .I walk in,. I

think, did he do that because he is discourteous or because I am

Black?" He said that this is something that he lives with

twentyfour hours a day. I guess that is part of working with

minorities--if someone does not hold the door open for me do I

think are.they discourteous or do they want to show me that I am
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not accepted--by letting the door close? So I am aware of that.

It is a consideration.

I can see that I save to affirm my career. If I were at a

bank I would not have that opportunity to go off and do something
that I am interested in. So the lifestyle that I have I like and
I want to keep it and teaching is the profession that gives me
the most opportunity to be the way that I am. I thihk that if I
had my druthers I would have a consultant business on the side.
I am kind of a professional skeptic or doubter, incredulous. My
wife thinks I shOuld be working; in a more prestigious
institution. She comes from a very large family . They were an
economically disadvantaged family. Motley- to her is very .

important. The nature of poverty is you don't have money, you
think that people that have it have everything; her family they
never had ,Kioney so she thinks that it is 'important. And she
would like to see me wear a threepiece pu t. 'She thinks that I
should be studying for a doctorate in administration .

Why am I here? I was hi.ed because I speak Spanish and I
can relate to these students. I think I understand their

problems. I think that I can help them in learning the language
, and learning to get a job. I have 'been on welfpre so I can speak
positively about the welfare syndrome. with 'people that are on it
and feel ashamed about it, I can tell you that there is no reason
to say I am on welfare and feel bad about it. I do feel. that I

have a lot to offer here and, I don't think that I would be able,

to offer as much if I 'were working at,..)Harvard:' Maybe I can be

more more productive working here tHan I could be in a white

middleclass school. .4The prestige thing I couldn't care less
about, having a nea_car or the threepiece suit. The

dissatisfaction here is not being accepted or feeling that.I am
not accepted.,, What do I want? Well, I Want recognit n, to have

someone'say, "You did a good job."
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Commentary

Linda Donovan wants more in her life. She has come, to

understand that in most work and social settings there is an

elite group who have more control, more privilege, more

opportunity, more advantages than she had growing up. She wants

some of those advantages for herself and her children. Her work

has become very important to her as an activity in itself but

also as an avenue of opportunity for the things she wants . In

many ways, even though she already has a fouryear college degree

and is working on a master's degree, what she wants more of is

parallel to what her students in the community college also want:

a sense of opportunity to participate in the American dream of

upward mobility.

Social iss '3 V ethnicity, class, gender, and occupational

status interact ,Lf1, Linda Donovan's individual circumstances and

charaCter to strongly affect her sense of opportunity. Born.of

immigrant Italian parents, Donovan grew up in America before the

Black power movement, with its insistence that Black was

beautiful;influenced other ethnic groups to take pride in their

heritage. She grew up feeling a stigma associated with being

Italian. She took deeply to heart her dentist's telling her,

when she was in seventh grade, that it was really too bad that

such an attractive girl like her spoke less than perfect English.

Having established herself as an excelllent student in her

elementary school she was encouraged to enroll in a college

preparatory curriculum in her parochial schools. But with little

guidance from parents who really did not think of women as having

careers and a limited sense of options provided by her high

school, she thought of her future in terms of four conventional

possibilities: she could be.a nun, a nurse, a .secretary, or a

teacher. But even those possibilities were underm."..ned by a sense

that what a women really should do is get married and raise a

family.

Her going to college amounted to a compromise. She did not

want to go to work, and some of her friends were going to

college. Her brief enthusiasm for going away to school was

dampened by the promise of a car if she would go to the local

college and live at home. Her first yearof college was not the

happiest. She was unclear about what she wanted to do, cut off

from the fun of social life that comes from living on campus, and

intimidated by the Jewish and Protestant students at her college,

the likes of whom she .had had very little contact with up tb that

point in her life. For the first time she was confronted with

the realization that her family was not wealthy. She came up

against a standard of living that was outside her experience and
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her knowledge.

The summer after her first year in college, she worked in a
bank where a number of her high school friends were working. She

looked at the type of work they were doing then, and would likely
be doing in ten years, and she decided that it was not what. she

wanted for herself. She went back to school prepared to become a
teacher, because of all the options she thought she'had, it

,provided her with the sense of most challenge and opportunity.

Her life became more complicated when she decided to get

married in her junior year and had a baby in her 'senior year.

Finishing school, flee ng a teacher, having a career, were in

conflict with what her parents and husband felt was' an

appropriate role for a her. But she finished school, typing

her papers with her baby on her lap, and graduated proudly.

Because the family needed the money, she overcame her husband's
and parents' objections and took a parttime, eveningdivision
job at the community college, teaching secretarial skills.

Her introduction to the community college on a parttime
basis, as for many other_community college faculty, turned into

an opportunity to gain a fulltime position in the secretarial

department. She liked "teaching in a college and working with

older students and male and female colleagues. She gave up her

simultaneous involvement in her sister's nursery school as she

felt the possibilities and attractiveness of her work at the

community college. At the same time she took her personal

obligations to her family very seriously. Neither her children

or husband would ever be disadvantaged by the fact that she was

pursuing a career. She was determined not to fail. She was

bucking a deeply embedded familial, and ethnic notion of what the

obligations of a wom9n were. and failure to meet those

expectations would have been devastating. So she held two

fulltime jobs simultaneously, homemaker and communitycollege

teacher.

She grew skillful and gained, insight as a teacher. Among

the courses she teaches is business math, and her comments abodt

the math experience of her students are not dissimilar to these

of Eugene Bowen, the math teacher whose profile we presented

earlier. She adds, however, a layer of insight .with her
understanding of her students. She recognizes the correlation
between social class, race, and success among her students at the
community college. Students from wealthier families thrived in

the college because they grew up with advantages in how their

families lived, talked, and were accustomed to thinking and

acting. Kids from average Middleclass families survive in the

college. Kids from deprived economic areas have a struggle on

their hands, and for some of the Blacks, she thinks the deck may

be stacked against them and that their situation is marked for

failure.' Her understanding does not detract from her efforts.

She seems to accept the reality of the social structure in which
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she and her students operate, and does_the best work she can.

In those areas in which she can take individual

responsibility, in which her determination, ambition, energy and

intelligence can count, she is successful . But there is an

aspect of her work in the community college on which her 44

individual attributes and actions have little effect and over

which she has little control. She is a woman who has grown up

in, and is now working in, a society and an institution (not

unlike most institutions at all levels of higher education) that

is deeply sexist.

That sexism affected her choice of work before she eve- N

joined the faculty of a community college, and the same forces

that openited to limit her sense of what her options were for a

career now affect her sense of opportunity within the career she

chose. From the start at her community college, without her

really knowing it, she was be,ing faced with a pervasive

discriminatory attitude. In moving from part-time to full-time

she was happy to get the position and trusted that she was being

offered a reasonable salary. She did not know at the time that

the ''fan responsible for establishing her initial salary assumed

because she was a woman for whom this job meant a second income,

tht she did not nehd the salary that might be paid to a man with

similar experience an4 credentials. The inequity of her original

salary has had significant implications throughout the years

because increases have been percentage raises. As a consequence,

her low salary at the beginning results in her falling further

and further behind the mean salary for faculty in her school.

Not only was she too trusting aboutiher initial salary

negotiations, she did not fully understand the place secretarial

studies held in the hierarchy that can existfamong faculties-in a

college. ,She applied for promotion. She was told thatshe could

not be promoted.witheiut a master's degree, only to witness

faculty in other departments, with no master's degree and"no more

experience than she, being promoted: She realized that other

faculty might perceive her leaching secretarial courses of less

import and worth than the courses they taught. Over time, she

applied for an open position in the business department, and

finally felt that she was beginning "to emerge as an 'equal in

other peoples' eyes." Fortunately for her she was able'to move

up a notch'in the subject-matter hierarchy; unfortunately for the

secretarial field, the hierarchy in colleges parallels the

occupational hierarchy, and secretarial faculty incur the

concomitant costs of being near the bottom of the totem pole

among faculty.

Being'advied that she was not likely to be promoted without

a taster's degree, she pursued a master's in educational

psychology.. Her unhappiness with her graduate program can be

understood BAcause educational psychology was not what she really

wanted to study. She was interested in psychology, but was

prevented from continuing by the too few options afforded her in
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her 'unCgraduate training in business educatio q The sense of

options she had at an earlier point desert her as she tries to

cope with the requirements for promotion. The field of education
t*eomes an alternative:for community college faculty that somehow

does not match what they really want but is more accessible to
them than the subjectmatter field which would most closely match
their interests.

Not only. is she treated inequitably in such tangible matters

as salary and rank, in other aspects of her working conditions-

she faces the consequences of sexism. In working on committees
with male colleagues she learns that she hats to be careful not to

be too straightforward in recommending solutions to a problem.
Her solutiom9would be discarded only to reappear sometime later
without her being,acknOwledged for her contribution. One of the
reasons she was happy to give up working in a nursery school with.
her sister was that she enjoyed the company of her adult
colleagues in the college. , She learns that she cannot enjoy
that company of male colleagues too much because of the innuendo

that would develop if she went out to lunch with them or stopped

in the local cocktail lounge on her way home from work. These

frustrations add up to limit how she would really like to-act and
be. She chafes under the feeling that somehow she has to

apologize for being a woman and must alter her actions

accordingly.

She chafes because she likes being a woman, she likes

dressing in a way that does not disguise her femininity, she

likes-to have fun, and she knows that if she acts the way that

she likes to act she is likely not to, be taken seriously . Yet

She knows who she is. She knows the seriousness with which she

thinks and understands. She knows that she is an important' model
for her students who may want to cut through the same 'stereotypic
role assumptions that she faces. And yet her sense of power and

opportunity, crucial to her effectiveness in work (Kanter 1977)

is being stifled in her college . She resents a system that

promises to solve the equity problem by an acrosstheboard
remedy which does nothing to acknowledge the individual merit of

her case. She is actively looking for opportunities outside the
college which will give her the sense of power and opportunity
that she wants from her work.

If she leaves the community college, the college will have

lost the model of a woman who challenged factors of her

upbringing that operated to keeher in her place. It is not that
community colleges are any more or any less sexist than most

institutions in higher education. We are confident that

interviel:s of women' faculty in fouryear colleges and

universities would offer accounts that parallel Linda Donovan's.
But the additional weight Linda Donovan's story has for us, and

the import of the anythingbutunique reflections,of a sexist

society in her community college,is that community colleges are

meant to work with students so that they might move out of the,
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place to which their ,ethnic, racial,\or sbeigl class background

works to consign themc. They ,are meant to work with students to

increase their skills .ind understanding so that they have more

autonomy, opportunity, and power in their lives. If an

institution which has been assigned this complicated task by

society cannot cope with the'complexitieS of sexist assumptions,

attitudes,and actions among its faculty and administration, it

is not likely to be able to do so for its students. In this

case, as in others, the medium is much of the message.

Josephine Sanders teaches secretarial courses in a community

college in Massachusetts. In her department and division women

have established themselves, and power and opportunity selem more

equitable for women than seems the case for Linda Donovan.

Cautions must be taken about friendships with male facUlty, and

matters such as having lunch and haVing a drink with,ainiale

colleague draw attention for Sanders as they do for Donovan.

But Sanders faces an additional set of constraints. Sanders was

the first fulltime Black faculty member in.her college, and to

this day remains one of four Black faculty among a total faculty

of approximately one hundred and fifty. As the first Black

faculty member, and still as one of the very few Blacks, she

faced and still faces the complexities of working in a context in

which what she represents to'her colleagues and students provides

a constant tension to her being able to be seen and treated, as an

individual Person.

Growing up in the rural South, Sanders early became

colorconscious. Issues of jobs, money, type of work, and

essentialimatters of dignity and respect became -4ssociated with

race as she, worked in the fields, watched white people interact

with her grandparents, and, as a junior high school student,

joined the civil rights movement. She became conscious of racial

discrimination early, started fighting it early, and now, twenty

years later, She has to continue to fight it in her work at the

r'ommunity col\ege.

As the first fulltime Black faculty member, Sanders has

to prove herself to her students and colleagues. She has to''

justify the way she teaches, tests, and grades and she has to

defend against secondguessing on the part of her division

chairperson --which infringes on her sense of herself as a

teacher. She works in a context in which students and colleagues

feel little unease in questioning her qUalifications and her good

sense in a way that they would not do if she were white. She has

to prove that her master's degree does not say on it that she is

to teach Black students only. Working conditions she accepted

readily at first, because she saw them as being a reflection of

being the "new girl on the block", anger her six years later when

she is no longer new nor a girl. She is still getting a schedule

that spreads out her classes so that she has to arrive on campus

early and leave late. She is still being assigned the

"correcting" courses which require enormous amounts of work at
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home in the evening.

Like otherother faculty who are a "few among the . many," (see
Chapter 11) she has to work twice as hard, be twice as
conscientious, in order not to be vulnerable to criticism. She
seems to be in a position in which her good work--whether it be
in coordinating a program for women to return to school and gain
skills that will enable them to get jobs, or in trying to
contribute to the development of.programs through constructive
committee work--is neither recognized nor supported. The
result is that she is tired of fighting and is thinking about
getting out. She has fought similar battles since she was a child
and she sees that nothing has really changed.

Her story is a complicated one to present. It would be easy
to portray her as a ,iictim and her colleagues as racist and to
thereby demean her, her colleagues, and her institution. The
fact it that it is enormously difficult to be the first fulltime
Black faculty member on an overwhelmingly white faculty. and to
remain as one of the very few Black faculty over the course of
years. It might have been easier for her if she chose to act the
part of the accommodating and appreciative ypung woman who had a
lot to learn from her senior white colleagues. But in fact she
knew a lot, had an internalized sense of excellence, and felt
that it would be cheating her students not to share that standard
with them through her teaching. She Could not play a role that
would demean her sense of herself.

As the first Black faculty member in an essentially token
situation, it would take a lot of talking, fighting, making
mistakes, and working through problems, for her and her white
colleagues to begin to understand the assumptions they are
operating under, to go beyond them, and to become colleagues.
The energy required to do that is enormous. It is extremely
difficult, if not impossible, for a single Black person to play
such a role in a predominantly white faculty. As long as she
remains so singular in the college, there is no real leverage on
her white colleagues. The power situation that is inherent in
the racial politics of tokenism does not provide an effective
antithesis for assumptions and attitudes that are long and deeply
held.

Furthermore, the leverage that in the sixties and early
seventies was exerted at the national level has- been vitiated.
The white faculty in Sanders' community college are operating in.
a national context that no longer urges and mandates
responsiveness, that.no longer sets a moral temper which raises
consciousness and provides through example, legislation, and
regulation, incentives for going beyond tokenism. Sanders and
her colleagues are operating in a setting in which affirmative
action hangs on as a formal policy but which issues of economics,
in combination with a backlash to the civil rights efforts of the
sixties, have drained of its imperative (Jencks 1983). Within
this larger context, Josephine Sanders and her colleagues are
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acting out a drama on a Stage where the supporting cast, scenery,

and lighting have all but vanished: What audience there is for

such everyday matters in a secretarial department in a community

college seems not to care too much about the outcome .

But like Linda Donovan's, Josephine Sanders',' battles with

her colleagues have import not only for her and her colleagues.

The fact that she remains in a token situation and is losing the

energy she needs to survive and thrive in the situation means

that the assumptions and attitudes. that characterize her

colleagues' reaction to her as a Black may persist and prevail.

While a Black colleague may be moeb threatening than minority

students, and the analogy between the way Black faculty in token

situations are treated and how minority students are treated

cannot be total, the implications of Sanders' colleagues'

attitudes and actions towards her for minority students are

clear. If a Black colleague cannot be treated equitably, on what

basis could we hope that the same white colleagues would be able

to treat Black and other minority students equitably?

That issues of race and gender are problematic for.community

college faculty is not surpfising and not unique to the community

college. What is reflected in the experience of Donovan and

Sanders could be found in coder educational institutions . The

issue' is not that serious examples of racism and sexism: can be

found in community colleges; they can be found in .every

institution in the United States. The issue for us is the amount

of looking away that takes place when the federal government,,

the higher educational establishment, and society in general,

place the burden of providing equitable educational opportunity

on an institution such as the community college which can be no

better than the societyof which it is a part.

Peter Lambert first started teaching in the sixties. The

attitude abroad then was that problems were created by human

beings and they could be solved by them. Social problems could

be ameliorated and change could be made for the better. At the

same time Lambert thought less of his own career and more of what

he could contributeto the society - around him. Now twenty years

older, a white male, teaching in a field normalli, associated with

women, in a community college with a predominantly minority

student body and a commitment to minority leadership among its

faculty and administration, Lambert's major question is no longer

what can he contribute. Now' he wonders what his work is doing

for him.-

The transformation in Lambrt's outlook is a product of the

changing tithes, his responsibilities as a husband and father, and

most likely a host of other personal factors that accompany

getting older. But beneath the question 'of what his job is doing

for him and what is his next step is a problem that he is having

affirming his work. That problem is closely related to the

experience of both Donovan and Sanders. For in a reverse way,
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Lambert faces issues of worth connected to his work in the

secretarial field and to the fact that as a white person working
in a predominantly minority institution he feels a similar
stifling of opportunity and power that Sanders and Donovan felt
in their colleges.

Lambert is a skilled, deeply experienced person in his

field. He has owned his own secretarial school, is bilingual,
has a commitment to social progress, and has suffered travail
enough in his own life to enable hinito connect to the experience
of his students in a way that reflects a genuine.humility. Yet
despite all that he has to offer and does offer-his students, his
colleagues and his college, he feels ambivalent about his work.

When friends and acquaintances ask him about his work, he
hesitates when he says he teaches secretarial studies in a

community college. He feels' more comfortable when he emphasizes
the business aspect of the course he teaches. He questions the
appropriateness of secretarial studies in a community college
where there is not enough time to bring his students' skills and
understanding up to the level required of an executive secretary.
He knows that a collegiate setting is not necessary to bring a
student up to the minimum typing level required to'get a job. He

begins to feel that his efforts are futile when he reflects on
the fact that if his students add in the cost of n w clothes
required to go to work, transportation costs, and then costs

eiattendant to holding a job, for many of them the typ of job they

get may put them monetarily furth-. behind than they are now
being on welfare. His understanding of his field, his students
and pedagogical issues,are acute. ,nd yet he is not at a point
where he is able to affirm his work.

What undermines his sense of 1 'welt' in his work is not

unlike that which undermined Sanders and Donovan. His sense of
power and opportunity in the community college are limited by the
fact that he is a white male teaching in a field predominantly
associated with women. If men are in secretarial field; they
are normally in positions of leader' p and power. But 'given the

racial politics of Lamber;.'s o. sash he would not even think of
applying for the position cf division chair since he knows that
it is slotted to be held by a minority faculty member. He is'

willing to contribute his extensive skills to helping the college
in its accreditation report: yet he has to restrain leadership
and service initiatives lest he be perceived as carrying out a
liberalwhitemissionary role.. His everyday life is spent in an

environment in which he has to wonder wheihpr, the slights he
perceives are real and racially motivated, or whether he is

imagining things.

Like Donovan and Sanders, he feels he ha's a lot to offer

that his college is not using. He recognizes that his discomfort
with the lack of prestige he feels about his field and his
college may well be a camouflage for the hurt he feels in not
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being recognized and accepted . What he wants is recognition and

to be told that he is doing a good job.

Those are not unreasonable desires to express. Anybody in

any field of study or teaching could say the same thing. But the

desire for recognition and appreciation seems also to be

reinforced by the compleiities of teaching in the secretarial

field. Its status as a field of teaching is comparable to its

status as an occupation. The fact thatit is an occupation

mainly held by women allows its faculty to be treated with less

seriousness. Because it is a field that has been primarily

staffed by women, the underlying intelligence, skill, and

contribution of secretaries is misperceived and underrated.

Despite women'( liberation, the work of secretaries is still)

perceived to be akin to the work of a servant. Teachers in the

secretarial field cannot expect to be recognized for who they are

and.what they can do in a way differenefrom how the workers they

are preparing will be recognized in their jobs. Even the

"hightechnifying" of secretarial work does not promise to

challenge the basic assumptions underlying the secretarial field.

As Lambert makes clear, word processors allow the secretary to

get more work done in the course of the day, to be more

productive for -the business, but do not promise to affect the

basic relationships of boss, secretary; and organization.

The basic relati.onships of the secretarial field are

mirrored in secretarial departments in community colleges. When

to those patterns are added ..even broader concerns of

organizational sexism and racism, the result is that' the

community college teachers we her presented in this chapter feel

that their own sense of power and opportunity is blocked.

Donovan, Sanders, and Lambert are people with high standards of

excellence, deep commitment to what they are doing, and lives

that push up against conventional notions of what is appropriate

for them .given.their gender, social class, and race. To the

extent that people like them' fleel, stifled in the community

(!olieges in which they work, students, and everybody involved

ztands to, lose.

ti
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Chapter Eight

The Road not Taken: The Work of Nursing Dental Hygiene
Faculty

Introduction to the Profiles

This,chapter presents the profiles of two women who teach in
nursing p ams 'n community colleges' and a vignette of a woman
who teaches dental hygiene program. One of the nursing
faculty, Roberta DeVane, teaches in -a community college in a .

small town in Massachusetts and the other, Many Winsted, teaches
in a community college in a large metropolitan, area of
California. The considerable overlap in their stories
illustrates the impact of the professional field of nursing as it
interacts with the structure of community colleges. Nursing as g
health and sciencerelated occupation carries with it its own
developing professional identity and has behind it the profession
of medicine. It tarries sufficient weight, backed by state

;regulatory agencies, to force .the community college structure to
adapt to its requirements rather than vice versa: It is also an
occupation which, while filled by women, carries with it a

measure bf respeCt and, status above that of the secretarial
field. DeVane's and Winsted's profiles reflect tilese, basic
occupational characteristics..

Marilyn Norris's vignette reflects the reality of working in
a healthrelated field lower in the hierarchy than nursing and
also dominated by women.- While Eger work shares certain
charfcteristics with that of faculty in nursing, her vignette
highlights differences that are not unrelated to the relative
status of medicine and nursing and de.oltistry and dental
hygienists.
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Profile

ROBERTA DEVANE

(Roberta DeVane, a woman to her forties, teaches nursing at

a rural community college in Massachusetts. We interviewed her

twice in her office and once at her home in the spring of 1982.)

I am the oldest of four children. My parents were both high

school educated but not college educated. My mother did complete

some sort of a nursing program . From the time I was little all

I ever thought about was being a nurse. My whole education in

high sdhool was kind of geared toward what I' had to take to get

into nursing, because that's the only thing that I ever wanted to

do. Mom never worked as a nurse from the time I was born and

never went back to it. I never had that influence of her coming

home in a white uniform.

My mother took care of children for awhile; she'd board them

during the week and they would go home for the weekend. I can

remember one day my mother, left to take us to shool and we

discovered we were missing one still out in the sandbox. Mom and

Dad were involved in a lot of things,. my dad in church

activities. I think I learned to give to other people and be

htlping towards other people and, of course, nursing is a very

helping sort of profession to be in. I .found out what they

needed over here at this hospital, what they required to get .into

nursing. I arranged my whole high school career so that I would

get into the program over here. I had no thoughts of going

anyplace but local because I couldn't bear the thought of

possibly going off fifty miles from'home, I mean that was too

much for me. As I look back at it, I did not get much counseling

in high school. That bothers me that many high school counselors

don't know, about nursing programs, still. My only feeling was I

wanted to be a nurse and I wanted to be a bedside nurse, so I got

into a threeyear program.

I was born in 1938. I can remember the blackouts in World,

Mar. II. I can remember the day the war ended. " My dad was

janitor and still is janitor at our church and his job was always

to ring the church bell, so I can remember on VDay Dad was out

there ringing that church bell. My father and mother both grew

up here. This is my area. I'm one of these people thatstuck in

one spot and has never been any other place.
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My grandmother and grandfather on my father's side lived in
the same town. They had eleven children. Every Christmas they
all'came together at my grandfolks' house and all the children
would come with all their children. Grandma'was part Indian and
that's where My high cheekbones come from. Grandpa kind of ruled
the roost and the household. Be. died when I was in trainipg. I

can remember the first time I had worn my RN nurse's .cap I was
taking care of my grandmother when she died.

My mother was one of five and .they-all live in the area too.

My grandfather had a farm with cows and I used to go up there and
watch him milk the cows, and I'd climb in the silo and see the
pigs and go out and gather eggs. I'm the oldest granddaughtfr on
both sides and, being a nurse, my grandfolks kind of looked to me
to take care of a-lot of their problems.

For-years we'Ldn't have a car so we waked places. Or we
borrowed my grandfather's truck, the olap oduce truck, and cip

used to ride in the back between the, vegetable bins. And Dad
never missed church and Dad still never misses church. He always
took us and as the kids came along we used to-pull them in wagons
down to church and Sunday school. My grandfather was a deacon
there for many years, my father is a deacon there, both my
grandmothers were clerks there, and I've been the clerk there Fir
almost twenty years now. The minute that I got into high school
I was nabbed to be a Sunday school teacher.

I can remember the elementary school building and I can

remember being made to sit there with my arms behind my back kind
of at attention. I don't ever remember not l- iking'school.

was very upset if I got a poor grade, (a poor grade was less than
a B). I -was a little goodygoody, never got into trouble in
school. I tried very hard to please people and so therefore if
the kids were doing something wrong I wouldn't get involved in
it. This first grade teacher used to go around with a ruler and
every once in a while let a little kid have it across the
knuckles. I just thought that's the way school was and I didn't
really think of it as being too severe.

\ I remember Mom talking.to us later about when my dad worked
on the truck, how little money he made, and how getting a job in

a factory really helped his income. Dad always took care of the
bills, Dad always did the shopping.It seemed like I was always
the one to wash the dishes. One brother comes along andihe wipes
and I still wash, and then the sister comes along and //wash and
she wipes. And I can remember having to get lunch for I don't
remember how many kids,and trying to keep track of all these kids
making sure they were all right. My mom went from boarding them
during the week and then she gradually started day care. I kind

of saw myself as mother you see, as taking care of all these
little kids. I can remember being shocked one day because my
youngest, brother looked up at 'my, mother and said, "When's my
mother going to come get me?" All of a sudden this child thinks,
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"Maybe I have a mother someplace that is supposed to'come get me

`too."

I guess I started having ,trouble with math in the seventh

grade and that was a big problem for me because I pulled a C in

math. That was degrading to me that I should get a C. Then when

I got into ninth grade we had algebra which was difficult for me,

mainly because the principal taught the course and he was out of

the room more than he was in the room. So it presented a lot of

problems when" I got into high schoo" Math has always been a

problem for me.

It was a good high school.. We had some super teachers. .1

was in the college course. We had some good students in those

classes and students that I didn't see acting up like they used

to in our hometown school. City kids. And they didn't.. include

us in too much 'because we couldn't stay for a lot of the,

activities. We had to get the bus to go back home, But I did

get involved in some of the clubs, maybe'because I was involved

with college course kids. I needed two years of math, I needed

chebigtry, I needed two years of a language to get into nursing

school at that time. It's not a requirementnow in a lot of

places- but it was at the time and the only way that I could get

these was to be in the college course. I had had one year of

typing and I wanted badly to take a second year. They wouldn't

let me take it because I was in the college cour44 and they only

offered it to the commercial kids. The only courses I took were

collegebound courses and there was a lot of competition. I had

to work hard, it wasn't easy. But I was pretty much Up there at

the top. I got involved.with the French club for a while because

I was taking French.

At graduation I got an award for being the outstanding

student. Which kind of shocked me because I didn't even know the

thing existed. That was a big surprise at graduation. Then

there was an award for students going into nursing and I knew

ahead of time I was getting that. , I'remember the stage being

full of people and I'm trying to remember how many of us

graduated, one hundred and eighty, something like that. It was a

big class; in fact when we got to graduation rehearsal I taw'

students that I didn't even know were ib my class. I' remember

being very excited to be through but very scared. Thinking all

of a sudden, here am, now I'm out on my own and all that

protection from school is gone. Thei-e is going to be a lot of

pressure put on me and you know all of a sudden I'm going to be

out there working; I can remember feeling glad to graduate but

scared. I can remember going over for my interview for nursing"

school and feeling good when I got the paper in. my hand, that

indeed they were going to take me. I don't know what I would

have done if I had not been accepted, I really don't.

0

Good old doctor. He lived right down behind us, you could

throw a stone and hit his house. He had delivered all of us and
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had always taken care of us so when he heard that I was
interested in nursing he really thought. that was super. And I
knew he worked here and so that I,wouldn't be going in completely.
cold, I knew one doCtor. He gave me a few 'boosts to the local
hospital and I was accepted there without any problems because,my
grades were good in high 'school. At that time, if you could
believe it, our tuition was fifty dollars for three years in
nursing. We had to buy our uniforms and dur books. .My high
school award paid my tuition throdgh school. At that time the
three-year program served a good purpose. They provided a lot-of
services for the hogpital. The hospital couldn't have survived
without us. They used us for .service; it was not really, as I
look back at it, a good education. It really scares me as
think of the responsibilities they used to give me in taking care
of patients when I really wasn't adequately'prepared for it. And
then if you did something wrong in the clinical area they could
ground you for the weekend. You could not leave the nurses'
home, you had to stay there. ,All these controls they put on my
life--I just took it for granted I had to put .up with it and this
is the way nursing was.

I remember being in charge of a ward one evening [when I was
in nursing,SchOol.] We had close to thirty patients and I was in
charge. A woman came in that night who was hemorrhaging. I

think she aborted and in the middle of all of this the supervisor
coming in and sitting me down 'and giving me holy hell because of
the way I had made out my assignment. I remember when I was a
freshman taking care of very difficult patients, having to leave
at eleven or twelve o'clock to go to class. We covered the
emergency room so we would get called from the nurses' home to
come over and cover. We didn't know where things were half the

,time. A.doctor asked me for a tube of ointment one night and I
did not recognize the name. I couldn't find it in the usual box
and so the supervisor was there and I said to her, "I can't find
it." She says, "Well I'm sick of having to wait on yolPstudents,
just find it yourself." He evidently gave me the trade or
generic name and the tube was 'labeled a different way and I just
didn't recognize the tube. I remember working all day in the
diet kitchen getting called about ten or eleven o'clock' at night
to go over and special a child who had had a tracheotomy done
that day. I hadn't even had my pediatrics experience, knew
nothing about taking care of sick children, never-miqd a kid who
had just had a trach. Getting off duty at seven and having to go
back down to the diet kitchen to work again with no sleep. They
say good old three-year programno, thank you. I don't calf
that education. I call it slave labor.' We had classes taught by
nurses. We had quite a few classes taught by doctors.
Physicians teaching nurses, which is something that we just don't
do any more. A lot of times very much over our heads. They were
not teachers. They were just doctors telling, us what maternity
nursing was supposed to be all about. They obviously didn't know
nursing care. And you know, you would:be. working all night and
then they would pull you out of bed to go down for your class
with this doctor; I mean like you could stay awake and understand
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what they were saying.

We probably started with close to forty students and we.

graduated twenty-five. The attrition rate in nursing is usually

pretty high. A lot of students come into it with a lot of

expectations. Things just aren't that .way. .I can remember

seeing classmates drop out, 'people being asked to leave. We

lived together on the same floor and we were good friends and did

things together and went places together and all of a sudden the

students disappear on us, classmates. I didn't like that. I

suppose thL threat was always there, that it could be you next.

- For the state examination, you have to have a statement from

the school that you graduated and passed the course there and

then the state board sets up examinations given to all nursing

graduates. A series of five, one test for each area, one in

maternity, pediatrics, psychiati.ic nursing, medical nursing,

surgical nursing. Two-da'y testing. Very threatening. You've

got all these people up there monitoring you. Having to check in

at the door with your picture to make sure that it is you. And

just sitting there thinking, "My whole career depends on this

exam. If I don't pass it what am I going to do?" It's a

difficult spot to be in. Ever'y nursing student feels that way I

think.

But you know we managed to get through despite all the

things they did to us and when I graduLted all I wanted to do was

go right into nursing work. And at graduation they used to give

an award to one girl from each school in the district, all the

hospital schools of nursing, for the outstanding student. This

year they decided they would give it to one student from the

whole district so it would be a bigger award. I happened to get

it. So here I was with this money in hand, thinking, now these

nice people gave me this money and this honor and what do I do

with-it? I thought, go and ta'<e a course at the

nniversity.

I started taking my courses down there and I got into it, I

liked it, and I thought, gee, maybe I should continue on. So

while I was working part-time I was going to school. It took me

six more years to get my bachelor's . I would work all day, go

to class four to six, seven to nine at night. I just couldn't

afford to go full-time, I couldn't afford co not work. Now there

are all sorts of places where nurses can go, but at that time

that was all there was. When I started getting into school and

finding out all I didn't know, I decided I'd better continue with

this. But it hit me one day what they had done to me down there.

Itwas a very subtle change: a change in my behavior and my

understanding of peopl,:, my understanding of what my job was as a

nurse that I had never learned in the basic program because it

was so technique-oriented that we really didn't get into

interpersonal relationships, like how to talk to a patient, how

to include a family. I could see the benefits of the education
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that I had gone through. For a while I used to sit in the class
and say, "Oh, what are we learning this for, this has got nothing
to do, with nursing." All of a sudden it all kind of came
together. I could see the change in myself because up till that
time I kind of kept to myself and if I had to get up in front of
a group it was the last thing in the world I would ever do, that
was horrendous for me. Those gradual sorts,of changes, all of a
sudden they go together and you realize you are looking at things
a lot differently. I graduated in 1959 from nursing school. I

.started right in at the university that fall and graduated in
1965. I got married in 1961.

In high school my English teacher said to me one day in
class, "It's a good thing you are going into nursing because
you'd neVerTmake it through college," and that really devastated
me. I don't know why to this day that he made that statement.to
me. I can remember that really really bothering me, like gee, I
must be kind of dumb or something, and I was doing all right in
his class. It's probably the only statement I can remember
verbatim, because it really bothered me. And still does. Maybe
that's a little bit, of why I hesitated about going on to school
because I always had that in my background, you know, maybe I'm
not quite good enough to make it through this program. Maybe I
am indeed going to fail, maybe I can't pass those graduate record
exams. But I fooled him.

I met my husband when I was a second-year nursing student.
That was in 1957. We went out for four years and then we got
married in 1961. My parents were very very upset, terribly
upset. They felt he wasn't good enough for me, he didn't have
the education that I had, and'he was French, he was Catholic.
And of course his family wouldn't come to my wedding because he
was being married outside the church, so we were kind of on our
own. Now we get along fine with both sides, but back in 1961
things were a lot different. He kind of pushed me through
school. He gave me a lot of encouragement and never resented my
going to school. It .made it hard the first few years we were
married because, you know, it seemed like every time you turned
around you were paying for books or tuition again and neither one
of us was making very much money, but he said, "If you can do it,
you go to it." And I've seen a lot of wives that have a lot of
trouble with husbands that don't want them to continue on.

If you are going to do teaching in a community college they
require a master's degree although we do sometimes have
instructors come in with bachelor's degrees. I worked out of the
state hospital teaching the LPN program for about five years and
I had thought about going on for my graduate degree . So when
the university opened up, that gave me a good opportunity . A

lot of nurses will go on in education or public health,"but then
you have trouble picking up a job because people are looking for
a master's in nursing. Just about the time I graduated I found
out I was pregnant. I decided I better stay home for a while. I
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was going to stay home until my children were 'n school and about

tLe time the baby.. was six months old I decided I'd had it. After

working nine years, to stay home and takq care of a family and a

home--it's not that I didn't enjoy them, but it just seemed like

I was getting nowhere. So I went back to work nights.

In 1973 I came to work here at the community .college

part. time nights . And in the meantime the fellow that was our

Lnairman up until last yerr called me and asked me if I would be

.
interested in be'ng on the advisory board for the nursing program

Lhat they were starting here. I came on the advisory board and

then of course he k t badgering me, "Why don't you come on the

faculty?"' I didn't know that much about Associate Degree

programs. I was familiar with all the other programs in nursing

because I had taught in every program. I taught in practical

nursing, diploma program, and in my graduate experience I had

some teaching experience with fouryear students. Twoyear was

kind of new to me. Of course it was in my community , it was

handy, I knew they would be using the hospital over here ,so I

didn't have to worry about traveling.

I got a taste of teaching. I was going to stay in it and if

I was going to stay in it, I was going to need my master's if I

was going to do anything besides teaching the practical nursing

program, which I knew I really didn't want. It is hard to teach

practical nursing programs because they are on such a superficial

level. But I enjoyed the students. I realized how much I

enjoyed working with students and it was really rewarding to be

able to show them how to do something or give them an exam and

have them come through with a good grade and see these people''

graduate that for years hadn't had any educational background,

hadn't had any job. In the practical nursing program I got a lot

of theSe middleaged women, older women coming in and they really

felt good about what' they were doing, so, that was kind of

fulfilling. But I felt I needed something that was a little bit

deeper than that. I had learned so much in my bachelorls program

that I wanted to share all that good information.

We had to start right at the bottom here because the program

hadn't really teen developed. I remember coming up here and

dumping all these boxes of all this material that I had and

looking at it and saying, "This isn't any good, I've got to start

all over again." I remember feeling like, Oh my God I don't know

if I car do this. Having to develop a syllabus which was not

part of diploma or pratical nursing programs. Trying to write

objectives down.

It was just that I couldn't get up and talk about things

that I was familiar with any more. . These students are very.

',right students --one of the problems I guess I recognized/ early

was that their anatomyphysiology background was super. My A and

P had been fifteen years before. Feeling very rusty and having

these kids in class who are right on the ball, I guess you know
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initially 1 was not quite used to the idea that I didn't have to
know everything in order to teach. The class was so diverse. I

had men in the class, I had people that were older than myself in
the class, I had people that I knew well from the community. And

a more informal attitude coming from the students but yet very

highly motivated, highly educated students that were constantly

asking questions. Until I got comfortable with what I knew and

what I didn't know and what I could find out, that was kind of

threatening in the beginning I think.

Also working in a college. When I came in I had this

feeling that, you know, I was just a nurse and therefore I wasn't
quite as good as the rest of the people that taught here because

they were English professors, they were college professors. They

had their master's. I had a master's but for some reason it

took me awhile to get used to the idea I'm'just as good as they

are, I've got a master's degree. I've got a lot of years of

experience in nursing. You constantly have to change your

outlines, your syllabus, because medicine changes. But it took

me a while to come to that realization. I didn't want to talk in

faculty meetings. I just kind of did my job and I really didn't

feel a part of the college at all. That's changed over the

years.

I guess once I opened my mouth in faculty meetings I found

out that I could say something and I do know something. But it's

hard as a nursing faculty here to get involved in a lot of things

that are going on in the college because our clinical time takes

us away from the place so, much of the time. I'm only here on

campus two days a week. Plus, we are responsible to the state

board of nursing; we are responsible to the national league of

nursing as well as the college. Other faculty members don't have
that kind of responsibility so it seems we are always involved in

paper work that a lot of the rest of the faculty don't have to

get involved in. You always feel like you have somebody hanging
over your shoulder to check on what you are doing.

I enjoy getting up in front of the students now and they

don't threaten me anymore. If don't know something, I'll say I

don't know it, I'll have to find out for you. Before I got all

embarrassed. The last few years I've had the same group for two

days on Tuesday and Wednesday. I take the same group of ten
students into medical surgical nursing.' I put on my uniform and I
go into the hospital and assign them patients to take care of and

I supervise them. You are right there with them as much as you

can. When you get ten students in a clinical, area it's a big

responsibility. There are four clinical instructors all doing

the same thing. So we group them into four groups.

It seems like they're my own children at this point because

I've had them, for a semester and a half, the same group of ten

students. I know how many children they have, what it's like for
them at home, what problems they are facing where they work. You
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know at coffee break you learn a lot of things about your

students. You really get to know them well.

That gets to be a prp4em sometimes when you have to fail

them. I've had one just aput every year I guess. The most

recent one was a married woman, probably a little bit younger

than I am, several children, very much wanted to be a nurse, and

when we discovered that she had failed her final a second time,

we knew that we had to fail er. This was just before Christmas

time. I called her into y office and I said, "You know you

failed both exams and the e really is no way we can pass you."

And she of course started to fill up and she started to get up

and leave, and I said, "No, sit down." I said, "You know, this

isn't the end of the world. I know it's devastating to be told

that you are not going to be able to come back, but I really

think you can do with repeating a semester and trying it again:'

And she said, "I just can't do that." And I said, "Well, right

now I know that it looks like you can't do it." I said, "You go

home and give it some thought and after you get over the shock

maybe you'll think again about it and you might be willing to

come back." You know I just felt myself filling up because I

felt so badly for her. She said, "I've blown everything." And I

said, "No, you haven't. Your goal is to finish nursing, but you

know sometimes things get in our way and we can't accomplish it
in the time that we would like to, but that doesn't mean that you
can't accomplish it at some later date." Sheis coming back. I

felt so badly for her but yet I've got a responsibility oto my

profession and I'vegot a responsibility to patients out there

and if she is not capable of doing it, I have to fail her. And

that's a very hard thing. They really have to work hard to get

through the program. And when they' have got families at home and

they have trouble with studies--it was just kind of overwhelming

to her. First year isn't- so.difficult for them. The sciences

are hard, but nursing is riot that hard. But medical surgical

nursing is difficult, terribly difficult.

I have very little.. to do with the firstyear program. We

have faculty meetings together so we know what's going on but we

really dohlt khow the stuaents-andwe take-partin-the- .. -

planning . When I was at the-state college I found the nursing

faculty were very much professionals. Nursing was their whole

life. They went to meetings at night, they worked all day and

most of them weren't married and nursing was their thing. And

they had very little understanding of what it was like to be a

faculty member with small. children at home and have other

responsibilities. Here everybody has families. They are very

concerned about your children and if something happens at home

they understand. And we tend to pe th6 same way with our

students. I remember at the university hawing a faculty member

whose whole thint was devoted to nursing and that came in

conflict with wha my philosophy of life is. I mean I feel that

my family comes ir$t and my job comes second and she just felt

that we shoul reverse that. One .thing I like about the- .

community college, I find this faculty. more community oriented,
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more family oriented, and yes, they enjoy their teaching but they
also enjoy being part of a family.

In terms of the nursing itself, clinically, you he've to

write evaluations on students periodically, which involves a lot
of work, and then see all those students individually, going over
their evaluations with them. Making up exams is one of the worst
jobs, one I don't like at all, because we go mostly with multiple
choice exams and those are difficult to make up so that the

student can understand what you are asking. There are nursing

faculty meetings all the time trying to revise philosophies,

revise objectives, and revise syllabus; trying to read some of

the current material so that you keep up to date; trying tq
attend seminars that focus in on certain conditions so that you
get updated from specialists so that you can pass new information
on to stud nts. We are supposed to keep five office hours during
the week which kind of gets to most of us. As nursing faculty
we put n an awful lot of hours anyway and we see students .111

the me and I can almost say, except for maybe two to three

s dents that are out of our program, that no students ever come
see me during my office hours.

We have to be part of some standing committees. Eadh year

we choose which committee we want to be on. I was on the

admission committee for this year. We have to review students

that are applying for the program and make some decisions about

whom we are going to admit . You've got somebody's life in your

hands because they want to come into nursing and you are saying
yes or no. Somebody has got to make the decisions, I realize ,

but I don't like doing that. A few years.) ago we used to

interview every student that applied. We had two hundred and ten

applicants this year and we only had fifty spots. Seeing all

those students would tie you up half a semester . Then we

decided we would do it through an admission committee. We look

through these folders and admit people, put other people on the

waiting list, tell others that they should take some sciences so

we can see how well they do.

I was on the professional education development committee

for a while trying to plan some programs for inservice for our

faculty. The faculty, if you plan a program, all moan and groan .

about having-to come. No matte7'what you plan "somebody is

unhappy with) it. As a nursing facplty I know what I need but
that often has no bearing at all on the rest of the faculty here.

We have to have so many advisees. I. have studen1ts mostly in

the nursing program that I'm an advisor to, but I also have two
students right now who are out of nursing. They have a hard time
catching up with me because-I'M not here the times they are here.
If we were involved in so many hours of community activities,

th Y used to give us a credit for these. Which I thought

originally was one of the purposes of a community college, to get
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involved in the community so that we ar.e known out there.

used to get a little bit of recognition for it. Now we don't.

We go down and eat lunch and if there are several nursing

faculty sitting at a table somebody will come by and they'll say,

"Is this a meeting, can I join?" It's almost like, "Maybe I

shouldn't intrude on them." Often times they will say, "Boy,

people really have to work hard'in that program ." The state.

says that the ideal ratio in a clinical area is one instructor to

ten students and so therefore we have more faculty per student

body than the rest of the school and some of the faculty for a

while were a little bit resentful of that. The nursing program

started after the college was started so it was new to a lot of

people. They weren't aware of nursing programs, what they were

like, what they entailed, and I think through the years they have

become more knowledgeable of what goes on.

As a teacher I've gotten to the point where I don't have to

rely too much on my lecture notes. I can pretty well get up and

talk on what I know. -I have a syllabus and I try to'stay with it

because the students I find do better if they have something that

they know how to study from. I tend to tell a lot of stories

because I've got a lot of stories from my past about things that

have happened in nursing. In a large group you really can't

discuss too much, it's mostly lecture. You ask a few questions

to get them to thinking. A lot of the discussion .comes in the

clinical conferences. Each day when we end'clinical experiences

they have an hour of clinical conference and we sit down and

discuss what's happened during.the day, what they learned about

their patients, what went on. It's a wrapup sort of thing. So

we get a lot of discussion in there that we can't get in class.

In this class we have thirtyfour students and two of them

are male. We have two.men on the nursing faculty and five women.

That's unusual to have male nursing faculty and we have had two

right from the beginning which is, I think, great for our male

students. I've had one fellow in my group for most of the year.

It's hard talking in class because you keep referring to the

nurse as "she" and you have to catch yourself because heils in the

class. All the textbooks are written with I'she" in them. It is

still very noticeably a woman's career and it's difficult with

patients' too. Patients, if they see one of my male students,

right away assume that they are a doctor. I very rarely assign

my male students to take care of a female patient which is ironic

because female s4dents are always taking care of male patients.

One day I was really-kind of hard pressed and I said to one of my,

male students, "Oh, would you mind, how would you feel about

taking care of a female patient today?" "Oh, I don't care," he

said. So he took,care of her the first day and the second day

before he came in she said to the team leader, "I had the nicest

doctor taking care of me yesterday." I've'had patients say to

me, "Why are you supervising that doctor giving medications?"
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It's particularly hard in this area dealing with doctors

because they have been around for years, they are mostly of the

old school, many of them still with the idea that-nurses are to
do what they are told to do and they are not-44 think. And We

.are trying to educate nursing students to use a, lot of judgment
and question, without getting the doctor's back up against them.
You know we are guests,in the hospital for one thing. You redly
have to be careful how you go about what you are trying to

accomplish. But I do try to teach the students that they need to
question, that they need to find out what's going on, they need
to learn tact in getting their message 'across. Because they have
to be .a patient advocate. And if you can't deal' with a doctor
then you are never going to be an advocate for your patient. The

whole area of nursedoctor relationships is pr0ty tight right
now. And that's been a hard thing for me to change to because,

in the era from which I came, if a doctor came on the ward you
stood up and you gave him your chair, you opened the door for the
doctor. A doctor came into class and you all stood up, and you
didn't dare speak to a doctor unless he spoke to you. You know I
still have trouble sometimes speaking out to a doctor and
standing up for what I think is right, and yet I have to teach my
students that, so it can be a battle-some days.

Nursing has become more of a separate'profession than it 'was

years ago. Years ago it was follow the doctor's orders and that

was your job. And you didn't do too much thinking on your own.

You just did the procedures and you gave-the bath and you -;'ave

the medications the doctor ordered. Now nurses are being tG ;ht

a lot of things that we weren't taught before. Aisessment of
patient needs, assessment of symptoms, and looking at what the

drugs are doing to. the patient. Nurses are more highly educated

than they were years ago. We were very functional oriented; now
it's more teaching a student to look at the patient and make some
decisions on their own. Years ago we never could tell a pati..:nt

what they got for medication. Now we go in with a pill and say,
"This is your heart pill," and we tell them what to expect for
side effe'cts and if they want to know their blood pressure we

tell them what it is. We do a lot of teaching which we didn't do
years ago.

So nursing is really changed remarkably since I was a

student. For the better. We are not just robOts that walk along
and follow what the doctor orders. And we don't look at doctors
as 'gods like I used to. For instance, up at the hospital where I

am , ,a patient was most distraught because the doctOr had not

been in for four days to see her. I know that's wrong. If that
doctor doesn't visit for four days, he is negligent. If I was a

nurse on the floor, I think I would get on the phone and say,
"You should come over and see this patient." But I don't have the
clout as a guese in a hospital to get after a doctor for

something that I feel they'are negligent about. I say to my

students, "You know that it's not right, he should be here. If

you were in the position as a staff nurse, what would you do
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about it?"

Back a couple of years ago when I was over here at this

hospital there was one doctor over there that was always

hollering and screaming at the nurses. I feel it is very,

.degrading. I went down to the emergency room one daywy They

needed some help and so I wenC%own with the stretcher and I

bring the patient out and I hear this doctor hollering at

somebody and-I didn't Ray too much attention to it because I was

doing my thing and all of a sudden-I realized he was looking at

me: And he said, "The next time blah, blah, blah," and he goes

on and on. About fifteen minutes later He comes up on the ward

and I got him down by the elevator door and nobody else could

hear. And I said, "You know, doctor," I. said, "I really don't

appreciate being hollered at." And he said, "I didn't holler at

you." 'I said, "Yes you did." He says, "Well, I was trying to

get yOur attention." I said, "Well I've got a name and if yoU

want something just talk to me and I'll find out what you need."

And he never gave me any trouble after that. 41 was shaking in

my bo9ts, because I had never confrohted a doctor like that. I'm

just as much a professional as he is. We are in different

fields, but he doesn't need tb'speak to me that way.

In a bigger hospital you are working more with .a team sort

of thing. There is. a real, difference'in a small hospital between

the nurse and the doctor. They don't work together. In a

medical center they work together as a team and everybody's

knowledgeable in their areas and they respect the person for

their knowledge. I respect the doctors for what, they know. I

think they just get very careless with their care. And I'm very

much concerned about my patients and I want them to get the best.

The hospitals accept us in to have our clinical experience

there. We do not pay for that at all. They are ultimately

responsible for their patients' care so they have the right to

day, "We don't want your students here anymore." You are hot

employed by the hospital, you are a guest there. You do give a

lot of help but, on the other hand, they are ultimately

responsible for those patients, If something happens to the

patient, the patient is going to turn around and sue the hospital

and probably not the student. Some enjoy the students and really

enjoy halving them there and others, they are in the way, and

they'd rather that they weren't there; but they'll comply with

what the administration wants and keep us. It's a lot of

responsibility. If they weren't as good students as they are, it

would be even more stressful. But they are pretty responsible

and the rapport between the students and myself is very good.

Yesterday was our last clinical day. One student came up to

me and she said, "Today's my last clinical day and pretty soon

I'm going to be out there on my own. What am I going to do when

I can't say,' Roberta could you come and help me?'" She said, "I
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Feel like my umbilical cord is being cut." Every year when I
lose my students, I feel like a piece of me has gone because I
have invested so. much energy in their education.

We talk a lost in conference with students about the
importance of going on for school, that this is okay for now and
it will serve your purpose right now and if that's all you want
then that's okay. But the time is coming when they are going to
say,(2?"You., need your bachelor's degree in order to be a

professional nurse." To some you say, "Don't start school right
away, get some nursing experience first so you have got your feet
on the floor a little bit." Others that have some nursing
experience behind them, because they, are already licensed
practical nurses, they show some leadership ability, they are
very mature, they are very independent with their work; then if
they say they are going to school, 'Great. ,Take some courses and
get involved and I know right now you don't want to go back
full-time, but you know another year or so yo I'll sort of be
itching to go back." I find myself encouraging em to go on and
get their bachelor's, because I know itts coming to that.

I've been sitting in the same position for nine years with
no promotion. I've been recommended for promotion every year
since I've gotten here but because there are no positions to put
me in, I just don't get it. Every year I apply but I think one
of the problems that I have as a nursing faculty member is that
because I am so tied up outside the college with clinical I don't
have really a goad opportunity to give much of a contribution in
terms of some of the committees. And that counts very heavily it
seems. I guess it's that old thing: we still feel kind of
separate from the rest of the faculty because our job is just so
different. We just don't get a chance to even attend some of the
committee meetings that we are supposed to attend. We just can't
do it. It's hard, to feel yourself a total part of the faculty.
It's kind of unique to nursing, I think.

We are a terminal sort of program as opposed to a lot of
others that are maybe transfer programs or liberal arts where the
students are not quite sure what they want tb do. It's kind of
like taking the old hospital program and trying to slot it into a
community college but not quite being able tolio tpat because the
kids spend much more time in their nursing classes than any other
students in the college. You Jcnow it's kind of nice being part
of a college setting, too, where the students are getting.
qualified .instructors, their English courses are going to be
good, their sociology, and that's something you don't get if your
nursing program ish't in a community college. When it was first
planned, one of the thoughts was to build a separate building for
the nursing department which I'm glad they didn't do. You know
that would really have isolated us. At least we walk in the same
corridors with people. I've got somebody who teaches English on
one side of me and I have a chemistry teacher in the office next
to me.
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ill
(-' I could go to the local hospital work as a supervisor or

nights and make more money than`I'm ki now. But there are a

lot of reasons why I would not want o do that. What I'm saying

i
ts that, yes, I'd like the prom ion, t e extra money would be

nice, but on the other hand wouldn t think about leaving

because I enjoy what I'm doing. I mean, sure, we all likb the

extra money and I'd like t e status, of beIng able to say I'm an

associate professor instead of an
I

assistant professor but I know

what the state system is like; I've worked in it long enough . I

just feel very good about what I'm doing. I like my students.

You know it's convenient fair me, it's in the community, I like

the people that I work with, I get my summers off with my kids.

And I've got a husband that \has a fulltime job, so that money is

not the big thing that it might be for somebody who is a single

parent .

In order for me to be tenured I'd have to be promoted. I

get multipleyear contracts. It doesn't threaten me. Maybe if I,

were in some of the othe positions up there, like English

professors and sociology. Some of them are beginning 'to feel a

little bit pressured becaus\e student numbers are dropping and

they are starting to put preSsure on finding another field that

they can teach in. I don't pave that feeling because we have so
.

many applicants; unless they close the nursing program out

completely, I don't worry aboilt my job. So tenure probably isn't

as important to. me as it might be to an English professor. We

are the only nursing programi in the immediate area . It's the

one program that is alwayg full, always full.

I look at the people that get promotions and I, know the

econtributions they have made or the advanced degrees they've

gotten, so I kind of assume that that rs. why they are getting

them. Maybe it's my old passive self and my feeling that if

there are fifteen of us lined up for this promotion and we are

all eligible that they are going to be fair about it and they are

going to pick the right person out. Perhaps that's not the way

it is. I don't know how to fight something like that, I guess.

I know the medical field. I know what I know in terms of nursing

education, but not education. I don't know how to get at them

like I do the doctors because I'm out of my familiar setting. I

guess I'm more of a nurse than a teacher really. I've combined

the two but I think you know my basic instinct"is that I'm a

nurse and so therefore it's hard to take myself away from the

nursing and say, "Now I'm going to go and deal with these

administrators over here," when I really don't know what goes on

in that office. I guess ',just wouldn't know how to handle going

in there and saying, "Hey look, I've been sitting here for nine

years."

Nursing was my first profession, education was not, and

again it goes way back to when I was going to be a nurse when I

was little. You know I certainly feel like an educator but it's

that basic underlying thing that I'm a nurse. Teaching is

certainly part of nursing no matter where you area You think of
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it more as being education because you are in a college setting.
I feel like I have become an educator more. When I meet somebody
at a party I usually say, "I teach at the community college," and
then they'll say, "What do you teach?" and I'll say, "Nursing."
I guess I am identifying myself as a teacher at this point then.
I don't know.

In a sense what I'm doing is fulfilling my original mission
of making sure patients get good care by taking enough people
into nursing that I feel I have done a good job educating and
therefore they are going to take good care of those patients. I

was just talking with one of my graduates yesterday, and I said,
"When I know you are out there doing a good job that's kind of an
extension of me. You are out there,doing'the job that I want to'
see done." kind of feel good about being a part of a community
college. You live in this town and it's a community college in
this town. Some of my colleagues at the college will say, "You
know, you people are really doing a good,_job inthat nursing
program. Students did well on boards this year, you must be
doing a good job." I think they really have begun to,value us as
educators too.
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Profile

MARY WINSTED

(Mary Winsted, in her forties,, teaches nursing at a

metropolitan community college in California. We interviewed her

once at her office and twice at her home in the summer of 1981.)

I grew up in Minnesota,lived there until I was seventeen

years old. I'm the middle of three. girls. I have an older

sister and a younger sister. I just always remember my father

being very interested in our going to school. Lots of reading.

My father died very very young. He was only fortyfive when he

died. But he just felt that education was the key to a more

successful life. My father was very adamant about his three

.daughters receiving an education. He felt that was very

important. He was not able to achieve what he wanted to. So I

think a great deal of that rubbed off on me.

Boys in my father's family just went to work when they were

sixteen years old. Not much opportunity for a formal education

at all. Father had gone to school, grade school, and as far in

high school as youwent in that time. But he always wanted to go

on to do more eduCation. I'm the only one of the three that's

completed formal college work. I always enjoyed reading. I was

told that'a lot. My mother always said, "If you can't find Mary

she's probably reading a book." I enjoyed it. Always enjoyed

going to school. Also I played piano, and every fail they would

have a program. Kids who did something got to perform. So I

rememberI was ip about the third grade and got Kto perform on

stage playing piano, along with a_lot of other people. My mother

was also very active in the school affairs. She was PTA

president, went on the bus when we went to the symphony in St.

Paul-, that kind of thing. I had long hair, very thick, long

braided hair until I was in ninth grade. -I decided I had to look

like everybody else so I cut this hair off.

I can remember exactly the seat that I was sitting in in the

auditorium when Roosevelt announced that we were going to war

with Japan. We had been bombed Sundae and this was Monday

morning. I was in the seventh ,grade. The incredible

tenseness--there wasn't a sound in that auditorium. I remember

how quiet it was. There was a lot of serious conversation and

nobody made any sounds at all. I remember, getting kind of
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nauseated which I don't do at all. Just so much tenseness about
it. No one knew what was going to happen. There just wasn't a
sound in that 'all whole auditorium as we sat there and listened
to him talk to Congress. It was very dramatic, very dramatic.

I had finished my first year at Roosevelt High School and I
enjoyed that because I was with everyone that I knew and singing
in the a cappella choir. Then my family moved to Spokane because
of my father'S work. It's more difficult to get into those areas
that are already established: I had several friends 'that I

enjoyed and knew but it wasn't like the large group that I had
known in Minndapolis at all. I felt it was very, very
difficult; but it was also during the war, so the connotation was
patriOtism. It was okay to be uprooted because you were helping.
I didn't like leaving my friends. It was a real uprooting.. It
was an uprooting for my whole family. I think ray father enjoyed
it. I did a lot of reading, but probably because I wasn't
involved socially the way I might have been had we stayed in
Minneapolis-. In my last year in high.schboI -Thad just assumed
that be going to the University of Mdnnesota, because that's
where I had been born and raised. My sister was married and
living there.. I applied there and got a letter back that they
didn't take any outofstate students and I said that doesn't
apply to me. L'm not out of state I've lived in 'Minnesota my
whole life. But that was the year that the veterans all went to
school and so that was very discouraging.

There was a school not far from Spokane and I could drive
back and forth so then I could be at home and still go to
college. I can remember doing a lot cf preparation for
it--visiting the school, seeing what kinds of programs they
offered--and I enrolled in a premed course that was required for
many medical schools.

Although realizing it was very difficult, I felt that as far
as making it academically, that I probably wouldn't have a lot of
problems with it. After my first/year at college --that was an
expensive year--I felt that perhaps I could do something else,
like going into nursing rather than going into medical school .

We weren't poor but we weren't wealthy either aneit just seemed
unattainable as far as that part of it was concerned. It would
mean my family's support for a long numper of years. Hindsight
would show me that I could have done it .differently, Then I
thought that you just went to college and ,your family supported
you the whole time you were in school. I wasn't very
knowledgeable about loans which were, I'm sure, available even
then. At that time I wanted to be more independent than I was
living at home. So I' made my decision not to go on, to short
circuit and settle in,a sense for nursing rather than going on
with another three years and then 'getting into a medical school
or trying to get into a medical school. That wasn't an unhappy
decision. That was kind of a substitute , a more realistic kind
of goal.
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We had visited my aunt just one time in San Francisco when I

was between high school and starting college. We drove to San

Francisco and visited. her. I thought that that would be just a

great placeto live. So I applied to Children's Hospital and got

accepted. My father felt much better about that. That I wasn't

just going off by myself, not going to school without knowing

anyone at all. He wasn't in favor of that at all. In our family

experience , people didn't go off and live all by themselves.

You had to have some kind of family contact. I had just been in

training a year and a half when my father had a very massive.

heart attack and died.

It was a three year program. We lived in a nurse's home. I

have some lifelong friends from that, very close friends. We

entered in late August: There were about thirtyfive which was a

large group at that time to enter nurse's training. We were

assigned rooms and roommates. The first six weeks are called a

probate period that you learn essentially the basics, the

fundamentals of a training program of nursing. Then you went on

to the floor under supervision. Our day was a seven to eleven

day . We had one day a week off which changed. The second year

that I was in training we had two days a week off. It seems

incredible that we did that much plus all the studytime in

between. You studied normal anatomy, physiology, and then got

into disease and how to care for people with various kinds of

problems, medical, surgical, orthopedic. We had pediatrics,

obstetrics. Children's Hospital was a hospital for women and

children. At that time there were no male patients. Clientele

was pretty middleclass people. We had classes all the time for

all three years. There was never a time when you didn't have a

couple of hours of classes. Exams at the end of each unit and

graduation in August. In the senior year you had an elective and

you hoped that you got your first choice. I had an elective'in

surgery and did get it, six weeks in surgery. It was all good,

everything. Tuition was very minimal. Everything except your

personal things were provided. We lived right there, meals were

provided, our student uniforms were provided for us. Instructors

were nurses for the most part. We had some physicians lecture,

but for the most part they were all nurses. We did a lot of

empirical kinds of things working with senior students who would

instruct and supervise and show you what to do. The floor nurses

did a lot of supervising of students. It was all programmed for

you, all planned for you.

So I had finished my nurses training and was rather

seriously thinking .about' being married, but at a later point in

time, when the Korean conflict occurred. Since my husband to be

was a Navy reserve at the time, he was called back into the

service, so we decided to get married. We lived in San Diego.

I worked at Mercy Hospital at night and went to schOol during the

day at the state college. His schooling was also interrupted.

5o when his Navy service was finished we came back to this area.

He finished at the university :and in the meantime we had 'our

first baby. So it was a process of his going to school and my
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working. A lot of women did that at that time. I went to school

off and on, but once he had finished his schooling then I -could

devote more time to mine. Our second daughter was born in 1955.
Then after she was about a year and a half old I was ready to go
back to school on a part-time evening basis. .Eventually I did

finish my bachelor's in education. 'Then we had our third one.
That kept me out of the academic field for a while.

My husband is a very understanding supportive person so I

decided to go toschool. He says, "Fine." You can do lot,s of

things if yOu really want to do them. And my children , in fact,

sometimes I think they're better children for parents that are
doing things than maybe are home all the time. They have done
well academically, socially. Going back to school and finishing,
school, that was hird to do with two little ones just two.years
apart. But I just started taking some classes. I was bound and
determined to finish at that point in time. I could receive
credit for my nursing training, credit in the education
department. They'gave y.)u a certain amount of college credit. I

had.been working by that time, ten years at least, as a staff
person.

I just went until I finished the B.A. and then saw a more

purposeful' need for my graduate work. I enjoyed what I was

doing. But I could see a dead end at that point; I worked nights
and then I'd go to school during the day sleep in the afternoon
and then go back to work at night. I could fill my time that
way. It was much easier sleeping in the afternoon than being
alone at night.

'I worked essentially in obstetrics, labor and delivery room.

It was always very enjoyable to be able to help someone through
that labor process and understand what was goiog on. Although it
was-a little late to give them a lot of background, you could
really do some good.nursing. I enjoyed emergency room because,"
again, you didn't ever know what was going to come in through the
doors. I also enjoyed surgery but that too, I found, there
isn't enough contact.

I had a very, Very good friend who I had known for a long

time and she phoned me one day and said that there was a teaching
position open at a nearby community college in the licensed
vocational program. They accepted e on a part-time basis. Then

t'oey needed a full-time instructor so I applied. I hadn't
finished my undergraduate work at that time and the

administr'ation was a little bit reluctant although they needed
someone. So if I would finish my undergraduate work then they

would hire 'me on a full-time position. That's when I wasvery
serious about going to school and finishing my degree.

In the :even years that I've been at this community college
there have been some changes. There were three of us who were
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new i,culty members tnat came that year . I don't think that my

work load has changed all that much but .there is a different

t.direction to it. We have 1,,ureday Monday and Friday for our

students, or :,ome kind of presentation.. That involves two and a

half tc three hours at any one time. We do this on a select

:basis--our speci-Ity areas and our interest areas--and we carry

that through from one year to the next.- On the days that I am

presenting, I have spent time in the two weeks prior catching up.

with current reading and 'ipdating my materials, which ijlursing

goes qn all the time. We have an eight to ten thirty Or an eleven

to one period. I try to db more than jOst. lecture because you

can't lecture-for that period of time, I don't think, and have it

effective. Generally Monday afternoons are devoted to clinical

preparation.

We havu ten students in each clinical rotation so I'm

responsible for ten students, their assignment, their care, their

patients, their, follow up, and that's undoubtedly the most

difficult part of my job. You don't just walk into a clinical

facility and have the charge 606-se welcome you with open arms.

They're generally pretty guarded about their patients until:they

get to know you and what you can do, How you react and that kind

of thing. So over a period of years you develop rapport with a

charge nurse. Tuesday mornings I'm generally at the hospital by

about ten minutes of seven, and I go over and check the

assignmerts. I meet with the stw'ants at seven-thirty ane we

rather quickly go over their assignment. I usually start off by

repeating, as you would in a change of shift report, their

individual assignments. And as time goes by, these rotations ,

they give the assignment back to me they're practicing tneir

method of giving reports. And then we report on duty about ten

minutes of eight, and they go to their clinical station.

['m covering :;he whole ward during report time. The

students and I review such procedures that they might be involved

in. it can be as simple as an IV to complex kinds of,sections

and hat sore of thing. The students haveaccess to me by way

of a paging system. I'm very specific, you know, "Don't go ahead

and do that until I'm supervising you." Once I get the students

all established , then I make rounds. Just ,,keep going rrom one

student to another. Sometimes I'ii set up specific things. Tha

rest of my morning is spent assisting the students , ma"ing sure

that they accomplish what they're supposed to. These are

essentially second semester students that we are talking about.

They are far more independent than beginning students.

After lunch, it's essentially finishing up; fist often, the

way hospitals work, the majority of their procedures are done

early in the morning or mid-to-late afternoon The students

complete their charting and have a post .conference, generally

half an hour to forty-;'ive minutes. And during'that time we go

over procedures in detail, sometimes we go over an event that

,happened.' They finish their day about two-thirty. Then I
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generally go back on the ward and check their charts to deice sure'

that they have completed what they were supposed to have

completed.
4

Our lab is people. My, responsibility is to 'make certain

that the students understand the safety involved. They don't
understand aft the impliCations that can go on. That part of the

job responsibility weighs heavily for me.. Makes it hard . I

think teaching is very very hard nursing. It. is much easier to
do it than it is to sit on your hands, sometimes, and tell

someone and watch them, be responsible for the actions of ten
people and you are not quite sure where they are . You are never

finished, absolutely never finished: If I worked as a staff
member in a hospital, when the time to complete my shift was over
that would be it; but.-in my teaching I find that f am absolutely
never through. . \

On Thursday we meet at the college for four hours and that

day we go into great detail on special procedures. I try to

let them do, the presenting. A student has to do the research on
their clinical assignment, then present it on Thursday. Those

sessions are really hard work sessions. They seem to be very
beneficial to the students. On Friday, if I'm presenting, we
have a team faculty meeting. We do general housekeeping, student

,problems, details of the work week and that kind of thing. We

have facultywide meetings and divisionwide-meetings. ;About three
times a year. Nursing faculty meet about once every two weeks.
They are generally about two hours in length. Specia] committees
we fit in. between Mondays and Fridays: library, curriculum,
audio visual, guest speakers, and that kind of thing.

Then of bourse we give exams. That's always kind of a rush.

We never give the same exam twice, and we are each responsible

for our own content area. In the first year, half the questions
are multiple choice, the other half are fillins. Some students

do much better if they can write things out, some students do

much better just selecting a multipleChoice answer. The
correction takes a fair amount of time. We try to complete them

the same day. The students like the teacher to correcttheir
exam as/soon as they finish it. We have tried a variety ofwaYs

of doing it but this one seems to work out the best. In our

scheduling we have the exam and then we have an exam review

immediately following it. We'd() our multiple.choices on scantron
So that we can give that portion of the exam back td the students
and they can read the question. We try to use it as a teaching

tool. It does no\t always turn out that way.

The grades are extremely important-to this group. I think

it is their commitment prior to coming in. They have invested a

lot of time and energy. You know they are going to make this or

else. Sometimes we Have students who. don't go on in nursing.

Competition is great. to get into the programs. We had over one

hundred and twenty qualified people. They had fulfilled all the
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prerequisites to get into the nursing, and sixty-six are selected

on a lottery basis. So if they made it, by God, they are going

to get out. They ,come with unusual demands, more so than other

students who ane going on, for instance, to a four-year college,

going, to do something else. They don't feel quite the pressure

perhaps that these students do.

We reflect, at this small community college, the national

trend. When our enrollment is off, we read that it's off

throughout the country. Each class presents its own kind of

personality. Our student population in general is older than

the average college class would be. Just a small percentage of

our students come out of school and have taken their

prerequisites and then come right into the nursing . Many of

them have worked in a totally unrelated kind of field, have had

jobs, careers in a different area, and have not been satisfied

with them and decided that they would like to donursing. Some

have finished a bachelor's program somewhere and there is

absolutely no job market for their major. Any of these

backgrou5s I think are an asset to nursing. A mean age for the

population would be well up into the thirties . Many' of them

have family commitments. We get a lot of people who are either

thinking about, or in the process of, or have just completed

divorce, and they think nursing is going to be an answer to their

personal problems. This makes it difficult also because that is

such a traumatic life situation. Many of them work. Some try to

work full-time and find it nearly impossible to do that. So they

really struggle very hard.

In the class that has just completed its first year, there

must be about eight male students. One is 'retired Navy. A

couple are psych techs for whom this is an upgrading kind of

thing, rathe,, than staying at that level. A few male students

have come thrbugh who plan on going into hospital administration.

The field of nursing is a'beginning bickground for that. Not

many of our women students are interested' in hospital

administration. There'aren't many female hospital administrators

actually, so they don't -aspire-to-that_A lot_of_them_gcLinto the

specialty areas now--nurse praqtioner, midwifery- those kinds of

specialty areas . Our students for the most cart have. 'been

successful. They have raised a family or are in the process.
;They-havedone_all_theirownhousemanagement and they have done

'it well. A ,student that has held a.job, Marii-9f-thirtfave-done---

high level kinds of things. They have been successful in their

prior academic work or they wouldn't be with uS. They come into

nursing, 'that they know absolutely' nothing about. It is

frustrating'for them. They have 'to start, all 'Aver again. That

is hard for some of them to accept.

When I-7-111'ri-sh-e-d trairring, -thirty years--ago-, the-complexity

was not present, the technological kinds of complexity. The

older nurse would just as soon work under direct supervision and

have someone tell her what to do. For the younger person who has
41
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a more independent life style, that's much More difficult. The
younger physicians would just as soon have nurses make. those .

kinds of nursing decisions. The older physicians like to hang
onto their ways of doing it. The technical end of it too, the
hardware and eqUipment, simply was not around. There was a

period of time here when it.was very difficult to be even
constructively critical to a student. The students had a

tendency to object to any faculty member'calling them up short:
"You're not prepared today." They would run to the Dean of'
Instruction with all kinds of complaints.. I have called it a
sixth grade mentality. I think it is endemic to nursing programs
pretty much. That is one thing that comes out of conferences.
The trip that I just made, we talked about programs. The
problems and the situations are somewhat SiMil* all over, and it
is peculiar Co nursing. Whatever the nursing jersonality is has
some inherent problems.

The'LPN student-ilas a different personality than an R.N.
student. Has far fewer prerequisites. in fact-high school
completibn and recommendation for courses prior to coming in. So .

for the most part they were very grateful, very willing students.
Our RN student has commited herself to a great deal of time. The
beginning LPN student very.often is one who has decided to try_a
little independence, to go back to school, to see what the
outside world is like. The RN student has been in that outside
world and knOws pretty much where she is.

I did. a whole year's study on.midwives and midwifery.
Obstetrics is my'elinical specialty. At that time there was a
lot of publicity, a lot of public interest in midwifery. Since I
had 'done a lot of work in that area I thought it would be just an
interesting thing. So I,presented my proposal to our governing
board and it was accepted along with many others..° I spent a
whole year doing that. From my, sabbatical.I developed a six-week
course called Contrasts and in Obstetrics. That's

,probably my favorite course to teach. I teach it generally twice
a semester, in the evening, in addition to my regular teaching.
lOad:' I'd love it if they made it part of my full teaching load.
So far they haven't. It's open to any interested person at, all
and of course in Calsifornia we also have a requireMent for
continuing education requirements in order to maintain licensure.
You have to have thirty hours every two years to maintain
licensure-so- thisis_board-approved for that, _So I_get_lots_of_.
TN's and LPN's cause it's both RN and LPN board-approved.

There are certain expectations, there are certain behaviors
that are critical in nursing in order for all of us to.operate in
some kind of'a safe manner. This last spring, very near
graduation, a student was in a pediatric rotation and made some
errors that this instructor felt just were not acceptable.. There
were about three exemples, .student--was
unsatisfactory evaluation', by this instructor. The student
immediately went to the Dean of-Instruction. The same girl 'who
left a patient sitting up unattended 'is working somewhere and I
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think that these faculty people realize the ramifications. She

was able Vb complete the program. She had to take a board exam

and I have no idea of whether she passed that or. hot. She was

allowed to continue. She was allowed to complete the whole

prograM.. As th,e students complete that second year they realize

the ultiviate responsibility that they are going to have . There

are many things that we do independently, but we also work under

the direction of a physician.

A student has to understand what it means when a physician

walks in and says, "Why don't you give the patient some water and

get him. out of bed." That's a direct order and it has to go

through various channels. It's illegal for a student to take a.

verbal order. They have to know that right away: You

immediately say to the doctor, "I'm sorry, I'm a student. I ,

can't take a verbal order." These problems rarely come

theoretical portidnv7 It comes from the clinical portion of our

'teaching. That's where the students are most apt to feel they

are being treated unjustly. It is stressful, as much for an

instructor certainly 'as it is for-the student.. I think the

stresses are great when you work in a hospital in a clinical

situation. No one is terribly casual about it. These students
when they leave the hospital, they all go in their own direction.

When I was in training, it was a much more family kind of

situat_ron. We encourage study groups for that reason. Some wor

some don't. The students who study in study groups for-th-e-nt

'part seem to do better than'those who study independently. Th.?

study groups, as they go along, seem to be have a much more

relaxed attitude than one who struggles alone. 1

Legally I am ultimately, responsible for the care thzt my

students give. I am responsible for seeing that the cf-Le is

given, for the procedures, bUt I work very, .very closely witrl

staff people. Now I have worked for a period of time with No6t

of the nurses; I have several staff nurses that are excelt,
who like students, who like to work with them. There are

nurses who think.they are being bothered. A student just takes a

lot of'time. Students are good scapegoats for certain things. I

hear this from housekeeping- You have to become friends_withthe

housekeeping. They are a greet- sourbe-.Theycan really be of

assistance to you sometimes. Thly will even come to me now and

-tell-me-I- think -- that student_heeds_somehelp_in,,there.._%As=the_
student.: become more skilled, the-nurses-realize that the patient-

is actually going to get better care with the students around.

I 7)bviously erjoy telinhing the students. I think you have

to Ultimately like nursig. I get very, very tired of sick-

people, Sometimes you think the whole world is nothing but that.
Sc-5-th--raspites-are-n-ire;- --Do-c,omethIng-entir-elry different an_d__

then come hack. Seing a student you know when the light bulb

comes on and they put their picture together and get intb it.

Financially this work is not_ bad in comparison with many other



things that women can do or that they are still doing, as far as
financial gains are concerned. The pay scale is across the board
here ; it does not matter whether you are male or female in this
community college district. Staff nursing has just about caught
up'.with what I am earning, so there is not that big a difference;
however my free time is:greater. So on a weekly basis I probab;v
earn more. I have summers off , Easter, Christmas vacation,
where a staff nurse does not. After five years they have three
weeks vacation and it progresses from there. Many of the nuraes
that I work with are, up to six and seven weeks vacation per ye; -.r,
so the benefits are also good there.

I've enjoyed seeing women being able to get into occupatiore
that have been maledominated, but I think it's difficult. It is
nice to see the kind. of male student we have. We have males of

--al-I.kinds in nursing -and-I think nursing needs'it. -I think we
need much more male influence than we have had. It should noe
a total,femaledominatcd place. Nursing has beenessentally
female and that has been my whole life experiepce in the wore,
world except in the community:college, where it's.male.dominate6.
But that has not made that much difference because I have beer in
nursing. If -I were a female in any one of the other disciplines,
that,may well have made a difference. I think sometimes women
are not accepted in the other areas. .I would think a male would
have a difficult time in nursing. I think he was treated
differently by both the female and the male faculty .

It 's just been since 1955 that a great transfer took .tlace
from a hospital setting into a community college. I think the
product has not been as successful as it was thought ;night be.
I really have that feeling. I think that --again depending upon
the individual--that it takes a longer period of time to gain
clinical skills; I think the hospitals are realizing that now.
The hospitals want a person .with essentially five years'
experience. In the last few years the hospitals have a
threemonth program of orientation . Those students who graduate
from our program and then go into one of these preetorships do
very well._

.1 just had a birthday; the time is running out.I still do
consider medicel school. Ir. fact my oldest daughter encourages
me all the time. "Mother you just should go back and do it
now,"---Real-isticallysarlittlelate7inlifet4Estart7medital
school. And again, there' a lot of commitment, there's an
incredible amount of commitm nt when you start back in a program
like that. I get serious enough about it to send for the
catalogues and then I get rea istic. The emotional level and the
intellectual level tell you t o _different things and I think my
emotinal level rans away with it, from time to time. I'm not so
sure that you know, new, the co mitrient because our children are

egrowne-buttt'sa long haul. rfhly realize what ft entails. I
can be compromising and find what I have to do. I'm not unhappy
with what Itve done.
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With my children I feel that there have been more

alternatives than were available when I started my education. I

maybe feel a little bit shortchanged now and then. Perhaps if

my mother and father had come from a more professional background

there might have been more knowledge about how to go about doing

that. That's the way it was, you know. The bright side of it is

that there has been .dome change. The GI bill opened up just

incredible possibilities for all kinds of people. You know had

there been a GI bill, say, after World. War I, I wonder what our

society would have been like. I don't blame it on society. I

think the students that I encounter are interesting students.

For many of .them there is a great deal of status, you know, if

they are a nurse, that is a good accomplishment and so that is a

step up in society.
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Profile

.MARILYN NORRIS

(Marilyn Norris, in her thirties, teaches in a dental
program in a metropolitan community college in Massachusetts. We
interviewed her in her office twice and once at her home in the
winter of 1980.)

I

I went to high school in the city, went to an orthodontist
and he had these people running around the office /and I thought
it looked kind of interesting, so I thought maybe I would like to- .

do that. I did well in high school, so I thought I could pretty
much,do what I wanted to do. However, I didn't have the feeling
that I could go onto something like Mt. Holyoke or Vassar, didn't
have that kind' of image of mysef. I lass alSo very tired of

..... _14beral_arts_eourses; AL :Wanted mething tangi,ble, L wanted a
marketable skill. I wasn't sure that I wanted to spend four
years at, it either, two years would be enough. So' liking at
these ',women running around the office, I thought I would be
interested in doing that. I di n't want the financial
responsibility of becoming a den and I also felt like I

didn't want to go to school for eight years to become a dentist.
And at that point I probably thought I couldn't have achieved
that, couldn't do that well. So I will take the middle of the
road which is dental hygiene.

In high school I did all the right things--I was in the
band, majoreTrl(ajed the flute, was the band secretary, on the
honor society, did everything right. It wasn't until I got to
college that I realized how little I knew. I did well--I worked
hard, I was the persevering student. I had to work hard for What
I got, but when I got it, I thought I deserved it. .In'high
school I always did as well as I thought I could. But maybe I
didn't overdo it, maybe I didn't work as hard as I could', to do
the very best so that, this is so hard to explainso,/ Z could
become a dentist, so I could go on to' a seven sisters school. I

never thought of myself as brilliant, maybe that wasAt.' We did
have students in the school who would score 760 out of 800 and
those students would be going to Harvard. I would think of
myself in the next range, and I would be going to say the_next
level of school, or lower than that. I alwayS got a lot of
positive feedback from my parents. And I did very well in
comparison with other members of the family'. I think that I
probably could have gotten into a. much better school. As far as
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the femalemale role models, we were brought up that women would

marry and,nave children and that was one of the primary rules for

women. And that you could fit in your college and your-

careerinto that somehow. How you did it was up to you, you were

given that freedom; as opposed to families where the main role of

the woman is to marry a man and to have children as opposed to

career coming first. We were supposed to have a happy blend.

But after two years of dental hygiene schooling I

transferred to a fouryear college because I knew I wanted

something else out of life besides being a dental hygienist. I

respected people with education. And I wanted to be one of those

people. r_also wanted to be a student some more. I thought, -.

well, given two more years as a student, maybe I can make some

more decisions within those two years. I would he able to teach

if I wanted to and I could go into public health, and I was

interested in public.health.

Then I taught at a dental hygiene school in a city in the

Northeast. In the clinic we had thirtyseven chairs and quite al

few instructors. We see different people all the time. We would(

have three groups of thirtythree to thirtyseven students come'

into the clinic, then they would go to an outside assignment. By!

the end of two years I knew everyone's name and face. Some I

knew fairly well. Others all I could do was remember their name'

but I didn't know anything about them. As the frustration

level grew, I thought about what I really wanted to do with my

life. It was a sort of shortterm question, though. I started

to look for a job and I applied here and thought, well, I'll try

it and see what it is like. I had no idea what it meant to teach

in a community college setting.

We work in a very structured atmosphere, where cleanliness

is important. I used to think personal appearance very importnt

for the hygienist. We were brought up under the concept that the
hygienist was always,in a white uniform , hair pulled back an4 no

hair touching on her collar, nails a certain length, and it'was

really almost like the military. In the past few years I've

decided that if the student can do things well, and do it

competently, and react with their patients well, that is what is

important to me. I really don't care too much what they'look

like. If I am a good role model and the other faculty are'good

role models, they are probably going to do as we do.

I am teething-the same students all the time. I have two

classets, the freshmen students and the senior students.

Everytime I meet with them I am dealing with a new concept or an

expansion of an old concept.'. And on the clinical situation,

every single day you are dealing with'new people and different

tectntques, so it is not routine . I. want to get to Schoolend

then have breakfast and start my routine. On a clinic day, I

have olinic first thing in the'morning. I probably have

breakfast and then I come upstairs, unlock everything so the
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students would have access to cabinets and instruments. While I
am eating breakfast I am .wondering whether or not all the
students are arriving, how many patients are .upstairs, and. what
procedures they will be doing today, just getting myself
psychologically prepared for clinic and dealing with patients.

We have a dentist in the clinic. The school employs a

dentist for a couple of hours per session, and he checks the
students on their charting of patients' oral condition and many
times we get into discussionson theories and surgery techniques. -

You have to be a liaison. between the students and the dentists
some of the time because some of.the dentists are not educators .

They are dentists and'they are not always used to dealing with
the emotional status of the eighteen-year-old woman. One of the
things about the clinic is that each patient is examined by a
dentist and each student is examined on each exam that they do.
In the future we are thinking of evaluating them on a few cases
and not on all of them. It would allow the students some freedom
so they won't always feel like they are being evaluated every
time they take a step.

In this building a lot of the faculty thateat in the dining
room are either health or.biology and once in a while we get
people from social science-. We might then tend to talk about
economics more, or other topics instead of health, so that

-- broadens- the scope- -of-- our- conversation. A couple of weeks ago we '

were teasing one man from ,,,the social science department asking
him how many hours he taught per week. We accepted the position
knowing that there were more hours. and maybe more administrative
responsibilities, but we were kind of teasing him because we were
jealous pf the fact that the people from the English Department
and social sciences had fewer hours to teach. Well, apparently
he went back to a couple of other people in his division and said
that we were really riding him too hard. I am sure he has'his
responsibilities too and maybe they equai qurs, but we do tend to
think that people from other departments don't have as much work,
and then every once in a while they say. we_donit really knot4 what

-thefr-lives are like. They may have thirty composition papers to
correct a week or something like that.. But they are on campus
fewer hours.

When I drive home reviewing the day, I do a lot-of thinking
about how we can change the system so-that there is less pressure
on the students, so that we are evaluating less and teaching
more. We are spending---so--mu2h--time:--doing Check-ins and
check-outs and getting materies to students and little
administrative things, that there not enough time to teach or
there are not enough faculty in t'u,i room to teach. My gut
feeling is=get..ri.d_of_the_emaluating-system-and-just-teaeh. But
then I think the students would tend not to perform,they would
waste time.

Every system that I've seen, no matter how it is designed,
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penalizes the students for what they have chine wrong. I noticed

-a'big difference in stUdents Who come in-the rst "few "weeks of

school, who are very energetic and enthusiaStic nd very excited

about school and dental hygiene, and then we put them into a very

structured program where there are a lot of recpirements and

tension and studying and things. I think partly beause of the

evaluation system, they are penalized in so many ways that their

attitude changes. Because I see so many things that they do well

and yet you are evaluating them. There is something about the

negative comments that bothers me. I do believe in constructive

criticism but I don't see that coming across in the way that we

design evaluation tools. I've thought about this a 'great deal.

Whenever I am asked to do something and I am doing it for the

first time and just a colleague is watching me do something, I.

feel tension within my body. I don't recall having a teacher or

parent or anyone criticize me so much that I got upset inside, I

don't know where that came from, but it is inside of me. When I

know that someone is evaluating me, I don't think I am performing

as well as I can when I am totally relaxed and feeling in control

and I am confident that I can do it.

When I first started teaching, the most enjoyable experience

for mewas to teach someone to do something that was completely

foreign to them, and in a very short period of time they could

actually perform the procedure . Now I've been doing that for

almost nine years and it is sort of becoming very routine to

me.For the amount of work that I am doing I would like a little

more reward. Sometimes I compare myself with peole who are of

the same or similar educational background as far as number of

years of education and experience and similar degrees, and I see

that the salary is not equal, so that is sometimes frustrating.

What is most important is that I am happy with my job. I have

been doing it for around nine years now and there isn't much room

in this area for mobility. The only upward mobility would he to

becOme a department chairperson of a dental hygiene program. In

order to do taat I would probably have to move out of the area.

But I really like New Eng3and.

When the student graduates and leaves here, she might not be

providing optimum care or good quality care to a person who

deserves it. That is why I want to do a really good job. I want

to be very good as an educator so that students perform better,

so that they are providing a good service for the patients. Our

satisfactory level or standards are very high. I'd like to have

..each:student_develovinto_a:,hygienist that_cares_about her work,

that doesh't go to work' to earn a certain amount of money per

day; she is there from eight until five o'clock looking at her

watch wondering how many hours are left in the day. I think

-those-people are unhappy at their work and that is what bothers

me. If you are unhappy at work, many times you are unhappy in

your life. But I guess I'd like them to get the feeling that it

doesn't have to be that way, that they can change things, they

can change situations .
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I wish I had more time to myself to read, work on a hobby,

go away for a weekend and not feel as though I really should be

spending time preparing something or working on a course. Some

of the frustrations are probably the time commitment that I feel

is necessary in order to do a good job. I go home at night and

feel that I need to spend a couple-of hours working and maybe I,

would like to he doing something else. I've always been pretty

dedicated at what I do, but I come from a family that is like'

that. My father worked at a place for thirtyfiye years at

pretty much the same job, and my mother seems too- work hard at

what she does and she -even brings her work. home. at 'night.

Ev'eryone in the family works hard-at what they, do.

. I want the work to. be challenging, Satisfying,. rewarding,

provide emotional satisfaction. What' I enjoy most about working

here- is working with our -department chair. I enjoy her

philosophy of life, her attitudethe way She'deals with faculty,
students, dentists, administrators; we really have a very good.

working relationship. I enjoy working with her, butthen also I
want more out of my job. I want upward mobility and I want

advancement and right now at the school, that is not possible.

Our field is so narrow. Dental assisting is not something that-I--

would enjoy doi.ng. I've had times in the semester when I just

want the semester to end. Probably threequarters of the way

through the semester when t,he students are tired, and the facUlty
are tired. But I never just have to get out of here, where I am
just so frustrated that I just have to leave.

4

I am teaching pretty much the same courses. I would like to

do something more. challenging. 7 have been teaching one course

for nine Years and eighty or ninety pqrcent of that course

material I have to cover in orderfbr our students to pass

National Boards. I try to make it enjoyable for the students.

It is a very dry. subject and our students in this area don't have

a great chance to utilizea.lot of the information because they

are getting a twoyear degree. Even though I've tried numerous

approaches,'I don't look forward to it. I would like either to

get rid of the course, or I. would like to go :back to School and

get some different ideas so that I could change the course. And

I just haven't figured out how I can do that. .

i_talk to My students-about the fact that they won't find

satisfaction from the patients 'and they probably. won't find it

from their. employer either. They have. to get their satisfaction

out of what they are doing. What a traditiohal hygienist does

can become rote, so it is difficult to constantly get personal

satisfaction out of doing these-technical skills . I see..my

position as being -completely different because there is so much

variety in and 'there is a lot of fretipm.
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Commentary

Roberta DeVane in Massachusetts and Mary Winsted in

California affirm their work as nursing faculty in their

respective community colleges. Their affirmation is a result of

the interaction of their individual life histories with the

character and the structure of the field of nursing and that of

community colleges. To understand that complex interaction, the
resulting tensions and their resolution, would be to have a

measure of insight into some issues central to community college

education.

Roberta DeVane knew when she was a child that she wanted to

be a nurse. Her early and steadfast commitment found no

challenge from anyone urging her to consider other options

available to women,as might happen were she growing ,.up today.

Although she was the outstanding student in her high school, as a
female and a child of workingclass parents, the path was laid

for her to enter the threeyear diploma nursing program i.n her

local hospital. One English teacher, in what may have been a
casual comment, helped pave the path by suggesting that it was a

good thing that she was not going to college. . Despite the fact

that the entire school considered her an outstanding student,

something in his wisdom determined that she was not college

material.

She enrolled in the threeyear hospital diploma program and

received an award for being the outstanding nursing student in

the district. With hindsight she now is critical about the

nature of such programs, sensing that they may tend to overwhelm

inexper'ienced trainees and exploit them at the same time. Even

aL the time she knew she wanted something more, and with the

award money she received she enrolled in a bachelor's degree

program in nuri-ng.

At first she did not like her university program. She was

asked to study much that seemed peripheral to the job of a nurse

or repetitive of what she had already learned in her diploma

program. But she also knew that she was learning a lot that she
did not know. With determination she completed the program for a

bachelor's degree in nursing, working and going parttime to

school for six years. It took Roberta.DeVane nine years to get

her bachelor's degree and another six years to get ,her master's

which she began immediately after completing her bachelor's.

That initial choice, to attend the diploma program in her local

hospital, cost her a great deal of time. In a passing sentence
in her interview she says that her high school counselor did not
tell her that there were other ways to become a nurse in addition

to the hospital diploma program. Growing up as a woman in a

working7class town in the forties and fifties, she was not

presented with options from which to 'choose.
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Pit what she consciously realizes now, and what she.may have
felt but not verbalized then, is that her bachelor's degree
program ,effected her view of the world. .Very subtly it beb to
:Mange her behavior and attitude toward people and her
understanding of what her job was in a way that the diploma
program had not done. In her understated way, she pays a tribute
to her degree program and to herself.

With her degree she was asked to teach in practical nursing
programs, diploma programs and fouryear programs even as she
broadened her experience as a nurse. After taking six months off
when she had her first child, she realized that she could not
stay home and be a fulltime mother. She went back to work in
the evenings, and started teaching part time at her local
community college. Based on that experience she was invited to
join the faculty full time. When she first joined the community
college faculty, she was somewhat (intimidated by both the
students and her faculty colleagues. She thought of herself as
"just a nurse" among highly motivated, educated students and
colleagues who seemed like "professors" to her. With experience,
however, she overcame much of her sense of intimidation,
especially with the students.

1

She leads a divided professional life as a community college
nursing faculty member. Because of her responsibility for

supervising the clinical experience of her students on a

weektoweek basis, she is often in the hospital more than on the
college campus. Sometimes when she returns to campus she feels
like a visitor. Her clinical work. keeps her from being fully
involved in college committees; if committee meeting times
conflict with her work at the hospital there is no question which
is of more import.

At the beginning she sensed some resentment on the part of
her colleagues toward the nursing program because the state
regulatory board mandated that the ratio of nursing faculty' to-

nursing students be kept at a maximum of one to ten. Her
colleagues could not appreciate the amount of work she had to do
to fulfill the requirements bf the regulatory boards that oversee
training in the field of nursing.

Aspects of her work at the college such as the mandated

office hours frifstrate her. She works so closely with her
students in the' clinical setting that it would seem totally
inappropriate if her students had to seek her out during office
hours to talk with her. But that type of rub does not undermine
her basic enjoyment and affirmation of her work. In order to do
her teaching she has to keep up to date in her field. Her
nursing colleagues meet to revise syllabi and update course
materials; they attend professional seminars to keep up to date
so that they can function weil_both in the classroom and in the
ht.-,pital setting. She stays intellectually abreast of her field
and goes more deeply into it.
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She respects her students. Unlike most of .the other

programs 0 the college, her's is not subject to open admissions.

Students may have open Admission to the college but not to all of

the college's programs. Her nursing program has four applicants

for every available slot. The admissions process is extensive ,

time consuming, and difficult because DeVane knows she is passing

judgment which will be critical to the applicant's future. Like

many community college faculty, she kriows her students well; she

understands their home situation and the complications in their

lives which affect their studies.

But unlike what we were told by faculty like Richard Young,

there is no question of adjusting the standards of her field to

the perceived caliber of her students. She is not like Nancy"

Warren, torn between her sense of standards and the development'

of the individual student. The story DeVane tells of having to

fail a married woman who was only a few years younger than she

and to tell her of the failure right before Christmas reveals

that while sometimes what she has to do is painful to her, she is

not ambivalent. The standards of her field, the state boards

that her students will have to take, the, enormous sense of

responsibility she senses towards patients, all combine to make

her sense of her professional obligations take priority over all

other considerations. She does not face, as other colleagues do,

pressure from the administration to somehow keep numbers of

students in school. Such pressure, given her professional sense

and the controls on numbers the regulatory boards exercise, slem

not to enter into her world, or if they do the structure of

nursing training allows her to dismisS them. As a consequence,

DeVane does not convey a sense of a lack of power in her work.

Her profession exerts some basic demands that affect her work

load, her relationship with students, and her sense of,herself as

being in charge within her oomain

Nonetheless, there are some tensions. At the hospital,

despite her qualifications, experience, and familiarity with the

hospital, routine, she and her students are still guests. She is

able to manage the complexities of the relationships she and her

students have with the hospital with relatively little trouble

except in one area: relatiolpOips with the doctors. When she

was in training, nurses were accustom-A to treating doctors as

gods. When they came into a room , the nurses were expected to

stand. The basic job of the nurses was conceptualized as the

nurse doing what she is told by the doctor and not having to

think too much for herself. The smaller the hospital the more

that notion of nursing held.

Over the years since DeVane was trained in her diploma

'program an expanded professionalization of the nurse's role has

taken place along with new notions about the rights of patients

. as consumers of
in

care. The movement toward increased

professionalism in the nursing field in concert with the rise of

consumerism in the health field has led to a role for nurses that
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requir exoroi sing judgment, taking initiative, teaching

patients, and being their advocates in the hospital. That new

sense of the role of a nurse is in conflict with attitudes of

many doctors, especially older doctors, toward the job of the

nurse. DeVane has to confront these notions both for herself and
for her students. Her story of the confrontation-with the doctor
who had yelled at her in the emergency room captures the tensions
inherent in the changing roles and her resolution of those

tensions.

Her confidence in her knowledge, experience in the medical

field, and her commitment to the changing role of the nurse which

she began to adopt when she went to the university for her

bachelor's degree, all contributed to her ability to confront the

traditional authority of the doctor. At the same time, her

commitment to her profession does her little good in confronting

the authority system within her own community college. Because

her clinical work takes her out of the college so much, because

she cannot be totally involved in college committees,

beeuse-- although she has become more comfortable among her

colleagues- -she still sees herself as a nurse and the others as

professors, she is passive inthe face of a System that has not

promoted , her in the nine' years she has been a member of the

facul.y.

It is an unfortunate irony of the community college

structure that DeVane's commitment to excellence 'within her

professional field, the energy she must spend in .keeping

Up-to-date in her field and in giving her students the type of

supervision required by her profession, tend to detract from her

ability to pay attention to the aspects of working in her

community college that seem to lead to promotion. She is away

from campus a good deal. Although she does not try to avoid

service on committees, she cannot give committees top priority.

She gives least to that aspect of the work which many other

faculty we interviewed decried as almost futile. Her work in the
community, in health-related matters ironically, does not seem to
be recognized or deemed important by her community college . She

knows that she is being passive in the face of the situation,

even though she realizes that she has begun to see herself first

as a tacher and then as a nurse when she describes her work to

friends

Th=r, tension remains unresolved. It is not likely that the

colIeu itself will take'the initiative to recognize the aspects

or DeV e's work that keep her out of the normal everyday life of
the college, detract from her visibility, and keep her low in the
line of promotion, continually being passed over for others. Nor

is it perhaps likely that DeVane herself will confront the

administration on the issue. Having recently recovered from a

serf-us .line/13 whiCh she describes.as deepening the quality of

the w)rk she; can do with her students; she began to develop a

sense of what is important in life that comes with a

confrontation) with such illness. That sense may or may not
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include taking on the- administration-about her-promotion. It

does include urging her students to go on for their bachelor's

degree in nursing, because that is where she hag-ioeen and that is

where she sees her profession going.

Mary Winsted's experience across the country in Califoroia,

in a larger community college located in a metropolitan area,

shares much with Roberta DeVane. She presents fully the

intensity and Complexity of clinical ,supervision inhospitils
where she and,her students are essentially guests. She outlines

the same tensions with the doctors who want to hang on to

traditional conceptions of the proper role of a nurse, _She has a

similar view of the expanded role of the nurse and what the
essence of good nursing is . Like DeVane in MesSachusetts, her
responsibilities to -clinical supervision take her away from the

community college a considerable amount of time and limit the

contrAbutions -she- can make to -the college through work of .

committees. Like DeVane she .has a strong commitment to keeping

up with changes in her field. She has developed a specialty in

nursing and has devOte- her-sAbIntital' -to pursuing it. -She-.

teaches a course in the evening di "ision that. she loves and

_wishes_that_it.:_could become pant of_her_negular_Ieaching load.

A major difference in her experience, from that of DeVane

appears it her profile. They both share the same commitment.to
the standards of their profession and Teel a ilavy responsibility

to trath-th-e-IT stud-ert-s---t-o-c-arry----out-th-e-ir--Juttes-----wit-h -the-care

that is necessary when lives areat issue. But somehow Winsted's

professional authority and that of her colleagues is challenged

by the students and allo'red to be didermined by the coll_ear

administration. A colleague, faced with failing a student for

careless practice on the wards, 'fiods'herself in a position of

seeing the resulting dispute with the student resolved in favor

of_the__student by the Dean- 'of Instruction. The recourse the

nursing faculty seem to have to the undermining of their

professional judgment is to hope that the student will not pass

the nursing exam administered by the state which give's entry to

the profession.

Mary Winsted reinforces DaVane's story of the sense of

choices made and not made solely because she was a woman and not

a man. Unlike DeVane, Winsted did not want to be A nurse froth

early childhood. She came to nursing.as a substitute for, going

to medical school which was what she really wanted. to do'. But in

the years immediately following World War II, as, she probably

accurately assessed, admission to medical school would have been

-77:Aighly improbable for her. She knew that she would have

difficulty being admitted and would have-difficulty relying on

her family for the financial support required for the long years
of undergraduate education and medical school leading to becoming

a dOctor. It all seemed out of her reach. She dropped out of

college since it was expensive and she knewthat it was,not going

to lead her to what she wanted: As a substitute for what she
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wanted. shc__chude to become a_nurse.

tAd in the case of Roberta DeVane, nobody told her" at that
time that it was possible to get her_nursing preparation in a
program that would lead also to a four-year degree. The silence
about such programs then ,'was somehoW connected to the tension
between-the nurses' aspirations to become more-professional and
the medical establishment's operating to keep nurses in their
traditional place. It appears that the traditional relationship
-was-retnfurted by not promoting four-year- and-gradUte programs
in nursing.

Winsted took her training in a diploma program thirt': 'Years

ago, and while less critical of such programs than DeVan.. her

description of what it was like and the description of the

control the hospital had over her life for those three yeF,'

matches DeVane's experience. Like DeVane she realized after
finished her diploma program that she wanted to complete hr -

college education. Four-year programs in nursing would accept
none of her credits`from her diploma training, so she ended !4:,

--taking-her-bacheIor's--degree to education --in the.-....field -of-

,,development. It took Mary Winsted ten years to earn hr
bachelors and master's degree. The irony, of course, is that she
could have earned a B.A. and a medical degree in less time. Mary
Winsted substituted nursing for medical school because that
seemed realistic to her. Sh substituted marriage for continuing
to pursue a specialty in her field because the Korean war put a

_sense____of_urgencon_her_ttlatinnAbil?..with_liff_fliartShe
_

supported her husband while he finished his schooling. She
raised her children, ran a household, worked, and went to school.
What is a good way. to talk about the fact that women, like_
members of minorities, often have to work twice as hard, twice as
long, to get half the distance that white men do?

TO this day, thirty years after finished her initial
nurse's training, 14insted entertains' thoughts of medical school.
Her children urge her to pursue those thoughts. Her wanting
something more tor herself is balanced by what she considers the
realities of her situation 'She is a committed professicnal.
She enjoys her teaching and wants her students to extend
themselves the way she knows it has to be done if the obligations
to.the work of a nurse are going to be carried out. She enjoys
seeing males come into the nursing profession because it is'the
flip side of the coin of women being, successful in occupations
traditionally dominated by men. But for herself, at this point
she is not considering. changing careers.

Like Mary Winsted, Marilyn Norris wants. -something more. Stie-.

chose to become a dental hygienist because she did not see

herself as the type of person who went-to". one of the "seven
sisters" colleges. She was unwilling to make the. type of,

commitment that seemed necessary to becoming ,a dentist, and from
somewhat superficial observation, the role Of dental. hygienist
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_ __seemed .attractiye to her. She went to a private school for

dental hygiene and then, wanting'something more, went on to get

her- four-year. college 'degree.

Unlike- the situation in DeVane's and Wi.:Ised's nursing

-program,_she does her clinical supervision in an on-campus dental

clinic. The clinic services mainly people who ( :n not-afford

regular dentAl care. Her-major- -concern in-her 'teaching is -the

' intensive acrd ever-present evaluation her students receive. As

-the--nors-i-n-g-pr-ofes-si-on-i-ther-e-i-s--a-constant__.pr_essure__on dent al
hygienists to be concerned about the well-being of their

patients. Outside regulatory agencies determine their curriculum

through the pressure of mandatory_licensing exams. Norris is

clearly committed to the standards of her field, but she is

uncomfortable with ,teaching methods that constantly stress

evaluation. She has a sense that the students are not being

treated as whole persons and that the way 4-ley are being trained

will have serious implications for the way they end up treating

patients.
4T5

The-amount of time she-puts-into-her.job_as a faculty.fflember

in a self - contained. program in which she has both classroom and

.alinical responsibilities makes her somewhat critical abort

faculty in her community college whb have a shorter-day. But the-

main issue for Norris is not thde comparative amount of time and

effort she spends on her job, but rather- the intr:Insie'

satisfaction she is or is not getting from her work. U.'ike

unampsiguously' affirm leer work.

She works. as hard and is as committed to it as they arL, but

feels a sense of stifled opportunity.

Part of that sense, is that, unlike the field rf'nursing, the

field of dental hygiene does not seem to be moving toward a

redefinition of the role'of.hygienist and a redefinition of the

relationship between hygienist and dentist. As a consequence,

the task of preparing hygienists stays on a technical tr&:111in

level, and Norris becomes frustrated because from' her ow-.

education and experience she knows there is more to the

relatidnship between hygienist and patient .than technique and

instruments. On the other hand, she also knows that a broader

concept of the field is not on the horizon, 'perhaps because it

would most likely place hygienists in financial competition with

dentiSts. She is chafing in a situation in which the status of

her profession seems difficult to alter and the preparation that

is .offered to students in the community college tends to

reinforce a narrow conception of her role.

The experience of DeVane, and Winsted indicate'tbat in those

areas-where faculty have a strong professional affiliation , the

demands of the profession can overcome the restrictiveness of the

community college structure. Faculty stay abreast of their

field, exercise- control over their standards of evaluation, and

maintain 'a sense--of--good work_not defined by the_community
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college but rather through their interaction with the field.

Their-success--is-basIcaily "defined throUgh their relationships
with the hospitals:through their ability to deal with the

hierarchy of the medical. field, and through their students'
siccess on the certification examinations for the profession.
IC, to meet the demands of the program, students need to spend
more than two years, they do so. If, to meet the requirements of
the state regulatory agencies, faculty/student ratios must be no
more than ten eo one, they are.

On the other side of the coin is the possibility that the
students who .,re being successful in the nursing programs in the
community colleges are not those who, for reasons of race, social
class, and educational history, are using the community college
as Cleir last chance at the "American dream." The description
DeVane ant! Winsted give of their students is that of mature and
experienced women who have work eXperience and enough competence
ire math and science to meet the prerequisites for the program.
In fact, we have heard in our interviews with community college
faculty of a trend toward people who already have' their
bachelor's degree competing for spots in programs like nursing
than seemseeO-be increasing to tie point that the ndbercif-
colL:ge graduates seeking training in community colleges is as
s:;50-if-icant:a-faetor-as-the number of community college students
transferring to four-year colleges. The tension between
excellence and'equality is not resolved in nursing programs. In

fact they may serve to reinforce it. Rigorous prerequisites and
professional licensing examinations may serve to make it easier
to 'Slip into an approach to resolution that evades issues of
eqUity and affirms ,getting. rid of the dilemma rather than

resolving it.
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Chapter' Nine

/
Headiand Hand: The/Work of Industr'ial Technology Faculty

/

' Introduction to the/ Profiles

/

In the preceding twojchapters we presented the profiles of

faculty who teach in career education programs for occupational

areas dom nated by women. In this chapter we present the

profiles of three community college faculty members who teach in

occupat, onal areas normally employing men. Edward Thompson

teache/s in a program'in a California community college designed

to train students in smallengine repair. Scott Muller, in New

Yatik State, teactms in a program which prepares students for

/wOrk in the air conditioning industry . Leonard' Braddock, also

in NewYork-Statei- teachesin a materials testing-program.--

The issues raised by the experience of these three faculty

members highlight dichotomies that are ingrained in our social

consciousness. At the center of these profiles are notions of

talent and worth'linked to conventional polarizations of training

and education, skill and. understanding,' practical and

theoretical, :manual and .intellectual.....1.a.bar Tyiese_dichotles

are compl,ozated by their interactions with issues of race, socialal

class, and gender. The work of the three faculty whose profiles

fdllow is in areas which, given present trends, are becoming more

and more central to the nature of community colleges. Exploring

the nature of their work, may help us to understand'signifcant

societal issues as they are reflected in community college

education.
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Profile

EDWARD THOMPSON

(Edward Thompson, in his mid-thirties, teaches engine
technologies at a suburban California community college. ge
interviewed him in his office in the summer of 1981.)

My great-great-great-grandfather came over from Portugal do
a ship that hauled cork. He and his brother bought a ranch,
about three hundred acres. My grandmother and my grandfather
lived. on it_and I spent a lot of time down_there-helpingz-thea. -I

can remember-being there almost every weekend. It was fun
because my grandfather would let me shoot the guns and I could
drive the tractor when-I was little. As I was growing up and
went through school I did just about like everybody else. I went
to grade schools and went to high school, not being'a very good
student or anything, but I worked' for my father the entire time.
I started working at. the age of. ,elemen_in_the_garage -I-was:
always kind of a big kid. So I started working with him, picking
up the trade of being a mechanic.

Junior high was a terrible time . I think junior high ought
to be abolished. I became a little rebellious during junior high

I got okay grades but I was a little bit more of ,a
troublemaker. They gran the' thing kind of like a prison and the
vice-principal had a big. paddle and he would go around swatting
you. It was tough to learn anything.

But I enjoyed my work after school. It is hard to learn
anything from your father but his partner was an excellent
mechanic and very patient. From the time I caught on to things
he gave me all the responsibility that I wanted and at age
thirteen I was doing the books and running the place. I was
learnini, and getting paid for it . It was buying me my cars and
my moto-cycle and things -that I wanted. While I worked for my
father I held several other jobs including building patio screen
covers and driving trucks. I didn't think that I was going to go
to college. I saw myself as an electrician or alplumber, or some
high-paid type of service job. Also at that time I was racing
boats and 'motorcycles and cars occasionally. I .graduated from
high school by the skin of My teeth--just barely made it out. I

continued working for my dad and I went to work for a Ford
dealership as a mechanic. At.that particular time I crashed my

-motorcycle and ended -up-in-the hospital having some discs removed
from my back. So I started to think that maybe the idea of being
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a plumber or electrician the rest of my life was not the way to

go.

I didn't take auto shop in high school cause I knew more

than the instructor did, but I did take wood shop and did take

some metal 'shop. I took four years of architectural and

mechanical drawing.When I had the operation I was just out of

high school. They were shooting hot and heavy over there in

Vietnam and they inducted me. They put me on a bus and sent me

down to the fort and the next day I saw a doctor and'the doctor

sent me back home and said, "I don't know why they sent you 'down

here anyway."

I was bored in high school. I would go to high school for

the social activity. You know, I got C's and B's. / I liked

science classes. I didn't have the grades to be in college

prep. The people who were in college prep ' were the

goody-two-shoes and the cheerleaders. I was not that type of

person. d- always _knew...that...I _could do .it; it just .didn't

interest me that much.

So I entered the local community college like most of the

kids did out of high school. I enrolled in an electronics

program there. I went one semester and I had to go back into the

hospital. So I had to withdraw from the program. Meanwhile my

-mother-was-always-tediAng-me-that-l-ought to be a teacher.--There

was a shortage of teachers, especially technical teachers.

Although that sounded good, I wasn't quite sure that I was the

type to be a teacher. I was looking at the money that they were

actually paying people that were leaving a two-year institution,

money and lifestyle being a motivating factor in my life at that

time. I decided to go back to school in general :education . So

I enrolled in more varied classes at the community college, other

than just the electronics. Started to get a little bit broader

picture. I used the junior college- much like many of our

students do here today, as somewhat of a commuter thing. I went

to my classes and I maintained a job after work.' I paid my way.

My parents did not have a lot of money.

When I got done, guys that I wortrd with ere transferring

to a state .college. I guess it was about t is time that I

figured that this teaching routine would not qe bad. I rather

enjoyed kids, younger people. So I decided,iwhat the heck, I

will give it a shot, and I applied to the state( College. I got

up there and got around more people involvedlin education. 1 I

finally figured out that was what I was going Ito do. When I got .

into college I saw a direct relationship between the amount of

money that I would make and my ability to succeed in school. I

played the student game. well. I have a kind of

semi-photographic memory which helps., So I went -ahead .and

completed a major in industrial technology, and I also have a.

minor in biology,: Then had to go into my .fifth year which are4

your'educationcourses. I student-taught in a little town whei-e
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the high school had three hundred kids in it, total, and the big
thing was the Future Farmers Association. I taught machine shop.
When I completed that, I came back home and I got married, and
started looking for a jolp

I started looking in the immediate district and was not able
to find anything. So I got myself a job driving trucks, thinking
that things were going to open up. I went through a bunch of
interviews and then out of the clear blue sky at the end of
August I got a contract to teach in a special program for
handicapped kids. This was under a vocational grant. I had a
traveling sideshow, so to speak. It was a large trailer, and
they would-move. them to the different high school locations
because the handicapped programs were dispersed over eight
campuses. I was my own boss. It really was neat. The classes I
had were four to five maybe six at the maximum. I am not sure
how much technical stuff I taughtbut_we did all kinds of thingi'
from how to make change to tying their shoes. In some eases it
was just an experience. The blind kids that I had, it was just
an experience to be able to put theirliands.onsomethingthat--was-
running, to feel this type of stuff. I did that for

approximately two years and because I was free at twelve, I got a
job in an automotive machine shop . I--worked from twelve to
fivethirty in the machine shop. One day a guy called me at'work
and he said, "Ed, I got this person just called me on the phone
that needs somebody just like you to start a business." They
wanted to start a marine servicing business. They put me on a
retainer and all expenses. I worked that job for about two
years.

I decided that I should get into my master's program, which
I did at the state college. So while I was teaching in the
morning, my business and working in the shop in the afternoons, I
would go three nights a week to my master's program, which I
never completed. I found the classes rather boring, they were
not in touch with the latest stuff and most of them were
managementtype classes.

One of the people that I was riding over there with was this
fellow who is now our director of coop education here. At that
time he was the vocational 'education coordinator at the high
school. So-one night we were-rolling up over there he said, "Did
you know that they were building a new junior college?" It was
just in the dirtbreaking stages. He said, "They are going to
have a small engine and mal-ine engine program. Do you think that
you might be interested?" And I. said, "Sure." And he said,

"Well, I know the president personally and I will put your name
in." He brought me an application and I filled it out and I
went in for an interview. It kind of shocked me at first. Not

only was it recorded but it. was also videorecorded with three
people firing these questions at me. At the end of the interview
I expected him to say, "Well; you will hear from us," like most
interviews. He said, "You got the job." They asked me about
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working with minorities, and of course I related my experiences

working with the handicapped and the class where I had thirtytwo

Black students. So I related those experiences and they hired

me. It was not. ready to open in September. They had hired many

instructors. I needed a shop and they didn't have any shops

there, so here I was employed and nowhere to teach. So the

president of the college put me on as a troubleshooter working

with the contractors . In the six months that Ildid that before

I started teaching here I think I saved them about $148,000 worth

of major changes that they would have had to make after the

builoing was completed.

I had always worked real hard since I was about eleven years

old. I said, "This teaching thing° is not going to be bad, it is

going to give me somf freedom to do what I want and I an do it

my way." I don't take orders very well. I find it hard to be

anybody's boy_for_whatever.reason. I like to run my-oWn:show,-be

in control of my own destiny, a minimal amount of constraints and

controls.4The other option is if I don't buy teaching I can go,

into middle management.

If I can't do it and I am not current then I .can't teach it.

Reading out of books is not doing it, and the level of student

that I have to teach I have to be able to show him how to do it,

or else I don't consider myself a good teacher. So the only way

to do that is every. summer go back into the trade and all of us

do in th)s area. I actually went downtown and took a job as a

mechanic at a regular business eint to five because there was no

summer school that was good. It got me in better with the locals

around here--all of a sudden' more of my students started to get

hired when the communities saw what I could actually do. People

are somewhat skeptical of teachers you know. Now I have broken

that barrier :.

When I was up at the state colle,.;e, living; with five guys,

all five of us didn't know where we were going. We used to sit

around and talk about it. What kind of job, what can I do, go to

business, that is where the bucks ale. You Weigh your freedom

and your working styles, get as much information as you can, and

then make your own decision. I tell my students here, I say,

"Everyone of you should--the younger ones. should at least--go to

a fouryear college, even if you don't finish, for the experience

of being on your own and being around other people that have

goals and fears and things in common." I think the best time in

my life, bar none, is when I was going to school at the state

college.

I teach several different classes. We teach the industrial

engines which are the smaller ones, two and three aircooled

types of engines. We do the motorcycle stuff and then we do the

marine stuff. My approach to these is pretty =oh the same. It

is lecturedemonstration and then laboratory. I spend a lot of

my time thinking about my lectures. I don't write them down on
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paper, they are all upstairs in the brain. I figure 4t exactly
what I am going to say in the shower that morning before I get
here. .1 have a format that I f011ow. I am constantly trying to
figure out ways to make it better for the students. Just becauSe

I understand it does not mean that they are going to understand
it the same ways We,dosome pure theory and then that is usually'
followed in the_ lab by a demonstration, by me actually doing it

or showing them how; and the lab, part reinforces that. I am also

responsible for trying to keep this place clean and updated. I

have to order all the equipment and supplies, and figure the
budgets, attend the meetings %hat they havelaround here, keep
office hours. I do the normal shop' thing and maintain things,
and correct papers, and grade papers, and do handouts, give

assignments. ,

When collective bargaining came in I got involved with the

union. I am the, treasurer of our fackl,lty union and have been for
the. last four years. My commitment is more an institution wide
commitment than to one particular sector. Thatktakes up 'a lot of

time. I have a secretary that helps,me", and it is a pretty big

job.

I am also responsible for.a lot of stuff that has to run.

In other words it is not,like a biology class where you screw'the
frog up and you throw it way because it is no longer any good.
You make a mistake around ere, this is very expensive equipment.
A lot of the students working on ie are beginning, they are

learning and they are going to make mistakes. I have to be very
careful and know what I am doing, otherwise'they would tear this
stuff up right now and theh you have nothing to work with. I

also run this as a live shop, which means that we take'in a lot

of outside work--these boats and these car's that you see, they

are not playthings, they are real things. My students will work

on them and' put them back together, but they have got to do it

right. 8o there is a responsibility on my part, to make sure

that the things they do in this type of situation are correct. I
figure that sooner or later they have got to take that

responsibility and they had better take it\in here. ' We try to

make it as close to a working situation,_p; we possibly can

without getting the people in the community all upset about

competing.

The sstudents coming to me do not have the academic

preparation. I find a lot tend to come into it because they

think that they can do nothing else. They find 'out different.
They have to pass reading and writing requirements in this class,
Elias mathematics if they are going to stay. I spend a lot of

time working with my students, reading and writing especially, to
bring them up to a level where they could succeed in this

business. I nm not trying to put them through a Touryear
institution, but there is a certain minimal requirement. What I

am saying basically is the young students coming here are not in

my estimation where they should be. The other clientele that I
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get Ire the older people. I get a lot of older people either

that came back for retraining because of injury or I get a lot of

retied people who have put twenty years in service and are not

thirty -height. They are getting some kind of pension but they

need something to back that These guys know exactly what

they want. The icids sometimes can't see the rhyme or reason of

what you are trying to do . But that is part of it and that is

what I am here for. You know not everybody can be a mechanic.

How do you knowunless you get involved in something and this is

the place to do it. So it Ls a really crazy crosssection that I
get. I got one man now who is seventyeight years old in my

night class and he is sharp as a tack. Slow but he gets things

done and' he gets them done right. The youngest would be

seventeen, still in high school, trying to get some advanced

training,/ The first of every class I give an examination that I

developed, and I determine the ones that are really having

problems. _I get some people that can hardly even write that are

twenty years old, been in the service and back out. I have to

take them aside. and level with them and tell them that they are

not, going to make it. Most of them know that they have that

problem. We have a tutoring program where tutors work with the

, students right outside this room on their assignments in here.

They help them with reading the textbooks here% The same is true

with mathematics. I identify the problems and then the math lab

is set up to help.

I trill all the students that the amount of money that they

are going to make'is going to be directly tied to responSibility

that they are will;ng to take and that is going to be directly

tied to the amount of education that they have. Don't get me

wrong. I would likd to see all of my students go thrdugh the

acaderilie stuff. I. push for that and they won't, for whatever

reason. I get a lot of guyg that: you give the first test and

they are gone. I know pretty much what is happening and I say

that we have td talk. So we will go in here and shut thp door.

The xstudent says, "I' didn't show up for the test yesterday

because have not taken a test in five years, and I don't read

very well and I don't spell very well." And I try to calm their

fears and say, "Hey; that is okay. I still want you to take the

test and give it your best shot," and then we will'work and see

what we can do about that and I will inform them of the tutoring,

I tell them that somewhere down the line they are going to

hate to bring up their reading and writing. It is imperative.

You go work as a mechanic and the next step\up is ,the-seriice,

writer and above the service writer is the service manager.° I

say, "I am the- only one that sees this stuff," and.'I say, "I 'am

not so interested that yoi spell everything correctly right now

or'that your sentence structure is not good,bUt I want you to

give it a try bedause what I am looking for is your thoughts, if

you are getting the mechanicalaspect of what I am trying to put

across. We will work on the reading and.the writing later." I

can usually get them to do it and in most cases the fear will go

away after awhile. And we will get them, involved with a tutor.

All my tests are not truefalse--I make my students write. The
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stigma that, a mechanic can't read or write bothers me and so I
really make that thrust Olatyou have got to be*able to read. .Our

books get highly technical. Some you never get to._ They just
disappear, especially when you have a class of.forty. Maybe they

,..--didn"t want be fa mechanic. We get a.lot of kids that'come and ,

sign up becauSe it is what their parents told them to do after
high schobl. It is a kind of natural step. They are here for a
while and decide this is not where they want to be, and so they
'leave.

The person that is.in here that can't read or write very
well and will never make it in a four-year institution, if they
had the opportunity, unless they could bring 'those skills up - -I
lean on them, a little bit heavier to develop more of the actual
skills fc. flat-rate time. - I make them work harder becpuse I
know that of individual, as soon as he gets a phone call for
a job, is ,oing to want to leave the program. So while I have
him I figure the best thing that I can do.foc him is to teach 1.14.m
as much as I

I have very few people complete the two years in my program.
The people that come to me are striving for a job, just a job in
general, maybe the first one that they have ever had. Or they
have had a series of jobs that never lasted more- than three or
four months. They are looking for some 'kind o a skill to get
them a 'little bit more stability in their 'life. Some people
learn enough in a year that they can land a job. If. I feel that
they are gOod.enough and an employer calls Fe, I will send them.
-They get thejob and they are done wth me. They may come back
at night or later for further education, but I see my particular
function to not' try to,keep them around for two years. They, get
a job and they are gone.--

.

They go lots of places. Basically they go to work: for
garages,and they go into automotive parts houses. The people
that go on, they get in the better jobs,, the auto plant and
teaching. Students go to work at Sears, Penney's Service
Centers, service .industry jobs. I identify .with the ones that
are 'willing to work for what they want. I have troublef
identifying with the ones that sit back and complain andare not
willing to do'anything to change it. I get students and find
them a job and it is $7.50 'an hour: They say'I can't go to work
for $7.50 an hour. I say, okay, that is it, and I won't send
them out on another one. But a student that is willing to work,
I will do everything that I can for.

You-get that September rush. I would say that initially,
out of forty that begin this class, probably at least twenty are
enrolled in other types of classes, not a full load maybe, but
they may pick up a math or an English . Midway through the
semester the numberis, probably down to about twenty-five. From
that original forty we are about down to twenty-five. Forty in
here is unworkable but we load it up that way because we know
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what is going to hapneh.. After it stabilizes, about halfway

through the semester, out of that twentyfive to twentyeight,

maybe eight of them are still 'taking other classes. Only five

out of that eight are doing general education. I try to get my

people and droll them in the welding or electricity, so that

puts them into other classes; but I don't term that as general

education.

The young man that was just in here is going to transfer on

to State. He has been through my program and he is smart enough

to go to a fouryear institution. I have those people and I do

treat them a litt?,e bit diffe'rently. Only about five individuals

like that. The other people dre picking,it up for some type of

survival background.

After teaching in a high school, you 'are not a baby sitter.

High school is like a holding pattern, and especially' in the

shops, because4in the high schools around here they use the shops

for a dumping ground. If you have Johnny and you' can't handle

him, you put hid to working with the custodian or you put him

three periods of wood shop and you let the wood shop control him.

,Around here that is not the case. The ones that stay, are highly

motivated to learn...They .get`so :much information and so many'

.
technical aspects that theysometimes get frustrated. There is

so much to learn in this business in two years and. I tell them

that they can't learn it all, but at least they can .get a good

start. They are eager and they want.to knoll because they have,a

real need 'to know. They listen and ask questions. IT ,I was

still teaching in the high -schoolpkom what I see today, I don't

think that I would be teaching, I would be gone. I don't-think I

would be'an overpriced babysitter. I don't think that it is the

teacher's fault. The teacher can't kick them out because they

send them home and the county sends them back to schoOl. Around

here I tell everybody from the, first day, "If you ddn't like it,

you-can leave at any time. Here is the door. If you went to

stay, you know I will do my best to show yoU what I know and to

teach you." We get it straight from the Stare. I will drop you

and I will do it myself.

Part of the function of education is more than just an

academic type of thing. We need a lot of technicians-and there

is really nowhere to get,this level of training.other than a

junior college . A person goes to apply for a job, you know, and

they say, "What experience ha 'Ve you had and what schooling ?" And

they say, "No, I have "not had any." And they say, "Well, we are

sorry." So wrheere-lio you start? 'I think part of the function of

education is of simply teaching'people how to read and write but'

it is also teaching those people'that want it a specific trade or

a specific skill. We can't -all be brain surgeons. We'need

' mechanics, we need good mechanics. We need good service people.

My enrollment has never been down since day one and we are a

small scho,i. This is a small area. I thought'that maybe we
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would saturate it with smallengine mechanics and people taking
these types of courses. ft,just amazes me. I think that is a

. very important part of this school and I keep telling the
presidentand(everybody else every time I get a chance. Because
in many cases they water down voctech and they like to kind of

.hide that out back somewhere, as-somebody's ugly stepsister, so
. to speak.

I get along with the rest of the faculty real well. I am
one of the faculty, leaders because I am in the union. I am in
contact with most of the faculty all the time and in gry'cases
have to represent them. I db that well because I have never been
one that is frightened of any type of autfitority figures. That is
my particularly personality so ,I kind of got picked up as a

faculty leader. I don't know hOw it started.. When I was going .

to school we talked a lot about that,in my field. A long time.
ago When they used to call industrial arts manual arts, the type
of people that they put into that-were-the ones that they didnt
think could make it academically. Academic people (not all:of .

them) sometimes tend to think they might be just 4 little bit
\,above you because you are doing something like this. hat4does

not exist around here. Wilmber one, I would match my b aih and
wits with any of the academic people: I don't cower away from
them and I am not afraid to get involved with them. When we were
first hired we went to these workshops and these/;e tings, and we
all got to know-each"other and to understand each o her and'what

i.. we were teaching and what we were trying to do,. If you don't get t.

involved in things around the campus, whichis normally done by ,,

the academic people, they tend to statt looking down on you.
.e

.When they started this school everybody thought that because.
of the geographic boundaries that this was going to be the
vocational technical school because here we are where there is
industry. The word started to spread, you know, there are great,
vocational classes over there. The president hip fought 'for the
last five years to change that image, but it is hard to erase
that stigma from within a community. It is starting to work now
as we have students that lotave left and have gone to fouryear
institutions and are,.coming back to' the community. We are.very
visible.

4
[About committee work], it seemed to me that that was

something that .did have tottre .done that I couldn't stand dealing
with. You know how committees work--sit around and listen to
people and after the end of three hours you are no better off .

I am a man of decision. I will listen toeverybody but let us
take some action. With the union we are doing something that is ,

'substantive. If there is a problem, twelve rational people deal
with it. I am still involved in the Faculty Senate. That
functions much 'like ouriallion does--that is, a group of six or

, seven people.'

Some- of the teachers are ood maybe in their field, but you
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know, they can't balance their checkb, have trouble

getting their shoes tied. 'Some of, them bright but they

are living in a different word. I con's , a regular guy

A practical as he D1. I tell my student.: .te.k..can never

figure out a, theory of relativity but I an ,:11 what I have

to deal with, a real world sense. I am real movy talks.

We are constantly talking money. People that I am

capitalistic; I tell them yes'', that I am. Wien w, .tudenb leaves

here want him to know how it is'going ,to really be out there,

not hoy it should be. The social scientist c,Arr deal, with how

things should be bUt'my' students have td know how it is You

know you can't eat social change and you don' put clothes on

your wife'..$ 'Jack and your kid's.back-sitting .ouRd pondering .

I am talking about dealing With people-who do':"ot have jobsand
who are looking for them. That is. what they come here for.

I am pretty much here,I want to be. I have gotten out' of

the empire build' I kneW. wii4t 'I witted and I knew what.the

minimum j.evel was and Z went past that minimalllevel.- I have got

what I wan, and I' don't want .anymore. I am happy and*. I have

plenty. I have a wife and two beautifql Children,and have a

home,-and I can afford to oThive.new.cars, _I' am doing what I want

to do and I..am able to maintain all Or that. I do enjoy thiS job

4 and'that is really important td'Ime because I- have had:jobs that

paid well that I didn't' enjoy, losee pebple-'all around me that

go to work eight hours a day; five'days a week, and they don't

have a good time. I have a good time out here.

My:area is included with mathematics, andnursing, physical

science: and chemistry. ' We have what we Gall a

sub-area,"sub-area ", being the voc-tech, and we make all the ,

decisions and just submit them to the dean. We develop our
4

budget and we hire the part-timers and we sched4e,and he just

kind of oversees it. If there is a problem he'steps in. He is a

manager, he has to .give us certain paper work, and make us aware.
of certain deadlines. Our schedules, have-to be on file, our

grade rosters have.to 'be turned in. He used to be a teacher and

he was moved up through the aspiring ladder and became. a dean and

I wouldn't have the job for all the tea id China. It is a

terrible job. A,logical.step if you climb the ladder would be to

become a dean, which is highly_possible for me because of the

fact that they have never had a vocational- technical one. 14.

don't want .0 do that. I am not a paper-pusher at all. If I

decide that it gets to me, this job --burn out--and Idon'ts. see

that. happening for a few more years anyway, then I will go do

something else.

I am getting tired of living here. Too many people, too

much crime and\yiolence starting to occur that was neve here.

You see I was born here. You kndw I remember when'my dad hid the

only service station in town. There was clean air and you could

drive around and not get into traffic jams.
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We riever had anything When.I Was a kid. It has only been

recently that things '11ve paid off for my father. He bought in
on this .little Mobil statioh. 'He.saved up -some' money- in the
service and came back and bought hi3 first house and paid $4,800
for it. He worked his butt off. He looks older'now than he
really should look for his age. My mother always worked too and
riow they don't have to work anymore. He doesn't do engine work.
anymore and he doesn' get into transmission work and the heavy
work. Now he ,goes to*y4ork at six in the morning andcomes home
at twelve noon.,

I have hadSo many jobs in my lifetime and'tis is probably
the best one that .1 have had, without a doubt. But I might start
my own businecs. Life is exciting--if you get -tired 9,.f it, go do
something,else. If I need to I have .the money to do it. You see
vocational teachers are never trapped. I tell my students that.
That is the one thing about having a.trade. .They can snatch a.
white-collar job ;put from underneath you real quick , but if you
have a salable, trade there is somewhere that you can always go

)'to Work. I guess my job means security. It is' important .to me

becabse I have a messalie to get..across. I think I am highly
talented in My field' and ,S want to pass it along , Thi$Yis the
best i.-/ay I know. I think I bring some reality to this
institution that is,lost, maybe, in the other classes,. And'so I .,-'

think that I -have a real function; teaching this class is much- .

like teaching.a biology class. We are not working. oh frogs, we
are woking. on motors. I tell my "students- about my-background.
I tell them I am as talented oas a doctor. He is working on
people and I am working on something mechanical_ And in many .

casesjt-is jut'as.highly complex.

1
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Profile

.
SCOTT MULLER

ct

(Scott Muller is a professor of machine. technology at a

community college in New York State. We interviewed him twice in

his office and once at his home in the fall fpf 1981.)
0

,I think I subconsciously had visions of always teaching, no

matter what I had decided tb do, what my interests were.

,Consciously I :s4w myself as showing other people how to do it or

dIvrsing ways to help other people to be more effective. It's

one of the few humane professions on the face of the earth. In

othr'words,'there is enough time to be creative, there is enough

spasp to be . creative in., I have the option of pursuing my

proUssiotlal goals as a teacher or I have the option of becoming

somele else, a period of time long enough to become someone

else, then come back into my professional life, rejuvenated.

.5e five iears I lived with my mother and my brother,

, 'through a period of social decline in our lives. There was no

authority figure at home and no open or honest communication, no

instruction in life essentially.' My father decided to see if he

could win custody. Fortunately for my brother and myself he did.

At that point we moved from our little hamlet in Vermont to

upstate New York. At that time I was twelve and I had become

acquainted with a farmer in Vermont with a very healthy attitude

toward life. I worked for him summers. and I'd stay there for

week§ at .a time and I'd make a bit of money and I loved the work.

My father remarrieth Unfortunately he was still a rather poor

.communicator and inflexible . By the time I was an

adolescent -- fifteen, sixteen years old--I was gone, moved out of

the house then lived with a friend and for a year lived in

southern California.

In Vermont it was the dairy farm. We'd be up at five and be

two hours of strenuous work and then a breakfast and then fixing

this and that, the machinery. A lot of equipment needed to be

maintained, fences to be mended. Driving tractors and lifting

hay bales. The cycles were very nice, the rhythm of farm life.

You're watching a cow give birth and it's not the kind of thing

you can watch as a tenyearold and not have some questions about

it. At that point I was a farm kid, I looked like a farm kid. I

'was imagining a slightly more affluent existence. Those five

years in Vermont with my mother were relatively povertystricken
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and I think at two different points we were on welfart.

When I came to New York I was put in a relatively large
junior high school and I was appalled at the lack of discipline,
the lack of achievement. I was a dummy from Vermont, which was
basically their guidance view. They put me in a lower academic
rank; and not only was I a little shocked by the institution, I
was very unhappy with the position they had assigned. So I

proceeded to make a jerk of myself as a seventh_ grader,
criticizing my environment and alienating everyone around me. It
was six months before I caught on. The homeroom instructor would
be saying, "I've had enough of this breaking windows on the
playground." I'd raise my hand, I'd say, "In Vermont they never
broke them."

In the upstate New York school it was social strata too,
there were very clearly different behavior patterns from room to
room. The kids between 8-1 and 8-2 knew that they were from
upper middleclass families, behaved and dressed in a certain
way, and the kids in 8-5 and 8-6 knew that they were the outcasts
and they adopted that outcast attitude. They were reactionaries,
they were rebels. They didn't care about school and they didn't
care what they looked like, not necessarily because they were
brought up that way. I think more because that was the slot they ,

were filling at school. Now around the middle of the first year
I went to my guidance counselor. I covered all this material, I
covered this material a year and a half ago, I knew math, I had
advanced studies. I said could I possibly change something here.
"Well, I think we would like to keep you where you are, check you
out for a year." I went back to the guidance counselor and said,
"I'm not going to get good grades because I'm bored. I Jost want
to be in one of the other classes." They kept me in there until
the end of the year. He said, "There is no way we can switch you
around." He wasn't hearing anything. I was nothing but an

administrative problenl to him at that point. I was polite. I

spoke as a little adult to big adults. But I was persistent. I

would say it two or three times and I'd see them start to get mad
and I would go, okay, I have played it out. You do hot want to
get a big adult mad.

That community is a relatively upper middleclass, affluent
communiei;ihere a lot of the-kids tend to have a gdod academic
backgroundiand go skiing every Saturday. I was on the ski team.
I played tennis. I was doihg all the things that made you at
least look normal even if you didn't feel that, things were
normal. I had a paper route. I loved it--get up at five in the
morning and walk around town, it's so pleasant and quiet. I

thought I was ready to leave school when I was a sophomore
actually. I thought graduation could have easily been conducted
at the end of the sophomore year. In my town the teachers were
very academically oriented and unless you achieved academically,
unless you'fit their profile, you didn't have any conversations
with the You didn't have any opportunitier to extend your
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experience. I have friends thaterteach there now. They're the

same way. One reason I'm in a vocational program, probably. A

lot of instructors say, "I don't want to teach those dummies." I

don't look at it as an academic chore; a lot of them are anything

but dummies, they've been tracked differently than you and me.

I had a rather nice guidance counselor in high school. She

liked kids. However misguided she was, she liked kids. She had

a very simplistic view of guidance. You were either college

material or you weren't, and she didn't hold it "against a kid if

he wasn't. She just tried to track them in other ways. Well, I

was college material according to my testing so we were to pick

out a college, whether or not I was to go or how much it would

cost or anything like that. I think I had a good deal more life

experience by the time I got out of high school than most of my

peers had. And I think I realized that to proceed with another

four years of academic life without any real idea of what I was

going to do with it or what was out there to be done was a

mistake. At that point I knew I had to go to school because I

didn't want to be a cook forever, it was as simple as that. I

also knew that I wanted to get a technical education because it

related to my environmental interests. I chose this community

college. After I was here I was sure I made a good decision

because the instruction was very good and the attention was very

personal. I was very happy with it.

I took mechanical technology, which is pre-engineering

basically, and I took it with an option in air conditioning

design. My instructor, he and I are working on a grant project

right now, I had the best of relationships with.him as a student,

and he has always been very supportive of me and my work since I

have come back. I ha& a physics instructor. As far as teaching

someone physics, it's questionable how much he gets across

because he'is just at another level. I was interested enough in

him to find out what else he did. That was one of my adoration

relationships, the guy could do no wrong. I was so in awe ofshis

abilities that I just loved to be around him.

So I went to the community college, married, completed my

twc., ,ears, then we moved 0 Denver for a year, came back from.

Denver and completed three more years at the state university in

Environmental Science. I got my B.S. At that point I }lad two-

options: I could either work for the government and go after Dow

Chemical or I could work for Dow Chemical. -Decided to get some

education credits with the possibility of teaching what I.already

knew. About halfway through my graduate program, came back over

to the community college, talked with,a professor who liked me

when I was a student. I was in erle, position of posiibly

searching out a teaching job or 'going into industry. They had

more enrollment here than they had faculty so I should put in an

application. I've been .here ever since.

I spend most of.m time teaching. Right nqw my teaching
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assignment consists of three courses. A theory course that meets
once a week for two hours. I thoroughly-disapprove of classes
for more than an hour. I think the human attention span doesn't
tolerate it, especially in technical mater.al. Especially with
my kind of student, you need to give them smaller bites to
digest. That course is very tough on the students and tough on
me because they are always wondering jyshow far we.are going to
go, what's expected of them. So each time we meet there'is a lot
of communication about when is the next test going to be, what is.
'it going to cover, that kind of thing. If I saw them every other
day it would be a little easier.

We are stuck with these two-hour sessions, they are

marathons. You can just see the blood drain from their face
after about an hour and a half. ,Every Friday.I take the first
hour of the two-hour session and make sure I. address a topic that
is emotionally, motivationally, and on a gut ,level pertinentto
my students. It doesn't haire to be technical. It is a pattern,j
have developed over the last year. It started when'I saw that I
had two students troubleshooting a piece of equipment in the lab,
and when they get to be seniors they. know just enough to feel
that they know a lot more. . And they think they know enough to
figure anything out. With that preconception they, very often
block the real problem in the system. They can't really accept
that they haven't come to a solution yet. They keep back
tracking or insisting they were right . I wanted them to realize
when theVre trouble-shooting a system-they taking nothing but
their pure intelligence into it. Some 'of them, it scares them
that they can't bring any thing with them, and to me the next
step is to show them that it's a pure aesthetic educational
experience because you are working with nothing but your

perception. It is almost like sculpting. You just have this
pile of clay and you are forming it, only you are forming in your
mind.

_What I wanted to dowas to get the ones who were having
trouble with their troubleshooting attitude to recognize that
they don't have to carry these burdens with them. They can be an
"ignorant"unknowing student and.that is really a good mode to be
in, that is a very pleasant experience. They don't have to 4

always know. It is fanny, because there were about four or five
of the tougher guys that resisted. They keep showing up and it
is like'they are,there to dispel and disprove. They do not like
this soft science approach but they got dragged into it almost
against their will: "Yeah, but I am not like that," thatrkind of
approach. I try to get them thinking about 'who they are and
where they are going, or where they are possibly not going. We

were talking about economics. Economics to me is just some huge
micro-organism that is growing. It is like biology. '1 wanted

ithem to know - -I said, "What are your chances? You are in a very
high growth,fieldright now. You have a very good chance .of at

ilacli

least getting entry-level .e p yment-- second fastest growing
technological field In the ountry, next to computer science."
Through a few linkages that made, their jaws dropped a little
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bit when they r.eali'zed that of all the people a shrinking economy

can hunt, it is the entry-level graduate. He is the one that is

locked out. So suddenly they go from a high-growth field'to a

no-entry field.

The larger context' that I brought was that technical

education is not enough, skills are not enough. You have to have

not only a general eduction, but you have to have some sense of

.
self that transcends whatever you are doing. You _have to have an

idea of not just what your mind is but who you are .- Technical

students have an orientation toward discrete answers and that,is

a false orientation. Technologies are not any more discrete than
humanities. They can be made discrete through discrete study but

when it comes right down to the application of technology to

life, there is no right or wrong: There are always grey areas.

I thought they had to get that. I had a technical orientation.
One reason .I liked technology, because it kept all, that space

occupied. In studying physics you do not have a whole lot of

extra, mental space to play with vhen you are reading a book or

doing your homework. It is very aesthetic, working out problems.

When I went to apply my knowledge to equipment, when I went

to fix or install or build, I found that the. sheer physical work

of it could overpower you mentally. You would lose that

aesthetic level very quickly: When I was a service technician

for Montgomery Ward, they expected you to fix anything they ever

sold. They put you in a little truck and gave you a work order,

.and said, "Go fix this, fix that," with no training whatsoever.
If you were to survive on the job you started reading a lot. You

ended up developing some kind of positive approach to what you

were doing. Drudgery was jumping in a little truck driving an

hour and a going in some hovel where they had a washing

,machine that was twenty 'years old that they built. the kitchen

around, I mean there is counters on all sides of it, cupboards

above it, you couldn't even tip the thing forward. You arrive

and there is a big puddle of water'around it and for $19.95 they

want you to fix'it- You have to explain to them that this looks
like a 'serious problem because if you stand too close to the

washer, it's gding to drop through the floor, it is So rotten, it

has been leaking for so long. The only reason they have called

you is, because it literally cannot keep water in it anymore to

wash their clothes. There is the other end--someone who has had'
a little tiny problem and they call you over to fix it boom, like

that. And then to go back to the shop and know ,full well that
they wouldn't collect on it,, the check would bounce.

The heat transfer lab meets for three th?'ee -hour sessions a

week, and it is one of the pure delights of teaching. You get

the hands-on, the best instructional mode by far. Hands-on is 'to

teaching mechanics or teaching a teohnical ,subject what an

encounter session is to teaching interpersdnal dynamics. There

is no substitute. You have got to have the dfrect experience.
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The students have projects in which they are immersed. To
recognize when a student. is burned out by one, project and get him
interested in another, mostly oneonone instruction. You are
dealing with one lab group and you are tryinge;?to get them to
define the problem and organize the solution. I like working on
the equipment. I like troubleshooting, I like seeing things work
as a result of the thought processes. W& have to teach them how
to use a meter, how to use wrenches even. It is amazing how many-
people cannot use wrenches. You just take it for:granted if you
have been doing it for twenty years. They build the simplest of
systems that , when they plug it in, tosses heat out here and
picks it up here. They take basic theory measurements such as
temperature, pressure, and mass flow rates. Then they start to
tackle controls. For instance, a refrigerator eventually needs
to be defrosted. There is a whole series of controls required to
do that, and different piping. So after they build the system,
we have them sophisticate it with various assignments and then
after they have their simple little systems built, we have them
work on the commercial systems we have purchased. That is all
real equipment. We have data simulators. They cost about $7,000
a piece. It is a solidstate simulator of a system with meters
built in so that you take electrical readings,and do trouble
shooting.

I can remember being in school and still thinking your
primary motivation is job pla'ceme'nt. You are thinking; I am
doing this because it is practical, because I want to feed
myself. I can relate to that behavior.' A lot of my matt' e
students, "retreads" as I call them, that are coming back for
additional education have that as their goal, a saleable skill.
You have to respect that; they make the best students as far as
absorbing. They always do the homewirk. As far as some of the
kids right out of high school, I don't have a disciplinary
problem but I can tell when I have attitudes kind of floating
around the back of the room. For instance, ybu assign material
prior to a test, and it is. a good chunk of material. You can see
where it represents three or four hoUrs of study, easily. They
moan a little bit, it is almost an involuntary response when they
get the assignment. The mature student looks forward to
crunching out the grade, that sense of progress, he doesn't moan
so much. The one that moans so 'much is the one that feels that
this is uncontrollable . He has,got to study again. I can
verbalize to them that there are other reasons for taking this
-test; other than to victimize them. They should look at it as a
learning experence,, and it is a way to validate their abilities.
In the back of my head know how they feel. I know that they
Are not working in the same context as a more motivated student
so they feel victimized. They are constantly struggling with
that question, "Is this worth it? "' They have not-made that
decision. They are there, but they really haven't on a gut level
said, "I am here because I want to'be,." They have yet to really
give in to that and force themselves to make that decision. I

mean if everyone sat down for about ten minutes and said, "At.the
end of ten minutes I hive got to decide whether or not I am
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committed to what I am doing," you can imagine the shuffle at the

end of ten minutes, because I think an awful lot of people would

have to change. But most people don't confront themselves like

that, and students are no exception so they just kind of dribble

along in the process.

The orientation that these students have is a result of

people telling them that they are not strong in math and science.

'Their parents probably aren't employed in technical fields. Most

of them are bluecollar workers. These kids aren't necessarily

lowI.Q. Many of them have 'never been convinced by their school

system or their parents they should or could achieve academic

excellence. One of the nice things abodt what I teach is it

doesn't really rely on anything else. I/ teach them how to use a

meter. I teach them Ohm's Law. I show theme enough algebra to

manipulate a few equations. We are really starting from ground

zero, so I feel I get a pretty true picture 'of raw, animal

intelligence in the kid. By the time they are troubleshooting a

system, they are holding three or four elements in their mind,

doing some minor manipulations, and some pretty demanding memory

work, they have got to remember where they have been and where

they are going. I don't see any difference in their

intelligence, with very few exceptions, any difference between

them and the engineering students.

I have a student, he is my only minority student in the

class. I have been aware since the'fi'rst day that I have had him

in my class that he lacks selfconfidence. Very, very quiet kid,

very, nice kid, but just,not at all convinced that he is ever

going to grasp this material. Unfortunately I think he is one of

these people that somehow has been hoodwinked into thinking that

after fifteen weeks you will know it all, and he doesn't realize

that the process is very important, 'getting there is as

educational as knowing it at the end. I've tried to point how

successful he is. He has a high B average, because he is willing

to do the work and he is willing to accept the:fact that it needs

to be done in a certain systematic way. He doesn't assume

anything about it. He just takes it at face value each day and

looks at it. But at the same time I'm trying to relax him enough

i

to make him recognize 'his own progress. Hopefully everyone gets

to that point by themselves, but I like to accelerate that

process by saying, "L sten, you are doing fine. Look at what you

have done." Try to build up his self confidence so perhaps he

can achieve more. But in one sense it is frustrating because I

haven't been successful. H? still thinks he doesn't know a

thing, and it may be two or thrpe 'years before he realizes how

much he has learned.

One of the frustrating parts of teaching a vocational

student or someone without selfconfidence in technologies is

that many of them have a defeatist attitude. You have to spend a

year or two overcoming that. I am still in the stage where I am

recognizing it. I am able to recognize the personthat is
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working off the negatiye instead of the positive, and what is
holding him back. I am trying to justify the fact that these
kids could do' more than' society. , expects them to. They have been
tracked, they have been conditioned by their families. I think
they are much more capable ; however, get some kids that are
just. 'academically almost, out of the system. They can just
barely stay in the classroom, and usually the problem is memory.
They just can't retain more than one or two elements at a time.
They can't refer back to what they don't have. When you have got
a system with fifty elements and you can't keep two of themin
your head at a time--from the day I recognize that, where,' say,
can I get this guy a job at a parts counter? How do I orient him
to a job where he is not going to be a failure? So I am also
trying to say that I recognize that ability has a role to play
and if they are not able to handle long division in third grade,
chances are that relates to their ability, not just orientation .

I have examples, of both in my own background. My school system
'telling me I was, as a young student, capable of anything I

wanted to do technically. Later on my school system said, "I am
sorry, you have gone as far as you are going to go." I have had
the experience of school tracking. I felt that' right through, I
wasn't oriented academically. I talk to my students a lot. A

kid will express a defeatist attitude, I'll say, "Where did you
pick that up anywai--your father tell you that? A teacher tell
you that? Someone told you you can't do this? I haven't told
you, who's telling you? Are you telling you?" I'll try to
reduce it to that level. I get a constant education as to the
orientation of my students by talking with my students.

Most of them are very reluctant to talk about communication
with their fathers. These guys don't want to talk about their
dads in any way, it seems. They will talk about their mothers
saying, "You should be stable, you should get a job," that kind
of thing, but they don't want to talk about their fathers. I

think the fathers' careers are a very touchy subject . They are
very willing to talk about school and the injustices of grade
school, junior high school and high school and the social
problems, the social cliques, that they were excluded from. They

were all aware of social exclusion . I would not say any of them
are destined to be dmidges. It will depend .a lot on their
perception of their jobs. A lot of them will work for small to
medium size business where your boss, your foreman will get every
inch out of you that he can. Every calorie in your bocly, he will
ask you to give. It will be up to the graduates to say this is
all I have got to give and this is the quality of work I am going
to do, and this is the pace at which I am going to do it.

I think it takes a lot of Ability and a lot of adjustment,

personal adjustment to be a good technician. Technicians are not
respected as they would be, say, in Europe, as a tradesman or a
craftsman. Here they are underpaid and there is no job security.
There is no equation between a maintenance person or a service
person and a custodian, and a lot of people in this country see
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that as they are almost equivalent roles. You are in a,building

at night, you must be emptying the wastebaskets. A good car

mechanic in Europe is a very well respected individual. 'Because

most of them are well trained and they have more training and

factory experience than a lot of them get here. I.still maintain

a good technician has.to be thinking about six hours a day and

doing this manipulatively two hours a day. I don't know'many

professions where that is, true. The first thing tell my

students when they are approaghin'g an area that' is complicated, I

say remember for every ten minutes you shoUld be thinking an

hour. ,If you don't'feel comfortable sitting in front of a

customer thinking, doing ,drawings, and really working through the

problem, then get, in a truck, make an excuse, get out of there.

That is another problem,- -when you are paying someone fifty

dollars an 'hour the.last thing you want to see them .do is sit

down and think, but that is the most Productive mode they can be

in., They want to see them working like crazy, tote thAt barge,

haul that bale.

I try 0 make sure my students don't feel limitations

especially because -they seem to have been relegated to the lower

academic rungs by public view or academic view. Vocational

programs tend to be a first and last stop in a lot of people's

minds. So if anything, I try to convince them that this,doesn't

have, to be their last stop, that this learning `can be the

beginning of continually turning themselves on to it.' I want to

make sure that they don't perceive this as their only shot at it.

They have jousy English skills, terrible. Now English skills are

something you learn, you develop, they become re lections. It is

like having a mirror constantly build your min...4 up. They have

not ever developed that skill and, as an result, they are almoSt

atrophied in that area. Most of their.families have told them,

or shown them indirectly, that they are not going to be doctors

and lawyers, that they are loing to be 'part of the working

class. Their perception of the working class, the bluecollar

workers, may or may not be pleasant. Some of them view it as

being very unpleasant, bbt they see thethselves relegated to it. '

The classroom experience is fine, there is no' problem there.

I -.don't mind the preparation. I get good ,feedback the

students, I get a sense of progress and all that.; but I am always

looking for something a little mere stimulating on a, professional .

level. It is like I am always working it out from the ground

level rather than getting an easy answer. I have decided maybe I

will write something. I feel that my approach is not a common

one. Sometimes it-is nice to be different. Sometimes just

teaching is lonely in itself regardless of how you do it. Thdre

are levels 'of lonely, and -I think everyone goes through little

minicycles of burnout. Around Thanksgiving everyone is going

throligh a miniburnout cycle, and when you feel stress you feel

that you are at the end of your 'wits. Then you start to lose

your enthusiasm with the students, you start to lose your

curiosity about teaching techniques, you are not going into the

class looking forward to being with people, you are going into
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class looking forward'to getting,througIVto the next'lecture.

When it reduces itself to that level then; can be lonely.
feel sometimes professionally lonely. I feel that I may have a

sense of quality that either I am too naive to 'give up right now

or that no one else shares.

ti
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Profile

LEONARD BRADDOCK

(Leonard Braddock,* a man in his fifties., teaches in a

technology testing program in a community college in a mid-sized

city in New York State. He was interviewed twice in-his office

and once in his home in the winter of:1981.)

I was born in a small,. town . .My father was a school

teacher. My mother was a registered nurse. I attended a variety

of different elementary schools as a consequence of my father

changing positions so. many times. Following graduation from high

school I stum led around a bit, found myself in the Navy as an

enlisted volun er. I got out of active duty and was headed

towards coll e when somehow in the interim I decided that I

should get married. That pre-empted my going to college, for a

time at least. I-took a job with a company in 1952' and started

going to college in the evenings and as a part-time special

student in the daytime. I managed to finish about three full

years towards a 13-.S.-in physics. Then the work situation for me

at the company got very complex in terms of travel requirements

and 'it looked like there wasn't going to be a real strong;

opportunity for me to finish my bachelor's degree. So I found a

job in Denver and transferred my educational program to the

University of Denver. I finally got my degree in mathematics

rath6r than physics. I pursued some consulting. activity with

some local companies which worked out pretty well for a couple of

years.

At this point I had three children that potentially wanted.

to go to. college. I had been'working on my master's degree at a

state university in the northeast. Looking at the prospect of

three children going to school, potentially two atone time, and

the expenses related to it, I just found that I wasn't making

enough money. I wasn't able to do the amount of consulting that

I had done in previous years because of my commitments to the

graduate school program. So I left the university and I.took a

position as a senior engineer with a company in Bostop. I spent

four years working in the Boston area. I also taught part-time

at an excellent technical college.

I had kept a constant friendship going with this fellow from

one of the universities. They received a request for a proposal,

and it looked like a rally good opportunity for me to go back
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and work through the research foundation at a salary which would
be competitive with whdt I had made in industry. Wouldn't have
to do' all 'that traveling, and I had theprospect of finishirtg my
master's degree. Plus the fact- that I would have an opportunity
to get, back on the faculty and all of that sounded appealing. So
I went back to the university and got located in an office and
everything was going well. Well, it got down to the final
stages . and we lost the contract. So now I am sitting at the
university with no job.
o

1%.

And as luck would have it, oniof my daughters developed
very serious illness and she had an operation whidh cost a very
substantial amount of money which I had to pay for myself,because
I didn't have any insurance at that point. It,W4s cancer, and
fortunately that was five years ago atld she is purportedly beyond
the big risk factor . Apparently if you can survive without
further problems for five years, they regard you to be
essentially cured. She had that first operation, she was facing
a second operation. I have a brotherinlaw who knew about a
job opening that he had heard of. I began to look at ,the
insurance aspects of whether or not my coming to work for the
company again would cover me for potential future operations that
my dadghter might have--at that time they were projecting that
she would have serious illness and her likelihood of survival for,
five years was not considered very good.' So I took the job sA
we were uprooted and moved back here.

I started working in the capacity of manager of
'nondestructive testing. I had about two hundred people
certified to perfam nondestructkVe tests, all over the country.
I was responsible for technical aspects of the materials of
nondestructive testing which led me to travel almost
continuously. I would leave on a Sunday and not get home until
about late Friday night many weeks, and this got to.a point where %

it was beginning to affect my health. I decided that it wasn't
worth it. They had called me while I was working there at the
company from the school here, asking me to come up and lend a
hand in developing curriculum for what was then a very new 6
program. It had been in existence one year at that point. And

so I agreed to do that and met with the department head here for
^lunch. They wanted the program, they thought it would be a big
boon to them in terms of availability of personnel and so forth.

2

I had been talking with ;sitother company about some
consulting services that they wanted me to supply, they wanted me
as an individual. I got to thinking about this position here and
the prospects for obtaining that consulting job and wondered if
I could kind of merge the two together . So I decided that .I

would make a shot at trying to get this job and tie all those
loose ends together so that I would have the consulting position
and the teaching position at the same time. So here I am.

0
During the thirties when my father was teaching in
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elementary schools, it seemed like he was making a salary of one

' hundred dollars a month and if somebody came along a'nd offered

you one hundred and'twenty ,dollars a month, you were Buick to

grab it because that was a big increase. And the conseguence.of

that was, it seemed to me, we were uprooted often. When World

War II came. along, be left teaching and went into a defense

industry. And never went back into teaching after that.

I had just barely turned seventeen when I graduated from 4

high school, Maybe I could have done better,s if I had the

motivation to do it. I .was concerned enough in any give year to

want to proceed to the next year, but,. come .fall, I just didn't

have the mature attitude enough to want,to achieve great things

I used to work summers. I had two or thpee_jobs when I was going

to high school. I, was setting up pins, cleaning out offices,

peddling papers.. I would do all of these things at once, and in

the simmer I worked on a farm every year all the way through high

school including'the year aster I graduated. I just liked hard

work. I was a glutton for' it. In ninth grade I was very

interested in, sports and I went, out for junior varsity

everything. I was doing pretty well in it, but I suddenly lost

interest in it and began t

r
pick up on this working. I.can't

really put my finger on why I bedame so dedicated to working and

chasing dollars . My parents were trying to survive during the ,

depression and those were tough years.

it.

I can remember spending a lot of time in the cloak room

because of scrapes in the school yard. I 'liked to have nice

clothes and I was willing to work to pay for them.' I liked nice
\
4cycles'and I bought and paid for those. I guess I pretty much

wanted to be on my own and, you know, you kind of g4 the notion

I am earning this money, if I want to buy clothes with it, I

will, and'I did. And then I saved my money and bought' an

automobile. I bought tiis 19285Essex from an old lady who had it

stored in-her garage and it had .been there with 1930 plates on it

and I got it out and worked on it.

\I guess whenT)I really got interested in learning and going

to school was when I worked at the Power Company and my friend

encouraged me to go to college. He was doing his master's work

in physics. I went .and,I.took, mathematics and physics to start

with, and I really enjoyed physics there. I got straight A's in

the physics program for engineers and scientists. I had taken an

exam in the Navy and scored pretty well on it so they sent me to

aviation school. Of course you don't get to be an expert atAt in

one year, but I enjoyed it. I really liked the Navy. I wanted

to go to college when I got out of the Navy and found out that I

was deficient in things and so in December I went and took

physics, I took advanced algebra, solid geometry. I did all the

studying for all these courses to catch up with everybody else

and I started in December. I hate to say it, but I got the

highest mark in the class. I was working full-time so that I

could afford , to go to school. I worked from two till ten. I'

went to school from like eight in the morning until one o'clock.
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That was after I got out of the navy and'my wife and. I were

engaged at that point. I finally drcided that I would go to
school, part time and I would get married. I wasn't eligible-for

the many GI benefits because this was after any eligibility for
World, War II .benefits. .So my wife and I had to pay for my

education as I went along. But fortunately I was at the Power

Company. . I could be reimbursed for courses that you could

identify as being specifically related to your work.

I never hed much of a college experience in Denver, I was

just too busy. I used to have to sign a paper saying that I did
not have a parttime job because I wv taking overloads every

quarter? I figured that's not a lie; don't have a parttime
job, I have a fulltime job. I was probably hitting B's in all
those social sciences and history and other courses that I

needed. And I really enjoyed history. I think if I had been

younger, maybe nineteen or twenty, some of those courses would
have been a 'drag for me; but I was thirtyone years old and I was

at a point where I began to realize that these were interesting

things, I was always glad that I had a B.S. in the arts and 1

sciences' area rather than in engineering because I had an

opportunity to take so many of those courses. It took me ten

years to get a bachelor's degree and here I am struggling and

messing around with this graduate degree and I really am getting
tired of it. Without a master's degree I would never be promoted
to above an instructor at the university. So that kind of helped
me in my decision to take the job in industry.

We have a technology program that I principally coordinate

for the school. It is a unique program. It got started because

of interests and influence of the local power company where they
used to employ some one hundred and fifty people in the testing

field. I was not here the first year that it was in progress.

The following year we took in twentyfour freshman and of that

twentyfour we graduated sixteen. We are looking to graduate,
between thirtyfive and forty this spring. The program has been
very popular principally because of the prospects of jobs in the
industry. We were graduating people and their average starting

salary is in the order of $17,000. ,The first year that I was

here I taught all the testing courses', and I had one student who

was graduating from the program that year working in a parttime
capacity helping me. This year we hired another gentleman and

he now shares the lecturing responsibilities with me. We are

looking to put on another one next year. We just find that we

can't get the job done the way that we would like it, can't

coordinate it as well as we would like to by using parttime
staff. It is very difficult to maintain an interface with them.

My experience at the university, when I taught there, you
never had more than two preparations. That's not the case in the

community college. And I really believe that you don't get as

much out of the faculty because in truth they are, overworked. We
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have as many as eighteen hours contact. I really believe to do a

good thorough conscientious job, especially in rapidly changing

areas such as materials technology, that is too much of a load.

I don't find that I've got the energy that I Would like to, spend

on developing curriculum. . If you teach mathematics; calcUlus,

it hasn't changed much, especially mathematics at the level that
we teach it here. I find it a real hardship in trying to do all

that I want to dd with an expanding 'program. These courses were

never taught in college for college credit until three years ago,
anywhere around here.

I find that eighteeh hours is an awful lot of contact when

you are trying to develop the courses, expand the program, and do
the teaching as well. I try to create interest and in a program
like this it is very beneficial to have worked in industry.- I

0 maintain a lot of class interest because of the experiences that

I have had. I've had a mix of collegelevel teaching experience
and consulting, and a lot of industrial experience in areas that"
are exciting to the students, such as nuclear power plants, and

heavy electrical generating equipment, aerospace reentry

material.

We take attendance , a state requirement, so initially that

is what happens in the classroom. I start 'by recapping what it

was that we talked about the day before and indicate the new work

that we are going to embark on. I am writing a textbook, I know

it intimately, and I don't use any notese.... I= am trying to get

these students aware of where equations come from rather than

learning equations just for the sake of learning them, so we go

through a lot of derivations. That is difficult sometimes to do

at their level. We are beefing up the math requirement in the

program so that they can understand a little bit better the

origin of some of these expressions that are very necessary, for

them to work with. I don't like to take attendance. It is

something that bugs me. The first year that I was here there

were only nine people in the class. After a couple of weeks I

got to know them all very well and now we have classes where

there are as many as thirty people in them. There are people

here with financial assistance programs, requirethents in the

state of New York. People who are on these kinds of programs,

you have to take attendance. The GI bill--they require attendance

so we do it. It is a school requirement and I go through that

motion.

I try to be very formal in some parts of the lecture because

I find from my past experience here that if you just try to be. a

1( regular joe, they kind of seem to take advantage of that

situation; so you have got to maintain the proper classroom

interface, instructorstudent interface. I've tried it other

ways and it doesn't work. The students are pretty young, they

are fresh out of high school, and they were not good students in

high school. They are the kinds of students that have been

underachievers, and so you don't crack as many jokes as you would
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like to. The school has an open admission pr gram. We have
tightened up the requirements in the testing p ogram by saying
that you must have two and onehalf years of high school
mathematics to get into the program, you must ve two laboratory
sciences to get into the program, one of whi ould be either
chemistry or physics. Testing is nothing mor than applied
'physics, and people coming here with no.pOsic background or
chemistry backgr:ound we find just can't handle it at the level
that we think it should he taught. Once the program got opular
it was easy to crank up' the requirem6nts and the hope alWays was
of getting a slightly better qual(ty student,. I'mnot sure that
that has h ened. It seems to me 'n the. three years that I have
been here , he age of the student has gotten younger.

I concretely observe that the students are here because
Ahere are no jobs availableinthe area. They don't want to .go
into thd service; they figure tyley might just as well go to

school as do nothing. I see very very few students with a

genuine interest in the program. That improves between the first
and the second year. As you might suspect, the attrition is
pretty heavy between the first and second yeer. They just don't
come back. We take in --sixty freshman, we look to graduate
thirtyfive to forty. It is troublesome. I will have to admit,
having'taught sophomore and junior level courses by the time they
were sophomores and juniors most of the attrition had already
taken plac'e. Having taught at that level and then coming to this
community college, I find that I have to look for different
things to challeng2 me in the course development and in writing
this textbook. The students--they just can't seem to comprehend
at the same level that students would be able to comprehend for
the same age in the same xear at a local private college, for
example. They are just not that kind of student. And that is a
little frustrating. I would like to teach mush of the program on
a little higher level. I think that the first two years of
college credit really deserves that. This is not a vocational
school, they are taking courses here that potentially could
transfer to other state s and get a fouryear degree.

r .

The service that I aQ trying to perform for them is one of
getting them' ready to 'go ''"Out and work in industry and I know
what's there in that industry, because I spend' a lot of time in
it. And I now what a good technician or a good specialist
should be abl. e to handle. And we are not even keeping pace with
the technology, it is changing faster than °I can almost read

. about it. So. when you talk about the principles and

fundamentals, you have to cover those and get right 'into some
very meaty stuff as soon as You can if you want your students to
be competitive . This is a -terminal program. We are pot trying
to make engineers out of these people. In industry you train
people to turn out an instrument, twist a bunch of knobs and look
for certain specific things and they get good at doing that, they
really don't understand what it is they are doing. In a program
such as we are trying to run here, we want them to be able to do
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that when they get ciut. into industry, but" we want them to

Understand he basic laws of physics that apply:and that is the

difference.

You can't talk about anything in physics without very heavy

orientation in mathematics, it is impossible. /We try to:build on

very basic phys'cS pelnciples and develop from that point of

view. For exa4nple, I ask very .often early, in my classes in

radiography andi in'ul rasonicst:what we mean byfrequency. The

students coming on't 'have a feel for what freqU,:ncy is all.

about. Here if somebody doesn't know what .a logarithm is, you

take the classtime to tell them, but 'at the technical college

you didn't have the time for that. If you were teaching in a

math program there and you had four huricreA sophomores taking

sophomore mathematics, 'youhad no choice'biA to keep pace with

the outline; everybody had the same homeWork laSSignments,

everybody took common mid-term examinations, common finals, your

troops had to be up with everybody else. . But in this program,

if the students can't handle it, we go back and we pick it up

again. I guess the other part is, if I were teaching a course in,

ultrasonics in a university, Iirould just keep Pressing along

with the theory and try 'to show how that theory had practical

implications.. But hei-e we do more than that. We talk about the

actual inspection of steel and the theory involved in 'that. There

is a lOt more detail that wego,into as regards the calibrations

that you wouldn't bother to mess around.. with engineers. Here

you give that extra detail.

I am adjusting to it, I like it. It is very rewarding at

the end of the year to have your students get a good.job, then go

industry and hear back frow their employers that thy are

really doing well. And I think %hat is worth something.' The

level of mathematical or scientific'. approach in these courses

doesn't really challenge me that much... I'think I look more to a

challone here from what we are doing for these people in terms

of preparing them to go out adO,work competitively. in the field

and do a good job. I am certain that my students with two years

of experience out'there will be way out in front of other People

A° had maybe equiValeht industrial training courses with the

::same kind of experience. I think my. students can go further.

One of the things that I like about teaching is the

opportunity to learn; and I guess I am a person, whether in

teaching or whatever I have done, I have always had an intensity

to want to learn things. My wife tells me, many times, "Why do

you keep changing textbooks? You had those notes all generated

last year, you had the problems all worked out, you could have

used the same textbook over again." Well, I wouldn't learn -

anything by doing that. I have enough going to keep my interest

at a high level.

I am writing this textbook. I am including things in this

text that are certainly optional sections for my students. I
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b u6ht the only available textbook that one could think about;
ca ing . It is a book written. in Germany. And it is not a

xtbook, it is a good reference book._ There is no structured
equence in it that allows you to teach from it so that the
stUdent's get the proper background. I found it more difficult
trying to teach from this book because I was kind of tying myself
to structuring lectures around it and it didn't have-the
continuity that I really required for myself to be able to

present good lectures. I needed to build on things and it; just
wasn't available And so the only other thing available-was this
hopestudy type ",of training, material that comes out of the
,industry. So one of the reasons that I am writing. a textbook in
testing technology is because none exists. These training
manuals that they have had in industry were typically horn:: study
kinds of things: And they just aren't indepth enough for

college credit. So it's been6a real challenge and a. lot of
work. \

I have written at night. I work probabl twelve hours a
day. It is the only time that I set to writ I work on it
weekends. I wrote. some of it some last mer between
consulting. My consulting activities pick up more heavily in the.
,3,1Amertime. It has been a very unique experience for me. I got
a whole batch of physics books and I began to study the portions
or those books that I thought I would need and began to develop
,ome notes in building my own thinking. And what I tried to do
was give the students a little background to simple harmonic
motion as a place to start. What do we mean by a transducer when
it vibrates. Then I' sat down and 'tried, to put together what I
thought would be good background for them. And I did it with .
models which don't require the use of calculus. I think'there is
a big market it, too.

I write drafts of it, sometimes I write it and I rewrite'it

and I put figures in and then, I change the figures and when I get
that. finished I am never satisfied with it, and I give it to my
wife and she types it. I am not satisfied with it then; but I

have to' have something, and if I waited until I got satisfied
with it, I would never give the students anything. Right now, I

am writing it and using it faster really than I can get it

written. The first semester is all principles and fundamentals;

the second semester is how we can apply those principles and
fundamentals to real testing situations. I came to realize that
I can't-get this thing done as fast as I need it. I have written
probably five chapters out of, what I would guess, maybe twelve.
My interests are as much in materials as they are in testing
because to me if you know anything about testing you really
can't separate yourself from materials because that is what you
work on all the time. And you will never be any good at testing

unless you understand the materials systems.

About my consulting work, I made sure that it was there

before I came here and they had recognized that as a part of my
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being here. I think it is important for people who work in

technologies to maintain a currency with a technology and there.,

is no way to do that if you sit in an office in a school. You

know, it's one thing to read about new developments and it is

another thing to be a part of them. It is like a second job

except that -it'doesn't involve that much of my time. I work

probably, typically a couple .of days a month down there and I

would say d couple of days at home.

I am available for consultation with students in my office

hours. I have a group of students who are having a lot of

difficulty . I hold little classes for extra help and they can

come 'if they want to. I have a higher regard for students with

somewhat less ability who've got an attitude of willingness to

work than I have for people that I know damn well have got a gooe

backgrouhd and could do the work but have a poor attitude and

don't care. The side of the teaching that I enjoy is what I

have described: the intensity that I really like in terms of

putting the material together and struggling for new ways to

present that particular kind of material that is not available

right now, that I enjoy. Last year the students all took a
for.thecollection in,. my classes and sent my wife and I to a resort

whole weekend, which I thought was kind of nice. I think that

the students appreciate the extra effort that I do to help them

find jobs.

I spend a lot of my time making sure that the career

placement office'has the right people lined urio and can find work

for them. You know I try to convince people around here that

this school is a business really, and you have got a product and

it is students and our success in this program and in allthe

other programs is going to depend to a large extent on how well

we can market these students. If they can't leave here and get
--

gainful employment, if we can't do that part of it well, then we

haven't completed the whole pr6gram. I think a large part of our

commitment to these students is to help them find a job

afterwards. I think we need a little more exposure,,not just for

the testing people, but fOr our electrical technicians.people as.

well. I am certain that if I can get these people out to

conferences where they spend a minimal amount of money, that we

can get a lot of exposure and I'm certain also that there are

alot of jobs out there that we don't know about .

I am doing something that I enjoy. Many teachIrs are

here, for example, from prior high school teaching experience.

They are dedicated teacher types, that is their life. I'm a

different kind of person. I am told that I am ,going to be

offered a job at a company which is going to be at a salary that

I'm not going to be able to turn down. I'm going to turn it down

because it isn't stimulating enough. I'm going to do this crazy

thing that I'm doing. Crazy from the point of view of the hours

that I work. I probably work sixty houns a week as a fair

estimate. I don't think that work hurts anybody. I find my own
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rewards.

There is nothing that I would rather be doing than what I am
doing right now. Obviously the notion of working at a fouryear
school is certainly something to consider, 'but I feel an
obligation to the troops at this community college and being very
concerned about the size of our class and their being able to get
jobs, all of these things present a challenge to me which I find
very interesting. I enjoy it. I get a little discouraged
.sometimes. I have been teaching a course in materials; we use
a book that they use at the sophomore level in the materials
department of a nearby fouryear school. The students tried to
read it and got discoUraged and, as a consequence, they just
gave up reading it entirely. And I tried to make ,4 very,
comprehensive final exam, I tried to have it touch on the
highlights of, everything. And they didn't do well with it. I

tried hard and I just don't think that it was all thateffective.
I think a simpler book might have,been more to their advantage

. than to try to work with this one;

Maybe this is a wrong impression, I just get the notion that
among sorts of students that we get at the community college they
are the kind of individuals who if they can read it and maybe
struggle,a little bit with it, "Okay, we will give it a shot,"
but if they try to read it and it seems on the surface to be
overwhelming to' them, I think they just give up.
Characteristically , the good students don't come to a community
college. These people ,graduate from high school and get -some
notion that now maybe I better dO something by way of preparation
and they get some notion that if they come here and put in their
time and get this diploma that automatically with it is going to
come this great and glorious job that they read about in the
paper. And we try to tell them otherwise, but it doesn't always
work. I try to tell them the first days of orientation that
testing requires a lot of integrity on the part of the
individual. I try to use approaches like, "we cut the program
off at sixty, if you are not willing to devote the time and
energy that we feel is necessary to get you trained to the level
of competence that industry demands, then step aside, because we
have turned away a lot of people." You think, why is this
person spending his time here, and you can tell by his
performance he just isn't doing anything. What can you do to try
and motivate this individual?

I think in terms of how to make this course interesting,
trying to tie it to the kinds of things that I know they will do
in industry, and giving a lot of very specific examples.
Sometimes I think that the student has the .attitude of, what the
hell , we don't need this. And so I take a procedure that is
used for the inspection of stainless steel walls in q nuclear
power plant and we go through that procedure and I show them
exactly where what we have been talking about in class fits into
this situation. We are not going through this din just some
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mental exercise, you know, like when you were a sophomore in high

school you studied English because you have got to study English.

That's not the case here. If you don't want to do this, then

maybe you'd better look for something else because you have to

learn this if you want to work in this field This is the bare

minimum that we are talking about.

Rather than think about levels of intelligence, I try to,

think in terms of a student as being a. good student, a poor

student, a better student, because this is not necessarily a

characteristic of their innate intelligence, it's more what their

attitude might be. I don't think people should be separated on

the basis of intelligence. I think they should be separated , if

there is going to be any, on the °basis of attitude and

willingness to work and performance. They are either good

,students or they are poor students, and that is not really a

function so much of their abilities as it is their attitude.

Anybody who is accepted into the program, if they want'to, can do

the work.. I had a student the first year, he was the most

diligent student that we had, he never missed a class, he stayed

right to the last minute in every lab, then came around and just

bothered the hell out of me for extra help because he was not

understanding things. Well I worked harder probably trying to

find him a job because I knew that this fellow would work great

in a team situation where ther was a supervisor in charge, maybe

of a radiographic facility, and He was going to be one of a team

of three or four. And he was going to learn it from the ground

up and he was going to do d good job in that kind of capacity. I

think that is the role that a community college should play

anyvfay.

My.son the other day, said, "You know, you think about a

community college in terms of a learning experience as compared

to a thinking experience." If you dwell on that, you get the

notion that in better four year schools people are trying to

teach them to think. Whereas I think historically, in this state

at least, in community colleges the emphasis has been strictly on

learning; you learn this so that you you can go out and work at

this and make a living. And not enough emphasis on thinking, you

know. There is a subtle difference between the two, and I think

about hopefully incorporating some of both in this program even

though it is .a terminal two year program after which people are

supposed to go to work in industry. I want them to learn how to

think.

People have to want to be, there., They have to want to

learn. If they want to learn they will do some thinking in that

process and I think that is it. That is the way that I judge

people in classes, look at what I think is their attitude about

how much they want to learn. If they show me that they really

want to learn I will work very had for them, I get students who

come to work, come to class, drunk and that kind of thing. You

just oan't have that kind of individual out working on a safety
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system in a nuclear power plant.

I know that there is a lot of work out there. There are
jobs everywhere, I know that is the case. The only problem is
getting those people who need my 'students aware of the fact that
we have got this program. The college needed a showcase program.
Student enrollment was down. They wanted a showcase program,
they wanted a lot, of publidity. Now you have got it, you have
talked all these students into coming here, what are you going to
do? I feel caught; I feel I created this monster, I've got.to
try and find these people a job. I go down and talk 'to the
people in career placement, they don't know how to do this thing.
They don't know haw to market this program. The school needs a
brochure, we've got to get this, thing out to the public, the
industry, they have to know about the program. I know they have
needs. And sometimes I get upset because I have to do that too.

I think I am more intellectually inclined than I am
pragmatically inclined. On the other hand, the things that I
enjoy doing as a hobby are very pragmatic kinds of things. I

have r,!ver really thought about me in terms of being an

intellectual. I really get very excited about learning things
gnd studying. So much sometimes to the point where I get
preoccupied with it and I let other things that I also enjoy kind
of slide. I enjoy it, but it is intense, and I need to take
periods of time'to go to my hunting camp and look at a rock. The
kinds of thinking that I like to do, the intensity with which I
like to pursue the subject that I am interested in, are beyond
the scope of what they consider our role to be at the community
college. I like to be able to help peopTh learn to think. The
methodology of approaching problems, the analyses that you use,

how you get started are more important than the mechanics of
being able to solve the equations. I would like my students to
be able to think, at whatever level they are able to handle it.
I don't see that side of me being satisfied in a lot of depth at
the school. Which is perhaps why I am pushing myself in the
direction of writing the book. Maybe I need that book to satisfy
that aspect of my personality. I think my interest in the school
is that I really have enjoyed developing the program. I have
more fun developing it than the day -to -day teaching in it. Some

of the courses are very mundane and, thankfully, I don't have to
teach them.

It doesn't appear now that I will ever have an opportunity
to finish that master's degree. I am pretty busy. Too busy to
even entertain any thoughts about graduate school at this point.
And I am fifty-two. You know; my wife told me the other day that
my daughter is going to be thirty. When I passed forty it didn't
bother me, whn I passed fifty it didn't bother me, but when she
told me that my daughter was going to be thirty, I felt old.
That's the only 'time that I've ever even, stopped to reflect on
it. Somebody asked me'how long I have been married and I said I
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can't ever remember not being married,. -Thirtyone years is a

long time.

You know in industry I think more people spend more time

worrying about, let's see where is my next step, where am I going

next, rather than the daytoday job . They -seem preoccupied

with, they are always looking for,-praise and satisfaction. Now

I don't waht praise and satisfaction; I'll find my own

satisfaction from the things that I do, and I don't need praise

and promotions and that sort of thing to make me happy. The next

step for me is to finish writking this book which I find a lot of

satisfaction in.
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Commentary

Edward Thompson has a "semi photographic" memory Which he
says "really helps." He grew up in a suburban area workinin
his father's gasoline station from the time he was ten years old.
By the time he was in high school,ohe knew more about automobile
and motorcycle engines than any of his shop teachers. He was
bored with school and was anything but what we would call today
"a preppie." He saw. himself becoming a skilled tradesman, either
a plumber or electrician. He knewl.the importance of money and he
figured that those occupations would be his way to make a good
living. A motorcycle accident which caused permanent injury to
his back led him to reconsider He entered a community college
and came to realize that graduates of community colleges did not
get-paid very much. His realistic perspective and his mother's
urgings combined to lead him to thinking of a teaching career and
to enrollment in a fouryear college.

He loved college. He never got less than a B in anything.
He savored the independence he had living awaY from home in a
small college town. He combined industrial technology, biology
and education certification. He graduated, came back home and
drove a truck yntil he found a job teaching handicapped students
in his local school district. He started on a master's program
at the nearby tate university, did his work in the schools in
the morning, h d a job in the afternooni and attended graduate
classes at nigh On the recommendation of a fellow graduate
student, he interviewed for a position in a soontoopen
community college. He passed the intense interviewing process
with flying colors and landed the position. He proved his worth
to the college immediately by saving them $148,000 in
construction costs as he oversaw the completion of the new
campus.

In this precis of Thompson's patito the community college,
two aspects stand out: his enormous reservoir of intelligence
and energy Viand his assumption of a stance that separates
intelligence and intellect (Hofstadter 1963, pp. 24-51). He

displays a "resentment 4nd suspicion of the life of the mind and
of those who are considered to represent'it, and a disposition
constantly to minimize the value of that life" (Hofstadtgr 1962,
p. 7). At the same time he resents the stigma attached to the
notion of vocational education.

In fact, he shares with his colleagues-in the'liberal'arts a
concern that his students know math and, be,able to read and
.write. He is bothered by the stereotype of the dumb mechanic; he
knows that this is a contradictioh in terms.' He is bothered by
the fact that the students he gets are those who think that they
can'do nothing, else. When he tests them he makes them write. If
they cannot read and write, he sends them to the college tutoring
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program. If they cannot improve their literacy skills he pulls

them aside for counseling and confronts them with whathe thinks

are the facts of the situation.

His major concern in all of this is that his students get

jobs. He knowS that the students that come to him either have

not been able to land a job or to keep a job. He sees his work

as giving them the skills to hold a -job. That many of his

students drop out of his program well before they finish the

t4 -year
course does not upset him, if they, drop out.lbecause they

e secured a job.
4

Thompson has little patience for his academic colleagues.

He sees his task as preparing his students for what is, not for

what ought to be. He understands the hierarchical occupational

structure, realizes that everyone cannot be a professional, and

values the contribution that a good mechanic and service man

makes to society. He knOws the importance of money and he has

little patience for abstractions that do net recognize that

reality .

In his separation of intelligence from intellect he would

countenance no suggestion that his intelligence is unequal to

anyone else's. He haS an unerring sense of the basic parity

among a wide range of jobs despite the lack of parity in status

and remuneration. Because of a conflict in our interviewng

schedule, our interview with him was unduly comlressed. As a

result we did not have the space to explore further with him some

of the gray areas that might lie behind the dichotomies he

presents. We know enough to know that his separation of the

world into two camps (those who can do and those who cannot)

provides us with only'an introduction to his thinking and to the

complex sensitivities and understandings that lie behind his

divided world view. At the same time, we have no doubt that he

lived with and acted out these didhotomies, in his work in the

community college.

Scott Muller, teaching across the country in New York State,

does not accept the dichotomies that Thompson asserts. He always

wanted to be a teacher and to explain things to people. His

.sense of adequate explanations includes not only hOw things work

but why they work that way and how the context affects the way

things work. Like Thompson, he understands the- intelligence

required to handle mechanical matters such as the way engines

work, and knows that the students other teachers consider to be

"dummies" are far from that. Muller understands, from his own

experience in school and in growing up, the. effect of being

tracked and being told by parents not to aspire too high. He

carries out, in his day-to-day work, an understanding of how

vocational education is related to the social class system in

this country. While not preaching a revolutionary consciousness,

he wantS his students to understand where .they are in the

occUpations, they have chosen to pursue. He wants them to
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understand the relationshrp.of the job they are preparing for to
a career in the field. He knows that skills (at least as the

word is currently understood) are not enough. He wants his
students to have a sense of themselves and the context in which
they are operating.

What Muller wants for his/ students is the same thing'that

many of the faculty in the liberal arts say are important for

students. Muller sees no dichotomy between the type of
understanding promoted in the liberal art _and the type of

understanding he is trying to promote. He has a holistic view of
te-a-Bnical tasks. He views troubleshooting machinery to be an act
of pure intelligence in which a sense of the whole system and its ,

context is necessary. The relationship between the service man
and the piece of equipment is one in which thought bridges the
separation between the service man and the object of his

_attention.

Muller knows.the intelligence required to troubleshoot a

system. He understands the necessity of keeping in mind a set
of interdependent relationships, as service men sense where they
have been and where they are going. Muller has the personal
knowledge that the abilities needed to be a good service man are
not different from the ab lities needed to be an engineer. Like

Thompson, Muller knows t at people are far more similar in

intelligence than they ar different. He has an intuitive sense
of the notion of ability versus performance, and knows that if

his students are not performing well-, it is not because of wide
differences in ability but more likely because performance has
been affected .by their experience at home and in school. He

understands the apathy and anger of his students whose
intelligencepas been taken out%f.their control and who hope for
a way to regain control by matching a sense of their inner selves
with the type of work they want to do. Even as understanding a
teacher as Muller seems to them part of a system over whch they
have no control. Muller admires The diligence of his one Black
student'who struggles with the attitude that he cannot learn very
much no matter-how hard he tries. Despite all the progress he
has made, this student still -feels that he does not know

anything.

Muller works hard to try to make his students feel that they
have options. He works to- see to it that his vocational program
is a first step in his students' sense of what is possible and
not the last step. He has an abundant sensitivity for their
hurts. He knows their-sense of having been excluded .and having

been labeled and he pours enormous energy into developing a rich
program for his students. He knows hiss field of heat transfer,
stays'active in it, and conveys to his students his wide range of
experience. He has a sense of 451ity that transcends

dichotomies between the type of teaching, learning, and

understanding required in the liberal arts and in vocational
education. He lends integrity to the notion of career education
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by the way he transcends those easy divisions. Finally, despite

his heavy involvemen" in the college, he feels somewhat isolated

because his sense of quality and his aesthetic vision of

technology is difficult to communicate; it is perhaps most shared

with colleagues whom the structure of his community college most

separates him from, those in the liberal arts. He sees his

students as whole people. He sees the jobs they are preparing

for as part of a broader system. He sees the relationship

between material and intellectual concerns. Like his colleagues

in the liberal arts, he wants his students to do more than just

learn skills by rote; he knows the selfdenigrating implications

of that type of learning. He works as hard as any of his

colleagues, from his position as a faculty member in the air

conditioning program, to teach students to think deeply. Through

his actions he attempts to bridge the same gulf between training

and education that so concerns many of the faculty in the

liberal. arts .

Like Muller, Leonard Braddock's work in the community

college embraces no divisions between skills and understanding.

Teaching in a highly sophisticated area of materials testing,

there is no question in his mind of the difference between what

he tries to provide in his program and the comparable training

available in the industry itself. His students must learn more

than how to turn knobs and read meters. His students must

understand the principles that undergird the field and that means

,
understanding physics and mathematics.

He sees his vocational program as collegiate. He sees the

courses he teaches as potentially transferable to fouryear

colleges. He does not accept the notion that career programs in

community colleges are necessarily "terminal." He thinks of his

program' as having 'a national identity even though it was

developed in response to a local industry's needs.

A major concern about his students is that few of them enter

his program with a real interest in it.and the fields of study

which provide its foundation. Instead they arp attracted to it

because of the which the college has)given his program

in an attempt to revamp the college's local,image. Many of the

students who enter are attracted by the high salaries successful

graduates of the program seem to be able to command; yet they

have little background in physics and math that is required to be

successful in the field.

Braddock does not shy away from the issues involved in

teaching students with insufficient backgrounds in the key

academic areas of his field. He does. not want them to memorize

equations that will solve technical problems; 'he wants his

students to understand the origin of the equations. He does not

divide students by intelligence. He -sees the real underlying

divisions as those of attitude. And he is willing to work with

any students with the right attitude toward learning to bring up

their performance.
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He does get discouraged with his students at timys. He

wants his courses to maintain a high standard. He sees his
courses as the first two years of college, and, like the nursing
faculty in the preceding chapter, he knows that the industry
demands a standard of skill and understanding which is mandatory
for the safety of the industry. He grapples with the very same
concern that Ed Thompson tries to grapple with in California:
some of his students cannot study the material because they
cannot read well enough to deal with the language in the reading
material. At this point, he only has to recognize the issue,
since he gets far, more applicants for his program than there are
available spaces and those that cannot read adequately will drop
out.

At the same time that he approches his program as thoigh it
were a collegiatelevel effort, he also recognizes the need to
market his students. He combines a sense of the business world
and the educational world and urges his college to take steps to
insure that his students can tftavel to conventions, have
interviews with prospective employers, as any firstrate
institution interested in the reputation of its product would do.

When he came to the college he negotiated his contract in
such a way that he was free to do major consulting during the

year. His consulting adds to his income, to his staying abreast
in his field, and to his stature with his students. His
community college, in this individual case, structured Braddock's
working conditions with some of the freedom he would have if he
were teaching in a fouryear college or university. His own
intellectual work makes him partfcularlY susceptable to his son's
questioning the community college's emphasis on learning versus
thinking. In everything that he tries to do in his teaching and
writing he wants to get his students to be able to think well and
critically about the field. His sense of his work is that it is
not just preparing students for a job, it is preparing them for a
career in a field; to have.a career in a field they have to be
able to think in the language of that field. He knows that
understanding a definition requires understanding a range of
relationships. Braddock has goals that are similar to those of

his colleagues in the arts and sciences and he shares similar
concerns in reaching them.

Consulting,, teaching, commitment to his field, and a

pedagogy that .ptresses understanding integrated with technical
training, all come together in the time and energy he devotes to
writing a textbook that will facilitate his notion of what
learning should be in his area. He writes in the evening, on
weekends, in the summer; he thinks about his book when he is
making the fivehour drive to his consulting job. When he gets
to the motel the evening before he is to appear at the plant, he
often writes.
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He reviews the literature, synthesizes the context,

identifies the principles, garners the technical information,

clarifies the methodologies in a concerted attempt to make his

highly sophisticated field accessible to his students. Through

his writing he bridges the gap between the academic underpinning

r. of his work and the realities of the industry and his students'

performance level. When he thinks lof his work in industry and

the type of insecurity that 'came with ambition tied to external

rewards, and he takes stock of the intrinsic pleasure he gets

from his writing, he has.no qualms about who or where he is. In

his own individual intellectual efforts he bridges the artificial

fragmentation of theory and practice, education and training,

college and industry, intellectual and manual labor.

In his article on vocational education in community

cdlleges, Fred Pincus urges that community college educators work

with working class and minority students to provide them "with a

historical and political context from which to understand the

dismal choices they face" (Pincus 1980, P. 356). In fact, Scott

Muller teaches in a way that is remarkably consistent with

Pincus's urging. But the aspect of Muller's approach to his work

(and to a lesser extent that of Thompson and Braddock) that may

be even more radical than Pincus is their recognition that

mechanical and technical skills cannot be isolated from a larger

sense of understanding in the true sense of the word "skill."

They know from firsthand experience that students who work with

mechanical objects, who are, so to speak, "good with their

hands," cannot be so without being good with their heads also.

They know that, despite all the advocates of Taylorism,

training the hand cannot be separated from educating the mind.

They each respond to this knowledge in different ways: Thompson

with some anger, Muller with an approach to teaching that

consciously tries to bridge those gaps, and Braddock with

teaching and writing that attempt to share his understanding of

that basic fusion of mind and hand. Muller and Braddock, like

their colleagues in the arts and sciences, strive for a more

complete conception of career education. Their individual

efforts as faculty are toward a sense of education consistent

with the goals of some of their colleagues in the liberal arts.

Yet the larger forces at work in American society and community

college education draw them farther and farther apart.
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Section Four: Varied Perspectives

Preface

Section Four of this report presents chapters which cut

across the dichotomies highlighted in Sections Two and Three.

Chapter Ten presents the experience of three counselors whose

work and perspective on that work is influenced by their place

and function in the,community college organizational hierarchy.

Chapter Eleven presents the experience of three faculty who, as

members of a minority in predominantly white institutions, are "a

few among the many." This aspect of their working conditions is

explored in their profiles and the commentary that follows.

Chapter Twelve presents the'experience of three faculty for whom

work in the community college-is a second career. Their earlier

work experience allows them to see the community college from a

perspective enhanced by their former work experience. In Chapter

Thirteen we follow up on a subject that is referred to in many of

the faculty profiles: the experience of nontraditional,

returning women students.4 These profiles of students create a

mirror through which to view the experience of dommunity college

.faculty. In addition they provide Concrete details of the

experience of these highlyregarded community college students.
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Chapter. Ten

Finding a place'on the Totem-Pole:
The Work of Counselors

Introduction to the Profiles

We move from exploring the work of,cothznunity college faculty
to focus on the work of counselors. As one of lour participants
said, faculty, to a greater or lesser degree, have a vocational
field or academic discipline to which they owe /some allegiance.
It infuses their sense of identity and affects their everyday
relationships with colleagues, students, and administrators.
Counselors, on the other hand, have a relationship with the
students unmediated by a field of study. Their work provides a
perspective on community college education different from that of
faculty. The profiles of Julia Alvarez and Richard Soleti wto,
at the time we interviewed them, were counselors in a suburban
Massachusetts community college, and of Deborah Proctor in New
York State, reflect issues of status, power, and opportunity that
seem to be endemic to the work of a counselor in community
colleges, no matter what the geographical area or particular
nature of the college. How those issues are worked out in these
profiles deepened our understanding of key organizational and

social tensions that operate in community colleges.

I
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A

Profile

JULIA ALVAREZ

(Julia Alvarez is a counselor in her thirties working at a

suburban community college in Massachusetts. She was interviewed
at her college in the spring of 1980.)

My parents were missionaries and they travelled to different

parts of the world. I was born in Tangiers, Morrocco. Then we
lived in the United States for a few years and then we moved down
to San Jose, Costa Rica in Central America where my family has

resided since 1960. My father is Cuban and my mother is from
the United States. The language spoken was Spanish for my first
three years. Then we moved to the States. So from ages three to

nine I learned,English'and then from Maxie on it was all Spanish.

I still spoke English with members of my family.

I went to a high school where there was a lot of counseling
and advising available for students and where 'faculty members
took individual interest in students. At the same time I

developed an interest in music and played the piano and did a lot",
of work in that in high school. So when I entered college and
t .s was at MiamiDade Community Coilege(at that time my family
was living in Miami) I chose to major in music education and was

terribly disappointed to ind out how competitive that field was..
That was a big blow to ego. I decided to pick the other area
in which I had been int rested, social work; my family moved back
to Costa Rica at that point and I started at. the University of

Costa Rica with a double major --music 4nd social work. I

completed about three years within that program,got married, and,
due to my husband's work, came to the United States.'

New York City is very vivid in my memories. We lived in

Brooklyn. I don't remember too much except just city living,

having a gdod time, playing on the sidewalks a lot. I wa-s-Nyery

aware of the dangers, but always a risktaker. I was only five
or six years old and my sister 'and I would take, these long walks

to the public library and carry home six books at a time. My

father was a minister at the time and we lived in the minister's
house next to the church and.everything was concrete and a lot of
crime. I remember once playing in ()Lir backyard, this guy threw a
big door bolt from one of the top floors of the building--almost
hit my brother who was a baby, and there were fires all the time
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all ove: the place. But I didn't grow up with any fear
whatsoever.

Education was always stressed in my family. I was never
told I had to go to college but I think one thing that influenced
me tremendously in my life is the role model of my father on the

17

positive side and of my mother almost on a negative side. My
father was

the )
achiever and he was always reading and he was

always in sc ool, even in later years. He.began his college
education at age twenty-six and he has always been in school,
completing different kinds of degre6s.

I felt clearly throughout my childhood that I was my
father's preferred daughter. I got the:love, the encouragement,
and very high expectations communicated by a real look of
disappointment if I failed to achieve lese than perfect or if I
failed to be the top person in the' clase. I always- had to be the
high achiever,even when I did secretarial work'. As I was growing.:
up it was always-in my
would always do, almost
serve people. Even tho
whatever, I had no intere

ind was' the natural thing that I
ike a calling, like God calling me to
gh I was good at math, chemistry, or
t in those kinds of careers but always

in careers where I would be directly helping people.

I always worked, as soon as I finished high school I
started working.' My first semester at Miami-Dade was working.
full-time, and traveling about an hour and a half each night to'.
go to school four nights a week: So that wa.s a real bad
experience. Not that I felt uncomfortble about the college=it
is beautiful and I;had the feeling.that I was in college, you
know,' and'the youngest person there , I felt really"luckyr-but it
was just veryhard and.I always felt at a disadvantage because my
music' training had, been deficient. So it did give me a sense of
not being good and I didn't want to do something in which I
couldn't be the best. .

,

Throughout my
.

life I have always been an outsider wherever
I

!r

have been, I am an American citizen.: I don't feel that.,.

American, I don't feel like I belong 'in this state. I feel more
attached to Costa Rica but whe.! I am there I am an outsider
!because I am not a ditiien. I really don't have an accent .but
for some reason because of ha. look and some ways that I talk
people know that I am not fro,-.1 tnere,"that I wasn't born there.
So this thing of identity is there and I have not fully resolved'
it in that I ave a c" -izenship of one country. but I, identify
more with ano her. My family is all there, and my sband is
Costa Rican which makes mc very'close to the-country.

I remember college years as being very difficult--a Teal
,struggle--both financial and jest ,being tired all the time and
not having much of ,a social life, always pushing myself, so
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determined to achieve. I never felt like I was a real student.

I would get away with the minimum requirements. I >have always

had the sense of judging the minimum that I can get away within

class and still get my A, of course nothing f.ess than anA,just

being able to judge what it would take to get the A. A real rat

race, you know, working all day and going to school at night,

driving into the city, struggling to pay tuition and. things like

that, always feeling a sense of why there are so many people that

can go to school full time and go to expensive sciwols. I think

the rat race has always been a fact of. life for me since high

school. When I would go to high school all afternoon or till

three and then go to the business school from then on and then I

would do parttime work for my father. The rat race has to do

with overachieving, of never being good enough for myself or my

father. I got my kicks from being in a rat race and in a way

feeling sorry for myself and feeling better than other-people

that took it easy, and feeling that I really drove myself hard.

I had a lot of enjoyment and, in the meantime, I was

intellectually st5riu cited many times, never in a very profound

way though.

I was very skilled as a secretary and there are plenty of

jobs in that. I looked and had several offers,one was at this

community college, to be a secretary to the dean of students.

Going evenings I completed my bachelor's degree in social work at

the local state college. I entered a mas'ter's degree program in

public administration and continued parttime evenings. I had

known the director of counseling for years and had a good

relationship with her and so I took my turn and she was able to

observe my work. She liked the way I dealt with students and she

knew, at that point, that 'I had complete' my bachelor's degree

and had started my master's. They had been/reduced to almost no

staff in the counseling center because of the cuts in the budget

'11
and it was coming to a

%
oint where they would have two openings

and they wanted to fill ose fast. Eventually the director of

counseling approached me asking me if I had considered working in

the counseling center. I had not, I never dreamt that I would

get a position here at the college. So the positions opened and

I applied, and being bilingdal was a tremendous advantage because

the college was starting to receive a number, of Hispanic .

students. So I ended up getting that position. That As in 1976

and I have held that position since. Working here at the

counseling center has opened my eyes tremendously to myself, to

the world, to others. It was the turning point in my life.

What happened immediately after being hired was my

confidence fell because I came to a situation that I was

unprepared for. People were a lot more skilled than I was. For

the first few months I felt that I was a failure. As the most

senior member of the counseling staff now, other than the

director of counseling, I do have a lot of overall office

coordination responsibilities. I am in charge of the orientation

program for incoming students, involved in general overall

planning and basically, working with the director and substituting
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for-him when the need arises. In addition I have the normal

counseling and teaching loads that all the counselors have. I

teach two one-credit courses each semester. These are personal
development courses lasting five weeks apiece. I also have a
case load of individual student counselees and also I do a lot of
walk-in quick question kind of counseling. For instance, people
will be walking constantly in with questions abou their academic
program here, about transferring, about testing, about financial
matters. In addition, we have other kinds of group activities
such as the admissions counseling sessions for propectiqe
students. We have transfer workshops for people who consider
transfering over to another institution and we have ,career
workshops. I am, in addition, a member of the curriculum
committee and I am a member of the sub-committee of .the
curriculum committee. To summarize, I would say that my job has
a lot of variety. There is nothing boring about it. It is a'

challenge to have to change gears constantly. I feel that it is
preparing me or training me extremely well to deal with any kind
of high-pressure job.

Out of the fifteen-week semester I teach ten weeks. The

difficulty is getting prep time. I have a love/hate relationship
with teaching. I dread it but I love it. It is something that
is not necessarily required of counselors. We got into the

teaching field voluntarily. No one came down and said we had to
teach. As'. a matter of fact we had to fight several battles in
order for the academic sector to grant us the authority to teach.
We fought for that from a philosophical basis of really feeling
that this was a need and it was an effective counseling tool
rather than to deal with every issue on a one-to-one basis. Our

courses are fully credited and recognized throughout the college.
'4e have about twelve different courses taught out of the

counseling center. If I were asked, is there cne part of the
job that you would do away with if you had to, my first

temptation would be to say the teaching. It is constantly on

your mind and you are pArforming, you know you are on stage. But

every semester it is a very rewarding experience. You really get
to know twelve or fifteen students at once and it is very
enjoyable to see how they interact with each other.

We do a wide variety of counselingthat ranges from advising
to therapy to personal counseling. A lot of the counseling is

support counseling. Most of the counseling that 'I do is what I
call personal counseling, more like therapy counseling but it is
more growth-oriented, counseling within the student development
model, meeting the person where they are and helping theM go

forward in their own developmental process. For instance one
area that I am especially interested in is their math anxiety.
You get a lot of referrals on°that topic. Also I work a lot with
international students, helping them with adjustment problem:,

that they may have, logistic problems, setting up their

schedules. One of the things that affects the counseling is that
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there is a high turnover rate, a lot-of students drop out or they

graduate. I have never seen someone for two years straight. But

I have seen people for an entire semester or as much as two

semesters.

This morning a young woman was there and she wanted to telii,;

me how well she had done on'her math test. It is a math course

she had tried twice and had flunked out and now she has tried

again and she got a grade on her first test; it was a good grade

so she was happy. Being available for them to come talk to you,

they will usually become stronger and achieve the goals that they

set a lot easier. A lot of those people don't get much '

encouragement at home and they are really down on themselfeseN

They feel isolated. They feel bad about themselves and need some
support, some encouragement to feel that they can do it. I do a

lot of that. Usually they initiate the contact themselves;

sometimes we get referrals from faculty members. So we try to

build that referral system becayse the faculty members see the

students all the time and they can usually spot a person -that is

having trouble.

Most of my counseling work is with people who are not

neciessarily troubled, even these people who are troubled are in

college so they ire at a high level of function in their life. I

take my ,cases very .seriously. I think about them during the

week and'I make notes and I try to read things that might help me

with that person. It is a small enough caseload that it is not

presenting a problem. I find it very challenging. It is a area

that I want to keep learning andso I seek opportunities to do

this kind of counseling.

I am not exactly sure how I started being interested in math

anxiety,, except for the fact that I enjoyed math and 61 have shad

good experiences with it throughout high schools and colleges and

I was amazed to, see Ihe number of people'that would come into my

off -ice and go onLrand on about how terrible a subject math was,

how they hated it how they couldn't do it. They were trying to

get out of tryingto take.math. and it just struck me it was such

a pity that people wenc around feeling this way about math, which

for me was such an enjoyable subject. I realized that the

difference is not necessarily how well you do but your attitude

toward math -and started looking into why people 'develop a

different attitude toward math. At that time a lot of literature

and articles were starting to come out on the subject. So I

started collecting things and talking to a math faculty member

here at the college. I ran a couple of groups ih the day and in

the evening. We ran one group last summer for sixteen women and

one man.

I always felt that I. could achieve anything that I wanted to

based on my personal qualifications and not related to the fact

that I was a woman. But as I look around I have to face the

realities of the system. For instance, as. I look at the
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structure of the, college, the president 16 male and until
recently all of the four deans were male. If you look\at other
colleges, they have women, in the position of dean of students
which has always been the bottom of the totem pole. The next
rung would be the directors and all of the directors are men.
I will be excluded from positions at a high level because whoever
is doing the hiring is picturing a man in that role and does not
se4 a woman in that role or may have a man already picked out.
They picture, a man.

I think that being a counselor at this college is more
detrimental to me than being a woman. Counselors are considered
the work horses. They are really the lowest level professionals
that the college' has, the ones that can be given all the extra
work andOche blame for things that go wrong. Counselors always
in the past have = always been associated with administration. We
are held at high esteem by the administration because we solve
problems. . We answer questions. We make the administration's job
a lot easier. The problems come with faculty more than anybody
else because they see us as administrators. They have no idea
of the confidentiality of the, counseling relationship, the
diversity of our jobs. A lot of them feel that we just sit in
our offices all day and wait for students to walk in and that is
all we do.' When they see us on all these committees, they feel
we are on these committees because we don't have anything better
to do.

In some ways our perceptions are similar to faculty members.
We identify with the faculty to a large extent. We see the
students on a day to day basis, are aware of students' needs.

But we don't have a discipline to protect. Faculty feel that
they have to uphold the integrity of the discipline or ensure a
certain kind of quality . We don't really have anything like
that we need to protect. So we feel that we are able to be quite
studentoriented. Many times-it boils down to having information
about students and advocating for students. Sitting on the
curriculum committee or on the academic policies committee a lot
of the decisions are very conservative. to I find that the
counselors have always a very strong student voice on committees
and more of a liberal orientation than most of the faculty.

Some days it seems that the whole job is useless, like you
are spinning your wheels. Other days it seems like you are
accomplishing a great deal. There are lots of-times when I have
a sense of personal satisfaction. Let's say someone that I have
been counseling has had a good week and they have reached goals
that they have set and feel really, good about it. I feel a real
sense of satisfaction that something is happening in my
counseling. In the teaching the same thing: when I hear
students talking about how they enjoy the class and how much they
have learned and I see ;them participating actively - -I get a real
sense of satisfaction. From an administrative point of view I
have had a lot of successes. Implemented new programs that have
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been successful, proposed different things that have affected the
whole college, and-have gotten those approvedand that has given

me a sense of satisfaction..

I see this position as a temporary one in my life.; I don't

see myself in this position five years from now. 44efully I

won't be at this position two, years from now. This position is

an entry-level position, a chance for me to develop -as an

individual. But it is a dead-end professionally. The next

position would be director of counseling. I see myself moving

into some area of management. I enjoy decision-making. I enjoy

working with budgets and planning programs and implementing.

programs. I would not want to just be behind a desk all day'

doing paper work. I enjoy high-level responsibility. I enjoy.

independence. I enjoy hard work. Any position, if it is going

to be done well, involves a certain amount of pressure in the

sense of the responsibility and the accountability. Here I do

not have really front line accountability. I am part of a team.

I can make mistakes and learn from them without creating

disasters. Lately it is a little more of a chore to come to.

work. I kind. of think of the day and I realize there are going

to be good things and not so good things and I am not that

excited about coming to work. That is why I am starting to think

that it is probably time for me to start thinking of new

horizons.

In the first couple of years I felt on top of the world,

being a .counselor. That is not enough of a motivator for me

anymore. I don't like being at the bottom of any totem pole. I

don't necessarily have to be on the top anymore . But I don't

feel comfortable being at the bottom. I don't think that it is

the right place for me. Feels like you are always struggling to

prove yourself, to prove what you are worth. For instance I

don't feet comfortable standing in the outer part of my office

because pe ple walk by and get the impression that I am not doing

anything. If they walk in Friday afternoon and there are three

or four of us sitting around a table, they will drop a comment

about the counselors sitting around talking to each other. ,So

we are constantly having to be careful of our image. If I am

going to talk to some other counselor, I usually go into one of

the offices . We are very easy targets because we are involved

in so many areas of the college, we are here for such a large

number of hours, we are so visible, so accountable.

It seems that the lower you are, the more indispensable you

become. I can identify with this, having been a secretary where

you were really low. The pay, the status, everything. You were

chained to that desk. There is very little recognition, very'

little incentive provided at that level and the counselor is only

a little bit better than that in terms of the amount of

flexibility in our positions. It is a very structured position
in that it has the framework of the hours of nine to five and you
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have to be available for every moment of every day pretty much.

And I was looking at salary figures; it turns out that we work
thirty percent more days a year, and our salary is not even-at
one hundred percent of what the faculty's are. We are at ninety
percent. Salary speaks also in terms of being at the bottom. .

I feel that in terms of the eductional hierarchy, that the
community colleges are conside the bottom. I resent that. I

don't like to be associated with something on the bottom but most
of the people who think of comm nity colleges at the bottom are
people who don't realize the uniqueness of the community college
as an institution that crosses all sections of society. I

started out at a community college and I certainly .didn't
consider myself a secondchance person or a person who would have
never gone to college. There was never any doubt in my mind that
I was going to college. I was at the top of my class. So'in my

perception the community college is something that is.
geographically convenient and inexpensive, which were important
to me.

We hpd a breakfast two days ago to which we invited people
from the high schools in the area. The main goal was to sell
them on the idea of the community college where all their
students can come, both the higherlevel students and the student
who never thought of going to college. We had some students who
have graduated there to share a little bit of what the college
has meant to them. The stories that we heard -ere just

incredible. For instance one woman was on welfar: and she

reached the bottom and someone told her about the college. She

came through our Special Services Program and went on and now she
got a fellowship at an ivy league college.

I feel that I am performing a useful function. I am seeing
people go from a very low selfesteem to achieving tremendous

things for themselves. I have learned how to support my peers
and how to go to them for support, how to generally use resources
available rather than to think that I had to know it all. This
was my first experience with a job where you have an area of your
own responsibility without someone telling you what to do, though
that was what I wanted all my life.

Secretarial work was always to me something to just support
myself while I went to school. I never really felt like.that was

my profession. It is not that I hated it but I just felt that
it was not what I wanted, for me as a lifetime thing. The

salaries are extremely low. I felt like a slave, the thing that
I disliked most about my job, I felt that I could not move;- every
time I went to lunch I felt guilty because it was a-oneperson
office. I felt that I couldn't leave to take the courses, felt
just really tied down to that job. That is the thing that I
resented the most. That is a reality of secretaries.

Counselors have a lot more freedom. We can go to meetings.
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We can teach classes. We have that flexibility, even though it

is somewhat limited, in a lot of small ways. The first few years

in this position I was really a strong defender of the rights of

the secretaries. I have always questioned why it is not

considered that a secretary is professional. I felt very much a

professional in my job. I find that in many ways management is a
Continuation of that, a lot of the skills that a manager has are

a higher level of, skills that a secretary has. There are some

people who choose to be secretaries. That is what their

aspiration is careerwise. Other people become secretaries

because they think that is all they can do. Then there are those

/ people who do that as means to an. end . r would put myself in

that position. I 'found that the best secretaries are the ones in

that first category, the ones who have chosen to be a secretary.

I see a lot of people who are content with their status and don't

feel that they have to change. It amazes me at times because I

feel that after two or three years I get itchy and I need a

change. I need something more challenging. Now I am going on

four years here and I am very itchy.

You could say that I am a lot more ambitious than my husband

is. I am more striving, and he is more in tune to finding a

/comfortable setting where he can really feel g6od and staying

there for awhile. It is hard for him to understand my itchiness.

Like right now, he doesn't understand why I am anxious to leave.

Right now I don't find enough things that I am learning new,

therefore I am not working as hard. It is not as much of a

challenge. The next position I see myself going into will be'a

director of something or an assistant director or some kind of

manager, so I know that there will be a lot of learning for me,

that it would be a challenge. I know that I would have to 'work

very hard. I fantasize at being content at every point in the

career, but I don't ever see myself feeling that I have arrived,

never saying, "Oh this is it," and settling back and just sitting

here and relaxing for the rest of my life. There is always

something more for me to learn, something new. I've really

enjoyed, being here, but I always have a sense that I would be

moving on.

Even though this is a great deal more autonomy than I had as

a secretary, there is less autonomy than I would like to have.

So that would be one of the things that I would be looking for.

Somehow I think there will be a point in my career where I will

find that it is too much and that I don't want to go further. I

think that will relate to pressure, because my personal life is

becoming increasingly more important to me, my free time, my

friends, my family. So I think at some point I can't have it

all. At some point I will have to sacrifice something. As I see

things now, I don't want to sacrifice my personal life. I don't

want to get into a position where I am working sixty hours a

week.
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I find because of my career development I have certain very
basic skills. Being the secretary gave me very good skills.
Being a counselor gave me another set of excellent skills. I

have had a lot of preparation, a lot of,basic skill building,
skills that are important in making things run well or in helping
people. Also I feel that I have done a lot of learning about
myself and that is one of the keys to being effective.

I think that a lot of this is based on my upbringing in
which the content of directing my life came from Christianity and
the values of Christianity. I have always identified with
causes that seek justice. A lot of it boils down to justice. A
lot of malfunctioning results in injustice, in unjust situations.
Being influenced by the civil rights movement, political
movements, and having been raised in Latin America, I was very
much politically influenced: people being on the bottom through
no wrong doing on their own but having been born in a certain
place and a certain time and certain family, and other people
being well off.

I find that working in the community college fits right into
that because the community college is designed for those people
who have not had a chance, who,are in a certain social and
economic status through no wrongdoing on their own. A lot of
people that are on welfare or have not had acces to higher
education could go to college, could enter a proffission or at
least have the freedom to choose These people grew up thinking
that they have very limited choices, limited options. So it is
kind of a social justice institution where you are really
bringing people from a position of low selfconcept, low economic
status, to a higher 'position in the n'eeing of their minds and
the opening of their options.

Maybe I am identifying with thes people that are less

privileged in the world coming from a fnmily in which there were
many children and was always strugglingfinancially and the only
way that yob could go to college was if financed our own.

I think that I. have a dieLt iniluence especially on the
counseling roles. I feel. especially that this community college
for the most part has a clear vision of its role or its mission
of finding persons where they are and helping them along to

achieve the goals they set for themselves, assist them in setting
those goals. I feel very good about working in this particular
community college. Most people at this college have that mission
of serving .and sotthat is one of the reasons thatI enjoy workirig
here. A lot of colleges, fouryeat colleges and universities, do
not set out to do the same thing that the community college has
set out to do, nor should they.. I would have a hard time'going
to work for Harvard, I would have a very hard time relating to

,,Harvard's mission.

There is a c tain area that 1 didn't mention that exists
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and it bothers me and haunts me continually because of my

background and because of what I know about justice and

injustice. I feel that the society is very influential on its,

members, the American society, influential toward conformity.

And I find that in spite of myself I have been influenced to

conform. It is hard for' me to be a true rebel in the system. So

I have conformed 'a lot to the community colleges' stated

philosophy. On the other hand there are these feelings that

bother me a lot, such as the community colleges tend to

perpetuate the system in which there is injustice. The community'

college doesn't really question 'the basic premises of the way

that the society is set up. It is not a revolutionary force in

the community at all, and it doesn't do that much to change the

way things are basically. I d n't know what could in this

society. To tell you the, trut , this is one of the most

conservative societies in the world.' It tends to swallow people

up into its influence rather than to teach people how to critique

and how to ,examine it. It is an issue that bothers me, but it

bothered me more at the beginning than it does now. I realized

that I conform more now.

It is easier to fit in. I question less. The most

revolutionary that one gets in a system like this is pointing out

when we are serving ourselves rather than serving the student but

We don't affect society; structures continue to be the same. I

find myself defending positions that in the past I have never

defended. Here I find myself sayingthingi that in the past

would never come out of my mouth, feeling certain ways, feeling

very comfortable with my position, feeling very much an

individual, a lot of individualistic feelings. Not really caring

about what happens to others,' or what happens to the world. In

the 'past I used to care a lot more and I was willing to sacrifice

more-of my own. When I felt that way'I was.more a teenager or

early twenties. As you grow older you tend to become more

conservative. So I can explain/what has happened to me, but it

Jothers me that I have lost some of the vision of my past, the

critical attitude toward my surroundings; and I.feels it comes

iron almost feeling that you can't do much to change the system,

it i3 nGt worth it. /

I
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Profile

RICHARD SOLETI

(Richard Soleti, in his early thirties, was a counselor in a
suburbanicommunity college in. Massadhusetts. He was'interviewed
in his office in the spring of 1980.)

4,

I came here as an intern from a graduate'program at the
state university. I had always had an intereit in community
colleges. I had selected as possibilities several community
colleges and universities. . It* was the "mass interview" day - -I

said, why not try this college to see what they have to say.

had never been in this state. I spoke, to the dean of students
and the dir6ctor of counseling. I had been one of the tinaq.ists

for the university inter and I really wanted that, really.

bad, because 'it offered all ,kinds of experiences that I. was
loOking forplus that summer I was going to be married.

So all of a sudden I got a letter about coming to this

community college--if I would be willing to come for a second

interview. I came here just to see, and I liked it. I liked the

staff, seeing the dean once again, seeing the director of
counseling, andthey were very excited about having me come here.
We talked it over and we-decided to'make the total move to 4,new
city. There were not real prospects for a job after\the
internship. I sai'd,'"Why not?". Our life up to that point

been.kind of packing up and doing whatever we wanted to do. So

we came and I startedOut as the intern here, and eventually was
hired into a full-time position.

I always consider myself a city kid. I was born in New York

and.I was raised.there for a good part of my childhood. We were
part Of the' suburban flight. We moved out just before I entered
high school to a suburban part of New York. We still had city
roots--the rest of our family were still in fhe.city. I think it

was, your basic working-class kind of family. I am really the
first.generation at college. Education was definitely something
that my folks prized: They thought that.it was very important
but I don't think that they really understood the real meaning of
it. It was just an idea. Naturally you would go on after high
school, and after' that they really didn't understand what it

meant. I have twbbrothers and a sister. My bPother is married
and has a child, and my sister works at Macy's and I have another
brother in high school--he is sixteen. I am the oldest. What I
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find myself doing with my younger brother is counseling. "What

are you going to do with your life" kind of thing and I am kind

of a pain to him. I have sent him catalogues,. programs and

colleges, and you know--"Hey, I am, sixteen, I don't know what I

want to do."

As a kid I wasn't. an academicallyoriented individual. I

was just kind of plugging along doing as little as possible.

That is how I remember school.as a kid- -doing reasonably well,

the classic underachiever. "Could be an A student if he applied

himself." I remember that so vividly-7I think every elementary
report card always said the same thing. I remember on the - report

card, "Respects the rights of others," I alWays had an N--needs

improvement. My father would always say, "What does this mean?"
and I would usually have S's (S meant,satisfactory) in everything'
except "Respects the rights of others" and on the back she would

put, "Talks in'class too much."

My parents are immigrants. They are trades kinds of people.

They look at school as training so they look at the early years

as if this laid some kind of foundation for future training,

whatever that might be. But as you got oue of the elementary and
into the junior high, now this had left their scope of education.

I think they were very excited that now their children were in

high school and were going to finish high school. "Hey, that is

great, everything else is lkgravy now." Still very, trades,.

oriented, you know, what" are you looking foi? And I knew that I

was not interested in a trade. I knew that I was not going to be

an electrician or a plumber. I wanted to do something else. I

remember saying I wanted to be a scientist, I 'wanted to be a

doctor. So I knew that I would probably be going to college.

Junior high was a little tough because we had moved from the
city to the suburbs. In the city school I was a good student but

when I moved to the suburbs I was not a good student. Sixth and

seventh grades--I can't believe how poorly I did. It was a whole

new world. There were no busses, there was no transportation,

and you know, my parents worked so they were not going to come

home and say, "Now I will take you to Little League," so we

missed cut on a lot of things. That transition was a little

difficult. You would have gym class outside on grass which was

opposed to the school yard,on asphalt. I used to have a lot more
responsibility as a younger child because my mother could send me

to the laundromat to take the cart with the laundry which was a

few blocks away. But moving to,the suburbs you couldn't do those

things. You needed transportation to do everything.

Actually I went to parochial school for juni9r high--a city

school to a suburban parochial school. My -father probably heard

while he was checking out the neighborhood about this particular

Catholic school and knowing him I think they could always say,

well, you sent your kids to a private school. Like I said, I did

poorly in the beginning, but the last year, graduating from
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eighth grade, it was just an incredible turnaround. So I went
into high school, as an A student. I made a tremendous rebound
from being this underachiever.

I read the paper every day .from--I don't know--ten years
old. That is probably from my father who reads the paper.
School didn't interest me as much as it should have and sometimes
I regret that. I was very sports minded in junior
high--acceptance by peers,and the whole social thing.

O
Something that I discovered was social class. When I moved

to the suburbs, there were all white kids; In the .city we had
always lived in an apartment, you know; some apartments were
nicer than others but everybody lived in an apartment . We got
there and we had a little ranch house. And then there was a
group of people who lived in really nice houses near the water.
You could see }who was who--what kind of.clothes phople wore and
what kinds of things they did. There was resentment from the old
town people versus these new people moving into the neighbortvood.
I remember discovering the kind of caste system 'that we have in
this country. It was tough to break into because I hever knew
that it existed. It was there and I just'didn't,see it. Sports
was kind of an equalizer. It was based upon your ability.

I could hang around with the auto mechanic guys--thliguys
at twelve years old with hands you can tell have been working on
cars for ten. years already--but at the same time, associate with
another. group of people who belonged to tennis clubs.

OccasiOnally I would get invited to play tennis with someone.
You got to go to this club--"Hey, Mom, today I am going to the
club." She said, "What for?" Most of my friends I guess were
standard kinds of suburban kids.

My mother didn't drive. She used to take the ,bus to work.
So when we moved to the, suburbs she would have to drive. And I
remember the stress, on Sundays taking my mother to a parking
lot, all the kids in the back. She would have her permit and we
would go up and down an empty parking lot, up and down, and just
to make a little diversion we had this 8 mm. 'camera and we used
to film the whole thing: We still have it and we crack up once
in a while, you know, the jerky starts. To this day she really
can't drive but she only has to go to the shopping center. It

was so fuRny--my father yelling at my mother and she is yelling
back. Those first years she used to walk. She is a machine
operator, and she found a job in the town. She u3ed to walk
about two miles, and it was very interesting about the
suburbs--if you see anyone walking, they stick out. People look
out their windows saying, "Where is that person going?"

My father is a machinist. He has his own business. He

grinds tools and scissors so he has this truck and the operation
in the house. It,is dawn till dusk kind of thing, hustle hustle
hustle. He had his sixtieth birthday but he is still going
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strong.- 1He,loves it--the great lone independent worker. Having

your own house you could have your much-expanded house shop, so

busirCess-wise it worked out pretty good for him. My father was

born here. For -some reason, maybe the start of'the depression,

they went back to Italy, everyone except my grandfather. Just my

father came back to join my grandf4her and the eldest brother.

. In 1939 my grandfather died and my 'father is nineteen years old

and in California. Here is this guy, he doesn't know anybody.

Now the war starts and my father wars drafted. So he goes back

to Brooklyn. He goes through this whole army thing, you know,

going to Fort Dix, and they send him to California. So then he

was in the Pacific theater. He had the idea, if I am going to be

in service, send me to Europe and I can go make sure everything

is okay, because he was Italian and had relatives in Italy. He

was in the Pacific until 1946. Eventually at the end of the war

he did go back.to Italy and that is where he met my mother, 4n

Italy, the same little town. They came here in 1948 and in 1949

_I was born and the rest is history. ' My mother still has an

accent nd my father has a slight accent.

I the eighth grade people were actually talking about

colle . "The next year you will be choosing the college program

as opposed to a vocational program." My God, there was a life

decision and you really thought that the rest of your life was

programmed. There were the pe6ple saying, I am going to the

vocational program, you know, they had their mind made up. And

the people who were obviously going to the academic program. I

remember telling my parents, "What are we going to do here." It

was I think lucky for me that they didn't have a vocational

program, a real strong one, at the high school--not like the city

where you wont to the real technical school. It was mainly

academic. I think that you got to take a couple of shop classes.

I remember the high school orientation. You walk all around

and look at all the courses--God, look at all these courses-- and

next year I will be taking chemistry and all this stuff and

looking at labs, and gym, and hey Dad, can I go out for football?

I remember economics. Our high school was pretty progressive.

They had a one-half credit elective in economics, one -half credit

in philosophy. I remember saying to my mother, "Philosophy; what

is philosophy? Is it something like psychology?" I still

remember that class. It was like the first time that I had saZ

ina circle in a class. This guy--he was probably brilliant,. but

I didn't understand a word that he was saying. We were talking

about philosophical, issues but we just used to;sit in a circle

and talk about things, and people would talk about themselves,

and I would be looking around and I just couldn't believe it.

I remember I had a teacher in my freshman social studies and

we learned all about Vietnam. I still remember t. My attitude

was, by the time I get out of high school that wifl be over with,

I won't have to worry about that. But as we get through high
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school the war is growihg and by 1967 I am getting a tittle
worried. People were joining the service, that was a very big
option. They have the map of the United States, and then they
have all the little pins, where they are. 'A lot of people from
my high school went into service. I remember a kid I knew, he
was a double amputee. He lost his 1,egs and they named this VFW
after him.

So now it is getting to be the senior year. It is, 1966 and
people are saying they are going to college, talking about it,'
and I didn't know Uhat.I was going to db. ,There I am plugging
along at C+'level--sprinkle aifew B's in there--and you-know, "If
only you would apply yourself." The guidance counselor will say,
"Well, you know, those grader., you are not going to go anywhere
and have you thought about joining the service, they have
excellent programs." And I go, "Ho ho, oh no, I have not thought
of it at all," And my father always saying', "I don't care where
you go as long as you know what you want to do,"'"and I was not
.sure what I wanted to do, and, "We will try to give you some
support," and I knew that he couldn't .give me much. I didn't
want to say, "Here is a bill for $4,000." I never'thought of a
private school, never. And so it was the state college--what
else.. Not that that was a bad choice but, I mean, it was a
decision that was based on faulty information. At the time it
was all the information that I had.

The freshman year of college--you are meeting people from
outside your community and again it was just like discovering
high school after the parochial. Now you have people from
different parts of the state--different towns and different
perspectives'. What I discovered about college was
politics--politics of taking a position on something and really
believing strongly in it. Demonstrations at first almost
frightened me. I was not really sure what was going on. There
was this whole drug culture--the hippie movementand this was
1967 and am fresh out of high school. People liked really
demonstrating and chaining themselves together and I said, "My
God', they are really into thia." . I could feel changes in me
starting to happen. The change of how I viewed my parents, how I
viewed growing up in the suburbs, this, whole radical kind of
change. My hair was getting longer andI grew a beard and all of
those things. My, mother would say, "Come on, you have got to go ,

to church." And I would say, "No no," because .I was out late on
Saturday and no way was I going' to get up on Sunday.' I remember
a history course, history of religion, and finding out aboutthe
Catholic church from the historical perspective and saying, "What
have I been doing all these' years?" It was a very confusing
time.

I was concerned about this war that I didn't want to have
anything to do with. I thought I was going to be a psychologist
and I didn't want to get killed in a war. I didn't want to get
involved in it. I knew that eventually I wanted to be a part of
society and some kind of work. I knew that I didn't want to-be
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an executive in business or something like that. I was confused

as to what I was going to do.

My father wanted me to be an officer--go to college for a

couple of years and join as an officer. A typical World War II

kind of nostalgia, that is what I grew up with. When you are in

college then you go to a Vietnam War worksh)p and they are

talking about corruption of government. My rationale was I am

not being unpatriotic, I think I am being patriotic. It is

getting to tie point where we are on the wrong side. There was

this whole thing--discussions with my father, going home and

values have changed, "How can you be this way? What are you

Calking about?" I was accused of being unpatriotic. I was

trying to take the time to sort it all out.

I went to the placement center at thecollelge and I went

through some kind of career counseling. I said I want to do

something, go to graduate school, so he told me about the

counseling program-atthe state college designed_speoifically for

college counseling. I did have some mental health b'ackgroUnd

working in the hospital and I was a psych major so it is starting

to follow that I want to get into counseling. It was a twoyear

master's program: the first year was an academic year and the

second year was an internship year. My first few months here as

a counselor intern I was volunteering for everything.

I think this is the best job in the college. It combines

all of the parts of what is good about working in a college:

teaching, which counselors at this college have an opportunity to

do, and it is such a nice diversion from the other kinds of

things that I do that I look forward to it. Another part of it

is the counseling--counseling of any kind. Strictly academic

advising, you can do that all day; if you would like to do the

transfer kind of counseling, you can do that all day; if you

would like to do career counseling, you can do that; if you want

to do personal counseling or adjustment counseling--working with

the individuals who are in transitions, adults coming back,

they're in some type of change in their life. And in the third

area, administrative work, which I find that I am getting tm like

a little bit more. I never thought that I would like it but I am

starting to like it. Now I see students . You will answer

questions about whether a course transfers to a state college and

the next person is contemplating suicide. It is that kind of

'changing of gears. As an intern that' is what I did a lot of. I

went all out and I saw the most students, and I made myself

available. I was available to cover the desk at lunch. That is

generally the track as an intern,' so you do get a real good

exposure in counseling. You meet with your supervisor and you

talk over cases and you sit in on staff meetings and faculty

meetings. In May I would be joining the rank of the unemployed

but they wanted to fill up the position quickly and you couldn't

find somebody that quickly. So I interviewed with the two deans

and it worked out.
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Besides your general counseling duties you have an

administrative area, and my area was transfer. What I did was to
just look at that area, really look at transfer here. Who
transfers and how does it work and really develop the idea of

transfer. I had to do a lot of leg work, contacting colleges,
building relationships, building up credibility for our college.

.Because transfer is really a relationship with another college
and nothing to do with the quality of courses. In terms of-

actively meeting the four-year colleges and universities and

inviting them here we would have conferences between departments;
they would meet our faculty and we would meet their faculty. We.

had "transfer days." These organizations, thirty colleges, come
here twice a year.

Now my area is academic advisement. We work through data

processing, assigning faculty members as advisers. By the

collective bargaining agreement every faculty member has to meet
the student three times. We organize group meetings, select.the
rooms and hand-outs, -notify-the-students-when-the meeting ts-so
that takes coordinating, getting letters out. It is a massive

task.

We are involved at new-student orientation. It is

orientation/assessment. New students come in to college, they

are assessed, for English, writing, mathematical

Second, they are given an orientation by the counselors. The

assessment information is given right back to the students at

orientation so not only do they learn about the college and how

to select their courses but they receive information about
themselves--that is built into the orientation system.

Another administrative thing that I do is that I am a member

of the curriculum committee here. That is the committee that

approves courses and programs offered by the college. And then

we have staff metings. And I have about twelve students that I

see on a regular basis. Those are students that I would say are

involved in long term, psychotherapeutic kinds of counseling,

transitional issues, or interpersonal issues rather than academia..
adviging. Students can just come in and say that they would like
to talk to a counselor. Our students would never dream of going

for psychotherapy because they don't perceive that it is the

kind of thing that they would need or want to have. They won't

just come in and say, I need counseling, and begin to talk about

their problems. Not generally. It, is usually indirectly

developed. We set up regular appointments and maybe say to an

individual, "We are going to work on a specific kind of problem

or a specific issue that you want to deal with, and let us talk

about it." I like to be systematic.

I am the secretary to the union. That has taker a lot of my

time. I really enjoy that part because there is a real battle to
be fought and the battle is recognition of professional staff,
counselors, librarians. These people are not recognized as part
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of the faculty, not part of the bargaining, and we are not

administrators. Kind of in this limbo. And my battle is not

only against the other members of the union but among

ourselves--- sometimes we don't even consider ourselves faculty.

I am working on a prdject right now. We are'developing a

conference for reentering students, adult students. A oneday

conference for adult students who want to come back to college.

The format of the day will be a sampling. We will have a choice

of fourteen different things and people can choose a fortyfive

mirmte _sample of two or three things. It will be cafeteria

style, like a college conferenee day. It is basically a

recruitment effort. It is disguised as an altruiStic function

but you know we are try!ng to get students in here. I am looking

forward to it because it is my first big project irk terms ol

working with other offices. /).

I am coordinating -advisement with the assistant dean of

facUlty. -kny--timethat-advisingtsa-major_decision_i have to go

back to the two deans to talk about it because what we're doing

involves work load for people signing up students. It has all

been worked out by formula. Any major decision that comes down I

will check with the director of counseling only because I have

learned that sometimes I don't have the whole picture so I can't

just make a decision.

I don't have any power. My power rests in having a director

of counseling and a dean who believe in me,, As long as I check

with them and they know what I am doing then my power becomes

greater. I think I have learned that that is how you get things

done here. Don't, bypass the dean. I have learned that it is

much easier to walk over to the other building and say, "I want

to do this." He says, "Okay, let us take a look at how it fits

in, fine, no probleni," and it is done. I am launched, I will

never have to worry about it. But if I have not done that simple

conversation - -like this reentry project--I would have been

talking about this for two years to try and get this off the

ground. Now -I havethis great-project around-h6re.--A6d-all. of a

sudden, when you talk about power, I have people calling up all

over the college,"Say, what is this project you're doing, can I

be involved in it? Any money you need, or any support you need,

let me know." My committee is a cross section of about twelve

people from various parts of the college. It is kind of

exciting. knything you ask them to do, they come back and the

next meeting it is all done. . What it is making me see is the

power of administration and how it can be successful.

i am ready to du the next thing. Because every one of those

things that we talk about involves a whole slew of activities

that you have to be good at and after you do them you want to go

on. to the next one. You want to move on, you want to get

involved it other kinds of things. Now I have this huge project

ri
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carrying me through the summer. But what is Septmber going to
be like? Academic advising is going pretty well.. I am ready to
give that up to somebody else. In other words I am ready to take
on the next level, whatever that might be. There is one more

level. You go from counselor to director of counseling to dean
of students. There are not that many opportunities in this

institution or any institution. It is kind of tough. But this
might explain why we have this informal hierarchy, a nonofficial
way of moving up. We can't give you an official promotion but
what is a promotion--it is an opportunity to use new skills and
develop new talent;. Well, we are going to provide that for you,
so when you leave here you don't just leave here as a counselor
at a community college. You can say you were a coordinator of
transfer affairs, a coordinator of academic advising, coordinator
of orientation--which means you were not just a counselor.

I don't mind going to assistant dean somewhere in maybe

three or four years. I am not ready yet. But I am getting a

taste of it, getting a taste of hiring secretaries, getting a
taste of some of-the areas that-directors-getinvolved in.

There is a mentoring system here, an informal one. I see

myself and a couple of other counselors as being under the

director of counseling's wing, and he takes care of us. He is

the person that has taught me how to do what I am doing and I

just "keep following him--that kind of mentor. He is just a

little ahead and I am just trying to keep up.

People might think that I am abrasive, you know, pushing too
hard. Sometimes I do it with my clients. I use a lot of reality
testing--this is what you are doing so let's stop playing games.

This is what you have to deal with and let us talk about how you

are going to deal with it. For some'it is a little too strong

and I have to check myself. You see how people think and the

things that come into play when they have to make a decision. I

really don't have all the answers. I used to think, well, I have
to read all of these books, but I am coming to the point where I

will never get to that point where I will know everything. I

don't feel insecure now about not having the'answers. I am

comfortable with silence.

I am starting ,to learn what this idea of counseling is all

about. It takes a lifetime to get really good at it. There

again is one of my sore points. The irony of it all is people
look at counseling--you are just .a counselor,you do this kind of

stuff. How the profesSion is maligned. If people only really

knew what it is about--to deal with another individual; and what
it is to help someone make those kinds of decisions.

Administration versus counseling--I am torn. 'Because I

like the counseling, I really like it. I 'really bqUeve in it.

What this human development staff is all about, that is what

counseling really means; and I am starting to grasp an

understanding of it... I am torn. Which one do I really like.
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better? I have to make up my mind, in terms of my future, if I

want to get into private therapy or if I want to get into

administrative work or if I want to get into teaching. I don't

know.

Whenever you are dealing outside of the family of the

counselors, you are at a new level. There is more to lose.

Outside the office it is faculty, administrators, and if I am on

a campus-wide committee there is a lot to lose. You represent

the office. There is a lot of responsibility with that. I have

known counselors who had horror shows in division

meetings--people. have turned on them and attacked them. The

counselors came back bruised. Like academic advising. I have

got to stand up there and talk to thirty-five math teachers--they

are brutal. I think those division meetings are a good example

of that kind of thing that could happen.if.you're embarrassed and

they put you on the spot and they give you a hard time.

What do I want to do ? I really look at three things. I

want to teach full-time, maybe two years, somewhere. I want to

be in some kind of private therapy, have a practice somewhere, be

in an association.. I also have a strong desire to get into

higher-level college administration work. I think that I am

going to have to eliminate one.

I really believe in what the community colleges can do--not

sounding pretentious about it, but I think they have a definite

role in higher education. Just the basic role of making what we

have to offer accessible to many of the kinds of people that we

are serving. To be part of that gives.me kind of a sense of

meaning. Probably because of my own background. I am sure that

has something to do with.it'. I mean the whole working-class-kid

syndrome. I see me in a lot of students. There is no ivy on our

walls You just don't hav-76 that stereotypic student or family

background type of people. Because we don't doesn't mean that

the students are any less able or qualified, because we have

studepts who are just as good, just as bright, and _just as

Iarticulate as that other type of student. And guess it is

that--interactions with these typesof people and seeing them

move on and go on to bigger and better things-- that kind of

makes it enjoyable for me.

You get glimpses of situations you ;mow. I think what I see

is a very typical woiid-Rg-class idea, a sense of real

parochialism, provincialism-. Their universe is the center of the

world, there is no other life. I saw myself as that, and I saw

my transition, and I know what changWs. I know the kind of

painful decisions that you To make. You have the

thirty-year-old mother, divorced, coming here,, who only sees her

opportunity as being a secretary. She came here to take a typing

course, she enters full-time, and drags her two kids off to Smith

in a special program. This woman, at the alumni breakfast that

we had, she says, "Three years ago'I didn't even know what Smith
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was." Countless stories like tat, of a person who had a very

.limited perspective on what is education and now that world has
totally opened up. I know what it means to take on a new idea, a
new task. Our students don't have that skill yet, they are

equipped to reject an idea or suggestion as being out of the

realm of .possibility. The higher the economic level, you have

more opportunities to be exposed to a lot more of the kind of

things that I think our students would like to get involved in,

but they don't see it as a possibility. Like a sense of history,
a sense of art, a sense of culture. They,don't want to deal with
that because it is not part of their "level." They are very
job-oriented. If we can just get them away from thinking of
training and get them to think of, "You are now a different
person, you are being educated."

Why do you get into a profession? Counseling is obviously a
helping profession but I don't see myself as this noble saint who
is saving .all these people. I provide any assistance that,I can
in the form of information and guidance and teaching new skills,
but I am not rescuing anybody. My own personal philosophy is
that it is counter-productive to just rescue someone. You are

not in the long run helping In this business I look at myself
more as a teacher, helping this person develop new skills to go

on and become more self - sufficient. If they are helped it is

almost .a by-product. I guess my sense of purpose is to see that
person grow and develop, and that is tIe meaning I get out of ft.
I believe there are levels of helping. The initial reaction to
help someone is to pick them up and that seems like helping--ig
other words just to basically rescue the person. The real skill
comes in when you can help the person develop to be a

self-sufficient human being. To rescue is building a lot of

dependence. knew theoretically and in my academic training
that these things happen, but not until I got really into it did
I really get to see what counseling is. I am waiting. In ten

ye'ar's, fifteen years, when I really get to see a lot of people.
Then I can say I am a good counselor.

',4±. The three areas that I have mentioned that I am interested

in, to get. really good at you have to zero in rather than going
on. Not your basic jack-of-all-trades. I have already been

approached as to whether I would consider a full-time teaching
positiod ail(' I couldn't answer ticiat. I teach part-time for the

evening college. I have taught introductory psychology for the
past couple of years and a couple of different sections of

psychology in business and industry.' I am just wondering, if you
teach a four-course load and all the other/ parts of teaching and
you have your office hours, would I like to do thft? I have my
own office, I have a lot more flexibility and I say, "Do I want
to give that up?" I have always wanted to do everything and I am

afraid that I will miss something. I am into"adult development,
a tot of Levinson and Gail Sheehy, adult change and transition.

I:am really involved with it here and there is just a lot more

work to be done. I can't really do that unless I have the time
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and I think that a faculty member has a little bit more time'for

outside research . Maybe I will do that someday. I am not sure

when, but administratively your whole life in the fast lane kind

of thing, you can't really drop out, you have to keep working

your way up . I am not sure that I want to get out of it yet

because I think I enjoy that.

I have already found myself facing the administration

dilemma more than the teaching dilemma. I have had good feelers

on that. People are saying, "You ought to make your move now, it

is going to be too late. Here is an assistant dean, you should

apply for this, here is the director of this, you should apply

for that," and I don't think I am ready and people say, "You are

ready." I might be afraid, you know, uncomfortable, I like it

here. That could mean anything, moving . .I. am not ready for all

that change yet. I think I will know when I am ready. I know

that I will outgrow -this job: Thatdoesn't mean-that-the-job is--

not an important job, but I am looking for something else. I

would like to move on and see myself be more influential, be more

effective. I guess I think that all the projects that I am

involved in--it is almost like a let-down when it is over. It is

the process that is exciting, you know, it. is the team- work, the

people, and seeing the fruits of your labor.

My mother would say, like she has always said, "Well,

whatever makes, you happy,-we will support you any way we can."

My father would kind of think about it and he would say, "That is

really a good idea--keep going, don't stop." My father even said

to me, and I couldn't believe it, "Are you getting paid for what

you do?" I said,, "Of course I am getting paid." 'I think he was

thinking of when I was the intern and I don't think they ever

made the connection that I was hired. He was thinking, when is

he ever going to get a real teaching job? They say things like,

"Well, don't stop now cause you will never go back again once you

nave made that decision." They really have a grin-and-bear-it

kind of thing: There is-a sense of accomplishment , a little

house in the suburb".s, a little bOsiness, the color T.V.. My wife

and I in-a- tenement--we have gone the whole

circle back. Theirfirst reaction was, what are you doing in a

pace like this? I say, "Dad, look at my fire escape and look at

the.steet," and they are shaking their heads. My wife and I

-both notice, when we deal with our respective in-laws, that we

are different from our brothers and sisters, we are different

from some of the friends that we knew in high school, some of the

people in the community. I am not saying better, I am saying

different. We are much more mobile. We have moved away,

everybody is still there. We live far away in ,a strange city,

and we do strange things. We both got our, master's and now the

possibilities of doctoral work, which is strange. I belong to a

tennis club and a racketball club. That is strange to them.

I feel good about the fact that I can give something back,

some kind of contribution. Seeing some of these people grow and
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change and have the opportunity to make the decision whether or
not they want to maintain their life style or incorporate some
new things into their life styles. You know I am basically a
romantic. Education and awareness are really the things that are
going to get you what you want to get. Pbople are coming from a
certain perspective and we are providing them with a totally new
one and that is a real strong sense of meaning, that I am a part
of that process.

How I really put it all in perspective is ,that this is kind
of like a stepping stone to whatever the next step might be. So
maybe it goes back to saying that I don't want to just be a
counselor. I think I want to use my experiences here to o on to
the next level. I will have to find that level at sae later
date. It goes back to my other soap box and that is that it is
the nature of the profession that the rewards are not builtin.
You know you need motivation to provide the individual with some
kind of growth, besides persona th, some kind of rewards
whether that is rank, salary. There is nothing where you are a
counselor. The next level is director of counseling. That is
not a promotion, that is a job change. As a faculty member you
can be a really good teacher an instructor, assistant, associate,
and full, that is a nice ladder, profes.sionally and emotionally.
So what do you have in this kind of profession--you have
burntout people. You have people that go, "Why am I banging my
head against the wall?" I am doing it now, I enjoy it, bvf I
ay, "How long can you keep this pace.up without any kin: )f

ards?" It is too bad, you lose a lot of good people. .People
`sa , to hell with this, I am not doing this anymore. Look at all
the people under thirty on around thirty. I mean we do not have
any senior counselors at fortphere.
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Profile

DEBORAH PROCTOR

(Deborah Proctor, a woman in her early thirties,' is a

counselor at, a community college in a small city in New York

State. She was interviewed in her office in the spring of 1982.)

I am the youngest of five children and there is quite a span

between our ages. The one that is closest to me is nine years

older than I am. By the time I came along, even though my

parents were just working people,'they knew that they wanted me

to go to college. I can remember when I was very young that

when people would give me money my'mother would say, "Put that in

your bank far college." By the time I went through school I

never really thought of doing anything else with my life. I just

assumed that that is what you.were supposed to do. I. guess it

was about fifth or sixth grade, it was at that point that I

decided I was going to c,be a teacher: of mentally retarded

children. That was my goal.

My P&-gnts, for the most part, did not make a big deal over

racial differences: We lived in a predominantly white

neighborhood and when I went to school, the school was

integrated. Yet as I began to excel in my courses I becme the

only Black student in my classes. I was on a safety patrol. I

was in this class that was a special class, half sixthgraddrs

and half fifthgraders, with this dynamic teacher who I just

thought was wonderful. She said that the woman who was in charge

of the safety patrol, her husband died, and we should go to the

wake. And it was really a difficult thing for me because I had

had a bad experience earlier with a funeral. My parents had

taken me and I guess I just became traumati±ed in looking at this

person, seeing this dead person there. But to do the right thing

I went along with the class. It was a small room and you had to

kneel down in front of the casket and say a prayer. So I am

doing this and the teacher was white ,and her husband was white,

and so I am saying my prayer and at this. point she comes,up to me

and she patted me on my head and she said, "Oh, I guess he won't

mind; dear." And instantly I knew what she meant, yet I never

said anything about it. I justL-I knew what she meant. It hurt

me and I never even told my parents about it.*

In junior high school I was in the junior honor society. I

remember when I went to the counselor she was asking us what high
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schod were we going to and you could go to the vocational or .

commercial high school or the acadiiio., high school. She says to
me, "Well what high school are you going to?" I said "I am
going to the acadbmic high school." And she says, "Well, have
you thought about going to the commercial high school?" I said,
"NO, I haven't thought about it because I am going to become a
teacher of mentally retarded children." She says, "Well, you
still- mi'ght want...to...give some thought abo
commercial

*going to the
commercial high school." I said, "Well, how could o that Cf I

want to go onto college and I want to be a teacher?" She kept
pushing. My grades were appropriate for going to the academic
high school. My career goals were appropriate and I realized
that if I did not have this direction who knows what I would have
done in terms of .going to high school. If I had gone to her
saying, "I don't know what I want to do," who knows what would
have happened? .

I did go on to the high school and eventually graduated from
there in 1967. I went off to state-college and was a major in
special ed, mental retardation. And it was at this time I guess
when some of the things began to happen. More of an awareness,
the Blackisbeautiful movement, that whole coming of awareness
for Black people. What it produced for me was a very militant
reaction to being in this.predominantly white school.

When I went to the state college they had 1600 freshman and

of those I would say eight to ten minority students who were

admitted in regular admissions. The minority population
increased greatly, but it was essentially people who were

academically and I guess financially disadvantaged and they were
from the city that the college was in. So I don't know how many
came, it might have been two hundred to three hundred, that

first semester. That added a new dimension to the campus; they
had never had so many Black students on campus. As time went on
I began to see some of the ifistitutionalized racism. Just
policies that were structured maybe unknowingly but still were

detrimental. With time I found I became much more militant and
aggressive than I was by nature. It was almost a thing where I
felt I had to do it. I had grown up in an integrated setting. I

had a lot of friends who were white, some of whom really helped
me. I've had experiences that were positive, yet the other kinds
of things started happening.

The city itself was a very racist town. The Italians
controlled the city government; the Jews lived on the outskirts.
It didn't take you long to learn just how the city4.was -divided.

The Blacks lived on tie east side, the Polish peopleved over
in their little section, one little quarter was. Hispanic. I

would have been prepared for racial difference, right, but to see
all of these little ethnic groups and all of these different
divisions was something new for me.

Then in the course of the four years Kent State took place.
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.Before that the minority students were all on strike because we

wanted oun student activity fee to be used for things that were

relevant to us. We were out of school for about three weeks

protesting and doing all kinds of things' and it just sort of

ended: Nothing really came out of it. Maybe a -month later Kent

State occurred . To me what Kent State indicated was how they

felt about Black people and minorities. If they can just shoot

down white students then it would have been very easy for them to

shoot down Black students.

By this time I was a second semester junior, and after the

first semester of my own personal boycott and the work that I had

to make up and being so close to getting out of there, I Was

really beginning to mellow out. Because I began to see that these
kinds of things were not going to lead to any significant change.
I guess someone came over and said that on the other-part of the

campus windows were blown out. Now the campus was large, but I

really couldn't believe that we wouldn't hear anything. So a

couple of my friends and I went over to see what, was really

happening. The next thing we knew there were flashing lights and

they were coming down the road. There were maybe twentyfive

people around and these people started to throw stones at the

cops and they just started shooting tear gai. So we run into a

dorm, and the next thing we know they are shooting tear gas right

up against the dorm. Everybody is just freaking out that this

is happening.- So we run into the next dorm which is afvery large

women students' dorm. As we get into the lounge the doors are

closed behind us. We heard the thump and breaking glass. They

were shooting canisters of tear gas through the glass doors.

People were just in trauma. They didn't know what was happening.
So finally somebody went in and pulled an alarm and that got most

of the people out.

It was just a situation where you saw there wasn't any real

rhyme or reason for the kind of reaction that they were

displaying. After that I think they closed the school because it

was the whole Kent State time. It was a very bitter time. At

that point I guess I became less willing to be involved. I saw

where people were not always committed to what they said they

were. Group activities didn't seem to work. Leaders had their

own personal reasons and motives for being leaders and they

weren't always the ideals that they expounded to the masses that

they were leading. So that was an eyeopener.

I was going out with a guy from a private university. So I

went there a lot and "was involved in their takeover of a

building which , being a private school, was just so different.

I mean they took over the faculty house. I mean there were no

cops that came on the campus, because it's private. You know the

people have money and stuff, oh, another story. Yes, that

takeover there probably had more of an effect than anything else

that I did because they have to this day a Martin Luther King

Library and Cultural Center. So it actually made an impact on
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the admihistration there. It,is still in existence today and

going strong. The only thing that I can look back now and see is
that probably the one thing that it did for us was it did make us
take a stand at a very early age, at eighteen. I had to decide
where my values started and where my parents' ended.

My parents were not in agreement with most of the things

that I was doing at that time. I came home one weekend just for

a weekend visit, and in the,interim had gone to an Afro

hairstyle. So I just walked in the door and my father was

sitting there and he just was speechless. My father is never

speechless and my mother screamed and you know the whole weekend
that I was hoTe my father was on me. "bet your hair done!" "How
could you?" "You look horrible." He just went on and on and he
gave me twenty dollars to get my hair done. They were not ready
for that. When I would come home (we live in a white

neighborhood) he would say something about the neighbors and I
would say, "You shouldn't let these white people do things like
this to ,you," and. I would go on and he would say, "Stop, the

windows are open, close the windows," and I said, "I don't care,
this is your house, you own it." So it wasn't only what I was

doing at school. It was this whole change in me, to become so

vocal and outspoken.

My father was employed with the railroad as a baggage man

for a number of years. Eventually he was laid off of that job.

Then he went to work fora pen factory as a supervisor . And then

after that -job went on to be a security guard with a larger

company. That was what he retired from. My mother didn't work

for most of the time that I was growing up. Then she was a

domestic worker . My father on the side gave piano lessons. His

mother was a piano teacher and he had learned to play the piano

and he played the piano in church. He gave piano lessons in the

home and so he had his own kind of occupation. They were really

I guess highly motivated people.

I look back on it now and I realize that the deed on the

house is something like early nineteen hundreds. My

grandfather decided to buy this property and there are pictures
of the house' when there were mostly woods around the house. They

were there before most of the neighbors were there. My father
lived there, and his brother, and when his father died they sort

of were raising one another. Then all three brothers lived

there. My mother tells me originally when they first married it

was all divided up. His brother and his wife lived there and

eventually my uncle had a house that is around the corner from my
father's and the yards connect. They worked hard and they had

the values of getting ahead and making something of yourself: My

father would drive me crazy because you had to answer the phone

and say, "Hello, may I help you?" You could not just say,

"Hello." They had very specific goals. Every party that I went

to I had to be driven and picked up.. I would always complain,
"Why do you have to come get me." It was those kinds of strict
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rules.

I was vicepresident of the junior class in high school. I

was in this group of people running the school. Suddenly you

realize that. this person's father is a doctor, this one's is a

dentist. At that point I guess, there was some kind of feeling.

of, "Wow, thatrs not really good that my mother has to clean

people's homes." That's the only time that I really thought

about it. I think by the time I went to school, I realized that
they were working so hard to send me. Once I came to college and

came in contact with a much wider group of people, and met people

whose parents were doctors yet they had no relationship with

their parents,I began to realize that I really did have a good

home life. My mother would just say to me, "You know that is why

I want you to go to school, so that you will not have to do what

I have to do." I remember one time I guess she had a minor

operation ,and she took me with her to clean a house andthere was
an older woman in the hall, I guess a grandmother of the people

that were there. I was in one room and I was supposed to be

dusting, and I sat down in the chair and went to sleep: Then the

older woman is coming looking for me and bringing me some iced

tea and they come into the room and I am sleeping. My mother

was embarrassed. "You know you really have to go to college,

cause you are not going to make it, you really won't make'it." I

think by that time I began to take it as , you know, they worked

. very hard to get me here, and I became proud of their sacrifice.

None of my siblings went to college. The sister closest to

me received a scholarship and she went to nursing school. Before

I went to college, two closest friends were both going to be

teachers. I knew that I was going away to school, I mean there

had to be a way. If they told me that I had to commute, I don't

think I would have gone. That was just not college to me. I

wanted to be away on my own at college.

During my student teaching experience I realized that I did

not want to teach. I suddenly realized that in elementary

:(:hool you are locked away from what is going on in the.world and

even though I liked ,teaching I don't want to -work in a small

school, with twentyfive adults, the rest children, and not know

what is going on in the world. I wasn't ready for that. So I

decided that I would go to graduate school. I went to the

placement office. I did not speak to anybody about what I wanted
to do there. Found Some books on counseling. Figured counseling

was good because it was an offshoot of education and it seemed

like something I almost did innately. So r started looking at

counseling programs. I was looking at New York City and

California, really wanted to go to California. I was still going

out with the same person who was now graduating and looking at

law schools. He did not get into Stanford. He did get into

Columbia so then I decided I will 'go to New York. The program

was vocational and rehabilitation counseling, it was a twoyear

master's program. I felt that would give me some time to figure
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out what I wanted to do. So at that point I went to school in
New York City and within a month broke up with my boyfriend.

My'first semester I am breaking up from this encounter, and
my only determination was that I had to get good'grades because
there is no way that he would be able to say that he had an
affect on me, that I couldn't do well in school. So I Stayed in,
listened to sad records all the time, and studied. I had pretty
good grades, my first semester, a couple of A's, a couple of B's,
ou know. Second semester I am over this. I begin to look at
these classes and realize that this place is not challenging for
me. I had an instructor who read from the textbook. After the
first year I decided to drop out of graduate school, and then I
met someone before the summer ended. He just happened to be
driving down the street and he stopped me and he said, "Leaving
school? Why you won't have anything if you leave at this point."
We talked and at the end I just thought, well, okay, I'll go 'back.
and give it a shot.

After graduate school I worked at a nursing school in a
hospital originally designed to educate minority nurses. That
was still their primary focus. It was the first time they ever
had a counselor in the school, so it was a new p6sition. I was
the guidance counselor for the nursing students. It was personal
counseling, career counseling, transfer counseling. Most were
returning adult students. They had an open admissions policy, so
sometimes they would have students who academically were having
difficulty, adult women who were coming back; and many of them
went through having marriages disrupted--their only motivation
for coming back was to help better their family, but their
husband had trouble dealing with that. This was in the early
stages of returning and working. We had mothers, single parents,
you know, the woman who isn't married who has two or three
children and wants to came off of social services and welfare and
become a nurse, so this person coming out of our hospital school
of nursing with a diploma will be the first person in their
family to do anything beyond high school. The school closed.
Probably 1 wouldn't have left at that time. So we started going

1

to a phasingout process and that t ok about a year and a half.
So I stayed until the end.

I worked in Harlem, you know, so I just was really involved
with being around Black people almost totally. So when they sent
me to this conference at this small school upstate it never
really occurred to me that it would- probably be a lot of white
people. There were only two Black people in the whole meeting
of about a thousand people. It was not something related to
nursing schools, it was something related to education. I was
waiting to go to dinner, I think, and.I was just curious, since I
was up here, to find out where the students are and where they
congregate and what the minority students, do at this school.
And I saw this young man coming across the campus. I said, "Oh,
he is a good person to ask," and so I just asked him. We started
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talking, he introduced me to his friends, and he turned out to be

my husband.

[At this college] my official title is Assistant Director of

Career Development, Placement' and Transfer Services. That is a

mouthful. My job is mainly concerned with-transfer counseling,

because originally when I came that was my position title,

transfer counselor. My role expanded from transfer counseling

into career development placement. What happened is that at the

time that we brought the offices together it was a feeling that

the liberal arts population at the school was in a slight

decline, and the career programs were gaining in importance and

growing in size. Probably the very next year the trend started

to reverse itself., Even though we weren't getting the

traditional trangfer student from liberal arts, we were still

'maintaining larg'e numbers of transfer students because of the

career program students beginning to transfer in greater numbers.

I guess what is most interesting is just finding out that

there are a lot of things that young people don't know that they

assume that they do know. One examplekthat comes to mind is just

in using a guidebook that I use often. You can find the schools

within each state that offer a particular major. On the side it

will, have the letters "B" for bachelor's, "M" for master's, and

you just go through and I'll say to a person, Well, you know this

is a bachelor's, and then I suddenly find out that the student

doesn't really understand the difference between the degrees. It

kind of catches you off guard because somehow you feel that a

person would know this, but then, when would they really be faced

with it--to know these differences? Or just seeing that the

students don't understand the transfer end of it. When I say

"transfer to a fouryear school," they sometimes interpret that

to mean four more-years.

For a while I remember I was getting a lot of questions that

pertained to completing applications and reading catalogues. And

some of the catalogues, I admit, are not written for students.

I had a catalogue and the student brought it in, didn't

understand it. I looked at it; we went over it and finally I had

to call the school because I just could not understand what they

____were_saying. But for a while with the_problems that students

were bringing in with applications, with catalogues, it really

began to taint. my perspective on the college student that we had

here, and I began to feel, my goodness, you know, what are our

students like? They can't fill out their applications where it

says put your name. They are not sure about the questions which

seemed to be-so elementary and that should have been very clear.

I really began to look at it and realized that because this is a

counseling office most of the people that come in here were the

students who needed this kind of help. And those who could

readily read an application and can fill out this application,

would have no need to come here.
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I have tone from having appointments that were scheduled for
a half-an-hour for an individual to a walk-in system. Walk - -in

hours are advertised. I set them up a week in advance, each day,
certain parts of the day will be walk-in hours. During that time
I am here and a student who wants a question answered just comes
and gives their name. So I get a piece of paper with a name,
John Smith. He comes in, I say, "Good morning, John, what can I
help you with?" And then he might say, "Well, I am confused
about what I want to do." N.y next qUestions would probably be,
"Well what program are you in?" Now I know that this perso9 is
thinking about transfer, but he is not in a transfer program.
So there will be certain problems. SJ then I might ask him,
"Well, do you have any idea of what schools you have in mind?
Are you interested in staying locally or are you interested in
going away?" Sometimes an appointment with a person is ten
minutes long, and' sometimes it is. forty -five minutes. tried
group appointments, they weren't ready for that. The appointment
system--my calendar was booked; if you came in today and said
that you wanted to see me, we would be schedulitg you for two
weeks from today. And then what happens is two weeks from today
you have forgotten that you had an appointment with me. The

walk-in system has really worked.

If students really were to have an affective transfer I

think that I would like to see them probably at least three
times. Have them come in once and get them started on classes.
Tell them how to use some of the reference books. Give them the
booklet on transfer that I have written and get them started that
way. They have begun.to get a sense of some schools. Then talk
with them after that point to see if they are on the right. track:
are they being realistic, have they looked at schools in

different states? Do they realize if they go to school in
California how often they will he able to come home? "Do you
have relatives out there? Well, Florida is goo,' but you realize
that state finandial aid will not transfer outside of the state ?.
IS that a factor in making your decision?" Work with them at
that point to get them to narrow it down and then after we have
sort of focussed a little bit more realistically, Gave them go
back out there and look at schools again. Plan some visits to
schools. Then I like to have them come back after they have
visited the school and ,we talk about the experience. ilk

There are some little rewards, this one for example. A

thank-you note from one of my advisees. I have this particular
'program that I advise, Environmental. Science . It is designed
here specifically for one schoel within the 'state system. This
student was in another program ar1.1 decided on this school and we
had to work out his going to this school. He was a very good
student. We were working on getting his courses. He realized
that the program that he thought he wanted was in reality not the
program that he wanted. And I had been saying to him at various
points, "Now make sure that you are in the right program." That
meant that we had to revisr the courses that he was planning.
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They hau accepted him and yet now he had to change. So in going

through that, in dealing with the school and dealing with him, it

all became straightend out. me it wasn't anything that I felt

was out of the ord'hary, just something that I would do. And I

was surprise-I. when he sent me the card. And it said, "Thank you

for all the help that you gave me, the trouble you went through

an my behalf. I wan:-. you to know that I really appreciate all

the help that you gave me."

Another s::ory that I remember is one th6t is fairly

negative. I had to deal with a student' whose expectations were

just completely off base. H...s plans were not realistic. 'He came

in as any other student qould. We started talking and he talked

about, the school that he wanted to go to. At that point I asked

him what his gradepoint average was. He told me his gradepoint

average was C, he had finally gotten it up to a C. "Well" I

said, "You may have P problem in transferring to this particular

school that you want to go to. They really require a much higher
gradepoint average for people who are in the business program ."

That's my feeling, trying to 'break it gently, and we may have

some degree of difficulty. In the back of my mind I. knew

instantly this person'is not getting into that school for this

program. Because his grles are just not competitive enough for

this particvlar school and the prdgram is a high demand. program.

I then asked if there were any other schools the individual was

looking at. ale said, "I really want ts: go to this school." So I

said, "This is normally the gradepoint average they take. As

you can see you are not at that level. You will have difficulty

getting in." He stared to ask me, "Well, what can you tell me

or what ca:.: you do for me that will help me get into this

school?" So I said, "I really don't know. " And then he

mentioned that his faculty a6visor had told him that he would do

.whatever he could to get him into this school. So he said, "What

can you do to help me get into this school?" It was a state

school so knowing someone won't really give you an edge. State

schools look-primarily at your gradepoint average, how. many

credits you have; and if you are ii. junior' and you applied' early

enough, you will get it. If you don't meet the criteria you

don't get in. So I explained that, and he said again, "I want to

know whct you can do for me," and by this time I began to pickup

that the person had some problems. I was trying to not ,come down

hard .on him and offer several other options. ...HeAust_cr,itinued.

to press me and we always came back to the same point.

finally said, "There is nothing that I can do to get you into

this school. I can't do anything,.I can't call anybody, because

I know you will not get into this school, and I know that you

'cannot handle the workgthere." And that's like taking-me to the

absolute limit, because I believe that it is never good to make

such an absolute statement. I am very much aware of what 'you say

to students and how it is worded so that they don't get put dcwn

from somebody who is in a position of authority. But in this

particular instance I felt that he had to hear it directly. And

when I said that to him he just stood'and just walked out.

Didn't say a word.
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This is an interesting counseling job inthat yoU are doing

counseling and you are not really doing counseling. ' I'm not

doing personal counseling-in terms of sexual probleMs,7.0arental

problems, financial, not getting into these things; dnd, yet'I

remember when I'was in graduate school I was told that behind

every vocational counseling issue there are usually personal

problems. But it is factual kinds of things people are coming in
for, and yet it's really sometimes, you know, it is counseling.

I'm on one college committee' which-is a'tanding committee.
I'm also the secretary of the curriculum committee. There is no

doubt that the 'goodoldbdy system is in'operation and is' still

alive and well. We don't have too many women that are in

positions of leadership authority. I had a discussion with a

supervisor. when I wanted to know about making more money, and the

response was-"Why, isn't your husband Working? Doesn't your

husband make enough money?"' My 'comment was, my husband doesnot
work here. . I do. If sbmebody.is making comments that I think

are condescending or are coming off as inappropriate, you know,

continua-Ily sexist, I'll probably tell them.

You find that your natural-tendency to communicate is

suppressed. My natural way of speaking. I was not raised to be
totally immersed in the'street culture, to speak street language.
There are aspects of Black,language that are almost universal

among Black people. There are some elements of street language

that are Black language, that I sometimes use here.. Let's say if

somebody 'came in, if I knew the person very.well, and he came in

and was really dressed and looked very nice I might say, "Boy,

you are really clean to the bone." You say that to someone here

and he say, " What do you mean?" You realize that he missed the

essence of what you are saying.

I worked in a predominantly Black school before I came here

and what I would say the difference here is that this one sort of

lacks life. This is a very nice place to work, nice students. I

have a lot of good times, you know, I think people like me and I

like a lot of the people that I work with: But being Black is

really a matter of adapting. We have two cultures, a culture of

our own and then the culture of the majority people. To function

in certain situationsyou_are going to have to know the majority

culture, speak the language, the manners the music, whatever it

is. On the other hand, the majority culture never at any point

seems to be aware that there is any culture outside of their own.

I had an informal discussion with the dean the other day on

recruiting minority students and her reasoning was that the

professionals that are here might feel uncomfortable going into a
predominantly Black situation to do recruiting. I said, "Well,

that.may well be true that they might feel uncomfortable but that
would be their professional duty to do that." We have Black

students anti. "You know," she. said, "They all congregate, over

there by themselves," and I said, "Yes, because they have that
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same degree of being uncomfortable in this situation that you

just mentioned that those white people would have going into a

Black situation." It just frustrates me and bothers me. I am

not saying that the person consciously is a racist, but the

background that she came from would be one that would make it

difficult for her to really understand.

The thing that makes it very difficult compared to where I

was before is that that was a more comfortable situation, more of

a situation where I had friends. My friends were people that I

worked with. WOrtic was not nece :;drily as separate. There are

certain things a4obt working here that are just sort of one side

of me. I am not multifaceted here, I would say that most of the
people see me from one perspective. I don't socialize with the
people that I work with. Our staff has had one social. event, I

have gone to some dinners, some presidential things. One or two

people that I have worked with I have seen outside of work. For

the most part the people that I work with, I do not socialize

with. One of the things about the number of Black people that

are employed by the school is that there are only two faculty

members and they have been here an awful long time. At one

point there might have been four or five of us as administrators.

But the jobs that they hold are not substantial in terms of

impact on the institution.

My parents did not tell me, "You have got to go to school

and you are going to run up against people that do not like you
because you are Black,"--or colored or whatever they said at that

time. I went in with these blinders on just accepting people as
individuals and built up a series of hurts. If I tell a story I

say,"Yes, the other day this lady got on the bus and really

looked crazy and was hysterical." And then you would 'find tht

one of your friends who happens to be white would say, "Yes, the

other day this Black woman got on the bus and it was so funny."

And you start to see that whenever they talked about a person

they always indicated that the person was Black. I would just

say this lady, this man, this horrible man. .

Being so caught up in a racial hatred is only detrimental.

I am beyond that and I am proud. I think that working here it is

like sort of working through.that whole time of okay, what are

you going to do, what is your impact going to be. In the sixties

on college campuses I was a part of things ana movements, but I

don't think they were consistent with my naturc.', sense of who I

am. I am, never going to lead a'group of people to march on

Washington. That is not 'me. I am "just not that kind of a

person. So in being here I can see where I am doing what I can

do to promote the kind of attitude that I think really should be

among people. Most of the students that T see are students that

probably never in their life have interacted with a Black person

and had the Black person be in the position of authority. For

some of them it might be their first real interaction. They

never have had to come to a Black person and say, "Can you help
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me?" I think that is the impact that I am making being here.

That will be my legacy and it will probably never be written up
anywhere. I khow that it is taking place and I think that that
is real important. I don't think that a person of the majority
culture naturally and without giving., it a thought, seeks
assistance from somebody who is a part of the minority culture.

It still does produce the 'same kind of strong emotional

reaction to know that people are biased just because of the color
of a person's skin. That an individual will tell me things about
themselves, their family and about what is going on or ask for

advice about the most personal kinds of things and to. see that
same individual outside and have him walk by you can
recognize that they are not saying, "Oh, there is Mrs. P. I won't
speak .to her because I don't need her today." This is. not
personal, it's a culture, it's a racial thing. You don't look at
Black people for the most part. Discrimination on the basis of

your race is so ingrained. It is part of society that it is

never going to change. If everybody in the world comes together
in peace, love, and harmony, it could change but I just don't

believe that that is going to happen. You do learn to deal,

with it. I am more sensitized to this type of thing than my
husband is. I'll say, " Didn't you notice this?" He says, "Well,

I don't think like that." For me it is always there, I think it
would always be there no matter what.

I like what I am doing. I have certain problems. I would

prefer to be more in charge.'" I constantly look at my own career
development in terms of do I want to.go to another position where
I would have more authority. There are probably a lot more

things I could do that are more exciting. Being not only Black

but being a woman and going to college. 'You know, when I went to

school, women went to school]. to be teachers, nurses, unless they
came from backgrounds where the parents were able to offer them
some other choices because they knew that there was more out

there that women could do. You were just geared in certain ways.
I never opened my mind to think about anything. I don't know if
I would ever be happy working in industry but I never gave it a
thought. I never, I didn't think about anything. The only other
thing that I ever thought of was being a nurse. But I just feel

that there are many other things. There are a variety of careers
out there in the world. Like I realized that in high school
certain courses; like a chemistry course there and a course here,

that I enjoyed I never pursued because I just went into this,

okay I'll do this. I didn't decide on teaching mentally retarded

children because I had a great knowledge or even a lot of

background information abodt how much teachers make, where they

work, what it is like to teach. I think that, there are so many
things out there that people could be doing. Probably with

exposure I might have taken a different course. You know to a

certain extent going to sdhool for education was a good major. I

enjoyed it. But it was too soft a +curriculum for me .
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Perhaps if I had had some guidance along the way . . . I

wanted o change my trigonometry class from the top class to a

different. class. Because a few people were switching out of the

class,I switched out.' The teacher I went into was very nice and

wonderful and everything else but I got to the regents and ended

up with a seventyfive which was really a shattering kind of

thing for me and my interpretation of that was, forget it, I

can't do math. I just barely passed. And as I look back on that

I realize now that it wasn't probably the math. There was some

reason why they were not assigning the top students to that

particular instructor in the first place. They probably knew

that she had a nice friendly approach but she didn't cover all of

the material that you needed to know. Looking back on these

kinds of things, who knows what that would have been to have just

a different sense of your capabilities.

When I was in New York living and working in Harlem, for the

first time I looked at.a real ghetto . Because I had such a good

job I would shop and I had charge cards to Bloomingdale's and all

those stores. So I would take a bus right from my house and just

go right down to Bloomingdale's. I would start out up here and I

wouldn't think too much about it and then I start going through

the neighborhoods and they start changing and suddenly you are in

Bloomingdale's. And I look at people and I go look at something

that is sitting out on the shelf and it is one hundred. dollars

and there are a lot of them too. And then you realize,

goodness , one hundred dollars for this pair of pants. Then.yoo

realize that you see people wearing this'kind of thing just to sei

shopping.- Then I might get back on the bus and go arr' buy

fresh vegetables and realize that there was a difference the

prices . You pay more for stale vegetables in Harlem than you

pay for Iresh vegetables on 86th. Street. Then back on. the bus

and watch how as you started through 59th Street then it ch,;(1gc5

and the neighborhoods deteriorate a_ s you :go back up. That v.s,:s

frustrating kind of thing to see, that there was this ghetto

a life style and that most of them were stuck on that tread

for the rest of their lives because they did not have the skies

that would enable them to break out of it. Nobodl was teaching

them to study hard, get work. That hurt me a gre,),-, deal . I

realized there was very little that could be changed about it are:

it was depressing. So I was very depressed and very dibtraught.

Religion as I had known it could not fill that void.

Fortunately everything just sort of fell into place in

choosing graduate schools, ending up in this city and working

here. No great plan or :direction. Now I am much more careful in

plannim!, wAat I w;.-lt to dr:. I am pleased with where I am and

where I live. But I think there zre a lot of other things that I

probably could be doing that I would just as happy doing .
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Commentary

Julia Alvarez was raised in a tradition of Christian

service. Work to her always meant working with and for people.

Despite some affinity for math and science in high school, she

never seriously considered options that. would be inconsistent

with that governing philosophy. At the same time, she carrieu

within her a sense that she was special, talented, always capable
of doing anything she wanted to do.

Her juMp from the ranks of secretary to the professie,nal

status of counselor, something that had occurred only once before
in her community,colleges history, seemed to be at the time a
confirmation of her internal sense of talent and worth. It was a

fulfillment of personal ambition consistent with her commitment

to being of service to people. And so it was for the first 'few

years. She learned to be a "professional." She learned what it
was,,like to work in a situation in which she had some individual
freedom, some room for judgment and personal autonomy,"and some

expectation that she take initiative.

In her first few years, she flourished in the range of

activities her work encompassed. She took on her counseling win

energy and commitment and developed a specialty in .gsedeceic

counseling about math'anxiety. She worked on committee!, that

were important in the college, hoping that her unencumbered

commitment to students' interests would help shape policies and

procedures to the students' advantage. She took on Leaching

responsibilities that multiplied her previous efforts at

one-to-one academic counseling on the same subjects. She had
never really seen herself is having a career as a set :retary, even

though she understood and respected the complexity or secretarial
work. The move to the counseling position seemed like a perfect
fulfillment of a sense of opportunity and personal empowerment.

But the fact of the matter turned out to be that the

role of the counselor in her community college carried with it a

sense of opportunity and power significantly different from that

of the role of secretary, that role was severely circumscribed in
comparison to that of tacultr and administrators She shared

with other women in this study a-realization that her opportunity
to move up in the system was curtailed because she was a woman.

Her comments on the male-dominated administrative hierarchy, the
types of administrative positions that have tended to become

feminited in college hierareMes, and they force of the norm that

positions of power will be held by men, highlight the day-toLday

sense of constraints which women at work struggle withas they

do their lobs'.

But the even more telling aspe6t 'of her work experience is
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tthat her role of counselor in the community college 's much more

detrimental to her sense of opportunity and power han the fact

that she is a woman. She was aware of sexism, but always

believed that as an individual woman she could do anything. What

was facing 'her, with a force that she had not anticipated nor

understood when she took the position, was the impact of working

in a position which was near the bottom of the profes4onal totem

pole in her community college. Even .if she rose `to the top

within her counseling area she would not be very high up on the

ladder of status, pay, or power.

Built, into the structure of the counselors' work, which

Alvarez took on with such enthusiasm and growing competence, are

factors that could hardly be better designed for a state of

personal enervation. Neither faculty nor administrator,

counselors do the work of both. They teach, do program

development, sit on committees, solve problems that develop.

.Because they do not have the autonomy' of faculty, they are

expected to be around all the time, and as they are around, they

can be called upon to do what needs to be done. Because they do

not have the same freedom in scheduling their time that faculty

have, and because they are expected to be around, they become

treated as indispensable. Even though their tIme and actions are

circumscribe by the notion that they have to be available,

counselors are perceived by faculty as not working very hard.

Consequently counselors always have to appear as if they are

doing important work. If they want to chat with their colleagues
for a few minutes, it is best that they do so behind closed doors

lest they reinforce notions that faculty somehow have of the

rel tive unimportance of their work.

4

rom the counselors' perspective, faculty often mistrust

They are happy to have counselors do the scheduling, the

recruitment, the orientation, the host of student personnel

administrative, tasks that go on in a college, yet faculty do not

seem to really value that work. Counselors' work is seen as

secondary to and peripheral to their primarily instructional

roles. As colleges grew, faculty were happy to have the

counselors take over jobs they once did, but at the same time

they resented the increasing bureaucratization of processes and

the fragmentation of the holistic relationship they formerly had

with students. While the counselors aspire to a professional

identity with the faculty, the faculty see them as

quasi-administrators without the power and authority of the

administrators .

The consequence is a low level but continuous sense of

vulnerability and a threat to dignity that Julia Alvarez finds

wearing away at her as she comes to work each morning. When we

first heard Julia's story, we were concerned that it might be

idiosyncratic, more a reflection of her personal history and

personality than of the structure of counselors'. work in

community colleges, or perhaps unique to Massachusetts community

colleges. But the same dynamics are in evidence across the
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country. For example, in chapter eleven, "The Few Among the
Many," we present the profile of Cheryl Collins, a counselor in a
suburban community college in California. Collins has a master's
degr,ee in clinical psychology, earns a s lary comparable to
faculty, and yet she speaks of the same feel ngs of vulnerability
vis-a-vis faculty. Whether the couns or is working in a
community college in Massachusetts or California, earning a

relatively modest stipend or a comparatively handsome salary,
counselors seem to become scapegoats for things that go wrong in
the institution.

Julia Alvarez is willing to contend with those aspects of
her work. She is working through her union to try to make the
working conditions of counselors more equitable . She may even
decide that she -has learned as much as she can from her job' and
that it is time to seek a position that provides her with more
autonomy, responsibility, and power. She consciously weighs the
amount of competition with her personal life that she is willing
to tolerate in order to gain a position with increased
responsibility.

Nearthe end of the interview, however, we touched on an
area with which it seemed more difficult for her to contend, an
area thbt was disquieting and for which there seemed little
effective individual -action she could take. Her commitment to
Christian service andmher political sensitivity to injustice,
heightened by her gro:Mg up in Central America, confronted, her
with the awareness that the community college tended to
perpetuate inequities. As an institution.it did not challenge
the basic social class structure and it exerted significant
pressure to conform rather than to critique. Julia Alvarez
expresses a troubled sense of participation in reinforcing the
status quo, rather than changing the system. It is Aisquieting
that there does not seem to be a constructive way for her to
handle the realistic conclusion: no educational institution,
despite its rhetoric, can for long challenge the social structure
in which it exists and be simultaneously supported by that social
structure. When confronted by that realization, many in her
place would have decided that the best they can do is to do good
work and hope to be effective with a few individuals.. Given the
diffuse nature of her work in the community college, however, it
'Would be difficult to define what good work would be, or to focus
enough on.any one aspect of it to achieve a sense of excellence.
While she has had individual successes with students, those
successes cannot ameliorate her larger sense of injustice . She
is in a position of ambiguous power, status, and respect in her
institution, yet she takes on much personal responsibility for
its successes and failures. Diminishing enthusiasm for her job
is the natural' result of taking individual responsibility for
conditions beyond her control.

Julia Alvarez grew up with a sense of always being on the
outside. Her position on the margins heightened her sensitivities
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and -contributed _to an _bility rto analyze the structure of

situations. When Richard Soleti moved from the city to -the--

suburb, his position on the margin also provided him with an

education about American' social structure. He learned about

social class in his firsthand encounters with his friends' homes

and country clubs; Using sports as an equalizer, however, he

moved in both the world of the affluent and that of the working

class. .

After formative yeari at the state university during the

Vietnam War in which he came to grips with a new sense of

politics and the difference between his values and that of his

parents, he 'worked as a bartender for three years. He finally,

made his move to graduate school, finding the field of counseling,

consistent with his own background in pyschology an(1 his personal,

interest in figuring out what he was going to do with his

His ,master's degree in counseling and his moving from an

internship to a full time professional position in his counseling

department came together to transform him from life on the edges

to the middle lane of a track of upward mobility.

Soleti speaks of the same wide range of activities that

Alvarez does. He counsels, working with students on everythihg

from mundane academic questions to deeply personal troubles. He

works on committees, is a union advocate for professional staff,

develops new student personnel programs. He learns how to

operate within the hierarchy of the college. He teaches enough

to be asked to consider becoming a fulltime faculty member, in

the psychology department . He does not describe himself a

workhorse. He thinks he has the best job in the college. He/can

teach, he can work individually with students, he can tap ,into

the power system of the college to develop programs.

Soleti.has a considerable sense of his own power. Hetdoes

not let faculty browbeat him. When asked to think about joining

the faculty, he tentatively decides that he' prefers the

flexibility that his current position offers in. comparison to

what he understands of the work of faculty. His major concern is

one of linking a sense of opportunity and power to an area in his

work on which he would like to focus. He likes teaching, but

sees it as too restrictive-. He has gained valuable experience as

a counselor, and he is tempted to pursue that in more depth, but

he is not sure of the opportunities in the field. He never

thought he would enjoy administration, but as he has becqme more

experienced in negotiating the chain of command in the college,

he is more and more attracted to the sense of power he perceives

in the administrative route. What he does know is that he does

not\want to remain "just a counselor."

This sense of being "just a counselor" has developed in him,

ironically, when he seems to be at the peak of his powers as a,

counselor. Soleti recognizes the complexities of counseling in a

community college and is especially suspicious of the "rescue

syndrome" that some counselors fall into. He knows that
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therapists in the long run cannot rescue anyone and, at the same

time, work to sustain and develop thatperson's independence. As

he is getting more skilled as a counselor, he is also getting
more skilled in developing programs that reach out to students.
But he does not sense a career ladder within the counseling
department that will allow him to continue to grow, learn, and
use his experience. He identifies with the students in the
community college; he recognizes himself in their workingclass
backgrounds. He is sensitive to their way of rejecting
possibilities for themselves and he works to affect the way they
think of their education in the community college. He is

energetic, competitive, experienced, and insightful about his
work. He does not articulate the same sense of complexity that
Julia Alvarez did; he sees himself on a track moving up, and.that
may mean moving out of counseling in the community college. For
Soleti the counseling position in the college is seen basically
as a stepping stone to other positions.

Deborah Proctor, a Black counselor in a New York State
community college, shares a great deal with Richard Soleti.

Going to college at the height of the Vietnam War and the rise of
Black militancy, she sees her college education az a

confrontation with the values and attitudes with which she was
raised as a child. Whereas earlier in her life she had swallowed
the hurt of racial insults, in college she learned two important
lessons: how to fight for what was her due; and the limits of
fighting with the majority culture and where adaptation had to

begin. Kent State was a powerful warning to her: if that is
what the establishment would do to white students, what would
theyido,to Black students?

She went to a prestigious graduate school to major in

vocational counseling. She saw the hollowness of reputation as
she experienced dry and uninspired lectures from professors who
were eminent in- her field. She persevered, got her degree, and
got a position counseling in a diploma program that trained Black
women for nursing. hat program was closed and she moved upstate
to take a position in the predominantly white community college
where she is now. In the total faculty there are only two other
Blacks, and she is the only Black in the counseling department.
Like the participants presented in , chapter eleven, she is one of
the very few Blacks among a great any whites.

She does her job as a transfer counselor with a

businesslike efficiency. , does not get into

psychotherapeutic work with he students, even though she

recognizes that behind problems is ricking a career or sorting
out issues related to transferring to a fouryear college there
may well be deeply personal problem. There is a tinge Of
impatience in her descriptions of counseling. She did not at
first understand students who had. difficulty filling out an

application.
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Part of her situation can be understood in terms of the

--isolation she feels--- -i-an-isolation we have witnessed before for

Josephine Sanders (chapter seven) and will see again 'or others

(chapter eleven).

Like Josephine Sanders and other people of color who are

faculty or counselors, she lives in two cultures, the culture of

the majority white and her minority Black culture. She is

constantly adapting to the majority culture. and chafes at the

knowledge-that the whites do not have to adapt to hers. She

lives with the fact that she can be walking on campus and pass a

student with whom she recently has had a conference in which

personal matters have been discussed, but when they pass on

campus, there is no eye-contact. She believes that white people

often do not look at Blacks because they have no need to do so.

She feels invisible sometime§ on campOs. At the same time, she,

like other minority faculty in predominantly white situations,

feels she is doing some good. She knows that most of the white

students with whom she deals have never in their life had,to ask

a Black person for help, have never dealt with a Black person in

authority, and she is willing to play that role for them.

What'the portraits of the counselors we have presented in

this chapter did not reflect was any clear evidence of supportive

participation in what Burton Clark described as the "cooling out!'

process (Clark 1960, pp. 71-77). The counselors we interviewed

appeared to be committed to working with working -class students

to expands their sense of options. Julia Alvarez was conscious of

and troubled by her perception that the community college did

very little to challenge the basic inequities of the society.

The percentage of students who transfer from community college to

four-year schools has dropped to such a low level --five percent,

according to Cohen and Brawer( 1982, p. 301)-- that the issue for

the counselors we have presented in this chapter is not one of

"cooling out" but rather of "heating up." The national context

has changed greatly since the days of the fifties and early

sixties which provided the background for Clark's study.

The counselors presented in this chapter were involved

deeply in their own search for power and opportunity in a way

that connects almost directly to the stories of students in

community colleges whom we ,interviewed. The counselors'

profiles reflect a dialectic involving opportunity. and

coristraint, affirmation and denigration, power -and impotence.

Each is searching for his or her own resolutions of those

tensions. For each it seems that the position of counselor, can

be affirmed most as a stepping stone to something else.
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Chapter Eleven

The Few Among the Many:
The Work of Minority Community College Faculty in Predominantly

Whiteqnstitutions

,

Introduction. to the Profiles

The faculty whose profile's follow are members of a minority
who work in predominantly white, community colleges. The salient
characteristic of each participant's work setting is that it is
"skewed." That is, the setting is one which the relative
number of faculty who would be considered members of a minority,
compared to= those who would be considered nonminority, is

approximately one to ten (Kanter 1977, p.208). Kanter analyie-S
the effects of relative numbers on the experience of women at a
corporation she studies. Her analysis suggests that relative
numbers would be significant in the experience of minority
faculty. We believe that the profiles we are about to present
speak poignantly to the issues Kanter raises.

li
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Profile

CHERYL COLLINS

(Cheryl Collins, a woman in her thirties, works as a

counseloi" and teacher in a California community college. She

was interviewed in the summer of 1981, once in her office and

twice at her home.)

I grew up in the city far the first ten years and then we

moved to the suburbs when I mas injifth grade. When I was in

the city I was a model student, I didn't have to do much except

be quiet and good. I didn't have any idea of how bright I was

or wasn't at that time. The idea in the city was to keep kids

controlled and quiet. So I was good and clean and quiet. The

neighborhood was integrated, I remember just playing and a lot

of fun and a lot of warmth. My grandmother was around and my

mother was working and my father was working and everything, you

know, was terrific.

Like a lightning bolt, everything was turned totally

upside down from what it was in fourth grade to what it was_in

fifth grade. My parents, what they were saying was, it's not

that we don't trust you and love you and all that stuff. We just

think you'll have a better chance in this other environment than

you will in the city and we're going to give you the best shot we

can. And even though we know all these other things are going to

come up, we stil1Xfeel that we can best guarantee your getting

through college and being able to take care of yourselves if we

make this move.

I remember looking down over the suburbs one time and

saying to myself, "I beat you. I didn't let you beat me," and

there was this sense that I had won, that the suburbs had in

some way tried to take something from me and I didn't let it,

didn't let that happen. I remember going to my tenyear high

3,:nool reunion and being slightly amused that I might not

remember who they were but they would damn sure know who I was.

I mean there was no way that they could not have known; I would

be the only Black person walking into the room. I got my hair

done in a big afro and wpre a long dress, it was just playing the

role. Somehow I needed to do that. It was real clear to me that

something had happened to me in that experience that hadn't

happened to a whole lot of people and that I felt and still do

feel that I had come out ahead.' If I was the only Black person

that they were ever going to know, it would be a positive
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experience for them.

At thN', time we were the only Black family in the town.
Coming from a very mixed neighborhood and then moving out ... I

guess it is hard not to work up the emotion that was involved in
going through that process. Example: the first week or)so that
I was in fifth grade, you had to pass a times tables test in
order for the teacher to let you get into the book. She gave
you a hundred little problems and you had to get through them in
five minutes and miss no more than three in order to be allowed
to get into the book. Well, in the city I had only been up to
about the five or six times table so I was behind from the very\
beginning and it stayed that way for a couple of years. My
mother practically went to school with me all over again, would
sit up night after night after night tutoring and going and
talking to the teachers. So by the time I was into seventh and
eighth and ninth grade I was doing fine, but initially it was a
real cultural shock to be out there. As well as all the stuff
that goes along with being Black in an allwhite area. Certain
kids weren't allowed to play with me, and parents had ideas about
what I was like and what I wasn't like and whether I should be at
their house and whether their kid should be at my house. and all
that other stuff that goes along with that.

My parents had a very strong feeling. about education, and
their primary goal for us was that you will graduate from

college. I knew I was going to college before I knew what
college was. They were very clear that they wanted us to go to.
school. They got what they wanted, both of their kids have
degrees. That was very very important to them, and they felt
that we would get a much better education in the suburbs than we
would in the city. And there is no question-about that. When I
was in the city they wouldn't let you take your books home
because they didn't know what you were going to do with them.
You didn't have homework in the city. We got out there, we had
homework the first night . The kids that I grew up with in the
suburbs--everybody was going to college.

Being behind from the very beginning and having to study so
hard to catch up and feeling like I had to prove myself, I was a
good little kid because everybody knew who I was. There was no
way for me to go just anywhere in town;if they didn't knowmy
name, they certainly knew that I was the Black kid. There were
parts of that that were fun and then there were parts of it that
were painful. Being identifiable all the time' means that I was
constantly aware when I would walk into a store or walk into a
room that people were watching me. Mk behavior was being judged
and generalized. There were certain kinds-of situations where I
felt that I had to be more careful or more good or as smart and
as equ-al and welldressed and as wellmannered and as

wellwhatever as anybody else, as strong or stronger. And to not
let some of the racist little things that happened really touch

. me. Things like' a parent deciding that I couldn't come to their
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house and I had never met the parent. So it wasn't me, it was

the fact that I was Black. It wasn't that I had done anything

"wrong". Somebody that I had grown up with, that lived down the

street from me for seven or eight years and she got married and I

couldn't go to the wedding because her grandmother didn'tlike

Black people. I had never met her grandmother, you know. That,

always shocked me, ,and sometimes there were some very gutsy

people that I dealt with and some kids would defy their parents.

I learned about where my own strengths were, what I could deal

with and what was justice and what was fair. My mother and I

were very close and still are, and she was very open; any time

something hurt me or any time there was something that I didn't

understand or any time I needed somebody to talk to, she was

always very much there. And my brother and I--we talked a lot.

By the time I got into high school, I did everything that

was social with the exception of dating. I was in what would be

considered the top group. I was in that group and the line was

only drawn racially when it was junior prom or the senior ball.

I' decorated for all those things and then turned around and

/\ walked out. I was very active, I 'was very athletic and on all

kinds of committees. By that time I had been there for three or

four years and I' was pretty clear about who my friends were,

where the limits were, what things I could do and what things I

couldn't do. And there weren't that many things that I couldn't

do, with the exception of those real close interpersonal male,

female things. And yet I found that I had several male friends

in a different way than maybe the other girls had them; there

were several guys who would come by and see me and talk to me.

Some of the offices that I rat for were clearly encouraged,

were brought up to me, by teachers. Why don't you do this or why

don't you run for this or why don't you get involved in this.

The teachers were very supportive. I had a lot of good teachers.

I can't remember having any negative experience from teachers

with the -exception of one geometry teacher who gave me an F.

Which' didn't have anything to do with racial stuff. I just

wasn't a real good math student. Geometry and math have always

been real hard for me. I was staying after and I was seeing him

as often as I could after class and working. He still gave me an

F. Home ec was going to "Irepare me for marriage or something

and I didn't know what I was really going to do with it. I knew

I was going to college. I just have an image of hearing my

parents talk about it. My _parents, neither of them has a

college degree. There is really nobody in my immediate family,

uncles and aunts, who have college degrees. Our parents both

were civil servants, one worked for the army and one worked for

the navy. My mother always worked as far as I can remember. As

I look back, nobody really talked to me about not going into

home economics, that there were other possibilities. And I was

getting good gr:*ades and I was accepted at the state college.

Nobody ever talked about anything other than home ec which was my

idea. Nobody talked about scholarships. At that time so many
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'women were trapped, period. Without even dealing with the racial

thing, that was perfectly acceptable to be in home economics.
It was certainly good preparation for the poSition that one
expected a woman to be in. Most girls I think were going to be
English major5 or history. There wasn't, a strong push for
professional jobs even in the suburbs. There was the push for
going to college but that was more in terms of your being able to
be a good wife and being able to talk to your professional
husband who was going to be a .doctor or a lawyer or something
else. There wasn't at that time a lot of discussion about women
being professionals, other than teaching.

The community college, they tell you in high school, is a
high school with ashtrays. I never had that - experience, never
had the feeling once I got here, I mean it was wonderful. It

just opened me wide up.' I had =just excellent teachers and the
freedom and going to plays, the productions that were on campus
here. I was going, to be a home , ec teacher. And the first
psychology class that I took, was from a teacher who just awed
me; I couldn't imagine that people actually studied stuff like
that, and I was really turded on. I knew that I was going to
major in psych. So I took all the psych classes that I could
pos...1.bly take here, and then transferred to the state college and
discovered their idea of psychology and my, idea of psychology,

were quite different. While at the community college, I was
working part time and I was working twentyfive hours a week and
taking eighteen and a half units and doing some volunteer work on
Saturday and it was great.

I remember how available the teachers were. They weren't

tricky. If you were in class and if you studied and if you had

problems,they were always available to talk to. I spent many
hours in one teacher's office trying to go over the chemistry and
the physics and the astronomy and he was always really helpful.
I can't think of any teachers that I had that I didn't feel that
I could go to their offices and talk -to them. I never felt that
it was ih any way a waste of my time, or that I wasn't getting a
good preparation to go on. In fact when I had gone on I realized
that I did get a good strong preparation here. I had had my
writing critically analyzed; it reminded me that I was no

longer , high school, that I was in college. It really
tightenec me up. ...I am trying to think about how many women I
saw as c. lege professors. I don't remember very many. .

WY,- John Kennedy died, I remember what happened on campus
on that day. Hearing about him being shot at home and coming on

to school and walking into the lunchroom and the absolute quiet
and ausolute silence in that room and watching people pass by me
in tears and upset and meeting my friends and leaving campus and
we all went/to a church and all talked about what that experience
was like for us. I remember the beginning of some marches around
campus, not against the campus but in protest to things thatiwere
going n in the country.
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I had fantasized about going to a Black college in the

south or going to one of the colleges in Attanta, but it just

wasn't financially feasible. I didn't push for it becvlse I

didn't feel like we could afford it. After having grown up in

the suburbs there was some desire to' find out how the other

culture lived which was in fact my culture. I ,knew very I,,ry

little about what it was like to live with-Black people. I knew

a whole lot at that time about what it was like to live in a

white community, but I didn't know very much about 'being Black.

There were about fifty Black students at the community college

when I catile here. I went to the state college because I felt

that once I had gone through two years of junior college I really

wanted to get out of town.

When I transferred to the state college, so many Black

students were in sociology as opposed to psych that again I was

isolated because I was a psych major. I didn't realize what I

was getting into. That was pretty difficult to get there and

discover that they didn't have the same understanding of ?sych

that I had. And I felt like I was always behind because I was

having trouble running rats through" mazes. I still felt

conspicuous among Black people. But i did date and I did know

Black students. Really wasn't until I got into graduate school,

it wasn't really until I was in my mill-twenties that I found a

large group of people in this area and farge organizations that I

felt comfortable in. 0

After college graduation remember being at home and

being depressed hecause there wasn't arything. My parents after

all this sacrifice had told me that once you got a degree, peCople

would be beating, down the doors to g'.ve you a job. People were

telling me that. I was either overqualified or underqualified.

And I had been away from home and I didn't want to be home. I

had lived independently for a couple of years. I didn't want to

be back home and dependent on then.. Even though I had worked

all the way through that four years of school, I was still mostly

financially dependent on them.And I. was really feeling that I had

just had it with school. I just didn't want to do that anymore.

If this degree wasn't going to allow me to do what I wanted to,

then there was no guarantee that the next one was going to allow

me to do what I wanted to either.

So, I was just job huntihg at home. And I came to the

community college because I had some of my '.best academic years

here. I came by to see people, to say hello an'd to see some old

:1444N-4 teachers, and somebody mentioned a person to me. They said, "Have
-v.

you talked to him?" And I went down and I talked to him and he

started talking, to me about graduate school. I just didn't think

I had the grades to get in. I didn't think that I had the

motivation to get' through. He started pressing and .saying,

"Well, if you were going to'go, where would you go and if you

were going to do this,...." apd I was out of school. in March and

by June I was back in school, 'n counseling, because at the
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time he knew that the college would be lboking for a Black
female counselor. So it looked like there was at least the
possibility of a job. That was in the late sixties, and there
weren't very many Black professionals at that time coming through
who could fill jobs.

-Once I got to the university that first summer, it was like
, that first psychology class, it was wonderful, those classes were
real exciting , the people were great. ,I was learning and not
having any trouble. I just zoomed through in about two years and
loved it. In the meanwhile, in that second year I got hl 'ed at
this college.

The community college years and the master's degree yea-
were the best. I was finally doing what I wanted to do. I w6,
taking classes that meant something to me. The university we,
the real thing. Classes were small. You got to know all the;
studerits who were going through with you and there was ;j

significant number of.Black students in the program. There were
only about seventy but fifteen or twenty of them were Black arc;
they did have the same values system that I did and they did have
the same goals. We worked together and studied together and got
clients together. And I had a Black advisor which I had never
had. If I could have gone 'or a doctorate at the university I
probably would have.

J didn't get hired at first as a counselor. I got hired as
a teacher. I had three classes, a basic psychology class and two
Black psychology classes. Black psych had never be ,..J1 taught on

this campus before and I certainly had never taught it t,O'ore and
I'd never taken Black psychology before, so we were all kind of
starting at ground. zero. I can remember that first year actually
having anxiety attacks. My first year of .'1.:,c1uate school I was
teaching at the college from eight to t a in the morning, then
drove to the university and was doing my first year of internship
over there. That was from twelve to fou:-, then I was in class
from four to seven. I mean I drove about eighty miles a day and
it meant that I changed roles at least four times a day frc.li

teacher to counselor to student to therapist. That was the most
mind-boggling year that I ever experienced. I was tired all the
time, but I was learning so much it was almost too much for me to

. make any sense. . I mean it feels like there has always been
stress from the time I first moved to the suburbs until now.
Going into classrooms, preparing at' home and going in and

thinking something should last for an hour and it lasting for ten
minutes and the room spinning around and going outside and having
a cigarette and saying, "This is awful, this is terrible,", but

knowing I,had to go back the next day, I had to go back. I tell
people now that the only good thing about being a first-year
teacher is that you never have to be a first-year teacher again.

I thought about the doctorate. Part of the reason, to be
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honest with you, is a very typical female reaction: it's not

pafticularly easy for a man to relate to somebody who has a

master's degree in counseling or background in psychorOgy and

then you add on a Ph.D., then the pickings are even slimmer at

that point. I was feeling that I had spent a lot of time going

to school and doing a lot of.preparation for profesional stuff

and that in some way I had let the personal side of me go

someplace and I didn't have time to go out. I was very active

professionally, and feeling much better about my teaching. I was

setting to be twentysix, twentyseven, twentyeight, and

thinking, hey, if you don't settle in and start paying attention

to your personal life, you know, then you may end up being

single. Well, by the time I got to be thirty. that seemed to be

okay. That's when I started giving more serious consid2ration

to going back for the doctorate. I still haven't given up the.

idea of the doctorate to'this day. It still rummages around in

there: The thing about. a Ph.D. in counseliog is that, s5Nren tae

community college, I'm not sure that it would prepare,, me to do

any more than what I am already doing. I am considering now a

doctorate in administration. Ilike this community college.: and

I get paid very well to be here and I have three months off. I

think I came to the decision that a Ph.D., in clinical psych wan.

not going to buy me anything more in this job thah what I already

have.

I spent the first yeir doing the parttime teaching. I Aas

,hired as an instructor to teach Classes threefifths time and

then the position of counselor came open. So.,I got hired Ule

next year aS,a counselor.. Now I am the division chair.

Counseling work is 'threefold. We do personal counseling,

academic counseling, and educational counseling. It's real

exciting to talk to students about majors, and to help them

a major or talk through a program, or set up a program. 13uL I

wouldn't want to do that for the whole time that I was in my

office. Career counseling is simply not my strong point. I also

run groups , they are called "counseling groups,. nct.therapy

groups, but what they are are therapy groups, where students ge:.

together once a week for an hour and a half and talk about

whatever personal problems or situations they may need some 'help

in. I like to do that. I find those groupS tend to be

primarily women which is not particularly uncommon not only in a

schocil system but outside of the school.system. During the day

I have more women in that situation than I do men. The groups

and the personal therapy get me away from the daytoday "what

does it take to transfer to the university" situation.

Then I teach. I usually teach one class,a semester. It

may be in the evening and it may be during the day. There have

beep very few semesters when I haven't taught something at least,

once a semester. 'I like the change, I like the change about the

job, I like the fact that I can see somebody in personal

counseling, I like seeing groups, I like being in front cf the

classroom. Most recently I've taught psych of women. I've
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taught. Black psych, I've taught fundamental aspens of psych,
I've taught social-psychology of women. I lead a structured
class, I demand a lot of work.. I have a pretty strong
reputation for what I do in a classroom.

At the beOnning , because I was an inexperienced teacher
and an inexper'ienced counselor and I was the youngest in the
whole systein,, I took everything that I did really seriously.
I dOn't feel quite thatway'anymore. I enjoy teaching much more.
The same with counseling. I don't take so'much on as my total
responsibility. I try to tell students that we'll try to work
through this process together. Some of it is my responsibility
and I'll hA.p. You need to check out this and to check out
this and look at this and then come back and we'll talk about it.
It is still your life and your deCiaions. I think that at the
beginning I took on much more.responsibility for students and
felt like I. was responsible for them. Trying to find that
balance. And I tell them, "I will talk to you about the kinds
of cl,.1:;ses that you need to .take, but I won't set up the
schedule." Some of them just want you to do that, you know, and. I
von't do that. I don't think that facilitates independence on
their part. It makes them dependent on me and I don't see that
my responsibility is to make them dependent on me as a counselor.
I think that it is my responsibility to make them not need me.
My function is to become obsolete in a couple of semesters. We
are seeing the eighteen, nineteenyearolds but we are also
seeing more of the twentyfive to thirtyfive or forty year old
students and those students can't be in school full time. The
eighteenyearold who comes and goes for four semesters and takes
a full load and leaves, we don't see that student very much
avimore.

We had some Black students who had some difficulty coming
into the counseling center. The structure in the center,
there's that big desk and it's not a real friendly place to be
in. One Black student came in and got into my office and had-
to bring a friend with her. I mean the system just intimidated
her. I ended up having to talk to the department chair at the
time and his impression was, "Hey, this is a wonderful,
beautiful, lovely center, I mean, why would somebody not come in
here to see you?" What I needed to do and what I did do, was go
doWn and sit in the cafeteria for a while and then once I made
some initial contacts with the students, say, "Now go up and make
an appointment to see me."

The first year that I taught social psychology of women,
at the end of that, a lot of stuff around roles and a lot of
stuff around assertiveness, those..women left that class really
angry. And they began to make changes and their husband or kids
or whatever hadn't been through that process-with,them. They go
home and it is often very difficult for them t share it with
somebody who is not also open and who maybe sn't supported
their going back to school. For a couple of year I was seeing a
lot of women who were in their forties and fiftie who were going
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through divorces after being married for 25 or 30 years. ;flat

was real tough.

The other half of my job is time doing division chair

business. Signing papers. It is a lot of paper work. Requests

for using a room in the counseling center. Minutes. We go over

the mi.-flutes from the meetings, those have to be okayed. Those

kinds of things. Then of course stuff comes in, requests from

other division chairs and heads of counseling around the state.

How many counselors do you have? What is your load? They want

to know what are we doing and so there are requests for: what's

tie staff- breakdown, what is the ethnic breakdown, what is the

sex breakdown, salaries, that kind of information. We have what

is called a college transfer day that we do in the fall and

that's a big event for us.

There is a division-chair meeting with thOiresident every

other week. The president sits at one end of the table and the

dean of instruction sits at the other end of the table and the

rest of us sit and listen. It is a very- structured meeting.

It's very formal to me. I'm the only female full division chair.

There is another woman who goes there because she is a dean. I

chaired a scholarship committee, I've been on the affirmative

action committee, I've been on the steering committee in the

department. There have been other committees. that I have been on

on campus.

I still find myself being on 'guard for things in

meetings. I think that langyage changes when I come in,

think it is a combination of not only being female but I think

that there is the issue of being young,' being Black. I mean it's

often very hard for me. to figure out which one 'of those th...gs

that they are responding to, if any. I have to be aware of the

issues around minority people and around women. 'When I go into

a meeting--whatever issue is being discus, ed--I have to filter.:.t

through "what does this mean to Black students?" Whenever I go

into a meeting I feel like I carry in that responsibility because

inmost meetings I am the only minority' person, and maybe toe

only woman. It is trying 'to filter through not only what it

means to a campus at large, but trying to represent also women

and minority students, because when I go. back then to another

meeting that is with women or when Iam talking to other women or

other Black faculty, then they see me as their representative.

It is-like 'I can't just go in and sit at' a meeting,LIf somebody

is going to speak up about how does thisaffebt women:, or is this

fai-r to women, or fair to minority studen,s, I fee)-like I have

to represent that. It does feel ) pressure because

sometimes I'll go into those meetings and I'll try to think

through, "Am I seeing everything?" There may not be somebody

else there to bounce that off and sometimes I'll make a mistake

and I'll go back and say, "I didn't think-of that."
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The concerns of thA Black issues are not the same as the
women's issues. When we a're talking about women, we are talking
about--in general-- white women. Sometimes they expect me to be
able to speak to those kinds of issues and sometimes I can't do
it. And sometimes I don't want to do it. Sometimes I just-want
to be there pd be me and listen to what is going on and sit back
and not be 'mart._ You know, and just exist like some of the
rest of the people around the table. But I can't, I don't feel
like I can very easily do that. In terms of the young Black .

woman issue, I feel like I have to be a little bit more
assertive in that place maybe than a male; I mean, I have noticed
that the secretaries for instance will call the men Mr. or Dr.
but they call me Cheryl.

I have to admit that counselors don't have--I don't know on
other campuses--but counselors aon't have- a really strong
reputation. We get a bad rep from any student who comes through'
and thinks that they haven't gotten good counseling. We don't
bring in money into the system because we don't teach. The.,

number of students that we see and counsel, we don't get paid foe
them in the same way that the rest of the campus does. I think
that many teachers think that we don't do anything. I think it
is hard to be a counselor. I don't think that we are seen in the
same way, having the same status as a teacher does. Recently
the campus voted for us to have extra hours. Nobody else's
load got increased and our load got increased. The whole
faculty approVed that. We couldn't get them to see that if .

they get our load, that you're next--at least the potential is
there. But we were vulnerable. And that to me was an
indication that they didn't see us as faculty members. It was
saying, "you're not the same as us." The counselors were really
upset about that. People retreated and went to their offices.
Said, "Here is my schedule, I am not doing anything else but

this."

We had an article written in the paper once by a student

who said that she had bben to the counseling, center and had

gotten wrong information. Things change so quickly in counseling
that it is very difficult to keep up on those changes and ,

sometimes we make mistakes. But I think that we pay, a very very

heavy price for those mistakes in terms of status. And'teasing,
people who are fairly close to me, they come through and it is in
a joking manner. But when there is that much joking around, you
can't help but feel that there is stuff behind that. It's
like, "You,,guys don't do anything over here all day. Every time
I come through here you are just sitting," or something like
that. Well, it's just, it's wearing: Counselors feel that they
are not valued in the system for what they do' do.

One thing that I was thinking about after the last two

interviews was that I was sounding more like a crusader in some
fashion as far as the [Rack issue was concerned and the women's
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issue was concerned, and that it felt like I was saying that I

had evaluated every deed and every relationship somehow through

those two perspectives. I feel that it is important to me to say

that I think that some people don't like me just because I am me.

You know I don't evaluate everybody and decide that they are

either a racist or a sexist or an ageist or something. Those

things are very important to me, but I try not to be fanatical

about them.

There are a lot of really neat things that make it a lot of

fun for me to be at the community college. I mean there are

just endless things to do. I really enjoy that part of it, that

opportunity to continually learn. I have a very good salary for

a person who is my age, as well as a female Black person. I make

a lot of bucks. I don't feel caught or trapped economically in

some ways that I think many women feel. Like I /can't leave

because you know I can't afford to leave or whatever.! My husband

and I stay together because we like to be together, not because I

would ever feel that I couldn't afford to split if it came to

that. That may sound negative, but it's a real nice secure

feeling to feel. If I say I want to buy a house , I don't expect

my credit or my 6-acne or my anything to be questioned. . When we

fill out those papers, and they see "division chair"-- "Oh,

you're a teacher" or "you're a counselor and a community

College teacher." That's a different kind of acknowledgement

than you actually get on campus itself. People will assume that

if I say I am a teacher, they certainly want to make me an

elementary school teacher; but when you're at a community college

and then you're also in psychology and counseling, very often

people are intimidated.

I think that we counselors do tend to be the scapegoats.

There are places outside this college that I feel more

appreciated than actually on campus. I don't like it. It feels

unfair, feels like I have to work harder. ; It feels like it

puts me back in a place of having to prOve my competence.

Angry, frustrated, but none of those feelings are heavy enough.

It's like they are there, but the goodies, that I get are good

enough to outweigh those things. I'm not; disillusioned or

disenchanted . They are thingsto deal with/ but they are not

things that wear me out or depress me or that/I get gloomy about.

They are like, .you 'know, that's the pits , tut it's like, well,

now we have to go out and try to do somethinglabout it.

It is like the double duty kind of t ng. FoCfRose of

us who still do have the energy, to go out nd make c acct with

the division chair of the math department, to have some i ut to

these different places. We generally have to go out and do that.

They don't come to us. They will listen to us. It feels like we

are the watchdog on the campus. We are trying to -look out for

the students' interests as opposed to sometimes what is most

expedient for' the computer or whose turn it is to teach,as

opposed to what the students need.
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I think that one would have more influence the higher one
gets in the system. That may not be true. The reality may be
that once you get higher in.the* system you have less. But I
think, in terms of decisionmaking, in terms of how money might
be disseminated, what programs might be left in the system, and
some awareness of the minority issues and women's issues at that
level, it might be best taken care of by somebody like me. The
next step, if I were going to do it, I would think that I would
want to do it within the next couple of years. I've talked to
someone about getting into the university administrative
credentiaing program. So I'm trying to figure out what it
would mean with my family and husband. He said, "Do it."

What I am right now is a counselorteacher. I'm not too
sure that this is the most satisfaction that I can get. I am
going back to the Black and female business. There are so few
Blacks and/or females at that level that a couple of us need to
go up there and find out what those folks are doing. And then if
I decide that I don't want to do that ... But I may need to
find that out for myself. I don't know how many faculty members
there are at this college, but there are a bunch and there are
only two Black females. And two Black female fulltime folks
is riot a lot. There is one female Black administrator. I don't
think that there's any question, that female Black administrator
gets information that comes across'her desk that she makes sure
that 'I and other Black faculty members get. She notices things.
I think that I have sensitized some of the other faculty members
and some other women in my own staff to notice those things for
themselves as well as for me. They'll sometimes now see things
and then they'll check it off and send it to me, and I think that
it is just because I am there physically that they remember to do
that and I have made my interest obvious to them.

I guess I am having a hard time thinking I will be a

gounselor for forty years and didn't ever try anything else. One
needs, to challenge oneself and try other things and I would not
like to say that I was the same thing for forty years. If. I were
going to be a counselor for the next forty years, if that's
going to be it, then I also want to do a lot of gardening or
want to be a good cook or I want to be in class, I want something
else. It feels like I want a constant challenge. I like to work
the challenge to the point'where I've gotten good at it before I
move on. I do'n't just want to have stuff thrown at me all the
time.

I heard my father say very recently that he felt that when
I was growing up that whatever I made up my mind to do I would
do, that he felt that I was a very strongwilled person and that
he really admired that. He's not very verbal about what he
feels, but I know more about what he feels when he introduces me
to people and tells them what I do. Rather than telling me
directly that he's proud of me or that he thinks that what I've
done is neat, he's done.it more by telling other people about me.
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I mean he tells them that I work at a college and he tells them

that,I am the division chair. He tells them about our house. My

mother came to this house before-we moved in and walked around.

Practically had tears in her eyes. It meant to he? that her

daughter was taking care of herself and being taken care of in a

way that meant a great deal to her as a mother. I caught myself

turning around and looking at- her and her saying to my

grandmother about how it does her heart good'to see her daughter

in a home like this.

You know, I was always very proud of my parents. My mother

worked all the time that I was in school. I have very strong

feelings about her and her ability to work and raise a family and

I just assumed I could do that. I remember'. when I was'first

hired at the college. That was (difficult for me becLlse I had

never taught befgre and was thinking about going in front of a

classroom. I Was able to tell her how afraid I was and how-

scared I was and she 'just said, you know, as she had always done

years before, "You can do it, you can do it." You know, this

was a %place that I had been moving toward in some fashion and

that I could do it. She's very proud of what I'm doing and yet

there is a separation between us because our lives are quite

different in many ways. She got married when she was nineteen.

I got married when I was thirty-two. She had a year of college.

I had sir. She bought a house with her husband when she had a

couple of kids, I bought my house before I was married. So

'there's a big contrast' really in the way that we,lived our lives

in some .ways and yet she's just always been super, very

supportive. 4

My daughter is so'new I don't really know what it is

going to mean to me in terms of my work. I like to work, you

know, I think that's important for me to do that. I.already know

that she: pulls some things from me that have ,:ever been pulled

from me before.. Some new stuff that I hadn't really thought

about before, and Ilm sure that there will be years and years of

that. Having a child gives me credibility in my classes; it

gives me some sensitivity that I coulJn't really have without the

experience. I feel I hate to keep going because right now I'm

at a very respectable level, being the division chair,.a college

instructor. In fifteen years I still want to be doing some

other interesting things for her to model. I don't want to just

stop here.
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Profile

,DANIEL RAMIREZ

(Daniel Ramirez teaches history in a California community
college. He is in his forties. He was interviewed in his office
in the summer of 1981.)

I came from the central valley of California, I lived in .a
series of small agricultural towns: In the area I came from the
towns were seventy or eighty 'Rercent Mexican. We always
identified ourselves as Mexican ascopposed to American. The
mentality there was us versus theM, Mexioavos" and "Americanos"
in the Spanish language, that being the language which I lee ned
to speak first. I was brought up by ml.gcandmother, lived with
her for ten years. My five sisters--I was the oldest, in the
family -- they lived with my parents. My father was a carpenter..
We're not talking.about a person who made a lot of money in his
craft, but he had a lot of respect-.within the Mex'ican community.
He 96s known as "maestro" which means "master" in Spanish. At
age )nine or ten I moved to my family;---

I grew up thinking that most of the people in the United
States were Mexican and most people spoke Spanish, and most
people ate tortillas and beans, and most people were probably
farm workers, and certainly most people were Catholics. All the
priests were Irish. That's where.the us them mentality began to
break down, because we knew that those white people were a little
bit like Religion played a strong role in my life. My
grandmother would take me to church. I was there every morning
and I was there three times on Saturday and Sunday. I grew up
thinking_l_might be a priest. The idea of becoming a priest
wasn't a bad one. A lot of my education was received in the
catechism.

Everything went fairly well in my life until I was about
twelve or thirteen. Then I began to think about religion in a
serious kind of way. That was the worst. period of my life. I

started to think about very abstract questions, like the question
o" endless time, endless space. I'd think about heaven and hell.
The upshot was I had a breakdown when I was thirteen. I'd sit
around and count my sins. The priest started talking to my
grandmother. She didn't know how to deal with this, and the
priest didn't know how to deal with it. Finny a psychologist
was brought in, and for six months I was between the devil and
the deep, blue sea. I was really in bad shape till one day
finally I determined that I'm a human being and I'm going to
have to live like a human being, live the way other people do.
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I learned that there are times when you have to give up. . The

problem was so great that you can't ?solve it, you have to resign

yourself to a certain situation. It was a very tough period in

my life and I figured if I survived that, I can survive just

about anything. I would have comt,itted suicide but that was the

biggest sin of all in the Catholic 'church, because anything would
have been preferable to that hell I was going through. But I did

survive.

In school I thought I was doing all right, but as I look at

my report .cards, every year I was on the verge of being held

back. As I got older, I did better. By the time I was in high

school I graduated in the top five, and then in college every one

of my undergraduate semesters I got 3.5 or above, at a time when

it was very competitive. As I mastered the language I found that

the grades came easy. Junior high school was an eyeOpener
because there were a lot of people from Texas and Oklahoma there.

There was the redneck mentality that. 3'd never encountered

before, a lot of oil workers who didn't like Blacks and they

didn't' care much for Mexicans. The, town did.have a positive

attitude towards education. People spent a lot of money on

education;

There were bad things that happened to Chicanos there, but

I was somewhat immune because I was a top student by the time I

was in high school and
any

sheltered me to some extent. I can't

say that I ever had any bad.experiences with teachers. I can't

say that I ever ran into p teacher that didn't like me. I was .a

quiet person and I'd do my, work and I wouldn't make any trouble.

By this time I was regularly working out in the fields, chopping

cotton,and I didn't know exactly what I wanted to "do but I knew

that I didn't want .to Avhop cotton the rest of my rife. I was

also helping my father as a carpenter on weekends: One semester

in my high ,school years my father had to go to work at 'another

location tb build a house, and I went with him. Grapes were.the

big industrychere, not cotton. I was put in a series of classes

and I kept getting 97's, 98's, 99's on my tests and in one class,

in biology, I kept getting B's. Finally a Mexican' guy went to

the teacher and said, "How come he is getting a B?" He said,
'

"Oh, that's because this isn't college prep. You can't get A's

if you're not in college' prep." And that's the firSt I'd ever

heard of college prep. The counselor had simply assumed: here's

another Mexican coming in for the grape harvest id this kid's

not going to go to college. I was never questioned as to. what I

wanted to take or%rhat my interests' were. Most of the Mexicans

saw School as é prison. They hated to go there. We were

punished for speaking Spanish on the school grounds, we were,

held after class or given detentiA.

Everybody hung around in cliques in high school. I just

hung around by myself. Dwas a pretty good athlete. But I never

went out for the school teams- though the coaches asked me to
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several times. Economically and scholastically, I. knew that it
didn't make any sense to go out for athletics. In class the
teachers would hand babk,the papers,in rank order, the highest
grade first. Everybody knew it was good to get the.first 'Paper,
it was notgood to get the last paper. In most of my classes I
got the first paper., I was the only Mexican that did that, and ,

so I got a lot of support from the.other Mexicans because I could
compete with the whites. I didn't really appreciate that until
later. I always shared the inferidrity,complex that Mexicans
had, that we weren't as good as those' whites. It was in junior
college that I realized that Lcould compete. In fact I was the
oompetition that other people were trying, to beat academically.

When I graduated from high.school, the teachers voted me`
the biggest '.,rophy. It was called the faculty cup. I was also
the firSt Mex'.can that got it. On the evp of getting this award
the principal went to the room I was in, and he asked to see me.
He said, "I'd l'.ke to congratulate you. ,You're the first one of
your race that's -ver won this award we're going to give." I was
quite surprised wizen I did get the award. Other people were
surprised too because outside of my own class, very few people
knew who I wa-A. I was simply another Mexican. In the freshman
ye'ar fifty percent of the student body was Mexican. By the
senior year when I graduated, of one hundred. and six people,
three of us were Mexican. We were all boys. -

I received awards at the end of high school, tot much money;
two hundred bucks or'something. But enough to make .my parents
see that something good might happen to me. I was recruited
from high school, and the junior college experience was 'very
good. It was a small junior college nearby. After every
semester they would.° post everybody's grade point average, in the
central quad . I.was glad to see that I was the'top person. I

got straight ,A's. My confidence was increasing, I thOught I
wanted to go into academics.

But pen at the end of the freshman year my plans althost
went down; the tubes. Because that summer, as in previous
summers, I had to go to the coast, as we called it. When
Mexicans say 't$o to ,the oast", that means you go. pick orchard
crops in San Jog or.Ukiah or wherever. My father actually
sent me Off so I' wouldn't enroll in college again. He said, "You
knoW, it's been fun, but therOs a lot of kids to support and you
should really go to work and help me." I remember' I cried and
cried one particular day. My mother said, "Quit sobbing--I never
did Want you to-go to college anyway. I told your father not to
let you go." She kept saying, this, but it was obvious to me that
she didn't mean it. Finally she said, "Look, maybe you'll.feel'
better if we let you go chAn for a couple of days and visit your
girlfriend." So I went down to the Greyhound station and the
teller told me, "What do1eu'want?" and I said, "I:want to buy 'a
ticket." She said, "One way or round trip?" My mother' was with
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me, and I said, "One, way,". .and my mother tapped me on the

shoulder andishe said, "You mean round trip, don't you?" And I

turned Co her and I said, "No, ma,'I mean one way." And she

said, "All right." And fight there "knew that she was'really on

my side. She..,immiy didn't want to go against my father because

in the Mexican famT104the father has the ultimate say. _So I went

and this was the day of registration for college. When I went

to face my father, as was his custom, he simply 'pretended that,

nothing had happened, and.we didn't have a 'discussion. From a

Mexican point of view, I abandoned my family. I was the oldest,

I-was the only boy at that time. Six women in the family, he had

it hard. But from the middle class American point Of view, the

attitude is nobody pbn tell you what to do, ictate the rest of

your life. I fought that idea, that I have a right to make as

much as I can of myself. I still feel a little bit of guilt

occasionally over that. But had I not done it, I'd still be in

the small town.

History was always my first love from the very beginning.

/But I was convinced that I had artistic talent and everybody kept

;telling me, you're an artist, you're an artist. .1 didn't enjoy

it that much, but I felt that I could make a living from it.' It

wasn't until I got to the state'college'that I made the switch

from art to history. s I won a scholarship 'and transferred to a'

four -year college, .
But I learned I couldn't finance -my way

hfough. I'd have to go on loans. This was hard to'accept,'but

Jar working at a grocery store for many hours, I\ realized that

school looks really good even if you go into debt. -Right from

the beginning I really liked the place.' 4 came into contact with,

people that were very different than any that I'd ever

experienced before, people that.had a lot,of money.

Here I'm going to school with people whose parents are

bankers, sprporation owners, 'people that would go. to Hawaii for

ChristMas-, people who would go to EOrope in the summer -routinely.

This was a real eye-opener to me. I had a girlfriend. Her

father owned a bank. We would argue; I finally alienated her

one day when I said, "Well, your philosophy is that people

should work for what they get,' people should merit what they get,

they should deserve what they get. And you go to Hawaii or you

go around the world in the summer. What have you dons to merit

.all of this? You've never worked ,a day in your 'life, not even

babysitting." She did begin to appreciate my philosophy: but I

dOn't think she liked it that much.

I was working and I was on scholarship and I was on loans,

and when I was going to college I gave my parents money. I'd go'

back in the stammer and whatever I'd made, I'd give them.

Working" out in the fields, I always wondered, God, how come

we're working opt here 'in *gust and getting up"at three o'clock

in the morning and it's four o'clock and it's still 104. And my

Sisters 'and I are working like dogs out here and We're making
4
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eightyfive cents an hour.' How come we're doing this? People,

would faint occasionally or get .stuhg by bees. And .at one
o'clOck, when you had to eat, you could hardly see yourself
getting back and chopping the cotton. So my socialist tendencies '

grew out of that experience. And when I went to junior college I
met an instructor who introduCed me to socialism as an
intellectual pursuit. ;He was one of the top teachers I've had.
So my studies have been the history of socialism. I've never
been an advocate, however, I'm not a cause person.

I graduated-and ,.I applied to grsduate school and got a
scholarship. The state university gave me moby. It was a good
scholarship. There was a very clear hierarchy at the state
rniversity in terms of history. I. was in. Latin American ihistory
initially. I was turned off Latin American, history,:because our
teachers asked only two questions: "What's. wrong with Latin
yerica?" and "What can we do to improve our foreign policy in
Liatin America?" We don't do that with Europe or with.,other
areas. FinaUy the thing that determined that I would switch was

.4344sii

this hierarchy. I thought 'I'd rather:be with the. top g p.'6

People would'practically sneer at you. Sa I shifted to Europe n
history, And I met a couple'of instructors that were absolutely
great instructors. I was interested in modern history so that

a lot of areas, Renaissance and so forte. \ I was
interested in the CathOlic Latin culture. The process of
elimination came down.totippain. Imade that decision, and it was
a great decision. I got a chance to live abroad two years doing
research. I was interested in Spanish sogtiallsm and that's what
I've researched. The book that I wrote I was really interested
in. Every moment that I spent on it Iwas-glad, I-was happy: ,.

.1.

I' never talked to my family about school. I went home
every summer "and I think my sisters vaguely knew that I was to
history. I don't think my parents really knew what my major was.
My mother had a thirdgrade educatibn. My 'father had a

fifthgrade edueation. My sisters had a' positive feeling about
what I was doing. My father' had a positive feeling, although I.
don't think he liked to adMit it. When I would go', homea11of.
his friends would say, "He really talks a lot about you, s.1, ys

you're doing great," but he woOnt never tell me anything like
that. I was known as "professof" around town. All Mexicans have
nicknames. I was the professor because I had gone to college.

Once when I was going to the university I didn't have a

'means of transportation and I absolutely had to be there for
classes the next day . My father got up at two o'clock and he
proceeded to drive me_all the toy. It was'a four and a half hour
drive, and he was dying of sleep. But he drove ine there, and I
asked him to "come in, pa, and go to sleep." No, he had to drive
back and go towork.- I remember thOse things.
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The most exciting part of graduate. :/..7,I was'being a

teaching assistant. I didn't. think I'dli 4 ' ,t,ing. I went

into it thinking about research. 4 I'll tea, ':9 that's part

of the je4i, you've got to ltamp to do that !. _1 get to _the,

goad part. I was., surprised' that I could gay fore thirty

people and have something to say. In the etiviro [ came from

being vocal is very unimportant. Keeping'your :,, :1,:.. shut; they
.../

A
strong silent type, was ideal. 0

. .

.
.

.

At the-university it.was assumed thatyou wanted'to teach

college. They didn't-assume that you wanted to go out and do,

anything else. They didn't assume that you'd wan: to go out and

teach at a junior college. We never talked a--qA it, Out I'm

AP
sure there would have been'a strong. prejudice agat that: It '

was "go out and get.a job at a college." It had been a feasible

goal; -if you got your'Ph.D. you had a reasOnably-gOod chande_of

going out and getting a college,job..
i

.

, '..

g
.

When I got out in '71, I would have liked to go to a

four-year school. I wrote alot 4fletters.,,-It was very har3rin

'71, and I wrote,over'one hundred letterS.' I recei'ved job offers,

- frort three junior.: colleges: Lain got an interview,at: a

,university. Evidently the chancellor said, "Listen,'all things

being equal, if you get a minority.,. eve him .a break." But

these historians wanted to'establish,their, independence. Plus,

they, had a man there who was on-a one-year sabbatical repladement

. whom they. all.favored. I got a very bad reception. They almost

didn't want to.even talk to me`. And they Proceeded to give me' a

Th.C..examination. I was amazed. I" noted Opt of hostility, and

I just didn't know why. The chairman .seemed to favor me, but he

was. the only one, I know that being of Mexican background

helfped me get this job at the community college, thought think

it was also who I knew. You can talk about-affirmative. action,

or the -most qualified, but the 44 buddy system is still there

when all is said and done.

When I first came here, I thought.it was. just a'stepping

stone. I'd been trained to do research . Nobody talked about

preparing you to teaah -at a junior College, But the job market

started to decline. I thought, wel.14.if things are starting to

,go downhill, maybe with thekaisfrrmative action program I'm

probably still in Wetter shape than,most people are. It'didn't

turn out that way. The first offer was a couple of years after I

started here. A private college Contacted me. , Infthis case I

was in the driver's seat. They had good students. -.. It looked

like 'a college camUs, the ideal. .I don't-think they leveled

''with me totally on the fact that they were trying to .get

minorities, they down-played that part. But I suspected that I

could be the first tote fired if they had financial problems.

So in the back of my mind was that if I got this job, I was %.

leaving the security of the junior college where the future

looked fairly bright for a small college where the economic

future didn't look all that bright. SoI turned' it'down. A.
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couple of ''.years later a professor I'd admired at -my college

wrote me a letter saying they were. looking for a person at the
university he'd moved to. It was halftime in the- history
department. They were looking for; a person that had

administrative abilities to work with.minorities. I got a little
bit excited about it but not all that much. A series of letters
were exchanged with a lot of different Teople and .then they had

some problems of their own. I kept thinking .I dbn't really want
to be an administrator. And so it fell through.

When I 'first came here I taught Western Civilization,
European ilistory; I also taught. a couple of courses. in

MexicanAmerican History.. I like ethnic studies. P.ve lsarned,
.that every group of people has a history that's equally valid. I

find that in this particular class I'm able to use a lot of my

own-experiences as illustrations. I started to branch'out to
American History about 'five years ago, the History of. the
American West, TransMississippi West. The bulk of my.reading is
in American history, at this stage of my career. - I've come
around to something I never thought 'would ever happen--to be

interested in all, kinds of history. I'm fortunate in that'I'm

one of the few peoplein the'department who are stilt able to
teach all their classesin one discipline. I see myself as-a,'
historian. Historian is the right word. Not just'-a Wistory
teacher bebause published. I think that's the distinction.
between .being a' teacher of history and' a historian, and I've

always wanted to be a historian.:

I alWays leafning new things.- I'mattracted by ideas'
and by books, so'i .always wanted to be a student I couldn't

believe that, someone would pay you to learn the rest of your

life. I was also attracted by the idea that a teacher had some

prestigein the community: As I. was growing up in the fifties
and sixties I think there's very ,little doubt that a .teacher was
a figure that had, some status'in the community. ._Certainly
teachers had status in my eyes, and I. wanted tobe like thbm.

Teaching was also a way of aohiev.ing social economic mobility;
being a teacher was a way for a person that didn!t have very much°
status to rise.

When I. got the offers at the junior colleges wasn't.all

that enthralled because "knew that they didn't really care what
kind of research you did,,nor did most junior colleges do
anything to encourage your research. They 'Were interested klmost

totally in the teaching aspect. So the teaching has become

important once I left the university, once I got here, end I'm
very conscientious in terms of work. I concentrated on teaching
because that was my-responsibility, because that was what the jOb

. entailed. And I've become a good teacher. I'Mnot the best, and
I'm not the worst either. I feel a responsibility to teaching;
I've cultivated the craft.
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At the' University, even though the emphasistwas not on

teaching, I .had some great teachers. The best teachers were the

beSt researchers. Mb.rt people- don't realize that. They think

it's either-or. Once I got to the junior college I decided

maybe I can fall into that same category. I always go in

.prepared. The lezture is always well organized, and in 'all my

years of teaching here 've always given back papers that are t

received at the next class meeting. expect a lot from the

students. I have to.teach by example. So° I've been very

-'-conscientious. .It's gotten to the point where I actually like

teaching. At first I was kind of afraid of it and I certainly

was not enthusiastic about it, but as time has gone by I like

getting in front of- thirty people,now.

I always make extensive notations .,)bn'the blue,books. I've

never ,in my life given an objective iexame true and! false, or

short answer or whatever because at a junior college you're

trying tb teach people things. beyond- subject matter, you're

trying to teach them 'reponsibility , you're trying to teach them

to communicate in written form and also verbally. It's possible

'to not know your students and not know anything that they've done

if yob, db true or =false .trypes of exams two or three times a

semesteij. I like to.see what peOple have done, what they're

capabld'of,doing. I like to see if my past evaluation of them

was correct or not. The' strength of my approach is that people,

4
when they come out-of my course,' they'feel they did indeed learn

about the,subjeet mattei,

I.was.t firsb one in history to get a Ph.D. And people

Would .make jokes about Ph.D.'s which displayed a kind of envy or

hostility 'Taut they were very rare, two or three times a year.

In mly, own discipline.; in history, half of my colleagues came to

junior college from local high schools and they considered it a

big-break to come to the.junior college. And the other half were

people like me, people that went to the university, who thought

they were going to do university work, and,who more or less

stepped down to the junior college. We , assume we are

professional and we're going.to.teach the way we've been taught

to teach. I .could be misreading it.. This isn't the kind of

conversation I have with my colleagues in history. When I first

came here, I gave seven F's the first semester.. .I was here, and I

had three br four people come up to me and say, "We don't give

F's at this school. What do you think you're doing, this is a

junior college, we don't give ''s, are you trying to hurt the

students or what?" As time goes by I've become less uptight in

terms of standards.

. I make friends with some of the students. A lot of our

students are older here. Some of these peoplglare doctors, their

wives, corporation owners. So we're not simp y talking about an

18-year-old kid,although I've made a good number of friends with

people that were quite young. I find that as time goes by I'm

1( ,
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more and Inore beginning to be perceived as a father image. Some .

of the students seek me out, come to my offide, because I remind
them of an uncle that they had back in New Jersey. I fulfill a'

function in their lives more than simply -teaching them history,
and it's a role I , after thinking about it I kind of like. I

tend to cultivate a friendship with people that perform well in
my classes . One student wound up taking three or four courses
from me, he always performed well.- I wrote letters of
recommendation for him, got him into the university and at the
university he blossomed. He graduated, he'd become a history
major, he knew all the big names, he'd taken all these courses,
he'd done what I counselled him to do. Another individual was
an Italian kid from Connecticut who maintained that I looked a
lot like one of his relatives. He too went on to a university.
Almost all the kids that I maintained this kind of relationship
With are people that would go on to universities, people.that I.
guess_ want to emulate what I've done to some extent.

I' try to maintain an interest in research. But now it's
downright difficult to go home and work on an article or

whatever. It' not my most important priority. I'd rather go
'home and read a textbook so I can prepare a lecture. But I still
think it's important to maintain an interest in research and even
in publishing if possible, though I think those are two different
categories.

Half of the students are really interested in history.
They want to know who the great historians were, who Edward
Gibbon was and what historians have said about Gibbon. The other
half don't want to pursue it that far, but-the more I research

the more 'm able to satisfy their curiosity. Historiography is
simply more than history; I think they do in "fact see me as a

historian. They make a distinction between having a Ph.D. and
not. I think they're all aware of that, who has Ph.D's and who
doesn't; and sometimes for the wrong reasons they think it's
important that ,you -have a Ph.D. Most students, all things
considered, would rather take a class from somebody that was very
knowledgeable about the field rather than somebody who has a

passing interest in that field.

With students to have a Ph.D. is really helpful to me to
maintain credibility, 'which I find I have to do being Mexican. I

think there are a, lot of people that assume that anybody with a
Latin last name or any Black instructor got the job because of
affirmative action. They don't really belong here, they got a

break, and maybe they're not as competent as other people. So
having a Ph.D. breaks down the, kind of resistance that you might
encounter. I know that there are a lot of student 'here that,
have never had a Black teacher or a Mexican teacher so there's a
certain responsibility that goes along with it. Many off them

will get a positive or negative attitude of Mexicans beCause of
the way that I come across in the classroom possibly, seeing how
a lot of these kids have never seen a Mexican. So I. want to
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project a professional image and I want them to know that I have

a Ph.D.

My colleagues have at ambiifalent attitude about the Ph.Dc

Most of them started Ph.D. programs and for some reason they had

to drop out. They're here and they realize they're going to be

here, they're not going to go back to graduate school and get

that Ph.D. I appreciate something I couldn't ten years ago: as

in most professions, after your mid-thirties you realize that

whatever you're doing now is probably what you're going .to be

doing for the rest of your working life. I'm beginning to feel

maybe a little bit that way. I'm beginning to feel that maybe I

really ought to get that book out and published because nobody

cares what you did ten years ago or even five years ago, they

want to know what you're doing now. I don't think that simply

teaching in the classroom and being conscientious is enough. I

wouldn't be satisfied just being a history teacher. Therefore I

think that research at the very least is important. You have to

get out and go to professional meetings and go to seminars and

talk and get involved in intellectual discussions and do things

that are difficult in this environment now.

In the past few years the most important things that have

happened to me were the two summer seminars I went to. In the

first one I was the youngest member of the seminar. I was the

only junior college member. Everybody else taught at a'four-year

school. The seminar lasted two months and I came back and

incorporated /a lot' of that stuff into my'classes. What I'm

proposing to do on my sabbatical stems directly from that

experience. It really recharges my battery and I started to

remember what universities wee like again. I think I had almost

forgotten.

Some teachers like to' 'work with real dole- and -out types of

students. They came into teaching because they wanted to help

people. The subject matter is secondary. I never came anywhere

near L:;at perspective which I think is a good perspective,

espec..'4 for this level. I find that in all ,my years of

teaching I feel possibly more positive now than any time in the

past. Instead of getting burned out or feeling that I made the ik

wrong career choice, the more time goes by the better .1 feel

about this particular line;of work. I see it as a profession,

and it's permitted me to do a lot of things that I think are

important. My priorities include being involved with ideas and

being a student for the rest of my life . To be good at it you

have to continually read. Teaching has permitted me to learn

more and more, to become More knowledgeable. It's also permitted

a great deal of leisure . We have three months and we have a big

holiday for Christmas, for Easter, and the leisure I enjoy. I've

taken advantage of the time for the most part to travel. Even

initially I had some pretty positive feelings because I had been

to jdnior college, unlike a lot of teachers here who never went
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to junior college, didn't know anything about a junior college,
and didn't know anybody that went to a junior college. Many of
them I think felt thqt s was a step down. My wife initially
felt something like this; he'd never been to junior college nor
did she know anybody'L,t t attended one. But mny attitude was
always different than ers because I'd been through this kind o
a system and I'd remembered that some of my, better teachers wer
junior college instructors. So the feelings were not at all
negative.. But I was ambitious. I wanted to go to ,a university:

I took.part in these two seminars,that I've alluded to
with twentyfour individuals from different academic bpckgrounds,
it became evident to me that the junior college, especially the
one that I was at, had a lot to offer., Talking to some of my
colleagues that went to colleges, you also learn that many of
them are bogged down with committees, with publish or perish.
That university setting doesn't look nearly as attractive as it
did ten or fifteen years ago. On the other hand, the junior
college looks pretty good to me. The security here is, I

suppose, a very big thing.

Some of the colleagues that I socialize with may know abodt
.my work; but even within the history group, most people don't
know that I've published anything. Some of my other colleagues
have published and I'm aware .of what they've done. I've gone out
and bought their books and I've read them, but we hardly ever
have occasion to talk about subject matter in that way. I read
my colleagues' books because I think it's professional courtesy.
It's something--if you're working with somebody--you should know
what they're doing and become knowledgeable about it. A few
years ago there was a display of faculty publications thatvwas
quite- nice. There were fifteen Or twenty books there, but
there's no tremendous emphasis in that 'regard. You're not
encouraged to do it, it's not expected, it's not part of your
job. Also the economic situation has forced a lot of people to
moonlight. Most of my.colleagues,' they say, we're not monks, we
didn't come here because we want to.lead an austere life and
devote ourselves to whatever, and I can underStand that
viewpoint. We're not monks. But, given the background I come
from, I hardly see this as a monastic' A junior college
like this one--and this ones better than roost - -I really think
does not stimulate' the faculty intellectually. There's very
little encouragement. At the same time I don't feel that A

.discourages it. The opportunities are available if one is
willing to pursue them. I think the initiative has to come from
individuals.I don't complain about it because I think it's the
individual. If you really want to do it, I suppose you'll do'it.

I mentioned to youefore .that from one point of view this
is almost a vocational school because maybe eighty percent of ,the
students do not transfer to fouryear schools. I think that the
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emphasis should be on teaching. If you want .a democratic

educational system then the one we have is pretty good I think.

I've been in Europe and I know the pitfalls of other systems.

Most of the university students are already convinced that

knowledge is power. ,But at a junior college there's a lot of

students that come here because their parents said come here.

It's unfortunate to teach a history course where about half of

the students are in that category. .I pride myself on being

realistic, I try not to be too clinical. They come into your

classroom but you've got to see it as an opportunity to acquaint

them with certain ideas even though they're resisting them.

That's a real challenge, you know, to do that, even that little

bit.

Times have changed too. We often forget that students are

different now than they were fifteen years ago. Even if I went

`back to the university I think there would he a difference'.

They're not going to necessarily want to put in seventy hours a

week of studying. Maybe they didn't want to fifteen years ago

but they did, it. There's also a generation gap. This is kind of

'a market place. I know that if I'm going to assign seven books H

semester instead of three that there will be a good number .of

students that'll say, "Hey, wait a minute, this other teacher is

teaching the same class, he's only got three books." Now they're

not going to ask, is he trying to acquaint me with new ideas or

what is the value of this hook. They don't want to go beyond

th'e stage of there's seven books versus three books,, and if I

assign those seven bocOcs I'm gonna have half the number 'of

students. I think that's sad, you know, because that v4asn,!t the

case at the university where most people actually appreciated the

efforts of the instructor to deal with ideas. It's' sad, but you

have to deal with it. .I can't afford to wind,Up with under

twenty students: The administrators- alwayS talk about

intellectual integrity, integrity in the course and all,that.

They never tell us; "It's a Matter of.bodies, keep them in"." But'

I knoW they don't like to see declining enr011ment: add most

teachers. are confused because they're' getting both of these

messages. Of course integrity-is important. At the same time

we've got to do something to maintain the student numbers.

Ten percent of our faculty is Black or Mexican. There are

a few Asians. I was made advisor to th'e Mexican American Club

years ago when Students were fairly militant, especially Chicano

students. I was asked to give a speeCh and be candid. I went up

and -gave a speech and said, "You know/ I'm here to teach students

primarily, not necessarily Mexican. students." 'So my orientation

,was significantly different- Yet the stUents there. were very

positive about my orientation. A-couple of my colleagues that

were there, on the other hand, felt that I was'selling out. "How

can yo6 .say something like that?", was the way' they put it, and

one of them is always spurring me bn, saying, ''You know, you need

to make more of a commitment/in terms of your .race." In the

seventies-we were often asked,.what have you done for your race
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today? He still maintains that orientation a little bit. I

never really maintained it, in part because of my, training. It
was an academic training, a training in history. It's hard to
mouth easy slogans if for ten years you've. had this kind of
academic training. At the same time I see myself as adhering to
the Chicano movement. I agree with most of the aims of the
Chicano movement. At first I had difficulties because in the
area I came from, "Chicano" was a bad word. "MexicanAmerican"

./was the right word. I've come to accept "Chicano." At th,-.!

beginning I was considered more conservative. Now I think by
most of my students I'm considered more radical. Nobody wants to
hear about affirmative action or prejudice or discrimination or
the fact that we don't have ,enough Mexicans or that the
university only has two percent Chicano students. That kind of
information is not that desirable today, especially by people
that are not Chicano.' I still give that kind of information. My'
ideas on race and on other things haven't changed significantly
since I was in high schOol; sometimes they're popular and
sometimes they're not.

Being Mexican was,' through most of my life, probably a
detriment. At this level it is a positive thing, because that's
what differentiates me from other teachersin the minds of many
students, that I come frbm a Mexican background, also a lower

,class background. I've learned that the background has been
positive in terms of teaching, that I can get their interest,
whereas I might not be able; to if I mirrored 'their background.
At the same time I try not to overdo it, try to maintain a sense
of balance, because rthink that's being professional. I don't
believe in using' the classroom to get people to march for a
lettuce strike or this or that. My colleague's position which I
can appreciate is that school is not an ivory tower, that it's
'part of society. I mentioned that even in high school I was a
loner. I didn't hang around with the groups, I did not take a
position' that was popular with ether people, and so I don't feel
badly.

I am aware:Cr race. I didn't marry a Mexican. My kids are
not totally Mexican. I'm aware of all of that. In my own
personal life many of the faculty members see me as a

representative of Mexican Americans and 'many of them erroneously
believe (and I've stopped trying to convince them that I'm not
all that typical) that what I think about Cesar Chavez, or
whatever, is what all Mexicans think. The group of people that I
come froM is very diverse in terms of backgrounds, and certainly
few Mexicans are in the same situation that I'm in right now. I

also. try to make students aware of their stereotypes: the
Mexican is illiterate, a dropout from education, a low rider,
and speaks in a funny dialogue. And -,so I perform .a positive
service just by being he?.e. People come up to me and say,
"You're Italian, aren't you?", or."You're Portuguese." They
assume I'm not Mexican "because you're not at all like a low
rider,.".and after aw4le I think ,it occurs to many people that
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the majority of Mexican people are not low riders, that .indeed if

I'm not typically Mexican, I'm not all that atypical either. I

think people like me do play a positive role at this level simply

by being here.
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Profile

ROBERT THATCHER

(Robert Thatcher is in his forties and teaches physics in a
California community college. We interviewed him for all three
interviews in his office at the college during the summer of
1981.)

There were five of us in the family, three boys, two girls.
I was the fourth. We were about a year and a half apart. My
father worked in an automobile plant. He was a person who

detested, being in a situation where people weren't doing
anything. He stayed away from the projects; government
subsidized or supported housing. He felt that an idle mind was
the devil's workshop. When we came in from school if we didn't
have anything to do he always kept a batch of ground to dig in.

He would say, "Go out and dig up the garden." We just didn't sit

around. On weekends or during the summer vacations we didn't

sleep in. Everybody got up when he got up and he never Aid sleep
in. Eight o'clock everybody was up. Well, what are welgoing to
do when we get up? Stand up, stand around, go out and dig up the
garden. He told us, "When you graduate from high school you can

stay here, but you're going to work. You're not going to stay

here free and you will go to church on Sunday. You can stay out

all night. Sunday morning you will be in church and you're not
going to sleep in church."

I think my mother had greater impact in terms of us growing
up. She didn't work , oh, up until we were in junior high

school. She was home, which I think was very important. The

family stayed together., sat down to eat together. We all sat

down and had dinner or breakfast or whatever; it was strictly a
family setting and my father maintained a very strong hand in the
family. He controlled the money. He controlled the decisions,

the whole bit, but in a lot of cases my mother had a better

knack for making decisions and sometimes it would take a'good

argument before he would finally admit to what she was

suggesting. She was not a partygoer or drinker or smoker.

Very religious but not fanatical, tried to be very broadminded,
but very firm, didn't take any talking back. If she said do

something, you did it. She was a strong believer in discipline.

If she told us to come back at a certain time, we did come back.
The oldest boy was responsible for the others. I guess he played

kind of the role of the babysitter when she was gone because he

was in charge. He disciplined us if need be.
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Most of my life I've lived in an integrated city. We had to

just abdut fight our way to school, fight our way back. Living

in the city you had t the gangs that would have certain

territories, based on streets. I think the Black and white kids

got along pretty well together. L didn't sense having any

problems in the school. other than an occasional Tight but that

could be with either a BlaOk or a white student: But I think the

key thing was we had teachers who really believed in the three

R's . I .learned how to read very early,. I did arithmetic very

early. When we came home we, had to bring books home. I mean,

you didn't come home without a'book.I think the thing that helped

us through was the fact that by cis being good kids, the white

teachers took more time with us. We were good students, we were

in class all the time, we were fed when we came to school. .We

just weren't problem kids 'and we sort of blended, in- with 'the

white students.

In junior high school and high school I never was absent

the whole time. When I went to junior high school I got into the

tracking program. I would look forward to getting into a shop

class. First time where you could really makesomething and have

the necessary tools to make whatever you wanted to make. I was

always mechanically inclined, putting bicycles together , fixing

things, soda shop for me was sort of a natural. I didn't look at

it as beingtracked because it was something I did enjoy. ,The

notion of racism wasn't there. You didn't have the idea that

Blacks were being placed in certain places. Older people might

have known but it. really wasn't something you talked about. All

your buddies are taking shop and in some cases counselors are

suggesting this is a good class to take. You realty didn't look

at it in terms of sort of a deliberate effort. One reason I had

so much success in shop was because I knew how to read, I knew

how to do my arithmetic, and so when we had to measure things,

had to\draw things, that really wasn't difficult for me. I took

mechanical drawing,' drafting, Tor the first time in junior high

school. 'Very good in. that, and again, a lot of encouragement

from teachers. Never a 'discipline problem because I knew what

was waiting for me at home.

,r

In high school I discovered that especially in'chemistry

a lot of Black Students had trouble *Id I was the only Black

chemistry person that just zipped right through. So they began

to look at me as a little brain and that was something that kfnda

'made my head swell a little bit. In the high school, again, the

shop program. I took my first science class in eleventh grade.

It was a general science class. I took chemistry as a senior and

I think I had an A in chemistry. I think that the important

thing, though, some of the people that were in those classes were

college prep people and I sensed that I was able to compete with

them and I began to feel that maybe I wasn't so dumb after all,

maybe I could handle' some of the college work, and that's what

sort of got things started. But in general, most of my schooling

involved shop courses- -wood shop, metal shop, crafts. I was very
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good at those. Probably bad I felt that jobAapportunitieswera
there, I might have gone into one of *those areas. But at that
time you were talking about getting a job in the private sector,
and those jobs were not readily available, crafts jobs in the

private sector for Blacks: So even though I was a good cabinet
maker, even though I was good in radio shop, there were no images
out there with us working in those areas and so had to look at
something where I saw Blacks working. The teaching profession
was one of the few,areas where Blacks were,'and most of us were
in the elementary schools or teaching the mentallyretarded
classds.

I think probably I was kind of the clown in my classes when
I went. to high school. It was the only high school in the city,

so you had,,a much higher composition of white students and

you've got Blacks in white classes and I was ,still a good

student, but I was kind of the clown. But never to the point
where I would be sent out of the class or sent to the dean or
anything like that. I knew how far I could go. In English I

remember reading a story about how in every group there's always
a clown and I can remember very vividly the class turning around
and looking at me and saying, "He's the c 'Pown in our class." I

think that was the first time I really got serious about school
even though I was not then in a college prep program.

4

I really became more aware of racism.when I went to college.
In high school I guess I thought I was just a student. In some

of the shop classes I gravitated.towards the more productive
'students that were, more into school. When. I went into the

cdtege prep program in my senor year you're looking at

basically white students. At that time there were very few

Blacks in professional jobs that welsaw. So you either had to go
to work for theauto plant or dig ditches or something like that
unless you had some skills. The notion of getting a college.

degree was embedded in my mind. I was told that the classes
would be "too difficult," they would require "too much studying,"
and I "wouldn't be able to handle" those classes. I had a

counselor I can remember vividly. I went in and he saw the

algebra, the French and the chemistry and he said, "There's no
way you're going to pass those courses. You just don't have the

background." But I still insisted on taking the courses and he
said, 'Well, O.K., but Nu know you're going to have problems."
He tried to discourage me. He didn't prevent me from taking

them but he really talked to me very strongly not to take the

courses. It was kind of typical; there were same Blacks in

college prep classes but not a large number.

But I saw people that I'd taken classes with in the college

prep programs. There was a white student; he and I were good
buddies and we took math classes in junior high school together

and I always got a better grade than he did. In high school he
and I had classes together and I'm feeling that I'm just as good
academically as he is. And so I think, when you get other
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students that are taking those courses, to me that's much more of,

a driving force than what the counselor is saying. Any time you

move into a college prep class you feel you're the bottom. If

you're Black, you're going to always have the 'worst paper in the

class; it's only after the first few exams that-you dis.59ver, that

you're not the worst in the class.

My parents had already told me I wasn't going to stay home

unless I did something, 'so ;college was the 'alternative. My

father didn't really have a lot of high aspirations for college.

At that time, my mother ,was doing day work cleaning houses for

professors. They would always ask about the kids. She was'

.always coming home talking about the prOfessors, about school,

and on several occasions I did go over and help her and the

people would talk to me: "What are you going to do? What are you

taking ,in college?" They would suggest, have you thought about

being this or have you thought about being that. ,No--but maybe

that's what I ought to start'saying.

I think my first year in college was a kind of a discovery

period. It was a top community college in the area. They

demanded quite a bit from you: I took- an exam, an aptitude

test. As a consequence of the test they said I didn't even

belong 'in college,. that I had probably no chance of succeeding at

the junior college.. That really didn't discourage me because

-when I took the' test, I looked at what. --I "didn't do or didn't know

more in terms of not having been expo/Sed to that, rather than not

being able to do that. This counselor, she talked very strongly

against my,:even going to college. She suggesited that maybe I

should consider going to trade school. But again my

rationalization was that-1 didn't have the background. I mean

you ask me to do something in three' dimensions. Now what the

hell is three dimensions? You ask me something about physics, I

had general science. If I didn't have the exposure how was I

able to answer the questions? I think another thing that

improbably hurt was not haying college prep English. How did I

know I was.a slow reader? I got an A in all the English courses

I took but no one told me those were the wrong English courses.

They ask you to write'a composition. I write a paragraph--three

or four sentences. Well, they looked at that; this person

doesn't know how to write. Who has taught me how to write? I

mean, writing to me was three or four sentences. Because at most

the questions'had about that much space for the answers. So how

was I supposed to know how to write a twoID-age composition in my

first English class at college?

I had an instructor [at the community college] that. was

about the toughest instructor and that was the best thing that

could have happened to me. First composition, got, an F, flat F.

I would 'go in and talk with him and say, "Why?" and he would sit

down with me and point out what I had done wrong. He outlined

several kinds of things for me and-said, "Now each time you write

a composition you want to try to keep it in this sequence." On
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the next test I got a D . I ended up getting a verj weak C in
the class but that was the' proudest grade I ha* ever gotten. 11

If youwant to talk about some Ilighlights.of my schooliv,
it's not what happened in elementary, junior high, and senior
high. It started at community college. A second Instructor was
there, the worst instructor that I ever encountered in terms of
knowing how to deal 'with.people ,on a humanistic level but an
excellent. mathematician. He taug1t me, "If you don't doyour
homework don't come to class, or if you do come to class_don't
ask any questions because you're wasting my time." He was an
instructor who didn't really worry about feelings. He wanted you.
to learn mathematics. He had no feelings about students'
feelings. He would embarrass, he would put you down.. At the
time.it was probably my first sensing of racism because I felt
that he did not like me period. I discovered later that he
didn't like Black' students. I was the only Black in his class,
probably one of the few Blacks to get through the calculus,
sequence at college.'

[When I transferred to] the state college, I was not

taking any social_ science classes, wasn't taking any history

classes, and all my electives were technical classes. So I

didn't get that daily bombardment err What the white man is doing
and probably I might have been more sensitive to the notion of
racism, even in high school, had I been in those types of

classes. But being in technical classes you just don't address
yourself to community problems, social problems. It was at that
point :that I really began to perk up more in terms of what's
going on around me, but still didn't ve anything to feed on
because the technical classes were requiring so much time and
effort. The teachers that I had were very good teachers. I mean

in most cases being the only Black in my class was really no

problem. It was only when I was a senior that I really had a
problem. I had an instructor in my physical science class. I

was the only 'Black in the class. That might have been the low
point of my educational experience because he seemed to have been
on me every day. 'That damn instructor wouldn't ask anybody a

question but me. He would just grill me--and not on one
occasion but on numerous occasions. Several of the people came
over and said, "He doesn't like you." BLit I still didn't use the
term racism. I just felt that he didn't like me.

There was a physics professor who was probably
instrumentalin, my finishing the degree at the state college.
Not knowing anybody, I was re lly afraid to go in to talk to
IZanybody. But.he took the 'tiative, you know, very open in
terms of saying, "If you'rePhaving problems, why don't you come
in?" At the state college that was the only instructor that I

ever visited. It was tough for me in college, very tough.

I didn't think either of my parents really understood what

finishing college or what going to college was all about. My
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father, when I got my A.A. from the community said,

"Well, are you finished now?" I said, ."No, I got other one to

go." And he said, " What areyou going to do 'with that. one?

What can you do now?" You know, the notion that college prepared.

'you for a job wasn't clear to my parents.- I mean, how can a

college degree prepare y6u for worktng on the assembly lines?

Some of the people that Tused.to know used to criticize me all

the time about "why are you in school?" "Boy, yo'u just don't

want to work, that's why you're.in schdol." And I said, "Well,

I'm going to get a job when I get out." "What kind of job are

you going, to get?" "Oh," .I said, , "probably an engineer or

something." "What'i an engineer?" You know, .they just had no

notion of what college was all about. Sometimes you look at

yourself as being sort of a pioneer. Iwas the first, in my

family to get a college degree.

I was working for the post office. I think the post office

is really what told ,me I'd better get something out of college

because it was my. second.year at/community college 'that I got a

job at the post office. I hated it. I could see the games that

they were playing. Blacks qualified that they were passing over.

I hated the post office with a passion. I could walk in--just the

smell of the mail! God, that did more'in terms of my staying in

school and deciding about dOing something than any person could

have done. I saw college as important.

Very few of the people that I was around at that,time said

too much about teaching. It was engineering. Now again, this

was basically white students that I .was around. Teaching was not

one of the . talkedabout professions, .which is kind of

ppfe sio, that most Blacks talked about. When I went to the
inter sting. to, theing. That tends to be' the profession, or used

statepollege.'I continued in the engineering program but'

concentNted mostly on physics courses. I also began to, work

more in community programs, began to do some tutorial work. I

think the church that I was attending at the time was getting a

tutorial program going. I began to feel pretty good about

working With people. was beginning to get some recognition

from Blacks and r think from whites. They were mostly baffled.

Here this Black is studying physics and chemistry.

I declared the major in physicL I worked very hard in

school. It wasn't something that was easy for me. A typical

schedule, a daily routine might be: I had an eight o'clock class.

I went to school from eight to twelve. I ad to go to work at

.twelve thirty. I would make sure I had my unch with me and I

would eat on the run. My advisor at the time was a pretty easywri

person to talk to. After telling him what I was doing on the

side in terms of community work, he suggested that I might look

at tqaphing in terms of a profession, if I enjoyed it. After

graduating I went back in the Teacher Ed Program and I spent a

year in the program. Each year.at the end of their program,

the professors would have a big party. The year that I went
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through I -thought they didn't have the ;party Icat, I discovered

-about a year later that they did have the party but I wasn't
invited.

. In my-last Semester at college I was student teaching. My

cooperatini; teacher was a very good science instructor, very

talented and 'knew how to work with people . We would sit down

and talk. First time I taught in ad'all-white setting. My first
three weeks I could barely eat, I was so tense. The master
teacher sensed that I was tense. He said, "You got to relax." I

kept saying, "I am relaxed." He said, KLook, I'll let you
wort in the class a few days by yourself, then I'll come back and
help you or point out certain things." I told him to be really
up front: "If I've got a problem,. let me know what the problem
iskdon't mislead me or give'' to the impression that I'm doing a
good job when you damn well know I'm not." One day out of the
clear blue sky he asked me *whether or not I was interested in
teaching on a regular basis. The teachers at college said that
if you're offered a job, don't' worry about what grade level-, the
important thing is getting into the system. He asked me; how did
I feel about a junior high school, and about three weeks later I,
was hired before I even finished the program.

I taught there a'year and a half. Then I taught at the

high school for two years. While I was teaching there I

probably can on two fingers the number of students I sent

to the dean. here was one student who was a hostile son of a
gun. He had a lot of problems and I kind of sensed that. I mean
he would walk in'ready to explode. I made him my helpet.' He was
good on some days and other days he'd come in and he was hottile
as'hell. He had the fear in everybody's heart. I mean he just
got to the point'where I had to say something to him. I did.. He

jumped up in the middle of class and he said, "You Black son of a.
bitch!" I mean this is before the class. I didn't come back
exploding at him. He stormed out of the class. I really

didn't know what to expect and after school he came in and he '

apologized. I said I knew something was.,,bothering him. He said

that his father passed that morning. Wesatand talked. He

came back the next day. He apologized to the class. From that

time we continued to have a pngtty good relAionship.

I left that high school because. I couldn't teach beyond.

general science. The chemistry and physics, the llth. and 12th
grade classes, were reserved for these two instructors. So when

I went in and I just categorically atked'(this was the end of the
second.year, I had put in for it.twice): "I know ,I don't have

Physics fOr this coming year, but can I teach it the following

.year?" The chairman said "No." I said, "What about the

following year?" She said, "No.," I said, "Will I have a chance
to teach it?" She said, "No, you're very sue6essful at the level
that you're teaching. You Work extremely well with general

science people and these other instructors don't have the

patience to work with them." Hell, I thought,' if I develop
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pat'ience to work with general science' people, other people

should develop patience. So I said, " O.K." and I left; I went

right over to another high school and I talked with the, principal

there. He assured me that all instructors would have an equal

chance teaching any level. I taught there two years.

This ispthe mid - sixties, the height of the riots, the

Black consciousness.,, Some of it was spilling over into the

schools. I was able to establish, excellent rapport with both

Blacks and whites. I almost satched over to the social sciences

because I started being a guest speaker in various classes there

and I attended a conference in which I was the guest speaker and

I started reading a lot of books on Black history. But I still

stayed with the physics. I sponsored .the Black Students' Union

there at the high school. They wanted to march out, boycott, but

each time they talked about doing things like that, I wanted to.-

know,,PO.K., what do you want to boycott for?" "Well, they won't

let .us have our natural combs." "But we're not coming here to

look good. We're coming here to learn." "Well, they're not

serving soul food in the cafeteria." "But if they served soul

food you might not even eat it. If you.re going to,march out,

march out because they're not teaching Black history in the

classrooms, and they don't have any books in the library. March,

out for that reason."

I had just, about finished my course work for the Master's

in physics and I was thinking about dropping out_of the program

because I wanted to become more involved with Black Studies.

My advisor said, "Don't do it.. You can make a much bigger

contribution staying in physics. You would be more of a symbol,

more of.a model, because there aren't that many Blacks in

physics. You've got enough- Blacks in history and social

sciences that can do what you want to do." And I said, '"I still

feel that I should be making a contribution to society or to the

Black community." And we had several conversations. "Let me

suggest this," he said, "You go ahead and finish the program, and

then if you don't want to use the Master's, it's O.K., bat if you

decide to use it, you have it." I decided to go ahead and

finish. I think that was t e best. advice that was given to me.

When .I applied at is community college I tried to do my

homework in terms of making sure I was acquainted with the

community. If I reached the interviewing stage I. would have some

sort of understanding, some 'sort of background, of the type of

things they might ask. Now at that time it might have been a

situation in which, even though I was qualified, the important

thing was that I was minority, and that might have been the key

factor in selecting me. But. I don't apologize in terms of

qualifications because I had enough experience teaching. I had

worked at all levels and I really couldn't see any reason why I

would have been,turned down.
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So when Iecame Mere it was just teach, teach,.teach. If I

wanted- to dO 'somdthing else, I could do something else but

teaching would be primary. I had an adjustment to being around

just whites, colleagues basically white. The only shocker
probably was the notions, the ideas, that students would have
about you when', you would walk in, in terms, of your

qualifidations. A lot of students here had never had a Black .

instructor, had never been around Black people. Now all of a

sudden you got.a Black instructor. It was an eyeopening
situation for them. The first year that I taught here I taught
a night class. When I walked in they asked me whether I was
subbing for the regular instructor and I said, "Yes," and so when
I cArrip bapk the following week, they said "You're still subbing."
"Yes, I'm still subbing." I think it.was about the third meeting
that they finally.discovered that I was the instructor.

Probably most people have a misconception of the community
college prior to act4ally getting involved in it. I looked at it
when I came out of high school as' a place just to go, you know.
It didn't cost you much. I didn't go initially to pick up

skillg. There was .just no place to go. 'But once I started
attending I did see an opportunity to become careeroriented and
once I started teaching/I could see better that it represented a
place for a second chance. The community college is a place
where if people don't pick up the necessary skills when they're

supposed to, they can come here and do that. I think it's also a
place where if a Person has the necessary skills but lacks the

confidence of being' out on their own, being able to make it, so
to speak, this is kind of an interim place where they can come
and get a feeling for what it is like in college, academically.

Because when, I think, you go off to college, ther`e's just a

whole new ball game. I think a lot of times people feel that
they can't cope with being away from home. Fear of being away
from home and not doing well. I had the same sort of fears when
I was in college. When ;went over to the state college, the
fear of flunking out, for me that fear was always there.

I think you have to pick and choose your classes [at this
coLlege],but that's even true at a four year institution, You

can take all of the easy classes and the easy profs and when you

finish you don't -have anything. y People that I run into,

especially community people, people who I grew up with who now
qiave kids that are on the verge of finishing high school, I sit

down with them and say, "Look, there isn't anything wrong .with

community college." Especially when I .see their kids don't
really have any strong sense of where they want to go or what
they want to get into. If kids know basically what they want to
do, what institution will meet those needs, you ,know, I say,

O.K. But when you talk to a youngster and he or she says, "I
don't know what I want to do, I'm just going to take some general
education courses." Well, if you're in that bag, you might as
well come to a community college and get your head screwed on in
the right direction and then take off., You don't have to spend
two or three years here. You can spend just a year or even just
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a semester, but the important thing is getting a g60 sense of

direction, especially when somebody is footing the bill'.

When you talk about the attrition rate, today especially,

being very high, you-have to bonsider the type of students we now

are catering to. It used to be a time when you' had a certain

group that attended the community ,college. -They in turn

transferred to a four-year school. The vast majority of your

-population at that time,looked as if they were transfer- people.-

Over the last five, six, years, maybe even longer, t seems as if

it's a recruitment ,forbodies, bodies being defined in terms of

someone being eighteen and over and breathing. I think because

of the type of student and the heavy recruitmencwe!re now doing,

I think the attrition rate will continue to grow. We're

attracting people who shouldn't even be here. In some cases you

don't know how they even got out of high school. When you get

people- here that shouldn't bet here,.there's no commitment to

anything.

It seems like'employers ask a little more of Blacks. Maybe,

notr<ISX but demand a little more. A little more pressure is put

on Blacks. I think a little more pressure is even put on me here

at this college. Invariably, the first week of dchool,

students tend to ask a hell of a lot of questions, question' that

are not even relevant to the topic, and I think it's a

situation of feeling you out, seeing whether or not you know.the

material. I don't sense that 'same type ,of attitude when they go

into a white instructor's class: I thimk. it's assumed that he

or she knows. But I think sometimes with a Black instructor, it's

"prove to me that you do know and,tpen I'll listen."' If I.differ

with the book it's difficult for them to accept the fact that I'm

saying the -'author is wrong, period. But I think, once I get

going, it's really like someone just opehs their eyes. I've

seen some'White instructors that I know weren't prepared and

there's no overt pressure by the students to do anything about

it. I've also seen a Black instructor that waS'ill-prepared and

he got a lot of direct, pressure. I'm not apologizing for

either instructor. I think'you should be prepared, but let's

treat toth-people the same way.

Another example: there was a problem that came up in our

,physics text. The problem was going around in the department. I

ran across the same problem and solution another text. So I

made a .copy directly from the text, verbatim, l'elt leave out

anything, and I brought it t the department. Se, of the

instructors said, "No, it can't be right." "Well, show me

what's wrong with it." Well, they don't know' what's wrong with

it but, "It's not eight. It's just not right." 'I was kind of

disturbed. They think they're rejecting my solution.. All I've

done was just say, "Here's a problem,' take a look at. it." I

didn't take the credit for the solution. I didn't .say where I

had gotten it. I said, "Take a look and tell me what's wrong

with it." But here was something whereCthere wasn't a specific
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answer for it and it was a matter of--if you didn't think the

solution was dorrect, you had toshow how it was wrong. They
couldn't shoW that it was wrong, but at the same time they
couldn't accept it as correct. Things like that, that you'don't
get.too pushed out of shape over.

As another example, odr general science textbook. I

fought the book bitterly., I said it was a lousy book. and a
number of people just couldn't accept -that, so I lust kept up so
much noile that at'the second department meeting on the agenda.
was a regction to all new books. When I came I had,several pages
of specific no.tes. When y got to me I started going through

very ,specific points. B fore the end of the semester, just about
the whole department was knowledging that it was a lousy book.

I find that, have a criticism, I have to be very
speCific and detail it Out, do all my homework; and I think

sometimes other people might not have to do all that. One of
the problems that you really have to watch when those subtle
things are there--you've got to kind of ask yourself, "Are those
things because of me, a person, 'or because of me, a Black

% person ?" I try not to be in the dark on anything but I alsO
really just don't try to magnify anything. You know, sometimes
it can .be yob the individual, period. It's independent of race.
Calor might be a factor but it might be a minor' fa6tor, or it

might be a major factor. .I can't go into the heads of other
people and I try not to, you know.

There was one instructor who had a hell of a time 'calling
.me by my name. He called me every kind of name. When I'd see
him, I'd just call him 'another name and he got the message..

There was another instructor--I said, "Look, name is Thatcher .

Some people call me Bob for short,-somesIpeople call me Robert .

That's my given name. Now those are the names that yOu address
me with. Any other name I don't respond to."

I had a studerIX that called me "coach." Hell, I'm not a

coach. I'm an instructor; rou can call me by my first name,
you can call me Robert, you can call me Dr. Thatcher, but I'm not

a coach. Whites sometimes will call Blacks coaches. They have
a bunch of strange names they sometimes address Blacks with.

When you sense that type of thing happening you just say, "Look,
I want you to get off and get on here," and I think when you make
that clear, people tend to respect you. The basic thing that I

try to do, whether it's on a social level or a working level, is
to tell people to deal with me as a person, not any of these

stereotype trips. Deal with me as a person.

I try to be very academic in nature; when I go into the
classroom, I tell students, "I'm not here trying to win

friendship, I'm here trying to teach you science. If you hate me
and know my science I've accomplished my job. If you end up
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liking me and learning my science that's even better. If you end

.up liking me and don't know science I've failed." For some it's

',tough for'them to accept that. Now, whether-it's accepting thdt

because I'm Black or accepting that because it's a different

teaching situation, Ldon't even 'get into that. I'm just saying.

what I expect. You come to my class to work. I don't want to

hear any excuses. When you complain that I work you too hard,

that My exams are too hard, I don't get pushed out of shape over

that .

I came out of the university with a Ph.D.--not in physics;

it's in education. I didn't know and I still don't know exactly
where teaching might take me. I've really enjoyed teaching. I,

still enjoy teaching; but I kind of figured at some point I might
want to db ,something else, and I felt that with so much
experience in education'that if I could get some type of training
that will pull from my educational background that would be nice.
So I have looked at administratiOn as a possible alternative.

I had to look at the degree in terms of where I was

working. I think time was a big factor and at the college I

could arrange my schedule where I could go to the university and
teach here in the afternoons or teach here in the mornings and go

there in the afternoons. I think I've struggled quite a bit

since I've been in college with somewhat of an inferiority

complex, based on not having those six years of prep work--the

junior high school time, the high school time. I've always felt

that that's a critical period. If kids can get prepared in

junior high school and senior high school they can just about go

anyplace. But if you try and jump over that training, when you

get to college you're competing with people who did the English,

who had high school physics When they went to college they

built on those experiences. Well, here I'm going to college and
I'm taking physics fcir the very first time. It's obvious that I

have to work much harder. When, you have to work much harder and
longer than other people you say, "Gee, does it take me that ',long

to learn?" But as you begin to examine it-more you say, well,

look, if I'm given those same sorts of experiences, then when I

build on those courses later, you know, I'll be O.K.

So I thought the
i university would be a good opportunity.

There were no Blacks that I'd ever heard of that came out of the

university so I had no models, no images. Most of the Blacks
that went to college went to the state college. The university

was just a mystery place for me. This lady, a Black lady, was

working on her Ph.D. at the time and she asked me, "Why don't

you work on your Ph.D.?" Then there was another instructor in

the humanities who was working on his Ph.D. And he said, "Man,

you should start on your Ph.D. You've got enough time." So it

was that type of thing that got me looking at the university;

all of a sudden I did see someone that I rubbed shoulders with

that was actually there.
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Normally it takes you two years to do your course work but
I had to spend a year going back and picking *upcourses. I

actually was on the verge of quitting the program. You can get
encouragement from home but a* lot of' times they' really don't
quite understand the pressures that you're under. You're trying
to be a family person, you're trying to teach full time, and
you're trying to' go to school .full time. There's only so much
pressure that you can stand and I was just basically exhausted. '

As I worked on the'degree and I saw the job mobility

around here and I saw whites in- administrative' positions, and
they didn't have a degree,'then that began to tell me that the
degree isreally not necessary. Because I've seen a white

without a degree and a Black with a degree and the white got the
job. It kind of told me that really the degree is not the key.

Sometimes when you push a lot and you don't back up and

regroup I think you reach a point where you start burning
yourself out. I think you .have tp feel rewarded about what you

do. Over the last couple of seme'Sters, especially, I've had a

very high drop-out rate. I've really been bothered with that

because in the past I haven't had a high di-op-out rate. I can't
understand that because I-feel that I'm working much harder. I'm

doing, I think, a much better job. I gave a take-home exam; I

said, "Get help from any source." But damn it, when you tell
students they can get help from anybody and they don't do that,

it makes you stop and say maybe I oughta tell 'em, "Everybody.-

gets an A if you just come to class." Maybe when you reach

that point, maybe you ought to begin to think about something

else, because you've lost the desire to do what you originally

set out to do and that's to provide a legacy in terms of

something academically.

I've always felt that everybody should have a legacy.

Everybody should leave some type of imprint, make some sort of a
contribution. Teaching is something that I can do. I can help

others by doing that. I look back at my own struggling time in
college and I say, I should be able to make it a lot, easier for
people who come from essentially the same background--that is,
where they didn't really get started in school. I try to keep
that in mind, trying to leave some type of imprint. When you

talk about tearing down racism and discrimination, you can do it
in a peaceful way. I've always felt that you could change

attitudes by actually being out involved in something where

people are not accustomed to seeing you there. I see myself
leaving an imprint in terms of doing something for society,
helping the races see that.they can be together. In the process

of teaching physics ,I have a lot of students who talk to me
about things probably'that they would never talk about to others.
They've never had a chance to just sit down with a Black person
and say, how do you feel, what's it Like, do you have problems,
do you have pain, do you have joy?
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One of the reasons I press so in terms of demanding from my

students is because I don't see them as being "terminal"

Students. I teach my courses as if they are planning to go on to

a four-year school and I try to adopt some of the same

attribute,7% characteristics, that an instructor in college would

adopt, expecting students to be able to present problems in a

logical and organized manner on paper. Students being able to

explain problems, .being able to analyze--I think those are

important principles. I tell students that they,will learn more

than science in my class. They'll learn how to take notes, how

to utilize the notes, how to go look for resource information.

If you're having problems, don't give up. If something is not

right, you ask questions. I think ninety percent of the time,

in order to be successful, you've got to know a lot about the

system and I think that's what probably has helped me. Even

coming here I know that experienced instructors like new

instructors to sit down and talk with them, come in and visit

their classes. Again you know, you hate to draw any conclusions,

but I find myself initiating more, exchanging,tests, talking to

people_ about classroom situations. I had several instructors

that came in, but it was about how to handle a Black student,

rather than handling a student in general. It had to be

something related to a Black problem, you know, if they were to

come in. So I think I've really bent over backwards. I do the

initiating most of the time. So here again might be one of those

subtle things. As an example, two other instructors, or three

of us, have eight o'clock classes togethir. I would always come

and wait or make sure that they were ready to go and we'd all

walk together. But they didn't do the same thing for me. You

see, you're always reaching out but there's no one reaching back

. for you.
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Commentary

Although issues of minority status are central to the
experience of these participants, those issues are far from
allinclusive. Each of these participants must contend with all
the issues of working in a community ollege that face
nonminority faculty and staff: the tension etween a sense of
standards in college teaching and an approach to grading and
testing dominated by a concern for both the progress of the
individual student and the retention of numbers of students in
the college; the enervation and selfdoubt caused by large
numbers of students who, pulled by the need to work, conflicts in
personal situations, and confrontations with the demands of the
subjectmatter, drop out of classes; the ambiguity of the Ph.D.
in community colleges, the degree seeming tb hold simultaneously
the possibility of both status and scorn; the separation of
research from teaching and the antiintellectualism that stems
from such a basic disjunction; the difficult role of counselors
who sometimes become scapegoats for those who fault them for not
taking care of all the symptoms of institutional complexities and
contradictions; faculty's diminished sense of opportunity and
power and the attraction to administration as a path toward some
leverage in the institution.

These overarching themes are in ample evidence in the
preceding chapters. These issues stem from the place of the
community college in the hierarchical structure of higher
education. The experience of being community college faculty
members involves contending with these issues no matter what the
faculty member's social class , race, or gender.

Faculty who are members of minorities in this country must
contend with the structural forces that all community college
faculty must face to one degree or another. They must also
process the complex interaction of racism, social class, power
and opportunity, as these factors affect their everyday lives in
community colleges. Daniel Ramirez's profile shows that it took
an act of personal rebellion to free himself from the web of
circumstances' that acted to keep most of his peers in their
accustomed places. Robert Thatcher, despite the persistent
undermining by counselors, developed a deep core of confidence
that if he were taught something he could learn it, and if he had
not been taught he could not be faulted for not knowing.
That confidence strengthened by urgings from his mother and his
mother's academic employers led him to take the step to college.
For Cheryl Collins it was a different matter. Her parents were
so determined that she and her brother receive a college
education that they deliberately incurred the physical and

psychological cost for themselves and their children of moving to
a suburb in which they were the only Black family.

What stood out for us, as we listened to and"then studied
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these life stories and the stories of many of the other minority

participants, was the concrete detail of how often their

individual efforts and those of their families were confronted*

and potentially undermined by their schools' attempts to track

them into nonacademic vocational curricula. Thatcher enjoyed and

was, successful in the 'shop classes into which he .was tracked.

But not seeing Black craftsmen or Black skilled tradesmen in 'the

society at large, hp wondered whether he would be allowed to make

a living in those areas. Ramirez was an outstanding student at

his home high school. But when he enrblled,in a high school in a

nearby city he was automatically placed in

noncollegepreparatory classes t4cause he was Mexican and

assumed to be a migrant worker's son and, thus, not college

material. Collins's family moved to an allwhite suburb' to

improve her schooling so that she would be able to go to cjllege.

Despite the fact that she was a leader in the school and clearly

committed to going to college, she recalls no instance of a'

teacher or counselor suggesting to her that home economics was

not the. only career field she could consider. The times, the

attitude toward opportunities for women, and the fact that she

was Black, all seemed to combine to track her by omission rather

than commisSion.

These stories are matched by the experiences of other

minority participants in the study. Jesus Lopez, in chapter

five, recalled how he had spent a year in a study hall period

because he refused to take the 'shop classes ,a counselor I

prescribed for him ands the counselor refused to schedule the full

load of academic courses he wanted. Other minority participants

recalled that they were never told in junior high, or high school

that there were different sections of classes for those who were

collegebound and those who were not. Becoming aware of the

workings of the system and then_ fighting it were common-

experiences in the lives of the minority participants.

Black participants in the study who grew up in the rural

South and attended allBlack schools faced a different type of

tracking. The stories we were told were of schools' encouraging

a sense of options. But the reality of rural Southern poverty

and the limited'lines of work that were open to 31acks at the

time deeply affectedL career choices al-most as effectively as if

they had been tracked by a counselor. .

T'tie repeated stories of tracking of members of minority

groups is not new infcirmation. It has been documented for some

time (Cicourelcand Kitsuse 1963). _What stands out is, while the

episodes happened years ago, they were told as though they were

psychologically current. Through their individual efforts and

with the support of key family members and encouraging teachers,

the participants beat the systemic attempts to track them into

vocational areas. But the amount of energy it took represents a

significant cost. For it seemed to us, on reflection, that the

meaning of the stories these participants told us is that if you
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are a member of a minority and of workingclass origin in this
society, you have to work "twice as hard" to get where you get.
Some of that work is public, but riiuetiTh it is deeply personal
and private.

Not only is the path to success more strewn with obstacles

for members of minorities, but once they have- secured their
positions it seems that they often -have to work.harder', do their
job better, more thoroughly, more conscientiously, than their
nonminority colleagues. They are expectpd to be, for example,
especially sensitive \to the needs of minority students.
Colleagues consult them about problems -they might be having with
minority students but seldom think that they might have
considerable insight'in other areas. Ccalins constantly has to
be alert to the interests pf Blacks and women. She often, goes to
meetings and finds herskf the only Black and the only woman
present. She is under constant pressure' to see things from three
different perspectives 'simultaneously. As a representative she
never can sit back at a meeting and be simply an individual.
Thatcher and Ramirez stress their conscientiousness in their
work; they know and live by the rules and the policies. 'They
are aware that minority faculty are more liable to criticism than
are their nonminority colleagues.

rp Being a minority faculty member on faculties which are

heavily skewed toward the nonminority means a constant

susceptibility to.the notsohidden injuries of racism. Yet

Thatcher and CollinS and other minority participants pointed out
that,, while they Wlere sensitive to such matters, all slights
could not be autopatically construed as racist. While the

profiles indicate lb+ readiness on the part of the minority
participants to be tentative about possible racial underpinnings

of actions towards them, the reverse seldom seems to hold true.
Thatcher talks about reaching out to his 'white colleagues by

adhering to patterns of respect and civility that are part and
parcel of academic departments. He comes to realize that as much
as he takes initiative in such matters, his initiatives are
seldom reciprocated. He earned a doctorate in education with the

notion that his degree would,be relevant to his hopes of rising
within the system. He subsequently saw that whites got

administrative positions whether or not they had relevant

degrees. Ramirez, a scholar by training, steers a' steady and
consistent, course th-at reflects his interest in being a historian
in an institution that really wants him to be only a history
teacher. He develops an ironic detachment that allows him, in
the face of institutional swings of the pendulum, to hold
steadfast to his iedse of professionalism and quietly to educate
those around him about the continuing inequities facing Mexican
Americans in California.

.

theIxperiences of the three participants we have presented

in profiles are infused with inequities; Much of their time mgot
- be taken up contending with those inequities. The time and
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energy that must be spent is a lossto the individuals, to their

students, colleague's, and to the total institution whose

collective energies and talents might be spent otherwise. Our

interviews of other minority faculty in skewed settings indicate

a similar pattern of experience. Minority faculty who work

within community colleges as a "few among the many" are both

actors in, and acted upon by, the. larger institutional strilture.

Community colleges operate at the crossroads of conflict in our

society between egalitarian ideals on the ,,one hand and the

realities of social class and race on the other. The inequities

in the participants' experiences give us pause, as we

reflso on community colleges' ability to provide equitable

opportunity for a wide range of students.
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Chapter Twelve

Experience Tells:
Secind Careers in The Community College

Introduction to the Profiles

Edith Powell, Eric Hanson, and Joseph Ryan come to teach in
a .community college after a period of time spent in other work.
Powell and Ryan virtually or actually retired from one work world
and moved to another. Hanson was forced to leave a teaching
position at a four-year college. What connects each of these
three stories with one another is the 'point of view the
participant has on work in the community college, a point of view
informed by the previous work identity and a point of view
offering, therefore, the insights of the "outsider." As we shall
discuss in the commentary on these prpfiles, Powell, Hanson, and
Ryan not only reinforce several themes already highlighted in
earlier profiles and commentary, they provide as well additional
perspectives on what it is like to work in a community college.

sh
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Profile

EDITH POWELL

9

AIL

(Edith Powell, a woman in her fifties, teaches business

courses in a community college in Massachusetts. She was

interviewed in the summer of 1982.)

From the time I first started to go to school I always

wanted to be a teacher. I knew that. I hated to play dolls or

house, I always wanted to' play school. There are five in the

family and I am the middle one; older brother and sister and a

younger brother and sister.

My younger sister--there is only two years difference and we

did everything together, you know it was almost like being twins.

My father was a steam fitter and he never had a vacatron because

they never got vacations . They had to work all the time except

for wbn there was no work, which means he was out of work or on

strikg. My mother and father were not educated, probably seventh

or eighth grade as far as they went. So when we were growing up

they knew nothing about college or how you got there or what you

did there.

,
When I got into high. school I took the commercial courses,

bookkeeping, typing, and those courses. I did not have college

preparatory courses. Whet.; I did get into bookkeeping in the

tenth grade, my instructor could see that I could. do it . He

said to definitely go on with my education and to do accounting.

When it 'came time to graduate and get a job I went out on two

interviews, with the-telephone, company and a restaurant company.

My accounting instructor said, "That looks good now, but if you

go to the phone company as a bookkeeper, thirty wrs from nowt

you are going to be a bookkeeper at whatever the going rate is

for bookkeepers. If you go to the restaurant company and get

lower money now, that is a growing-company and you will advance;

there' is discrimination against women in the accounting

. department at the telephone company and there might not be in 'a

small growing company." So on his advice I went to the

restaurant company and I was there twenty-five years.' They

promoted me and 'they gaye me the same management development

courses and the same prom as the men there.

My accounting instructor said to go to college nights. I

transferred to the. university for my bachelor's in accounting. I

started out going three rbights a week" along with working

full-time, and the last two years I did two nights a ,week. It
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was about six years, two nights a week, for my bachelor's and
then it was eight years, only one night a week, for my master's.
I was in a supervisory position at that time and was traveling,
but they always scheduled my travel plans around my school. I

worked in every accounting department the company had, payroll,
insurance, receivable, regular accounting, internal auditing, and
then I got into systems work and I would work with the computers
and I would design systems for distribution centers. I had a'

chance to see all the United States at the compariy's,expense.

When I talked with my instructor about getting the best job
and going on for my education, I said, "I'll go and I'll get my
masters'? I'll work for tweity years 'and then I'll teach for
twenty yeafs. Only at a community college because I don't wan
to put up with the hassles you get with those high schoolers. I

they are paying for it, they are going to be good. You don't
need to go to college and get teaching credits in educationA°
courses to teach at a community college, all they want is a

master's and experience in your field, so that is what I'll
have." That was in my mind as I was doingpall of that hard work,
loads of overtime, supervisory position and doing schooling. I

really worked hard. That is how I got the promotions. When I
left I was withthe financial division of the whole country.
Everyone would say to me, "Why do you work so hard? You are
never going to get a reward for it." And I am sayng, "Hey, I'm
working hard so that I can get out of here and the last twenty
years I am going to be just like I was back in high school again.
I am going to work nine months of the year, then I am going to
rest for three months." Algo I got my public accounting

'----oertificate so I am a licensed public accountant. I think I took
a $15,000 cut when Istarted here at the college ten years ago.
So I needo supplement that income. Now I have a part-time
public accounting practice as well as the teaching.

A friend and I talked about where the community colleges
were. aI said, "I want this community, college," and he said,

"Good luck to you, you and everyone else in the world wants to
work there, you know." I said, "Well, that is the one that I
want and when I am ready to make the change I will contact them."
And I did contact them and I had to wait four years before I got
an' opening to come here. This college contacted me and I

interviewed and they said,. "We want you in September." So I had
to sit down and say, "Should I stay four year and then go into
teaching?" and I said, "Edith, if you don't"do it now, you will
never, do it." So I bit the bullet and said, "T'm going." I was
forty-two at the time. Certainly that was a bad time to leave
somewhere and try something because if it didn't work out, it's
harder to get. back. It was 'a risk, but I wanted to do it and I
said, "Youonly live once." I have always been a goal- oriented
person. I've always said, "That's what I want to do." I've

never married, and I didn't make that a conscious decision. I

just said I'm going to proceed with what I'm doing and if I meet
someone, fine, if I don't all the same. And so that is the way I
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went through it.

I loved school, I always did my work. I wanted to go home

and play school with everyone who would play it. I would have

been nine or ten during World War II. I would plan out what we

p were going to invade and train the pilot. It was always

something dealing with leading or being the leader. I was very

active in scouting. I loved scouts, loved groups. In the fifth

grade the teacher used to read Toby Tyler to the class, that

story about Toby Tyler joining the circus. I did not get any

grammar but we got a great appreciation for reading. We read and

did book reports, so I am a bookoholic today. I am a football

fan. I always did that with my father. The two of us would sit

and watch the football. games. He worked every day that he could

work. And very good to us when he wasn't working. During the

war, he got extra gas ration coupons for being at the shipyard.

He was also a Red Cross instructor and he got extra coupons for

that. He used to ride his bike to the shipyard and ride his bike

to the Red Cross so we had all those coupons. On the weekends we

went to all the state parks so I loved hiking and anything with

nature because we used to take little trips every weekend and

hike and have picnics. My father was very quiet. My mother made

all.the decisions. He gave his paycheck to her and she did all

the, financial business. He didn't care, you know, if he got his

lunch money, that was all he needed.

My mother worked hard too. She used to keep that house so

clean we couldn't even sit in the living room. But the dog would

go and roll in the brook, come in all mud and he could go in the

living room. She loved dogs. We always had two dogs, never one,

she always wanted the dog to have a companion. She died about

five year's ago and I still have herlast two dogs. She always

worked hard,keeping.the house cleah and then used to iron all the

kids' clothes. She did all the heavy inside work. My father did

all the outside. She would never allow us to do any housework.

The only way that I learned to do a bed was when I had to make

it. I am not a good cook because she never allowed us to cook.

I was out working 'with my father, so.I know how to take care of

the lawn and I love gardening and I can paint my own-house.

Not much homework in elementary school, but in high school

we did. My last two years in high school I worked as a relief

Cashier on Monday night and Saturdays. I always got on the honor

roll.. I always loved sports. I played basketliall, softball, I.

went to all the baseball and football games that the male players

had. They did have like a send-pro softball team of women

softball players called the Raiderettes,,and I did play for them.

They usually used me as a pinch hitter and what they did was,

before the °game they would have one of our pitchers pitch to

me--and they all knew that I liked it high and outside--so they

would pitch high and outside, and I would wollop the thing a

country mile because they pitched it right where I wanted it. So

the other team would see me doing this. Then when I come up to
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pinch-hit, you know they would all back up and I would bunt.

They trained me to bunt and I would get up and be the one who

would bunt in a pinch-hit situation. That was high school. In

high school I liked math. -Always liked math and geography,

history. I thought I would like to be an archeologist because I
would love looking into previous civilizations and stuff like

that.

I went to church from the time I was three years old, the

same church. Even when we moved my father used ,po drive us back

for church in the morning and then for fellowship in the

afternoon. I was in the choir. Maybe I waslOout ten when I

got up and gave a little speech about the need to have money to

buy Bibles to give to everyone all over the world. I thought I
would love to be a missionary . They would read stories to us.

I went right up until the twelfth grade, when we got good

discussion groups, how you felt about right and wrong and that
kind of thing. Went on a lot of hiking trips and museums and

plays.

In ninth grade you had ta.plan your next three years program.
My advisor said, "Are you going to college?" and I said, "I

don't think so." "Okay, then, this is what you should take."

And that's hpw. I got into the commercial course. My family
couldn't say, "Hey, maybe you would like college, maybe-you Ought
to look at these, you are capable of doing it." She didn't even

look at my marks, you know see how I was doing.Ito said,

"Well then if you are not, you ought to go. into the commercial

course, take business math, taks? bookkeeping, take typing, take

office practice." ,

See I didn't know any better, what did I know then? As a

ninth grader I didn't know how you got into college. I didn:t

know how you possibly got there--if you could ever get there

without money, because I knew that there would never be any money
to go. Because at home there was never any extra money. There

was a lotof handing down. I got my older sister's clothes and

my younger sister got mine. There Aist wasn't that extra money

there. So if you are not going to go, why think about it,-just

do this then.

Oh; did I hate typing and office practice because I am not

mechanically minded at all. I think .I had three years of typing

and at the end of three years I could do forty-five words a
minute and I would still have about three errors on the page. I

can remember not liking office practice and didn't like the

teacher too well either. I An remember several days just

walking out of the class and saying, "Not taking this class."

She would come chasing down the corridor, come back here, come

back here, and I would kee walking to the office 'of my

accounting teacher. I just 1 ed the accounting and wanted to do

that. That is, the kind of accounting work I did when I first

started out But then when y U became a supervisor or auditor or
a systems person you can create the whole thing the system and
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the procedure that you follow, but you don't have to do it.

Someone else does it. That i the part of the accounting work

that I like, the creme ting more than the actual doing.

I had the same English teacher in tenth, eleventh and

twelfth grade. She would critique your writing;,"Keep it simple,

state what you want -to iay." That was the.training I needed

because in business that's what you do, too. I always liked

history, geography, civics. I only had one science'Course in

the ninth grade. I didn't have to take things like piology or

chemistry. It wasn't required in the commerical coursdtand going
to evening school, the liberal arts weren't required , so I am a

person who's definitely technically trained. I never had a psych

course or sociology. I had economics because that is really

business, but literature 'ork foreign language or music

appreciation--never had those. .a.

f am the firlit generatiOn:,- tie only one in my- family, to

have a degree. My younger sister went to college but she got

married and didn't go on. My brother quit school in tenth grade

and went in the navy and my oldest sister graduated `from high

school, went to work for thy telephone coihpany, and then married.

But my older sister's two girls'did go on to college. I think

that they are going because there was someone who could tell

them, hey, it is possible, you can do it, the money is there

somewhere. In high school my instructor pointed out that I

ought to go on to accounting. This particular school, he said,

is the best school for accounting. I went into the university's

bachelor's -and master's-in-business program.

It used to take me hours to do my homework becaUse I am a

slow learner. I have to really do all the work, I can't take any

short cuts, I have got to do it step by step, but then once I

know it, I really know it: Somehow I think I got an excellent

liberal 'education through an emphasis in career education. I'm

saying you can be a libprally educated person with your emphasis

on career.By that time I was working. I think my mother and

f

father were very pleased. I think they thought st ying in school

through high school was important. After that thy didn't think

it was that important. My mother would say, "Wh are you going

to school?" I think they were real proud of me when I did do it.

I can remember they attended graduation. -

When I first started out in the company, just doing the

bookkeeping, I remember always being able to learn what they told

me to learn real quickly and doing a good job of it. As a result

I got some pretty quick promotions. I remember talking with the

assistant controller after working there two years. I can

remember him saying, "Are there any more at home like you?" And

that was when my youngest sister was graduating from high school.
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"Send her in." That's how she started working at the company,
too, and did real well for them. I can remember being real
friendly with all the people .there and going on vacations with
people from the company, from the time I was young. When I got
into insurance I would handle workman's comp, filed the court
form and everything, appear at ,court and testify. It wasn't a
boring kind of job ever. I was probably nineteen or twenty when
I made my first trip and I had never been in, a plane before in
my life. I flew to Pittsburgh and I had to rent a car. When I
first started doing the traveling, it was a smaller company.
Women couldn't travel, you,know. Our controller said, "Hey, you
know how to do the work and you know how to drive, you cando it
as well as a man, do it if you want." So I really just hit the
right company at the right time, and they had the right kind of
management that was not prejudiced in any way. They would let
you do whatever you were capable of doing. I never had any
problems with sexual harassment or anything like that, they just
accepted you, you know, you went along that way.

Anyone who works in systems really deals with three words:
systems; procedures, and methods. So you have a system"that is
made up of all these procedpres and they all have to fit together
to make an efficient system and then you want the best method to
accomplish that. Back in about 1969 one of the auditOrs asked
me to be their speaker at a meeting on how a woman could be an
internal auditor and do the traveling and all that jazz as well
as a man. Then they said, "Hey, she ought to write that up and
we will put it in the internal auditors' magazine," and so I did.
Then the other chapters said, "Can we have her speak?" This was
late sixties. Then they came out with aprofile of systems man,
and they had the man's pro-file on the cover. Well, we hit the
roof. We said, "Hey there are women in systems work," so ever
since has come out "profile of a systems person" with a profile
of a male and female. I think I did sort of pioneer things like
that. How do the men get where they are? They have mentors, you
know, someone helps them along. I think every woman in business
has to do that same thing, if she is higher up. Some of the
people that I trained now have good jobs, they are the director
of budgets and things like that. And that gives me satisfaction,.
that was sort of like teaching.

I still see the company people an awful lot: I go back.
The secretary to the treasurer is a good friend of mine, meets me
for lunch once in a while. I usually stop in one or two times a
year to see them and the controller always says, "When are you
coming back?" and 'I don't say never.

Right nqw I have a headache from all the work here. When
school is in season, I work about fi tyfive hours a week easily.
I have every day two hours of ace nting classes. I wake up at
six a.m take a shower and wash my ha'r, go out and make my lunch
and make my breakfast, listen to the w ther and the sports news.
Then I usually comb my dogs, give e h one.their hear worm
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medicine, then go get dressed and get ready to leave. Get in the

car. It is about a half an hour ride. Listen to music all the

way in, so I get nice and relaxed. I usually get here about

between eight and quarter past eight for my nine o'clock class.

I have everything in piles for what class I am going to teach.

This semester teaching two evening courses and I don't

want to teach evenings.

As the coordinator of the management program, I have been

involved in establishing a management development program which

offers for employers in the area staff development seminars for

their employees. I have ten people in the course. I have three

foremen, I have a manager of the social security office, two

women from the bank, the owner of a dress shop. I have a manager

from the hospital. That is on top of my responsibilities in the

day which is to coordinate the management program . We have a

lot of parttime instructors now, all of my Principles of

Management are taught by parttimers. Therefore I have to see

them and make sure that they are doing a good job. We don't have

a day faculty to do it, we all have our work loads completed and

there are empty sections. We have to fill them with p4rttimers.

I'm on a committee on resource allocation, pointing out how

this is not right to have parttimer's teaching the basic

principles course in my major. And one hundred percent of Retail

Management is taught by parttimers, Almost ninety percent of

hotel restaurant courses and that is just too many. I am a part

of the Business Technologies Division. There are fifteen

ifulltime people in that division. We have a third of the

student population in the business division and we are fifteen

fulltime people out of one hundred. That is a little out of

balance there, okay.

Besides teaching my courses I have the coordinating to dot,

and then we all have at least thirtyfive advisees. I do anoth6r

six to twelve informally because they are in this program and

they have a libei'al arts advisor that doesn't'know anything about

the management on accounting careers. So they want to come and

get information from me. That is a lot of students and you see

them during the semester if they want to add or drop or if they'

have a question. I am Coordinator of the Management Program and

Associate Professor of Accounting and Management. I usually only

have about ten. graduates in the program by the time they get to

the end, because they. have either decided to transfer or go into

another program or they may decide they want to specialize in

retail management or hotel management, not general management'.

I tend to be the kind of teacher who is contentoriented.

I know accounting and I know what they. have to learn, I _try to

decide the best way they would learn this.land then I proceed on

that basis. I try to recap the key things out of each chapter

that I will go over. . I demand quite a bit. I look at everyone's

homework papers. They Wril4 have-three orfour homework problems

in g week and warq. to 10ok at each one and 'critique them. We
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have what we consider two lab days where they are working on
their homework and I'm reviewing it and critiquing it with them.
We know that we have to cover so many chapters and we have eight
sections of Accounting I with about twentyfive students in each
one and we all have the same syllabus so that we are all doing
the same thing, the same homework problems, we do prepare our own
hour quizzes, and final. I try to break it down to its
essentials and relate it to what 's going on in their life in the
outside 'world all the time. That is what I try. in any course
that I am teaching, whether it is accounting or management or
whatever. You have to have a budget' to, run your business
properly. If you take a business career major, you are talking
about real life. I get good student partidipation. They will
ask questions.

, .
, , . .

I get a lot of students who are struggli:rig. They are really\ .

struggling, but they are really trying, arid they 'feel free to
come up and ask questions of me.. In every clas's I have three
that have not completed one 'hr'lework assignment, so I have not
seen any of their homework. This is no way to learn accounting,
it is definitely a drill kind of a course. I tell them that
there is only one way to learn accounting, do it. Can't read the
book. and listen to me, you got to do it yourself. Everyone who
does their homework and is current passes, my exam. When I give
out the midterm warnings, I am going to say, "Well, are you going
to have me sign your drop slip now? Don't want you to get. an F
at the end of the coarse."

*
The younger students, I think they are probably the first

ones in the family to g.ck.... to college; we don't get the students,
that go to Williams or goMewhere like that. They tend' to be from
a family where parents haven'tigone to College. They think it
is like high school which is the main problem the stud ts have,

1.C.,,

they think it is like, high school, that you warm' yo seat and
they, move.you on. They don't realize youare supposed to'dolsome
things, you are supposed to think, 'you are supposedto do your
',own scheduling. When your homework is clue, you, are supposed to

. dO it. That is a big change I think for them. And when I try,
like cases in the management course, there is no right answer,
well, oh God, they hate that, nere has got to be a right answer.
You know, what is the answer? They don't like the ambiguity of
things . There is something in the book that is wrong: oh, they
,can'Tt believe that.

Over the years the stud. that I have been close to have
been the older ones, the retJrning ones. One just .called me
yesterday , she is now :he assistant administrator of the county,
hospital". She wag an ,:ellent accounting student and,she went.
on Sand got her degree. She started out at the hospital as an
accountant, but they could see how good she was and'right a way
she 4ias up into themanagement ranks% She was an older student,
married with about three children, very personable, didn't really,
have troubles studying at all. Just a natural intelligent person
and common sense. -Another student in accounting, now she is
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vice president of the local chapter of the American Society of

WomanAccountants. I really don't know what kind of a person,'

t, likes accounting. You either like it or you don't, that is

definit.. You have to be neat and sort of meticulous. I try to

explain why I am fussy about making your numbo.rs clear. We are

doing a computer problem now and they will learn that if they

don't do it clearly even they can't read it. They will code it

then they will go down the computer input-and input it, and if

they write it too messy they are going to get the wrong answer.

I started in business in 1949 and we got our first computer in

about 1952. I have seen the whole evolution of that computer

field.

I have some people, they do all the homework and they

understand it but when it comes time for the exam they get

mental blocks. That is particularly true of some of the

returning students. The returning students tend to be the older

students, whether it is a person from the service or housewife

that is coming bac'. there is a lot of stress for them, I think,

to get good grades 3o hey tend to panic and freeze for an exam.

I have one returnlig -tudent I know and she didn't pass hardly

any of the hour quizzes, but she got one hundred on the final.'

By the time of the final everything had clicked together and she

was able to ace that. The returning, what wq call the older

student, highly motivated students definitely. A lot of them

have children in school and so they don't want to come home and

get all C's on their report card. So there is pressure on them

to get the A or B. The returning students tend to be more woman

I would say. I will'have six or seven older women students in a
class of twentyfive and only two older male students. A lot of

them are vets. They have been in the service for ten, some of

them twenty years, and they come back and want tofget a major in

business. Or they are students who went out and worked and then

realized, "Hey, if I really want to get anywhere I am going to

have to come back and go to. school." Those tend to be a little

younger, maybe they are about twentyfour, whereas the others

could be anywhere from forty to fifties. The women tend to be

thirty to fortyfive. They are excellent students to have in

class. They are not afraid to ask the questions. In a course

like management where there is a lot of participation, wp do

group activities and discuss a case; the returning students are

excellent in tLose classes, they really participate.

For textbooks, generally we decide on a committee basis.

I'll talk to the person who teaches finance, who teaches

management personnel, and we will agree on the textbook. Only in

certain courses do we have a common syllabus such as accounting.

They have to be prepared'to go on to Accounting II. Usually the

text is committee, the syllabus and all the exams art.

individually determined by the instructor. The copy of the

syllabus is reviewed. I see it, so if I really saw that it

didn't look like a really good syllabus, then I' would talk with

that person. And then of course the dean of faculty gets a copy
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of everyone's syllabus as well.

I am the only female instructor in the business area of

accounting and management. Accounting, management, data

processing are male-dominated. Retailing is a woman's field, so

our coordinator for retail management is a woman. My career

happened to be in' what had been previously a male-dominated

career. That is going to change a lot because now the bulk of

all the accounting students are women; there' are only forty

percent male.

I have been here ten years, and I am finally at the same

wage that I was at the company when I left it . I had to wait
four years for my first 'promotion, and it has been six since that

one. I got my tenure right away, that wasn't a problem; but the .

problem with the promotion is that if an older professor doesn't

retire, there is no opening. And so we don't have that many

openings. The third year here I was the president of the

union. I said, "If you pedple don't get a union, you will have

nothing. You are not going to get anywhere because I can see how

management make their decisions around here, you know the

fair-haired boys get this or that, the others don't." This is

another thing having to do with my father. He was a steam fitte
and was very active in the union. So we used to have discussions
--I- would tell him the union is terrible for you. You are

working all'that hard and you are getting the same wage as

someone who could just be sluffing off. Here I am here only a

year and I say; hey, we better have a union. You know, I am

going to get politically involved if I feel strongly about

something. I am not going to sit back and expect the other guy

to do it.

We finally got in this contract release time to be a

coordinator. They know my performance over the years. I am not

trying to get away with something. I am trying to make' it fair

and make it -something that I know that I can humanly do and do

well, not do so much that nothing is done'well. Last semester we

put our foot down . Again, that is a big difference between

industry and academia. In industry you know they deterffiine where

resources should be put, where the 'biggest need is and they_make.

the decisions and in academia managemept is not used to making

those decisions. Our dean of administration says that is the way

it should be done, but it is too politically involved. What

division would we cut down or increase? This college isn't ready

to face that yet. I said, "Well, I know they are not, but there

is a boss of this place, call the president, and trustees,and

are they going to make the decisions?" But they won't. We will.

not have a prioritized plan for 'years and years.

When I started work in the company, I was doing the

bookkeeping or accounting myself, but as soon as you become a

manager, your main task is to develop the people working for you
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so that they can always do more and more. .You' want to get them

so that they can do your job so when someone says'it is time for

you to move up, you can say, well, X is ready to take my spot. I

think my whole life has been focused on enjoying the teaching.

When we had to install systems all over the country, that too was

teaching. So I feel that through my job in management .I had been

teaching for many, many years in industry. The big difference is

that when you train those managers in industry, they are away

from their responsibilities for the .day and they are wined and

dined, so they love being there. They know that if they don't

learn they are going to be in trouble. So they are highly

motivated to absorb what you are givi# them. So it was

relatively easy to be successful with those kind of people, they

picked up what you gave to them. Why I think I am so successful

with the older' students is because they are far more motivated,

you know they have a goal and they are moving toward,it and they

see how what you are telling them is really tying in . What I

say is important. Whereas the eighteenyearold has nothing to

really relate it to. I will take a chpter and I will pull out

the important things and really cover those and cover the areas

where you could get in trouble. Yet where I come in the next day,

there arekalways five or six who didn't hear a word that I said.

So there `is a big differehce in teaching adults from teaching

young people.
.

We have had student evaluations at least once a year.' I

find those are real helpful and I look at those and analyze them.

Every one of my students' evaluations says that I really know my

subject and I am really enthusiastic about it; sometimes I go too

fast and they can't absorb it. I feel definitely I am reaching a

greater number of these younger people now than I was four or

five years ago, but that is also related to work load. If you

are doing sixteen contact hours, all you are saying is hey I got

to get through this, you get it or you don't. You get real

uptight,'you are so busy, you don't know which end is up.

A boy came in the other day -- he is a B student in my

accounting--and he came in with a drop slip. I said, "You know,

I don't like to lose good students." He worked a lot of hours,

he has to work, we have a lot of students like that. They'are

doing it on their own. The family can't even afford the tuition

and so they are here working forty hours a week, trying to pay

their whole load. So he said that he just could not do it, he

did like it and he was doing. well but he was spending an awful

lot of time on it. Plus he really idnft like business, he

wanted to go into the criminal.justice program . So I said, "You

have this aptitude for accounting,take the criminal justice but

elect accounting. Pick up any magazine in the world and the FBI

in such dire need of people trained in criminal justice and

accounting to get after the whitecollar Crime." So he said oh,

well he would consider that. When I went down for my lunch, the

criminal justice professor was there. He said,"You were right, if

he has an aptitude for that, I'll tell him too."
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They do keep coming in. We have some kind of e form where
if someone comes into your office,_he is supposedtosignhis--
name and you are supposed to put the date and the hour and the
purpose of the interview on this form. Well when a student comes

x into my office and wants to-talk to me, before we do anything
else I slap a form in front of him and tell him he has got to
sign it. No way. I have a lot of them come in, they are having
trouble vith their wife or husbanth and they are so upset; they
don't want to do that kind of thing. If they come back and say
my forms are blank, I'll say too bad, I guess I didn't do a good
job in advising. I do my work,, ifthey don't like it, if they
don't think that I am doing my Work, tell me to leave. And the
heck with pushing all those papers. We are Rrofessional people
and I have a division 'chairman and if that division chairman
verifies that loam doing my advising adequately and I have some
kind of a record of, them, so that is what I will do until someone
tells me I have to do something else.

This job means a lot to me personally, outside of the fact
that I am doing something that I enjoy . Even if you only really
succeed with a handful of students; I can think of five or six
students every year that I really felt that I had, an impact on
and What they will be doing in their future, and that is worth
it. Teachers that figure that they've got to make it with one
hundred and forty students, they are dreaming. Out of that one

-hundred and forty, seven is worth it to me. I can have an impact
( on their life, so I really do get satisfaction from that.

4)Personally it means a lot. I lo summers off, I am so busy in
the school part of the year, working fiftyfive or sixty hours a
week, that in the summer I do basically nothing. I am a

perpetual student. What degree do they give after a doctorate?
I will go for that one too. I did not get any of,.the motivation
for this from my parents or even my aunt, she sees no reason wh
anyone needs anything beyond high school. They gp to school f
twelve years, that is it, you can then do whatever you want.
say, "Wow, there is a hell of a lot to know in this world."

I live here with my aunt now. We will talk about what is on
sale, what are we having for supper, and then we'will watch
televislon, we Will talk about the news and politics and stuff.
I usually come home about 4:30 and read the paper first and then
we will have supper, then I watch the news and then I will go
back and work correcting papers or something like that. I have
an office upstairs .

No matter how high up you were in the management, still
there is someone higher up than you making the decisions and you
never know what you are going to be doing. Whereas in teaching,
everything is under your control, you have the school calendar,
you know when you have to do what, you know you are going to have
this week free. It is under my control what I am doing and I
can plan. Today it was nine out . I was out there from ten till
one doing the gardening and it was a beautiful morning. I hope
next Saturday,it will be a southeast wind, and I'll work out
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front, because I still have bout eighty bulbs tq,put in. At

night I can\do what_i_ha_IT to do for class . Work up some exams.

In industry it was every week, week in and week out and

summer, winter or fall. Even working there twenty-five years I

had four week's vacation. You know they are ready to hl.re me

anytime I am ready to come back. I say, not yet, are you giving

three months vacations yet? I used to think when I was there

working so hard and saying what-am I doing this for? To make

some corporation rich. Whereas at school I am doing it to help

the seven people that I can help each year really turn their life

around and really maybe gain
'So,

out, of life than they would

have if I hadn't been there. So, no, I don't think I would go'

back even if they said we will hire you on a nine month

contract. I think you can tell what it means to me to teach in a

community college system because I wouldn't go back to that, even

if they gave me the three months vacation. I have another ten

years and then I will have my twenty years inL teaching and I

intend to retire early. I am not waiting until sixty-five or

seventy or whenever the state gets ready to push you out. I will

just enjoy life. And do a lot more reading. I am very active in

the community I was on the finance board , and active in my

church--the missions committee and the education committee.

You remember that I told you, I said, "Hey, we got to get a

union here." I woltil be working those same sixteen-seventeen

contact hours if we hadn't had reduced work loads allowed for in

the contract.' They don't know how to manage. Now I am going to

really rebdce that work load to what it should be. I am much

more successful, those fewer students that I have are learning

more than when I had more students which is better for everyone.

I feel like I have made gains.
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Profile

ERIC HANSON

(Eric Hanson, in his forties, teaches psychology and

sociology in a rural community college in Massachusetts. We

interviewed him twice in his offide and once in his home during
the winter of 1980.)

Actually came int4 community college teaching quite.by
accident. I started out in sociology, and my long term goal was
to become a teacher of sociology in a four-year institution. I

was doing my doctoral work at a university and teaching at a four
year college. I never completed the doctoral program, and

because I never completed the doctoral program I was ineligible

for tenure at the college at whiCh I was working. I started

looking around for alternative institutions. I had no idea

really what I was getting into. For me it was a happy accident.
I didn't know very much about teaching in a community col) ge, as
a matter of a fact, the images that I worked with about community
colleges were negative. When I was in graduate school
seventy-five people were working on a doctoral program and only
one of them had expressed interest in teaching in a community

college. And I can remember thinking, "God, all he wants to do

is teach in a community college; his level of aspirations in

terms of the academic community is really not very high." The

doctoral program expect4d us really to get our degrees, get into
good institutions. The whole educational program that I was

participating in didn't put community colleges on a very high

level. I was quite happy teaching in a small four-year college.

I thoroughly enjoyed it and didn't give teaching in a community

college much thought at all until I had to actually look for a

job.,

I came from a blue-collar family. My father was a

wallpaperer, painter, contractor. First of my generation to go
to college. We were packed off to Sunday school every Sunday

morning, something which I look at now and scowl; hated the
experiences and can remember pretending to be sick so I wouldn't
have to go 'and everything else. But I found that when I was a

teen-ager.what was happening was that the church, in that period
of my life was meeting some real needs that I had--particularly
the youth groups. The church picked up and recognized some

talent and skills that I_had. I was getting recognition. They

would get me into teaching in the Sunday school program and

would give me opportunities on Sunday morning in front of the
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public to read lessons. So I was constantly being reinforced by

the church. These were some great people that I met and I was

impressed. So my earliest goals were not for college teaching;

my earliest goal really was to so into the ministry. It is

something that just gradually really made more and more sense to

me. But all the way up through seminary I had this nagging

feeling, that I am not sure if this is what I really want to do

with my life. But these people came along and they encouraged me

to get involved and to grow and I just loved that attention and I

blossomed. And I said I am going to go all the way and I sure

tried. I looked to them for values, for reinforcement, for

guidance, for models.

High school was a drag. I couldn't get excited about it. I

remember my first day in highsschool. It.was a dull, dreary day

and a dull, dreary Latin class. I thought, "My God, I've got

four years," and high school pretty much lived up to that. In

high school. I was interested in science, particularly in biology.

But I didn't have a love for the place or the learning that I had

when I got into college. Quite possibly if 'I wasn't going into

the ministery, I ;wouldn't have gone to college. I had no

encouragement from my family to go. I had certainly no finances

to do it. I might have just gone to work for some insurance

company in New York City ,
which I actually did for one semester

before I started college. ri.raduated from high school in

January and took a test for an insurance company. I got a great

position there as a beginner and really an opportunity to grow

with that company and then,' six months later, I left to go to

college.

I think my parents were proud of the idea that I wanted to

go to college. My father experienced a lot of satisfaction

through my going to college. I can remember he couldn't read.

He just dropped out of school when he was just a kid. He was

actuakly born here but he dropped out of school in the fourth or'

fifth grade. He started immediately making money ; he never

really had an education. It was a constant embarrassthent to him.

He dropped out of the fourth grade and her6 is his son teaching

college--he is pretty proud of me even today.

Being the first in my family to go to college I was kind of

a pioneer. When I got there my first semester I kept getting

C's in everything I turned in. I got so frustrated I sat down

one weekend and said, "I am going to write a philosophy of

writing papers. It was a really kind of a milestone because ever

since that weekend I never.got lessithan an A on 'anything that I

turned in. That determination ypu know, " Damn, I am getting C+

on things and I know I can do better than that," and I just sat

down and wrote a whole philosophy of writing papers and term

papers. In a way I was confronting all the doubts. I was

confronting all the moments of doubt of myself, my college

experience, what I,was doing there, was I getting in over my

head. I didn't have the money to stay in college and each
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semester it was grab as you can. I worked a couple of jobs
switchboard, washed pots, and that sort of thing. I was washing
pots that weekend for sixty-five cents an hour to get the tuition
up. I kept looking for some fairy godmother who was going to
say, "Here is. the money,-now don't ever wash pots." I was part
of this group that was going to 'Seminary ultimately. Most of us
majored in psychology, sociology and philosophy of religion, so
we were clustered in those courses. It was a really good group
of people; some of them were extremely bright and very
competitive. Some of the people I worked with at the time were
really top scholars. I delivered academically and intellectually
but I wouldn't have ever considered myself an intellect, at that
time, although I really liked the academic aspects of it.
Socially I was active in most of the. groups. I never really
considered myself intellectually gifted. I am a scholar but I am
not an intellect.

I can remember One day in college standing in a classroom
overlooking New York Harbor watching some ships come in thinking
about-bej.ng a teacher; and I was studying for some final exams at
the time and I gave my lecture to some empty classrooms--all

i

those seats nicely lined up--practicing and playing the role of
being a teacher, it was always part of me. I can lo k back
now--when I.graduated from high school thedean of student wrote

/
in my book, "To the little professor." At the time /I was
insulted because my image of what a professor was was /kind of
stodgy.

.

In my third year I took an internship, and I got a chance to
get some practical experience in parishes and I found out what
the ministry would be like and I came ,ack even more unsure. Is
this what I really want?. At that time I probably would have
gone to law school because .I doubted whether I would gO back to
seminary at that point. I took the la, school admittance exam
and I applied to three, law schools and 'was ,accepted to the
University of Pennsylvania. I thought, well, when I got back, if
the ministery isn't really for me I, would go to law school. And
I think that if I had had mcwlev I would Aye been a lawyer today.
I came from a family that d:tdn't . have y money. I don't regret
it now because I think I would t.-. a lousy lawyer. So
went back to seminary and fini.sh,A it up. I got my degree and
then during that last year X decided I really wasn't too sure
about this whole thing.

I came within three weeks of ordination; I had the
invitation for my ordination printed and everything *else. I

looked out the windoW of the church where I was going to be
assigned, on a rainy morning, watchl9i people walking into the
church, and all of these doubts kept coming back and coming back.
So I never finished. The hardest people to face were the early
models who had encouraged me and helped me. After finishing
seminary I went up to the university and picked up a master's
degrle. It was in social history. I thought I would get into
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teadhing. I was going to get in the doctoral program. When- I

got there, I decided the thing I really wanted to do was to teach

sociology.

NYU looked pretty attractive to me all the way around. I

would be in the city, I would. be close to family, I would have

financial assistance to do it. Then I found that I didn't get a

fellowship and was left out'wpy on a limb . The only way "I could

survive was to work for the New York City Department of Social

Services; doing social work through their program during the day,

and in the late afternoon and evening taking courses. So I was

able to finish most of my credits. I didn't like the social work

job, I did it only for the-money. It was beating me down

emotionally, I couldn't handle the problems that people were

bringing in. I just couldn't handle it, trying to work with

clients and do graduate work. So I thought that if I am

teaching, at least I will be enjoying what I am doing. I

accepted a job at a college. The first year and a half at the

college I commuted to New York twice a week to take graduate

courses and to finish the doctorate program. I commuted and

finished up my courses and started my dissertation and just never

finished it. Whch is one of the major defeats of my life. Which

is now why I am back in .a doctoral program, saying that I am

going to finish a doctorate.

When I went to NYU, this history prof was a really fine

person; but I didn't sense that people gave -a damn that I was

there. Besides that I was working all day and I was emotionally

drained. I was jumping hurdles, angrily jumping hurdles just to

get the damn credentials at that pCint. The'olasses were much

too' large, thetuition was incredible, and they didn't care.

Everyone was doing their research so tiq-could get their full

professorship and tenure. It was a good experience in that it

was in New York City, but being at NYU was nor- a good' experience.

The last year that I was taking courses at NYU, I was taking

statistics. I failed statistics. Iiwen1 back and said, "Damn

it, I am' going to pass statistics." I worked with a tutor and

spent hours every week working on statistics. One of my -real

accomplishments in-graduate school was getting a B in statistics.

I equate the small liberal arts college experience with my

undergraduate experience. In. my life those are two periodi that

were really very good experiences. But I got kicked out of that

college because I didn't finish my degree. I accepted that. It

was my fault. I knew that was part of the agreement.- I had not

delivered, so I never blamed them .

So I came here. My first year of teaching in a community

college was a.disaster. r had 'to learn what community college

was all about. I 'didn't understand it. What I knew of community

colleges I didn't likes I viewed it as a kind of going down.

You know, I wouldn't brag to'people that I am going to teach in a
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community college. Some of the peopleP over there at the
four-year college felt sorry for me because I was leaving a good
four-year college and going to a community. college and there was
this clear perception I was really going down. Even today when I
go back to the college which I periodically do, I meet people and
thdy say, "How are you makin,, out over there," this real sense
as if I am in a foreign country. They don't even have the
contact with the community college that's in their own town
because it is .a community college and that is gh school.

I teach twelve hours. I am teaching two introduct ry psych
classes, Psychology of Human Behavior, 'and two in oductory
sociology classes. I am in'the Behavioral Sciences Department
and i am a bridge person between Psych and Soc. When I first
started teac r the classes were pretty large, and I used
to have sixty-fiV ople in the introductory classes, I always
felt a sense of frustration there, by just'lscturing and students
vomiting back information, assuming this was an educational
process. I have switched my whole approach now. I have two
psych classes and we meet in a room lined with couches rather
than the traditional classroom. We` try to have much more
discussion although it tends to. be still me focusing on a

particular subject, kicking around ideas. It is still not as
discussion-oriented as I want .it to be. The major problem I
cortantly faced ins, hoW can 'you have discussion if the students

*Ir's

have not prepared the materia1,34_I have toyed with all kinds of
techniques and approaches trying to get.students to prepare, to
read the material. I find myself still. coming in with the basic
concepts and 'telling them thingt, and doing thingq, and focusidg
on things that I wish they had prepared. There is Ilways a
handfdl of people who do read and keep us going, but the great
majority don't seem to be doing it. I was hoping we could do
much more sophisticated things. How do I get them to read, how
do I get them to come 'prepared? I was even going to say we are
going to have a quiz every Single period so that people will
read, and then I said, "Oh, my God, I am going to become' a
policeman,, a bookkeeper, that is even going to be worse."

When I was teaching at the four-year college and I would ask
them to read this material, I would assume that sixty to seventy
percent aptually had read the material, just on the feedback and
the responses I got. Not dnly that, I would put things on

reserve in the library, journals, background articles, ask them
to read- and they would turn in. all sorts of material that they
had read. I was dealing, with a much more motivated population
and a population that was able to work independently. When I
came here, what I found was that I had to do much more in the way
of encouraging, structuring, spoon-feeding, reinforcing, all the
way along the line in order to get people to work. They are
basically very, different student populations. The four-year
college students were bright, they were motivated, encouraged by
their families to go, perhaps even pressured and expected to,do
well. They expected that education would be important in their
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lives. We did not work there with an open-door policy. With

the open-door policy we have, many more people are not only less

motivated--less committed, lesa sure where they are going and

what college is all about--they have traditionally less support

from their families to go, less value in education per se, simply

a very very different population. We are getting a lot- of

middle-aged people, particularly females, whose kids have gone

off to school. They are some of the most motivated people that I

have. So you.have bright highly motivated people and you have

confused people who actually hate college who are sitting there

in the classroom.

Having just gone through finals I was a little- bit upset

because I failed seven people in Psychology. I said there is no

way they should fail a course in Psychology, with all these

pootble techniques to help them get through. And yet there.were

still that number of people at the end of the semester who had

failed all the tests. I asked them to withdraw from the course

if they were not going to put in some time to get through. They

still stayed in the ,course and the last week in the semester, I

looked at the book. They hadnot done a single' thing to help

themselves, failed every single test and still they stayed in the

course expedting to get through. I can't force people to learn.

I will try to motivate, try to encourage, try to support, but if

people choose not to get involved in the process, I am no longer

going to get upset about it. I still feel a tremendous sense of

remorse and guilt about it because no one likes to be giving out

F's; and I rationalize and say they have earned it', and I still

feel badly about it.

In the beginning I was terribly upset. I really blamed

myself. My first year here was an absolute disaster. I came

and tried to teach like I was teaching at the four-year college

and I was absolutely horrified by the difference, by the

performance in the classroom, the. tests. I couldn't believe the

papers that students turned in. I had to sit down and take a

look at what I was doing in order for me to survive in the

classroom. To attempt to reach them, I. had to restructure

things. I had to really focus much more on trying to help them

get through, to focus the materials so that they clearly

understood, to re-emphasize, to give study guides. Before I

would just Say, "Okay, we are talking about this idea, these are

the basic concepts, this is what we are doing and you are op your

own. I am here if you want me but I am not going to spoon-feed

you everything'," and it didn't work. I was trying to teach with

that kind of approach where I expected them to be bright,

motivated, committed, hard working, and they simply weren't.

They weren't doing the work.

I tried to talk to them to find out what is going on. What

I sensed from the conversation was they really don't know why

they are here, they don't know what they are doing here. They

don't have a viable alternative. This is as good as anything
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else that is available in their lives at this time. At least
they have a status of being a college student in the community;
that gives them some sort of legitimacy. The incredible
problems the students have here and the desperate urge they have
for someone to help--just because I have taught a course in
psychology, people were coming and, assuming that this is the
person to go to to talk. So many.of the students would come with
horrendous problems. I started talking with them and just felt
completely frustrated. A very .frequent story is, "I didn't do
well on the test." "Well why aren't you doing well?" "Well
have 'a lot of fathily problems, and I don't have the time to
study," and all of a sudden the floodgate is open. We are
getting middle-aged women who are coming back. A lot of them arse
experiencing change and they are changing as a person. The
husband resents them coming to school; kids resent'them coming to
school, kids don't want them leaving in the mor ing before they
go off to school, orxplings like packing lunch r your husband
becomes a big deal.. For years the wife has be n preparing the
lunch for the husband. All of a sudden she is going off to
school and doesn't have time to prepare lunch and lunch becomes
an issue for a marital crisis. One woman said to me, "If I knew
what my life was going to be like coming to this community
college, I would never have come."

My goal is to finally start doing some writing and doing
some publishing just for me. There is no reward, incentive, for
doing it at all. As a matter of fact I expect that it might be
the reverse. They don't want us doing research because the more
involved in research, the less time we have available for

students. It is ironical because when I. was at the four-year
college it was -.: what research are you. doing,- what' are you
involved in, are you publishing? I come here and I am sneaking
off to the library. I am hoarding time so that I can work on
some of the projects that I. am interested in. In the beginning I
was in a state of shock adjusting to conditions at the community
college. I was very unhappy my first year or two. During the
course of that period I realized what was happening, that I was
trying to force my students to bend and to meet the expectations
that I had rather than me taking a look at where I Was and what
was happening and trying to sense what kind of institution it
was, whit kind of students I was working with. I do feel now I
am doing a pretty decent job in the classroom. I ,,do feel I reach

a'lot of students. I do feel that the community college system
is successful at what it is trying to do and in many ways we
represent, for a lot of our students, opportunities theyyould
never have had otherwise. I have grown from resenting this
whole process to someone who on occasion is quite prideful of the
accomplishments that'we have made. But I keep asking myself, am
I rationalizing? What would I rather be doing? And if I

answered that honestly, I would really like to be teaching at a
good four-year private college with really highly motivated,
bright students, and be able to do some research, all of those
grand academic things. But I am not going to be able to do that.
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I am teaching, I get enough satisfaction out of doing that,.

I feel content, I consider myself fortunate in teaching at a

place like this community colleges I don't apologize for it.

Particularly in the summer, I don't teach at all during the

summers. I would rather teach in the evening and fulltime
during the year and keep the summers entirely for something quite

different. This summer I will be working on some research,

writing some articles on utopian communities.

I am afraid in a number of areas that the community college

is antiintellectual. It wants teachers who are going to be

friends who are going to, be available, and I think that is good -

but I think that we have to deliver more. I would like to see us

get more intellectually concerned, go. back to school, get

involved in research projects, get involved in other areas that

are going to provide some intellectual ferment in our lives so

that the students will benefit.
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, 3 Profile

JOSEPH RYAN

(Joseph Ryan, a man in his. fifties,. is a professor of.
criminal justice at i community college 0 a town in
Massachusetts. We interviewed hims.twice in his office andonce
at his home in the summer of 1980.)

I spent twenty-one years in police work in New York City
prior to becoming a community college teacher.. While I was in
police work I got a master's degree in public administratton, and,
because of that I was, offered 'positions within the department
that were instructional and training in nature. As I approached
retirement I had a choice to make whether I wanted to stay in
police work or whether I would like to engage in educating people
about criminal justice and law enforcement in this country. I

had refused a position at a university in their criminal justice
program. Two or three weeks later I was offered a position where
I am now. I really narrowed myself down to areas of the country
that I would be interested in going to. And this happened to be
one of them.' A lot offamily considerations went into actually
taking this .job as opposed to the other one. Even though the
other one was a much higher paying job--it appeared to have much
more of a future than this one--but there were other
consideration s.4

I went to Catholic schools all my life. The ones I went to
were very. sports-oriented. We had Christian brothers teaching..
They were all young guys who were sports-oriented so I got
introduced to4rganized football, organized baseball, basketball,
track. I have always been a.church-goer, still am. I don't
necessarily agree with "their philosophies today but I. am,part of
that Irish-Catholic upbringing, it just stuck with me:

I was'born in New Hampshire. My folks went to New York-when
I was two. And we lived in Manhattan off' Central Park for a
Couple of years and then moved to Bronx by Yankee Stadium. My
father was a clotUng salesman. 'We used to go back and forth to
the country quite often. Even as a kid, seven or eight, I didn't
want to go back to New York. I wanted to stay with my aunts and
uncles. We pnever owned' our own home in New York, we always
rented. As a small child it was very impressive to me to just
have green and your own house. My mother and father would go
back to New York and I would spend the summer with my cousin . I

had myolder brother, and my cousins were two boys the same age
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as us.

I didn't have any problem with school. My marks were always

good. I didn't overwork myself. Because we lived in the Bronx I

had to go down to 61st Street and Manhattan to school; it was an

hour fifteen minutes on the train,the walk and all. I think the

whole experience was invaluable. If I did something wrong I

expected to get whatever was coming to me, and when the bell rang

at three 'o'clock it was all forgotten. The same guy that took

you to task was now outside coaching you basketball, with no

animosity. Their concern for us taught me a lot, somehow you had

this feeling that you were amongst the chosen few or something.

You did-n't have any choices. They told you what you were going

to take and you took it. They designed your curriculum for you.

I got out of high school in 1943.

My father, he never was out of work in the depression. I

never felt that we were poor. We always had food on the table',

we always had a nice home. And no problems with money. Of

course the philosophy of my folks was a little different than it

might be today. You couldn't get. money out of them as easy as

maybe my kids can get it out of me today. I can remember asking

for a nickel and you,get such a long story to go with it that it

was hardly worth asking. You know, you worked for your money and

you didn't wasteit. We-almost alwaysi,ada car, which was not

true of most families that I was acquainted with.

Had there not been a war, no question in my mind, I never

would have attended college. It was jitht ne.,:ver a topic in my

family. My folks were not familiar with it. And this was true

of all my friends, an understanding that if you didn't haie money

you didn't go to college. I had no real ambitions to go to

college. I didn't expect to go. The fact thnt there was a war

and the' fact that you were thibking about whether or not to go

into the service when you graduated, that had.a lot to do with

it. In August of 1943 I went into the Navy. I spent about

fourteen days on the water. That is all. I was shipped to the

West Coast, ended up in Hawaii in a naval communications center.

The only ship I was on__ was to get there and back. We al got

shipped to the West Coast and we all got shipped to Hawaii and we

went into what they called receiving barracks at that time. You

just waited for them then to start parceling you out to whatever

came along. Some guys would go to cruisers, some guys to

whatever was in the harbor at the time. They didn't tell you

where you were going. One morning they called off nine of ós and

they gave one of us a brown folder that was sealed, I can-
- remember, and it said RTS-41. And they told us to climb in the

back Of the truck. We all climbed in the back of the truck and

they started off. We were all sitting there saying, "Where are

we going?" Ended up in the radio station that was twentysix

miles from Honolulu. And that is where I spent the next year

and a half, two years. Clean sheets, good food, and access to

Waikiki Beach. So it wasn't a bad experience. You know, luck of
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.....1the draw. Guys. were sent to Midway, guys were sent all over the
place. I just happened to go up there. .

This is where I met the individual that got me interested in
physical education. He had completed one year at a state
university, he was a phys ed major. I don't think up until then
I really knew what I wanted to do. Of all reasons to go to
college, this appeared to me to be interesting. There was the
opportunity under the G.I. Bill to get an education. It was an
opportunity to do something that I probably hadn't expected to do
three years before. And I was a little older, a little bit
smarter, I guess. When I got out of the service and I went to
college, I lived on campus one year and off campus two years. I

went summers so I got out in three years. Phys ed is not the
big, dumb football player type of thing. It was a demanding
curriculum. In addition to the recreational and phys ed courses
the science demands were quite heavy. I didn't want to go into
the teaching profession.' I had made up my mind that didn't
interest me. I never even applied for a teaching job anyplace.
My student teaching I found boring. I didn't want to teach kids
seventeen, sixteen, fifteen years old.

I don't remember ever discussing college with my folks, what
I should study, what I should do; When I decided to go it was
just go. No real lengthy discussions about my future. The work
ethic was probably more important at that time . My father
helped me as much as he could. Had I decided to go to work, that

, would have been perfectly acceptable.

After college I took a job with an insurance company for a
year and a half. I guess the word would be I was floundering.
Somebody offered me a job in a Wall Street brokerage house. And
I said, "Okay, let me try that." And I stayed for three years or
so. That is when the police interest started . I applied and it
took two years by the time everything was worked out. So when
the job was offered to me I had a choice to make again. I

decided to take the police department and get out of Wall Street.
People were telling me , "Hey, you go into police work, you are
gonna have it made. Yob can call your shots." Because at that
time people with degrees were at a minimum in polide work. I met
my wife when I was in Wall' Street. We got married after I had
started the police job.

Somebody told me that in the police department there
was a good opportunity to do a lot for and with youth in New York
City. As circumstances often dictate, I never did get into the
juvenile aid bureau. I ended up being a training coordinator in

.a precinct in New York. When I made lieutenant I ended up in the
research, planning, and, development unit at the police
department. I closed out my career as a commanding officer of a
planning and research unit.

I had a decision to make five years ago whether I'wanted to
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stay io police work, or whether I wanted to tc'e a chance and

enter a new profession., which I really did not have that much

experience in I had taught one semester as an adjunct professor

in a criminal justice program. But that was the only real

experience as a teaciaer that I had outside of training jobs in

the police department. So there was an element of apprehension

on my part when I decideu to do it. It was just a very complex

series of events tnat finally ended up with me becoming a

teacher. T had the qualific.ticns to do that. I didn't have the

.qualifications to '-ecome an airline pilot or the qualifications

to become. something else. I never thought of pursuing a job in

another field. I wa:. ,_,oing to retire, I was-going to retire

hopefully into a teaching job in a criminal justice program

someplace. I never thought of going into General Motors as a

middle management person or something like that.

The first year, because of that being new to the profession,

I really don't think I ever,worked as hard in my life. Every

night I used to have to sit down and work hours and hours,

because I was reructant to go into class the next day

ill-prepared. Making up exams and all these things were all new

to me. It was a very difficult first year, wondering whether,I
did make the:right choice at times. What I wanted out of it was

to take my family to a new location, someplace I would rather

spend the rest of my life in and expose them to something else

besides New York City.

With an occupational program like ours there is a lot of

interaction with students. The' students are always there. We

see them two or three hours every day in classes, we run the

who:e program between two people. So the relationships we build

up with the students are probably different than that built up

by, say, the liberal arts people. We get to know them all,, some

of them better than others. Often we try to help them in many

ways, not only in their school work. This gives me a lot of

satisfaction--to see them come in at eighteen years old and leave

at twenty and have progressed. Not all of them. Some of them, I

would like to throw out. I have found some of it disillusioning.

I don't know whether it is the commr-ity college system, but the

amount of people that are really-not prepared for college level

work, I find that.aisillusioning. That is probably because of my

background. I went to Catholic high schools and Catholic grammar
schools and you made the grade or they threw you out period.

When I see these kids coming out of high school today, some of

them can't write as well as my fourteen-year-old daughter, I say

there is something wrong. And it is not at our level. It is

someplace else.

The students will stop in to talk when they get a free

period. We will give advice, we don't have a placement service

but we keep abreast of what is going on in the field. We try tO

get information and pass it on to those that are interested and

even push some of them. Say, "Gc take the test, it doesn't cost

you anything, go. take it." At graduation several of the students
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will come and make sure that they bring their mother.andfather.
You can see that they go home and talk about' you because the
folks will be saying, "Well, so you are the guy,we have been
hearing about for two years." That is good. They have some
respect for us and what we are trying to do and I find that
rewarding. Because of my background I am equipped to do that. I

can take a course and teach them criminal investigation, but I
can also tell them what it is really all about. Your textbooks
won't give them that.

I still don't Know bow to measure what a good job is in this
profession. If you talk about giving exams and giving papers to
write and grading them , I am not a great believer in A-B-C-D and
that type of evaluation of academic pursuits. But I am not'

probably qualified to argue it either. I am not so sure I

wouldn't just like a pass/fail type of thing. In evaluating
ten-or fifteen-page papers, I will not even go to an A-B-C-D
means of marking them. I refuse to do it. I give them either an
exceptional paper, an acceptable paper, or a not acceptable
paper. They more or less, at least in our institution, they more
or less leavg you alone. You get a little supervision relative
to classes but not anything that you can't handle. They let you
treat the topics the way you want and I think that's great. I

set goals for each 'one of my course, what I want to get across
to them, what I hope they get by the time this is over. You get
days where somehow things just don't seem to go right.

So in addition to teaching specific material, I'm really

concerned about improving the individual, his ability to stand up
in front of the class, his ability to ask questions. You know
there are other things besides learning what the penal code says
about homicide, or something like that, so I try to get them
involved. I'm a great one for making up three-man, four-man
teams and give them a project and say, "Next Wednesday you'll get
up in front of the class and present this. I'll tell you what I
think about your presentation and what material you missed which
you should have emphasized and what you didn't emphasize."
Sometimes I'll let them submit questions for the exams on the
material, that they have; and if I like them, I'll accept them and
put them in. I believe in getting them involved, if I possibly
can. I think if they're enjoying the course, they become
inquisitive.' And if they become inquisitive, that shows me that
they're enjoying it and they are looking beyond what the textbook
says. I think when I first came I was lecturing. I learnea very

quickly that you are not getting any feedback here, you don't
know whether you are getting anything across or not. They are
sitting there, you are talkibg and when it is finfshed you are
leaving and you give them a quiz in four weeks and they pass it
or flunk it. But are they enjoying the course ?. You don't. even
know, that.

The head of my department, we are good friends. But'I still
chastise him for what he did to me that first year when I was
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. hired. My first year he gave me four separate preparations. I

had never taught before and I thought that was not unusual. He

told me this is what you are going to teach next fall. One, two,

three, four . And I thought nothing of it. But after being here

a while I realized that nobody teaches four separate

preparations. To this day I tell him it was tough enough as it

was and you gave me four separate preparations. Now it's a

blessing. I went through the toughest time right away. I guess

he operates from the philosophy of jump in and tread water. He

helped me any time I wanted help. But he wasn't the type to sit

around and watch me do everything. He is younger, less

experienced in police work, but much more experienced in the

teaching profession. It. worked out well for us.

As you can see from my background, I have spent all my life

in the chainofcommand type of positions. The military and the

police department. So I look at the administration in the

college the same way. My department chairman is my boss; we have

a division chairman, upstairs we have the deans. So because of

my training and background I will tell my immediate departments

chairman I am not going to go over his head. I am not going to

let anything go upstairs that he is not going to see first. I

would not do that to him. Because that is the way I have,been

trained. You have got your division and then you have got your

deans, then you got the president. A chain of command, but at a

community college it is not so obvious. Because Iknow the deans

as well as the department chairman. I see them and we talk.

They are not removed from us But there is a chain of command

here and I don't believe in violating it.

I detest bureaucracies and all they imply. I don't like to

see a lot of effort put into things that have very little chance

of being productive. I see an awful lot of wasted effort in

academia. A lot of discussion, a7lot of talk for the sake of

talking. I am probably wrong, but when I see them start'

organizing' this is just an example-- search committees for a

position, they waste a year end a half in the search committee.

I wasn't brought up that way; Personally I think I could do it

myself, and save a hell of.a lot of time. If I were looking to

fill a'position for somebody to be a faculty member in our

department, I don't need any search committee.' Let "me pick the

guy I want. And if he is not productive, then come after me.

They keep creating jobs and they make work for themselves You

could disregard the whole thing and nobody would miss it. I see

a little of that. Not that it didn't exist in the police

department, because itdid.

I sat on a couple of committees in the beginning and I

didn't even know what was going on. I bidn!t even know what they

were talking about half the time. Now I am the local treasurer

for the union. I m much more informed than I was in the first

yearbut- I don't eel I have anything to offer to the,nursing

department or to the.engineering department relative to their
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curriculum. I don't think that most of them have anything to
offer relative to our program. So I am not one to sit there
quietly if I have something that I can contribute. By the same
token, if I figure that I'm out of my field, I'll just sit there
and listen because I am a great believer in the fact that you
can't learn when that mouth is going. You know, this is a second
career for me. Tremendous ambitions in this field, I don't have
them. My nature demands that I do a good job if I can, I want to
advance as well as I can, but it's not critical anymore. I'm
fiftyfour years old, I'm retired from one job, my family's
almost grown. My nature will not let me do less than I possibly
can. But I have no goals or ambitions to be a leader in the
community college system.

I don't think people from the humanities division have ever
asked me anything about 'school administration or anything,
.relative to the institution. I don't think they are interested
in what my opinions are. I don't go ask them- what their opinions
are about the criminal justice system either. I'm not being.,

critical of them. It's just that being in an occupational
program, other elements of the institution may, or may not be
interested in what we are doing. Being it is an occupational
program, it is not viewed as we always viewed higher education.
In other words, an occupational program could, if.you didn't
watch it, become a training program. I don't think those
involved in traditional education view the occupational programs
as being equivalent to what they are engaged in. Their
definition of higher education would not possibly include the

occupational programs as being the same. You know, higher
education, even to me as a youngster, meant more than an

occupatiOnal program. You know, not knowing'that much about it,
but am sure, when I thought about higher education, I thought
of the liberal arts type of approach'rather than an occupational
program. I think there is some difference there. Part of the
problem that exists with an occupational program is to make sure
that it doesn't become a training .program. I don't feel that
some who engage in liberal arts education really feel an

occupational program is higher education. And again, I am not
taking sides. I can understand where they are coming from.

College work is a problem for some of our students. I think
some are not motivated. Don't, even cariif they are here or not.
They have no other place to be. Watchtpg Kojak on TV and a few
other things made criminal justice sound interesting. Daddy ,

said, "Why don't you go to college." I sympathize with the ones
who are academically deficient. I think that 6ybe we can do
something for them. So I don't mean to say they should tie thrown

opt. I wish we had a better quality student coming in then we
have. But I don't say throw the poor guy out that is

academically deficient. I would try to help him as much as we

can, and maybe that is what community college education is all

about. Maybe by the time two years are over, maybe we have
motivated them to the extent that they want to get into the
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system. I don't know. But I often say that they are just here

because they have no other better place to be.

In terms of a second career, I entered it with a lot of

apprehension naturally. I've done a lot of learning since I have

been in it. I came here, I am going to be a teacher, I am going
to be the best teacher I can possibly be. And that was my goal

when I came here. I don't want it to sound like' I am not

interested-in my own welfare. I would be upset if I saw people

get promoted that I considered didn't do a good job. I have

those normal aspirations that anybody has. It is just that maybe

they aren't as critical to somebody that is retired and has a

pension and is in the age bracket that I am in. A lot of people

look at retired people and a second career, and maybe think I am

coasting. But that is not my intention whatsoever. I am going

to do the best I can with it. The fact that I have another

source of income enters into it because it's necessary, because I

couldn't live on this salary, but it doesn't enter into my

performance or my involvement in this particular program here.

As far as my family is concerned, it meant a complete change

for them, a totally new experience. I think the frustrations

that they suffered as a result of the move are going to stand

them all in good stead. I wanted to introduce them to a

different type of life and I think this accomplished that. There

was an element of a gamble involved . And I was giving up a good

job. I just couldn't see going to my grave and-saying, "Joe, you
never tried it."

I want to be recognized, I want to be rewarded. I think

when you are older and you make the change, it kind of waters.

down the possibilities--unless you go from a retired position

into administrative responsibility. I started as a teacher in

the criminal justice field, not as an administrator. I wanted to

be an instructor in the field that I am most familiar with. I

had a gut feeling that the whole change would be beneficial both

to me and to my family.

Occupational programs are viewed by your traditional

educators as less than what they might want them to be. And I

think this will persist as long as you and I are on this earth,

if not 'longer: They give us a responsibility. We do the best we

can. We don't bother anybody. We are not running upstairs with
administrative problems all the time. They hardly know we exist.

Because we do a good (/job, a satisfactory job. We have a good

enrollment. We just don't interact with top administration.

Again, it's the nature of the beast. I think the, police

profession does have an impact on anybody's personality. You

spend twentyone years where you are always singled out if you

are in uniform. You are very happy those times that you can get
out of uniform without everybody knowing that you are a cop. And

so I like this idea of just doing my job and not rocking the boat

or going upstairs with problems. So we have problems, nobody
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knows about them. In addition to learning how to teach a,class,
seeing the relationships that exist,-and conflicts, realizing it
isn't an one big happy family in a college.

There is a sense .of isolation about ,occupational programst
and probably more so with , the criminal justice program. Because,
there are people that I ddn't think you would find in many other
occupations. Nobody dislikes people in a nursing profession.
Nobody dislikes people who are taking early childhood, guidance,
or recreation. But there are people with builtin, animosity
towards the police profession. But I don't let these things
really bother me. This has been five years of almost continual
learning about a lot of things that I can't put down'on paper, we
can't even discuss, but there is always something new. There is
always something you can get yourself involved in. What more do
you want out of life? I still feel some isolation being in an
occupational program, and probably 4 happens to be criminal
justice besides. Which may make it ,,worse, in some cases. But I
don't feel that cohesiveness. I feel a very strong cohesiveness
with those people teaching in tht-criminal justice profession at
other institutions. I belong to the State Academy of Criminal
Justice Sciences, and the Eastern Conference Criminal .Justice
Educators. I feel strongly about those people ." But that's,
understandable because of where I come frOm. put I don't get a
sense here of we're all college teachers, like we are all police
officers, regardless of rank. I don't know if it's here or not
to get, but I don't get that.

I have a natural ego that does aspire to being recognized
naturally and being advanced like anybody else is being advanced
in the system. Forget the monetary gains. Just the idea of
being recognized. Naturally I still have that. And if I was to
be overlooked because of attitudes about a second career, I woula
be very upset about that. I expect to be evaluated on my merits.
I entered it with a lot of apprehension, naturally; I've done a
lot of learning since I've been in it. I give it my best shot
and I get a lot of :gratification out of doing.it. I,don't want
to misltad you when I say I have no aspiring ambitions. I don't
want to be locked into, one position and ignored for promotions or
recognitions of the job that I do and I'm looking for pay
increases like the next fellow.
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Commentary

With characteristic clarity Edith Powell describes the

interaction with her initial high school advisor, a person who

quickly assigns Powell the commercial track of courses. Powell

says there was no possibility of family intervention: neither

her mother or father had gone to college or knew about

opportunities for college based on earlier school performance.

School and family cooperated in assuming that without..., money one

didn't expect to enroll in or even fantasize the possibility of a

college preparatory curriculum for oneself. So while Powell

does not 'like' much of her commercial curriculum and recalls a

zest for writing and .history, high school's meaning is a.

vocational one for her. Her excelling in her assigned "field"

leads here accounting teacher to urge a long-term sense of job

opportunity when she has the choice between the phone company and

an expanding restaurant chain. His sense of Sob opportunity

being connected to higher eduCation leads Powell to take the

first steps in what will prove to be a career, in part, as a

life-long learner. Already in high schoolshe plays the truant on

'the routine busy-Work side of the commercial curriculum, the

typing and office skills components. Powell seeks out, knows she

wants, and can do well at intellectually more demanding and

consequential subject matter. So as a senior she shows that,

while having been "technically trained," she already .has made it

to the top of her area, accounting, as well as sustained an

intellectual curiosity and initiative which will serve her well

in her, pursuit of, the bachelor's and master's degrees. Also to

be noted here is the mental sustenance one is provided with if,

at an early age, one becomes an avid reader. This factor,

evident in many other' profiles, is underscored yet again by this
participant's early experience in school and family life.

Why does Edith Powell leave the business world at what

appears to be the peak of her career? She is most emphatic about

her reasons. She is not dissatisfied with her social life there,

in fact she maintains close ties to people who worked with her

over those years. And she is just now making the salary she had

when she left the company. She says not a word of negative

comment, about the company itself, which advanced her rapidly and

appeared exceptional in its non-sexist job practices. This young

woman whO had never traveled-beyond her local environment rises

quickly, travels around the country, becomes a sought-after

speaker, assume e leadership, trains her replacements,

supervises her subordinatees. grows professionally with what seems

to be a happy combination of satisfaction and recognition. For a

person of her education and background, she advanced well and

enjoyed each stage; she worked in the computerization of the

business accounting field.
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c.And yet she was scarcely "contained" in or by her company
job: she remained a student, going to school part-time, earning
a bachelor's and a.master's degree. She says she planned a
second career, and she made careful inquiries at her choice of
community, colleges. Nhen the time came, she was both
well-prepared and willing to move. By the time she is
interviewed, Edith Powell is about half-way through her second
career. he has retirement in view, knows what she will do, how
she willWhjoy,it. What she celebrates in her teaching career is
connected to what she wanted when she left the company: greater
autonomy, greater time off. Even if she were offered her old job
back with three months vacation, she says she still would not
take it back.

But that Powell considers it at all is an indication of the
vantage point she has on her current work. While in the company,
she saw the hierarchy from top to bottom and e dently saw
herself settling for some niche in the upper echelo of middle
management, always having a boss. As a teacher at e community
college she is assertive 'and affirmative- about her relative
autonomy. In spite of a hectic schedule, she applauds the gain's
the union has made, a union for which she was an early advocate.
For Edith Powell the complement to such autonomy is a confident
skepticism about the leadership of the college, a sense that
unlike the efficiency and hierarchy of business, the community
college is not well-governed, not coherent or thoughtful in its
policies. In fact, it.is a workplace where a less confident
person would be much more susceptible to insecurity and
debilitation. Powell's age, previous experience, and her own
sense of. power and opportunity enable her to maintain both
detachment from the institution and enthusiasm for her particular
work.

Powell also left business because the bottom line of her
work there was "to make the corporation rich." Here at the
community college she .engages in her work in such a way that the
large, numbers of .struggling and unmotivated students--mostly
young, inexperienced, with nothing "to relate their studies
to"--receive her attention and.____Amidanoe_ bui without_ _the
undermining self - doubt often expressed by other -participants in
this study. Edith Powell's training 'in business and her outlook
on life, more generally provide her with a vision that looks at
the select few, "the six or seven," which. at-any one time are
taking maximum advantage of what Powell has to offer. The
others, too often not yet making a break from high school
routines , are upset at "the ambiguity of things." So no matter
how effective Powell's pedagogy can be, the students' motivation
and interest make for spotty performance. Powell contrasts this
with the-motivation of those in business being trained in special
sessions, the payoff for their learning . immediate and
consequential to them. It is the returning older students, often
women, who come closest to pursuing ,their education with an
analogous sense of urgency and motivation. Powell's story of the
young- male who wants to drop accounting because his job and
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-a
inte-rest in another field are conflj.cting with the course, shows

how she as a teabher/advisor responds to students (so many work

and fold their course work into heavy work routines). She knows

that simply dropping the course is 6 setback to opportunities the

student cannot see.

When Powell came to the community college, therefore', one

basic ingredient in that move was her belief that she would

indeed be like the person she was in high school, playful in a

serious way, perpetually curious, and free to pursue her own life

in a way not "sold" to the company. At the college now she

assesses her relative success and is-pleased with her work as a

whole. The prevailing structure of the institution--from

overuse of parttime instructors to the paperpushing accounting

sheets for individual advising sessions--gives her pause' and

gives her occasions for active resistance. H 'r words are telling

on the matter of the advising forms: she hakes it clear that

such a "game" is beneath her and if the powers, that be don'tlike

it, they can fire her. In speaking in such ..a way Powell

indicates both her own authority in the insatution and feelings

just the opposite of one 'who is "trapped." .Knowing she-is doing

good work, she anticipates that the bureaucracy can be ignored

with no serious consequence for herself. /

i

So while Powell anticipates her ne
t

t step 'to be early

retirement, she gives every sign of 'kn wing that there are

college over' which'she has some control ut which exist as the
structural deficiencies in the and operation of the

larvr context with regard to promotio ', regulations on class

size, budgets for parttimers, entrenche patterns of organized

inertia. Powell judges all this to ma "they don't know how to

manage." The resource allocation committee on which she serves

addresses these issues, and Powell's voice is hardly a defeatist

one. She talks about "making gains" i/n a way which implies she

has seen and worked for improvements at the college, that

progress has been made in the area bf equitable teaching loads

which will enable her and her students to do better work and gain

more satisfaction from work well done.

Edith Powell, an individualistic woman with a strong sense

of her "community," works now at, the community colleg' in a way

which draws on the union perspective of her workingclass father

and on the management experiences of her previus career. She

knows that it is not aptitude or ability but motivation and

interest which keep her predomihantly young students from greater

achievement. Her profile, helps raise the question of the

efficacy of vocational training where students are simply not

experienced enough to invest in an occupational field, often

switch fields, their choices growing out of complex interactions

between their own p.A schooling and expectations about what they

can or cannot do in the future. Powell more than once alludes to

that special ingredient, "motivation," most often a correlative

to a student's wanting something more from life and looking to an
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educational program to get himself or herself to a new and better
place. As long as Powell has the six or seven who have put
themselves on that "track," she feels justified and satisfied in
her job.

Somewhat younger than Edith Powell, Eric Hanson struggles to
affirm even a part of his work, and the portrait as a whole
touches on themes other faculty and staff have addressed:
problems in teaching, the students' commitment to an educational
process, the imposed definition of the college which
overpopulates classrooms and thwarts the most vital of
non-teaching initiatives for faculty--research. Hanson
recognizes the necessity of research for a faculty's continuing
vitality and sense of worth. While he may feel isolated and
alone with such a concern, in fact he joins a chorus of voices in
this study describing the absence of research as an integral .part
of community college work life.

Hanson says he is lucky to be there, having ldst his
previous job because he did not "deliver," he did not complete
his .dissertation. Hanson's vision of himself has a special
poignancy in that, he comes to community college work not in the
euphoric era of the sixties when his institution was celebrated
as a sort of regional flagship campus for transferring students
to four-year schools. He arrives on the scene when faculty are
being asked to "retool" and teach new subjects, when the economy
is contracting and more attention and publicity is going to a
careerist emphasis"at the college. On a campus that prides
itself on. an independent-minded and collegial faculty, Erie
Hanson can only reflect on how little the two- and four-year
schools share. He is deeply concerned about the students: for
their inattention, lack of initiative, their lack of caring,
their refusal to engage in class discussion, the silent
indifferenCe in the face of Hanson's intensified desire to
succeed as best he can in a new situation where his old academic
customs will not find a place to be shared. He wants to discuss
ideas, knows that the material demands an active response, and
cannot get many of his students to do the minimum: read the
book. He states that at the four-year school it was easy to
teach: at the community college it is hard, decidedly hard.
Hanson's sympathies for the returning women also are part of a
chorus of confident affirmation about them. (As the suceeding
chapter indicates, the phenomenon of returning women students in
the community college raises questions which go to the heart of
this study.)

Hanson's move to the community college confronted him with
a struggle. The move "down" to the community college has worked
out because his family and he wanted to stay in that particular
part of the country. But Hanson registers directly his
frustration with his community college experience when he bluntly
admits he would rather be teaching at a good, private, four-year
college.
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Hanson takes full responsibility for not having completed

his degree. Yet he also makes clear in the way he describes his

graduate study that it was a grind, that he developed a lot of

anger toward the professors who were into their advanced

scholarship to the detriment of their students. In this context

of unresolved tensions, a `full time teaching job, family

responsibilities, the years slipped by and Eric Hanson',s tenure .

decision was a.negative one-. There are a few other stories in

this collection of profiles concerning the loss of a job and its

consequences. Eric Hanson seemed resisting and accomodating at

the same time to the realities of the community college where he

has to change the level he teaches on, has to "lead" his classes
far more than he wants to or knows is educationally sound.

A note of apprehensiveness pervades much of Hanson's account

of what it is like to work in a community college, so he can

sound negative, about his teaching. While there are always "a

handful of people who read and keep us going," Hanson is nearly

overwhelmed by accounts he gets from students about their

problems at home, with work, in relationships. Such awareness

complicates his negativism about the realities of teaching in a

community college, but he is still left trying to establish a

genuine, intellectual engagemet with his students, or any

concentration on ideas themselves. Hahson sounds like a teacher

whose sense of obligation, of "delivering" is beydnd what can be

realized in the setting in which he works. Edith Powell in her

accounting and management courses can recognize that the

struggling eighteenyearold often doesn't have anything "to

relate to" in terms of the skill or concept she's teaching. This

recognition leads her not toward selfblame, selfdoubt but to

doing the best she can and evaluating her own productivity not in

terms of groups but individuals.

No matter how secular the work conditions of these three

participant& lives, their portraits reflect the importance of a

religious tradition which begins with childhood and continues

into the present. For Hanson it was his church in his

)ncertain adolescent years which gave him some selfconfidence

and provided a basis for the "breaking away"' from his

workingclass homelife. For Powell, church and family life make

an unbroken chain; to this day religious affiliation remains a

vital part of her life, her sense of self grounded in that

community. Hanson's painful second "breaking' away" from the

calling of the ministry clearly left scars, but his current

research interest in religious utopian communities is a means for

him to integrate past and present. For Ryan religion meant

Catholic schooling: the discipline, the curriculum, the

camaraderie. He remains an "Irish Catholic" .

While our commentaries in this study have emphasizedjactors
of gender, class, and race, we also note the ways that religion

has played a role in the formative stages and later years of the

participants. Most dramatically, Hanson's college, years are.
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imbued with a sense of personal achievement, intellectual
excitement, and religious vocational commitment that throws into
relief the absence of "delivering" attached to both his four-year
and two-year college teaching careers. In sharp contrast to
Hanson, Powell's religious upbringing implies a division and even
antagonism between religion and education: her family still
questions her about her never ceasing to be a student. Schooling
represents for them a denial of per'sonal freedom. Only in. this
regard, however, do we sense that Powell is a stranger to them,
and she has become a mentor of sorts to her sister's children.
Ryan's portrait shows the effects of the Irish-Catholic heritage
of anti-intellectualism. It is only in the "moratorium" of the
service ,years_that a buddy influences him to think of higher
education.

Eric Hanson is .teaching in the liberal arts. The power of
ideas and the intellectual life moved him deeply as an
undergraduate. At that time his aspirations were for a life as.a
minister, a leader in the union of religious and intellectual
traditions. Going to graduate school, Hanon converted his sense
of mission to that of an educator in higher education, his
aspirations of university work contrasting with the lonely fellow
student whom Hanson judged then as having low aspirations because
he was thinking of community college teaching. Trying now,
himself, to withstand the anti-intellectual culture of the
institution, Hanson continues to want the doctorate and to pursue
his personal research projects. The institution in its rhetoric
and its operating structure makes Eric Hanson feel even more
alienated.

Several factors. then,' concern Eric Hanson: his own sense
of self-worth in "coming down" to the community college; his
assessment of what's not working not yet having sorted itself out;
his heightened sense of personal, mission or calling lending

exceptional importance to the meaning of work; his sense of
gratitude to the college, is an alternate, second career in a
region where he wanted to remain, colliding with his clear-minded
advocacy of the life of the mind as the heartbeat of the
community college; a dream as remote apparantly'as his desire to
teach in a good four-year school; finally an urge to connect with
others around ideas while simultaneously resisting a more
experienced, creative re-thinking of the assumptions which inform
his image of the bright and the motivated. Adding to conflicts
for this demanding teacher is that, unlikePowell with' her
swelling enrollments and highly marketable skills, Harkson faces a
future in which the interest in broader educational perspectives
is for the community college as an institution perhaps even more
on the wane. His anxieties and frustrations are compounded by
what he experienced in his first teaching career. Hanson seems
to remain torn between efttist and populist assumptions about
education. His sense of his loneliness in the profile connects
with other participants who work in a similar structure. Edith
Powell's sense of mobility and opportunity contrasts sharply with
Hanson's sense of immobility.
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len-the other hand, Powell- herself tells us how difficult it

is to feel successful working in the community college: the

demands are so varied and changing. Hanson's desire to suceed

was particularly acute, given his circumstances. For Joseph

Ryan, taking a position as a community college teacher after

twentyfive years in the New York City Police Department meant

something different from both Powell and Hanson. Ryan was

eligible for retirement, wanted to move his family out of the

city, and had the credentials necessary for community college

teaching. As he says, he neVer considered another "second

career" job opportunity, in business for instance. Where

Hanson's language registers extremes, Ryan's is cautious and

qualified. His first career shows up in his profile in the

manner in which he approaches a topic or describes an experience.

His formative years were spent in Catholic schools and in the

military during World War II. .Ryan felt lucky as a kid, says his

prescriptive schooling was "invaluable." He used the military

experience to entertain aspirations for college, a step never

discussed in his family. From his earliest years Ryan's life

traces itself out in predominantly sexsegregated institutions.

If Ryan's college and police experience is largely .a blur in

the portrait, those years give him the credentials he needs when

he retires from an institution he makes clear is as close to the

military as you .get in our society. Ryan's first year teaching

was as hard a year as he's known, and he states frankly that it

didn't have to be that hard, that he was given too much to do

with too little support and guidance. But Ryan is not one to

complain, and from what he goes on to say we get the picture of a

person who did not have to reassess his pedagogic and even work

identity as did Hanson but one who had to'learn the operations of

a new job and who feels he now has,a handle on it, does a good

job, and gets satisfaction from his work.

Part of the reserve, the distance, Ryan keeps in his

relationship to the interviewers relates to the in uniform,

outofuniform phenomenon Ryan describes in passing. In the

profile he is pretty much "in uniform." Bearing in mind this

sort of convention, Ryan reveals much about what his work is like

and how he feels about it. He pinpoints quickly the false

attitudes of traditional grading practices; he is concerned about

evaluation and knows that some other kind of categorizing or

classifying would be_more compatible with his educational goals.

He knows he brings more to the textbook becuse he has been a

practitioner in the "real world," but he is not interested in

parading as an .expert but in motivating the "kids" to get

involved, ask questions, and participate by assuming

responsibilities and taking initiatives themselves. Ryan wishes

there were a better qualified student enrolling in the program,

but he clearly doesn't stay in that mold of thought long. He

uses the classroom as a crucible for the creation of interest and

involvement on the student's part. Ryan connects, students'

enjoyment of his course with their interest, their
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inquisitiveness, and their productivity.

He takes note of the fact that he is in an occupational
program where you get to know students as liberal arts faculty do
not get to know their students. With this observation Ryan

raises a number of questions. Does familiarity with or proximity
to students generate new knowledge and more intimate

understanding? Or is the isolation felt by Ryan also present in
the lives of his students, stigmatized by many with the label

"criminal justice." Ryan's familiarity with his students remains
a paternal one, and about his peers he is direct in his

assessment that not much collegiality exists at his community
college.

Some of this can be explained by a twoperson program, the .

structure of isolation &of individuals given specialized degree
and certificate program responsibilities and having little sense
of the school beyond their own assignments. While such isolation
can exist throughout work situations, Ryan's commentary speaks
directly to attitudes and structures unique to the community
college. Faculty are professionals, and therefore operate in a
purported context of autonomy. But autonomy and "being left

alone" are two different states, and Ryan looks in vain for a

sense of faculty cohesion he once felt when he was in uniform
with his fellow officers. Furthermore, Ryan is sensitive to and

savvy about the hierarchy of the college, the conventional
assumptions about latecomers like criminal justice to the ranks

of professionalism, and a latent or overt hostility to the

occupation itself.

It is one thing to hear other participants "high up" in the
internal hierarchy of community colleges speak of the larger
professional society's view of their work. It's quite another to
hear a seriousminded and resourceful faculty member near the
bottom of that hierarchy discbss the "bottom of the totem pole"
from the vantage point of a professional field itself defensive
about its claims to status and recognition beyond that.ascribed
to a training program. Ryan not only feels the slights from
other sectors of the community college; he also,partially shares
their viewpoint. As he says, as a youngster hiOer education to
him meant the liberal arts, not vocational training. This
attitude might cause a younger person more stress than it appears
to give Ryan. His "understanding" of other viewpoints gives him
room to be quiet within the organizational, noise which he

suggests does not mean too much. Rya, knows he and his friend
and colleague run a good program, do not trouble the

administration, and probably pay a price by not being more
troublesome and therefore visibly;. Ryan's wry, selfeffacing
humor pokes through in this area more so than others. Perhaps

both tired of and hopefully "retired from the mindless busywork
of bureaucracy, Ryan finds th-ati in this relatively small

college-- much is the same. If they are different,- Ryan subtly

keeps them more similar. His sense of the "chain of command"
means that he and his colleague will remain probably doing good
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work in 7, context that.finds it difficult to think freshly about

criminal justice. Here the situation- where a sense of

isolation is reinforced_ by silea and a'larger unwillingness to
"take on" t;:e c.pposition and argue, for instance, for a new

perspectiv' on law, law enforcement, community health, etc..

Ryan!s social understanding is at odd, with his role as the

late-comer to higher education: ire won't tell engineering how to

run their program as long as they won't tell criminal justice how

to run theirs.

Fragmentation, tacit disharmony and conflict, a sense that

what one knows is ur.ivailable to others, there is a sense that

this stage has players going through roles in ignorance of one

another's lives as though the institution were much larger and

more ."impersonal." As Ryan tells his story, a program's relative
size is one faCtor in relation to other factors Of status, power,

and opportunity. Ryan's reference to nursing is particularly

insightful on the issue of social and organizational legitimacy;

nobody will insult them. PoliceMen, however, live in a society

which needs ',,heir labor and demeans their humanity, labels them._

in ways worse than the "big dumb football player".stereotype Ryan
refers to when mentioning his college physical education major.

In American society, meritccratic and egalitarian in ethos

if not often in flpet, Edith Powell v-d Joseph Ryan completed

their first careers having advanced to midd]e managemen't, having

"made it" to a considerable degree before coming to the community.
college. They also came from work in which the workplace and

their private lives were overlapping. Ryan contrasts his past

identity, however it was viewed by society, as one where a sense

of community operated to build loyalty and support. He speaks

feelingly now of his membership in criminal justice associations
a common professional interest bringing together educators in his

field on a regional basis. liyan prOudly hangs certificates and

plaques from these organizations on his office wall.

Hanson's sense of isolation is heightened in.the company of

Powell and Ryan. They each have vocational fields which enjoy

varied levels of demands, and they are "authorities" of sorts,

practitioners from the "real world," they go against the

stereotype that "those who can't, tea(:1." So while these three

participants highlight conditions of world in the com.mity

college from the perspective of the second career person, these

participants also reinforce and extend topics discussed in

previous chapters. In hearing from persons in accounting and

criminal justice, for example, we can see more concretely the

range of vocational programs in community college and note the

variations in status, level of aspirations, the hierarchy within

the vocational ranks. Furthermore, Eric Hanson's switch from

'four-year to two-year teaching underscores the precarious

position of the liberal arts. faculty in an era of "the

vocationalization of higher edpcation" especially as it affects

community colleges. So Eric Hanson, with initial high
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aspirations , is faced, with a sense of,' _blocked_____power.._and.
. .-opportunity.

All of the three "second career" participants struggle to
do their work in the best way they can under Conditions which
prove to invol4b either enervating administrative problems,
fragmentation, and isolation, or struggles with students whose
motivation and sense of opportunity, whose minds, as a previous
liberal arts participant put it, "aren't even in first gear."
Taken out of context ,this comment could appear glib and
condescending. But in, fact, another feature of the second career
profiles has to do with the relatively greater psychological
distance from students they maintain. Powell, Hanson, and Ryan
maintain a tone in their relation to students which never
approximates the likes. of the above passage in Cynthia Jamison's
profile with its closeness to and identification with students.
This matter has to do with age as well as second career and with
the participant's disposition toward the indepth interview
process. In two out:;of three cases they show that in taking the
second career community college job they are ,beyond the testing
ground aspects of a first career. As Hanson remains caught up in
the complexities of his work , Powell and Ryan--with a woman's
and a man's features in their discourse-- maintain an equanimity
and selfrespect which are set over and against their
observations of "the way/it is" in the community college.
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Chapter Thirteen

A Tide in the Affairs of Women:

Returning Women Students in the Community College

Introduction to the Profiles
7--

This chapter presents five profiles of older women students.

We have chosen to compose profiles of these five nontraditional

students from among the twenty-four completed student interviews

because they are part of a rapidly expanding group in the

community college (Tittle and Denker 1980 ). References to older

women students, or "returning women," have appeared frequently in

the profiles of faculty in this report.

Some of the transcripts of faculty for whom we did not

construct profiles reveal additional comments such as these: "We

have a lot of returning peopleal lot of divorced women that got

married when they were eighteen coming back to college." "We

have a lot of.adult students coming back to .school. Two-thirds

of them are women. Our traditional right-out-of-school students

[are] declining." "I really enjoy the older people in my

classes. I guess I relate to them in terms of their having a

commitment.that seems to honor what we do."

These comments, as well as the remarks in the- previous

profiles , demonstrate the interest of faculty in . their older

students, predominantly female, whom they find to be

hard-working, attentive, motivated, determined, and persihent.

The stories and reflections of the students theMselyes provide

another window, on the work of community college facult'.

Through five profiles and the commentary that follows, this

chapter examines what it is like to be a returning woman-student

in e communIty_c.allege.-
individual and shared themes that are woven thrnogli the lives of

the five women. Their lives touch those, of fac:;.Ity, staff, and

other students in- their attempts to reach defi-red goals through

the channels of community colleges in Massachusetts, Npw York,

and California.
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Profile

4

GLORIA SANTOS

(Gloria Santos, twentyfive, is a student in the twoyear
nursing program of a northeastern community college. She was
interviewed at her home in the winter of 1980.)

When I first came here I was so excited about it. Maybe it
is because it is the first college I have ever been to. I made
it! And there I was filling in applications and all those papers
to get in and it was kind of thrilling.' At the same time was
nervous. You jutht.walk around and see the people, and the place
so big, and so many people that you don't even know. You try to
find somebody that you know and you dOn't know anybody and.it"s
thrilling and nervous at the same time.

The first day of school, I remember, I ended up in the wrong
room and the middle of the period I realized that ,I was in the
wrong room with the wrong teacher and I just got up and went to
the front to the teacher and said, "I am sorry I an in the wrong
class. Got to rush Over to my teacher where I belong." The
first time that I went flr my schedule I happened to go o Miss
Wiley--she is a counselor. I spend an entire summer going in and
out this place. Everytine they, give me a different paper to fill
out and take it here and do this and that. The last time'I went
there--Miss Wiley was the one who made my schedules and she keeps
on asking me, "Are you sure this is what you want?" I look at
her and I say, "Yes, that is all I want. I just want to go
home." Sh, keeps asking me if this is what I really want to do.
I said, yes, yes, okay. Then she gave me my schedule and told me
where to go with all the papers: All the things they make you go
through for you to enroll! They give you some papers to take
over to City Hall to see if you are a legal resident. Down to
City Hall and back with papers and they say, "Oh, sorry." Then
they put in the file: not legal resident.

They gave me a couple of papers, the financial aid and BEOG,-
and I had to take them to the third floor. I went to Job Corps
here on Main Street. They were the ones who filled out my BEOG.
The girl didn't fill out some application I was eligible for, so
I ended up with only BEOG. No special aid, no supplement, no
nothing. So--oh, what the heck. 'My tuition was paid for and my
books were paid. The rest, I had to do it on my own. Later on I
found out that yes, financial'.aid fi-om school and other aids
would have been allotted to me. But I didn't ask anybody. Later
on when I tried to join the work study they told me I couldn't
apply for work study without having applied for financial aid. I
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did call. I--tried to get the girl that filled out my

application. asked her why she didn't fill out my other

applications for me.for financial aid, and she said, "What? Oh, I

am sorry." I said I didn't mean to complain, you know.

Eventually' all she said was, "Oh, I thought you wouldn't be

interested'in it." And I said, "Why wouldn't I be interested in

it?"

Anyhow, I realized that I couldn't depend on anybody and I

was really on my own. I said, "Now it is up to me to do

something for myself and for my' kids besides just taking care of

them." I just realized it was up to me now. I went for my GED%

which I failed the first time, and the second time I went here

[to a special program] and I made it. It was quite an

experience, like you stop being childish and start being a

grown-up., It was--how, car I say--it was a turn- about. My

attitude towards everything changed. I guess I really realized,.. -

that I had to do something for myself and the children. I said,

"Well, if I go get a job, I am unskilled and that_ means that I

will get a low-paying job, which eventually would leave me

nothing." Half of that money would go to child care because I

had my two children. So I said, "Well, I might as well go to

school and try to do something." So I got my children in day

care 'and my oldest was going to first grade by then. So I

managed pretty well.

But when I got here I said, "Oh, my God, what am I going

do?" I knew nobody. I didn't know where anything was. I went

to this particular office that was supposed to help me out. My

interest was in nursing and nursing was closed. Had tolwait

take a test. I asked a lady what she would advise me or sugg,

what I can do. She said, "I don't know. We can't tell you that.

You have to make up your own mind." And she just gave me Oe

papers with all the courses that were still open and she

"You have to choose." That'is all she told me. So I went, "Ee-.77,

meeny, miny, moe," and I was mad, you know, later on I was m: ;I,

She should have at least told me to go to another person that L,

more knowledge of what is going on, that was more able to suggest

something to me. Later on I went to my accounting teacher. I

explained to her what I did that day and what had happkined. She

said. "Oh, I can't believe How could you do that ?"

said, "Very easy--eeny, meeny, moe." She said, "Well, I

suggest that you -ta-ke -1115-617-alartz- -and-science. ThereyouLcan_____

knock out :some of the things that you eventually will be get:Ang

in nursing, like microbiology and psychology." So she

recommended me liberal arts and science and I appreciated that,

and I will as long ar. I live.

The fir'st time in scool--oh, it was miserable. I was

taking English. I we taking Psychology. I was taking Data

Processing and Accounting 101. what made it so difficult for me

was it was the first time I was going back to school. "'didn't

know what f was getting Really I was just uptight about it
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and it was kind of a strain on me, the first semester, and I
ended up withdrawing from Accounting and English. I passed
Psychology. I, passed Data Proc-essing but with not such a good
grade. ,I had to do something, so I stuck with those two. I got
a C in Psychology. That teacher gives hard exams. He twists
everything around--you really had to know your stuff.

A lot of my friends didn't make it--they failed the course.
I was glad that at least I got a C. I don.'t have to repeat it.
I went to him and talked to him about some of the difficulty that
'I had, which I still have sometimes, understanding the'questions
on the exam. Sometimes I am taking the exam and I have to stand
up and go to the teacher and ask, "What do you mean by this
question? What do you want?" Many times I knew the answers but
I didn't understand the questions, so I would get up and tellhim
my problem. He said, -"Even if yoti have to come to me ten times,
you do it." Eventually I noticed that the kind of problems
are the same problems that some students in the class were
having. Spanish is my first language. Most of the students from
this community college are Englishspeaking students so I know
that I will be having more problems than the rest of the class.
I started making friends with the other students. . I realized
that some 'Of them have more problems that I do, so I said,."Well,
I am not the only one."

I know now that I have to force myself a little bit to do to
little bit better. My history teacher - -he is really something
else! To,give the teachers what they. want is somethin:1
again. The first semester I went to school I didn't know
what they want and what they expect of you. In this semester I
am more prepared, maybe more relaxed about it. I am more i ling
to be more openminded to the teacher and the course than last
semester. Last semester I was too busy being nervous about it.
Essay exams--it is the first time I have ever done them. Oh God,
really, it is kind of difficult for me to 'understand his words,
his vocabulary words. I am very glad that some of tree Leachers
in the community .college are very understanding, very open, and
you know you can talk to them and they are there. They listen.
The majority of the teachers, when they talk I can understand
::verything they say. But when they write, I try to make sense
out of the question, what is tat particular word; and thst is
wny I found myself going to my teachers and asking, "What do you
mean by this?"

I have this girl friend, Lottie, and I told her my problem
and she agreed with me to at least twice a week go over the same
thing the history teacher has talked about, but in her language,
and since she is an A student in history I get.a better picture.
So it-helps, it helps a lot. Last. Friday she was here. She had
never eaten Spanish food so I made her aSpanish dish. I speak
to her in Spanish and make her think in Spanish and answer me.
back in Spaniq, so she helps me with my history.

I am r:,-Ang td Spanis!, classes because I can't write Spanish
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as I am supposed to. Some of the American girls come to Me and

say, "How come you are taking Spanish? Aren't you Spanish?" I

say, "Aren't ycu taking English? " And they look at me. I say,

"I am taking Spanish and you are taking English, so we are even."

I have to do so much reading of the English I don't have time to

read Spanish. My real problems are the little accents. Oh God,

if you will let me I will put an accent on every word, which will

make a paper all wrong. -But if they have Spanish they should

have it all those years so the students will learn good Spanish,
how to write it and how to read it'and do it completely, not just
halfway.

I guess I was lucky this semester--I have good teachers. Na

problems with teachers, really understanding teachers. Some

teachers, you know, you ask them whatever your question is and

they will give you one little bit of information and they expect

you to' understand. everything by that smell explanation. But you

are just as blank as before. While the teachers that I have now

will give me not only one explanation but a couple of examples.

This particular English teacher, he will not let you go out of

his office until you have proven to him that you urAerstand what

he is talking a4out. He admits- his mistakes, which other

students or teachers won't do.
11

I had a bad experience with an English teacher the semester

before. For any little simple error she would mark me wrong. I

had a tutor in English--she was a straight A student. She will

tell me , how to do--I will show it to her and she will go over

every lit le detail. And I will redo it until it is right,

according t her. When I take in the paper I get C:s and D's.

My tutor would say, "I don't know why she gave you that grade,

beca r 'le I Myself would have done it like that and I would have

gbtten out of my teacher an A." I said, "Something is going on

;there. She is happy giving F's and D's, got to be something

wrong here." I knew I didn't have a chance. I realized it. My

other girl friend who had her before, she had all C's. Okay,

when midsemester came she gave her an F. My friend went to her

and asked, "Why have you given me an F? All my papers were C's."
She just said, "I don't think you are ready for my course." That

was her answer.. I realized that I didn't have a chance so I

decided to withdraw from the course and I am very happy I did.

Because with this teacher now I have no problems. He sees that I

have misunderstood. He will tell me, "This is what I want you to

do," and he,will explain it again and then he will say, "Now go

home and do it and bring it back to me tororrow." Not all your

teachers are willing 'to 'go through the hassles, telling the

student, "You have missed the point and you have got to go over

it again." Not many teachers are willing to do that. Too

timeconsuming. It changed my attitude about English teachers.'

I took this course because my girl, friend recommended it to me.

She speaks less English . that I do. When I told her 'about my

problem, she said, "You.will see how different it will be with

him." I am doing a better job now. I still have my mistakes in
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spelling but I always enjoy writing. Just the other day my girl
friend taught me how to spell debt--you know with the "b" in
there, I never even knew. And I said, "How are you supposed to
know that it goes there? You don't even pronounce it!"

Accounting--I grew to hate it, you know. I don't want to
even see it. I spent so much time with those machines, God, like
it just pours right out cf you. I don't want anything to do with
this, 1 guess you have to be born for that. Maybe it is because
I don't know it that well. I study math and I study it and I go
over it and still I keep forgetting. I have gone back to
fractions and studying it over and over. You put those little
numbers on.a piece of paper and you ask me to do it and I won't
be able to do it. And I have studied it so many times and I keep
going back, to see if it stays in my head--no way! So I said,
"What am I going to do?" to one of the teachers in charge. He
is another, great teacher. He is good and you understand
everything he says, he will explain it so well.

I didn't know anything about sociology. sI had no Acounter
with sociology before in my life. The teacher gave us all a
paper and asked us, "What is sociology?" and I couldn't answer.
I didn't even know what it meant. About three weeks later he
gave us another paper, an assignment: make a three-7page essay
about what is sociology. In that mont 's periba,he explained itk.so well that I got an A. That is ho great a teadker he is.
Another teacher it would be just the same a month later--blank
ever about sociology.

I have to say that what really motivat me and gave me more
confidence in myself was this minico se that they gave us:

"How to s'.udy effectively." During Christmas vacation they gave
a week of this minicourse and that helped me. Last semester I
was ready to give up. I sigried up and I went and it 'really
helped me a lot, lifted my spirit up, you know, and helped me to
gd at it again. It really changed my attitude towards the school
and courses and the teacheps, I was very discouraged. They told
me, "You have beerriiaOT school for many years so don't expect
to get grades like straight A's as soon as you come back because
that is a big gap." I had been out of school for nine years and
I was going back there and going there with no high school
education, you know, a tremendous strain on me. They told the
students, "You will need maybe one or two semesters to get into
things here, to really start understanding yourself and your
teachers." And I said, "You know, they are right. I have been
trying to get good grades immediately. I have to see that it is
too big a gap and I cannot train my brains to study after so many
years and retain everything I read." And other information, you
know: this is how you study your teacher, how to take notes when
he is lecturing, when he repeats one thing, when he raises his
voice to say something, and then he lowers it--hints what is
really important. That program is Usually for people that are
going to 'study for the GED, not for students that have already
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been in, college. It was already full and I was the last one to

sign up for it. Maybe my adviser was the one who put it down for

me to take this course. You know, even some of the students who

come straight out of high school, some have wasted years of high

school doing nothing and they try to make it in college. That is

why they.end up dropping out--because they can't compete.

[I want] to be able to understand what is really going on

around me. That was what I alwayS wanted to know. [Coming to

the community college] means getting the'education that I always

wanted for myself. I always, wanted to know what is going on and
why is it going on like this, and how is it happening. I know I

will never find out everything that is going on but I will at

least have an .idea now, and some other ideas which I didn't have

before. I have a little bit more knowledge of what is going on

in this world and I don't criticize others as much. Why is it

that some of us are just poor and why is it that some people can

just make it and go on and have a good education and why is it

that others can't? Why do people behave? like this, why do they

do this instead of that? My psychology course helped me a lot,

especially why I was thinking the way I was thinking. Now tha\ I

am taking sociology it is helping me a lot more to understand

what is going on here in this world. Now I know that some

people's benefit is other people's, how do you say,

disadvantages. I find the college gives you an entirely new

point of view. Before going to college you have a narrow point

of view of everything. I am glad that I am here. Of course, as

my teachers say, the more that you think you know the less you

really know.

I always dreamed of going to college. When I did come

here, I said, "Oh my God, I can't believe it, I am here." Now it

is giving me the hope to continue further education. Right now I

.just feel greatly motivated with my plans to go towards my work.

My main goal is becoming a nurse. For me the community college

has been a great experience. I haven't been any other place, I

can only talk about this place. It is good. I am enjoying being

here.

I think that the majority of the teachers do care. They

really listen. Someone told.me.at_the-beginnIng,--"-When-you-go to,
college you are practically on your own. It is up to you to do

what you have to do." I thought that nobody would listen. I'

found out that is not true. There are teachers .here to listen to

your problems and they do find solutions for them. They are

there to he' p. you. I know where to go now to look for help. I

know what to do'wl'Ien I don't know my way around. Teachers always

say, "If you have a personal problem, come to me"--those who

really care. They will say it to the class, "Feel free to come

to me." But usually my personal. problems I keep to myself.

have always been like that--I don't even go to my next relative.

But with schtol problems you should go to one of my teachers or

one of the counselors. Like yesterday they had me in a
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merry-go-around at the registrar's office, because the computer
made a mistake. They had a course that I never took and it was U
-- Unsatisfactory. I went to one of the counselors that I met
during this how-to-study mini-course and she went to the people
and in less than an hour the problem was solved.

When I wasn't here .I was really doubtful about myself., I
thought I wasn't going to be able to do it. Now-that it is my
second semester I have a completely different concept of myself.
Now I know that I can do it, now .1 am ready to keep on at it, and
I know that if I continue my education I will get where I want to
go. I was just thinking about it this morning on the bus. I
said, "Oh, what the hell, 'I am not going to be sneaky about it, I
am going to show off my grades." So today I was showiing off my
grades. I called up my aunt and I told her I got B' and I got
this and I got that, and I went to my girl friend's/house and I
showed them to her. I went around to my relatives. I do it
because I want them so badly to go back to school./ I think that
there is so much to know and so much out there, that they are
ignorant about, so many things that they don't understand. They
have a narrow point of view, the way I used to'have, and now I
want them to know, to experience the same things that I am
experiencing. I want them to break through, I, want them to go to
school, to become someone, to get education at least. Because
they all--they are brighter than ram. I notice that many many
times. Yet all they want to do is work. And I say, "That is not
enough, you know. When you g4 laid off,,what are you going to
do? You going to sit around in your house? You know you need at
least a part-time education." So far I got only one of my
cousins to the GED program. She is really going at it. Chances
are she willl do better than I did. Another cousin of mine--I
want him td come to college. But he is sb busy - -you know,
male--he is so busy working. He is single so he could do it.
You know, he could work part-time and go part-time to school. I
wish I could pull him here, btit, I can only advl.se. or suggest.

My mother doesn't believe in books. I am the only one',
female side, that has graduated with a GED and I am the first one
in college. I have a cousin studying law in Puerto Rico. I feel
proud. I also feel uncomfortable because I wish with all my
heart that. would -be getting- abetter education. My
mother said, "That is a waste of time." Not to me personally, but
she has mentioned it around and I has" heard it. She 'thinks that
it is just laziness, because she 1.-felieves in work. She is a
hard - working woman. She has worked 111 her life. For her,
education beyond a high school is jozl_ vrasting it. I don't pay
attention to her. If I would I wou..71't be here. She thinks I
should be working or taking care of :my 1-Ads. She was brought up
that way and that is her narrow point of view:-----

My children have been in nursery, day.care, and preschool
for so many years now, since they were babies. I got a baby
sitter when my daughter was three years old. Then preschool and
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now this other day care. Sometimes I feel gu lty about it

because I don't spend as much time as I really wis or I should

with them. Sometimes they just want to play with me.and I say I

can't do it now, I have got to wait. When I am try:1:Ig to sit

down and study, they will be pulling on me or th-ey will be

calling, "Look at this, look at that." And they go, "Oh, Mom,

you don't have time for us now." I say, "Don't say that". This

semester I tried to give my' attention to them from the time they

came from school at four until eight or nine o'clock and I

wouldn't do studying between those hours and I just tend to them

and feed them and take care of them, and listen to what they have

to say, and complaints or any happy nptes from school. And after

they are in bed, well, then I take time for me. They get angry

if I am reading my own books and I am not reading them a story.

"You can read for yourself, and not read for us"--that kind of

attitude.

I try to make my schedule so that by thetime they are home

I have been able to sit down and rest for a little while. I have

to leave my work from like eightthirty to--sometimes I won't

finish until twelve. When I want to get some reading

done--because I can read but not as fast as some other students

so it takeS me a little bit longer--eventually I end up going to

bed at one o'clock in the morning. I get up at six. Sometimes I

just wake them up and say, "You have got to go to school," and I

don't get up. They know how to dress themselves and they know

how to serve their own breakfast. When it is hot breakfatt I get

up and do it. but some days I let them eat cold cereal. So they

get up and they do it themselves. I open my eyes and say, "Have

you combed your hair?" They say, "Yes, Mommy,". but when the bus

comes I get up and watch them go out.

Sometimes I fear maybe I am hurting them. While I am doing

something good, at the same time I am doing something bad to

them. I don't know--it is like, how can I say, conflicts of

emotions, inside of me and sometimes when I stop studying I look

et them and I feel guilty at'it it. My son says he understands a

little bit, but not my daughter. My son is a little bit more

mature and he understands when I say, "No, " because of this and

that. He will say, "Okay, Mom, I understand." I can see it in

his face that he'is-understanding me--but not my: daughter.._ She

just looks at me, like--like accusing me. It is hard. Yesterday

I got home so tired because I had an exam at nine o'clock in the

morning and I had courses one right after the other. And then I'

had to be going to the registrar's office with my problem. I got

home exhausted at four o'clock so I *waited for them and I made

dinner and I gave it to them and then I went and took a nap,

because I had to continue my studies later on.' I just lay down

and left them all alone and I didn't even say anything, I just

went in and took a nap. When I woke up all the lights were

turned off and they were just sitting.on the sofa looking at me.

I felt so guilty. I said, "Go to bed, go sleep," and I told

them, "It is too late to watch television now, time for you to go

to bed," because they get up at six o'clock in the morning. And
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they said, "Mom, you are not fair." My daughter is the grouchy
one. She says, "Mom, we didn't see television," and I said; "It
is late, I am sorry." And they each went.to their bed and then I
was feeling guilty. But I sat down and studied tillafter
midnight.

I don't knowwhy I feel so guilty. Today is Friday so I
will make up for it, somehow. 'Tomorrow I will take them shopping
with me. I have:been living with it and I guess I am going to
have to livewith 'it, and work my way around it. I am just
waiting' for my daughter to be a little bit older so-I canexplain
it teher, what is going on, and hope she understands and won't
accuse me of anything. Many many parents are going to school, to
work, and they are neglecting their children in some, way or the
other.' I have the advantage that I started this when they were
little, so it not new or abrupt to them when they are big: "I
can't attend to.youno more, I have got to do.this." I tell them,
"You go to school--right? And I have to go to school. You
Study, I have to study. You do your- work, I have to do my work
you know, and if I don't study I get bad grades." Mydaughter
doesn't understand that but my son does. "If I set bad grades I
will never finish' school, I will have- to stay thre as long as I
live." And he just looks at me with these big wide eyes. ,He.
understands. I try to explain to my daughter' that I can't play
with her or I can't, listen. She will get mad and she willstart.
grabbing my paper. My son is very protective toward her. He
will take her to another room and he starts talking to her. He
puts his,arms around her and says, "Don't worry, let's play." I

don't know. Hopefully they will stick to education. 'Oh God, I
know that when they are' teenagers they usually turn to other
things, other than education; sort of get bored-with' school. I

know, so many; years just going to school, they just.get bored and
they want to go into things grgwnup peop).6. So since I went
through it I-understand it, and therefore I will understand my
children when they grow up. I just say, "God, don't let me
forget." It will be,up to them to make whatever they want out' of

Q their lives. I can only tell them how hard it is to drop Out of
school and try to go at that again: The longer you are out the
harder it is. to get back.

I never 'learned hovi to skate. I don't know how to ride a
bike. I want my daughter to know how to swim, I want her to know'
how to skate, I want to buy her a bicycle, I want her to dance,.I
want her to do:everythirig that a girl can do: Right now I am not.
able to do any Of that. because' my mother raised me so strictly
and I think that it, was unfair. No recreation, no nothing. Stay
home, wash dishes and clean,--that was it for me. For my brother
it was okay to learn how to ride a bike and to go swim, to be on '0

the street and play. My mother was very strict about us. Still
she was always working. She wanted to knoy, that we were in the
house when she'wasn't there, and doing what we are supposed to
do. When my children say, "I am going to the Boys! Club," I say,.
"Oh, no you are not," being overprotective. I know I will have
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to let them .go and take the chance that there is going to be a

broken arm. Oh God--maybe that is what my mother felt. She was

afraid of something happwring outside whan she wasn't looking.

Eventually, you know, I ran away when I was fourteen. And my

brother would visit my mother once in a blue moon, now only once

a year, ever since he got away from that protectiveness of hers.

I want my children to have a better life, a broader way of

thinking than'the way I was raised. I never saw my mother take a

book in her hands. My mother never explained anything to me--she

couldn't. I couldn't go to, her even when I was in elementary

school. Even if s.he knew, she wouldn't have time, s'he was too

tired. When my child comes from school--"Mommy, I got a problem,

explain it to me," I want to be able to sit down and explain it

to her, the right way. I want to be more involved with my

children's life than what my parents were with me. I want to be

with my kids all the way through until their adult life. Then

they're on their own and I could let them go. Then I will be on

my own.

I want to learn, I want to know, first for my own sake and

then for them. Maybe this is my only chance. In the future it

will be their chance, but maybe this is the only one that I have.

I am here in college instead of a nursing program because I think

maybe after I am in nursing, if I don't like nursing, then I will

have my two, years of college to fall back on. But so far I am

still interested in nursing. I have never had the experience but

it Just appeals to me, being able to help people, being able to

take care of people. I know that I will be a good nurse. You

know I won't be emotionally involved with every patient--that

will be impossible. I feel very good about it--I feel like I am

really doing something for somebody. I don't mind taking care of

my kids and I don't mind taking care of other people. You know,

maybe I was just born like that.

I want to say I am very proud of myself. Last year at this

time I was only - reaming. And now my dream has come true.

They just don't give grades. You have to earn them, you have to

work for them. 1:t motivates me to keep on studying. I want to

keep those grades that I have or make them go up half a grade.

For now I am satisfied with B's. By next semester maybe I will

go beyond and try to get A's. You know it has got to be'step by

step, from C's to B's, and B's to A's. I am always thinking

about how to do things a little bit better. That is why I am in

Miss Sorel's class--she is teaching how to study effectively, how

to read effectively, how to take notes effectively. And it

really works. I am constantly thinking about those things.

It didn't matter in grade school. All you were doing was

fooling around. The last year that I went to school I hardly

paid attention to school. Not going to school for all those

years made' me really think about it again. I have a good English

teacher but he talks like he. is picking words out of the
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dictic,Idry to throw them at me. I sit down and I read and I read
and I listen to the tapes that Miss Sorel gives me. Right now I
am trying to develop my skills of writing essays for the exams.
I have the ideas but to write it down is difficult for me because
don't know how to spell the words or how to really express

myself on a piece of paper. How can I go about making an essay
with thoughts correctly written and at the same time try to get
my spelling correct? And at the same time really writing
everything that is going through my mind? Other people will say
it is easy, you just get the answer and put it on a piece of
paper. No, there are so many things that I have to be thinking
of. Sometimes I say, "Maybe it is me, it is my fault, maybe I am
the only one." But I found out that it was a problem that most
of the class is having. Just because they go every day and sit
down and are there--maybe they are in the same mess that I am in.

I hope I can continue. I wish, I hope, and I am willing to
keep on with this till I have my degree, first in college and
then in nursing. If I can get a good education and work, then I
will be able to afford what my children need. I guess when you
go through all this hassle of going to school, it is because you
think of the future, because you want to do better for the future
than what you are doing up to now. I guess most of the people
that go to school are thinking of the future. I want to know,
how far can I go? I want to know, how good can I do? I want to
know if I can really go all the way up to the top. Almost every
morning I get up and on the way here taking the bus I am
thinking, "Gee, I'm happy. I'm happy I'm doing it. I'm going
through with it."
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Profile

LESLIE PORTER

(Leslie POrter, twenty-five, is a student in a

pre-engineering technology program in a northeastern community

college. She was interviewed at the college in the spring of

1982.)

I -started working at the company four years ago. I was

nineteen and I was hired as an apprentice to go through a

three-ye'ar apprenticeship program. After completing this program

I would have the title Automatic Equipment Mechanic. Once you

have gone-through this apprenticeship they want you to stay

therel I knew that I didn't want to stay there for the rest of,

my life. I started applying to different colleges. I lOokeb at

options for going to school. In the end I decided to move and

just go back Tull time.

I applied to a bunch of four-year colleges. I talked to a

guy at one collegie and he recommended that I go to this community

college. He said that for two years you can go there, it's a lot

ch aper, you can find out if you like'the program. Find out if I

wa good enough in math and science before I jumped into an

engineering program. This guy really looked at my background and

he said, "Well, look, you can either come right to this school,

it's expensive, or you can go to community college for a couple

of years or a year and then know by your grades whether you

should pursue this fileld." Engineering just seemed like my next

logical step to go to. And I really liked that kind of work but

I didn't know I had the ability to perform with this math and

science business. He said, "Just get some background, see if you

like the math and science because that is the core of it all.

And if you don't .like that then there is no point in going on.

Then you might as well stay in the technir!al field and just go

and do something specific instead of trying this broad thing

called engineering., I hadn't heard of this community college

before that. I me-an this guy probably saved me $10,000 you know.

I was really considering going to a four-year school.

In high school I didn't have any chemistry or physics. I

had the basic math, I had physical science, I wanted to stay away

from that math and science stuff. It scared me. I had no

interest in it in high school whatsoever. I was busy

socializing. My parents did want me to.go to college, so I

stayed in the college curriculum, but I never .excelled in

anything. I took shorthand and typing. but I didn't like that

either. I couldn't see myself sitting at a desk all day long.

My boyfriend at that time was very bright and very mechanical.

.1.1
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He used to take a car and just rip it apart down to nothing and
then build it hack up again the way he wanted it. And I had the
option to either watch him do it or else give him a hand or try
and learn something. So eventually I picked up enough to do
things on my own. tly parents let me use one car. .1 would keep
it tuned and I would clean it and my boyfriend would tell me what
to do and do it on my car. And I loved it.

So then I graduated and I chose an agricultural-technical
college , a two-year school, because it was farther away from
home. I discussed options with the adviser there. He said,
"What are you interested inT" and I said, "To tell you the truth.
I really like working with my hands with cars and mechanical
things. Could I just take a couple of classes in mechanics?" He
said they had one program in there for mechanics and that was an
eight-hour-a-day program, that was it. I remember sitting there
thinking, "Is this a turninglpoint, what do I do? I don't want
to be a secretary. But do I want to do this eight hours a day?"
I said, try it, I'll give it a go." He told me that they
never had a girl through that curriculum before.

They are not going to tell a girl that she can't go through.
I think they were waiting for that first girl. We started with
fifty guys'in the class and there could have been problems. Here
are these teachers who have been dealing with eighteen-year-old
guys all their lives and now all of a sudden they get a girl in
class. I remember'sitting down with the head of the department.
He explained they were proud to have a girl here and they would
help me as much as they possibly could. So I started and school
went well. I tried to be friendly with everyone and I didn't try
and make an,issue of it. And 'emerybody was very Delpful, the
teachers were great. If you felt like you could do it on your
own, they would stand back and let you try. There was a little
bit of the male chauvinism where somebody would see you pickling
up something heavy and they would come over and help, which I
thought was nice. I'm in no way a real woman's libber. I like
to have doors opened for me, I am just that type of person. I

would say that I had the best two years of my life so far in that
school. My grades just zoomed from high school. I was getting
A's, because I really liked what I was doing. It was fun to go
to school. I went home on Christmas and Easter, that's it. And
it was ni living in the dorm. The whole hall was full of
girls, a of activities going on. They fed you, they gave you
a room and i bed and everything that you could possibly want. To
me it was 'reedOm for a while. Also I thought the guys in the
class were ..,reat. Now there weren't fifty of them, maybe there
were twenty-five at the end or thirty. Besides the girls on my
hall these wre my friends.

In the dorm t was a novelty more or less. They had the
girl mec',anic on heir floor end they put it in the paper and
took a picture of , me in the shop and they put it on television.
And they sent something to my newspaper at home. It was just
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kind of fun. You were doing something different and people took

notice.

I graduated in 1976. A lot of different companies were

coming to the college to recruit students to, work for their

company and to go through apprenticesnips. My ,professor.sa:;

that this certain company was good. At that time they were

looking for any girl with any mechanical ability just to get

girls interested. They paid for the trip there and they pilt us

up in a hotel and gave-us dinner and we went to the interview the

next day. And I got hired. I graduated May 15 and I started at

the company July 5.

It was a good job, the pay was good. First I would be

working with other mechanics and I would go in and try and do

what I could and they would teach me and eventually you pick it

up for yourself. When a machine breaks down, every minute that

it is down is costing them say $1,000. So there is a lot of

pressbre and challenge and you have to fix it as fast as you can.

They taught me a little bit about everything. About computerL,

electronics, pneumatics, hydraulics. Thk company employs 50,000

people so you are talking about ap'ant that is seven mile:, long.

It's just an immense place and in a way you !'fee] like such a

.little part o, it. I was very green when I went there.

When you are an apprentice the ajority'-of, thg time is spent

in the classroom. I worked forty hours a week. They h..d their

own school, right in the plant. You would have a notebook and the

teacher would be up at the blackboard, seven or eight people in

the class. They put so much money into me. These programs cost

them a lot and they wan: you to work there for a long period of

time.

I talked to a lot of people that I worked with in their

thirties and I would ask their advile and they would say, "Get

out now while you can." Maybe they had no college education or

two years of college and they always ,said they'll.go 'back,

everybody says, "I'll go back, I'll get that degree," but then

you have a family and then you can't. The money, the security,

is really good. Most of them said,"Do it while you are young, do

it now. It's not going to get easier after you get married or

have children, then you are going to say, I don't have the time."

A lot of these guys had been working shift work for ten years.

They see that management are th only ones that are,Working this

eighttofour shift and that's what they want but without an

elition they don't see any w to get there. They don't want

to Put you behind a desk if u are so good in the field. But

money is se5urity, and to o to school meant no more money, all

that money that you were ma ing every week is gone. So I thought

long and hard about it. The'' day I quit was exactly four years

after I started there. I've never' said, "I wish.I was back

there." I hope I end up with tilt fouryear degree, hope

financially things will work out okay and I'm not sorry, so far.
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I Aid very well in. grade school first through fourth grade.
I remember my mother saying how well I did. Then all of a sudden
in fifth or sixth grade I-was turned off by the whole thing. My
grades showed that I wasn't interested . The only thing that; I
really liked was biology and my father is a microbiologist. I

didn't want to do my homework. My mother always used to say,
"You know you are not doing anything." I would come home and I
wasn't allowed to.watch television, but I wouldn't do my homework
either. I would do something else. I only remember one test in
high school and their saying that it wasn't an IQ problem. They
said it was just an application problem: "She does not apply
herself." My parents did what they could My father would ',lip
me anytime I wanted, I just didn't want the help. I wish I ,

what turned me of to school, because I like slhool now an
like studying. As soon as I went to college I liked it. I wa5
very headstrong and I wouldn't do anything that I didn't want to
do. My. parents are wonderful, people but there is just so much
that you can do. What else could they have done with me? They
can't ground'you for your entire high school career!

I think my father was a little Wary of my getting into this
mechanics full time. But once they saw my first grades they were
thrilled. And my fatherls attitude was changing you know. If
anybody would say something about his daughter going into
mechanics he would be right behind me fighting for me. They just
wanted me to do well in school and I finally found something that
I was interested in and I did well in.

I wanted to get out of the house. When I think hack on it,,
I think how perfect, you knbw, to go to a twoyear school, to
live away from home and enjoy that, and then to work and make
some money, buy a car and do some things that you want to do, and
then go to,school. Now you are ready for it '.)w you nave gained
enough experience, now you want to go to Juhool, you want to
study. And now. you are ready to take t.,ose classes that you
-couldn't ,take out of high school. I just 14,,-..so't read .? for that

type of discipline at that time. It was aLmost like I just had
to stumble on to it. I hope that I stumble on to the type 3f
enginee'ring I want to go into.

In a way I don't know what I am looking for. I know that I
want the math and science, I know that I want the engineering of
some type. At my first twoyear college I was in such a

structured program that that was my goal. It was nothing like
liberal arts. You didn't have a choice; once you were in there
your whole program was set for you. I didn't even have to think
about it.

I have an interest in a lot of different things. I wish I
could have taken some classical music,: some literature courses.
I liked what I was doing but then I get in the world and I see
peole who have fouryear degrees. My boyfriend has a degree in
accounting. He took some math and a course in business and
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some music courses, and a lot of literature courses, history, all

these things. So he is more well rounded and he really knows a

lot about/ the world. I have too many things that I want to do

and I want to take. Right now all I do is study and I cah't see

myself fitting anything else in. I played the piano and the

flute when I was' in grade school.- I like classical music and I

would like to get into that.

° I've been exposed to men a lot, a boyfriend in high.school,

fifty males in my class, working with all men at the company, so

you are seeing what they are doing and hey, it looks a lot more

interesting than sewing to me. My mother has a.bschelor's in

home ec. She's a wonderful cook, she can sew like a dream. She

showed me how to sew and taught me how to cook. She is good with

kids of all ages, especially younger children. Now sheis gettirig

away from the childrearing thing. She's got a part4ime job and

goes to school at night. She works as a sepretary for the

church. Episcopalian. My father sings in the ehoir. Even in

high school when I was doing poorly it was always, well, maybe' we

could try this or maybe we could try that, but it was never boy,

you are stupid. After Christmas, after birthdays, you would have

to write thankyou notes to your grandparents and that was always

a big thing. My mother was always saying, "Write those thankyou

,cotes," and she would go on and on about that.'

I haVe been to a twoyear college before so that is

newnew to me but I think the whole structure of this college

is different from thek,one that I wentto before. Just the feet

that I'm'not living here, I'm living on my own instead of being,

on campus, plus the fact that I am older. I don't think you uake

the s6me types of, friendships you have at a school where you are

staying. You make friends, but it is more of a surface type of

relationship than a -real clbse relationship like a roommate.

The friends that I consider my closest friends are generally

people that are close to my age. I think people that are olde7

that are- in college now, probably have been out working,'have

discovered for one reason or another that they wanted to go back

to school. Those people are a little bit more serious about

studying. I think now I am a lot more serious about my stud'!;

because of the curriculum I have no choice.

I try'to do as well as I can and you know you can tell when

you are slipping behind a little bit. I was completely satisfied

with my ,grades last year. This year things are tougher. Two of

my courses I am working for A's the other two I'm hoping fo B's.

This year I started in a course of mechanics. No- the

prerequisites for that are engineering science one and two and I

didn't take those last year, so I am having a difficult t "e.

The courses that I followed in the sequence, like precalcu us,

cap one, 'calc two, and talc three, everything follows al ng.

BAN:ill you don't take the prerequisites then you run int a

little bit of a problem.
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Next semester I'll probably be taking Engineering Science I

at a four-year college. I'll cross- register over there. We'have

to take one social science every semester, that generally means

psychology, sociology, economics. When I started going here my

adviser told me, "You are getting back into school. We'll put

you into physics, math; chemistry, and English," and he didn't

give me a social science. I could have handled another course

but they just wante4 to see how I would do. And I had a lot of

extra time. So I didn't start the social science until the next

semester.

--1

"Psycho
A

logy is a very interesting subject, but at this point

I don't have the time to put into it so I read the chapters, I

sort cf.' cram for the tests. I think I chose psychology because

it was easy. I hate to use that as a reason but I thought I

better just ease off this semester. Mechanics is very

time- consuming and there is a test every two weeks. There is so

much material thrown at you, if he doesn't give a test every two

weeks people fall behind and there is just no way to craftin
three or four days the'Material that he gives you in two or three

weeks You just have to do it night after night. I remember

sitti. with other people and they were talking psychology and

saying how easy it was compbred to sociology because 'all you had

to cc was read the chapter and memorize the terms.. And the next

emester when I had a choice of either economics or psychology I

:ook psychology.

I'm working also. I'm a receptionist it a veterinary

hospital. Thursdays I work from two to nine and then Saturday

another six hours. Over the summer, after .I completed the

ph:I.T.ics course, I knew that wanted to make some money and, I got

into this. I love animals; we have two dogs at home. I had

originally planned to work t ere', for one,, month. And then the

doctor asked me to stay on. I said no, I was going to school.

He offered me a part-time position and I sort of named my own

hours.. I like the work, it's relaxiWg, I can leave school and my

mind is all worked up about math or physics and then for the

next couple of hours I can just deal with people. Seeing people

in a place where these pets are like their' children, pets that

have heart problems and pets that are taking. chemotherapy. And

then at the end 'of the night I do the books.

I have to put a lot of time into getting good grades and I

did last semester too. That was pointed out to me before I

started. They want you to know because they have seen a lot of

kids under a lot of pressure and if you can't take it you are

going to drop out. I feel it, but so far it hasn't been too bad.

Before a test comes up you worry about your grades. The caliber

gets harder, and harder, your expectations get lower and lower.

Before I would be upset if I didn't get all A's. If I got an

eighty-five on a test last year I was all upset: if had just-

worked a little harder. I would have had the A. That as the big

goal, to get exempt fcm exams. If you have an A aver ge you can
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get out. In sociology I had an A average so I got'exempt from

the exam. Chemistry I had an A on every test until the last one,

I got an eighty-seven, and I couldn't get exempt. Now if I get a

B on a test it doesn't upset me like it used-to.

With a two-year engineering science degree there is not much.

you are going to do with it, unless you go on to some type of

technical program. I feel that everybody is going to transfer.

Because if they were going into a technical program I don't think

they would have bothered with all the math and science.

Your,"cum," it is everything. They really want you to keep

your cum up because that is what the colleges look at. They want

to see it after this semester because we start applying to

four-year schools. They expect people to transfer so they help

you out by bringing representatives from different schools.

With mechanics I'vfogone in for extra help because I need it.

I look on the schedule, see when. the teacher has ,an office

hour, and then I go in and he tries to help me. The same thing

with physics, if I have a problem. ,They are helpful in that way.

Math I really don't seem to have a problem as far as getting

extra help. If I walk by the math room and I see my teacher in

there, I may drop in just to say hello depending on whether he

looks busy. I feel pretty good about the help that is offered

here.

If I ca.. pick up the courses that I want to pick up neXt

semester and this summer, I may be able to start at a four-year

institution next September. The teachers are very helpful about

it, they want to see you do well too. I think they have a very

good record and they are always referring to the number of

students that have transferred and the attrition rate being very

low. And I think they are very proud of it and if they weren''

good, I don't think the four-year colleges would have the

transfer agreement that they have with them now. We try and

parallel our courses to theirs for the first two years. If you

go through the engineering science, program here and take

everything that they recommend you take for the first two years

you are overqualified for a. lot of colleges.

The only way that I see other .peonle is in liberal arts

classes, in social sciences. I have met some people in liberal

arts that were in my math and calc one, maybe biology students,

but once you get into calc two that's about the break-off point

and then calc three, you are not going to find any people taking

calc three that aren't in engineering science. I took two

semesters of composition, English, so I met variety of people

in there. But last year was sort of the last' time. If this was

a two-year school where you were staying on campus all day it

would be a lot different.

I really don't do a lot of socializing on campus. I almoSt
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feel I'm wasting my time because I could get a little extra help
from my teacher in that time period or try and grab one of my
classmates and get a lab done. On a nice day you see a lot of
people outdoors playing frisbee, having a good time. Our
mechanics teacher told us in the beginning, "You are going to
feel like you are missing something when you see a lot of kids
outside and you see them riding around in cars and out playing
football. But you know you are going to have to study, you have
to realize it right now. You are really going to have to put
your nose to the books, and it will pay off."

We study together in the library. If there is a test coming
bp people try to work together on a lab. Then you have input
from several different people end get different ideas. Itts
always much easier and much faster towork with groups. In my
other college it wasn't as serious as it is now! Now it's, you
know, you really have to sit'down and study.

The only teacher that is female is my psychology teacher.
The math teacher is easygoing. Nice guy, a funny guy, he tells .a
lot of jokes. We sit there and take notes and he lectures.
People ask questions, everybody is pretty relaxed. People
generally don't skip the class. Because every day it's
important. People don't want to miss out. Mechanics is
generally walking in and being prepared, you have to be.prepared
when you walk in there . You have to sit and take those notes
and get them down in time. He doesn't have time to fool around'
so he just starts at one end and goes to the other end. You
really have to concentrate to keep up with him. Physics--he
writes a lot too. He may go over a lab one day, he may go over.
homework problems. One day he may lecture the whole class period.
The material is tough. You don't have to worry about getting
every single little word down on that paper like you do in
mechanics so it's a little easier.

A lot of times in certain classes people, don't ask many
questions. They don't want to feel stupid I guess. Some classes
I ask a lot of questions, some I .don't. I think I am the type of
person who prefers to go home and try it myself before I will ask
a question though, so I generally keep quiet. If I have
something I'll speak up. Psychology is very relaxed. She is
lecturing but she asks a lot of questions and you give her a lot
of input, that is what she wants. It is not so much of a lecture
situation , it is more of just a discussion and she discusses a
lot. ,Maybe something about perdeption or about language or about
money and we will have a discussion on it. And she makes
analogies to other things that apply to the'text and it's
interesting. It is kind of a relaxing class.

The classes are getting a little smaller after the midterm
because people drop. When I took physics we started out with a
huge class, a whole lecture hall, was filled. By the end of the
course we had maybe twenty people. Physics III, by the time you
get there very few people are going to drop. Because they have
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gotten there, they might as well continue, they are going for

something.

A lot of people take five semesters to complete the program.

It was suggested the first day of mechanics. He said, "A lot

of people take three years to complete this program, a lot of

people take five semesters, it has nothing to do with how smart

you are. This program is very very rigorous and if you want to

maintain that gradepoint average do it the way that you cad. If

you have to take another semester, do it, you want to get into a'

good college, a college of your choice."

When you think of the way a little boy is brought up and if

his father is a doer, he is out doing the yard or hunting or

fishing. They sit him down with a hammer at some blocks and say,

"Build something." A little girl, you might show her how to/sew,

put in a zipper, but with a little boy maybe there is' more

teaching him how to do it himself, or tinker. You know fathers,

they like to tinker around. Women have to be told stepwise how

to do something, where a man may be able to figure it out. If

you are brought up that way then how are you supposed to know any

differently? Women's lib has never bothered me particularly

because I was part of the other side, I never felt that I was

being cheated. I had all the opportunities of what the women's

libber would like to see a. girl do so I could never say that I

thought that they were unfair to women. I don't see any

inequality myself, but it's there, don't get me wrong, I'm not

that blind. I know there are a lot of women who have a good

reason to scream but I've always felt that sometimes they are

getting a bit too radical, they are taking it a little bit too

far. But if they didn't we wouldn't be where we are today. Here

[at the community college] there is no discrimination at all that

I can see. I don't see this campus as being a radical campus. I

never hear arguments between males and females about equality.

It is a nice atmosphere. I don't think I have been in a women's

lib discussion for a long time. I think it has gone down a

little bit as an issue. In these programs, engineering science,

nobody has ever said anything about women, liko,,"You can't

handle this program," or "What are you doing here?"

Sometimes I think, "What if I had the opportunitly to go to a

fouryear college?" But I didn't and I often wondEir if maybe I

should have, but I don't think I would have known titit curriculum ,

I would have wanted to get into. It wouldn't have widrked for me.

But sometimes I wonder what I would be doing right now if I did

go to a fouryear school instead of a twoyear school.

I look at my being here as an excellent opportunity for me

to better myself, to start something new in my life, engineering,

and I hope to gain many things by that. It provides me with an

opportUnity to go to school, I can afford this school, it's

perfect for my needs.
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I am twenty-five. There are only seven years between me and
most of the kids here, and I still see a great difference. I

can't say that I'm out of a different era but I can look at it
from a different perspective. I'm not talking about
academically, everybody I think is in the same pool, academically,
but socially I look from a different viewpoint. It may sound
funny because they are not that much younger but there is a

definite difference in how you look at school and how you look at
your grades, how you.look at your life, your future, your past.
I have a little bit more to look back on than they do. I've a
little bit more experience, I have work experience. Four years
of work experience as opposed to maybe a kid that has worked a
summer. I've been in the business world, I 'ye been in the
forty-hour-a-week grind It may be different at a four-year
school. You get people who are a little_ older, at least two
years older than the younger crowd here.

It seems so far I've always had to work for what I got. It
may not go right for awhile but eventually everything sort of
works its way in. It's like little blocks eventually work their
way together. I get mixed up and then I see the light and then I
once in a while think, "Is that what I really want?" And then
one day it will make sense to me. Like when I chose to go into
engineering. Everything at first was, well, I don't know, and
you think you can never make up your mind, and then something
makes sense to you. You think back. Why didn't I see the light
before? But it just takes awhile. The year before I came to the
community college I was leaving the company. I wasn't sure what
my financial situation would be, I had no idea where I would be;
then all of a sudden engineering seemed to make so much sense to
me.' One day I said, "Well, of'course that's what I want." Then
I couldn't decide about the cost of a four-year school. How am I
going to afford this? I had help from the guy at the college and
then everything seemed to fall into place.

I just had an interview at a four-year engineering school
and there are a lot of different types of engineering there,
environmental, materials engineering, things like that. Things
like organic chemistry which is something that I would .like to
take. I still have to do the same thing with other colleges. At
this point I'm sort of in,the same well that I was in before.
Eventually things will fall into place--and then all of a sudden
it will make sense to me. A lot of times you will talk to
advisers or professors and they know what is right for the
populace, but they may not, know what is right for you.
Eventually you are going to have to make the'decision on your
own.

Our psychology teacher was telling us something interesting
about courses. She said that if you have any extra time, this
college offers credit courses in you name it, cooking, skiing,
tennis, music, whatever. She said, "Just take one, you are never
going to know if you like. something until you try it. Just take
some mini-courses or some no-credit courses, they.are Very cheap.
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You might find something that you like tsy do. A sport can lead

to other things too. You start something and it doesn't seem

very important to you and then all of a sudden it blows up into

something that you are going to do for the rest of your life."

If I had never worked on that car when I was sixteen years old,

where would I be now? Would I be punphingkeys on.the typewriter

somewhere? All of a sudden you find out you really enjoy

something and it's another surface to your life.

I don't think I'm into the real engineering yet. This is

all really the math and science . I was associated with a lot of

engineers at the company. Their work was design work or problem

solving and I was always into techdical things. Sometimes I don't

think math applies to this because it's off in space somewhere,

but you will hit upon, something in physics that is very

interesting and you didn't know that before. 'A. very small aspect

of light, a light wave or a spectrum and all of a sudden

something hits you and it's nothing that you have been exposed to

before. I h /en't taken any computer science yet. I'm really

looking forward to that next semester. This whole world is just,

you know, turning over with this new computer. science and I'd

like to see if I'm 'adept at it at all. I'm taking a course

called Materialsproperties and stresses and strains on

materials. If. I like that then I'll consider materials

engineering possibly.

Math to me comes a lot easier than physics and mechNics. I

did it the right way--I started with advanced algebra to get

myself back in the swing of things. I didn't jump right into

talc one. Everything falls into 'place and if you miss a big hunk

of it, of course you are going to be behind. I didn't think that

I was good in it in high school. Not at all. After pre-calculus

here I knew that it was going to be all right. A lot of people

shy away from calculus.. They hear the word and it just sounds

terrible to them. I knew that I had to through calculus four.

It's the first step into a whole different thing. Am I going to

be able to handle this? And then you get into it and you realize

it's okay. Cale one is the break off point. People either fail

it and just don't go on in math or take it again because they

have to. I took it the second semester, I'd say half or

three-quarters of the people in there were taking it over again.

I think a lot of courses have that breakoff point. I'don't

think it's an intellectual prOblem. I think it's more of an

interest, or just the fact that you happen to be good at

something. I don't happen to be good at writing papers, I don't

like it. I'm used to a lot of numbers and I'm just not used to

writing long, drawn-out reports. A lot of other people are great

at it, they thrive on. it. That's not for me. I'd rather stay

with the math. I think with physics the drop-out point probably

is physics one or two because if you don't plan to go on in

calculus you really are not going to go on in phy:4ics too far,
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since it's calculus-based. If you go into nuclear engineering-1
was looking at ,the catalogue and they require an immense amount
of mathematics. Nuclear has two or three more advanced calculus,
just going on and on in math. I don't think I'll go that far. I

don't think I have what it takes to be a nuclear engineer.

Certain types of engineering are very structured and

rigorous. Nuclear, chemical, they are very competitive programs.
I don't think I would' opt for one of those programs. It's so
competitive that have planned way ahead. They really want
'people in there t blare competitive enough to deal with it. I'm
not a real competitive person. I don't fight other people for my.
grades. I may fight myself but I don't fight other -people. I

see a lot of women in chemical engineering so I'm not 'sure if
it's just the men or women now. I think before it gas. probably
the men. They always seem to be more competitive in one wayor
another. In high school it's apparent with football and_
basketball., and girls are geared more towards track, things like
that where you are working against yourself . I think that is
one of the reasons ,why men are basically the achiievers. I think
that is the way it is right now, you know; biit I think it is
changing.

I think I sort of ride the middle line. I work my way in
and I work around all this women's lib stuff. I'll do it my own
way. I'm not Saying that people that are achievers are pushy but
they have to have something about them, there has to he a drive
there, there has tot be something. If I really decide on what I
want, yes, I think('I would fight for it. But I've got such a
long way to go as far as deciding'on chemical engineering. It

would have to be a big change in my life at this point to go for
chemical engineering, it really would.

My roommate planned on getting a two-year degree and that's
it, stop there, and get a job. Now she's talking about a

master's. There are some programs where you can combine your-
master's of engineering and your MBA. You can structure your
schedule in your fourth year differently and go into a

professional program for a fifth year. I'm looking into that a
little bit. Getting out in that one extra .Year with a master's
really looks good. I imagine in the next year I'll pick up some
ideas about it, see how the job market is, what is happening to
these engineers with these masters'.

I like dealing with people. Just like I couldn't be stuck
behind a desk as a secretary, I don't thifnk I could be stuck in a
roLm just designing something. I picture some engineers very
isolated, wanting just to get into their own' little world. Do .14

really think I would be good at just strict designing where you
would sit down with your ideas, put them down on paper?' Not
really relating to people, just working with your thoughts?. I

would like to deal with people a little bit more. How can I
combine the two? A valuable degree to have would be an
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engineering degree with an MBA. The market is juSt great because

there they have an engineer who Aows his stuff, can deal with

people,, knows the business world a little bit.

I think the doctorates are mainly for-the engineers in the

chemical, or possibly nuclear lields. I don't know too many

people in business that have a doctorate. There really i§ no

need to go on any further than an 'MBA . You sort of stop there.

My father has his.doctorate in microbiology, and I think of a

doctorate as a scientist. Well, I don't see myself goingafter

that, but you never know. Right now e master's is a question

mark.

I think what I was trying to get at before was basically,

one,.myself academically, what the school did for me; and the

other, what it did'for my mind. It is pushing me on to a

fouryear school, teaching me things about myself and my

education I neyer knew before. Because I am older I think that's

another aspect of it. You have to separate things academically

and,socially, and whether you want to admit it or not, you are

not just there for the academics. In that respect this college

has meant a lot to me. I've met people that I will never' forget

here. One kid I know, jdst a real interesting kid, makes me 4

smile whenever I see him, he is gone now and he is in veterinary

school. The kind of kid who would come in in a jean jacket and

very long chair, bandana, you know, always bucking the ,system.

Yet he wants to go on to.college for the next nine Srears and he

knows that he is going to. He 4as in my first chemistry class.

How do you explain something like that, where you have people

like me who don't know,and just sort of fumble their way through?

I talk to peo.ple'that I can tell are bright, *but maybe they

don't dO well because they haVen't /studied. And'you really want

to shake them and just say,"Look, you did this well and didn't

study. Imagine if you study a couple of hours:" I'll; say

.somethj.ng but I don't try to sound like a mother. I ,say it

matter oflfactly, and I think.they, have heard it before: To one

guy I mentioned that I had a motorcycle and I. had a pistol

license. He said, "You can't have one, you Have to be twenty one

to have one," and finally he said, "How old are you anyway?" I

told him that I was twentyfour and tie was shocked, he couldn't

even.speak. He really 'couldn't. He was apologizing for things he

had said offcolor. Maybe when you are eighteen some one who 0

twentyfour seems a lot older: Kids that are eighteen today werle

born"in,about 1963. That to me seems unreal, I mean they were

one year old when the Beatles came out or the president'was shot.

These kids don't even know the basics of life.

A friend of mine had a motorcycle. I used to go over to his

house and he taught me how to drive it and then the opportunity

came, I had the money, I bought one. I went down to the pistol

cluba couple of times. I had a shot gun and a rifle of my own

-
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so I was familiar with guns through boy friends in the past. So
I felt very confident with a gun in my hand; pistols were a new
thing to me. , I got, my pistol permit . I shot in a league one
summer. I just don't even get the opportunity to go fishing.
I hive tufo, fish and r(unt. I've only been,hunting with a gun in my
hand twice for small game, never got anything. I enjoy being out
in the woods with a gun in my, hand.

I really wish I had more of a musical background. I really
could use a co,Iple of more writing courses, speech courses. Once
I get through the engineering, if I do pursue the management,
maybe I'll take some courSes at night, take some music courses ora
some English.

.1 I see my motner going,back to school. She's taking a
theo'lgy course right now at the university, so I can see myself'
doing that. I thinK she's enjoying it immensely and she's grown
because- of it. I really haven't had a lot of these liberal arts.
I need stimulation in that area: I will continue to try and
round my:;,-.f out a5 a person. I need a lot of rounding out, I
have a lot f rough edges.

I definitely look forward to having children some day. I

also look forward to having a time in my life when I'll have a
career once they get older. I don't plan to stop. There is no
reason-why you can't go on after you have had .children. I don't
think I would want to leave my children at home right after they
were born. , I would like tolstay with them for awhile. But,I
don't see that.in,tne next couple of years, Iiam too'caught up in
school. right now: I want a degree. I want something I feel is
marketable. I can't just, have children now. I have to make
some money, you know. . You want to feel that you're worth
something. I
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Profile 4

SARAH DELLER

-

(Sarah Deller was thirty-three when she was interviewed at

her home in the summer of 1981. She had recently completed a

program in horticulture at a California community college.)

I guess my real Childhood starts at the.age of five when we

moved from the East to California. My father .was. offered a

teaching position at the university. I have two older brothers

and a younger sister and we all went to the same public schools.

When I was in seventh grade I went to school for a year in

England; my parents were on a- sabbatical, which I very much

enjoyed. Came back into junior high, not really fitting .in, and

then in tenth grade I had a friend say to me one day that her

father and some other people were starting a Quaker high school,.

The more she talked about it the more I. thought there was:no

reason why I shouldn't go there.. So I made a big change and went

from a big multiracial high scho61 with three thouSand:ki.ds to a

Ismall Quaker school on a farM with sixty kids . Things were very

'primi.tive, no science labs; no art rooms, no Library. I Spent

two years there and then had to make difficult adjustment to a

big California university. A

I started my first semester in college with a close friend

from the high school: Our plans were tostudy hard for' a year

and then go to Antioch. -,That all kind of ",fell through. We

didn't-like the university and ended up transferring. I only

slientone semester at [they first university) and then the last

three and a half years at the university in' my'home town. My

husband was still finishing his BA [we got married'at the age of

twenty],when I got what was advertised as a' clerical job at the

university, a job I very much enjoyed and had to leave when we

went to the University of Minnesota in 197D for my'husbandls

graduate school: ,He didn't like the program there so we left

after. four months and came back to California. And at that point

I got pregnant.

Bob was lucky enough -to get a job with the Health

Department, where he had worked part-time as a student. Shelley

was a very shy child and I, was very overprotective of her as a

"young mother. I was isolated-and not very happy.' I was very

much into being a mothpr. A number of young women I knew were

going to law school, graduate school, so I,did feel a certain

amount.of :pressure in terms of career. What -ain I, going to do

with ,myself? Nothing clicked out of college. Majored in

. sociology--my father had a Ph.D. in sociology. ,I took -a very

wide range of. gourses in college--I was just determined to kind'
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of explore everything. Never 'did anything with my sociology
degree, it was just something' I. figured it was easy to major in.
I think when I went to college people weren't dropping out and
exploring things as mach as they are now so ',just go right
through and get a degree. Wnen I had one young child and Bob was
at work full-time and my friends were off doing their thing it
was, you know--Help!7.-panic at the .age of twenty-three. What do
I do with. my life? Bob decided to go back to graduate schoprand,.
we moved to student housing right next to the university. We
were close to where things were happening: Our second daughter
was born the first year we were there. Still I 'was kind of
wondering, yes,-.I havA two young children but what am I going ta,
do?

At -some point I took a claSs taught' by a woman in the
behavioral science department at the universityan extension
class on "going back to school." It turned out I was by far the
youngest woman in the class.; nobody else of the age of
twenty-four was panicked about going back into something, a lot
of the women were in their forties' and fifties. She had us do a ,

lot of writing, fantasy careers, skills, interests, and lot .tof

talking. It started me focuging more on what I wanted to o. I

really got down to some environmental qdesignfield.,.' I t ink a
lot of my design interests had been suppressed by-,t e fact that
my oldest brother is very art/istic.! and to me he was e artistic
child in the family and I wasn't. Another devastating thing was
in seventh- gradein England. 'They give you your place in the
class and in art I '11 was 29th out of thirty at which point I

decided I had no artistic ability 14hatgoever, forget it. had ,

always been interested in architecture. My 'father was in the
school of environmental design so J had been around architecture
books and.faculty and students quite a bit. I had ` always loved

math, been way ahead of anybody else in my small .high school. In

fact, toyed with being a math major. Didn't do much beyond my
freshman year in college.

So I' started taking -calculus at the university. .Three
mornings a week at eight *o'clock I got my infant. and
three-year-old off to a neighbor anti went to'caloulus for two
semesters. Also took a very good environmental design cour,p
which I did very well in . I started thinking-seriously of going
to community college. There was a community college that Ilad'an
environmental design department..So got myself set up in those
courses. I went two days a tek with an extremely long bus ride,
a freeway bus'ride two hours) each'

My husband has always been extremely supportive of anything.
that I wanted to do. He has had'his graduate schoOl and been the
one to work full-time and had his career. He was .flexible to
cover the children or to do,whatever needed to be done to help
me. So I was very excited about this, loved my classes, had been
going to classes for two months when (I say with somewhat of a
shaky voice) my twenty-two-month.;-old daughter got extremely ill,
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was in a coma. for three days in the-ho:,.

I dropped out of'school'completely 1

it. .-She somehow got a .reaction

unC64waiousto the hospital in the r,

-was in the haspital a week and, of

healthy, and running around outside.

She recovered bdt
couldn't dealwith

,irus, was rushed
he night_andsthen
Ae, next week was
just totally in

aostatE of shock. It had beep too much, f -,.,, her death in the

',face literally and I completely backed out. fall we decided

to move agai.61 We reallytdecided that we wantl to be back where

we had roots sand I haye wonderful set Of parents- here and it

was important;for me to ha'Ve my kids closetc, my parents. I felt

grandparents lwere important. to-children's t.ives. Sarre.. came

back, struggled for about six months and.flly'Bob.did get a

job at this university-Where he has been since. Right now

he does crop ;inventory and does serial photographs . So coming

back here.(itimust'have been the fill of 1976) again I thought of

community eoliege.. ;/knew,ofea wonderful woman who had a' home,

took ten kid4. So'I. started back ,that fall at the colikunity

college-takia architectural drafting. Also at the same time

taking ecolog courses and some biology and botany whilp I had
_

never had. .r.

/
.

Well, the- ecology and the botany and the biology, 'I very

much enjoyed those courses.- Firially after three semesters of

architectural dtaftingle I gave up on that.' I should also say

through all this I never really,was a' person who went out and

worked and that has a lot.tO do, maybe, with my role model of my,

mother being home with her four children and my father having the

Career. ,We have lived on very little' for a long time, our

Furniture is still undergraduate levelafter'thirteen year's of

marriage. At this poknt of finally having bought a house and the

children getting older .I wat more interestedain earning money,'

a but I have never really thought that much about getting jobs. I

worked very little my whole life, to tell you the truth. So I

dropped architectural drafting and then begin looking tat,

catalogues, trying to figure out what to do. I realized I was

not'going to be happy sitting. around over, thedrafting table and

to become an architect was a very long professibnal rad. I

didn't think I was motivated enough to

Looking through another 'r,c,ommunii-Y college catalogue, I

discovered a horticulture; ,de6artment. I hadn't gardened that

,much but whil4we were in student housing there was-.a big. field

'next to the student housing complex which wasfdividecF up into 1

garden plots' that the students used. We had two plots. Those

large plots were a very very important part of my life. fI spent

a great many hours out there, raised a lot of our food. But that

was about all my. gardening experience. I looked .at the

catalogue. I looked at the list of courses. Finally put the

catalogue down fort two months, picked .it up again. Also Ihad

heard.of a woman who was a friend of a. friend. of somebody's whg

was teaching there parttime. That was one rea °son that I went

there. She was more into biological gardening. I enrolled

4 there.
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I'r=emember very clearly walking into,' a temporary classroom
up on a hillside away. from the rest ofcampus, very dusty and
dry, and I sat down. My first.class, and I had this incredible
reaction. I just knew that this was 'What I wanted to do. I had
never felt that Way in any class before, even, though I was .

overwhelmed, because I started out . (which was a mistake, they
don't allow it anymore) taking two. plant identification courses.
I mean learning one hundred and'twenty.shrubs'and one hundred and
twenty'ground covers I was overwhelmed by the Latin names.
just knew that this was it, and loved it frdm the minute that T
started. The whole series of classe6 ended up.taking me tHree
years. Didn't like all 'the teachers, didn't like all the
classes, but stuck with it. And feel like I really found
something for life. . I think people that are interested in
plants,, if you are really intoit, you don't have toe working
you know, WU can be doing it at home. Not last year but the
year before I was doing a lot or volunteer work. One of the
kids' schools had an environmental playground.- I. spent weekends
there, was starting"to work as a gardener, was.going.to school An
horticulture,' It just became my life. ,t

At. this point,'. I am kind of at a crossroad# as to which
direction I am going to go. I do have a small -business With'a
partner, we do desigh'and landscapings for residehtial"..yai-ds. I

am note sure-that I am not more interested in plant. propagation
and going.in.a different. direction. I' know that is. what 3 am
going to be doing when I am .ninety -two years old. Finding that
program and going tothat community college was real significant,
very ,very impOrtant-a turning -point in my life, It .gave mean
identity'I had never had, made me feel better about myself, just

lot of things'.,
.*

It has been a,year since I finished school. My partner Was
on sabbatical the gear before so, I was just doing maintenance and
taking care of yards while she was gone. There are gaps pre few
weeks when we are not doing 'anything. Our income goes up and
down, but basically it is a good part-time job for 'me:',
stital very much into being avajaable for my children who are
seven \nd ten and I have to be here when they get home from
school most days.' Laura sometimes Comes..home with a key on hei
neck. They take classes, piabo, dancing, art and stuff after
school'for which'I do the mommy- chauffeur bit.

. I was a good student.. Towards the end of elementary school
it was difficult becauseI was very 4,01. My mother had taught
PE for a few years in college 'before she got married. My father
is a rugged hiker.. We often went hiking and cam-ping when I was
young. I was v4ry athletic, in a lot of sports. Elementary
school basicallyLwas good. I was pretty much of a leader, Lived
a few blocks from the elementary school. -Everybody out in the, q
evening playing big games of ball in the street. Our house was f

always filled with kids. It was very much pommy home and daddy
teaching but it wasn't like a business man going off from six in
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the morning .until rearen at night. He walked to the university

every day and he would be. home at a . reasonable time before

dinner. He was very much a part of my upbringing.

Coming into 4a junior high where all the kids had already

established all their friends, I hardly remember the classes and

the teachers. I just became a sports perSon without being a

tomboy. Occasionally when I would be after school, doing some

organized track thing I would look over and the old gym bras the

girls' gym of course, and the new gym was the boys' gym. When I

got to '-he high school I was still hanging out at,the gym, and I

was still doing, sports. I wasn't as happy then. And I wasn't

doing that well-in classes either. Much more than at the junior

-high' level it wae-a jump intc social clubs. It. is like an

L- shaped building and all the trade and°secretarial classes were

filled with the Blacks and I was in the pre-college courses and I

( was in all-white classes and I didn't really know how to deal

'with°that in. my mind. I had gone to a pretty' much all-white

junior,high, the school in: England had beenall white-, and my.

elementary school had been all white 'so that was my first

i'htroduction to7really.4crerent races and cultures and not in an

intTgrated situation which I found frustrating and awkward.

Theaq hundreds of other people that weren't in my classes and no

"way to relate 'to them, I didn't know whether I wanted to relate

to'them% I didn't really knpw how to deal with that.

I,hadAalways'done real well up until then but I remember

suddenl y dropping to-C's at the high school. Something was going

cin; I reipy cant tell you what it was. I studied for hours,

but did ',t really know how to study. My absolute favorite

course in tenth grade was an extremely difficult English course,

the-CIassical sixty-five-year-old English teacher who. makes you

write and when you have finished and turned it in and gotten it

back you have to 'rewrite it and I remember reading Isak Dinesen

and all these wonderful books. I loved that'course; I didn't do

that well in, it, but I loved her, her expectations, so I was

certainly willing to work if someone was willing to give me the

feedback.
a

I had an irjeresting experience that year. I decided that I

wanted to take n instrument. I was going to take the clarinet.

There weren't enough instruments, so they said would anybody like

to switch to a percussion instrument instead, and for who knows

what reason I said, "Sure.". You know, I think I always wanted to

please and I wanted to please this teacher. I took a percussion

eclass which consisted about ten Blak males and me. And we

developed this very interesting, relationship over the course of

the year. Most of them quite frankly couldn't read music and I

could. I had several years of piano and I had a good sense of

rhythm and stuff. Couldn't roll the jums at all which they

could, so we developed this very compnmentary thing, where I

) usually did the bass drum and they did all the jazzy stuff.

Never saw those guys outside of this percussion class but

continued for a whole year and I 'am not sure why except that I
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enjoyed it fur some reason.

I was able to go away to the Quaker School. Even though
going to the Quaker School led to other' problems , I became very
well liked, had good grades, and was a leader, just fit right in

-beautifully. (I think the high school was just too big for me to
relate to. Because the same thing happened when I went back to
the university. I fumbled around, never really got into it the
way I wanted to.) Envision driving down this dirt road, then
looking down at 'a set of buildings, .a chicken coop that was
turned into a library and two classrooms. The old barn was
converted into a dining hall which, between meals, was used for
everything else. One small. new lowcost dormitory building,
girls on the bottom floor, boys on the top floor, and a wing
where the principal and his wife and kids lived. Teachers had a
couple of trailers and everybody wore levis and bare feet. It
was back to-relating to boys as boys, which I had always done
with my brothers an4 their friends instead of whatever I felt in
eighth and tenth grade where boys suddenly were something else
other than people. I loved the physical work which I since have
come back to in my landscaping. (Between me and my partner I am
the one that designs and does more of the construction of our
retaining walls and that kind of stuff.) We all were expected to
do a certain number of hours a week of work:- I usually worked
outside. There were enough _interesting books in the small
library that a lot of Quakers all over the state had donated. I

brought up in the Unitarian thing. It was not a
prerequisite to be a Quaker. I never became a Quaker but still'
feel very much a spiritual kind of thing with them.

Through college I had no concept or no thought of going out
and finding a job. I was going through college, I was a student.
You getyour liberal arts degree and then I don't know what I was
going to do, I didn't think of it. It turned out that I got
married. Which doesn't mean you stop your life but it was
somebody who maybe was going to support me, although I wasn't
ceeta5nly marrying for that reason. Going to college wasn't
really a choice, it was go to college. I did apply to several
colleges. The only one I got into was the university. I went to
my chemistry teacher my senior year and said, "What do I do to
get an A in this class? I really want to get good grades, I don't
know if I have got into the university yet." He just'looked at
me and he said, "I think you would be much happier at State
College." And I think he was right, but to me a state college
was q step down and a professor's daughter, you know, you go to
the university, that is whatyou do. I have my BA from the
university but maybe it would have worked out better if I had
gone to a smaller state school. I don't know. .

When I was going to go to the university with my`friend, I
was immediately thrown in with three girls who arrived with
suitcases and clothes. }ere I was, I had been up in the country,
literally wading through the mud or the dust wearing levig. We
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had to wear skirts to dinner, you know, those were the rules. I

had to quick sew a couple of skirts. I loved the campus. I-

loved the bike riding, but I never got into the scene. The one

group I related to was the Unitarian college group which met

Sunday evening and the minister happened to play the guitgr and

it felt like my high school. It had good discussions and there

was a closeness there that was totally lacking anyWhere else. I

was very unhap y by the end of ode semester at college and

retreated to Mo y and Daddy. Moved in with them for the rest of

my freshman yea

Math had always been my love through all of school,

elementary, junior high and high school. I started calculus at

the university and dropped out. I never got back into math. At

certain levels you realize that it gets complex and demanding and

I wasn't that interested in it. I decided on sociology. I think

it was just- a major I could get through, it was somehow

acceptable to me. I never really considered any other majors.

Yod see, at that point I didn't 'even consider the environmental

science _field. I think I would have been scared off .by the

. design aspect, .feeling that I wasn't creative enough. It has

taken me a long time to convince 'myself that I'm creative and

that there are a lot of different aspects of being creative.

This is the part of my upbringing that I understand the

least. And I don't blame my parents for it. I just think that

it is incredible that given how much concern and energy and love

they put, into all their children, that there wasn't more

discussion with us about what we were going to do.,

It amazes us that we got married at twenty. We both had not

been very experienced socially with other people, really first'

love for both of us. It has just worked out, we have been lucky

I guess. He was sharing a big threebedroom house, one guy in

each bedroom, and it seemed natural to meto move in there. It

just wasn't a big step for me. I just had one basket ofN,clothes,

one basket of books. My parents were concerned about this big

step, about each of us, that we wanted to go to graduate school

. I my father in fact did say, "If Bob wants to go to graduate

,.nool, is this going to block any of your choices?"

There are a lot, especially in the field that I ended up

there are a lot of people with B.A.'s and master's degrees going

hack to school. I think the community college offered programs

that were really more tuned in to what I wanted to do, they

weren't as academic . I saw it also as-a way of being able to

explore at my own pace, take as many classes or as few classes as

I wanted in certain fields and then if I did ever want to go back

to graduate school I cpuld. do that. In fact, there is a master's,

program at AntiochWest in horticulture. Imay end up going back

to graduate school. in this field. But I think I just felt like I

was starting over. I did find out that there was a three year

Master's program in architecture at the university but I don't,
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think I was really prepareto go into that kind of competitive
professional situation. I think it has very. high standards. I

am not really sure that I am all up to that.

My main impress
for abodt scxweeks
clearly geared towar
architebture and I fe
One of the courses w

on of" the community'college I attended only
as I thought it was very sexist. It was
s young% males who ,are going on. mostly in
f that the women were kind of pooh-poohed.
s..2. a de'Sign course and I would say if' you

really sat down and counted minutes spent with each student,
the*was a lot more attention given to the male students than to
the female students.' It seemed to me very striking when went a
couple of years later and started architectural drafting that
there weren't,very many women in the classes. The men were the
eighteen - ,'nineteen -,'and twenty - year. -olds who were going through
community college in architectural drafting and I think the
women like myself were dropping in and out, not e.elating to it in
the same way.

Going back to school that .second time I was really geared
toward something that was going to lead toward work, as well as
finding a field I really enjoyed. I think I had alwiys;felt that
lack of having a field. All my friends really have specific
professional fields. People do get somewhat ideptifia61e with
what they do and I really felt that for a long time I was the
mother, the great mother.figure for everybody. I realized that

'was just one part of me, of what I wanted to do and be. I went
there during the day and.came back but realized it was: going
nowhere. What does going nowhere mean? It wasn't going 'to lead
to a job. I didn't see what 'I was going to 'do except sit over a
drafting table. I could be, with a lot of practice, probably an
excellent draftswoman but that was not what I wanted to do,. So
droppeq out of that program. I guess I really felt limited to
going to school right-around here. I 'didn't feel like I could
uproot my family or indeed that I wanted to. Thelfirst five or
six years of our marriage we moved very often. lietwere eager to
settle down here and stay. .

When I was going to community college I was running into
these people and saying, ."What are you doing, I'm going to
community college," and at ,first kind of mumbling under my
breath, and then, after I realfzed was.really okay to be
going and it was important to me, talking probably in, a different
tone of voice. People that know me now I think have respeort for
what I have done and know-that I am trying to do myown business
with another woman. They are interested in the path I've chosen
which is different from most of them. There"is the other side of
it, that it is not difficult to stay home with children, you

. know. You don't have to be out there facing the rigors of
careers. and graduate school. It is what I wanted to be doing but
it also allowed me to just kind of watch everybody else have"to
deal with the outside world and I could live my own quiet
domestic life .
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My third semester I took a course from someone I hadn't

taken a -course from before, a practicing architect, and I was

more excited by that course tnan the previous ones. But at the

same time it was demanding of me much more work. I was not

motivatedto really work and though I am good in math and good

enough in drafting I found myself putting it off in terms of

getting the work done. And so I dropped:that course: The fact

that I wasn't willing to put in the time was a message to me.

That it wasnert working out. And I wasn't feeling good about it.

I really at that point was tearing my hair out, like what am I

going to do? I am just never going to somehow get myself

together enough to end.up doing something that is other than just

a job. I knew I could go out and get just a job. I filled the

void with-finding another catalogue and going on.

It was called "ornamental horticulture" at that point. They

changed the name to "landscape horticulture." Just to look at

the catalogue, it didn't sound that interesting:-:trees,shrubs,

vines, turf ',management, pest controls, licenses-- it really

seemed like it was geared toward someone who was going to take

care of golf courses om. cemeteries or something. I didn't know

anybody in the program, went in and sat down. \ Very mixed group

of people, men and women from eighteen to sixtyeight, some older

women who were interested in gardening. Half of the classet*

would meet in the classroom and half of the classes would be

outdoors, Well, I had been brought up in a very', outdoorfamily,

walking and hiking, and it just seemed very natural to me to be

learning in the outdoors. Basically I had spent my whole life in

classrooms and to be out in the field just seemed wonderful to

me. "mean this is learning, you walk around and look at plants
and talk and it just seemed ideal and I realized 'I was learning a

lot having started from very little plant knowledge. I was very

proud of being, able to walk around and say to my husband, "This

is this plant and this is this 'plant." It was like myAmpwledge

st.tddenly and also it related to my husband because he.has taught

geography at the community college level and had always talked a

lot about plant communities. It's become something that my whole

family' relates to.-.I like that part of it. It's not just

something that I do that is separate froth my house and.family.

My oldest daughter spent a great deal of time testing me on plant

names, over the course of three years. 'I thought it was good for'

her to understand what I was doing' and I talked alot to her

about being a woman and having brought up the kidt and going back

to school .

The second year I was there the school continued to approve

the building of the new horticulture' complex up on this hillside.

Then the third year I was back into this brandnew facility--a

large greenhouse,, one room connected with thirty drafting tablet,,

potting shed, one large building just full of horticultural'

equipment. It attracted many more students, many more women

coming into the program. Hired new staff, and I was very much a.

part of.that.. In, a way it was similar, to my high school
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experience on a farm . The head of the department and I often
sat down and talked aboUt the program. When new staff would come
in I would know more about 'what was happening than. they would.
It was a feeling of some permanence, having been there for three
years. And taking almost every course that I could possibly fit
into my schedule. It is a two-year program. . I took extra
courses. I hurt my back once and had to slow down that semester.
I just took longer. Lots of .people did take longer going through
the program.

The head of the department was a very good person, a little
bit older than I am, very straight, religious, but extremely
interested in teaching and very interested in being fair to all
his students.. He-had fairly high standards in his classes which
I enjoyed but was always willing to spend the time'jo explain
anything to a student, no matter how simple, that ,they didn't
understand . I was older than some of the students, although'
[some were] certainly older than I was.. A lot of them.were in
their twenties. was a straight A student.

Having a B.A. or being married and having children. 'is

something that sometimes you bring up in discussion,and sometimes
you don't. There-were a number of people that had B.A.'s and
were going back. I think it is part of the alternative movement
of carpenters and these self-employed part-time. fields that
appealed to a certain number of people. The programs had been
attracting more women and women were bringing their friends . I

think the women 'who came into the .progradi really enjoyed the
social atmosphere and the.people they' were meeting. I think the
men Were more individuals coming into ttle field. It was about
ifty-fifty men and women 'by the time I,left. Having a B.A., I
usually explained, was something that happened to e a long time
ago and I had My ,children and I was coming back and it seemed
like a perfectly logical explarption to other people.

'I tried to be extremely competitive for myself but not at
all competitive against other people in' terms of grades,. It was
important for me to do well you know, for whatever reasons. As
much as' I can,' tell myself it is stupid to be hung up on grades,
to me it was an indication that I was really putting a lot into
the program and I wanted to get those grades. I never felt good
.at all about grades at th'e university so it was important and I
did get straight A's except for one B in three years. I really
tried to say to people, "I just want to do well for myself." And
I certainly did my share of trying to help other people and be
cooperative and study 'with other people before exams .because I
wanted other people to do'well. So having a B.A. I think other
people may have used as an excuse for my good grades. Which may
have been true-- certainly I had been through Jour years of-
college-- but other than that it really wasn't significant.

I think any woman who came into the program and started
taking classes found it a very comfortable group to be in. Maybe
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about fifty percent were just taking classes in horticulture and

getting that certificate the way I aid and fifty- percent were

also taking classes to get an AA degree. You might be in three

classes with the same person one semester, so you get to know

each other real fast. I certainly knew, towards the end, the

names ofinost of the students. And there, is time between

classes; there is a small library and there is a nice courtyard

and people would hang out and talk. We car pooled and shared

rides when' we went to various botanical gardens so there was a

lot of time to socialize. Many times I would encourage people to

hang in there, if they were discouraged, because it was their

first semeeber and they were. having a course from' a terrible

teacher. People would talk a lot abodt their jobs and that was

an important part of the learning too. I would not have had the

confidence to go out and even be a gardener /I think, .let alone be _

designing yards and doing what I .am doing now,.if I hadn't had

the experience of listening to a lot of people talking about

their experiences. Kind of finding out what the job was all

about.

The Core. courses were all about the plant; the program's

strongest point is plant identification. There are about five

courses and you probably go over about six hundred plants. And

then insects and diseases, kind of care and culture, disease

problems, and actual identification. People could go from the

program into working in a nursery because they knew the 'plants.

I didn't really think of myself taking care of people's yards

until I met other college-educated men and women who were out

taking care of people's yards. In the beginning I would always

emphasize more that I was designing yards and putting .in new

landscaping which I was doing less of in the beginning and more

of just going around and taking care Of people's yards.., Now, in

fact, I am doing more designing and landscaping , b9t I don't.

mind telling people that I am taking care of yards. To me it is

a perfectly okay way to make a living. I make a good hourly

wage. tI can set my own hours. I can just run off in my truck

and do it. I have always thought that people, ,especially a lot

of professionals: are lacking in thedoing aspect of what they

are. I always thought landscape architects sit at the drafting

table and design and never get out in the garden.. I was taking

architectural drafting ind talking with other women about all the

t

architects and their egos and the way they design kitchens and

they have never been a housewife and been in the kitchen.. So I

like the fact that I am taking' care of people's yards. And some

of the yards I take care of, we have put in, so I like to just

follow the whole process. You design them, you put them in, and

you take care of them and you see where you failed and what works

well, and it is a very total thing that I do.

Every semester was different. One semester I was taking

fol.# or five courses. Other semesters I would be taking two or

three. The kids were three and six when I started. The youngest

one had started at the university child-care center when she was

one and a half. They have a big school of education and they use
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a lot of the students to run the nursery school which is right
next door to where we were living in student housing. Shelley
had started when she was three and they were taking some siblings
so Laura started a few hours a day. When we moved I knew a woman
whom I liked very much who was taking about eight or ten kidi at
her home every day. Her hours were 9:30 to 3:30 sq.. it was with
some reluctance IN started Laura in that program. We'll, she
really liked it and you know, as much as I had been used to being
the mother, and my oldest was °extremely shy and very attached to
-me, I think part of it was'-my,fault for not socializing her as.
much.

Eight o'clock classes are always a problem: did
everything I could to trade child care for late afternoons or
early mornings. We have never paid a baby sitter. I never paid
besides the regular ninetothree program Laura was in. My
husband was very supportive. He was-able to go in at nine
o'clock some mornings so I could get to an eight o'clock class.
Basically it was juggling home and getting housework done and
doing school. One semester I felt very on the go'and tired and
rushed but you see I was doing something that I-rleally wanted to
do. I was really enjoying it. There was never any question of
dropping out or not going to classes. I just really stuck with
it. It means buying fbod at night. That semester was like women
who work from eight to five. On top of that it was really
important to study a perl$ain amount; ,not only studying that I
could do at night bul had to get out and look at plants, so
sometimes I had to"''get to the botanical gardens. I have to do
laundry in the morning because I only have a clothes line so I
get up before the kids, get the laundry on ...he lines, start
breakfast, wake them up. There is no way around it, kids are
slow in the morning. They are slow all the time and it is
difficult when you are in a hurry and you are rushed. So you
learn to pace things. Bob-can do most things justAiextremely well
around the house and the kids and he cooks meals. But in
terms of pacing things, and taking care of all the emotional
needs of children, I have always felt it was important that we
sit-down to breakfast and we talk about the day. And in the
afternoon when they are home we sit down together and have a
snack and we talk about school . So, in the morning-- wake up
the kids, rush them a little bit to get them dres'sed, go make
your lunches, all that stuff, sit down and have breakfast. Then
drop them wherever they need to be dropped. Always take a bag
lunch. I'd try to have morning classes more than afternoon
classes. One semester I had a class that got out at two, when
Shelley was .getting out of school, and I mean I would be just
sitting there with my books and the minute class was over I would
run to the car and drive straight home in order to pick her up on
time.

Part of studying horticulture is like taking a trip to the
moon and being exposed to something totally new. It wasn't
anything that I grew up with. Even though I had been hiking and
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camping for years and out"in the woods'neither of my parents had .

eve pointed out anything more than a redwood. 'It.is also

something that nobody else I knew was into. T didn't have'to

compete with 'anybody else. It wasn't like goingto law school

and medical school -or English, I mean there are hundreds of

Engishsgraduate students. Immediately when I started taking the

classes I got posiiveqeedback from my friends and neighbors and

family about my new knowledge and every little bit of new,

knowledge I had people were, interested in. It is also exciting

to be able"to just go for a walk and to reaffirm your knowledge.

I can walk around and know what all these plants are. You think

Of how many years you just _walked around and looked' at these

things. I always loved looking at.plants, but never thought of

'trying to identify anything. I think it was working on a lot of

different levels. It was the subject, it was also the'school

situation, I felt comfortable with the pebple. °I found this over

and over again when I have done volunteer work forte the native

plant society or have worked at the environmental..playground with

the kids. I like people that are working with plants. I don't

know if there i a horticulture personality. Both logically and

emotionally I think I really felt that I Oad found my thing. .

I, don't think it was particularly important that I went to a

community college, I think it could have been any college or any .

going back and retraining. The factthat I found a field and

developed a certain field of knowledge that I now have for the

rest of my life was very important. Some of the motivation, and

some of the enjoyment of the experiende I'm sure came from the

fact that it was a community college and it was a particular

setting and a particular group of people. ,sNrenty years from now'

what is important is that I got the knowledge, not that I had fun

talking to people between classes. What is very important is the

self-confidence. I think that is a key to the success of the

experience. Not only did I get the knowledge but I got a feel

for where I fit into the field. I got a feel for going out and

working and how well=prepared I was c-ompared with other people in

the field .

That was a real good time for me to really change my sense

of self. My kids were three and six when I started and six and

.nine when I left. When you get tail to six and'nine they.both are

in elementary school and they are developing a strong sense of

self and becoming their own people and so it was a good time for

all three of us to establish different daily patterns for our

lives and become involved with other things rather than simply a

mother-child relationship. It was a time when we were settling;

down for the first time, having our first house, having moved and

moved and moved. My husband was finding his first kind of career

job on-his career ladder. So in all aspects of my life it was a

time of change and a good time. Feeling like I was getting on

with life and things were settling down and this was more what

life should be about. It was probably the first time in years

when I had been doing something that was very 'meaningful to me.
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I certainly had put out a lot for my,kids aTift* my husband,in the
past. Our moves were based on his going to graduate school and
consideration about where we would move so he could find a job,
and certainly a lot of naturally. giving to the kids and
flexibility for them. MY time schedule was their time schedule
for many years. So this was the first thing that I did where I
said, "This is what I am going to do. I have an eight o'clock -

class next semeAter, everything else has to give because I am
going to that eight o'clock' class.", Or,"I'm not getting home
until 5:30 on such and.s4ch'a day, and I'm willing to do whatever
I hiVe to d93,Lto work'it Out, but that's.what isgoing to happen."
That's good for kids, that's good for the rest of the faMily too,
to be supportive of Me after I have been supportive of them.

The extension class I took at the university when I was
twenty-three on going back to careers and going back to school,
had a lot of women in their late thirties, forties, fifties. And
I was just stunned at the things they said about their spouses in
terms of the resistance and the attitudes, the non-cooperation..
I was really amazed acid .1 have never experienced any. of that. .1
had enough options so that it worked out easily. In fact,-I put
out a lot to make it work out. I mean, P traded childcare and I
did other things to make it work out okay. I worked out what
happened with the kids, but I made sure that people knew it was
really important to me. I have' 'never been much for cooking
dinners so I could just get home late. My husband started
cooking a lot more dinners during the week at that point, a

pattern which we still follow. . We both cook about half the
dinners every creek. I have always been assertive about. what I
Welt and my needs too. The thing in the past was I was having
trouble figuring oat what my needs were. I couldn't jind
anything that was really important to me. Also I wouldn't have
left really young children and done what I did. They were old
enough and I was sure that they were in good child cane
situations.

There wasn't a graduation [in my community college program].
The head of the department would `bring in the certificates to the
last final exam that nlost of the students were taking. He would
call them up one by one and they would talk about what they were
going. to do now and eveybody would clap. So that was the extent
of finishing. I was reilly ready to go. It had been a long time
of going to -school and I had started working I was eager to
get on with that. It wasn't difficult to get out of that pattern
of going to classes.

I had very high attendance. It would have been easy to
skip classes: Certainly in a semester in a community college you
can skip a lot of classes and make it through, but I decided that
I was just not going to mess around, I was going to do it right.
Heaven forbid I should drop out of anything else and try to start
over! I think I had had enough of taking a class here and there,
floundering. At the university it was more like a job'that you
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don't enjoy. It was' getting up in the morning and going to

classes and doing the studying, often at the library or coming

home. I never really seriously considered where it .was.going,

what I was going to do after: I think it was more like a

difficult extension of high school for -me. So it was very

different from [this program at] the community college which was

a very conscious decision, doing it for a purpose, enjoying all

ae courses relating to .each other and enjoying the people. It

was a completely different experience. -I got my B.A: when I

had just turned twenty-one and I don't think at that point I Wa'S

mature enough or thought about myself enough really to know what

my weaknesses end .strengths were, what I was really interested

in. It took me until I was thirty to figure it out. I was the

last year and a half in the process of falling in love and

getting married and that was much more important to me.

'Intellectually , I definitely was more ..challenged at the

university, but I.didn't care. Even when I did really well in a

rclass or wrote a really good paper, I guess it was some sense of

satisfaction but no real pleasure in it, maybe just this,vague

concern about keeping my grade-point average above being totally

disgraceful`. 'I realize that I was, in fact, not that interested

in intellectual. things. I had an intellectual father and I had

always my whole life wanted to please my father. 0, the other

hand I was willing to assert myself and say, "I defihitely want

to transfer, I am not going to finish out the year." My parents

wanted,me to finish out the year. I certainly was willing to

assert myself and go against their wishes when I felt it was

important enough. I have always felt that ijith all four of their

'children they would have been very pleased if one of them had

gone on and done graduate work.

-This was my third go at community college and I had taken a

few. courses at the university and I had tried to make an effort

in the last ten years to talk to my parents about it. Kind-of

let then know what was going on with me. I'm trying this, I'm

trying that. I think for a long time my father tbok'it as a

housewife searching for something to do with her time. As I got

into the proem and he could see that I was much happier and

then when I had a partner he became much more interested and

supportive and excited about what I am doing. He would

probably like me to become a landscape architect, because he is

still very much tied to the academic world. I have, convinced him

that I am not interested in just doing the academic thing, but in

becoming more of a professional in my field.

And that is something for me to work out too because, for a

long time, it seemed to be just so important somehow for. me to

get a master's degree. There was some mystique about,it. I can

see that it is not that important. I know plenty of people with

Ph.D.'s that aren't necessarily doing better than I am. It

certainly isn't that important in my field. As a landscape

architect you would only draw-up plads and you would give them to

a landscape contractor to do all the planting and su ervision.
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This summer we did a big, planting for some big !ew townhouses;
very expensive units and tie designs were done by a landscape
architect who turned out to be a woman.of,my age that remembered
me from when we worked together welting on tables at. the Faculty
,Club when,ye were students at the university. 'So here is a woman
who obviously had gone through landscape architecture. -I think, ".
in fact, that she teaches at tha,university. We did not think
that her design was very good. It was very professionally drawn
up. We disagreed with some of ''her choiets of plants. We really
felt0thatshe didn't know her plants that.well, that design-wise
it was poSsibly good, buther choice of plants wasn't gOod.-.She
was talking to us and really seemed to respect what we were
saying about the plants. -I think, she sensed that we had moriff
working experience, all she does is do the design:
architects tend to d with bigger projects, too, and we really
specialize in yards y

I think it was a good program in the community college. I

can't compare it to other programs of its kind, I really don't
know. A :lot of students went through the program and were able
to find employment. For a community college program it had a lot
to offer./ It is true, I did say, "for a community college." I

guess growihg.up I have always rert that community colleges did
not have as high academic standards as most four-year colleges or
universities. But I can see that is'changing too, for tinar.J.al
reasons mostly. There are a lot more very good students,going to
community colleges, and I have a feeling that is probably
changing the level of classes. There were times when I had to
remind myself that this was a community college and when I was
feeling frustrated that the class was going too slow or somehow
`people weren't putting in enough effort, I had to remind myself I
wasn't in graduate school. To me it was going back to school and
I already had a B.A. and clearly it wasn't graduate school.

In some ways it felt like,a step backward. Although I was
fortunate that there were a lot of people like me going back; it
would haVe been a different experience if there had been a lot of
people who were just starting college for the first time. It was
a step backwards because of my upbringing and because of my
friends whom I had watched go on to graduate and professional
schools. I think I had viewed community college generally as a
step backwards for me intellectually, ,the classes would be
easier, the students wouldn't have had as much schooling. But
the fact that it was a whole new field to me and I was really
starting out with the other students at ground level made it not
a step backwards.

/iI had difficulty, ate times, in dealing with people that I
would run into. "What do you do? You are going. to community
college?" I felt a little embarrassedat first. Then when I was
able to speak with more enthusiasm about the program and felt
really good about what I was doing, then I didn't feel that
embarrasdnent . That is where they offered the program and that
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is where I went. The' program became so i ortant to me that

instead of just saying, "I'm going to communit collega,".I could

say, "I'm taking a program in, landscape tore," and talk a

litle bit about the program. .I think basically 4 father would

much rather have had me go on to raduate school but you see, his

wife! had just finished three liaar6- of graphic design at a

commtinity. college. &A there may have been a difference in his

mind.,of a sixty-year-old woman who had always-been a housewife

going. and getting' all these skills,. and me,' looking more for a

career. You-,know, it is complicated.
d

I also was very concerned through the whole program tbat I\

was going to be able to make money where I got out. Increasingly\

towards the end bf the program. I became very concerned about job

and'4rninwmoney. I really felt it was time that I put a little

into 6he household. Well, part of it was simply not wanting to

be supported by'my husband. -Wa needed more money, kids were

getting older, and also just the satisfaction of earning money.

I still get a gfeat deal of pleasure out of getting a,check from

somebody. It is very satisfying to me. Maybe because it means

that somebody feels that the work that I am doing has some value:

Still, at this point, I am not earning much. But I am so

interested in what I am doing, I am determined to make a go of ,

being self-employed and making enough money this way. Who knows

what enough is? There are a lot of days when I don't work, there

are a lot of days that 'I am home. I don't ever Ade myself as

earning a full professional salary, comparable to'my husband. I

don't think am in a field where I would be able to get a

full-timd professional position. Right now the type of work I am

so physically demanding that I can't work more than a

crtain amount of hours a day, five hours a day is .13,00. Last

J uary, February, and March we were putting in a lot of new

yards and I was so physically dxhausted every night I could not

even get off the couch to make dinner. I like working part-time.

That may change as the kids get older and I will still be young

when they leave tome. I am starting to get restless. I do

envision something else happening'in the future. It may indeed

be going, backto school and getting more education in this field.

I justify what I have done somehow with my children which is

partly a cop-out, on the other hand it is not. I amOlapprI put

the amount of time and energy I did into thooe two kids.

Possibly I could also have been going to professional school . I

was extremely impatient within myself in my twenties. I really

kind of felt this split person, this p son that was very much a

mother. I nursed both my kids and they never had a baby bottle,

I mean 'I never left those children, they were with me all the

time. It was just really important. But then there was always

-.this part of me that was very impatient and felt that everybody's

passing me by, everybody else was doing it except for me. I kind

,= of look around and here we are, we own our home, we have these

two lovely children and I can see something happening in the
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future and I. am much more patient. I have a totally different
perspective on my life. I am only thirtythree-- there is a lot
of time. My husband just started his second master's degree and
I jokingly said, "Great, you have 'got three years and then maybe
I; will 0 back' to school." So I am still .open for exploring
but I feel more p-atient and I am willing to let time pass by a
little bit%

I am beginping to think that it is going to be necessary .to
go back to school. That has started. in the last few months,
(starting to occur to me more and more that I 'heed to get more
education in some aspect of this field that I haVe gotten a good
introduction to. But there is, a country woman in me. When I
ian, I bake alot of bread and make our own sprout's, always put
the laundry on the line and plant a lot of fruit trees. Part
of me has this dream of hawing a nursery in the country. I. feel

now a need to continue earning, more than I am earning now. I
couldn't really go back into a fulltime school thing. I'm not
ready to, I really want to work some more. I need- to explore
exactly what I want to go back into. Because, in fact, the
community college opened up all these doors.

1
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Profile

MARTA MELENDEZ WILSON
6

(Marta Melendez Wilson, thirty-eight, was a student in a

California community college in the two-year nursing program.

She was interviewed at her home in January,1982.)

I'm one of eleven children and I'm seventh born 'so there are

.six ahead' of me. All my brothers and sisters are living now and

all within this county. My younge0 brother was born two months

before my father passed, away. , Ai'bur family went along, the

oldest one supported the family. Each one of myolder brothers

and sisters would support the family until they married and moved

away, and I did the same thing. Whenj was. .born:we were living

in a little town. There weren't any'tathOlic schools there'and

my father was really really intent on getting us a Catholic

education. - So we moved to another town because there's a

Catholic school there. I think,I was three or four years old

when we moved. My father' was a carpenter and supported. all of

us. I'm not sure what all the reasons were but I know he tried

to get us into the Catholic. schools and I think he was told that

there wasn't room. My'father'died in the summer before I was in

the seventh grade and the pastor of our church came to visit my

mother and saw all these kids and wondered why they weren't in

the school. And my Mother told him, "You had no -room." Right

then and there he made room for me. I started to school right.

away that September and the next year my sister started who was

younger than me. From that point on we were in the Catholic

schools. It was very different from the public schools that I

had been in.

1 didn't.have any friends in the public'school. I went to

the Catholic school and as soon as I got there there were two

girls that immediately made me their friend. We walked to and

from school with each other and did homework together . The nuns

that were teaching there also took an interest in me. In that .

town it is.about ninety-nine percent white and so we were in the

real minority in the public school. I think there were three

families that were Mexican, there were no Black people at all,

there were some Hawaiians. When I got to the Catholic schools I

and my mother's friend's daughter were the only Mexicans there.

There were a lot of Portuguese, but that was different than being

Mexican.

Irr thepublic school I wasn't part of it, it seemed. The

teachers didn't take an interest in me. I was a good student but
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I never was very.outgoing. I remember when I was in the first
grade, there was 'another little girlthat was Mexican. She
couldn't speak English and one day she. -was crying and crying.
Other students tried to find out why she was crying and would
call me over and I really didn't speak Spanish. My father wanted
all.of us to 'speak Spanish but my mother said no, how, am I ever'
going to learn English if everyone speaks Spanish at home. So
there was this tug of war going on at home and my mother won. We
got to speak 'English most of the time so I didn't really speak.
Spanish as a child. I can understand it but I don't speak it
very well. I was a little selfconscious that I was already
different. I didn't think I could interpret for her and I
Vdn't want to. It turned out that she had wet her pants and
that's why she was crying. I just kind of held back. I didn't
want.to be a part of her. We were different because, well, we
were Mexican. It wasn't cool to be a Mexican but somewhere along
the way we got a good strong feeling of identity from my father,
my mother, from, somewhere. You're Mexican. I remember kids
asking me, "Are you Spanish?" And I'd always say, "No, I'm
Mexican.". "But that's the same thing, isn't it?" I'd say, "No,
it's not." Everyone was trying to pull off that they were
Spanish rather than Mexican. We never did that.

My mother was always afraid that we would embarrass the
family in-some way or other. She didn't like us associating with
white 'kids or going to their homes. "You'll do something to
embarrass yourself or embarrass me or something." Neither my
mother or father finished fifth grade. They were both born in
Mexico and they met in California. My father's father would come,
and stay with us for periods of time and he would tell us stories
in Spanish . Some of the folk tales and thirigs. We always
seemed to have people staying with us. There were so many of us
that we grew up in the hall. Had two bedrooms and the front room
was used as a bedroom and there it was really kind of crowded. I

guess we didn't notice it so much until we were in high school.
There was' thejbasement: The plan was, because my father was a
carpenter, he would redo the basement. Well, henever did. Even
with the unfinished walls we had people staying down there. Two

, of his sisters lived there with their families at different times
and we had another family living there a while. My uncle always
used to stay with us. It was...all my father'cs family because my
mother's family were in Mexico. I remember sharing a twin bed
with my sister even through high school. I know my mother and
father had a bedroom of their own and there was always, a baby
crib so there were,you know, beds all over, bumped heads and
toes.

None.of my brothers ever finished high school. My sisters
did but my brothers quit high school and started working. My
oldest brother did go into the service. He was there whhn my,
father died. He did come home for a while but he could never
tolerate us. I don't think he could ever forgive my parents for .

having ten kids after him. All my brothers are carpenters, and
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even some of their children. Well, it's a good. business and some

of them work together.

The girls all graduatedfrom Iiighschool, and I'm the first

and only one to go on to college. My oldest sister did get her

beautician license and worked before she got married. Another

sister worked at clerical work until she married. Another

sister, older than me, she's working as a teac,ier's' aide at one,

of the Catholic schools and she'$ really happy with what she's

doing. One sister works for' ism and.my youngest sister works 'in

one of the county hoskitals doing clerical work. So we've all

done something. My: mother lives with my 'sister that's a

teacher's aide.- She has six children and just,hdd a baby at age

forty so my mother takes care .of their house an8 that little'baby

and loves it. Just really "loves it, and Cshe's active in her

church and.has lots of friends.

There is a double standard in,xour culture, you know, where

girls get educated and boys\it doesn't matter. There is a double

standard all the way through about what's allowed for boys and

what isn't allowed for girls. Education isn't--the. word

is-- macho. You go out, like my father was a carpenter. What

else is there for the girls? "Be good girls and go on through

high school." We never talked about -going on to\..gollege.

Mexicans didn't do that. There- was a family that lived down the

block behind us and one of their sons went on to a communkty

College. My mother thought, "Who do they think they are, going

on to college?" You just didn't, do that. There wasn't any

encouragement from the school.

There was one incident in public school, I can't remember

'which grade. I did really well in reading and spelling. I knew

that I. did. And one time I missed two words on a test.

Immedidpely they gave me another student to tutor me. I know

that Ilt'spell better than her, why arse they giving this to me?

Yet I couldn't say anything because I was too shy. I had in my

mind that it was because I was Mexican. This girl that was to

tutor me, she was so nasty. "Why can't you get this? Why are

you so dumb?"

Beca I was so quiet people Kind of made fun of me, or

took advant' of me. I didn't know how not to be that way.

When I got t the other school, and those two girls, it was

really different. They accepted me, that was ele difference I

mean, they didn't e me as different because I was Mexican. We

always looked diffe t. We were always the darkest ones. My

mother did not speak English very well.I remember going to the

doctor and the doctor was kind of talking down to her and I

couldn't do anything. I really was feeling strongly: Mom, don't

let him talk like that. But I couldn't do anything. We got a

feeling, you know, that we had to watch our step.

At the Catholic school I was a good student and received

lots of encouragement. The people }.talked to me and there were
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. even a couple of boys that liked me. I "mean, it was really
different.' They were interested in me, in what a public school
was like, they'd never been. In order to go to a Catholic high
school you have to take a test and pass. And'so I decided to
take the test for St, Catherine's high school. bere was another
high school that had a reputation for being upper class or
college prep and I.thought, "I don't want to try that one." I

wanted to go to St. Cther'ine's, anybody could go there. I was
the only girl that passed the test. I remember the principal
calling me on the phone and congratulating me. Bec'ause of the
results of my test I was put into' the college prep class,and
once I got to high school I found out that I was the only Mexican
in the college prep. 1956 was when I. went to high school. I

remember talkin o other students about their experience in
school and how the Black kids that were in their graduating
class, their to hers suggested that they not go to their
graduOion dance. Yod see, Mexicans are more acceptable than
Blacks.- There wa even intermarriage going on between Mexicans
'and whites., I n it was different, but not outcast different.
There was just on Black fellow in my class and I think maybe
three in the rest of th,e school. One /irl in my class was a
mixture--she was black and white. She called herself French
Creole, she would never say she was Black. So she was my friend,
and an Italian girl. I would see them during breaks and lunch,
but I was in college prep in my classes. Even then I don't
remember'getting encouragement to go on to college.

The college prep students all got. Latin, the other students
got Spanish. I got Latin and after my first year I didn't feel I
knew Spanish that well and I went to the principal and I,said, "I
want to take Spanish because I can use it more and I don't know
it that well." And he said, "Uh huh, you know Spanish already,
you take Latin." I remember at the time thinking, okay, I'll
stay, but to my friends: "He won't let me." That was positive, I
mean, that he wouldn't let me out.

In high school I was on the honor roll the first year. That
was the only time. I didn't try so hard later because my other
group of friend' were not into school. They weren't good
students and I was a part of them, not a part of this college
prep group. Yeah, I didn't want them to think that I was trying
to be better than them.

I did have a part time job. I worked in the dime store my
senior year and 1 was paying all my expenses. We never had to,
pay tuition once they found out that my mother had so many kids.
When my mother would send tuition money they would send it right
back. There was social security and then my sister was working
and my brother was working. There were usually two of us working
to support the family before one left to get married. My mother
was always proud to say we never had to go on welfare.

My sister a few years older was always kind of encouraging
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to me. She was the only one that would encourage me aboUt

school.. My mother never gave me any attention . She would

always seem so overwhelmed with everything that all she-could. do

was the physical stuff, all the cooking and all the cleaning, not

much anything else. Not much emotional support and I really felt

it at the time. But as I grew up I could see how overwhelming

things must have been. r
-

1 remember in sehior year I did take a test to see where you

fit in, what ou do best at. My results came out office work and

I already k ew I was going to do that, just my sisters

before me h , two of my

.because

sisters. In my junior year I did take

some office courses like shorthand and typing and knew enough to

work when I got out of school. I remember 'the counselor said,

"Yeah, you ould go into office work," and I remember having a

fee course you wouldn't encourage me to do anything else.

My friends were all encouraged to go on to college, all the

others in my college prep. And they were all talking about going

to college. No onedidiscouraged me but no one encouraged me. It

was like, why botheM to think about it? I just didn't think it

was for me. I didn't know any other Mexicans that had gone on to

school, exceptfor that neighbor of ours, so who does he think he

is? You don't heed it, don't bother.

I got a job with accounting as a stenographer and I worked

for the probation department. Soon after I got that job I was

dating a fellow who was working in a supermarket but was going to

night school and he was telling me about his classes. He said to

me, "Why don't you go to school with me?" At that instant I

realized that I had a choice. It was like--bopp!-- I can do it,

why not? I was still eighteen and I had only been out of school

for a little while. It took me sixteen years. I was

thirty-four. Well, actually I did take a semester right after I

was married.

I was twenty-one when I got married. I was working as a

stenographer and I met my husband. He was a probation,officer.

He was a college graduate and he had aegood job and I told him,

very soon after I met him, that someday I was going to'school.

When we decided to 'get married he said, "You should go."

We also wanted a family so I said, "Okay, I'll go to school,

and my mother can take care of the kids." I was at home, working

for over a year, and I thought, I want to leave because I was

trying to gain some independence. My brothers even as youngsters

would go out and play and would' come back at dinner time. The

girls were always around the house. We didn't go out unless. we

had a specific place to go to. I started to assert myself. I'm

working and I'm giving my mother money and I'm going to have some

independence now. I don't have.to ask her, I would just tell

her, this is where I'm going. I wanted to go and have a place of

my own. I knew other women that were doing that. One of the

girls that I was working with in the office said they needed a

fourth person. "I've got to do it," I said, "I'm moving."

Within two weeks I was out of the house. My mother disowned me.
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She'-said, "You leave this house, don't you ever come back." I

knew that that was goingto happen. But the whole year.that I
- was gone I still gave her bne hundred dollars a month and with my

expenses I didn't have anything but maybe ten dollars left for
the rest of the month. She never barred the door or anything but
I just knew when she said that to me she would not pay attention
to me.

When I started dating' my husband I had this steady
boyfriend. It was great., He just took me everywhere. We went
to concerts and the symphony and plays and everything. And he
had a sports car. A brand new red Porsche. I had always felt
that I was an ugly duCkling all through grammar school. I

changed somewhat and then I was starting to look attractive to
men and that was;a great big plus. When I did decide to get
married I did (hot want to have the kind of wedding that my
sisters had.. They would buy beautiful dresses and rent- a hall
and have a band. Why are they doing that? I'don't want that. I

made my dress and we had our reception at my mother's house. So
we just_ had family--there were maybe seventy. My mother said,
"You're not' going to have your, wedding here!" But I said, "I
have helped buy this house, and I want my reception here." I

just went ahead with my plans. And what could she do? She gatre

me a hard time because I was not inviting all her friends. ("But
you've got to!") But-I did it my way.

We took a trip to Mexico for three weeks. It was in May
that we married. I quit my job right-away, and didn't work it
all. There were some feelings there, about us, a mixed marriage.
My supervisor had talked to me. What is this, you and Henry.I
think there was also some regulation about people not working
within the same department being married.

I got pregnant immediately that first week. In September I
did enroll in the community college. And I felt out of place,
really out of place, because most of the students there were just
out of high school, and here 'I was, twenty-two, and pregnant. My
due date was not until February. I enrolled knowing that the
semester would end at the end of January. Well, 'that gives me
time, I can fin'ish up. The baby will come late. I didn't know
it was going to be twins.

I just wasn't that confident about how I would do in the
classroom, especially with these young kids. I was afraid of
coming out looking dumb. I was afraid of not making it, because

7 college was a" real mystery at the time. I didn't know what it
was going to be like. I enrolled in the Spanish class and the
pottery class and American Institutions class. In my American
Institutions class I did themidterm and I felt so great because
my instructor picked up my midterm and he read it to the class.
He said, "This is what I'm after." I remember feeling, wow, I
didn't know that I could do that.
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The first semester I did really well, getting A in Spanish,

getting a C in pottery. What happened was, during Christmas.

,J-Vacation the kids were born, close to two months early. This was

a complete surprise, things started happening. They put me into

the emergency room. This was in the middle of the night and the

doctor just said very calmly, "It looks like twins." And I said,

"You're kidding," and he said, "No, hasn't anyone told you?"

So they were born that night and school started the week after

and I went back to-school. I think I missed one day. The kids

were in the hospital, they were so little, for three weeks. That

was such a great period in my life, you know. I was going to

school and during vacation I had the kids. I went back to school

and finished up and they did come home just before finals.

took my finals, I got an A in Spanish but I got a B in American

Institutions. I didn't study for that test at all. The kids had

come home the night before. My husband took some time off work.

It was a great big thing throughout both families. And that's

when I decided I don't want my mother to take care of my babies.

I want to take care of my own babies. Well, I'm not going to go

back to school till the kids are in school. And we knew that we

wanted more kids so that was the plan. Once we finishedoue

family I would go to school when they started school. I really

enjoyed staying hothe those years except for the last coupleof

years with my youngest. I was anxious to do something else by

then I had done all of this stuff and now I wanted to do

something for myself.

. I was always planning to go to the community college. My

ex-husband is a graduate of the university. Just being able to

say, "I went to. the university" I think had a lot to do with my

husband encouraging me to go. And I wanted no part of it. I was

afraid of it. I thought that if,I'm going to start I'm going to

go to the community college. And of cow-se I already had that

one semester right after I was married. I thought, they'll give

'me a background, and it doesn't cost any money and alsr the

uN.yersity was huge and I was really afraid of goi th re.

was\afraidof going to the community college also, bu ere was

snobb'ihness connected with going to the university. I was

thirty-fur when I started so it was like fifteen years. I knew

that I would do it and I knew that it would be a while. The plan

was always there but what to study was not always there. I

changed from social work to being a 'teacher and then finally,

nine years ago--we have a really good woman pediatrician, and I

remember thinking one day after taking the 'kids for an exam , "If

'I had it to do over, I would become a pediatrician." And that

started me thinking in the medical field. Midwives were

beginning to get into the news and there was a controversy about

whether they should or could practice. That really appealed to

me, the practice of midwifery, because I had good experiences

with my "9births and I thought, "It's medicine and it's working

with people and for the most part it's a happy episode in

people's lives." I felt really good when I finally decided on

that. I just kind of k?ew by the time that I was ready to go to

school that it would be legal. I had to become a nurse first and
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then go on to the training, and the community college did have a
nursing program.

After waiting all these years was really afraid even to
get down there to register. Kept putting it off and finally it
was late August when I went there and started the process. I

couldn't even remember what it was all about, so the whole
process was new and really threatening. Even though rhad had a
good experience that one semester, everything came back, the fear
and apprehension. And then my age--I was so much older this
time, and I had a whole bunch of kids. And do women my age
.really go back to school? I really didn't know any at the time.
There were some people that were past high school age but I just
remember feeling that I was the oldest. No, there was another
woman in her sixties but most of them were in their twenties. I
signed up for Spanish class again. really wanted to use it in
the field I was in and I signed up for is basic math review. I

had gotten A's in algebra in high scriool and I thought I could go
straight into an algebra class. I went to the class, they gave
us a pretest--fifteen questions--I couldn't remember anything. I

felt so terrible, so deflated. So I registered for beginning
math, the whole time feeling that everyone knows I'm taking this
class and everyone knows I'm dumb andrstupid, and it was a real
let-down. I had math and Spanish and I took a speedreading
class. I thought, well, I'm going to take it easy. I didn't
even know what the prerequisites were for the nursing. Later in
that semester I did go and see the counselor.

I was just really afraid of overdoing it. The math class
that I had, the instructor was. terrific. I mean, he was just so
sensitive to me and how I was feeling. He could teach anyone
math. I wasnit having trouble at all but I could see him with
other people, how patient he was, and how many different ways he
would explain the concepts and theories. We began a friendship
talking not only about math but everything else. I would see him
through the years, we've always talked. And when ..I started
working at the Women's Center it was right next toithe math
class. He really supported us, he would send women to us.

At first I wasn't going to mention my age to anyone. I

remember talking to the math instructor after the final. He knew
that I had a family and he was impressed with the fact'that in
that book I did every single problem. I was determined to know

'that stuff. He knew of another woman that was doing the same
thing and he said to me, "An older woman like you." I said,
"That wasn't nice," and he laughed. I was crushed. But he
didn't mean it as a put-down at all. He was just impressed that
we were that intent on doing well. He asked me if I would tutor.
the next semester but I didn't, I had scary feelings about doing
that.

The next semester, after I had seen the counselor, then I
got into classes with other women who were also going to be
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nurses. In talking to other people, the Advice that we were

getting, it was not consistent. There was only one nursing

counselor and something was not right. I could tell from balking

to a whole lot of other people. I took a class that really

wasn't necessary. There was an English 21 A and B. 1A and B are

.transferable to a four-year college and he recommended that I

take 21A, knowing that I' was going into the nursing field, bUt-

that kept me from using that .class [for transfers]. He never

even suggested to me that I might try going'on to a four-year

college. He didn't tell me what 'my options were. I was going

right ahead to the community jcollege two-year nursing program

which would only give me a license and no degree. There were

jusso many discrepancies. I really started to feel angry that

this was going on. We were being given information that was

causing us to take extra classes that we really didnq need. I

didn't like 'what was happening, but then.I looked at it like

well, okay, this class is really good for me anyway.

They gave me a good English teacher and he was really

encouraging and he would go out of his way to help students in

whatever way he could. But he would also get very exasperated

because 'a lot of the students in there were young kids, just

weren't interested. They didn't participate'in,discussions, they

didn't have anything prepared. The first day he wanted to see

where we were so he had us write. I forget what the subject was.

I really felt that English was always a problem for me, I was

always afraid of writing, feeling really inadequate. When I gipt

the paper back I felt great becauSe he had really nice things to

say. It just keptsMe going. I remember my husband picking me up

that day. I remember running to the car, showing. him how good,

how proud I felt with this paper. I continued in that class and

really did well. Iviot an A and I remember the final paper was

the big paper for the final exam. I wrote about myself, why I

feel equal to men. It was about me and my family. It was just

so neat to get that paper back because he said, "This is the best

paper I've read in a long time."

The third semester I did start talking with other people and

I did look into a four-year college. Most of the stUdentswere

preparing themselves for the community college program but there

were a few thattyere applying tothe state colleges. I heaN

more and more talk about how the requirements were going to

change. 'I knew that in the State of New York' by 1985 all nurses

arrgoing to be required to have a Bachelor of Science degree.

What I was hearing was, you might as well go get that Bachelor of

Science in nursing because sooner or later things are going to

change. I met a jpouple of women who were already R.N.'s who were

coming back to get their additional education for their Bachelor

of Science degree, and it was taking them, a long time doing it

that way. 'Hearing these things I started to feel like I wanted

to do something about what was going on with the counselors .

Another woman was really upset with the information she had'

,gotten. We said, "We can't just let this happen." We were also
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in a sociology class together and our sociology teacher was a
really strong feminist woman. That was the third semester and I
hadn't had a woman before that.; -.1--1-Thara talking to one woman who
also had four kids and she had also come back because she was
going to be a journalist., We were talking about all this
business with the counselors. I remember students coming into
the classroom asking for people to get involved in 'student
gOvernment. They always had 'positions'open.for student senators
so I went in and applied. Later that semester there was another
opening and I got the position. I wrote something up and
presented to the senate what was going on with'the counselors and
everyone agreed,"Yeah, we've heard of .problems like that." So I
got three, four good people that were interested in working on
that committee and I mean we were persistent, and I wrote things
up. We went through channels and didn't take us long.

The, counselors have a regular ,meeting. Our first ste$ was
to get, into that meeting and present our problem. We wrote up
this letter and it was really kind of strong. The counselors
were all defensive: .well, who is doing this?. What do you mean?
We wouldn't mention names. We said to them, "We have -specific
instances; we have specific names and we'll talk to the head of
the counseling department ." There were four of us women, a
woman I had met in my pre-nursing classes who was twenty=seven at

r_7:phe time and had a child; another single parent who was about the
same age and another woman in her twenties also.. First we got a
letter back'from.,counselors saying, "'You're all wrong." It was a
long, long letter. putting us down. We didn't-let that stop us.
We just went ahead with our plan without getting emotionally

:''*1

involved and it worked. We went with the counselor to the head
of the counselin epartment. We said, we want to meet with you
and we will give you the specific instances. Most of the
incidents were to do with science classes and nursing. But we
said, "It's not just that department. There are problems in the
advice students ate getting that are going. on to four-year
colleges and we want something done about it." We really got to
know the people in administration. We got to know everyone: We
also had it written up in the school paper. I got to know the
president, the dean of students, the assistant dean, all the
counselors. We were not seen as radicals or anything. I mean
they worked w4h us because they saw that we were going to be
persistent, and finally we were together. They' assigned more
people_to work on this rticulation to four-year colleges. They '

re-arranged things sothae the counselor could work full-time.
So we 'did get results and it didn't take too long. It was a
matter of maybe three months. After.that I couldn't spend any
more time on it because I needed to get 'a job.

I was thinking of working'off-campus but then one of the
women tat I met in student government said'to me, "There's an
opening'coming up in the Women's Center. Why don't you go?" I

thought, I don't want to be a part of that feminist Ming'.
Because I would feel sometimes like an oddball in talking to
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other women because I'm staying home with my children. I could

drop my son of at school and pick him up on my way home from

class so that I didn't get any kind of child care. I. never

really did that with the three older children either. I juFt

didn't like the idea, them so young, of being under someone

else's' supervision. I remember going to the Women's Center when

I first got there,, thinking they would have speakers and things,

and it was kind of political, turning a lot of people off. I

hadn't met the director but when I went to her I said, "I have

two things to talk to you about. The first thing is I know

yo 'ye familiar with what we've been trying to do and I really

)ifto know what you think about it. The second thing is that

you have an opening in the Women's Centqr and I'm looking for a

job." And because of my experience, I guess', in getting involved

it worked out fine.

a.

It was a fantastic experience. The things that they were

doing and the things that I was allowed to do, use mi.ideas and

go ahead on ehem. They were going, to invite speakers from

different nontraditional careers and let other women see what

else was open to them. And not knowing what.I was getting into,

not knowing if I could do it but feeling I've got to prove

myself, I started to take that on. And I 4id everything.-. Not

only did I Arrange for .these different women from different

careers to come and talk but' I also thought we should have a

representative from the faculty that teaches. in that field so

that we could get everything, not only what's going on in the

field but what do we have to do to get into thaj field. It

worked and it was a goOd series. We had a woman mechanic who was

a graduate and one who was working for the city. Another one' was

working in the research department at an oil company. It was

really a hard, semester for me. That semester I also droppeloa

class: There were kings happening at home too. My younger son

had to switch sch ls. The class that. I had to drop was

microbiology. Oh, t at was a difficult class.

,When I dropped t t micro c ss I really felt bad because

that was one of the prerequisite for the state _college. With

the degree you can always work in hospital, it gives you a lot

more mobility. If you have that achelor of Science degree you

can be a-superviior, you can work in ,a clinic. A license, R.N.

license, is what you get at the community college.

One thing that we did for women was, we offered help on one

of the registration days at the Women!s Center. We4'11 help you

fill, out your schedules, we'll go over to the registrar's office

with you. We had abut ten women ,come. They were so thankful.-

We took them on ,a tour of the 'school, showed them where their

classrooms were. I remember one woman that I was helping - -she

kept squinting and I was telling her how to fill the form out.

said, "Would you like me to fill it out?" And then I got the

idea and I,found out later that it was true: she didn't know how

to read. ,So I signed hbr up for theremedial reading class, a
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special Title III program. She didn't tell me that her daughter
brought tfer there. This woman had decided to come back to school
and so she registered that day. I remember seeing her a couple)
times after that, getting Am everything. And she _was, you
know, fifty-six years old. /

I had to t*e two chemistry classes: one for the community
college and the-lother I needed to get into the state college. I

kept putting them off. Finally the fourth semester I signed up
for a chemistry clas and it was awful.- I'm in a_physics cldss
right now. Oh, I'm goingto need help on this. It's chemistry
and things like that I just really am afraid of. That's a whole
lot of the problem, I have such a fear. I got through the
chemistry classes somehow. I got an A--he counted a lot towards
the lab work. But then I had to take organic chemistry and that
was a mystery to me. It got beyond me. So much memorizing to
do. I got.a C in the class but that was my first C. It didn't
deva*state me. I was afraid it would. Now I was in the
pre-nursing.classes so,there were more women closer to my age and
we were all going through a lot of the same -things. I remember
that instructor being impressed with the number of women with
families coming back. He said, "I don't know how you all do it."
I had to go back and do the micro. I got a C, but I saved that'
till the last semester I was there. I went to one of the
information meetings at the statec college, and they'll tell you
everything. The woman there said, "If you have trouble with a
certain kind of a class, just save it till the end because we're
not going to count that last semester into your GPA to get you
into school. It's too late for usgto do it." I got a C and I
got into the program. And let me tell you--I guess I want to
brag a little bit - -but when I graduated I got four scholarships.
Every one that I applied to I got.

I think my experience at the college is not quite the same
as most I did get involved and ended up working at the
Women's Cen er and I was able to do so many things: setting up
programs and running programs, being a counselor to other women.
No one said, -"You're not experienced enough." Everyone said, "Do
what you can and we'll help you do ,...i." There were so many
teachers that were encouraging- right\ the beginning. One
teacher happened 'to be Black. Most of them were white. The
Spanish teacher was Puerto Rican. No one said, "What are you
doing here? You're a little old, aren't you?" I never got that
from any of the teachers. Well, there was one teacher that was
discouraging but it wasn't to me s a person or to my age group.
It was just that he was discouraging to everyone. But there were
enough of them that made it a really good experience and
encouraged me to go ahead. When I first came, I thought that I
would do the _nurses' training and that would be it. It was
within the next couple of years that I decided to go on. And why
not I kept sayibg, to cr4self, At .first the idea--oh, no,
that's too much 'for me. Still, just the extra requirements to
the state college really kind of frightened me. There were
periods- -can I ever do it? But never strong enough to stop me.
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What have you gotten yourselfrinto? Can you really do this?

I want to do something meaningful with my life. I see too

many people unhappy in what they are doing. I don't tpnt to

attach my life to another person. I am separated now. I do look

forward to another relationship,' but it's not going to be my

9 whole life.. I'm going to have a career and I intend to work the

rest of my life. When I chose this career there were so many

things that were so good about it. First of all, just being a

nurse meant I can work anywhere in the world. -I will be needed,

there will always be a need for nurses. I don't have to retire

at a certain age, because I don't plan to. I can be an

administrator, with a degree, in hospitals or in chillies. I want

to be to a position to make decisions. Most people in power in

any kind of field are white and I really want to make a

difference with that too. There were never any real role models

for me. I mean I want to be a role model and that's why I've

always kept my maiden 'name. My maiden name was Melendez--Marta

Melendez Wilson and that is very important, and my children carry

that name too. They use Melendez Wilson. It's not hyphenated.

With any kind of forms they put Melendez and it's important to

them. I have four children. Three of them look like their

father. He's English and they're fair skinned with blond hair.

My fourth one looks more like me, he's dark skilined with dark

curly hair, he looks Mexican. I have always tried to give my

children a feeling of who they were and they're not white, I

mean, they are but they're.also very much Mexican and they feel

it. They've got a good strong feeling about that and they have a

real strong identity with my family.

The experiences I had with gynecologists were I think the

same as' any other woman. I didn't question it. I said that's the

way it is. 'You go in, you have your exam, five ,minutes later

you're done. What do yOu know? I heard about the Women's Health

Collective jUst last September and it just sounded too_wonderf4

to be true . They would give you this training and all they ask

is that you give them back, after you were .trained, volunteer

pork. I came _borne thinking that's too muchj. I can't do

it -= school and working at the Women's Center and the Collective.

But the response I got from my husband was, "Sounds liks,wou

should do it." I went ahead but there were problems. I would get

dinner on the table and wouldn't really get a'chance to eat.

Pretty soon every Monday and Wednesday there was an argument

before I left. But I was determined to do it, it was too

important..

When I started to train I thought, well, I was overdue for a

gynecological)exam. , I thoUght, Pim going to go here. You ay

whatever you can affrd. So I-had my exam and pap smear don and

it was so different--it was such a nice experience. They t ok at

least an hour explaining things to me, giving me time o ask.

questions and that's the whole idea_ behind it. Give 'these women

the knowledge that they need and the power that they need- Ask
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questions, it's your life. I finished the training but the
commitment became too much.

It was all .very eyeopening to me. Here I was in the
Women's Center and in the Collective, and just so many women that
held so many strong feelings and I had a lot of these feelings
too but they weren't really clear I guess, so all of this
training coming from women I just really needed. It was alWays
there, even from the beginning. I remembe4 I had some feelings,
but I was also getting different things from people around me. I
mean women had their place, the wife and the mother. It was 1964
when I got married and'I think that was about the beginning of
the feminist movement. But I stayed away from it mainly because
I wailtgd to be home. . I kept reading that that was not the thing
to do. Maybe I wasn't getting the whqle pictureybut I knew what
I wanted to do and I didn't.want to' be a part otf thatalthough

,I had feelings. I remember purposely not reading any of 'the
feminist books. I didn't want to be a wildeyed feminist.
mean,-I could go overboard. and here I was the mother of four
little _ones. I was the only Mexidan in the group at the
Collective. There were'two Asians and me; I don't think there
were any Blacks in that group. I was already in the Women's
Center and Iwas able to speak oUt there when issues came up.
Oh, I remember being put down when I talked about my husband.

3

I found out that I do enjoy working in a field that really
deals with women. I plan to work at a county hospital that
serves mainly nonwhite people. Someone asked me, "How do you
know that you're going to do that? And how do you know that
there will be a liosition there?" I said, "There" will be by the
time I .get done." 'That's how things keep working out for me.
When the time comes I will have what I want. I mean, that's how
my job. at the Women's Center-wvked out. Going to school and
getting into a program. That's hck, it's going to work out for me
to get into the midwifery program. They only take ten at a time
for,the training; Once I get my license then I will have to go
and apply to the medical ,school--they have the midwifery
training. All I actually need is an RN and I'm going to get
everything before I apply there. I did talk to a-midwife that
was one of our speakers at the Women's' Center. I talked to her
about it and she said, "It's difficult to get in but if you're a
minority you're going .to have an easier time of it because they
don't have many ,women coming into the training program that are
minorities."

So everythinglis going to work out for me. Yeah, it really
is. I've been planning it and it's going to woreout.
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Profile

SYLVIA COBB

(Sylvia "Cobb, forty-eight, is a student in a northeastern

community college in a two-year drafting program. She was

interviewed twice at the college and .once at her home in the

spring of 1982.)

I decided a year or two before I came here that it was -%

necessary for me to get retrained in order to go to work. I

didn't know at that point that my marriage was going to fail,

although I think that the signs were in the wind, and, married

or not; once my children were out of the house, I Wouldn't want

to be just hanging around. And I really was aware that this time

,around I had the chance to make deliberate choices. I don't

think I had ever done that. When I went through college I

followed the crowd . Liberal arts was sort of the thing to do.

When I got out of college I took whatever job I .could find.

Everything came. one after another, rather easily. I hadn't made

any particular choices. So I sat down and I tried to discover

something that would combine all the things that I liked best.

So here-I am.

I'm an only child. I'm *a depression baby. I've got the

smallest age cohort in the country, nobody is my age. All my

friends are either older than I am or younger than I am. My

grandfather died when I was three and we lived off and on with my

grandmother until she died which was 1947. She was very much an

influence on my life. My grandmother was very competent, bright,

and really strong willed. My grandfather had been a professor at

a technical college. There was no tradition of sexism. There

was certa1nly an assumption that, whatever was at hand, the

purpose was to get the,task -done and it really didn't matter

whether it was a woman or a child or a man. I'm not a very good

libber because half the time I don't see discriminatory

situations. A ,great -great -aunt of mine had introduced manual

training to the schools. A,great-aunt a generation younger had

spent years in Paris, came back, ran a school. They all kept on

doing the Job. My mother is not an awfully competent person, but

she was asked to run the Red Cross Motor Corps during World War

II and she proceeded to go out and learn auto mechanics, how to

take a car apart and put it together-again and she just got it -

done, that's all. My father was in the' navy, so the household,

was my grandmother, my mother and myself. I don't think that

with my father at home my mother ever would have gone out for a

long drive in the dark in the middle of the night but once
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somebody said, "Do it," she said, "Okay." Certainly never, "Who,
me?" My grandmother would pick up a egg beater or a screwdriver,
depending on what needed to be done. My daughter is now at a ,

technical college and I ddn't think that one has included women
for very long.

I'm told that my grandfather used to read to me for an hour
every evening when I was about six months old. He said the sound
of a human voice and looking at the page turning, all of this is
a good experience. They always attributed nr being something of
a bookworm to that. I think that Datcsuffered from a

competitive situation. He hadn't been to c ege and most of my
mother's friends had. I 'don't think he ever had a job that he
thought was as good as the jobs my, mother's friends had. He and
mother have always just sort of run the house together and shared
things. Neither of them works. They have enough income from my
grandparents to live on and Daddy gets disability from the navy.

° She's had parttime work from time to time but it's been things
like a bookkeeper for a friend who ran a dress store.

Until pretty late in my childhood I was very much of 'a

loner. I read an awful lot and drew, arts and drafts and stuff
like that.. One best friend. We met each other when we were in
nursery school. Sort of a surrogate sister--she ultimately lived
with my family. My mother's dearest oldest friend was my fourth
grade teacher in school. And she is, I would say, a surrogate
aunt to me.

My, family were Unitarian for some' generations back but
there is a heavy dose of Calvinism. Dinner table conversations
were likely .to be a review of the day and what had been done
wrong.and if you spent more time studying and less, reading a,,book .-
you would get better grades and things like that. There, was 'a

certain sternness in the house. My grandmother was very
affectionate, but she died when I was thirteen. And I spent a
lot of my childhood feeling like a stranger, particularly after
my grandmother died or times when we weren't living with her.
Like a stranger in a strange land. Sometimes terribly upset
because I had been misunderstood or couldn't make people
understand. I'm sure that's the reason I turned to books. Some
of my favorites oh, the Princess and Curdie and Frances Hodgso
Burnett. But I literally read everything. Wed to go all through
those trash series books.. And When I had finished all of my
Nancy Drews ,I read every Hardy Boy book that has been published,
and every Tarzan book.

,

I went to public kindergarten and up through the .sixth
grade, where ,I did very very badly. That school ended at the
sixth grade and you had y r choice of going onto a prep school
which prepared you for "Cl ssical High School." My grandmother of
course considered that som'one of my stature and capacity would
go to the prep school and of course the school announced that I
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was not going to. Because they chose where you were going to go,

on their-judgment of aptitude. I don't'think I had ever gotten

above a C in anything except the yearthat I had mother's friend

`as a teacher when I had gotten an A in everything because I was

too embarrassed not to. I lived out the window most of the time

in school. The teacher would be doing geography, you know, in

class and she woula call on me and I would be reading the last

chapter in the'bo& Anyway, Nanny went over and spoke to the

school and they said, "Why on earth would we send her- to the prep

school? Obviously she is going to go to trade school -- she

could not possibly make it through." Well, my srandmother left

the principal's office at the school and drove directly to the

nearest private school and marched in, you know, the full bosom

erected, chin up in the air, and said, "You must take my

granddaughter into this school. This is an emergency!" They gave

me a battery of admission tests. And my grandmother said, "Well,

that will-make l'Ou work lend it's about time." So that was the

seventh grad and I went to private school from then on through

high school.

The first year that I was at the private school, I had to

catch up. I had to work twice as hard and my grades came right

up. There'was no school on Fridby afternoons and we all used

to walk downtown to movies and to lunch and then get the bus

home. I did 'very" well in English and I did very poorly in

algebra but very well in geometry. History I hated, Latin I

hated. I think I made some sort of history by two

sciences in my senior year which was calculated on my par to get

me out of gym. I can hardly say that I made good friends there

because they were the people that I had always known. I was

really very late in becoming a social character. I didn't date

until my senior year. And I dated.very little my first two years

in college-. I Was not a popular person. My school had college

catalogues and advice and comments: on what the schools were like

and the faculty would say, "Do you remember so an.d.so, she's at

Wellesley." To get into the liberal arts, ivy league school,s was

just kind of expected. There wasn't a great deal of knowledge

about anything else. I graduated with twentythree people. Four.

of us went to.Smith and we ail lived within three blocks of each

other. And three were Unitarians.

(
. My sophomore year at Smith they almost doubled the tuition

and I was there on money that h d been left to me by my

grandmother. It wasn't going to be enough when they raised the

tuition and I hadn't been very q) there. I Again felt like a

stranger in that monolithic qu: . of 'the Smith campus. Lots of

money every place, everyone so II -h alike, it irritated me. I

used to speak to strangers offcampus in order to speak to

children or old peoples On campus I think I was the oddball . I

had discovered that in high school. I don't mean to say that I

was deliberately odd but I was discovering the freedom to have my

own taste and do things my own way. My mother was just flat out

by things like that. Anything independent was uncredentialied.

Well, I was- discovering my last years in high schobl that.it
i
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didn't have to be that way, that my own nature was to be
experimental . And when I got to Smith I was right back in a
situation where there was absolutely no variety in the group.
You know, everybody's burmuda shorts were black watch. Loafers,'
penny loafers. It was absolutely uniform. Oh,
horrors.Bicycle-riding and ,beer" and blind dates and sitting
around knitting socks. I don't think of it as an interesting
period in my life.

So I came back and lived with my family and that is what
saved the financial situation.' But it's hard after a couple of
years of independence to come home again. I came back to the
university in my hometown, lived at home and was a day student.
The university is coed and you knew, people from the whole school.
You knew people in other classes which you don't at Smith. I

mean I knew graduate students when I was at the university. The
dining hall was rotten and there were hamburger places nearby and
the faculty would go there just like the students. So you would
sit and have a hamburger with the teacher at lunch'. The chairman
of the sociology department used to have an open house with any
sociology students or any of their friends on Sunday afternoons
and he always made ,crabmeat au gratin on toast and beer. There
was a coffee pot in the biology lab and the biology teacher was
the sociology teacher's friend, so sociology students in between
classes would be up in the biology lab having coffee. It's my
kind of school. There were people on scholarship and people with
lots of money and people who worked and going part-time and
people who had apartments of their own and people who lived in
dorms and people who lived with their families, people, whose
parents didn't speak English. And I loved every single minute.

I dated a friend of my, husband before I dated him. We were
all part of a group together. I can remember months of sort of
accelerating interests and longer and longer conversations. ,I
continued to major in sociology and minored in English. When I
got out of the university my mother had me persuaded (mother went
to Katherine Gibbs and worked as a secretary type before she', was
married) that a woman could not enter the world without
secretarial skills. So I spent a summer after I graduated at
some probably fraudulent outfit, a secretarial school. I cheated
in typing classes so if they hadn't been fraudulent to begin with
I certainly would have done myself out of learning anything. Oh,
I absolutely couldn't stand it, T mean my performance level went
right back down to elementary school.

Fina sometime around the end of the sumMer I said, "I've
had it, I'm cling to New York." My dear friend from kindergarten
had already gone to New York and was working for an airline and
she had an apartment with three other girls. My husband-Ito-be
lived in New York . So,' felt, what else could you need? I had
saved seventy-five dollars and'I said, "Next Tuesday I'm going to
New York." I transferred myself x p the New York bran9h of the
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secretarial school. They had a guarantee that you could learn

and so I went in and I said, "I haven't learned yet." And they

were compelled to give me a chair and put me down at a typewriter

and keep trying to teach me. Went out and looked for a job (I

thought that I could learn typing at night) and I got a job at an

auto company, counting items on invoices. I stuck with it for

four to five months. At the end of the day everything had to

balance with everything else. Absolutely never got it right.

My aunt knew somebody who worked for Time, Inc. She said,

"Let's go and see so and so and see what she says." And so and

so said, "How would you like to work for Time?" I started out as

a file clerk and telephone 'answerer for Fortune Magazine and

was there for five years and I wound up as chief indexer of Life

Magazine and publisher-of the printed index.

I was married while I was working at Time. Part of that

time my husband had a sociology department'assistantship at NYU.

I was pregnant and my husband finished his course work and he got

a job in the District of Columbia. I probably could have

transferred to the branch office down there. But my daughter was

very sicklye She had malfunctioning innards and taking care of

her took an enormous amount of time. You couldn't have asked

anybody else to do it. Until she was over three months old,-she

was fed two hours out of every four around the clock.

. In Washington I made a lot of really good friends. Those

were civil rights days. remember my,cousin brought eight of

his friends for the march and the Martin Luther King talk; we

were right up there in front. I was standing there and looking

up and the tears were just pouring down my face and I look at my

cousin and he's got tears streaming down his face. [My son).

Bobby was a baby because I remember I left/6obby with a neighbor.

Bobby stood up in a little red wagon and fell backwards onto the

sidewalk, anti,he had a four-inch skull fraCture, whiplash, and a

severe concussion. It was a doozy, he was unconscious for eight

hours.

We left Washington,. I think, in 1968. By that time my

husband had passed his comprehensives. His Ph.D. took a long

time as Ithink it does any family man with a job . He then got

a job at a state .university. He was there fdr. two years, and a

grant that he expected didn't come through and he lost. his job

because there wasn't a job for him to have.

What was I doing? I had been taking art courses at the

university for my own pleasure. ,I had to quit. The family

finances were absolutely a disaster. T got a part-time job in a

needlework shop. My daughter was then thirteen'and trying to go

to school. My husband was complaining about the meals. and.

saying, "Where are my socks?" Things were pretty tough. By

spring I discovered that my job was costing me money, between

the gas. and the driving and so forth. The. crisis time was when
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I was discovering that I'had to get myself back in busineSs and I
wasn't going to'have mothering and housewifing as a lifelong
career. I went through a period of feeling .really frightened,
and finally coming to the conclusion that I was frightened
because I was incompetent. It was getting to the point where
money was the thing that would save the family. I wasn't
competent to live on my own. I couldn't help out at home and I
couldn't support myself. I discovered that it was just a real
practical problem and not some, you know, inherent character flaw.
Now I realized at the, same time that I had a once-in .:alifetime
chance to figure out what I wanted tx) do. ; I think most of my
life I had kind of fallen4nto things and this time I didn't have
to. I sat down and I figured out what, are the things%that I like
best and can I put them together into something.

.

I like\visual things and I draw and my first requirement' was
that it was something that would be'harmless to my drawing. I

didn't want to go into commercial art where I would be
compromising my drawing and my art skills all the time. I

couldn't go into.teaching art because to me it would be very
destructive and would have me so sick of 'dealing with other
peoples' struggles that I would never have done anything of my
own. Drafting had all the advantages of keeping uP'the hand and
eye coordination and the visualization skills' without having an
emotional content at all, so-that it doesn't interfere or spoil
anything else you,might' want to do. I like making marks on
paper. I like seeing, made real what's,in.my hbad and I like
logic and systems. Technology has beeW always easy and pleasant
for me. I was to the ears with the liberal arts mind. My
children were drafting in school and I knew that. I had been'
enormously jealous. Everything kind of came together.in a hurry.
Then I set about (very orderily person) ,investigati the field.

ca.
I went and talked to the state emplokment office . and various
people' I called and asked for their placement record nd I found
some people in industry and talked to them. "Is drafting'a good
field, and will .I be; able to make a living?" I was .'assured that
it was a fine skill to have-and I could always find a job. 1979,

is when I was going through 'this whole process of deciding. I

began here at the community college in 1980.

This is a sort of prefabricated program. You can't take
odds or ends of courses or :_ome in at the middle uf the year.
It's set up with a formal r.tructure so it's best to start in the
fall. As it turns out I .'sn't a minute. too soon because_my
personal life at home was disintegrating very fast,- maybe even
hastened' by the lac: that I was changing my own attitudes and
knew possibly that could get: out. Anyway 'it's good that I "

didn't wait any,longe:. My son will be graduatihg from high
school at the same time that I graduate from here', which means
that I have freedom to look for a job where I need to. I think
he's' enjoyed the experience of us being students together.
Somebody said to me, "You'll by one of those families with their
picture in the newspaper: Mother Graduates with Son:'
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I didn't have any choices [of schools.] At least I believed

that I didn't. The only other thing that I found out about was

in a town which is too far away. The first day[at the community

college] wasn't shocking or uncomfortable. I have been in

academia all my life so there was no great cultural shock. r was

certainly aware of the fact that I was older than everybody and

maybe wasn't as assertive about making friendships and stuff like

that as I would have been had they beenipeople my own.age. The

young students might be surprised to hear but as far as I'M

concerned.the administrative ambiance here is the best of any

school I've ever seen. I oan remember once at the,university

sitting on the back staircase crying because !I couldn't get my

schedule straightened out and couldn't find peciple to sign course,

cards. Here it works very smoothly, partly because there aren't

a lot of options and electives. Registration process is easy.

And the bill paying and tuition, it seems to me that I never had

to have anything signed,so there just isn't any hassle. The

campus is small so there is no problem finding your way around.

Before I decided to come here at all I had had a long telephone

conversation cilth the department chairman. He .was very

reassuring. wasn't a.lot of advice that. he could give me

because the c is the program, I did or I didn't join it.

'There was no "let's do this, that, or the other thing" with the

program.

I think I was in a'somewhat favored position as an older

student because, in the first place, people remember your name

right away and you stand out, so people know who you are.

Although there are plenty of people who have had high school

drafting, the program begins as if you have had none. The

biggest emphasis the first semester is on simple drawing,

mechanical drawing skills. The only rpplied course we had that

semester was in architectural drawing. Thei coursesare live

studio courses with instruction edged. They are inclined to oe

all studio at the beginning with teacher walking around and

helping people or interrupting the two or threehour studio

course with a fifteenminute lecture. Or some teachers would

begin with half an hour of lecture to get us started. I wasn't

taking the same math course as everybody else. This was one of

the few pieces of advice I had. I said that I eras worried aout

math. I had not been terribly good at it as a student originally

and it had been thirty years. The department chairman said, "oh,

well, if it'stbeen thirty years since you've had math then you

want to take the advanced course," and I said, "What? Live

forgotten everything," and he said, "Never mind what you've

forgotten, what you remember is more than three people who have

recently been given math. have ever been offered. The math

courses were so much better thirty years ago." So the second

semester I got plunked into this advanced beefedup thing that

went from calculus--it made me cry. It was called technical math

with calculus. It had been a long time since I had done anything

but add up the grocery bill and calculate curtain yardage.

Anyway, it began with algebra. I thought I was terribly slow and

clumsy at it but I simply couldn't believe the ineptitude of the
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class. The last two-thirds of the course was calculus. At that
point I really capsized, that was beyond 'me. So I was
obedient--something that I don't usually do in school--but I just
memorized and did what I was told and followed the formulas. I
got an A. But I got the feeling that there must be something
lovely there and I never saw it, I never really understood the
meaning of it.

The teacher first semester was teaching college math for the_
first time. She's a good mathematician with a master's degree in
math and she was a very enlightening experience tb me because
when she came into class and did problems on the board she made
mistakes. It cured me Of math anxieties. She'd make a mi,stake
and she would say, "Hey I don't think that's the way, that answer
doesn't look right." And then she'd giggle and she'd very calmly
go b'ck and investigate her work. The second semester was a man,
an engineer. He had retired from the army or the navy. He had a
certain schedule that he wanted to keep to and ,a certain lecture
that he gave every day and I think he disliked it when somebody
interrupted him and said, "Can you explain?" And he'd say, "Just
do it the way I told you."

I had room for electives. I am taking one now and I took
one first semester. I took this course called "Construction
Materials" . It turned out to be a course in concrete.
Concrete--there is absolutely nothing more boring on the face of
the earth. .I was the only woman who ever had or perhaps ever
will take that course. To make matters worse there was a lab,
which largely involved filling garbage cans full of gravel and
stuff and weighing them and then mixing up this concrete. And
the only so-to-speak male chauvinist that I have run into was my
partner in that lab. Maybe it was the second lab when he told me
that I belonged in a kitchen. He was somewhat older than the
general routine of students--he was in, his thirties. He wasn't
English-speaking and he may have come from a culture where indeed'
it was truly shocking for a woman to be doing what I was doing.
Frankly I found it a little bit shocking to be haVing to lug all
this gravel around.

Thatteacher was a scholar and gentleman. He may be the
most well-spoken, well-dressed and cordial person on campus.
Steel is his love and every once in a while he would talk to us.
,about steel and he would be very dramatic. You know, discuss the
power and the might and the precision and the beauty of high
steel.. So I don't think he likes concrete very well either. I
would say that more than half of the class time was spent on
concrete and the rest was divided among all the other
construction materials, steel; wood, everything else.

I must tell you that my lab partner and I finally by the end
of the semester found somehow a line of intersection and we wound
up the star team. He.was a hereditary concrete worker and I
think he must have been raised on concrete. Although the
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technology was new to him he knew itas an art and a skill and

except for when his back was out he.was a big,brawny guy. And I

went whirling through the formulas and the technology like an

ace, I mean it's extremely simple technology, and we finally

developed a mutual respect. He was doing the labor and I was

working up the figures and we were swapping notes to study and 4

when I came to a place that I didn't understand he knew from

straight experience what it ought to be and we wound up the pair

of us getting A's, I'm sure because of our team work.

We took a field trip to a cement company on the river there

by the bridge, watched them mix concrete and listened to them

talk and looked at their trucks and admired the engines., We weft ti

down and watched the steel on the new Hilton being put up. When

you get to a construction site you break up into groups and look

at, various things. The teacher would wander around Ind start

conversations and point things out. Said, "Did you not and I

just talked to the foreman and you know they had to get a special

crane to raise that boom." ti

The next semester I had two electrical courses, electrical

theNy and electrical drawing, and a mechanical drawing course.

And again math. Fast fall I had a materials course which was

terribly difficult--understanding the structure of steel itself.

I mean molecularly ant' being able to distinguish the differences

between one kind of steel and another. Or one kind of plastic

and another. Labs and thing, it's very very technical. Given

a lot of physics and chemistry it would have been easier. I had

never had any chemistry . And of course it went very rapidly.

It was taught by a man who-was academicallyivery rigorous--a lot

of the faculty here is not. The teaching here is not

sophisticated and you know the academic requirements4are not

anywhere as near as ambitious as.they could be. They were, in the

materialS course, it's-a killer. I had tool design which I just

loved. That's designing holding devices and fixtures for

machining things. The first several, weeks we had to be taught

things like tolerance and fit. There are systematic standards

for how tightly a screw fits into a hole, for example. It was

really a question of being given a problem and working on it in

class and the teacher would walk around and you'd stop him as he

paS-S'ed by and ask questions if you needed help or you'd go up and

ask him. If six people asked him the same question he'd

interrupt the class and say, "Here's the way you go about it."

Abcut six out of thirty or fprty are women in every class, .

except for concrete. I knew that I was going to get into

technology, but (didn't know how much and I didn't know how much

I was going to ertloy it. In fact, I'm now impatient with things

that are simply drawing. The other.course I had last semester

was dimensional metrology. This is mechanical and not artistic

drawing. If ,you want to draw it so that someone else can make

one, you've got to measure it. By the time you get into

machinery parts they have to be precisely done so you measure
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with vernier calipers and ,micrometers and ao lot of fancy
sophisticated equipment. It was a whole course in how to use
those things.

I have a course in industrial design which is piping and
steel and stuff like that. Although I find- steel construction
very dramatic, drawing it is boring. I've got a course in air
and f)uid which is really hydraulic design, cylinders and valves

which I have trouble understanding. And I have a course in
time and motion study which all seems terribly obvious to me and
I can't imagine why this is being inflicted on rue.

I'm taking an art course as an elective. Getting my money's
worth out of the cOmmunity college. I didn't take one last
semester. Fjierybody had warned me that second and third semester
is the most difficult.because of that materials course. I also
hadn't known whether it was going to be difficult to keep house,
all alone with all the responsibilities of a family and whatever
was being done was being done by me. I didn't even know if I
was going to.be in some sort of crisis about being alone. Last
year was the middle of the crisis, the leaving year. School
starts the end of August. I had finally broken I don't know how
Many years' silence, and gotten some advice. I was going to a
marriage counselor all last year and it's a very grueling thing
to do. Laying my soul bare and endless crises at home. A scene
at two in the morning. I would get myself up at six o'clock and
grab some coffee and try to present some kind of whole appearance
to my son. At least I was trying to be warm and contained. And
then I'd drive in to school.

. -

It was a lohg drive. I took to doing something that I
hadn't done since I was troubled in high school. I would recite
poetry on the way in to school for an eight o'clock class. I'd
go to classes and have lunch . t've got good friends here, all
ages. About half of them are the age you would expect, you know,
they are eighteen, nineteen. A.few are closer to my age. We
sit and have sometimes a longish lunch hour when we do homework
as well as eat.

I've had to do studying on weekends all along. Sunday I
usually plan to dO housework and studying on Saturday, or vice
versa. There has been a lot of work to all of it, rigorous or
not. Some of it is challenging where you have to indeed study
order to understand. But an awful lot of the rest is just a lot
of work. You know they want you, to practice finding something in
catalogues so you have got three sheets of stuff to look up in
catalogues. No papers. My c ncrete course had some things-that
were sort of like papers. We had to write an imaginary proposal
letter. We would suggest con ete of such and such a mix and we
had to make up what company e were and what company they were.
I named myself the Sorrowful Pit Gravel and Grit Company and
everyone else was very sober and serious.
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From a certain point of view I feel competent to do

designing. I can iesigkin the sense that I am good at putting

systems together. If you asked me to design,an air conditioning

system I'd have to go out and find out about air conditioning,

but I do know how to make things fit, adjust, you know, aria'angle

them, twist them and get parts together. In one way or another

I've been doing this all my life. I' designed, made and sold doll

houses, for example, for quite. a while and was good at it. I

mean I like to put things together so I'm competent from that

point of view but for any given application I'd have'to know the

particular field. Only a very small company would have me doing

that anyway. Bigger companies in fact teach you the field by

having you do detailing work which.is simple drawing off of other

people's designs. That'S-the entry level, and I'd prefer to go

to a larger company. So my expectation in an entry level job

would be drawing more than designing. -----

The students are a various lot. We have a visual approach

to life in common. You can refer to.a drawing that you've all 6

been working on and you can say, "Well you know, on the top left

hand corner," and they can all visualize the thing. That's

comfortable. A.man in industrial technology has become a friend

because there aren't too many of us who are older around here.

He's aboUt thirty-nine. ae is something of an eccentric but a

warm pleasant person. And Jeff, he is young but I think he is

one or two years older than you would expect. He was inducted

into the honor titiety at the same time I was. He was my lab

partner in the materials course and of course we had taken all of
our other courses together. He calls me up quite often when we

run into hitches in homework. He is likely to stop me outside

and stand around and talk for twenty minutes. I like him. There

is a boy 'Who is very artistic and he and I hit it off, he is

po
maybe twenty-five or something. Somehow just beig one or two

years older distinguishes some of these kids the entering

class that j st graduated from high school. I. like them all

but I'm not xactly sure what the relationship is. It may be a

question of finding an older person who is not a parent who's

cordial and easy to get along with. I wouldn't burden them with

any of my personal problems and I find myself very, easy about

being burdened with theirs. It's kind of an auntie kind of

thing. It's some kind of a compromise between the intimacy that

you can have with a peer and the safety that you have with
somebody that is not competitive with you, that has somewhat more

wisdom than you do,'more experience surely.

The honor society--it's a national honor society for

engineering technology. "Technology" really is a kind of way of

saying it's an associate's degree, for a two-year college. It's

sort of a junior version, I think, modeled after the engineering

society. There is a chapter here and I belong to it. The grade

requirement ha's to be met and your class percentile. I guess you

need a recommendation on top of it. I've got a 3.9 out of 4

average and this letter that had my children absolutely rolling
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on the floor from the president of the college. It said,
"Congratulations for achieving the president's list." The last
line said that my academic performance "indicated maturity."
Well, if Au haven't gotten maturity now, Mom, you better give

P13.

Women are new in drafting. They have been, for the most
,,.,part, welcomed in with open arms. The difference in attitudes
towards me was more plain in the construction technology
',department than it is here. They had had girls in the drafting
department at the community college three or four years . when I
got here. The only problem is the same problem that my daughter
finds in engineering at the technical school, which is that very
often examples which are being given in your instruction are
things you are not familiar with. They say; "Draw such and such,
you know what that is, it's just like the something or other on a
carburetor," and the girls are all saying, "Oh my God, what is a
carburetor?" We pe4suaded them that there was plenty of
machinery that we were perfectly well familiar with. I can take
a sewing machine completely apart and put it together again .

And so now they start, to teach us about valveS on a pump and they
say, "lt the back of your washing machine is..." All the girls
are sitting there smiling. There aren't any women faculty
because I don't think women were in drafting long enouekto have
produced any women teachers. In every class we are getting the
best marks, the membership in the honor society is half women.
No, it's more than half.

There are lots of people with previous college experience,
but I may be the only one with a B.A. It has really no bearing
on what I'm taking now. It doesn't change my qualifications in
this program , so it's a curiosity, you know, nothing more.
Well, I write well, yeah. For instance, when we ha'd to do
written things I had a good time with them while everybody else
sweated and shock My concrete lab partner was very verbal but
newly verbal in English. That certainly would have held him back
on reports it was a lot easier for me to do. He didn't even
know I had a B.A., so I think.that he was attributing this to "a
woman is good for something."

This is vocational training after all and the obvious
meaning is that it will help me get a job. It's been a. good

chance to test myself. I've done well and that's. very
heartening. You do wonder whether you will do well returning as
an adult,whether you're as mentally limber as you were when you
were younger. My grads now are far better than they were when I
was an undergraduate many years ago. Not only my grades but I
think I get a certain amount of academic respect from other
students, you know, who come to me for help. I don't think that
has anything to do with my age. I do think that I am competent
and I'm in the field and doing well. I think I never trusted
any feedback that I got from myself and my own performance in the
liberal arts situation. I never knew whether I was bullshitting
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or not and I've lived in an academic situation ever since I was

an undergraduate and all of our friends have been in the academic
world. This I do know. I'm dealing with things that the issue
is, can it be made to work, and yes, I can make it work. The

gratification is'enormous.

I guess I am coming to the conclusion in my own life that

practical matters are for work and ideas of the head_ for play,
and that's the way I'd like it to be. I'd rather discuss novels
and history for recreation, and work,,at making a diagram of

something or see if I can fit things together or solve the

problem in math. It's odd to me that I wasn't encouraged to do
that as a kid. I could tell when I was working on a painting or
a drawing, when I had made that work, when I had made it succeed,
when I made it do what I wanted it to do. I never had that kind
of control manipulating the verbal world or the world of pure

idea. In art I know whether I'm bullshitting or not. I can tell
with the technical things that I'm into now even better: I set
myself a task and can go to bed that night thinking I have
succeeded--or-I haven't succeeded and will have to spend tomorrow
on it too. There is a security in that that I love. Perhaps all
I'm saying is that I find more control over this kidd of thing in
my own life . I think, too, that when my marriage was breaking
up I was drowning in a sea of words just whirling around . I was

in an entire culture of people who were verbally manipulative and
I became very distrustful-of the whole thing.

But I could can tomatoes before I got into a crisis, I could

can tomatoes during the crisis; and I can can tomatoes after the.'

crisis. I have-no cause to rebel against the world that I can
put my hands on. Maybe I've just kind of withdrawn into a cave
of the material world that I cah handle and see and understand.

I had. never really confronted the question of what do I want
to put my whole life into. I think I just kept puttigs one foot
ahead of the other and didn't think, didn't really 41Kamine it.
evf now I've got seventeen years. I mean' don't have a

lifetime. People get out of college and they're Committed to
fortyfive years at whatever careers they choose. I'm not. So

if I get sick of it in ten years I only'have seven years to go.I
wanted to be an occupational therapist before I went to college
at all. I was ardently interested in nature and the only

conservation school at the time was Cornell's forestry school,

and I was torn between that and arts and crafts and I was
considering medical illustration and I was talked out of them
all. The family doctor who was also a neighbor was asked to
discuss the medical illustrating' with me and he told me that he
thought that I might be 'good at it except that 'it was going to be
awful gory which he knew I 'would hate. The Bpston School of
Occupational Therapy was the thing that I was most serious about.
Guidance at school was,' "We can't tell you'anything about it." At
home, arrangements were sort of swiftly and enthusiastically made
to go visit Smith and "Well, I'm not exactly sure how we get to
the Boston School of Occupational Therapy. Why don't you see if
you: can find anybody, who's ever gone there?" I think of the
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school principal in the sixth grade who said that surely I would
go to vocational school and my granddother gots-o.mad-;---r-And--here-
I am.

While I was at Time, I don't think I bothered to think about
my future, past the point of wondering how long I would continue
working . It was fairly well. understoodsthat I wouldn't work
after I had children. Towards the end, the last part of my time
at Time, I started working on the feasibility' of computerizing
the Time, Inc., files. I was just totally caught up in it and, at
that point I did start at least having fantasies about a career.
It would have been computer courses plus language. For, all my
talk about being sick of being tangled in.a sea of words I like
to play with them and I like to use them as systems, the same way
that I like to draw pictures and make the lines straight. I-did
have fantasies then, and I got pregnant. My husband got the job
in Washington which meant moving so that ended that. I don't
know but I think that he probably.would have been quite content
if wee had had children and I worked. It was me who didn't want
to'work while I had small children. I felt very strongly about
it and I still do. I really don't know how people manage, I
don't know how their children manage. I think it's important for
a kid tohave a fulltime parent, I don't care who, it Could be
the man, that wouldn't bother me at all. I don't think it has
much to do with whether somebody is baking cookies, I /think that
is trivial. I think if you could have a job. where you could take
the kid along, that probably would *...e terrific.

I'm not sure if there is mucn contact between the vocational
and the liberal arts. I doubt there i,s much discrimination
one way or another. , All of us in drafting have pretty good
feelings about the whole thing. I don't think any of us feel
that we are being put down. At ut my B.A., I've questioned
whether I would want to make practical use of it any longer but
certainly it's been enriching, I don't question that. The
students who are friends of mine I th:nk kind of consider it part
and parcel of py being older. Thv, ;Irobably would be shocked if
I were just,e.6t of schc,o1 with a f.t.tsh B.A. and I was doing this.

They accept because ney s -!er.: that I'm middleaged. The
faculty I think maybe had a.litGle trouble with it. I think they
were kind of confused. I think they are all comfortable with it
now.

This vocational training for the most part doesn't hang a
carrot in front of your nose the way the liberal arts things do.
I seldom finish a'course and determine to spend my vacation
finding out more about it. I am flit particularly interested in
further investigating the theory of all of this drafting. I'd

like to know more about analytical aspects of the system. For
example, the world is getting into kinds of things which have not
been drawn before , things which are microscopic and there are
some issues about how should they be drawn. These are questions
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of communidations and art and system, they are the formal

questions.of the subject. I'd like to know more about thdse

things. As computer graphics gets more and more involved I think

there are going to be storage issues. Thet kind of progress

interests me but I don't think more school does. I'm schooled

out. I think I'd do better to get the training on the job than

in school, further training. I have, I think, conquered how to

be a student. I've learned to learn. I think that maybe

that's partly why I am getting A's. It's a matter of having

finally perceived how to learn in this' kind' of a situation. Now

I can pick up a book and be the teacher. I don't know whether

it's because I have a B.A. or whether it's because I am

fortyeight or, because I have grown up with teachers. Yeah, I

guess I feel that I am different. I kind of like it.

I did very poorly on the first test I ever took at the

community college and it was my daughter who sat me 'down and told

me instructions on test strategies I had forgotten. You know, do

the easy things first, &MIT lose your cool so that you make the

best of Our time. 'That exchange is fun. I'm not always away in

the day time and my schedule isn't a full day. I think I

affected all of our lives, because I will get a far better job

than I would have if I hadn't had any training. In the first

plaCe my children are not that young, you know, and secondly,

they like the idea of my being in school. son works at

McDonalds as well as going to school . This way have each got,

two jobs. I have the house and school and he's g .McDonalds and

school. This isn't a very big place,there i n't much to be

done. Either of us helps the otheriine.

I wrote in my diary that the chief griefs in my life are not

the things that they were supposed to be., My grandparents' house

in Maine after my grandmother, died, and the house had to he sold,.

was one of them. The fact'thatimy, grandmother died, I mean,

losing her. Losing the 'art program at the university was one

that left awful scars. It was almost a year before I could drive

past the Campus without turning my head away. . I thoughtI would

reproduce an undergraduate major in aet. so that I could go on tot

graduate schbol. Some of these art courses 'at the university

were very very difficult 'and, I would go to bed at night with my

visual 'capacity just absolutely exhausted. I started

investigating where to go to get the master's. program and I

realized that not only could I not afford the taition-but*that I

was going to have to go to work, and I just had to quit. I

really wasn't aware` of the scholarship aid that was available to .

me. I could perhaps have said to my husband, "Well, then we will

sell the house." I didn't fight. I thought I saw what had to be

done and did it. But my own feelings of .grief about it--I kept

telling myself,, look, I was doing this for recreational purposes

anyhow. 'I refused to meet people for lunCh on the campus. I

didn't pick up a pencil to,draw for two years. I grieved more

over that than I did' over losing my husband. I felt really dead.

Maybe I was just in practice for leaving things by the time I
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left him, she said bitterly. It's 'kind of an awful feeling
because I was old enough to think there aren't going to be second
chances. Looking back on it I think. I should have fought. My
family say now they didn't know how badly I wanted to go.

I think I realize now that there is nobody as well equipped
as I am to know what it is that I want and to.make the decision
about whether or not I should fight for it. I don't khow what
the nonfighting came from. I'm sure that,p rt of it was the
feeling that I didn't have the right . That oth people's needs
were more important than mine. I think part it was: I

wouldn't succeed anyway, or I'd be sorry later. really love
the drafting. It never causes me 'any pain or a guish. I don't
have to work that hard at it. I'm not sure that I want to have
other depend on-something that agonizes me
and wipes meV u . I set aside a week to paint at Christmas andI
knew that was the length'of time I- tied and I was great with
effort . But that's not the way I want to 'live forty hours a
week, every week, and have the food in my children's mouths
depend.on it.
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Commentary

Gloria Santos, the youngest of the five returning women

students whose profiles appear here, returns to school after nine

years. Because she never completed high school, the first hurdle

is the GED high school equivalency tests, which she passes on the

second try. At the community college the maze of enrollment and

class choice confounds her, and the first semester is

"miserable." She gets little counseling,or information about

courses to take and resorts to a random selection.

Finally she receives some welcome advice: her accounting teacber

urges liberal arts and science courses in preparation for the

nursing program, her goal in these'first studies. She was

beginning to think she could depend on no one.

a Santos runs a perpetual obstacle course in the first

semester at the community college. Reading her words, we are

dimly aware of the ghosts of other women who would not have quite

that edge of determination mixed with humor which overcomes the

many small irritating and demeaning details of getting into

school and staying there. The ghosts' left after the first

"merry -go- round" of the "computer error", the first bold hint of

racism in the English class,, the first indication that financial

aid was something you had to ask for again and again. But Santos

jumps the hurdles or walks around them, observes the weaknesses

of organizational procedures, and is eventually able to say she

is proud of herself. She tries to work with the teacher who

continues to grade hee(papers low, even when her 'tutor insists

that Santos' papers have attained the same quality (equal to an A

grade) as the tutor's. But when she recognizes that she "didn't

have a chance," Santos changes teachers, gets help, improves her

grades.

It was, , finally, "up to her." When Santos recognized the

situation for what it was, a situation where help came only when

she went after it herself, she forced herself to "be better."

She dropped two classes and kept two. She took advantage, of

every advertised Assistance, found a course in how to study,

badgered teachers for explanations, worked hard to understand the

teachers whose vocabulary she didn't understand.

The first of all her family to go to college, Santos

remembers that her mother "didn't believe in books" and

considered education beyond high school a waste. Most of her

community thought work more important than, eddcation and di'd not

connect the 64o. She worked hard to convince her relatives that

they,.too, should return to school but she had little success.

A sadness filters through her general state of. euphoria over

her choice of nursing as a career, her pleasure at thinkinglof

"taking care of somebody." The sadness is from her worries over

her own children., She wants above all.for them to have a better
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life than hers, to have things she did not have. But in order to
study and go. to school, she must sometimes deny them her
attention, and she must have them cared -for by others: "When I
am doing something good, I am doing something bad. to them." She
wants to learn for her own sake, but for them too. If anything
will destroy her carefully built plans and dreams, the small hand
that grabs her papers will do it.

Somehow we feel sht is winning this battle, in spite of her

guilt, ldgs of sleep, conflict with family, struggles with the
language, subtle and not-so-subtle pressures that weigh,on her as
a Hispanic woman in a racist society. But these all take their
toll. She is one of the "high-risk" students struggling against
the odds (Moore 11970). What will happen.if the nursing studies
do not go well? (What will happen if he daughter Or son has the
accident she fears? How strong will sh have to be to hold out
against the When Santos spea s her strength shines
through. If sheer will power will t, she will go "all the
way up to the top." This is not a short-term, goal. The ?future
she envisions for her children and for herself is worth anything
that she has to go through to get there...

Leslie Porter is one of the five percent of community
college students who will transfer to a four-year school (Cohen
and Brawer 1982). As uncertain as we are at first Abut the
future for Santos, so are we at first sure of Porter's. A

student who was once turned off by school, a puzzlement to her
middle-class family and professor father, a woman who cared about
cars and guns, she finds her niche, makes a place for herself in
a "man's" field. Secure and competent as she,seems, Porter is
nevertheless torn by the conflibting pulls toward money and
security, the order of her life (when to insert marriage and
children?) and a streak of uncertainty: is this really the right
thing, the right field?

Though coming to the community college for her is very

different than for Santos--she has already had two years of
college and four years of apprenticeship and paid work-- her

sense of devotion to studies is as strong. She deplores the
casual attitude of younger students. An independent, single
woman, she is the consummate hard-working "older" student that
the faculty talk about. She survives 'when others drop out as
classes progress in difficulty. Having worked the "40-hour
grind," she knows what she doesn't want. She has also had a
glimpse of the beauty of physics -- "something hit you." Her
discussion of the break-off point--the place where most people
leave=is significnt for woman -as- student. One feels, in

listening to her, the delicate balance where, if she were a man,
she would continue to step boldly out and pass that point. Yet

being a woman and not "a real competitive person," she may step
back, may not continue with the work that she has becothe so

involved in, may settle for- less, may retreat into a comfortable
more acceptable womanly world which is always available and

respectable. Indeed, her musing on the "isolation" of
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engineering as designing is a variation on ,Shelley Weiss's "math

is lonely", theme (see schapter five). Porter is already

considering combining "working with Oeople"(management) with

engineering as a solution to this problem.

Rather wistfully, she notes her lack of "thoie liberal

arts." She is conscious of needing what she does not have. Here

is a woman who will soon have had four years of college but no

baccalaureate degree, her firset two years a solid mechanics

program. She has had the benefits of living away from home, but

her course of study did not promote 'reflection or inquiry or'

aesthetic experience. She has had solid apprenticeship work

where she extended her practical knowledge of mechanics. But.she

knows something is missing. Did the college counselor who

recommended the community college engineering program do, her a

favor? It seems that the community college, in its anxiety to

have the best possible transfer program to the best nearby

four-year engineering school, may have forgotten the value of

that stimulation that Porter knows she needs. A nod to the

humanities in the form of one English course plus one psychology

elective is not enough to "round out the edges." The heavy

concentration on getting her through as an engineer may actually
end by losing her in that work--as she herself suggests.

Sarah Deller, a profesSor's daughter like Porter, had

finished her B.A., majoring in sociology (her -father's Ph.D.).

She had a liberal arts degree and was unclear about what she

wanted to do. He'r strong feelings about having her own field of
expertise--something she was good at that was different from the

fiolds of husband and father -- surface throughout the interview.

Because she married during college and then followed her husband

in his moves to graduate school and work, and because her life

was so full and seemingly satisfactory with the responsibilities

of total motherhood and house care, she put away those feelings

for a decade. Somehow--later--because her husband was

"supportive" and her children old enough, she went back' to

school, trying various courses in the community college,,dropping
out or giving up for family' emergency or lack of interest. She

discovered on the first day of the horticulture class, that this

was what she really' wanted to dor This kind of work seemed

possible, given, the structure of her life as wife, mother,

housekeeper. She could do this work part-time . She could,earn
a modest amount of money, an important addition to her feeling of

self-worth. She liked the outdoors, she could set her own hours,

she could continue her life without a drastic change. She felt

comfortable at the community college with the people there--not

like at the university. Her experience at' the university told

her that the road to a graduate degree was longer and harder

than she was willing to combine with homemaking.

It was a good solution, but in some ways it was a "step

backward." It was sometimes embarrassing to tell people that she

was going to the community college. She struggled with that
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contradiction--her conviction that the field was right for her
-and yet somehow not right in,relation to family expectations for
graduate Schooling. In the end Deller affirms her choice: The
substance outweighs considerations of status for her. She
recognizes her own growth, and knows that she accomplished it via
the community, college. It is- as if the education she received-
through the horticulture program was just the. .right
amount--enough to give her the "identity," the cOmpetence, she
wanted. If she had gone farther it might have meant oestroying
the deliCate balance of housewife and'mother and a gold part-time
job.

The story does not end there, however. It is clear that
Deller is looking forward to an eventual synthesis of her needs
for a speCial field of competence, for a "good hourly wage" that
attests to the value of her work, and for further education to
increase her sense of professionalism. Her work at, the
community college put in./motion an ongoing process.

Marta Melendez Wilson_and Sylvia-. Cobb are the oldest "older
students" of the group. At the time of the interviews,'Mel.sndez
was thirty-eight and Cobb forty-4ight. Though their lives ar'd
stories are different in almost every detail, they have in common
the return to schooling at a community college after a along

period--twenty and twenty-six years respectively--(Melendez had
one semester' of community college when she was first pregnant);
concern for their adolescent children; and a recent break-up of
their marriages. There is a sense of urgency in their stories
close to that of Santos--an intensity that is related to the
state of being alone and entirely responsible for themselves and
their children. All three divorced women have a clear set of
goals and plans for attaining them.

being Mexican, says Melendez, was not "cool" but it was more
acceptable then being Black. It was "different, but not outcast
different." Black students in her high school were advised not
to go to the graduation dance. There was somg intermarriage
between Mexicans and whites. The.Melendez children got a feeling
that they had to watch their step, .had to be careful constantly
not to embarrass their mother, but in spite of this they were
able to maintain a strong sense of identity and pride in being
Mexican. As a Mexican-American'woman on her way to an education
not attained by any other member of her family, Melendezas so
far avoided the complex prOblems associated with the estrangement
of educated offspring from uneducated parents (Rodriguez 1982).;

In public school-it was hard for Marta Melendez to make
friends and to win approval of teachers. In Catholic school her
life was much improved but here also 'were found the subtle
effects of a system which placed her officially in the college
prep track but did nothing about. encouraging her to go to
college. Though the principal did her the favor of refusing to
let her get out of Latin .(required in the prep group) and take
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Spanish with her friends (who were not -college prep) he

apparently did nothing further, nor did anyone else, to see that

she was advised to go on to college. She didn't think college

was for her. The doublestrength effect of being a Hispanic

woman served to convince her that her education was completed at

the end of high school ("be good girls and go on through high

school") which was better than her t-rothers had done; and that

her future, like that of her sisters, pointed toward office

clerk, beautician, or teacher aide. When finally 'Melendez

rcaches the community college, she finds additional tracking in

the form of transferable and nontransferable classes. Persons

not going on to a fouryear college are placed in particular

English or math classes, and then if they change their minds they

are penalized by having to take an additional course as

prerequisite. Melendez is incensed at the automatic quality of

the advising--assumingthat students in the nursing program, for

example, will not want to go on to college--and also at the fact

that students are not informed of their options by counselors.

With political acumen, persistence, and the help of three other

older students, two of whom are mothers like herself, she works

through student government and the college Women's Center and she

manages to turn around the policies and procedures of the 47

community college. She is so convinced of the rightness of her

actions. that even a letter from the counselors saying, "You're

all wrong," puts no damper on her convictions.

Both Melendez and Cobb speak of the moments of decision,

the turning points, when they have suddenly recognized their

power to make a choice and to take their lives in their own

hands. For women, it appears that these moments come later, that

in the first adult years when men are usually consolidating their

. positions and advancing upon the world, women have been

accustomed to take a secondary assisting role. When the moments

finally come, they arrive with any explosive force--"Bopp!" says

Melendez, describing such a moment for her when a fellow worker

in her office said, "Why don't you go to night school with me?"

"Bopp! I realized I had a choice. I can do it - -why not?" But in

spite of this moment of understanding and clarity, it took her

sixteen more years to decide what she wanted to do and to feel

freed enough from her family responsibilities in order to do it.

A second "Bopp!" moment gives her strength. The discovery,

during a visit to her children's pediatrician, that she would

have been a pediatrician if she could start over, and that even

now work with medicine and people. was the way she wanted to go,

was an important turning point. Now she knew where she was

headed. The problems to overcome in college may later trouble

her for only short periods, because her choice was clear. She

"felt good" when she knew that midwirery.was the right choice for

her.

Melendez tells about her instructors' being impressed with

the numbers of returning women students and by their industry and
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determination. One instructor wonders how those with families do
it. Melendez herself felt different and uncomfortable at first
with all these "kids just out-of high school:' She was afraid to
register. She saw that most people were younger, though one
student was in her sixties. She was given a math placement test
and flunked it, felt "so terrible, so deflated." She didn't want
to mention her age at first. Some one told her about another
student, "an older woman like you," and she felt insulted. She
was afraid of looking dumb, of not making it. It is significant
that her concern with her age appeared to vanish as her
confidence increased. '"Older woman"'was no longer a title to
flinch at; she began to feel that her experience had some worth,
even though she continued to find that "again, I was the oldest
one .It

Melendez worries about science, puts it. off when possible.
"Science classes frighten me the most... r have such a fear."
She needs science for the nursing program, and to get into the
state college she needs more. Her science phobia shows no-signs
of abating. It is probable that she has been limited by tracking
for women in high school which allows Women to take less math and
science than men because, presumably, they will not. need-it.

Sylvia Cobb, like Sarah Delle has a B.A. in sociology.
Cobb is forty-eight and accepts her "auntie" role 'among the
students in her community college program with more equanimity
than Melendez accepts her "older woman" designation. Cobb has no
difficulty in making friends of all :ages. There are some
advantages, she says-- "people remember you." Having something
in common with the group in her program--a visual approach--is
more important than age. In fact, the return to college is "no
great shock" to Cobb.

In her earlier schpol life Cobb was "tracked".into liberal
arts academic fields though her interests leaned toward forestry,
occupational therapy, and medical illustration. Porter's parents
could not'divert their atypical daughter into 'acceptance of the
usual liberal arts or secretarial track, but Cobb's family was
more successful. It is ironic that her eighth-grade teacher was
convinced that Cobb belonged.-- in a vocational track in high
school because she looked out of the window and didn't do her
work. Her grandmother made sure that her wayward grandchild was
accepted by a good private school wh4.re she was automatically
placed on a college preparatory track. When she was ready to
leave high school, Cobb's choices were ignored or subverted and
she was guided into the liberal arts in a select women's college
and later to the university in her home town.

Sylvia Cobb followed the crowd. It was the thing to do, she
said, it was what everybody did; and she had been with
"everybody" since nursery school. She just "put one foot ahead
of the other--didn't=think." It is,not surprising that when she
finally broke out of her bonds, she chase a field that
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represented a revolt against her parents, her college professor

husband, her liberal arts education, and a return to her earlier

interests. "This time around" shy was able to make deliberate

-Tholces. Preparing for a divorce, she was frightened to feel

herself 'incompetent," needing money and job training. She

carefully assessed the.rightness of her decision, on, drafting as a

career choice, examined.her own abilities and motives, worked out

family arrangements, and started in with confidence at a

community c,7.11ege.

Cobb, like Melendez and Deller, grew up expecting that her
major preoc..:,pation in life would be as wife and mother. Her own

mother had only occasional parttime work outside of her home and

believed that skill in typing was the essential requisite for

employment. Cobb's life story is an essay in contrasts and

contradictions: family expectations'for ivy league college

education and a history of ,family involvement in technical

education; her insistence on the total separation of her fineart

work and technical drafting; her strength and survival qualities

in serious family illnesses and crises, her responsible position

with Time magazine--and her view of herself as incompetent; her

separation and compartmentalization of practical things (canning

tomatoes and drafting) and ideas (thugs of the head, sea of

words) .

Some themes weave themselves through, and tie together, the

stories of returning women. A few will be discussed here: goals

characteristically mixed with "helping ";, mentors and role models;

the "double standard";.juggling motherhood and work; notions of,

time in education; and the community college-- why has it been

chosen by these women and what has it done for them?

Melendez is very different from Cobb in her attitude toward

her work. That she is determined there is no doubt. But she has

a single clear goal. Herself is not split into two parts, each

warring against the other. She knows what she will do, how she

will do it and why she is doing it. She is going to help women

to do the thing that only they can do and to do it more happily,

as she herself has done. There is a kind of dramatic logic in

the choices of these two, women: one who grew up with ten

brothers and.sisters and assorted relatives all crowded together

"bumping heads and toes", is going into work which is directly

connected to the expanding of that same population;' the other,

the only child, chooses a solitary and precise type of work as

unemotional as plumbing fittings and vernier calipers. Yet both

see their work as essential' to their own survival and as helping

their families. If, in addition, ethers will benefit, that, is a

plus. Santos hopes to go as far as she can for herself and her

children, and she chooses nursing because it means "helping

somebody."

Through these profiles we see community college faculty at

work "helping" their students. Santos identifies some teachers
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as "very understanding, very open, you knowyou can talk to
them... They listen." Stories of the other four women echo
these thoughts. Teachers are available'for students, they are
committed to helping, they go the extra mile. Stories about
uncaring or hostile teachers and staff are there but are

comparatively infrequent. As faculty participants / talk
enthusiastically of their work, with older students, so do these
students mirror this enthusiasm with appreciation for the help
they receive.

Role-models and mentors are a problem for women today
because the necessity for them is a fairly new idea. As Cobb,
Porter, and Melendez recognize, there just aren't many around in
the community college; tnere hasntt been time to grow a

sufficiently large crop in response to the most recent "women's
movement." Mentors are just, beginning to be recognized for their
full importance. Women faculty in higher education, who have
risen in their profession by exceptional persistence and at great
personal cost ,say that they never had a mentor (Greene 1983).
To contrast this situation with the lives of men in higher
education is to note a big gap in the preparation of women.
Porter's role-models in the community' college are all men; Cobb's
classes are all taught by men; Santos has men and women
Kofessors but, as far as we know, no Spanish-speaking man or
woman. Melendez and Deller both speak of women teachers, but
more often of men.

The "double standard" has been a recurrent theme throughout

these stories: For Cobb it is a kind of background motif in her
marriage but not a condition she complains about--it was,not a
fact of her life in her family of ,origin. For Melendez it is a
firmly entrenched foreground, a cultural given. Brothers leave

high school and go to work, sisters finish high school and then
have children. Boys can go anywhere but girls have to stay
around the house. Men are encouraged to go out and find their
own way but women are disowned for the same independence.
Melendez both accommodates and fights the situation; she is

determined not to break the ties with her family and to keep her
identity as a Mexican. It is a hard struggle against her
mother's firm notions but her persistence wins. It is the same
problem for. Santos whose mother approves of work but not of her
return to school. Deller's battle is with her own internalized
double standard: in her household some are more equal than
others. She cannot' relinquish her feelings of unique
responsibility as mother and therefore has a continual sense of
holding two jobs. Her .graduate work,- "her community college
program, and her small 'horticulture business have all taken
second place to husband's graduate study 'or teaching schedule,
and children's needs. For Porter there is almostno evidence of
double standard--until she -begins to think about' making a place
in her life for marriage and children. She slips then into
acceptance of giving up her work or studies for a number of
years.
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Overlapping and intertwined with the theme of the double

standard are themes of motherhood and work conflict, effects of

the women's movement, and fear of failure and of success --

related to how women view themselves and how society defines

them. Sylvia Cobb always knew she would be at home with

children. She became pregnant just at the time when real career

possibilities at Time magazine opened up for her. Melendez

found herself pregnant before registration but went to college

anyway (the first time) finding out when her twins were born that

she couldn't continue with her plan of having her mother care

for her babies. This job was hers. The child-care conflict for

Santos was her greatest worry. For Deller it clearly defined her

schooling limits, and for Porter it is a shadow on the horizon.

.4

The women's movement, along with the whole push for civil

rights, has touched in one way or another all five participants.

The opening up of opportunity for Santos is surely connected to

her. vision of going as far as she can go. Melendez, also the

first in her working-class family to go to college, never became

totally involved in "that feminist thing" (her term). "I had

some feelings," she says, "But women had their place, the wife

and mother." As she became more aware of the implicit sexism and

racism in the counseling system at her community college, and of

the network of women in the community college Women'soCenter, she "'

became active and experienced in the world of making things

happen for herself and for other women. Her discussins with

women often centered around the difficulties inherent in the role

conflicts of women with families.

Sylvia Cobb was never a "libber." In her world, as an only

child in a.family do"minated by women, she was aware that women

could, and did, do anything men did. At the community college

she is able to turn tbe experience with her chauvinist lab

partner into a triumph. She notes the proportion of women and

'men students in her to hnical courses--approximately one to

fiile,,,and_mentiont; that he women. now do better than the men in

drafting, a formerly all -male stronghold. She falters only

temporarily at the math barrier, but learns how to "follow

directions" and get through calculus. Throughout her- community

-college course of study, she keeps one eye cocked at her home

life as mother and housekeeber. Proud of both of her children's

work in technical fields, she considers this route a natural and

respectable one if people could accept individual .rather than
gender roles. At no time do we have the impression that

cultivated tastes have flown out tpe window; on the contrary,

Cobb is saving her reading and seoplous drawing for purposes of

pleasure. She gives us a glimpse of what education might be like

if voca'tional and academic pursuits were freely available to all

persons%regardleSs of gender or class and equally respected as

alternate or concomitant facets of the educational picture.

Class attitudes are thinly veiled by the feelings

Deller,Melendez, and Cobb express about vocational studies
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and liberal arts, and the community college versus the university.

The compensations for the difficulties in juggling
motherhood and studies are forthrightly put by the four mothers.
Melendez says, .'"I've been planning it and it's going to work

out." Her goal is a magnet so powerful that the barriers and
problems of single motherhood, "minority" status, and povprty are
not too high. Cobb has found the least painful, well-compensated
way to make a living and feed her children, to have a good life
in her non-work hours, and to reduce the "sea of words" to a
manageable puddle. Deller has found her field of expertise
without compromising her strong family-caretaking role. Whether
she has compromised herself is another question. :Reading
between the lines,,we can see her returning again, at a later
date, to continue her search for intellectual self-definition.
Santos has already made her posittion clear: it is painful to do
something- for yourself when it feels as if "you are doing
something bad" to your children, but she has made up her mind.
It must be done.

The theme of time stands out in these stories. Time means

something different to of er students: no longer -the social,
\14,carefree college days; the ays before the serious settling down

of life. Life is already half over for many returning students;
time will have a different quality. Porter, only seven years
past the usual entering age for students, conveys a sense of
pressure, "hitting the books," getting ready for transfer,
studying hard, not socializing; considering her near future.of
"time-out"--'-the imperative of the woman's body-clock-=I must get
through with this now so I can stop timeand have children and go
back later to my work, well-prepared. The time when one gets

married, has children, does work, is different for men and women
and is partly ruled by the ticking of the body-clock, but more by
the assumptions that we make, based on who bears the child.

Women are more likely to opt for short-term commitments, in terms
of work, for two-year than four-year colleges, for dropping out
before it's done, because other things--people--take first place.
Carol Gilligan has recently expanded upon this theme. Women are

first of all relational; among men, relationships' "often are
cast in the language of achievement" (Gilligan 1982). For many

women, higher education has begn an extension of high school; an
obligation to be well - rounded, social, trying -out a traditional
occupation.` Desire for edubation and career has not been

compatible with the prevalent socialization of women. before
marriage.The stories of our participants "lake clear that as older
returning . students women now view their schooling with a new

intensity and sense of purpose. We see alsolin these stories

indications that we are one short generation away from attitudes
and behaviors that the women's movement has been able to cut a
narrow swath through,, although not enough of a swath to shake the
power of institutional sexism as well as the sexism that lives in
our own bones.
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The presence of older. women students in the community

college brings. with it.a' different possibility of time for work,

for' achievement._ The latter part of life, after children have

been raised and launched, is a time that--may be _reserved for

returning to deferred study and accomplishment. The stories of

our participants contain occasional flashes of the excitement of

discovery, the pure joy of feeling like a whole, growing and

worthwhile person,feelings not experienced until now. Deller

will love her work til she is ninety, and Melendez will "never

retire." Even the younger returning women feel different.

Porter notices that her seven-year difference means that her

style, her expectations, the quality of her work, are different.

Santos, Melendez, Cobb, and Deller--each reaches that same point

at her time. The time depends on life circumstances--which

depend on husbands and children, potential or, real.

The community college and the returning women student fit

together; two movements intersect in time. Women whose

children's .care and school keep them close .use the community

'college for their own best purposes. A community college, with

accessibility both physical and psychological, was first choice

for these returning women. They found the community college to

be more malleable, more adaptable, 'more welcoming, than the

formidable university or the state college. We might conclude

then that the community college is for people who see themselves

as not being able to do anything else: for women, for example,

who are "trapped" by the exigencies of their:double role and

whose self-esteem has been eroded by subtle pressures of family

and schooling. But our participants are clearly sayingthat

they are making the most of their choice. Th community college

open door has opened more doors for them. ey are also saying

that a -dommitment to the best education f women means a

commitment to increasing numbers of women f ulty and staff,

.providing quality child care, providing funds and support for

women's centers, and adequate counseling. It means encouraging

more serious college work (technical or academic) than the

occasional sampling of a course. As our interview data show,

older women want desperately to be a part of the educational

mainstream, to have worthwhile careers and to be paid equitably

for their work. But they don't want to give up children and home

.concerns, or to give up "rounding off the rough edges," or to

compromise their dreams of succeeding in a field of their choice.
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Chapter Fourteen

What We Have Learned' about In-Depth Phenomenological Interviewing

Introduction

In Chapter Two of this report we outlined the basic

methodology of the in-depth phenomenolbgical interviewing we

carried out in this research. To recapitulate briefly, we

conducted three one-and-one-half-hour interviews with each of our

participants. In the first interview we concentrated on the

experience of the participants before they came to the community

college. We urged participants to go as far back in their lives

as pbssible-in order to gain an historical context for their

experience in the community college. In the second interview we

concentrated on their work in their community college. We asked

the participants to recreate the concrete detail of their work

experience. In the third interview, we asked our participants to

reflect on the meaning of thdir work to them. In order to allow

time for a relationship to build between the interviewers and the

participant, and in order for the effects of the process to be

cumulative, each interview in{Ple series was normally spaced from

approximately three days to a week apart.

The format for this interviewing structure was suggested to

us by the work of Kenneth Dolbeare and David Schuman (Schuman

1982). The theoretical framework is a phenomenological one which

stresses the meaning people make of their experience as being

crucial to the way they carry out their work. The series of

three interviews was therefore'developed to gain access to the

meaning participants made of their work by providing for their

reflections on the constitutive factors which composed their

experience( Schutz 1967).

What follows are our reflections on what we have learned

about in-depth interviewing as we have worked with this

methodology over the last four years. We have organized this

chapter in a way

interviewing: (1)

that reflects the actual process of in-depth

The Purpose of In -Depth Phenomenological

Interviewing; (2) The Relationship between Interviewers and

Participants; (3) Issues of Access and Contact;(4) Selecting

Participants; (5) The Structure and Process of In-Depth

Phenomenological Interviewing; (6) Conducting the Interview; and

(7) Working with the Data.

We shy away from a cook-book "how to do it" approach to.a

discussion of in-depth interviewing which might provide a false
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dichotomy between the techniques of interviewing and a broader
sense of the purpose, ethics, and epistemology of in-depth
interviewing. . At the same time, we do hope that these
reflections will contribute,to the understanding of others who
are ,facing the coMplexities of doing qualitative research ip
education and who are using the methodology of in-depth
interviewing.

. The Purpose of In-Depth Phenomenological Interviewing

The purpose of in-depth interviewing is t,to get answers
to questions, not to test hypotheses, and not t "evaluate" as
the term is normally used. At the root of in-d4pth interviewing
is an interest in understanding the experience of other people
and the meaning they make of that experience rather than being
able to predict or control the experience. The purpose of
in-depth phenomenological interviewing, then, is to have
participants reconstruct their experience and reflect on the
meaning they make of that experience.

We were interested in the experience of community college
faculty members because we are trying to understand the
complexities of community college education in this country. A
basic. approach to understanding the complexities of any
organization is to understand the experience of those who
comprise the organization and carry out its processes. One way
to .have Accomplished this might have been through participant
observation. But participant observation places the burdenof
meaning-making almost totally on the observer. Our interest was
in having the meaning we made of the work of community college
faculty informed as much as possible by the meaning the'faculty
themselves made of their work. In-depth interviewing provided
the best access to that meaning. It provided a way to bridge the
chasm that always lies between people trying-to understand the
experience of others. (See Becker and Geer 1969, for a

discussion of the comparative values of in-depth interviewing and
participant observation.)

In trying to know and understand our interviewees'
experience, it, was important to. us-...to undrstand that they were
neither subjects nor objects of our study. They were
participants with us in the research work. The stress was always
on the reconstruction of their experience and the meaning they
made of it. They were constantly active in the research; and
their individual experience, by the very nature of the process,
was affirmed as significant. We interviewed them because we'
assumed that their experience was important to understand if we
wanted to understand community college education in this country.
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We did not seek "answers" to questions because "answers" do not

adequately reflect the complexity of a person's experience. We

did not concentrate on their opinions because we wanted to

understand the concrete details of their experience'on which

their opinions must have been based. We were not testing

hypotheses because our goal was to understand their experience

and develop our meaningmaking from the meaning they made, rather

than use them to prove or disprove a notion we had. In

concentrating on the reconstruction of experience and the meaning
made of that experience, the way each participant makes sense of

'his or her experience is made at least partially accessible to

us.

The Relationship between Interviewers and Participants

Among the many descriptive options, we have found it useful

to talk about interviewing as a "relationship" between the

participant and the interviewer(s). Campbell and.Stanley (1963)

in their influential essay, "Experimental and QuasiExperimental

. Designs for Research in Teaching," cite a list of threats to

internal and external validity in an experiment, Among the chief

threats to external validity is the bias of the instruments that

collect the data and bias in the relationship of researcher and

the object of ,the researcher's inquiry. They describe a series

of experimental conditions and controls designed among other

ethings to objectify the relationship between the researcher and

the object of the researcher's inquiry. Such objectification is

part and parcel of the experimental tradition and of quantitative

research more generally. The approach is borrowed from the

traditions of research in the physical sciences.

While steps can be taken to guard against conflict of

interest between researchers and their participants which would

affect the-internal- -validityof the interviews, on the whole

those who use indepth interviewing as a methodology cannot

escape the fact that it embodies a relatiAnship between

themselves and participants. That relationship denies the

possibility of separating what comes to be known from the nature

of the relationship between the interviewer and participant. One

of the basic distinctions between qualitative and quantitative

research is that the liter tries to accentuate a dichotomy

between subject and object, between knower and what is known,

whereas qualitative research tends to work against that dichotomy

if not denying it completely. Sources as diverse as Robert

Persig (1974), William James (1947), and Karl Mannheim (1975)

argue for an epistemological view that rejects the notion of

objectivity as normally pursued in quantitative research in

education.
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The issue is that knowing and understanding presuppose not a
separation of subject and object, but an intimacy achieved through
language, a coming together and a sharing of the same ground and

space as much as possible by the interviewer and participants,.

Many commentators on the interviewing process have stressed the
notion of "trust" as key to the development of such a knowing and
understanding. We came to believe that an essential ingredient
in developing trust in the relationship between interviewer and
participant was to assure that that relationship was as equitable
as possible. By equitable we mean. that the relationship was

governed by potions of fairness.

Much is inequitable at the start of the interviewing

process. First of all, except when researchers are interested in
interviewing elites, most people who 'do research are in positions

of status and power, at.least as perceived by the participants.

Differences in the power relationship between partl.cipant and

interviewers flow from differences in age, gender, social class,

race, religion, and position. The differences in perceived

power affects the nature of the relationship between the

interviewer and the participant and therefore affects the nature

of what it known and understood through that relationship. In

our research with community college faculty we were constantly

contending with the effects of these factors as we

university-based, white researchers interviewed community college
faculty, some of whom were women and members of minorities.

One way we developed to move towards an equitable

relationship wat to be as explicit as possible about our work.

-Because we were not testing hypotheses or seeking answers to

predetermined questions, the tensions between being explicit

about the basic stru6ttire and process of our research and the

possibility of distorting our data were significantly reduced.
Therefore, from the time we made contact with our participants we
were explicit about who we were, what we were doing, and how we

intended to use the material we gathered. These matters were

described in detail in a written consent form which we developed

for this work (see Appendix). In addition, we described in

detail the rights of the participants' to withdraw from the

process and to exclude the use of specific material from their

interviews if they so chose. We also outlined what steps we

would take to protect their identity, being careful in the

process not to claim too much, since in presenting in-depth

profiles of participants (which was our goal) it is almost

impossible to guarantee complete anonymity.

As we went about the process of making contact with

participants, we used a minimum of intervening third parties so

that we could take direct responsibility for the level Of

explicitness about the process which we sought. Recognizing the

importance of the issue of reciprocity in such research (Glazer
1972), we attempted to be clear to our participants about what we
wanted from them and what they could and could not expect from us
and our work. By being as explicit as possible about ourselves
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and the nature of our work, we hoped to secure an informed

willingness to participate in our interviews.

In addition to the intrinsic value of being explielt abut

what we were doing, we believed that being as open and specific

as possible about ourselves and the nature of our work would move

the interviewing relationship in the direction of equity between

us and our, participants. Moving toward .that ideal is a

complicated process.' Despite our attempts to make the

interviewing ocess explicit and fair, the participants'

perceptions' of our position, status, and association with funding

agencies provided an antithesis at times to a sense of equity

between us. This dialectic was intensified when we as white,

university-based researchers interviewed community college

faculty and staff who were members of a minority. Despite

individual efforts on our part and on the part of our

participants, the interviewing relationship that we were able to

develop was affected by the broader history and-social reality of

racism and sexism. The potential for distrust and tension that

is the fruit of discrimination is not easily overcome in an

interviewing relationship between nonminority researchers and

minority participants. In a real sense the quality of social

research capable of being done in our country is limited by the

quality of our collective social experience.

At the same time it would be a mistake to overestimate and

overgeneralize the inhibiting effects of racial and gender

differences between our participants and ourselves. In addition

to discussing such issues as straightforwardly as possible with

participants, we found that the structure of the interview

process itself served to mitigate the tensions that could emanate

from racial, gender, and status differences. The length of the

interviews and the span of time over which they were conducted

gave us an opportunity to build a relationship with participants

which a "one-shot" interview process would not allow.. Moreover,

by asking participants to reconstruct in detail aspects of their

early life with family, neighborhood, and school, and in

stressing the importance of the participants' actions and-the-

relationship of those actions to an autobiographi6al, social, and

organizational context, in most cases we were able to establish

our interest inand respect for the participant's story. That

interest which is central to the methodology of in-depth

interviewing, was the most effective means we had of moving

toward a sense of eqUity in our interviewing relationship with

all our participants( Seidman, Sullivan, Schatzkamer 1983).

Issues of Access and Contact

The most important 'understanding we have gained about

4
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access and contact is that how access is developed and contacts
are made affects every step of the interviewing process that
follows. The lhterviewing relationship begins at the point a
first contact is made with a potential participant and is
affected by how access to that participant is developed.

In most cases our access to participants was established
by another person. Realizing that the equity of the interviewing
relationship 'would be affected by how we achieved access to
potential participants, we decided to avoid making contact, with
participants through referral of people who were higher up in the
hierarchy in which they worked. Whenever possible, we achieved
access through- peers of participants. In the case of faculty,
therefore, we avoided gaining access to them through the referral
of administrators. We avoided making contact with counselors
through the director of counseling offices, for example. Wedid
not want our research to be perceived as associated with the
administrative hierdrchy of the colleges we were visiting.. We
wanted to keep the power relationship between us and our
participants as much as possible 'a factor of our direct
relationship and as little as possible a factor of our
participants' relationship to third parties which we could
neither fully understand nor affect.

As a general guide to our work, we tried to minimize the
role of third parties. As soon as pOssible we took direct
responsibility for the relationship that would develop between us
and our participants. While at times it might have seemed
convenient to use third parties to convey the nature of the work,
it became clear to us very soon that third parties could not
understand or communicate fully the nature of our work. Asking
them to do so.would be asking them to take on a responsibility
that they really could not assume. One of the most difficult
contact sessions we had with a group of community college faculty
was set up by a colleague who communicated to the faculty her
assumptions about our work. The contact meeting we had was beset
by tensions since our assumptions about our work were
inconsistent with what had been communicated to the faculty and a
feeling of mistrust and tension set in so rapidly that we finally
decided that we could not interview at that site.

We interviewed a total of one hundred faculty, staff, and
students for this research. In almos every case we made a
contact visit with the participant before the interviews
themselves began. In that contact visit we would discuss the
history of our work, its present status, and what we intended to
do with the material we gained from the interviews. We would
explain how we had found the name of the participant and why he
or she was being considered as a participant. We would try to
clarify as much as possible the nature of the interviews we were
proposing. Many of our participants had a notion of interviews
as a process of answering questions that the interviewer would
ask. We explained that we had no preset questions except those
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that provided the framework for each of the three interviews. We

cautioned them that, sin e we were interested in their life

stories, the interviews w re likely to cover subjeCts that were

personal and perhaps sometimes troubling. While it was'never

possible to anticipate what\- the interviewing experience would be

like, we used the contact visit to be as _explicit about the

series of interviews as possible. We tried to avoid a situation

in which participants would be unduly surprised by the nature of

the interviewing process.
Sw

Recognizing the importance of the method of contact and

access to the entire interview process, we lea'rned not to rely on

the telephone or mail to communicate the essence of the contact

visit. Whenever possible we met with our potential participants

face to face, since we learned that the energy and thoughtfulness
spent on the contact aspects of the interview process would have-
implications for every step of the interview process to follow.

Selecting Participants

Among the most complex issues in the process of indepth

phenomenological interviewing is the selection of participants.

We conducted indepth interviews with seventysix community

college faculty and staff (and twentyfour students). There are

approximately two hundred thousand full and parttime community

college faculty in the United States. Can we have confidence

that the faculty we have;interviewed'are representative of that

larger population? Or, to put it in other terms, can we

generalize from what we have.learned from those we interviewed to
those we did not?

Campbell and Stanley point out that in the experimental

tradition two approaches to solving 'the problem of

representativeness have been developed. The first is matching, a

method which they generally discount. The second, which they

affirm as an effective approach to the problem of external

validity, is the use of a random or a stratified random sample.

However, the use of a true random sample is next to impossible

when doing "a study based on indepth phenomenological

interviewing. To betruly random, the population from which the

sample is chosen must be extremely large, and the final sample

itself must ,be large. To conduct indepth interviewing of the

number of participants which would satisfy the requirements for a

random sample is not feasible given normal constraints of time,

money, and energy involved in such research. Another constraint

on the randomsample approach is that participation in an

interview study requires the consent of the interviewed. As soon

as Consent is built into the process, those that have agreed to

participate in the study cannot be said to be selected by a
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prdoess that is random.

In considering the selection of our participants, we were
cautious about accepting the language of "representativeness".
The phenomena that comprise experience and the meaning that
people make of their experience do not fit easily with.'the notion
of "representativeness." The more we explored people's stories
with them, the less it seemed appropriate to think of the
constitutive factors of their lives as being representative f
the constitutive factors of others' experiences.

Furthermore, the more we explored the experience of our
participants and the meaning they made of that experience, the
more we became cautious about generalizing from the experience of
our participants to the experience of others. Insteau we began
to see that the issue not as one of representativeness and
generalizability but rather one of connectedness. For example,
in one of our interviews a woman faculty member talked about how
in her position of being acttng head of her department she had
been systematically ignored by the president and dean of her
college in the consideration and evaluation of some of the

faculty in her department who were up for promotion. For us the
issue was not: Is she the representative woman faculty member
whose experience in the hierarchy of her college is generalizable
to others?" Rather the qudstion was: Can others who work in the
community colleges make connections betweel, her experience and
theirs? Is there a commonality of aspects of experience which is
shared between the participant, and potential readers?

The job of, in-depth phenomenological interviewing is to go
to such depth in the interviews that surface considerations of
representativeness are replaced, by a presentation of the
complexities of a person's experience in enough detail and depth
so that others can connect their experience with that of the
participants. For example, in one of our interviews a student
recounted the history of how she came to go to,a community
collage. She talked about how her older sister was considered
smarter than she by parents and teachers. She discussed how in
third grade there came a time when she did n# understand
something in arithmetic and she was powerless to tell the
teacher, "Hey stop, don't rush on, I don't understand," and how
from that, point on she began to slip in math to the point where
she lost all confidence in herself. She talked about how in high
school she lived two different lives, runn_ag with two different
sets of friends, one into drinking and drugs, the other into
reading and drama. She described how her teachers labeled her.
She talked about how a counselor "tracled" the smart rich kids
into private schools, the smart poor kids into the state

university, and how the kids like her who were poor and

"unmotivated" were written off. She told about how she applied
to the state university and the local community college, and how,
because the community college made her feel that they wanted her
to come there and the state university in its size and complexity
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mad- no such personal contact with her, she decided to go to the

community college.

The issue for us was not whether this participant was

"typical" or"representative" cr whether we could generalize from

her experience to draw some conclusions. The issue for us is

whether potential readers will. be able to connect to her story,

make meaning of iL for themselves, and thereby, through the story

of an intiividual, gain greater understanding of the complexities

of an institution and experienpe of people within It.

While not- conventinnafly concerned with representativeness

of individuals, we were concerned with the representativeness of

the historical, social, and organizational context within which

our participants worked.z. The history of community colleges, the

interaction of their assumed egalitarian mission with the

realities of social class, gender, and race in U.S. society, and

the nature of the hierarchy, within the organization and within

higher education, provide a context that all who work in

community college's share. By selecting participants who worked

within a context which is generalizable we established .the

foundation for people in community colleges where we have not

interviewed to connect to the stories of particfpants whom we

have interviewed.

In in-dept .phenm.enological interviewing we try to change

the terms of the discussion concerning the notion of

representativeness. That does not mean that we did not take.the

nature of our population into consideration when we selected

participants. Faculty in community colleges are men and women;

some teach in academic transfer areas, others teach in vocational

and terminal programs; some are members of minorities; some have

terminal degrees. We considered these factors when building our

sample. Our goal was to bola a,.sample that was fair- to the

larger population but nit because we 'hoped that our sample would

be "representative." We assumed rather that our intended

audience of community college faculty and staff would connect

more readily to stories of people who share' characteristics they

recognized in themselves and their own situation.

The more we worked with the process of in-depth

phenomenological interviewing, t'-.c more' we rejected the notion of

representativenesc... In politics, it is emotion :-aught with

difficult' tensions, but necessary, given the scale of our

communities and organizations. In research with nonhuman

subjects, the notion that one material or substance can be used

to represent the properties of another can be sustained. In

social research with human beings, however the flux of

experiences, the interaction of the rational and the irratoaal,

the separateness that constitutes most human experience --these

factors make the, notion of representativeness untenable. By

being,fair to the unliierse of our participants ('choosing faculty

and staff to interview who were male and female, minority and

.nonminority, in vocational and academic programs, from different
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regions of the country, differing in 'age and'experience),04e
avoided at .least some bias ip the selection of .R1rticiOants:
Mainly, however, we tried to go deeply enouth into.'the .

reconstruction of our participant6' experienbe and the,meaning '

they made of it, connecting that experience and meaning making to
larger social) and organizational contexts which we believed could
be considered representative so that readers with whom we

ultimately share our work' would be able to Connect their
experience to the *experience.of'our participants and make their
own meaning of it.

In addition to trying to 'build a sample that was fair to the
population,' we avoided participantS from contexts that were
idiosyncratic and individuals who had "axes to grind." For

example, we made a contact visit to one community college that
had just gone through a very divisive episode surrounding the
forced resignation of its President. The faculty in that
institution were .deeply polarized. In our 'study we were not 0

concerned with the ad hominem politics of a college, nor did we
want our research' to become entangled in such politics. We were
interested in having faculty reconstruct their experience of work
in their college and reflect on the meaning of their work; we

were not interested in having participants use the occasion of
the interviews to vent their feelings or to get back at someone
in their institution. Although, such material may seem powerful

and of interest, our experience has been that it was not the
reconstruction ofthe complexity of the factors involved in the
person's experience but rather a set of strong opinions. When we
have come to look. at the language for possible inclusion in os
writing, we have seen that such material may demean the

participant and may .shed very little 11.ght on the complexity of
his or her experience.

Another caution we learned to exercise as we built our

sample of participants was to avoid persuading a person who was
reluctant/to be interviewed to join the study. We have seen such

reluctance take different formS. On occasion it is

straight,i'orwardly expressed. A potential participant may say'to
us that 'hq or she really does not enjoy talking very much and i6
afraid that he or she "would not give you what you wanted." More
frequently,. reluctance is expressed under tha cover of schedules
and time. People will say that they don't have the tune to
commit themselves to three ninetyminute interviews spread out
over three weeks.

When we first began our interview work we were somewhat
anxious about securing participants. When confronted with either
'directly stated or indirectly stated reluctance on the part of
potential participants, we would try to assure them. that they
would find the experience worthwhile and-to meet thelr objections
or reservations with 'a response intended to persuade them to

join. Sometimes, such reassurance resulted in the person's
agreeing to nerticipate and indeed the interview worked out well.
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On another occasion, after _persuading a person, to participate,

the person remained a reluctant participant throughout the series

of interviews and.at the end of the process wrote us a letter

expressing concern about how the material she shared might be

used. Her letter to us made it very difficult to use most of the

material and,.on one level at least, the time and effort put into

interviewing this reluctant participant was wasted. We learned

that in order to keep the relationship between us and the

participants headed in the direction of equity, it was important

for us not to take more than our share of responsibility for the
interviews and equally important for the participants to affirm a

share of responsibility .:hrough the nature of the active

commitment they were willing to make to the process.

Conversely, we also learned to be cautious about the

potential participant who agreed too quickly to take part in the

interview sequence. Some .people, during a 'contact visit,

listened briefly to what we had to say, and then immediately said

something like, "Sure, no problem," without giving the process

much thought. We learned, when we ran into such a situation, to

go even more deeply into an explanation of the process, to try to

be even more careful about highlighting the potential tensions in

the interview series. At one point we were beginning an

interview with such a participant and were asking.him to read

carefully the permission form which we had prepa'red for the

series of interviews. He skimmed the form, said "No problem,"

and dashed off his signature. At that point, my colleague asked

that he take the time to carefully read the form. The point was

that we were purposeful about the work we were doing and it was

important to the process for our participant to be as purposeful

about his participation as we were about our interviewing.

The Structure and Process of InDepth Phenomenological

Interviewing

The distinguishing factor of the interviewing methodology we

have used in this research is that it -attempts to have the--

participants reconstruct the concrete details of their

experience, and reflect on the meaning of that experience. To

facilitate that process we developed a serit:E of three interviews

modeled after-the work of Ken .Dolbeare and David Schuman (Schuman

1982) in which each 'interview had a definite purpose _within

itself and within the sequence of three interviews.

Interview One
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In the first interview we asked the participants to, ,in

effect, tell us the story of their lives up to the point that

they joined the faculty of a community college. When we first

started our interviewing we characterized the interview'as being
about "how the participants came to work in a community college."

We began to see, however, that such wording carried with it an

assumption of being able to trace alinear series of events in a

person's life that led him or her to a job in a community

college. Participants then might try to impose some order and

linearity in their life story to try to satisfy what they thought .

we wanted to hear. Our interest was in gaining understanding of

the constitutive factors in a person's life up to the point of

becoming a community college teacher. Those constitutive factors
would establish an autobiographical context for understanding

their experience in the community college and provide the basis

for reflecting on the meaning of their worlt. in the third

interview. To avoid the sense of imposing a linear mold on their

experience, we changed the opening question of'the first
interviewfrom "How did you come to work in a community college?"
to "Tell us as much about your life before coming to the

community college as possible, going as far back in your life as

possible."

Often when beginning this interview, participants would

start from their recent past, their college-experience, for

example, and work up to the present from there. But we were

interested in their telling us about their family, childhood

experience, schooling, and early work experiences. Even though

we had explicitly talked about the nature of the first interview

during the contact process, it was not possible to completely

convey the personal mature of the first'interview beforehand.' It

was not unusual after the' completion of the first interview to

have a participant say to us; "I didn't know that you would want

to hear about my family. Whatdbes all that have to do with my

teaching in a community college?" As well as we could in such

situations, we would explain that the reconstruction of early

life e5cperiences of family and schooling established a context

for understanding their later experiences. Given the strength

that the notion of "objectivity" as an ideal has in our culture,

it was sometimes difficult to establish trust in a process that

did not make a strong separation between personal and

professional, and between subjective and objective.

Despite' the tensions that occasionally arose with

participants who were surprised and suspicious about our interest
in their earlier lives, we came to realize that not skating over

their earlier experience, especially the childhood years, was

crucial methodologically. A careful reconstruction of childhood

and later experieAces before coming to the community college
.would most often start a pro..ess of connecting on the part of the
participants that led them,to be njore thoughtful, reflective, and

serious as they participated in the following interview;;.
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-- .. .
Interview ;No.'

In!'our second interview, usually held three days to a week

later, .we would begin by asking our participants if they had any

follow-up to the previous meeting. While we wanted to fucus on

the purpose of the second interview, we. learned that if our

participants had something on their minds from the previous
interview, it was'. important to learn this at the beginning of the

interview. Although the, question, "Do you have any follow-up to

the last interview?" sometimes became pro forma and usually,
elicited a polite demurral, on occasion it. gave a participant who

was upset or feeling unfinished about something in the first

interview, the chance to raise the issue and have us try to

resolve or clarify the matter.

The second interview itself concentrated on what our

participants' work was like. We were not asking them their

opinion of their work and their institution; nor. were we asking'.

about their philosophy of education. Our central'concern was to

have them recreate the concrete details of their .experience.
'Sometimes we would ask them to take us through a day with them as
though-we were their shadow. We would ask them to'reereate their

actions and what they were thinking of when they did wkvti.

were doing.

Another approach to having them'recreate their eYp..rience

was to ask them to recreate incidents with students; ccoague.6,

administrators. In recreating an incident, for example, with

student, Deborah Proctor told us of the'tension that built

between her and a student about whatcshe considered the :tudent'ci

unrealistic expectations to transferto a four -year colt g. . 211:

told about meeting with the student and trying to be gent

him, and about his resistance. The student kept on .asnf' nr
what he could do to get isilto the program he wanted. Fina..ly she

told us that she said, "Look, theris nothing that I can lc to

get you into that school and besides. I don't think, given your

record here, that you could do the work there even if you did get

in." She then told ho,; the student walked out. and. never

returned. . Proctor 'talked about .howbadly.sh felt about losing

patieitl-getting- frustrated, and telling themtUdentthat there
was limit to his potential. She was bothered, see said,

because. she had devoted her professional life to helping people

realize their potential, and she knew that damage could be done

when a person in authovty denied that potential.

When she finished the story it was clear, that she told it to

us because the incident had bothered her and was still affecting

her. A little later she told us about a student whom she had

seen three or four times. had worked with him to straighten
out his program so that he would be sure to have the requirements

he would need to tranJ,fer t) a four-year program. This student
a
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got intot-h-efarr=yea-r-program-and---wrote-her-si-note------saying_hote.....

much he appreciated her help-. She showed us the note and said
how pleased, and surprised she was.to get it.

f.

Having participants recreate incidents in their experience
allows them to reconstruct their action and interaction in their
work. It establishes vividly what they do in.their work and lays
the basis for later reflection on the meaning of that work. Such
stories allow the interviewers the chance to "see" the
participant in action and know, through, the story, what the
participant's experience is like . Telling a story requires that
participants link action and character and develop a progresLon
from beginning to middle, to end. In ordering their experiee
in a .story, participants develop a reconstruction of their
experience that has within it indications of the meaning they
have made of the experience.

An 'important aspect of the second interview is that it deals
with the present work of the participant. There is a difference
between oral history and phenomenological interviewing.' in oral
history, the interviewer is asking the participant to rec.:*cate
events, that happened sometime in the past. The historian is
interested in recreating the past through his or her interview.
The function of phenomenological interviewing is to recreate
aspects of the person's present experience in the context of past
experience and then, to explore the meaning the participant makes
of her or his experience. Present instantaneously becomes pa*`
and the time differentiation between oral history and
phenomenological interviewing can become elusive; but the
distinction in focus and purpose remains z.lear, In
phenomenological interviewing we are interested in exploring the
participants' present situation and the meaning they make of it.
In oral history, the historian is interested in exploring a

situation some time in the participants' past.

Interview Three

In the third interview we asked the participant to reflect
on _the .question, "What does your work mean to you?". On the
surface this question-seew the most difficult, and it inevitably
elicits the most questioning about our intent from our
participants. Often the participant will equate the question of
meaning with the question of reward and satisfaction. A
significant number of our third interviews start with the
participant saying, in response to our question, "Well, I get a
lot of satisfaction out of my work."

The question of meaning however is not one of satisfaction
or rew:,,,d, although they may play a part in it. The question of
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meaning askSthe participant the following: "Given what you have-

said about your life up until the time you came to work in a

community college, and given what ypou say about what your work

is like, how do you make sense of your work in your life?"

Making sense or making meaning requires that the participant look

at how the factors in their lives interacted to bring them to

their present situation. The exploration in the first interview

often sets the stage for the participant's going beyond the

frequent initial response of, "Oh, I really came to my teaching

job here by accident." It begins to substitute some

consciousness' as to how events in their life had interacted, how

decisions were made with particular intents at various times that

led them to their work. In the second interview we ask the

participants to recreate details and to tell stories about

episodes in their work--what their work is actually like. The

combinatiOn of exploring the past to clarify the complexities of

the events that led participants to where they are now, and the

establishing of the concrete details of their present experience

establishes conditions for reflecting on how they make sense of

what they are doing in their lives. The third interview can only

be productive if the foundation for it has ben established in ,

the first two interviews.

Sometimes the nature of the sense that is made is a

recognition that given where participa s thought they were

headed and given what they actually do, eReir work does not make

sense. In one sense of the word, their work is "meaningless."

Other times, the meaning that participants come to is a

%h
recognition . of the relationship between ;what they do as

indiv'tivals and the structure in which they i4C-rk-,--Sometimes the

sense at is made comes in the form of an affirmation of the

work that the participant is doing. That affirmatiOn reflects an

awareness of the trails in their lives that led them to where

they are, a consciousness of what they enjoy about the work and

what they don't; and a resolution of conflict that comes through

recognizing the initiative they have and the limits of that

initiative provided by the structure.

The Process of the Three Interviews

We learned over the time we have been interviewing to

respect the structure of the three interviews. Each interview

serves a purpose within itself and within the series of three

interviews. Sometimes, in the first interview, a participant

would start telling an interesting stor7y.teapout his or her present

worksituation,which'wastobeof the ,secondt,De focus

interview. It was tempting, because the information was

interesting, to pursue the lead the participant was givirig us and

forsake the structure of the interview. But to do so would have

eroded the sense of purpose and focus of each interview and the
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sense of knowing what we were about in the process. There were
many times in the process of interviewing when we had to make
decisions about paths to follow, and in order to make those
decisions, we had to maintain a focus on what each interview was
about. The second and third interviews build on the previous
interviews. Each interview sets the stage for the next and all
three interviews interact with each other. Each interview
provides a foundation of detail that helps illumine the next
interview. To take advantage of the interactive nature of the

. sequence of interviews required that we 'adhere to the purpose of
each.

Related to the issue of keeping the focus of each interview,
is the issue of who controls an interview, the interviewer(s) or ;
the participant. At the time of contacting a participant we were
very clear about the structure of the interview process, and we
made ,;our invitation based on our potential participant's
understanding.what each of the three interviews would be about.
Before the start of the first interview, we went over with'the
participant a written consent Torm'which described/ who we were,
what we were doing, the proc s we would use, hoW we would use
the material, and the rights of the participant in the process.
We asked the participant to read this written consent form, ask
any questions they had, and then sign it. We signed a duplicate
which we gave to the,, participant." The ethange of signatures on
the written consen form indicatek our mutual dkreement to the

ri

conditions of the rocess. What we then assumed was hat the
participant'would cooperate with our intent and that wel*ould do
what we'said we would do.

Such 'cooperation is sometime more easily described than
realized. Usually when'a participant jumped to a topic that
really was the subject of another interview, he or she would get
back on the focus of the present interview at the reqbest of the
interviewers. Often what might appear as an issue of control was
really one of the interviewer knowing what the purpose was in
each interview and Voicing to that purpose. On rare occasions a
participant -tfi6i7enot to cooperate with the interviewer either by
not being willing to stick to the subject of the interview, or
by, for example, not being willing to reconstruct his or her
experience but only to respond to specific questions that were
asked. The problem was serious. We had one such participant who
consistently tried to change the conditions of theinterview
process by asking us to ask specific questions which he would
then answer. Given the lack of cooperation with the process ,

it might- have been more fruitful to discontinue the interviews
rather than participate in the tension his discomfort with the
process reflectedi There is a logic to the interviews, and to
lose control of the direction of the interviews is to lose the
power of that logic and the benefit from it.

Duration and Timing of the Interviews
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Each of our three interviews was one and one-half hours

long. An hour seemed too shorand seemed to carry with it a

consciousness of a 'standard unit of time.- Two hours seemed too

long . At times it was tempting at the end of the ninety minutes

to keep going, because what Was being discussed at that point was

of considerable interest. But after going beyond the established

time once or twice, we found that a sense of diminishing returns

set in. By keeping to our structure we demanded of ourselves,

that we be more focused and purposeful in our interviewing.

Going beyond the originally-set time allowed for unravelling of

our sense of purpose and our participants' sense that we would do

what we said we would do. The people we were interviewing were

busy people who were giving a chunk of their time to work with

us. In order to maintain their confidence we soon realized that,

it was important to keep to the structure and duration of thei

interview that we had established.

In the course of our interviewing over the past few years!

we tried variations on our primary model of spacing interview

three days to a week apart. Those variations were usually

necessitated by the schedule of our participants and we thought

it was better to conduct an interview under less than ideal

conditions than not at all. On occasion, therefore, when 'a

participant mizsed an interview because .of an unanticipatied

complication , we would double up an interview. That is,iwe

might conduct interview one and two during the same afternoon

rather than spacing them a few days or a week apart. On the

opposite end of the continuum, on occasion a participant might

not be available until- two or three weeks later for the next

interview, so that the space between the interviews would; be

over-extended. After three years of experience with the basic

model of three interviews spread three days to a week apart' and

variations on that model, it has become clear to us that the

three day to a week sparing is decidedly preferable.

The three-day to a -week spacing allows time fort the

participant to mull over the preceding interview and, yet be not

so far removed from the next interview that the connection

between the two is made, difficult. -. In addition, --the.spacing

allows us to work with the participant over a two to three week

period. The passage of time allowed for-the possibility that on

any .gone interview day we might be interviewing a participant

under idiosyncratic conditions. In addition the fact that we

come back for two to three weeks to talk for an hour and a half

affected positively the development of trust in the relationship

between the participants and us. We did not interview the

participant in one sitting-;- come into his or her life, and then

leave,it. immediately. With the contact visits, the telephone

calls and letters to confirm schedules and appointments, and the

three actual interviews, we established a .substantial
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relationship between ourselves and the participants over time, a
relationship we believe necessary for the success of the process.

Conductin4 the Interview

The primary role of the interviewer is to listen and the
primary role of the participant is to talk. The point of
phenomenological interviewing is to have the participant
reconstruct his or her experience and the meaning he or she makes
of it. One of the doctoral students in our interviewing seminar
expressed it quite directly. She said, "Look,. what you are
trying to do is to have the participant recreate the,phenomena in
her life; if you impose the phenomena of your experience on that
of the participant, what you are getting is not her experience
but yours."

The type of listening we ,did when we interviewed, was very
hard work. It took active concentration and silent working with
what we were hearing. While we listened we took working notes.
We jotted down key words of what our participant was saying as a
way of making sure that we were paying attention, especially at
the beginning of an interview, and'also as a way of keeping track
of what was being said so that we could come back to it later.
When we/did speak in an interview, we spoke purposely. That is,

we knew what the purpose of our interview was; we knew how much
time the interview would take and where we were in that time

span; we knew that we were interested in getting as much concrete
detail of our participants' experience as possible.

Three Purposes for Questions

We did not have a list of questions that we were ready to
ask and to which we wanted amiwars. After the initial question
of an interview, e.g., "what your work like?" we asked other
questions for specific purposes. First we asked questions when
we did not understand somethi.n,,1: the participant had said. In

everyday conversation it is easier to go along with a
conversation not understanding a part of what the person Is .

saying to you. In interviewing, while it 'may seem simplistic to
say so, we found that it was important.to the process to ask the
participant to clarify what he or she was saying when we didn't
understand it. Partly this was because the interviews are

cumulative, each part building on the preceding paft; not to
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understand one part would make it cliff'. ult to make sense of

other parts. Passages in interviews beco e links to one another

in ways that can not be foretold. To not u derstand a passage is

to lose the possibility of its being a to further

understanding later.

On another level, we have found that when we said weviid not

understand something, the participant realized that we were

taking what he or she was saying seriously. Sometimes what we

did not understand was technical in nature. In the interview,

with Leonard Braddock, whose field was engineering, to understand

his field we had to understand sophisticated technical details.

We did not have a familiarity with his terminology, and it was

tempting to nod agreeably as the participant described the

technical details of his work. But by saying directly at various

points that we did not understand what was being said, Braddock

slowed down and went to a level of basic principles in his field

that we could understand. In that process we gained an

understanding of the basic principles so that we could better

understand the complexities of his work. Moreover, we .sensed

that Braddock reacted to us differently because we were willing

to wrestle with the substance of his field.

In addition to asking questions when we did not understand

what we were hearing, we also asked questions when we wanted to

hear more about what the person was saying. Often the

amplification we were seeking took either the shape of hearing

more about what was being said, or more often hearing about the

factors leading up to the experience being described. A

participant might say something that seemed relatively innocuous,

for example, that she no longer taught a certain subject. But in

asking how that had come about, we heard a story of a former

administrator returning to a teaching position and starting to

compete with her for the same courses.

If we asked to he,r more about a subject, our question was

often to .hear more about the concrete detail. Often we found

ourselves asking, "Concretely, what does that mean?" or "Can you

be more concrete about that?" The more detail about who, what,

when, where, and why that we were able to encourage the

participants to provide, the stronger was the base for

understanding what we were hearing.

Another time that we would ask a question is when we thought

that what we were hearing was a public, outer voice instead of

what George Steiner (1978) calls the more private, inner voice.

After an hour or -so of interviewing, one participant was still -.

talking with us as he would talk to an audience of three hundred

in an auditorium. We did our best to encourage hfm to switch

gears and give us more of his inner voice. Sometimes we asked

with good results a question like; "How would you talk about

your work today if you were talking with your spouse?" Even a

technique as transparent as that provided a way for participants
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who perhaps did not even realize that they were talking in a
public, outer. Noice to switch to an inner voice.

There is a language of outer voice to which we have learned
to become sensitive. When we heard words being used 'that
clouded more than they conveyed 'we learned to ask what those
words meant. For example, whenever we heard participants talk
about wanting to be faced With a "challenge,".we asked what the
word "challenger meant to them. To us the word "challenge"
indicates a certain degree of a problem or obstacle to overcome,
and we were never quite sure what was 'being. said when
participants talked enthusiastically about seeking "challenges.".
Another word that was in the same category for us. was
"adventure." When we heard participants use that word we
usually asked what it meant to them. Another' word which
attracted our attention was ."fascinate." When one of our
participants told us how he 'or she was "fascinated" by something
that was going on at the college'or in his or her life, we paused
to ask'in what way that word' Was meant. By our taking our
participants' language seriously, they were encouraged to move to
a level of tnoughtfulness more characteristic of inner rather
than outer voice. At times we were met 'with a measure of
disbelief that we would find use of such words worthy of
reflec,tion.

Another way we tried to encourage participants to share
their inner voice with us was to share our own stories with them.
While recognizing that'our, basic jot, was tolisten, there were
times during interviews when something in our own experience
connecte-to what our participant was sharing with us. Without
interrupting the participant, when it became appropriate to do
so, we might tell a

the

about our own experience that we
connected with 'what the garticipant ws-t,elling us. At times
such sharing encouraged our participant to explore what he or she
was saying in even greater depth. There was, however, at least
one instance when one of our participants became impatient.with
our attempt at connecting one of our experiences with his.
Although we saw the'conneation 'between what we were .saying and
the story he had just finished, it was not clear to him and what
we were saying distracted him from his awn train of thought.

Public voice is not untrue.- It is guarded. The knowledge
that our interviews might someday be published in some form,-and
the natural reserve of talking to interviewers whom the
participants really'did not know very well, led to the adoption
of a public voice that was safe for the participant. To borrow a
concept from Lev Vygotsky's 'Thought and Language(1962), public'
voice is the equivalent of outer speech. It is explicit, full,
and by its very nature shaped by considerations of its audienae.
Inner voice may be analogous to what( Vygotsky and .others term
"inner speech." The syntax of inner speech is predicative and
elliptical. The person is speaking bet'herself. The purpose of
the interviews was to have the participants reconstruct
experiences in their lives and reflect on the .meanineof them, a
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task that was personal. At the same time we were asking the

participant to make that reconstruction accessible to a larger

public. The interviews that we did straddled a tension between

inner and outer voice.

It would be tempting to say that as interviewers we always

strove to achieve a relationship of trust in which the

participant felt comfortable in talking with us in an inner

voice. But clearly we were limited in our attempts to do so by

the purpose of the interviews. Our subject was the work of

community college faculty. While we recognized -an integration

between personal and professional experience, we 'were cautious

about getting into areas in the interview for which we could take

no effective. responsibility, and which exploring to any degree

would only be troublesome to the parbticipant.

For example, in one interview a partiqipant talked to us

twice. over the course of the first two interviews about a

colleague who had had a nervous bredkdown. The fact that our

participant came back to this story -twice alerted us to his

concern about it and make it very tempting to pursue his own

experience related to that person. Yet we were concerned'that we

would be pursuing an issue that might be troubling and stressful

to our participant; we were near the end of our third interview

so further contact to follow up on any difficulties that would

arise would be difficult. We did not pursue the story any

further because we were unsure where it would lead us and whether

,we could be effective in responding to the stress that the story

might uncover.

The major purpose of the interviews was to have the

participant reconstruct his or her experience and make meaning of

it. Keeping that in mind sometimes became difficult when we

woultl liF%en to a participant and connect things he or she was

saying to things said earlier in the interview and with

experiences other participants had shared with us. It became

very tempting for us as interviewers to make meaning of the

participants experience rather than allow the process to build so

that it was the participant who was reconstructing the experience

and not us.

We developed two ways of keeping ourselves in check. One

was to define for ourselves the notion that we would only ask

questions when they were real questions. A "real" question was

one to Which we did not have an answer or response already in

mind. Another check on ourselves was to avoid asking leading

questions. 'Tha is, we tried to avoid asking our participants a

series of ques ions which led them through- a series of

connections we were making in our minds.

Instead of asking questions to which we already had an

answer in mind and instead of leading participants through a

series of questions that had. an internal logic to us because of
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the connections we had made, we decided that at times it was best
to say directly what we were thinking. We might say what
connections we had made between what they had said earlier and
what they were saying now. Or we might relate what they were
saying to something another participant had shared with us.
Then, we would ask participants directly what they thought of the
connections we were making. This approach at least has the
advantage of being direct. Our experience, though, was that
while being direct about what we are thinking avoids the dangers
of being manipulative, it often results in a reasonable
defensiveness on the part of our participants. That is, the
interviews were constructed so that it is the participants who
were supposed to reconstruct their experience and make meaning of
it; to the extent that we substituted or intruded our own
meaning-making into the process of the interview, even when we
did it directly, we were in tension with the purpose of the
interviews and our participants often recognized and responded to
that tension.

The issues involved in how much and what kind of talking we
do as interviewers are connected to the problem of what effect
the interviewer has on the substance of the interview.
Experimentalism strives to achieve an ideal in ,which the knower
is separated from the that which is known and has no effect on
the "object" of the study. In trying to understand the
experience of people, we believe that this ideal is impossible.
"Knowing" itself is a relationship between the knower and that
which is known. Rather than trying to eliminate that
relationship we try to affirm it within the purposes of our
interviews. Who we are and what we say affects what we will
hear. There is no way to get around that fact.

The problem for the interviewer is to recognize that effect
he or she has and work to make that effect consistent with the
purposes of the interview. That is especially important to
realize in the cases when white males interview women and members
of minorities. Given sexism and racism in our country, the
relationship between white males and participants who are either
not male or white can be beset with the tensions inherent in our
society. The principle of moving to establishing equity in the
interviewing relationship was even more important in these
situations than when we were interviewing other white males. Our
ability to know and understand is affected by the social
realities of our country. This i not to say that it is

impossible for white males to intervi w nonwhites and women. It
is to say that when doing so, they h ve to take into account the
social context within which they are working.

Some Observations cn the Three-Interview Process
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As we accumulated experien,de in interviewing, we noticed

something we came to call the "dialectic" of the interviewing

process. For example,in the process of doing the three

interviews with a participant, we might,have what we considered a

very successful, engaging,. interview. The participant

seemed more than willing to share with us the experience of his

or her life before coming to the community college in a voice

that was clearly an inner voice. A week would.elapse, and

bathing in the good feeling of the first interview, we would

begin the second. We expected that the process would be

cumulative and that we would be able to continue in the same

spirit in which we had done the first interview. But what we

sometimes found was a participant in the second interview who was

much more reluctant to talk, much more guarded and general in

what he or she was willing to share with us. As we saw this

happen more than once, we began to realize that a sort of

reactive process had set in over the week. We speculated that

our partiCipants had realized that they had been caught up in the

spirit of the first interview, and had shard with us aspects of

their_lives that they would not normally discuss with people they

eid not really know. The very success of the first interview

established the conditions, then, for the second interview's

being more gudrded.

It has also worked the other way. We have had initial

interviews that were very difficult in which th4Participant was

reluctant to 'drop a public voice, to move away from opinions to

the concrete details of experience. Then after a week elapsed

and we came back for the second interview, the partiCipant

relaxed with us and was a much more willing participant. By the

time of the third interview enough trust seemed to have been

established so that the participant was willing to commit a great

denl of energy to the last interview.

In trying to develop our relationship with our participants

over the three interviews we learned the hard way that the first

interview is not the place to "probe" immediately for the deepest

inner voice. In one of our early first interviews we realized

that what we were getting from our participant was almost totally

a public voice. In our inexperience we tried to immediately get

to the inner voice. We "pushed" into areas that the participant,

we now see with hindsight, was reluctant to discuss. When we

called to confirm the date for the second interview, the

participant asked for a postponement. We have learned that

postponemendifficulties with scheduling the interviews, being

late for interviews usually indicate that the participant is

having some trouble with the process that needs.to be discussed.

When we finally got to the second interview we found a tense

participant determined to control the direction of the second

interview. It was not until the third interview that we

established some equity in the relationship between us and the

participant.

We learned to avoid taking risks in the first interview that
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could have a negative effect on the second and third interviews.
On the other hand, by the third interview in the sequence, we
might decide to take some risks that we would not take earlier
since we were close to completing our work with the participant
and if we did not try to break through to a different level at
that point we never would.

Some Notes On the Language of Interviewing

We have already mentioned words that our participants use,

like "challenge," "adventure," and "fascinate," which alerted us
to a public level of discourse in the interview. There are also
words that we used which were significant to how we saw and
understood the process. For example, we very early decided on
the word "participant" for the person whom we were interviewing.
By.using that word we tried to capture the nc,..ion of working with.
the person whom we were interviewing andthat person working with
us. It seemed to be the word that came closest to expressing the
nature of the equitable relationship we tried to 'build in the
interviewing process.

Two words to which we became sensitive were "probe" and

"push" as words to describe what we did in the interview process.
BOtn words became distasteful to us as reflecting inequity

between interviewers and participants and a process of

questioning inconsistent with having a participant reconstruct
his or her own experience.

"Questions" and "answers" became another two words that we
learned to take notice of if we used them. We were not seeking
answers to questions. The notion of "answers" as the word is
normally conceived seemed to us too narrow. It bespoke .too much
of solutions to problems or responses to what someone'else wanted
to know. We found ourselves using the vocabulary of "explore':

and "reflect" to capture the sep(se of how we were trying to work.
with our participants.

'ie words we chose to describe the process in which we were
engaptd reflected our understanding of that process, our sense of
its 'iurpose, and our relationship to our participants. The

lanp ge we used to describe what we were doing flowed from an
intt.-:elated sense of the purpose of interviewing, the nature of
the relationship between the participant and the interviewer, and
a sense of the relationship between the ethics of the process and
the knowing and understanding that can result from this type of
work.
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Working with the Data

We taperecorded all our interviews. The taperecorder was

essential to the process of inc,erviewing. It provid.y1 for a

sense of responsibility on interviewers' and garticipants' parts-

alike. Contrary to conventional wisdom, the tape recorder can

work to make the participant more comfortable rather than less

comfortable with the interviewing process. The tape recorder

allows the interviewer to concentrate on what the participant il

saying and on the interviewing process rather than on recording

what is said. Further, it provides a full record of what was

said for for later work in the process. For the participant it

is a constant .reminder that although we encouraged an inner,

private voice in the interviews, his or her words were being

recorded to be used in a public way. That consciousness of the

tape recorder we beieve is a benefit to the process, not a

distraction from it. We would not, for example, sacrifice audio

quality of the.tape recordings by using a tape recorder' with a

builtin microphone for the sake of unobtrusiveaess. The

presence of the tape recorder wa, a constant and appropriate

reminder of the delicate tension betweeirthe private voice we

sought in the process and public use of ihes ir:erview material we

intended.*
0

Our research grants allowed us to have a secretary

transcribe each of our interviews Given the fact that we

conducted over three hundred interviews with one hundred

participants this was a necessity.. It should be noted however

that it is not an unmixed blessing. As John Lofland (1971, p.

90) points out, transcribing interviews is a very valuable way of.

working with the mata..al and is an important first step toward

internalizing what has been generated'in the interviews. The

large size of our participant pool did not, however, permit us

ourselves to transcribe our own interviews.

We asked our secretary to 'transcribe Che audiotapes

verbatim. We also asked that she include in the transcripts as

many of the nonverbal noises as possible such as, sighs, laughter,

scraping of the chairs, and noises occurring' outside the

interviewing room--such as that 'of passing trains, 'ambulances.,

and the like. Our intent was to document as well as possible on

the transcript everything "of an audio .nature" that' occurred

during the interview. le in the end, a written. transcript

0'...,:.cannot,captura completely he tone of voice, the expression of

..","Aparticipants' faces, and eir body language, care in being as

accurate and complete possible in the transcription of the

tape provides an ind spensable approximation of the actual

interview.

We also asked our secretary to mark the loCation on the''

audio tape at the end of each page of the transcript so that we
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would be able to go back to the original tape to check on what
was said when necessary. Acccurate labeling of the audio tapes
themselves, and accurate filing of the transcripts seem to be

technical steps of comparative unimportance to the large;- issues

we have disCussed. Yet all the good work done in the proce5 of
interviewing can be lost and frustrated by carelessness with such
technical matters ,once the interviewing is complete. (See
Lofland 1971, pp. 117-121 for an extended discussion.)

As our secretary transcribed the audio tapes of the

interviews, she substituted initials for the names of people,
places, organizations, and institutions close to the pa:icipants
so that a reader of the transcript would not be able tL
readily our participants. We did not guarantee anonyaiit our

participants; our intent was to develop an indepth'profi? of

selected participants from the interview material. 4e

would take steps to disguise identity, anyone who knew
.participant well and read the profile would most likely be -

to identify him or her.

To disguise the identity of participants we changed tier
names,. shifted place locations and took other, similar steps.

,Disguise is not a simple matter.. For example choosing a

pseudonym for a participant has to take into consideration issues
of heritage, ethnicity, and meanings and connotations that are
consistent with what the profile presents of the person. It is

impossible to determine ahead of time unanticipated consequences
of the steps in.the disguise that we choo'e to take. Disguising
the identity of 'minority and women participants is especially

sensitive since they sometimesare% in such a minority in their

work settings that they are most readily identifiable,

Moreoever, because of their minority status what they talk about
in the interviews might make them more vulnerable were their

identity to become known.

A tension 'developed between- explicit about our

methodology and our .source of data a-u` guarding against the

possibility of our published material making our participants

vulnerable. That tension affected nor., only matters of disguise,

but also choices of material to be included. In negotiating that
tension we were guided by a notion of fairness--to the data and
to the participant. If the conflict between being explicit about
sources of data. and. disguising the identity of the participants
could not be resolved in any other way, we decided to cloud facts
about the source of the data. If material which was compelling

somehow demeaned the participant or made him or her vulnerable,

we left it out. These decisions were difficult, often not clear
cut, and provided a sense of vulnerability for us since there-is.

no control of the consequences of the material once it is made

pUblic.

A ...one and onehalf hour interview produces approximately

forty pages of doublespaCed transcript. For. each participant we

had ab* one hundred and twenty pages of doublespaced
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transcript to read and study. , With one hundred and f:"e

participants in the study, we had approximately 12,500 pages of

transcript with which to work. The impOrt of these numbers is

that we learned how important it was, in planning a qualitative

research study, to plan enough time' for working with the

material,we gathered. In thinking through the study, our, initial

focus was on the time we thought it would take'to conduct the

.interviews. We were able to foresee that aspect of the study

clearly so that what we did turned out to be very close to the

time schedule we had developed. But we did not anticipate fully

the enormous job involved in working with qualitative data

generated by in-depth interviews. We began "working" with the

material we got in an interview while we were getting it. There

is no absolute demarcation between gathering material ,Imd.Wbrking
with it. Yet, one part of the study focused on gathering the

material and another focused on working wit4 it. (Lofland.1971,

p. 117-118.) Were we able to,start our re earth over again we

Right add half again as much time as we originally allOwed for

working with the material we got.

. At least three readers carefully read each transcript.

we read we marked passages that seemed of intrinsic inteNI3t to

us. Subsequently we labelled each passage that had been markA

by one of us. according to specific social, historical, and

organizational categories that we developed as we read the'

interviews. From each reader's marked copy we then rirkel
fourth copy of the interview transcript and "cut and nasted" that
copy. That cut and pasted copy .would amount toapproxix.ately

fifty to sixty per cent of the original transcript.

We made a basic decision early in this p oject on the work

of community collegefaculty that, in order to be as responJible

as possible to both our data and our parti ipants,'we would

present the main body of our findings in the 6rds of faculty

thempelvet. To achieve this goal. we dee]. ed to ceve op
"profiles" of selected participants. We conceived of a proille

as a self-contained, in-their-own-words narrative of how the

participants came to work in their community colleges, what their
work was like, and what it meant to them.

The decision to present the -results of our research

primarily in the form of profiles in the participants' own

words--rather than tp use more limited quotations from

participants woven into our own words--reflects two .levels of

comMitment and interest on our part. First, presenting the

materlal in the words of. our participants seems to us to be a

method of reporting that was most commensurate with the method of
research. The goal of in-depth phenomenological interviewing is
to have the participants reconstruct their experience and the

meaning they make of it. The closest we could come to that

reconstruction and meaning-making is by using the words of the

participant as fully as possible rather than by substitul.ing our

words. for their. Second, the idea behind "profiles" is that
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people's stories- -their reconstruction of factors in their life,
their bringing order to events, character and themes--convey
knowledge and proliide a'path to understanding that is grounded in
the concrete detail of experience.

The process of selecting which of our participants'
interviews we would develop into profiles was guided by four_
criteria: (1) comprehensiveness of material which we had marked
in each of the three interviews; (2) level of concrete
reconstruction of the participant's experience; (3) issues of
potential vI,OdecOility for the participant; (4) relationship *to
the total interview series that a profile, could convey. Of our
seventy-six faculty and staff participants we selected forty-five
for who we developed profiles.

The process of developing profiles was one in which each of
the cut-and-pasted editions of the transcripts was then reread by
three readers. In this reading, we underlined lines in the
trenneript'which we- thought could not be left out of a prOfile-.

Through this process we developed_ a narrative of how the

Orticipant came to the community college, what his or her work
w,!s like, and what it meant to him or her, that we believed
presented a compelling picture of the complexities of teaching
and working in a community college setting.

After developing profiles for forty-five participants, we
grouped them together into chapters that would provide the core
of our report on our research. Our analysis of our interview
elate is provided in two ways: one that is relatively
unobservable and one that is relatively open. The unobservable
part of the analysis is embedded in all the decisions made. along
the way.from selection of participants for whom to do interviews,

to selections of materials within each of the interviews for

eventual inclusion in the profiles. While we tape-recorded
almost all of our research beam meetings and the project
secretary either transcribed those tape's or took minutes when she
was present, the process of material selection remains relatively
inaccessible to the public. The flow of decisions and private
connections made in long hours of reading, the give and take of
discussions in weekly meetings, the sought after consensus and
the frequent compromises that are part of working with the data
can never be completely presented to an interested reader. We
can only present an outline of the process by which we arrived at
the selection of material; we can present the criteria used, but
unless we were to present a study of our study, the concrete
detail of our work, which is finally the most intrinsically
valuable aspect of research to the researchers, must remain for
the most part private.

The public and accessible part of our analysis s the way we

have organized our material into chapters and the ommentary we

provide on each chapter and on the study in g.,neral. The

organization and commentary is an attempt to say hat we have
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learned from our work and to make conscious and explt the
connections we have made, the implications we see of what our

participants have said to us in our interviews. We brink, to bear

on those commentaries readings, discussions, and connections wi4,,

our own experience - -some of which we can make explicit by

bibliographic citations and explicit,attribution, others of which

we can make public but the origins remain concealed in all that

we bring to our work.

We have learned, finally, from working with our material

that the process of in -depth interviewing 'leads to an

illumination of complexity which tenas to defy the notion of

conclusiveness. What we have come to know is the flux of

constitutive factors that make up our participants' experiences

and lead to the meaning they.make of their work. We began to see

connections within participants' lives and among participants

which become meaningful to us as we viewed them in the light of

broader social, ideological, and organizational forces. That

knowing and understanding can' lead to arsense' of positive

conclusions is part of the quantitative tradition which separates

subject from object and usually leaves the researcher in a

position of hierarchical distance from what is kno4n. That

hierarchical separation leads to a certain assuredness about what

might be,done. In qualitative research such as we have engaged

in, the knowing comes from an intimacy and sense 'of connection

that developes between the interviewer and the'participant from

the process of the interviews .
That knowing leads to a sense Hof

understAding that is bounded by the enormous range of

constitutive factors which operate in human experience and within

organizations. In Chapter Fifteen we will identify patterns and

connections we have made and make explicit what those patterns.

and connections mean to us, but the knowledge we have gained

through interviewing does not lead to an easy certainty. The

level of conclusiveness to which we_ can come is approp.lately

limited by a methodology which illuminates the complexity and

wholeness of people's experience rather than simplifying an

fragmenting it. The interviewing process lead's to a.respet.,,, for

the complexity of our participants' work and broader lives as

'they are acted upon by social and organizational forces. It

leads to a respect for the way. their work in community colleges

makes sense when the interaction of their individual actions with

social and organizational factors becomes known through in-depth

interviewing.
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Chapter Fifteen

What We Have Learned about the Work of Community College Faculty

What have we learned from the hours of interviewing
community college faculty, staff, and students? What do we now
know about their work, the .meaning they make of it, and its
implications for the way community colleges work in our country
that we ,did not know before we began this study? The complexity
of what we have learned threatens to defy summary and
-conclusiveness. Each individual profile presented in the
preceding chapters presents a myriad of factors intertwining,
moving in among matters of individual psychology, historical and
social forces, and organizational realities. 1 Interviewing our
participants, reading the transcripts, meeting, talking,
debating, wondering, composing, writing, has brought us into a
relationship with one hundred people who work and study in
community colleges. Through that relationship, we have come to
understand some important aspects of the work of community
college faculty.

If there is a single most salient understanding to which we
have come, it is that community college fabulty struggle against
enormous historical, social, and organizational pressures' in

carrying out their everyday work. As we interviewed and worked
with the interview transcripts of our one hundred participants,
we could not help but come to appreciate how extraordinary these
ordinary people are.y _In their everyday working lives--in their
coming into the building, walking through the halls, stopping at
the mailroom, opening their office, talking with students,
walking to class, working with their students, in their
classrooms, marking and grading their papers and tests, meeting
with students in individual conferences, talking with pareAts,
going to committee meetings, meeting with administratpirs,

grabbing a cup-of coffee in the cafeteria, sitting,by themselves
in the library for a moment, reading and writing, going hometo
their apartments, homes, families or themselves--they think about
making a living in a way that offers something of themselve5Ito
students, that shares what they have, that reaches out '.:#d
connects to stOents to give them the benefit,of what thei pave
had and what they know is important. And their reaching outo
students, wanting -to "only connect," to sharle, to giveT,to
inform, to ' -work with, to offer a sense of options, to overtime
senses of failure, of little, confidence, of limited money;' of
less than adequate preparation is constantly plagued by fokiceS
larger than that with. which their individual efforts can: be
expected to cope.

In a sense, American society 'has established an
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institutional Horatio Alger, expecting the community college to

defy the realities of class, race, and gender in the society, to

play an enormous role of giving the underdog the'chance to

overcome all odds and to succeed. To change the metaphor,

community college faculty play the educational David in combat

with the societal Goliath. With less time with their students

and with less status and less resources than their counterparts

in the rest of the higher education establishment, they are at

the bottom of the totem pole. And yet somehow their students are

to step out from under that totem pole in such a careful and

delicate way that the whole structure does not collapse. They

are to be the provider of equal educational opportunity,

education with a sense of dignity to all who come to 'its doors.

But the studies have started to come in that say the

community college is not really an educational Statue of Liberty.

They suggest that it is not really capable of providing a lever

to undo systematic consequences of racism, classism, and sexism,

and that, indeed, like other institutions in our liberal society,

it may only be able to.produce the occasional student Horatio

Alger who comes to the college on welfare and leaves on the way

to the elite nearby university on sCholarship, while scores of

other unknown students drop out of the community college to be

unheard of again. The transfer rate for community college

students to fouryear colleges and universities is down to

approximately five percent (Cohen and Brawer, 1982, p. 301.) It

appears that if a student's goal is to get a four year degree,

going to a community college may actually have a negative impact

on his or her attaining that goal(Anderson as cited in Breneman

and Nelson, 1981, p. 67). Minority students, especially Blacks,

are gaining access to higher education thi-ough community

colleges. But the sad fact that seems to be emerging is that

minority students' chances of completing a bacealaureate degree

are subtantially reduced if they initiate their college

attendance in a community college (Astin 1982, p.99). The

statistical analysis conducted in the National LOngitudinal Study

of the High School Class of 1972 suggests that, "Even after

oontrolling for a wide range of background characteristics,

including educational aspirations, enrolling; in a community

college was a significant and negative fact r in determining

bachelor's degree completion" (Breneman and Nel on 1981, p. 209).

liNor is the criticism limited to the trans er function alcine.

The career training programs in community collpges are subject to

parallel analyses. The critics challenge ttie efficacy of the

programs. They assert that they reinforce the basic social class

system of the country by preparing their graduates for lowlevel,

deadend jobs (Pincus 1980).. 0

These criticisms have serious implications. Community

colleges have become a central educational institution in the

United States. There are approximately nine hundred av

twentysix public community colleges. They enroll four million
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students. Those four million students comprise almost one-third
of all higher education enrollments in this country. Of members
of minorities who attend institutions of higher eduction in this
country, a disproportionate number attend community colleges
(Olivas 1979, p.27). They employ 87,800 full-time and 115,400
part-time faculty and expend approximately 6.3 billion dollars
annually (Breneman and Nelson 19E1, p. 1).

The understanding we have gained of these issues through our
interviews and Our reading is at least two-fold: one, as Bruno
Bettelheim said of the eventual rupture of the relationship
between Freud and Jung, "As happens so often in complex
psychological relations, the end was evident in the beginning"
(Bettelheim 1983, p.. 41). The issues the community colleges are
faCing today were evident in their beginning, but their genesis
was lost sight of in the tremendous growth of community colleges
in the 1960s and 70s. The junior colleges were not established
to create equal educational opportunity. To a considerable
extent, they were established at the urging of powerful
presidents of elite four-year universities who were trying to
model their fledgling institutions after the model of the German
university. The junior college would siphon off the mass of
students who were beginning to clamor at the doors of American
universities--and allow the universities to pursue a course of
research,specialization, and elitism.

The language of the early advocates of community colleges
was revealing. One California state education officer commenting
on the functiom that community colleges serve to popularize
education said, "It would be unwise and unfortunate if all these
[community college students] tried to enter a university and
prepare for professions which in most cases are overcrowded, and
for which their talents and abilities in many cases do not fit
them" - (Eells 1931, p. 289). President Ray Lyman Wilbur of
Stanford University, one of the early advocates of junior
colleges, speaks of them "...as providing particularly for that
class of men who are mechanically minded, and of women who are
domestically minded, the opportunity to improve their abilities"
(Eells 1931,p. 289). Throughout Eels' early definitive textbook
on community colleges there is the assertion and the urging that
the major function of,the newly established junior colleges was
to provide "terminal educa'tion" (a phrase with an inherent
contradiction) for those who were not fit for four-year colleges
and universities. In fact, over the years there was some
frustration on the part. of ,junior college leaders that the
students who attended community colleges did not internalize that
aspect of the original rationale for the community colleges'
existence (Coben and Brawer 1982, p.197). Community college
students persisted in seeing the community college as the first
step toward a Xour-year degree and for a.long-time they resisted
taking full advantage of the career education programs promoted
by junior colleges.

The establishment of junior colleges coincided with a period
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in this country and Europe when science was being used to attempt

to relate notions of intelligence to factors of genetic

inheritance. It was a time that the IQ test was being perverted

from its original intent of providing a diagnostic tool for

identifying those children whose lack of success in normal

classrooms suggested the need for Lime form of Special education,

to a way of measuring the intelligence of groups of people, using

that measure to label them, siphon them off, and adjust their

aspirations to fit their newly-measured talents. Advocates of

IQ measures tried to associate those intelligence quotient scores

with genetic inheritance and to see those scores as measurmof a

single, reified substance called intelligence (Gould 1981,

p.146-156).

The language of ehe early advocates of community colleges

reflects those assumptions about intelligence and talent. Junior

colleges were created-to serve those whose intelligence better

fitted them for a terminal education. That the students

themselves did not originally cooperate with this notion of what

a junior college was supposed to do, did not deter the junior

college leadership. Despite the fact that most students who

attended community colleges did so with a deeply embedded desire

to somehow, someday, get a four-year degree, the junior colleges

and the federal government after the Second World War promoted

terminal vocational education programs in the colleges. Today,

from a hiitorical point of view at least, community colleges are

finally doing what the original conceptualizers of the junior'

college thought was one of its appropriate roles: siphoning off

those whose "talents and abilities" do not befit a four-year

college education into a two-yeah college program that is

terminal.

The tension between terminal and transfer education,

reflected in many of the profiles, was built. into the original

notions of junior. colleges at a 1.ime when the college-going

population was still relatively homgeneoud. Bask structural

conditions were put in place that could only frustrate those

community college faculty,administrators, and a much more

heterogeneous group of students,who, in the sixties and early

seventies, unaware of the roots of their institutions, saw them

as capable of carrying out the egalitarian ideals'of the country.

.Those structural conditions reflect the deep notions of societal

stratification dear to the early. advocates of junior collegei and

serve to directly and indirectly frustrate any attempts of

individual or groups of community college faculty' to have their

college serve egalitarian ideals.

Ironically, ,a most significant structural ,condition

established in the junior college that serves to- reinforce the

original stratifying aims and to defy the energy and efforts of

community college faculty today, was the sepa7ation of research

from teaching that is 'a hallmark of community colleges. That

important characteristic of the working conditions of community
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college faculty is connected to a series of conventional ,

dichotomies which infuse the life of community college faculty
and students and contribute to the fact that community colleges'
can only operate in a way that.mirrors the basic' inequities of
.United States society.

OP

The premise upon which teaching was separated from research
in the junior' colleges was false and the consequences
destructive. Ibcfjearly advocates of junior colleges recognized
that there was, a great deal of poor teaching that occurred in the
universitfes. lhey chose to understand the quality of. teaching
in universitiO as a reflection of the fact that the primary
purpose of the 'university faculty member was to do research'.

Theefore , they concluded that in order to concentrate. on high
quality of instruction in the junior college, junior college

faculty would not be expected to do research and would therefore
concentrate on the constant improvement of their instruction,
(Eels 1931, p. 340). This separation of research and teaching
was reinforced by the fact that the junior college would be

limited to the first two years of the colle0 curriculum, and
`therefore, becaUse the curriculum was of an introductory nature,
research on the part of the faculty would not be necernary for
them to carry out instructional responsibilities. Indeed,
research would interfere with faculty attention to improving
their instruction.

That separation of research. and teaching embodied within it
an antiintellectual notion of pedagogy and a dichotomy between
content and method that basically misconceptualized the nature of
teaching and learning.. Teaching is basically intellectual work.
At its root it is an attitude of mind, a predisposition to

looking at the world and the human condition; a commitment to

wanting to understand the core of issues, an enjoyment of ideas,
a valuing of learning , and an excitement with the grow*
relationship between :self and the world through the medium Of
knowledge and understanding. At best, research in a faculty
member's field is a reflection of that attitude of mind.
Publication and the pressure and incentive to publish at its best
is a reflection of sharing_that attitudeof mind. By separating
research from teaching, community college faculty have been cut
Iff from an attitude of mind and emotional and intellectual
predispositions that are the source of energy for the work of
teaching.

The junior and then community college evolved a structure,
which, by separating research from teaching, misconceived the

nature of teaching and cut off its faculty from the very source

of energy for their work. They compounded the misconceptiop(by
forgetting that the original rationale for the separaticip, as

misguided as it was, was intended to give faculty more time to

concentrate on good instruction. The notion should have been, if
there was any integrity to it in the first place, that the time
faculty did not spend on doing research and writing would be
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spent somehow on better' preparation and better execution as

teachers. This would call for the same teaching load for

community college faculty as for university faculty, with the

savings in time and energy, ,resulting from not having to

concentrate on research and publication, being devoted to

improving teaching method. But in fact, instead of maintaining

the same load, faculty in community colleges were soon teaching

loads two and three times as heavy as their colleagues in

fouryear institutions. The time, space,. and energy for

improvement of pedagogy, if such a thing was possible in

isolation from research,, in the content area, was eaten up by the

extra teaching load. The result, then, is a certain hollowness

to the commitment to excellent teaching in community colleges.

That is, -the rhetoric is still there, but the'working conditions
which might foster it are not.

The issue was further complicated by the policy of open

admission. Open admission to community college led to the

community college' being perceived as uhe place where those who

have not succeeded in school would have a second chance to get

the basic preparation they would need for work or college.

Students whose basic skills in reading, writing, and mathematics

were inadequate but who had been passed on by their public

schools would enroll in the community college and somehow gain

the proficiency that they had not gained in all their school

years up to that point. ,

That salvaging role might conceivably be carried out, if the

complications were recognized. .As Elizabeth McKay in Chapter

Three pointed'out, it calls for an approach that reconstructs the

students' experience with learning the basic_s skills. That

reconstruction can only be done when teachers have smaller, fewer

classes, and more ATIme to work with individual students rather

than less time. In the emphasis on teaching that developed in

the community college, however, the notion of emphasizfng 'quality

of instruction and the possibilitj, of reconstructionof learning
was loste-to the emphasis on numbers of students and numbers of

classes, for the purpose of keeping the costs of instruction low.

In taking away the incentive to do research the community college

eliminated a source of energy for teaching. In substituting

additional classes and larger numbers of students for. the time

that.faculty were not supposed to be doing research, community

colleges failed to structure faculty working conditions So

that it would really be possible for them to offer the.

educAional reconstruction necessary for illprepared students.

The situation is further compounded by the model of relating

to students that has developed in the community college. The

assumption was that the university professors were interested in

their research and, therefore, were not interested in their

students' welfare, their growth in their studies. In contrast to

this supposed callous, impersonal, uninterested university

teacher, community college teachers would be interested,

compassionate, accessible, ready to reach out to the community
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college student. The result is eiident in the profiles of a
number of community college faculty. Not having a reduced"
teaching load that would allow. them' to have the time. to-prepare,
to do the type of reconstructive work necessary, they are. also

expected to be constantly available to help their students cope.
They are asked to be responsive to aspects of their students'
experience, their lives, their problems, to which--no matter how
wise, sensitive, and experienced the community college faculty
member is--he or she can offer very little of concrete value. To
do so would necessitate taking a responsibility for the student
that would end up making the student dependent on the faculty
member.

One of the results is that In the profiles there is a fairly
consistent picture of a sort of freneticism in the lives ofi,

community college teachers. They tend to live days very.
publicly. Ari attempt at maintaining some solitude, some private
time to prepare. to think, to write, t6 read, is looked upon with
suspicion and .7 .epticism. In many ways the community college
faculty member i.. 'be ethos of being accessible and interested in
the whole student is asked to be a type of social worker in an
-educational setting. The roles do not mix well, and there is
abundant evidence in the interviews of teachers who have a

serious intellectual commitment to their subject matter

struggling to find ways to protect themselves against the

teacher-as-social-worker model:.,. They do so not out of
callousness, but rather out of a sense of what they can and
cannot do effectively.

There is a great dee of thoughtfulness about teaching in

community colleges. The interviews we have done indicate to us
that much of this thoughtfulness about teaching is characteristic
of the faculty who have an attitude of mind towards their
subject that decries the separation of research and teaching; we
believe tha't the good teaching in community colleges is done by
faculty who have an attitude of mind that would allow them to
function at any level of the educational hierarchy. They stay
active in'their fielT,' they write, they publish, they feel deeply
the tensions between their understanding of their field and the
preparation their students have for dealing with it. They affirm
the intellectual essence of their work. To the extent that their
community college confronts them with a structure that is in

conflict with that attitude of mind, and to which they can not
find a resolution, they are in conflict and frustrated. To them,
the st:it,Is of community colleges, the notion of power and

opportunity may then become 'central. To the extent that they
enjoy the integrity of the intellectual work they do, the nature
of their work becomes morb important to them than the sense,of
opportunity to move up Jo-hat thpy may or may not have. Power for

them is inherent in their ability to do intellectual work. To

the extent that the corriTunity college does not foster conditions
that facilitate their notion of their work as intollectu 1 .work

and tries to substitut'e other notions, they are frustrated, ,and
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the issues of status, power, and opportunity may become

paramount.

But the contradictions of American society put enormous

pressure on f ty in _community colleges who understand the

basic intellectual nature of their work. The students tend to

be the less wealthy, tend to be the students who have had less

success in schools, tend to be more often children of

workingclass parents, tend to be students whose experience has

been as'part of the dominated rather than the dominant classes in

the United States. Historically, because those in power cannot

accept the notion.that those who are dominated are so because of

the advantages domination to the dominant, they have to

conceive of these 1,hp are dominated as different from them, and

basically unequal. The sad, bald, inescapable, deeply troubling

fact of the matter is that our liberal society, lOng,,'ago gave up

on the notion of equality and substituted the liberal notion of

equal opportunity. The notion of inequality dominates our

education system. The early advocates of junior colleges did not

believe that the students who were to go to them were equal to

the student who would go to fouryear schools, and because they

were not equal they would get a different type of education. The

problem with the notion'of equal opportunity is not only that.our

economic, social andeducational systems do not accomplish'it,,

butmore basically it allows us to perceive people as-basically

different from each other: s4rter, dumbr, talented,

untalented, skilled, unskilled. In,fact',-there Vs every reason to

believe that people's abilities, re far more similar to each

other than they are different' and that, as human beings, we.are

so far from using the full capacities of our brains that the

differences that there may be among people's capacities can not

account for the differences Lin theiT- performances. People's

capacity to learn their native languages, for example, is

evidence that competences are much more similar than they are

different (Chomsky 1972).

This basic disbelief in equality among people's intellectual

capabilities, the continued confusion of peoples' performances

with their abilities, the continued attributiosi of differences in .

. performance to .1g5erited genetic factors, conflicts' with every

attempt on the part of community collagq faculty,t,o'_teach and

work with students in a.way 4at.sees students and people as

basically equal in their competences and their potential. The

belie;' in inequality, or in its ameliorating meritocratic

version, supports the dichOtomies, that are carried out in

commcnity colleges between career and 'liberal arts education,

between training and education, between skill and understanding,

between manual and intellectuarlabor, between terminal and

transfer edUcation., Those educational dichotomies are deepened

by the social forces of, racism and sexism which furtheereinforce
notions of 'inequality rather than equality.

In thee` mid;t, of these dichotomies based on -assumptions of
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inequal: y, the community college faculty members 'do their work.
After the SecondWorldWar,.with the influx of returning veterans
scpporte,: by the GI bill, four -year colleges and universities
were threatened with being swamped. Community colleges expanied
at a high rate to relieve the' pressure on fouryear colleges. In

the sixties a new sense of mission was added. Community collegep
were sQ.:11 us part of the official' federal policy of providing
equal education,-..1 opportunity'. They were part of an .enormous,.

stInse of social movement, ferment, and possibility. They became
seen as an instrument of social polfci which would provide
equitable educational opportunity for all, no matter what race,
social class background, or previous educational success.. They
wc)uld be an instrument of educational-salvation.

Assassinations, the Vietnam War, the oil embargo,
inflation, and the rising sense that our resources were limited,
all combined to bring the social ferment of the sixties and early
leventies to a grinding halt, to the point that we have remaining
some of the forms of that ferment, but little of the substance.
Faculty who were attracted to the community colleges as part of
that.movement were left grounded, struggling to hold on to some
sense of imperative. Throughout the excitement of the s and

early 70s while there was a sense of expanSion and unl mited
opportunity, and while all the energy was bean-Pg devoted to
creating new community, colleges, very few people loafed at the
way comMunity.colleges were actually operating. Burton Clark
\(1960) and James. Karabel (1977) presaged the 'critical reviews
that woo set in in the late seventies and early eighties.

)

But the ferment had only covered up the basic contradictions
with which community college faculty had to coutend: For

example, English faculty were asked to teach language skills to
students who increasingly did not have the skills associated with
proficiency with middleclass standard English, because the
students had been raised in circumstances in which they were
geographically and psychologically separated from the use of

middleclass standard English. Yet teachers of English in

community colleges were expected to overcome patterns of language
Use that. were reflections oftbeply .embedded kociai situations.
They were.expected to: change "...the 'type oA speech without .

simultaneously 'changing the situatione the living conditions,
and the system of the symbolic interpretation of reality as a
whole," which that la"nguage performance represented .(Bisseret
19794 p.107).

's

Teachers of humanities were .expected to offer their courses
in history, literature, philosophy in a context in which
community college _students saw acquaintances with' B.A. degrees.
failing to get the type of work normally associ:Aed with holding
a bachelor's degree and driving cabs instead. A sense of panic
about the worth of a colleg0e8ucation and traditional collegiate
Subjects set in. Throughout higher education a spirit of

' vocationalism emerged (Hurn 1982) that undermined the sense of
meaning that courses in humanities were to offer. Community
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college teachers of humanities searched;for connect their

courses to career programs without sacr' ' heir sense of

identity with a subject matter and a, way king that was

cen01.1_ to who they were. \.
m

, $ .

Teachers of the social' _sbiences operated n eftecially

Complicated situation in Community colleges. it 'field is

devoted to raising to levels of consciousness 1/4 patterns of

social behavior in the hope that knowledge will lead to a more

just society. Yet they,,--teach in .institutions
confront them 1

on a day-to-day basfs with the result of inevitable social

stratificatidh in the United States. The socisciehce fields

have been intertwined With the notion of wOrt--:-.,is" and to the

extent that the.social science teachers cannot LvL their efforts

as part of a progressive ethos, they are in co lict with what

they had devoted <themselves .to being thtoughout their

professional life. Some faculty leave in the face of such a

conflict; others adjust their expectations; still- others stay

and deyote their energy to mattersoutside of the collegir

.

Math and Science teachers stand at the 'crossroads between

Straining and education.(See chapter fifteen, Sohn4tethel 1978,

for a full discussion of" the role of mathematics in this

dichotomy.) To the extent that studehs can learn math, theyScan

progress in the sciences. To the extent that they can progress

in the sciences, they can move from being a skilled manual

laborer or technician to a person who is recognized and. paid for

working with his or her mind. The' fact that that division

between mind and hand is deluding does'hot keep our educational

system from carrying it out. The problems math. and science

(.4

teachers face in community colleges, is ththat ttley are supposed td.

deal with the consequences, of choices and decisions that students

may have made unknowingly years earlier. But the faculty work

in a context of class load and schedules that make it improbable

that.they really can effectively deal with ,those consequences,

The f'act that the community college exists leads some students to

think that their decision about what math to take, how'.far to go

in it, how,to contend with lack of success ihit in high school,

is not a serious problem, because they_will have another chance

to deal with the problem in community colleges.' But education in

math and sciense is cumulative, and bad habits, misconcepts, and

4practicing sellls incorrectly all make it very difficult to

overcome when you are twenty or. thirty or forty what you could

not deal with at sixteen. .BUt that is the mature of the struggle

that'math and science teacheri have to take on as they enter

their classrooms each day.

The career education.teachers we interviewed had to contend

with a division 'between training and education that they

themselves did not totally share, but which their college and

sometimes their colleagues seemed-to impose. Because they were

, deeply experienced in their .respective.fields of work they

understood .that ,their students would be oppressed by their work
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unless they understood its place in the .larger societal context
and unless they had a gi-ounding in the academic subjects that
undergird,their technological fields, enabling them to go beyond
the carrying out, of rote duties.

-..

While some schools we visited deliberately placed career
education faculty Offices next to arts and science faculty, such
manipulations of physical space did not seem to overcome the'.

1 psychological and intellectual chasm that was apparent in the way
faJolty in the community, colleges conceived of '-themselves.
Somehow career education fafulty who understand the need for a
complete sense of education for their students, who know that

; reading and Writing ability is crucial to their studentipi success
in their occupatiqn, do not see themselves in the same light as
their arts and science colleagues. Although they both, share the
dame concern .for a complete sense of education 'for their . 1

students, they do not seem to be talking with each.other: °There
does not seem to be in the community colleges a 'Vehicle fOr
faculty Who think seriously and deeply about the cOmplexitils of
pedagogy, their fields of study, and the nature of their
students, to come ,,ogether.=-- (Nor is there necessarily such a
vehicle in the four-year colleges and university.). Faculty. tend

.. to 'work in isolation. Normally it is through.yriting and
publication that such concerns are shared and connections are
made. 5 But because the community ,college has eschewed such
activity as inappropriate for its faculty', community college
faculty seem even more isolated as they attempt to contend
individuallys_with the'diverse range of issues they face in.their

, work. ". .

4

The
complexities

11e fel:ilO:tace ir the TherTdelnreeM
.to be.any energy oul.side the college for bridging the dichotomies
With which they have to contend. Higher education is beeoming
more stratified rather than less as elite, private college costs
inflate.. The gap between technology and the' humanities seems to
.be broadening as phrases like "high tech" start to carry with
theM an aura of magic and mystery and its logic and language
remains\obfuscated for all but the initiated. Community college
students are increasingly being forced to be part-tiMe students
juggling'school studies in and around a work 'schedule. Studies
reveal that the two factors which imake attending, comMuniey
colleges less expensive than attending four-year colleges - -th,,

dability to live at home an commute to,pchool and the ability to.
maintain a full-time job if necessary Rhd still schedule'classes
in and around the job--are the very factors which negatively
affect the students' persistence in schoOls (Astin'1982, p. 183):
Yet these trends seem to be increasing.

The picture is further complicated by community college
advocates themselves'; in order to maintain public support,
stressing the relative Low cost of the education offered in
community college6; Given the -nature of the students who attend
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community colleges and the complex educational history they tend

. to have, a reasonable argument could be.built to say that more

rather than less money spent per studmt in community colleges

would be Consistent'with equity. The nction of "you get what you

pay m or" seems to be not applied to commlnity colleges.

14e learned from interviewing faculty and :students

Massachusetts, New. York State, and CaliforniaLst6tes with

different histories in higher education, states with different

systems of funding and governance of community colleges, states

with widely different levels of funding for all public

institutions . pf higher education including community

collegesthat despite all the differences in finance, history,

and organization, the faculty and Students in the, widely

sepaAted community colleges shared stories with strikingly

similar themes, We talked with faculty member after faculty

member who, were trying to contend through their work with

conventional motions of bright .and dumb, talent, skill and

understanding, education and training. Many 'were committed to

freeing those notions of their conventional associations with

SO4aIclass, rade, and gewler. To the extent they are unable to

do '4, and are criticized for their failure, to a considerable

degree they are being scapegoated for the contradi-aions inherent
in our liberal, society. The higher education establishment has

grown accustomed to having community colleges exist to deal with

the diversity of problems-with which they contend and vihich frees

fouryear Cplleges and universities to concentrate on more

traditional notions of collegiate education. To the extent that

cOmmumitpm;college. faculty are successful in developing a

foundaiion#Ar some individual students to have options that they

might. not have had, they are extraordinary teachers operating in

among-the most difficult of educational contexts in the United

States.
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Append ix I

TABLE 1.

Distribution of faculty and staff participants in community colleges in California,
Massachusetts, and New.York (one participant from Illinois). Not included here are
pilot,study participants (3).

Faculty & Staff
Participants

California
24

.
Massachusetts

26

New York -

25
Otherr natal'

76

Minority Non- Minority Non- Minority Non- Non-
minority minority minorit minority

Liberal Arts 3 7 2 5 2 4 1 24

i Career 3 2 2 4 11

Staff 3 2 2 2 9

Liberal Arts 1 6 3 1 5 16

; Career
s

2 1 3 2 8

Staff 1 1 2, 3 1 8

Totals 5 19 18 8 17 1 76

TABLE 2.

Distribution of student participants in community colleges Callitrnia, Massachusetts,
and New York.

Student Participants California
.9

Massachusetts
8

New York
7

Total.

24'

Minority Non'- Minority Non- Minority Non-

Liberal Arts/transfer 1 1
rity

5

Career Programs 1 1 1 '1 4

zv Liberal Arta /transfer 2 1 3 1 7

Career Programs 1 1 2 1 1 2 8

Totals 4
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Appendix II Written Consent Form

"The Work of Community College Teachers:
A Study through In-Depth Interviews" *

t. We, Earl Seidman and Patrick J. Sullivan, are faculty members at

the School of Education, University of Massachusetts in Amherst, Massa-

chusetts. We have been working for the last two years doing research

based on in-depth interviews of community college faculty, staff, and

students, primarily in Massachusetts. That research has led to the

.
production of a thirty-minute film based on the interviews. The working

title of the film is "In Their Own Voices: Working in the Community

College". (The film project was sponsored by the Exxon Education.

Foundation).

Having completed work on the film, we are now turning our attention

to broadening our study of the experience and meaning of teaching and

working in community colleges. We have received a grant from the

National Institute of Education to continue in- depth - interviews of

community college teachers, staff and students in California. and New

York State as well as with additional participants_ in Massachusetts.

IT. You are being asked to be a participant in this study. We will

conduct three, 1 1/2 hour in-depth interviews with you. The first

interview will center around the question of how you came to work in

a community college. The second interview will focus on what it is like

to work in a community college. The final interview will explore what

it means to you to work in a community college. While these questions

will provide the structure of the interview, our intent in the interviews

will not be to seek answers to these questions but rather to stimulate

discussions df your stories and recreation of your experiences within the

framework these questions establish.

III. The interviews will be audio-taped and later transcribed by a

secretary. Our goal is to analyze and compose the materials from your

interviews (you will be one of approximatelya total of seventy partici-

pants) for:
,.. (a) our final report to NIE

(b) a book we intend to write on teaching and working in community

olleges based to a considerable degree on'profiles of partici-

,nts developed from their interviews,

(c) a book we may do on interviewing as a research methodology in

education
(d) journal article& ,

(e) presentations to groups interested in community colleges

(f) Finally, as faculty in a School of Education we may use the

transcripts of your interviews for instructional purposes'.

*This study is supported by.a grant from the National InstitUte of

Education. Earl Seidman: Principal Investigator, Patrick J. Sullivan:

Associate Investigator, School of Education, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Ma. 01003
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In all written materials and oral presentations in which we may use
materials from your interview, we will use neither your name, names of
people close to you, nor the name of your college. Transcripts will be
typed with initials for your name, the aames of people close to you, and
the name of your community college.

(It must be noted that in our original proposal to NIE, the names
of three community colleges, one in California and two in New York
State were mentioned as possible sites/rfor our interviews. Although
we will not use the names of your college in any written materials
or oral presentations that result from this research, it is pos-
sible that someone could contact NIE, ask to have access to our
original proposal, and try to identify the name of your college.)

IV. While consenting at this time to participate in these interviews,
you may at any time withdraw from the actual interview process.

V. Furthermore, while having tonsented'to participate in the interview
process and having so done, you may withdraw your consent to have specific

.

excerpts frOm your interviews used in any printed materials ororal
presentations if you notify us within thirty days of your final inter-
view.

VI. In signing this form you are agreeing to the use of the materials
from your interviews as indicated in III. If we were to want to
usie the materials from your interviews in any way not consistent with
what is stated in III, we would contact you to get your additional written'
consent.

VII. In signing this form, you are also assuring us that you will make
no financial claims on us for the use of the material in your interviews:

VIII. Finally, in signing this you are thus stating that no medical
treatment will be required by you from the University of Massachusetts
should any physical injury result from participating in these interviews.

have read the above 4

statement and agree to participAte as an interviewee under the conditions
,stated above.

681
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Interviewer(s)
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Appendix III

TABLE 3.

Distribution of faculty and staff participants selected for profile development.

Faculty and Staff
Participants

, California
11

Massachusetts
13

New York
9

Other
1

Totals
34

Minority Non- Minority Non- Minority Non- Non-

minority minority minority minority

Liberal Arts 3 2 4 1 2 1 13

Career 1 2 2 5

Staff 1

Liberal Arts 3 1 2 6

n
Career 1 1 3 1 4!6

5
Staff 1 1 3

Totals 4 7 2

TABLE 4,

11 2

Distribution of student'participants se!ected for profile development:

students.

7

returning women

Student Participants' California
2

Massachusetts
1

New York
2

Totals
5

Liberal Arts/transfer

Career Programs

Minority Non-
minority

s;
1 1

Minority on
minority

1

Minority Non-
minority

1

1

1

4

1

Totals 1

682,
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